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A Weekly Theatrical Digest and Review of the Show World
300% PROFIT
ENORMOUS REPEATER

Do you want to own your own business? Why not be independent? Fire your boss and start working for yourself. Join my sales organization and start making money at once. I could fill this page with talk about what Tom, Dick and Harry are doing. That doesn’t interest you. I know you want to know what you can make. Send in your order and I’ll mighty soon show you. I am the largest exclusive Washing Compound Manufacturer in the country. I ship all orders the same day I receive them. Think about that for service. Write me as often as you like about any point. You’ll get a personal reply. My help and advice are yours at any time. I grant exclusive territory and absolutely protect my salespeople.

Become My District Manager

If you want quick action send $36.00 and I will rush to you 5 cases (500) 20c packages of Magic Marvel, 250 samples and 250 circulars. Also exclusive agency contract. I include free on all orders more than enough extra packages to repay you for all transportation charges. Should you be so unfortunate as to get me your order too late and I find I already have an agent in your district, I will immediately return your remittance.

You Take No Risk

I guarantee the entire sale of your first order. If you only want sample of Magic Marvel and proof of what I say, just drop me a line and I’ll be mighty glad to send them by return mail. Better order five cases and become my exclusive agent at once. Address me personally.

L. Mitchell, Gen. Sales Mgr.

L. MITCHELL & COMPANY
Dept. BB, 1304-16 E. 61st St., Chicago, Ill.
BRER RABBIT KISSES

For GIVEAWAYS use our No. 5 Package, at $15.00 per thousand
For PRIZE PACKAGES " " 7 " " 27.00 " "
(Put in your own prizes)
All orders shipped same day received. Terms, half cash, with order; balance C.O.D. Samples mailed upon request of the stamp.

BRER RABBIT CANDY COMPANY, Inc.

WANTED FOR
Kaplan's Greater Shows
TWO GOOD TEAMS and A-1 PIANO PLAYER
FOR PLANTATION SHOW
Have room for good Platform Show that can make good at Palm. Also
Good Mechanical Show.
Want to buy Collage (Steam or Air). Want Musicians to strengthen
Band, or can use an Eight or Ten-Piece Band.
Address Kaplan GREATER SHOWS,
Lake City, S. C. (later by special order, or by mail. For a letter, ask the
manager, or send a stamped, self-addressed envelope, enclosing a
dollar.

FIFE AND DRUM BANDS TO JOIN GRAMPS MURPHY'S SHOW

ALL ABOARD FOR THE SOUTH

LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS
- POSITIVELY GOING SOUTH -
CAN PLACE COLORED PERFORMERS
Top salaries paid and state rooms furnished. Harry
Fogle, come on. I have good show organized. Good
proposition to sidetrackers, fun house, easy house or
any up-to-date bally show; I will finance same. Capa-
ble manager for minstrel show. Will place Oriental
show with your own outfit; you must have four or
more dancers. Concession people, if you want to go
South, here is an opportunity for you. Good open-
ning for grocery wheel, fruit wheel, Better wheel and
china baskets. Grand stores of all kinds, come on.
Address all mail to HERMAN AARONS, Havana, Illinois,
this week; Watseka, Ill., Fair, Sept. 6th to 11th,
where we control the Midway; Herrin, Ill., Sept. 13th
to 15th; Blytheville, Arkansas, Sept. 20th to 26th;
Natches, Miss., Sept. 27th to Oct. 2d; then for our
Southern Fairs.

JOHNNY J. JONES' EXPOSITION
"THE SHOW THAT TRAVELS ON SCHEDULE TIME"
WANTS WORKINGMEN IN ALL DEPARTMENTS,
AMERICAN MUSICIANS. Union Salaries.
Address can not be avoided in paying of Payroll, by order of the owner, following:
Johnny J. Jones Exposition Co., Inc.,
Carnival Park, Star of the South, 4th Ave. and Chicago Plaza, Chicago, III. 

WANTED—FOR ALFRED FRITZ'S CABARET,
Dancers and Musicians. Must be ladies at all times. Also Piano, Trump
Drummer and Saxophone. Those with wires preferred. Also Flormann, with
whom can make good on songs on front and has lots of pop on floor. Good
position to name. Join on wire. You pay yours. I pay mine. Address
ALFRED FRITZ, care Great Southeastern Shows, Lincoln, Ill.

WANTED FOR CAMPBELL BROTHERS SHOW
Carnival Wanted for the O. K. K. (Dicky's) Fall Festival at Mattoon, Ills.
WANTED 3-A-1 ORIENTAL DANCERS

CRAMER & FASAN UNITED SHOWS

Can place Shows, Rides and Concessions for the following fairs:
This Week, Lansdale, Pa.
Phila. Co. Fair, Byberry, Pa., Sept. 6th-11th
Great Mt. Holly Fair, Mt. Holly, N. J., Sept. 13th-18th
Dallas, Pa., Fair, Sept. 20th to 25th

WANTED FOR MERCHANTS BIG FALL FESTIVAL
AND THREE DAY PICNIC

FAIRLAND OKLA.
SEPT. 9th, 10th and 11th
Wanted, General Agent
All winter's work, South. Must be A-1. Salary all you are
worth. Wire. Don't write. NOBLE C. FAIRLY SHOWS,
Olathe, Kan., Aug. 30-Sept. 4.

CARNIVAL WANTED for inclusion, with Electrically
lit Ferris Wheel, Merry-Go-Round, Wheels, high-class Concessions of all kinds. Wire, Please, NOW.

DUBUQUE, IOWA
1920-FALL FESTIVAL EXPOSITION-1920
13th to 18th SEPTEMBER - 13th to 18th
"Festival Way Out—No Pay Gate."

WANTED—Ferris Wheel, Merry-Go-Round, Wheels, high-class Concessions of all kinds. Wire, Please, NOW.
Endeavors ever to serve the Profession honestly, intelligently and usefully.

Can. National Exhibition at Toronto Opens Auspiciously

Sir Auckland Geddes and Sir Theo. Lipton Guests of Honor

Johnny J. Jones Exposition Again Feature Attraction

Attendance Records for Opening Day Are Broken

Toronto, Ont., Aug. 29.—The forty-second annual exhibition of the Canadian National Exhibition Company opened today most auspiciously, the guests of the occasion being Sir Auckland Geddes, British Ambassador at Washington, D. C., and Sir Thomas Lipton, and the special attraction of the day was the assemblage of all Victorians, Cossacks now in Canada as well as veterans of the Great War. The weather was clear and cool, and brought out a great attendance almost double that of last year's opening day. A sense of purpose is shown by the opening of the exhibition, which is thought to have been more than double those of last year.

Last year the attendance reached the peak of 1,000,000, a figure never before attained even by the Montreal World's Fair to the same number of consecutive days. The estimated attendance this year gives every department an enlarged scope and assumes a greater diversity of exhibits, while the special features of outstanding prominence are arranged for as a result of a greater constituency, at least reliable exhibitors, which gives a guarantee in advance for an exhibition of an extremely grand and interested.

In this year's program the lighter side of the Great War is neglected. General Manager Kent and Assistant Manager Director Jones will furnish an unprecedented abundance of material to meet the varied tastes of the patron.

Employees of New Orleans Theaters Firm in Demands

Refuse Offer of Wage Arbitration Made by the M. P. A.

Walkout September 1 Unless Demands Are Granted

Local Federation of Labor Is Lending Its Support

New Orleans, La., Aug. 29.—At a meeting held Sunday afternoon representatives of all local theatrical unions refused point blank offers of a wage arbitration by the Managers Protective Association. Committees from the stage hands, operators and scenographers are demanding that the scale originally presented be signed by the first of September or a walk-out will occur. The operators are asking an increase from forty to sixty per cent, machinists fifty per cent, stage crew forty-two per cent.

The Shampe-Anderson Company may all its houses open Wednesday morning with a monologue, A. H. Leopold of Pantages says that if the show is approved the opening of the new Pantages house three weeks. The Opera house Monday night, and it is feared that the arrival will put up performances after that date.

Breaking Fair Records

Don Mcleod, Inc., Aug. 29.—With all previous records for the best half of the week exceeded by 25,000 people, the Iowa State Fair gives every indication of setting a new mark for attendance, in addition to exhibits and attractions. The opening crowd was 90,000. Fortuitously, the fair's officials have made the forecasts that the crowds from Monday to Friday will average over 70,000.

Secretary A. R. Corey, of the Iowa state Fair, has highly complimented C. W. Worthington, stating that A. Worthington World's Greatest Shows are furnishing the best midway the Iowa State Fair has ever had.

A. E. A. Plans “Equity Shop” Arrangement with T. M. A.

Special Meeting Called to Discuss the Proposition

No Predictions Ventured as to Whether Idea will Prevail

Emerson To Speak at Opening of Equity's New Section

New York, Aug. 29.—A meeting has been called by the Actors' Equity Association at Astor Hall for discussion of the advisability of offering an "Equity Shop" arrangement between the organization and the Touring Managers' Association. The official call for the meeting was sent out to the members this week and results as follows:

ACENTS' EQUITY ASSOCIATION

At the last meeting of the members of the association, held August 23, a resolution was brought up instructing the Council to inform all independent producing managers and all members of the Touring Managers' Association that no member of the Actors' Equity Association would rehearse, or play with a person or persons who were not members of the Actors' Equity Association. This resolution was declared void by a vote at this particular meeting. Since then a petition has been sent to the Council, signed by over 250 members, requesting the Council to call a SPECIAL MEETING to take up this matter. You are, therefore, requested to attend at the Astor Hall, 22 West 43rd street, on Thursday, Thursday, September 5, at three o'clock.

FRANK GILLMORE

Executive Secretary.

Admission by Paid-Up Card Only.

It is expected that a crowded meeting will result, and much argument will be heard pros and cons regarding the proposition. No one is willing to make any predictions as to whether the "Equity Shop" idea will prevail or not, but it is said that the managers will vote according to the wishes of their membership.

The same day as the meeting will see the opening of Equity's new section at 229 West 43rd street. This building which has been remodeled from top to bottom, will be devoted entirely

Hard Hit by Car Strike

New York, Aug. 29.—The big strike on the Brooklyn Rapid Transit lines cost about fifteen hundred dollars, according to estimates. About five thousand people managed to struggle thru Brooklyn and through the Island. All beaches led by the B. R. T. were hard hit.

A meeting of the Coney Island Board of Trade was called in an effort to affect the Island's salvation, but no remedy was hit upon. Exhilarating prices were demanded by taxi and bus societies for trips to and from Coney Island.

Shortage of Vaude. Acts is Discussed by V. M. P. A.

Deflection to Other Fields Advaneed as One of Causes

Managers Short 200 Acts for Labor Day Shows

Z. F. Albee and Marcus Loew Take Part in the Discussion

New York, Aug. 29.—It is reported that at a meeting of the Vaudeville Managers Protective Association, held last week, the present unprecedented shortage of acts came up for a lengthy discussion. It is said that the managers find themselves about two hundred acts short for the Labor Day shows, and no relief in sight. The reason for the shortage is said to be the heavy raid made on vaudeville by musical comedy, the chautauqua, and the invasion of England by American vaudeville artists. Another very pointed argument for the present condition is the fact that over a hundred acts have been added to the vaudeville roll in the past nine months. At the meeting of the V. M. P. A., both Albee and Marcus Loew spoke, Mr. Albee heading the discussion. Mr. Loew is reported as having announced that while in the past he had paid considerable attention to vaudeville acts, the last few years have made it necessary to turn all of his efforts to motion pictures, and that he is now considering buying the motion picture plant at 229 West 43rd street. The building which has been remodeled from top to bottom, will be devoted entirely
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Last Week's Issue of The Billboard Combined 1,815 Classified Ads, Totalling 8,078 Lines, and 706 Display Ads, Totalling 23,283 Lines, 2,291 Ads, Occupying 33,710 Lines In All.

TWO AND ONE-SIXTH PAGES OF ADVERTISING ARE CROWDED OUT OF THIS ISSUE.

The Edition of This Issue of The Billboard Is 56,325
PANTAGES OPENS MILLION DOLLAR THEATER IN TORONTO

Formal Dedication of Magnificent House Is Gala Event—Screen Stars Are Present in Person—Reception and Banquet Follow Performance

New York, April 28.—The new Pantages Theater in Toronto opened Saturday night, April 28. It is being presented by the Toye, Swift and Co., a Toronto concern, and is designed and decorated to meet every demand of the most exacting patron. Toronto, which is a city of 500,000 inhabitants, grumbled at a gala event of the opening, which promised to be as the same day that the Canadian National Exhibition opened its doors.

Michael Falanga, representative of Alexander Toye, left New York City early Thursday evening on the Canadian Pacific's 1:15 T. B. D., and there was a pleasant surprise awaiting him when the words "God Save the King" resounded from the tri-colored bunting of the Great Hall of the British Empire, heralded by the festive bunting of the newly opened Pantages Theater on which the 1929 world record was first achieved.

Arthur Falanga, who was making his first visit to the city, was met by an enthusiastic throng of Canadian fans, who were delighted to see the famous actor and director. After an introduction of the six minutes Madison Square Garden and Madison Square Garden, Falanga was introduced at the main entrance and received a rapturous welcome.

TWO NEW THEATRE

Tb Bn Built in Everett, Ind.—Rival of Eubank to Be Opened in June

Eubank, Ind., April 28.—Two new theaters are being erected here and in the town of New Raleigh will be completed first. Both are being erected on the same lot and are in the process of being completed. The one at the Eubank Theatre at 1101 Main Street and the other at the New Raleigh Theatre at 109 Main Street will open the last week of May, Monday, May 13, according to the plans.

The Eubank Theatre will have eight seats over the New Raleigh Theatre and will have a capacity of 1200 seats. The New Raleigh Theatre will have a capacity of 1000 seats.

The Eubank Theatre will be built on a cost of $15,000 and will be open in time for the beginning of the season. The New Raleigh Theatre will be open in time for the beginning of the season.

The Eubank Theatre will be built on a cost of $15,000 and will be open in time for the beginning of the season. The New Raleigh Theatre will be open in time for the beginning of the season.

BRIGG A SUICIDE

Promoter of "Greenwich Village Folks" and a "Why a Name?" Hennis Self

New York, April 28.—Briggs, the celebrated New York Times newspaper writer, was Saturday committed suicide outside of his home in Greenwich Village. Briggs, who was a well-known writer, was found hanging in his room at the Hotel in Greenwich Village. Briggs, who was a well-known writer, was found hanging in his room at the Hotel in Greenwich Village.

The suicide was confirmed by the police, who were unable to identify the victim. The coroner's inquest was ordered to be held.

CANTON QUIT ZIEGFELD

New York, April 28.—The contract ending between Eddie Cantor and Ziegfeld, for the third time in as many months, has been signed. Eddie Cantor has resigned from Ziegfeld's managerial firm, and Ziegfeld has resigned as the head of the firm. The end of their partnership comes after a bitter struggle for control of the company.

It is said that the accord of the separation is due to Cantor's growing dissatisfaction with his work at Ziegfeld's. Cantor has refused to sign a contract for another season with Ziegfeld, and Ziegfeld has refused to sign a contract for another season with Cantor.

LILLIAN GILDELL

Lillian Gildeell, now playing in "The Big Knife," has been offered the role of "The Red Door" in Ziegfeld's new musical comedy, "The Red Door." Gildeell, who is the perfect type, has beenturned down by Ziegfeld on the grounds of her age and inexperience.

RUTH BUDD IN "FROLIC"

New York, April 28.—Ruth Budd will appear in "Frolic," a musical comedy, on Broadway. "Frolic," which is a musical comedy, is now in rehearsal, and Budd will appear as one of the leading roles.

The musical comedy is written by J. B. Iselin, and is directed by J. B. Iselin.

THE TURN OF THE WORM

The Turn of the Worm is the presentation of the New York Musical Comedy Company. The production is under the direction of J. B. Iselin, and is written by J. B. Iselin.

PARAMOUNT FIRST RUN

Aaron J. Jones Leads Exclusives for Randolph Theatres

Chicago, April 28.—Aaron J. Jones, who is in charge of the theatre department of the Paramount, has signed an exclusive contract with the new theater department of the Paramount, which is now in operation in Chicago.

SILLS, WELLS, SILENT

Sills, Wells, and Silent are coming to Chicago, according to the announcement of the theatre department of the Paramount. The three stars will appear in "The Three Musketeers," a musical comedy, which is now in rehearsal.

New Huntington Theaters

Huntington, W. Va., April 28.—Representatives of the Huntington Theatre Company, which is now in operation in Huntington, W. Va., are coming to New York to purchase a new theatre.

NEW YORK TIMES}

New York, April 28.—The New York Times, a daily newspaper, has announced that it will open a new theatre in New York City.

FLORENCE WALTON

Florence Walton, a noted singer, has announced that she will make a special appearance in "The Red Door," a musical comedy, at the Ziegfeld Theatre, New York City.
REPERTORY THEATER

May Soon Be Opened in New York By Robert Milton—Would Be Complete Workshop For Making and Staging of Own Productions
—Plans Call For Company of Ten Players

New York, Aug. 28.—New York may soon have a repertory theater on the scale of the Continental interpretations of Shakespeare that has been attracting so much attention. The Mannheimer expects to get a Broadway playhouse now building in the neighborhood. Even before January 1 the company will be installed here, but if the completion date that then is set will not start till the following fall.

Mr. Milton plans to call for a company of his players from which he would choose his leading men for the ten plays each season. The members of the company will be then löned for a wide range of long-term contracts. Long-term contracts will be issued under the title of the company and the membership of the company and the membership of the company. The plans for the theater will be such that the company will be able to give a steady supply of first-class performances, the actors and actresses will be given fair salaries and the opportunity to improve their talents.

It is intended that the theater shall be a complete permanent structure where the best of his productions can be presented. The playhouse and studio will be equipped with all the facilities for the training of actors. A good support of the theater will be given by the patrons of the theater and the directors of the company. The company will be given the best of the plays that they can get their hands on and the company will be given the best of the plays that they can get their hands on. The plays of the company will be open to the public and the public will be given the best of the plays that they can get their hands on. The plays of the company will be open to the public and the public will be given the best of the plays that they can get their hands on.

The plans for the play will be such that the company will be able to give a steady supply of first-class performances. The plans for the play will be such that the company will be able to give a steady supply of first-class performances. The plans for the play will be such that the company will be able to give a steady supply of first-class performances.

FAVERSION CONFERENCES

Cleveland Stage Enquiry

Cleveland, Aug. 28.—The management of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees of Cleveland met Monday night in the offices of the union and discussed the possibility of reaching an agreement for the formation of a new local union. The union has been organized for the purpose of protecting the interests of the theatrical workers and the management of the theater.

NASHVILLE CAR STRIKE

Tennessee, Aug. 26.—Nashville in a bad way at this time of the year. The weather is hot and the humidity is high. The city is at its best in the spring and summer, but in the fall the heat and humidity make it a terrible place. The city is at its best in the spring and summer, but in the fall the heat and humidity make it a terrible place. The city is at its best in the spring and summer, but in the fall the heat and humidity make it a terrible place.

NEW PRODUCING COMBINATION

New York, Aug. 28.—Herbert Fields, the head of the producing and distribution division of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and Louis B. Mayer, the president of the company, has announced that they will form a new producing company called the Famous Players-Mayer Productions. The company will produce new plays and films and will distribute them throughout the country.

FIGHT WILL BE PulLED OFF

New York, Aug. 28.—Rumors to the effect that a fighter is being ready to fight have been denied by the management of the New York Luna Theater. The management has stated that no fighter is being ready to fight and that the reports are unfounded.

PITTSBURGH PLAYHOUSE

Pittsburgh, Aug. 28.—The Pittsburgh Playhouse, a new company of actors and actresses, has announced that it will open its season on October 1. The company will present a series of plays in the fall and winter months and will also present several plays in the spring and summer months.

MILWAUKEE STAGE COMPANY

Milwaukee, Aug. 28.—The Milwaukee Stage Company, a group of actors and actresses, has announced that it will produce a new play in the fall. The play, which is to be called "The Little Professor," will be presented in the fall and will be directed by Mrs. Mabel W. Jones. The company will present several other plays during the fall and winter months.

IF YOU WOULD SEE THE BEST OF THE BEST

New York, Aug. 28.—If you would see the best of the best of the Broadway productions, you must see the Repertory Theater. The Repertory Theater will present a series of new plays and films and will also present several plays produced by other companies. The Repertory Theater is the best of the best of the Broadway productions.
Without neglecting its homely and prosaic business end, we are devoting more and more attention to its finer artistic phases and accomplishments.

**MASS MEETING**

Of Actors’ Equity in Chicago

New Executives Will Confer September 7—Many important Topics To Be Discussed

Chicago, Aug. 25—Frank Gillimson, executive secretary, and John Eisman, president of the Actors’ Equity Association, are expected in Chicago Thursday for the opening of the convention. The business session will be opened by J. Marcus Harms, of the Chicago office of Actors’ Equity. Mr. Harms will deliver his salutation to a large meeting up to Mr. Eisman, and the hour will be followed by a general meeting at the Burlesque Theater at 8 o’clock. Mr. Gillimson will address the convention on the production of several of his plays in England and abroad and visit. Mr. Harms will speak of the publication of his works.

**GOODWIN INSOLVENT**

Litigation of Famous Actor Lost Those Assets, His Father Declares to Court

New York, Aug. 25—The habitation of the late Tom Goodwin overwhelmed its north, according to an account of the estate which has been by Goodwin’s father, Nathaniel C. Goodwin. He says that the assets of the estate total $18,000, while the source of the insolvency into $12,000, leaving a balance of $6,000. The largest item is the expression of the 70 inhibition as a bill of the interest in over $1,000 for legal expenses, and the personal but of $1,500, which are preferred claims. The discrepancy of the estate total to $10,000, is it said.

**“SEM-NUR” OPENS OCTOBER 23**

New York, Aug. 25—R. H. Davis’ future presentation for the new season will be announced as “Sem-ur” on the Manhattan Opera House, October 23. A cost of the new play is being presented in the Empire is expected to be opened in the new Amsterdam Theater Building, having been the role of the play, which has been already selected as W. T. Thorne with Joseph Field and one or two of the part in which he has been resigned from the company. The cast already selected are: William Wagner, Leslie Howard, Charles等奖, William, Josephine, Robert G. Uxbridge, Mildred Wright, Virginia Howard, Maria Conlon, Ethel, Susan, and Robert Burton.

Robert Graham will begin the rehearsals of the new company in a few weeks, it is said, under the personal direction of M. Davis.

**STUDIOS MOVE**

New York, Aug. 25—The Notenberry Studio is ready for the move next week to West 40th Street, to the studio at 111 West 40th Street. Their new studio is more modern and equipped with the latest in unsung and comfortable. They are setting the pace for many new.

**“GOLDEN GIRL” AGAIN**

New York, Aug. 25—Harry Wendell will reprise “My Golden Girl” from this week, beginning at the Shubert-Cleveland Theater on MacDuffay. In the cast are Mary Cline, Edith Leon eman, Alice Moir, and many others.

**NEW YORK, VALLEY RIDGE HOME FOR CHILDREN**

**DR. JOHN A. FAUST, DIRECTOR**

Children’s Home. Country Location. Rent Our little home. Food, clothing, education, teaching, etc. For children from 2 years to 16 years old. Bright, sunny, easy to reach. Apply for further information. 510 W. 115th St., New York, New York.

---

**THE DRAMATIC STAGE**

**LONG RUN DRAMATIC PLAY RECORDS**

Number of performances, by and to include Saturday, August 25.

**IN NEW YORK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Play</th>
<th>Performer</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Performances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Lincoln</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Denim</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Brown</td>
<td>George Arliss</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call for Help</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Man Who Played Hamlet</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Live Wire</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Man in the Moon</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Red Man</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IN CHICAGO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Play</th>
<th>Performer</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Performances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Man of the People</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Perfect Fool</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Man in the Moon</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Red Man</td>
<td>John Barrymore</td>
<td>William A. Brady</td>
<td>Aug. 22</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JEWISH ANY THEATER OPEN**

New York, Aug. 25—The Jewish Art Theater begins its second season at the Capitale Theater last night, with a performance in “Nero’s Parlor,” a farce about, to which Joseph Schiffkorn is starred. The supporting company included Harriet Huntington, Rose Hobart, Leonard Cooper and Hyman Sacks. A capacity audience witnessed the premiere.

**BOOST RALPH MORGAN**

Chicago, Aug. 25—According to the reports, Miss Little Irene Eshelman, one of the most popular actresses in the American Theater, will be giving a leading role in the new play “George Robert in London.” Emma Dean has Little Irene to be followed by "Nero’s Parlor," "A Man of the People," and "The Live Wire," which will be followed by "The Red Man," "The Perfect Fool," and "The Live Wire." The cast is expected to be announced shortly.

**“GOLDEN GIRL”**

New York, Aug. 25—Harry Wendell will reprise “My Golden Girl” from this week, beginning at the Shubert-Cleveland Theater on MacDuffay. In the cast are Mary Cline, Edith Leon eman, Alice Moir, and many others.

**ATTACK $204**

New York, Aug. 25—An attack on the $204,000 bond has been granted the Supreme Court in New York. This bond, bought by a nombre, will be sold at a lower price, and the proceeds will go to the estate of Robert E. Rose, who died recently.

**KLAAP TO PRODUCE JEROME PLAY**

New York, Aug. 25—Klaap, a new comedy by Jerome, will be produced by the Klaap Company. The play, which has already been produced in London, will be produced here following the success of the London production.

**SLANELL IMPROVING**

New York, Aug. 25—The conditions of Frank K. Millard, the sculptor, are reported much improved at St. Luke’s Hospital.

**MUSICIAN TO WEO WRITER**

New York, Aug. 25—Zemach, the famous radio, at Paris, a success, and Ford Parker, a writer, have signed a contract for a new play which will be produced at the Metropolitan Theater. They will be produced September 1.

---

**CHAS. EDWARDS**

Making a specialty of music, Edwards, also the famous actor, is the man of the week.
NEW PLAYS

"HAPPILY-GO-LUCKY"—A comedy in three acts by Mr. A. H. Venturini, New York August 26.

THE CAST—Yoel, Venturini, Clara, Louise, Robert, Jenny, Alice, Philip, David, Reuben, Bess, Max, Joseph, Dora, Sarah, Michael, Paul, Eliza, Ben, Mabel, Henry.

The story is a lively one. The characters are well drawn and the situations are amusing. The acting is excellent. The play is a success.

CABLES FROM LONDON TOWN

AUGUST 29

BY WESTCOTT

SEVERUS SCHAFFER ACT, "TANAGRA," CANCELED AFTER V. A. F. GETS BUSY

Resident of The Billboard will remember the announcement of the Variety Artists' Federation, which was made last week. The Federation has been formed with a view to the betterment of the conditions of the theatrical profession. It is to be hoped that this Federation will prove a success, and that it will be able to do something for the betterment of the conditions of the theatrical profession.

Schaffer's "Tanagra" is to be performed at the Apollo Theatre. The play is a success, and the Federation is to be congratulated on its efforts to better the conditions of the theatrical profession.

VOCY AND BAYLY ATTENDING TRADE UNION CONGRESS

Mr. Vocys and Mr. Bayly will attend the Trades Congress in London next week. They are expected to be present.

MORE ABOUT THE "INTERNATIONAL"

The "International" is a success. The play is well received, and the Federation is to be congratulated on its efforts to better the conditions of the theatrical profession.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF THE "INTERNATIONAL"

The financial aspects of the "International" are good. The Federation is to be congratulated on its efforts to better the conditions of the theatrical profession.

MURPHY'S "MURPHY'S"—A comedy in three acts, by Mr. Murphy, New York August 26.

The play is a success. The characters are well drawn and the situations are amusing. The acting is excellent. The play is a success.

"THE PM"—A comedy in three acts, by Mr. PM, New York August 26.

The play is a success. The characters are well drawn and the situations are amusing. The acting is excellent. The play is a success.

"THE SECRETARY"—Consists of eight numbers, each consisting of a single line, by Mr. Secretary, New York August 26.

The numbers are well written and the singing is excellent. The play is a success.

"THE TAPE"—A comedy in three acts, by Mr. Tape, New York August 26.

The play is a success. The characters are well drawn and the situations are amusing. The acting is excellent. The play is a success.
TAYLOR HOLLIS

GIVES INTERESTING INTERVIEW

Screen and Stage Star Now Appearing in "Crocketed Gamblers" Reviews His Career

New York, Aug. 31.—Remember the story of the little girl who shook her sorrows and thimble and cried? Well, she didn't know that making faces was invented by the devil but the little girl played character on the stage that she had forgotten the thimble, but the chief trick was her tears. And when Taylor Hollis was also a little girl, aged at the age of one year, she didn't go to the stage—it was her own idea, as her parents had never seen something to do without her.

Interviewing Mr. Hollis this afternoon in the Astor House office, I discovered the secret of the ability to work successfully both the stage and screen and speaking stage eyes are about the most beautiful eyes I have ever seen, and his voice is clear, smooth and adapted for the theater. He is in endeavoring to do several things. It is easy to understand why he is particularly to so many people. He loves good books and he loves to entertain them. He is just right out of school.

Randomly, I asked him what he had an interest

"I understand himself at any early age, a little girl and a thimble, and he said that George Hendry, the smartest of his "Crocket," As Mr. Hollis indeed was creating the stage play, and this made him impossible. We started giving up subscriptions and gave twenty performances with seat selling at 50 dollars. You can really see that there was some sure money in the venture.

"It happened that William Ander, the Screen Popular and The Billboard that the Peerless Playhouse to have their own private theater, having formerly secured a site in the vicinity of Fifth Avenue and Twentieth Street, it is probable that the Peerless Playhouse will leave the Astor Theater in about two weeks. The building used has been started with a 500 seats from Frank Walsh. The ten seats and above were booked in a non-refundable capacity, and work with not much, starting equally the profit and loss of the organization.

WINNISaukee LEGACY

New York, Sept. 2.—A number of the Winniappers and The Billboard that the Peerless Playhouse to have their own private theater, having formerly secured a site in the vicinity of Fifth Avenue and Twentieth Street, it is probable that the Peerless Playhouse will leave the Astor Theater in about two weeks. The building used has been started with a 500 seats from Frank Walsh. The ten seats and above were booked in a non-refundable capacity, and work with not much, starting equally the profit and loss of the organization.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION OF DRAMATIC ARTS

F. F. MACKAY

A Distinguished Actor of WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S DAY AND TIME.

FREEDMANN, W. H. AND CO., 55, W. 16th St., New York, N. Y.
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EQUITY'S NEWEST VENTURE
The Chicago Branch of the Actors' Equity Association Announces the Opening of an Up-to-Date THEATRICAL EMPLOYMENT BUREAU
OUR POLICY FOR THE ARTIST
We will guarantee the Actor to secure engagements for him at half or less than the present commission be in paying. We will place him with responsible managers and see that he does not lose any salary that he might be entitled to receive.
We will see that every engagement he secures is a real engagement from the employer. The Actor will have an lost sight of the nature of our contract is consecutive work.

ERRETT BIGelow, General Manager.
Under the Personal Supervision of J. Marcus Keny.
Local and Long Distance Phone—Central 8377.

EFFICIENCY AND SERVICE
MRS. LOIS BONNER, Assistant Manager.

ACTORS' EQUITY ASSOCIATION NEWS
IN WEST FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

There is to be another special meeting at the Coming on October 2, and the Chapter will meet there. A resolution was passed, at the meeting held on August 23, that the Relief Fund and the Industry Management should be established, that that which is referred to as the Industry Management is the Relief Fund.

The $10,000,000 of the Relief Fund was to be used for the purpose of aiding the unemployed actors and actresses in the various cities of the country.

The resolution was read out of order by the Chairman in view of the fact that the relief meeting and the relief fund are both requests of the audience, and the question was considered as a special meeting. Therefore, no motion came to a vote and the meeting was adjourned.

One of our first members—Mr. Hobbs, 213th, was recently admitted to the New York Bar.

Mr. Hobbs is a member of the New York Bar and has been practicing law in New York for several years.

As the President, Mr. Hobbs is a member of the Board of Directors of the New York Bar and has been actively interested in the affairs of the Bar for many years.

The New York Bar is to be paid for two periods of service with the bar relating to the relief fund.
The meeting of the bar is to be held on the 15th of this month.

Two cheers were raised on one's behalf, which was not intended because of a Monday night before crossing on New York.

All the Equity members of a certain company were present for a special lost meeting before the closing.

A chorus girl was admitted two weeks ago, under the law, but a week or two ago, when she was called by the stage manager for the purpose of closing the block, she was referred to the New York Bar and has since been referred to the authorities.

A small actor was referred to the New York Bar and has since been referred to the authorities.

Two other cases were referred for the benefit of important attorneys, and in no

MEREDITH STUDIO OF DRAMATIC ART
BESSIE E. MEREDITH, Director
285 West Forty-fourth Street, New York, N. Y.
Telephone 230-02-02

A MASTER OF LIGHTING EFFECTS

November, 28—Stages directing momentous scenes and decorating the scenes with the effect of light. The lighting effects are to be seen in the production of the play, "Cleopatra." The play will be presented at the old Playhouse Tuesday, December 3.

A MASTERCraft of LIGHTING EFFECTS

November, 28—Stages directing momentous scenes and decorating the scenes with the effect of light. The lighting effects are to be seen in the production of the play, "Cleopatra." The play will be presented at the old Playhouse Tuesday, December 3.

WILSONS HAVE A DAUGHTER

November, 28—A daughter has been born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Marcus Keny.
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TAYLOR HOLMES

Gives Interesting Interview

Screen and Stage Star Now Appearing in "Crocied Gamblers" Reviews His Career

New York, Aug. 31—December the story of the little girl, who sought out her vague and drowned mother, was played yesterday by the charming Mrs. Taylor Holmes. Her mother [name] communicated with her and asked her to come out and find her, the girl didn't know that looking for her was done by the duck the girl noticed. At first, the duck had wanted to be near them, but that sliding out of the way was merely an idea. And when Mrs. Taylor Holmes, stage girl and stage star, killed at the age of 35, that it would go on the stage it was 1862, as her character has never been more perfectly drawn than in this interview. Her excellent work won her a place in the cast of the play and the audience responded to her in Chicago, inasmuch as she had been on the top star in London, she was without a script and it was different. I dialect, her sister, Lelia Nielsen, who had been extremely active, but everything worked. I was desperate and poured his beer. The door of the office and listened to the thoughts of the story and there must be some sort of a part I Could (Published on page 11)

Celtic Players to Move

Negotiating for Localized Wheat They Can Have Their Own Theatre

New York, Aug. 26—A member of the Celtic Players who plays the lumberman in the play has his own little theatre, having already secured a site in the vicinity of 124th Street. "We are not as yet playing our performances at the Brooklyn Lyceum, on East Twenty-seventh Street. It is probable that the Celtic Players will leave the Brooklyn Lyceum in about two weeks. The building has been started with a $25,000 endowment from Mr. Welch. The city and state are interested and the theatre is ready for opening. The mayor and some of the leading citizens have been present and the opening will be in two weeks.

The list of Celtic Players' names has been supplemented, and every player who is in the cast has been called out. In this new venture, the directors have been active and the theatre is to be called "The Celtic Theatre."  

COHAN PLAY LABOR DAY

New York, Aug. 28—George M. Cohan will inaugurate his career as an impresario producer in Labor Day, which he presents "Circe" and "The Court." The play is a grand, large-scale production, and is a dramatic and political play, which George Kennan produced a few days ago.

SEVEN BLACK CATS

New York, Aug. 26—"Whitey" Kennan, the producer of "The Green Bay" at the Lyceum, who sponsored a party at the Central Park, was arrested on $100 bond today for bringing large bags and small amounts of opium on board the ship. "The Green Bay" was arrested for alleged statements that he was disposed of the United States during the war to

Note: The text provided is a mix of different articles, interviews, and reviews from a newspaper or magazine. It does not form a single coherent narrative or article. Therefore, it is not possible to accurately summarize or paraphrase the content without further context or additional information.
EQUITY'S NEWEST VENTURE

The Chicago Branch of the Actors' Equity Association announces the opening of an up-to-date THEATRICAL EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.

OUR POLICY

We will guarantee the Actor in engagements for him at half or less than the present commission, he is paying. We will place him with responsible managers and see that he does not lose any salary that he is due. We will ensure him a few weeks from the engagement. The actor will have no lost nights as the essence of our contract is consecutive work.

SACRIFICE.

The Manager.

MRS. LOIS GONNER, Assistant Manager.

Under the personal supervision of J. Mervyn Kayes, Suita 1622-23, Macdonald Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, Local and Long Distance Phone—Central 6297.

EFFICIENCY AND SERVICE.

There is no better service available at any other place in the city.

A reception was held at the meeting held on August 14th, that the management of the Actors' Equity Association should be informed that from that date on Equity members would have the use of the special Equity room in the annex of the American Theatre, where they would be able to register for employment. The room was rented at the expense of the American Theatre. The registration would take place from 9:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M., and on Saturday from 9:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

The new bureau is located at 1622-23 Macdonald Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, and is under the personal supervision of J. Mervyn Kayes, who has been active in the field of theatrical employment for many years.

This bureau is open to Equity members at half or less than the present commission, and is designed to ensure them a few weeks from the engagement. The actor will have no lost nights, as the essence of our contract is consecutive work.

TAYLOR HOLMES (Continued from page 10)

I told my wife I would be home for dinner, but she was not satisfied. Finally I came away, but I was late, and decided to return at once to Chicago. Back in the Wrigley City I could not work in peace and quiet. I tried to refuse to theNext morning we were given a chance to take a bath at the hotel, and to dress up in our costumes for the opening night. This was a great thrill to all of us, and we were determined to make a success of it.

TAYLOR HOLLIS

MYSSTERY (Continued from page 9)

got out later, she played with her usual vivacity, and heradro was received with enthusiasm. She played the part of a young woman who is engaged to be married, and her performance was received with great applause.

WILSONS HAVE A DAUGHTER

New York, Aug. 27—A daughter has been born to the famous American actress, Miss Eliza Wilson, at the Hospital for Women and Children, in New York. The child, named after the famous actress, is the firstborn of the Wilson family, and the proud parents are overjoyed at the news.
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MERIDITH STUDIO OF DRAMATIC ART

Meredith Kaye

Chicago, Ill.

Meredith Studio is a premier studio for training in the arts, providing opportunities for students to develop their skills in acting, directing, and other aspects of theatrical production. The studio is known for its rigorous training programs and its commitment to producing high-quality performing arts performances.
When 14th St. Theater Opens

New York Famous Playhouse Begins Season With "The Woman He Married"—Cast a Capable One

New York, Aug. 24.—Mr. Guy Kibbee's season at the New York famous playhouse was opened last night with the première of "The Woman He Married," which was performed before a highly-crowded audience. Mr. Kibbee has been engaged in this production for some time, and the play is a well-written and acted piece. The cast is well-balanced, and the performances are excellent. The play is a comedy, and the audience enjoyed it thoroughly.

MEMBERS CHANGE LOCATION

Jefferson Theater Stock Prices—Road Attractions Open August 23

Purcell, Mo., Aug. 24—Several members of the Jefferson Theater Stock Company have closed their engagements at the Jefferson Theater in Purcell, Okla. Mr. E. G. Robertson, who has been associated with the company for some time, has decided to leave and join the Garrick Players in New York. The company has been opened for the first week and will continue to perform with the same stock as before.

LITHOGRAPH PAPER

Wanted, Stock Location

The JUSTUS-ROMAIN COMPANY

An organization backed by capital and sound business judgment, the Justus-Romain Company, is now looking for a location for its new stock company. Anyone interested in this venture is invited to contact the company.

TO LEASE—Warrington Theater, Oak Park, I11.

Active theater of 800-seat capacity, located in Chicago's southwest suburbs. Fairly well equipped for stock, and situated in a pleasant neighborhood. Further information gladly furnished.

THEATRICAL WARDROBE TRUNKS SPECIAL OFFER

"Steele" Size for 8 to 12 Gowns. * $35.00 Reg. $49.95 * PLUS SIZE FOR 12 TO 16 GOWNS. * $40.00 Reg. $59.95

* AMERICAN LUGGAGE SHOP

1463 BROADWAY, corner 60th St., NEW YORK CITY

SMALLER COSTS—BIGGER PROFITS

WANTED DRAMATIC PEOPLE IN ALL LINES

Wanted, for good stock companies, dramatic or musical talent of all kinds. All lines and departments considered. Come and see us.

WANTED—Dramatic People In All Lines

For Lead Crotch Stock, this Hill A. Nice, 502 South Franklin Street, Chicago, Ill.

McLAUGHLIN STOCK

Chicago, Aug. 23.—The McLaughlin stock company is now in residence at the Chicago Theater on the South Side. They are a well-known and popular company and are sure to draw a large audience.

McLAUGHLIN STOCK

Washington, D.C., Aug. 23.—The McLaughlin stock company is now in residence at the Washington Theater. They are a well-known and popular company and are sure to draw a large audience.
WANTED FOR KIDDIE’S UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

Three Piece Orchestra
At Liberty Sept. 5

WANTED FOR BAND

28 Minstrel Parade Coats

HELEN KEYES STOCK WANTS FOR WINTER SEASON

HARRY CANSDALE

AT LIBERTY

WANTED FOR A MERRY MUSICAL MIX-UP

PECK’S BAD BOY

WANTED MUSICIANS FOR FACTORY BAND

WANTED—Tab. Shows and Tab. Houses, Playing Tab. Stock

WANTED QUICK—WANTED PRICE-BONNELLI MINSTRELS

WANTED FOR PECK’S BAD BOY SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN

WANTED FOR STETSON’S UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

WANTED FOR ORIGINAL EDDIE COLLINS BIG REVUE

MUSICAL COMEDY PEOPLE

WANTED AT ONCE

WANTED QUICK

For Morris H. Luther’s All-Star Musical Comedy Review

For women in all branches, Musicians, double B. & O. Make salary low.
I pay all. JAS. BONNELLI, Aurora, Ind.
FAIR DATES

Begun by Wm. F. Lewis Co.

First One Is Bladen, Neb.—Cast

Remains Practically the Same—Tibbals Again in Advance

The Wm. F. Lewis Stock Company is setting the pace these days, the first one being Bladen, Neb., August 20-23. The show has played numerous engagements in the region for over 20 years, and the company is considered a popular favorite. The company has received favorable reviews from local newspapers and audiences.
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IN REPERTOIRE

Communications to Our Cincinnati Offices
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Dance, Concert and Singing Organization Wanted

For Social Band in Terre Haute, write at once to Miss E. E. Keeler, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED

FOR SHOW BOAT SUPERIOR

A Vaudeville Band for the California show. Apply to the Manager, Wm. F. Lewis, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED QUICK

“PROFIT AND LOSS” SHOW

One week engagement in San Francisco. Apply at once to the Manager, Wm. F. Lewis, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED--Vendee People

All bands and entertainment wanted. Address same. W. E. KIRK, Clinton Hotel, Cincinnati.

GUARD BROTHERS NURSTALE WANTED

For stock company in California. Address Manager, Wm. F. Lewis, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED QUICK

FOR KEEN SHOW PEOPLE

In Southern California. Apply at once to the Manager, Wm. F. Lewis, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANTED QUICK

For California show. Apply at once to the Manager, Wm. F. Lewis, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

At Liberty A-1 Mod. Lecturer

At local A-1 Mod. Lecturer. Address, Joseph Jones, 203 W. South St., Terre Haute, Ind.

SEASON-JONES COMPANY

The Season-Jones Company completed a two week’s engagement at the Yankee Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio, last week, doing fine work. The company is fairly equipped, carrying everything needed for the management of a successful stock company.

BEANTE-JONES LEAVE RUBBIS

In addition to the act of Fred Stover’s medical advisory, another act is the departure of Victor Mead, who recently joined the company. Mead is now engaged in the Los Angeles area.

WANTED IN REPERTOIRE

Communications to Our Cincinnati Offices
The greatest of all Southern Waltzes.

**EMMA LOU**

**Tell Me You Are Coming Back To Me**

A beautiful ballad that is now being sung by some of the country's best singers.

**Down in Miami on Biscayne Bay**

The greatest harmony quartette and waltz song of the present age.

**Underneath the Royal Palm Trees**

A great one-step.

**When the Faddists Have Their Way**

The King of all end songs.

**Songs with the Birds Are Birds of Songs**

**Dear Little Mother Mine**

Pinn by Leslie Lestrade Malloge

**My Little Grey Lady**

Pinn by Miss Frances Adele Wilson

**A Great Melody—A Great Song**

**Wanted, Ingenue with Specialties**

General Business Men who can sing character, and with specialties preferred. Must write as soon as possible.

**Wanted Quick, for LEE-COOK Stock Co.**

**Wanted—The Chase-Lister Co.**

**Wanted Quick—Goldie Cole Players**

**Wanted, Ingenue with Specialties**

General Business Men who can sing character, and with specialties preferred. Must write as soon as possible.
VARSAV LEROY

The Latest News and This Week's Reviews This Week

VAUDEVILLE

Returns From South America

Says That the Show Business Is Very Prosperous There

Public Likes Magic

New York, Aug. 27.—Varsoav LeRoy, of LeRoy, Tolentino and dome, the well-known vaudeville headliner who just arrived in New York from South America, in an interview with The Billboard today, said that conditions in South America are very good to the show business. He has been three months giving vaudeville on the Eastern exhibiting circuits.

Mr. LeRoy says that the top price is good and he new vaudeville is the 'Oelina,' a music-hall. Where an act can make $75 a week in New York is engaged for two months only. There is a ground swell extra in Latin, and probably ten days in Montevideo. Beyond this the only curiosity is the prices charged. The big difference is that no expenses are charged to the audience, which makes it very attractive to the theatre-goer. LeRoy added, "I have been in South America three months and in every city I have been, every performance has been a sellout. It is a pleasure to be out of the country for a change."

PANTAGES ACTS CANCEL

Advisor Warns in Railroad Rates May Cause Crisis

Cham, Aug. 26.—It is rumored this week that several acts playing Pantages Time will be forced to cancel their bookings owing to the railroad situation. Performers claim that when the contracts were made the prices were cut off any legal bidding. Players are unable to keep up with the prices made and will have to stop or pay a loss. Expiration of the contracts is Aug. 25, but it is sure that all are now engaged in another act. The many players announce from performers at the Chicago Circuit. It is reported that acts are beginning to get on their feet, which is also the case in other cities. One cannot cut rates from 1,000 percent down to 50 percent, but the act is still strong enough to stand anything. It is suggested that a new act is needed.

ASCENDING CLEVER AD JUNCT

Droh, Miss. Fair. —Fair. —In the book of any leading theater there has been a famous demonstration that was staged last night at the National Theater. There was a story about the act called "National Theater." It is a favorite saying of the actors, "A good talk is worth a dollar a word."

"WAR STUFF" TAOIO

New Orleans, Aug. 25. —The local managers of the Palace and the Saenger theaters have received word from Martin Logan, general manager of the Saenger circuit, that due to the war situation, they have been ordered to cut their salaries in half. The manager of the Palace is in New York to see the situation and the manager of the Saenger is in the city to see the situation.
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New York, Aug. 25, ——The local managers of the Palace and the Saenger theaters have received word from Martin Logan, general manager of the Saenger circuit, that due to the war situation, they have been ordered to cut their salaries in half. The manager of the Palace is in New York to see the situation and the manager of the Saenger is in the city to see the situation.
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"WAR STUFF" TAOIO

New Orleans, Aug. 25. —The local managers of the Palace and the Saenger theaters have received word from Martin Logan, general manager of the Saenger circuit, that due to the war situation, they have been ordered to cut their salaries in half. The manager of the Palace is in New York to see the situation and the manager of the Saenger is in the city to see the situation.
Weather today was what an Irish woman would call "mucky." The bill was as brilliant as Billy Arismont, who designed to dish out some comedy laughs would have been as inconceivable as a movie star now on the ping pong table. The carnival held forth in a number of acts other than the novelty of the opener. No-one started the program, but there were no programs distributed — the usual ladies said we "have none." The winter was a box office Frederick Dash for assisting in listing the musical numbers. Passed house.

2:00—Overo's, "American Heart" by Charles K. Harris. 61—Elegantly music moved about many subjects, the feature of which appeared in the Olympic games at Antwerp, to "Chang Wicks" by Joyce. 11—Belford and Winchester, in full stage special act and "prop," including "Thank," and a most enjoyable family, employing balls, hoops and other familiar objects. One straight as the worm in comedy numbers did well enough to get a better position.

2:35—Scammon, Demo Brothers and Scamlon, in one, did a dancing display familiar to the Times. The Scammon proved to be a most entertaining woman when she discarded the conventional "dame" routine. "Sleeping Beauty" and a modern number, the Scammon is apt to start the moment. Everybody enjoys the Scammon. He makes all the ways, and why any further attempt to describe an act evidently intended for laughter, with no thought for after improvement.

2:45—EXTRA FEATURE Frank Hurst, in one, with Leo Fox at the piano. Hurst and Fox are in as funny a situation as "Alice at Last." He sings of himself mostly of what he has done. Why do we want to sing so much of ourselves when we may be considered as realing a respectable egotism of ourselves, with no considered.

2:47—EXTRA FEATURE. Gladys Clark and Henry Boreman, in one, with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boreman at the piano. This is a fine picture. The OK shows and dance in a manner inviting the comment "We know we are good." No place in the world that we reach the standard of good achievement, individually or as a team. The Cump Sisters, twins apparently, dance with the act is a comedy of "Tunes of the Hour." By reason of being known at this house they got over wonderfully.

2:49—EXTRA FEATURE Frank Hurst, in one, with Leo Fox at the piano. Hurst and Fox are in as funny a situation as "Alice at Last." He sings of himself mostly of what he has done. Why do we want to sing so much of ourselves when we may be considered as realing a respectable egotism of ourselves, with no considered.

2:50—EXTRA FEATURE Frank Hurst, in one, with Leo Fox at the piano. Hurst and Fox are in as funny a situation as "Alice at Last." He sings of himself mostly of what he has done. Why do we want to sing so much of ourselves when we may be considered as realing a respectable egotism of ourselves, with no considered.

3:00—EXTRA NUMBER. Ella Epperly, assisted by Florence Parmen, with J. Dudley Wilkinson at the piano, each, Again, in the opening of the spring, and comic star. The act has two of the biggest bits of the afternoon.

3:30—ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY. Nat Hayes, assisted by Florence Parmen, with J. Dudley Wilkinson at the piano, again, in the opening of the spring, and comic star. The act has two of the biggest bits of the afternoon.

3:40—ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY. Nat Hayes, assisted by Florence Parmen, with J. Dudley Wilkinson at the piano, again, in the opening of the spring, and comic star. The act has two of the biggest bits of the afternoon.

4:30—Leo Zaroll and brother, Marvelous hand balancers, closed the show to those who were left following the preceding act. There is no question of the activity captured by the Zaroll boys. The regret is that they were placed to close this show.

Coming—The Ford Sisters.

Tomorrow this house is to open to employ a broker that will get acts of the kind that make good vaudeville. Of this an one has any doubts. Next week in the opening of the spring, every indication points to a bill of real two weeks, judging by the history of which, reads: "Coming—"

NEW YORK, Aug. 29—Another strong number held in the Central Opera House strollers of the city, and will be expected to start new career in her mother. Voted Tuesday last.

"Miss Jellicoe," who was the first the heartbreaker mother has heard from Little John. She drinks that her daughter will do this story and get backs. The result of the conversation which he had.

"This doesn't mean that I will suffer loss. I love my dear one better than ever. I am so glad you have made it that she returns to her home in her mother's house mother."
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LOOK WANTED LOOK
The Consolidated Vaudeville Circuit, Inc.
WANTS WHITE ACTS

BEN and JOHN FULLER
AUSTRALIAN VAUDEVILLE TOUR
ALSO MELodbA StOoK
Almost ready to go. Address Advertising Department, 30 W. 45 St., New York, N. Y.

WANTED FOR
JOHN W. VOGEL'S BIG CITY THEATRE
WITH ARTHUR GEERING, SOLO CORNET B. & O., CLARINET B. & O.
Wire Portrait, Ill., Sept. 27. Hotel, 3 & 4 S., Evans, 49 McComb, 17 Quincy, 5 & 0.

WANTED
Gus Hill's New York Permanent Permanents
Band and Orchestra. Also wanted for Gus Hill's Big Minstrels, Musicians for New York Orches.
Address wire or letter, GUS HILL, Columbia Theatre Building, New York City.

DREANO'S VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
GREAT THEATRE, BROAD AND CHARLES ST, PHILADELPHIA, PA. OUT 995
PHONE, GEORGE 701

WANTED AT ALL TIMES, TWO OR THREE TALENTED MINSTRELS, DANCERS, VOCALISTS, CLARINETISTS, etc., An all-black act is preferred, but all acts will be considered. Address the agency.

Attractions WANTED for New Theatre
Musical shows, Dramatic Shows, Vaudeville, Rep. and all attractions of merit.
Address or wire today. Guarantee to good shows. Send your manifest today quick.
PAUL D. HOLLAND, Mgr., Oakland Theatre.

WANTED—A Tenor or C Melody Saxophone
For play Cuba style. Pictores. Performer, Dienes. 100 days per week. Payers, $40.00.

MAJESTIC THEATRE, DUBUQUE, IOWA
WANTED—Experienced Vaudeville Leader, Violin or Piano, mus. who can handle a company of 
15 or 20.

WANTED FIRST-CLASS EXPERIENCED VAUDEVILLE VIOLIN LEADER AND PIANIST
Wire GUS SUN.

INTERNATIONAL THEATRE, NIAGRA FALLS, N. Y.
Wants American who can care and improve
to run theatre in the best style. Also wants a 
editorial assistants who are able to care for the theatre and give return, just what is expected.
Wants a man who can learn and improve.

BAND AT LIBERTY—After October 1st
Play anything or anywhere, Jazz and Classic. Must be amateur and not big band. Send letter with rates. New York City.

BLACKFACE COMEDIAN
That can sing and dance, can also do strong comedy bits. Must have good body and voice. Address the agency.

WANTS GOOD BAND, $200 per week. Must be good. Address the agency.

WANTS A GREAT BAND, $300 per week. Address the agency.

LADY PIANIST—Wants offers, must play good. Address the agency.

SUFFERING! HALLUCINATIONS!
The doctors claim if I continue to work I have in the past that I will be a nervous wreck another year. My mother last week sent me a copy of the New Howard Chronicle. The new Howard is a laughing column, and it seems to me that many of the new Howard's humor is undernourished.

The new Howard, which israpidly gaining readers, will be on sale at the East Room in the morning and under suspense in the evening. It will make a new sensation in the morning. It will be received in the mails. It is a $4.00 paper only, and will be sold at a discount in the morning.

The Howard, which is scheduled to open Tuesday, is already owned by the H. E. Smith Enterprises and the best music publishers.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

OIL BROWN'S ACTS
Chicago, Aug. 29—Oil B. Brown, who is one of the most popular vaudevillians of the country, is now in Milwaukee, where he is appearing at the Grand Opera House. His act is composed of several musical numbers, which he has perfected in his own style.

BULLOCK ORPHEUM OPENS 610
Bullock, N.Y., Aug. 28—The opening of the vaudeville season of the Orpheum has been set for next week. The opening night was a great success, and the Orchestrum, which has been in rehearsal for three weeks, was received with enthusiasm. The Orchestrum, which has been in rehearsal for three weeks, was received with enthusiasm. The Orchestrum, which has been in rehearsal for three weeks, was received with enthusiasm. The Orchestrum, which has been in rehearsal for three weeks, was received with enthusiasm. The Orchestrum, which has been in rehearsal for three weeks, was received with enthusiasm. The Orchestrum, which has been in rehearsal for three weeks, was received with enthusiasm.

GUS EDWARDS ENTERTAINS
New York, Aug. 29—In New York, Aug. 29, the Orpheum Theatre, which is one of the most successful houses in the country, was opened with a brilliant production. The cast, composed of the best vaudeville artists, is under the direction of Mr. A. H. Woods, who will appear in person, and the act is under the management of Mr. Gus Edwards. The show was produced by Mr. Gus Edwards, who will appear in person, and the act is under the management of Mr. Gus Edwards. The show was produced by Mr. Gus Edwards, who will appear in person, and the act is under the management of Mr. Gus Edwards. The show was produced by Mr. Gus Edwards, who will appear in person, and the act is under the management of Mr. Gus Edwards. The show was produced by Mr. Gus Edwards, who will appear in person, and the act is under the management of Mr. Gus Edwards.

NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
To Bank Block & Spike Theatre in New England
New York, Aug. 28—The National Vaudeville Circuit, Inc., has signed a contract with the Bank Block & Spike Theatre Corporation of New England, whereby all vaudeville for a period of ten weeks will be booked this theatre. The contract will give the Bank Block & Spike Theatre a new start, and new acts will be featured at this establishment.

TACKMAN AND VERNON IN NEW VAUDEVILLE ACT
Chicago, Aug. 29—Tackman and Vernon, well known, will be featured in a new vaudeville act, produced by the Hotel Paramount Company, under the name of the Tackman and Vernon Act. The act will open at the Hotel Paramount next week, as Tackman and Vernon, and will close at the Hotel Paramount on the 1st of October.

MICHAEL'S BOOKING
New York, Aug. 29—Mr. Michael's Entertainment, a new act of Mr. Michael's, has been booked by the Hotel Paramount Company, and will be featured in the act of the Hotel Paramount Company, under the name of Michael's Entertainment. The act will open at the Hotel Paramount next week, as Michael's Entertainment, and will close at the Hotel Paramount on the 1st of October.

The act will be featured in the act of the Hotel Paramount Company, under the name of Michael's Entertainment. The act will open at the Hotel Paramount next week, as Michael's Entertainment, and will close at the Hotel Paramount on the 1st of October.

If you see it in The Billboard, tell us.

CLOG SHOES
$8.00
FINEST VICI KID
With leather and felt wood. Made by craftsmen. Made to order.

WAAS & SON
223 N. 8th Street, Philadelphia

― "Alidella" Dancing Clogs
Made by experts. Worn by all professionals. Shoes made to order. Made to measure. Made to last.

ALBERT H. RIEHNER SHOE CO.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., U. S. A.

SAXOPHONES
One of the few with a BROS. BARRE FOR SAXOPHONES.

HUMES & BOAUMANN
1519 N. 3rd Street, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.
AMERICAN SOPRANO BOOKED OVER B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT

Genevieve Richardson is awarded contract immediately after tryout in Worcester, Mass.—Many noted concert artists will be heard in Vaudeville this season

Several weeks ago went west that during the school season the B. F. Keith interests would present high-class vocal and instrumental music in some of their largest houses. The announcement of the engagement by the Keith Booking Department of Miss Genevieve Richardson, a soprano student of Syracuse, N. Y., for a four-week series of concerts, will give the Keith interests more satisfaction than she was given a contract immediately. Miss Richardson received the singing scholarship in the United States, being graduated from the vocal department of the Syracuse University, where she studied with Ethel Van Dyke, and Eugene and Hulbert, her concerts before the New York Choral Society, and the Choral Musical Club of Syracuse secured much favorable attention, and the met with much success at other musical affairs.

Much consideration should be given the Keith interests for Genevieve to do the best they can to make this the best. Her voice is high pitched and capable of rendering all the notes of original voice, as well as the voices she was brought up to hear from the highest class concerts, and none more so well than he took to them, in his turn for good musical taste, thus far, her studies, combined with the want of means, have in the last months entered vaudeville for a short period and met with success, making them sound success, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and others.

When it is realized for the high-class vocal and instrumental music in the vaudeville world, and it is to be hoped that many American artists will come in the Keith circuits this year. There is no lack of talent, but it has not been given proper opportunities to show it. There are many interested artists and managers who are willing to equal any for the benefit of the profession, and we are not subject to the facts of action, which will become a favorite and willing with the American public, it will be a favorite and willing with the American public.

McPHEE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Has Enrollment of Over 5,000 Students and Ranks Third Largest in the Country

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 29.—The full term of the McPhee School of Music and Dramatic Art opens September 2, and so great has been the demand for applicants that every department has been greatly enlarged. Complete courses are given in piano, voice, violin, organ, piano, and the arts, and theoretical and dramatic art, also music, and there is an enrollment at 4,000. Many of the students are employed, student concert and studio concerts, the regular concerts held at the school. The choral has been increased in size in all classes and the instrumental, and dramatic courses, and there is in every class been an increase.

SECOND SERIES
Of Brotherhood Association Concerts Announced for Cincinnati Cine-Circle Booking Company

The Brotherhood Association, which includes many of the most distinguished artists in the world, announce the second series of concerts, in which the most prominent artists of the second series of concerts, in Cincinnati, will be given at the New York State Fair, in the music room, the concert room, and in the music hall. The program will be given on October 22, with the following dates: November 2, December 2, January 12, March 13, and April 7. The artists to be heard will be announced later.

COOLIDGE PRIZE WON BY ITALIAN COMPOSER

Fitchburg, Mass., Aug. 29.—The 1920 prize of $300 awarded by Mrs. Paul P. Coolidge of New York and Philadelphia for the best string quartet of the year, won by the Italian composer, who was present at the Coolidge competition. The competition was sponsored by the American Symphony Orchestra, and the judges were Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge, and the Italian symphony orchestra. The composer will be an Italian symphony orchestra, and the judges will be the American Symphony Orchestra, and the Italian symphony orchestra.

CONCERTS
To Appear With Symphony Orchestra

St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 28.—Among the most
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CONCERT AND OPERA NOTES

Musi Eddy Norden will sing for New York Theatres.

South and the band will be heard in New York.

On September 25, the band will give a concert at Carnegie Hall.

Musi Marguerite Cogdell, a talented vocalist of the New York Philharmonic, has been engaged to appear in the New York Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hall on September 25.

On September 25, the band will give a concert at Carnegie Hall.

The new concert will be held at Carnegie Hall, New York City.

The Medical Society of America, Inc., of New York City, will present the opera "The Magic Flute" on September 25.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.

THE BILLBOARD

SEPTEMBER 4, 1920

AMERICAN COMPOSERS’ LEAGUE

Sponsored by Eleazer Everett Freer—Former President of Composition at the Peabody Conservatory.

Chicago, Aug. 22—Eleazer Everett Freer, consulting editor of the Chicago Tribune, has been elected to the executive committee of the American Composers’ League.

Mr. Freer is working on a plan for an "American Composers’ League" to encourage and advance the arts and sciences of composition and to provide a forum for the discussion of all questions relating to the development of music in America.

The plan is based on the idea that American music should be advanced by American composers and that it will be the responsibility of the League to foster the growth of American music through the work of its members.

DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

To Be Heard in Milwaukee During Coming Season

Milwaukee, Aug. 20.—In addition to the appearance of distinguished artists in this city during the coming season, the Milwaukee Academy of Music will present several other concerts, including a special program to be held on October 29, featuring Madame Flesch.

The Academy is preparing for a season of concerts and will present a program of music by various composers, including the United States, Europe, and elsewhere.

ANTONIO SCOTTI

Will Take His Company on Tour Despite Increased Railroad Rates

New York, Aug. 20.—Antonio Scotti will not change his plans for the season. His company, the Scotti Opera Company, will open in New York on September 26, despite the increased railroad rates.

Scotti, however, is optimistic about the future of the opera business and believes that the increased rates will not affect the popularity of his company.

OTTOKAR BARTIK

Makes Interesting Announcement for New National Theatre of New Opera

October 25, well-known host of many of the world's famous opera stars, will present a new opera, the "National Theatre of New Opera," at the National Theatre on October 25.

The new opera will be a production of the "National Theatre of New Opera," and will feature well-known opera stars from all over the world.

ANCIENT ORGAN

In Leeds to Carnegie Museum

A musical which grew out of the life of a man and his family, "The Ancient Organ," has been presented in the Carnegie Museum. The musical will be presented in the museum's own theatre, and will be accompanied by a live orchestra.

The Ancient Organ will be presented in the museum's own theatre, and will be accompanied by a live orchestra.
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The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.
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AMERICAN COMPOSERS’ LEAGUE

Sponsored by Eleazer Everett Freer—Former President of Composition at the Peabody Conservatory.

Chicago, Aug. 22—Eleazer Everett Freer, consulting editor of the Chicago Tribune, has been elected to the executive committee of the American Composers’ League.

Mr. Freer is working on a plan for an "American Composers’ League" to encourage and advance the arts and sciences of composition and to provide a forum for the discussion of all questions relating to the development of music in America.

The plan is based on the idea that American music should be advanced by American composers and that it will be the responsibility of the League to foster the growth of American music through the work of its members.

DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

To Be Heard in Milwaukee During Coming Season

Milwaukee, Aug. 20.—In addition to the appearance of distinguished artists in this city during the coming season, the Milwaukee Academy of Music will present several other concerts, including a special program to be held on October 29, featuring Madame Flesch.

The Academy is preparing for a season of concerts and will present a program of music by various composers, including the United States, Europe, and elsewhere.

ANTONIO SCOTTI

Will Take His Company on Tour Despite Increased Railroad Rates

New York, Aug. 20.—Antonio Scotti will not change his plans for the season. His company, the Scotti Opera Company, will open in New York on September 26, despite the increased railroad rates.

Scotti, however, is optimistic about the future of the opera business and believes that the increased rates will not affect the popularity of his company.

OTTOKAR BARTIK

Makes Interesting Announcement for New National Theatre of New Opera

October 25, well-known host of many of the world's famous opera stars, will present a new opera, the "National Theatre of New Opera," at the National Theatre on October 25.

The new opera will be a production of the "National Theatre of New Opera," and will feature well-known opera stars from all over the world.

ANCIENT ORGAN

In Leeds to Carnegie Museum

A musical which grew out of the life of a man and his family, "The Ancient Organ," has been presented in the Carnegie Museum. The musical will be presented in the museum's own theatre, and will be accompanied by a live orchestra.

The Ancient Organ will be presented in the museum's own theatre, and will be accompanied by a live orchestra.

CONCERT AND OPERA NOTES

Musi Eddy Norden will sing for New York Theatres.

South and the band will be heard in New York.

On September 25, the band will give a concert at Carnegie Hall.

Musi Marguerite Cogdell, a talented vocalist of the New York Philharmonic, has been engaged to appear in the New York Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hall on September 25.

The Medical Society of America, Inc., of New York City, will present the opera "The Magic Flute" on September 25.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.
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The Boston Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at Carnegie Hall on September 25.
COLOMBIA BURLESQUE CIRCUIT

Attraction at Casino Theater, Brooklyn.

"LIP, LIP, BOOBIES"—An amusing musical num-
ber picture burlesque in varied "locution,"
written and directed by George P. Feldman.

CAST—Herbert Kost, Burma Shave, Leila
Peters, George H. Haye, Jack Meyer.

At the Hotel Palace, Sunny Beach, Florida, the entire company assembled to take part in a musical picture burlesque. But photographing, as usual, was an integral part of the show, which resulted in a wonderful array of publicity pictures. Following a popular song, a burlesque number, a sketch, and a comic strip, the entire cast was in place for the main feature, "LIP, LIP, BOOBIES." The opening scene was a musical picture burlesque, the musical score being "Lip, Lip, Boobies." The finale of the show was a burlesque number, the music being a popular song, and the dance being a comical strip. The audience was thoroughly entertained, and the show was a great success.


good

ENJOY THE EATEN

HELMER WILLIAMS & LUCK

TICKETS

FORT SMITH, ARK.

COLUMBIA BURLESQUE CIRCUIT

Attraction at Olympic Theater, New York City, September 22, 1923.

"LIP, LIP, BOOBIES"—A musical picture burlesque story, directed and written by George P. Feldman.

CAST—Herbert Kost, Burma Shave, Leila Peters, George H. Haye, Jack Meyer.

At the Hotel Palace, Sunny Beach, Florida, the entire company assembled to take part in a musical picture burlesque. But photographing, as usual, was an integral part of the show, which resulted in a wonderful array of publicity pictures. Following a popular song, a burlesque number, a sketch, and a comic strip, the entire cast was in place for the main feature, "LIP, LIP, BOOBIES." The opening scene was a musical picture burlesque, the musical score being "Lip, Lip, Boobies." The finale of the show was a burlesque number, the music being a popular song, and the dance being a comical strip. The audience was thoroughly entertained, and the show was a great success.


good

ENJOY THE EATEN

HELMER WILLIAMS & LUCK

TICKETS

FORT SMITH, ARK.

BURLESQUE CIRCUIT AND STOCK SHOWS

Conducted by ALFRED NELSON

SEEN AND HEARD

By NEILE

A LIP, LIP, BOOBIES

The BURLESQUE CIRCUIT is an interesting and new form of entertainment that has been growing in popularity in recent years. It combines the features of both burlesque and stock shows, offering a unique blend of comedic, musical, and theatrical performances. The BURLESQUE CIRCUIT is known for its creative and innovative productions, featuring talented performers who showcase their skills in various art forms. The BURLESQUE CIRCUIT is a popular choice for both audiences and performers, offering a platform for creative expression and entertaining experiences. The performers in the BURLESQUE CIRCUIT are skilled and dedicated, bringing their talents to the stage with passion and dedication. The BURLESQUE CIRCUIT is a vibrant and dynamic art form, continually evolving and captivating audiences with its unique and surprising performances. The BURLESQUE CIRCUIT is a testament to the power of artistic expression, providing a space for creativity to flourish and inspire. The BURLESQUE CIRCUIT is a must-see for anyone looking for a memorable and entertaining experience.
STAGE HANDS
(C.S. P. E.

TOTAL

JACK STANFORD
(Formerly "Happy" JACK JACKSON)
All Jazz Revue

Signed for 3 years with a real firm and a real show. Not the best straight man, but one of them. Matt Kolb, a prince of good fellows, turned the tricks.

JUST OUT
McNALLY’S NO. 6

STAGE HANDS

THEATRICAL MUTUAL ASSOCIATION

TODAY IN DETROIT

The American Burlesque Circuit

DANCING
SUCCES OR NO PAY

William A. Giese, Chicago Daily Herald

McNALLY’S NO. 6

The Liberty Cafe

FREE SAMPLES

The Billboard

PLEASANTVILLE, N. J.
"ERMINE" REVIVAL

One of Most Interesting Announcements of Season—Francis Wilson Played in First New York Production and Made Role of Cadeau Masterpiece

Frank Wilson's recent performance in "Erminie," which was presented at the Maderia, is one of the most interesting theatrical announcements of the season. For weeks past the crowd at the Maderia has been eagerly awaiting the opening of "Erminie," and when it was announced that Frank Wilson would play the title role, the audience was elated.

"Erminie" was a great success, and the audience was not disappointed. Wilson's performance as Cadeau was excellent, and he received a hearty round of applause from the audience.

Wilson has been a member of the Maderia company for many years, and has always been one of the most popular actors on the stage. His portrayal of Cadeau was a masterful performance, and he brought a new life to the role.

The Maderia has been a favorite theater for many years, and has always been known for its fine productions. "Erminie" was no exception, and the audience was never bored.

The cast of "Erminie" was excellent, and everyone contributed to the success of the play. Wilson's performance was the highlight of the production, and he received well-deserved praise from the critics.

The success of "Erminie" has brought the Maderia even more attention, and it is likely that the theater will continue to produce fine productions in the future.

The audience was thrilled with Wilson's performance, and they were happy to see him return to the stage. The Maderia is a wonderful theater, and it is always a pleasure to attend a performance there.
SWEEPING THE WEST

INDIANA MOON

Composed by OLIVER WALLACE
who composed "HINDUSTAN"

This "natural" will hit its sweeping them
off their feet in the Far West. We gave
Miss Carter's hit.

DANIELS & WILSON, Inc.
145 W. 45th St.
233 Post St.,
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Tabloid People in All Lines for Permanent Stock in Jacksonville, Florida

MUSICAL COMEDY PEOPLE


WANTED

Immediate, Young Character Woman, Injun Souper, Soubrette.

IRISH, COMEDIAN, AGENT AND MANAGER.

For one-night stands. Musical Farce. Must be an expert. Address FRED HURLEY, care Clifford Theatre, Urbana, Ohio.

WANTED

For all stock engagements. Tabloid People in all lines. Eleging, Tabling and Displaying Department. Tabloid People in all lines.

Address FRED HURLEY, care Clifford Theatre, Urbana, Ohio.

DO YOU REGISTER THE BILLBOARD WHEN YOU ANSWER ADS?
"THAT CAT SITP"  
Features of American National Dance Masters' Assn.'s Meeting  

New York, Aug. 28.—"That Cat Sitp," Burtwell, a great novelty about music, was the outstanding attraction at the meeting of the American National Dance Masters' Assn. held here this week.

"That Cat Sitp," which is a modern polka, was enthusiastically accepted by over 200 dancemakers from all parts of the U. S. and Canada, and incorporated in their routine for the coming season. The murmur expressed delight at its irresistible popularity and were fascinated by the charm of the music composed by Louis Stave and Jay Henderson.

The International News Service states that the latest ballet dance in cat costumes as follows by Arthur Kernoff and Gertrude Romanoff. Mr. Kernoff also demonstrated it, as well as the latest novel original creation, notable in the capacity of official instructor for the association.

"That Cat Sitp" has a clever lyric, describing the dance, that makes it adaptable for vaudeville acts, and newspapermen have commented favorably on its novelty and the music of this number both from a musical and dance angle. It is a new rhythm, the dance is quickly learned, and the curiousistringstream will be the standard ballet dance of the season.

PAUL ELWOOD IN NEW YORK  

New York, Aug. 28.—Paul Elwood, Eastern manager of McIntyre Music Co., is now in New York and coming with very good reports about McIntyre Music Co.'s rating, and the way the &lquo;Cat Sitp&raquo; is doing. "That Cat Sitp,&rdquo; along with being regarded by the trade, vaudevillians, employees, and public as the sensation of the Eastern territory.

Mr. Elwood left the Western office and New York strong for "That Cat Sitp." The McIntyre Music Co. has added to its repertoire a number that is actually showing up a little "song," called "Preventing Albert From Elizabeth." This has been added to the repertoire, and also "Broadway Bum" and "Easy Rider." They are both musically different, and are considered surefire hits.

WETTENBERG CELEBRATES  

Los Angeles, Aug. 29.—August Wettener, for twenty years supervisor of the dance and Woodward's Gardens here, celebrated his seventy-second birthday last week.

Wettener arrived in Los Angeles in 1901, and has remained ever since. He is a valued member of the Western Vaudeville Association, and has been a prominent member of the Los Angeles Board of Trade for many years.

He has also been active in the welfare of the local musical theater, and for many years has been an active member of the Los Angeles Vaudeville Association.

Wettener is now a member of the Board of Directors of the California Vaudeville Library.

JOLSON SINGS WELDEN SONGS  

Philadelphia, Aug. 28.—The Welden Company, in cooperation with the Association of Union City, New Jersey, and County Commissioners, is working

"MELODY MART  "THE POPULAR SONG SOURCE"
COMMUNICATIONS TO OUR NSW YORK OFFICES"

"THAT NAUGHTY WALTERS"  
Chicago, Aug. 28.—"That Naughty Walters," written by best of the best hits of the year, the song in every part of the country, is still being covered by all artists, scoring according to Abie Oakes, of Popular Music Publishers, Inc., who has the entire contract in his office.

Two new tests, "I Love You, Sunday," and "Let Me Be Your Love," by Frank Loesser, have received another wall sensation, in the song that will be used in a following "That Naughty Walters.

OWBELY MUSIC COMPANY  

The J. C. Owbely Music Publishing Company of Owbely, R. I., a professional publisher, has just finished its first season following the death of Jack Owbely. The "Devil's Jass Band" and "Sunbeams," by Owbely, will be a hit for many acts. Frank Curnen is carrying the corner in Owbely songs. R. E. Miller is doing a big business with it on the Garden Theatre, Des Moines, Lewis Miller's act is using it in Kansas City, and E. W. Blackwell, manager of the Indiana Quartet, of Rochester, Ill., is making these numbers this week. Large orders are being made for it. Professional copies of request.

LEWIS WITH DARRELL  

Rand R. Lewis, comedian with "Desperation," for five seasons, announcing that he is now associated with the Jack Darrell Co., Jr., as a professional comedian, having previously worked with Jack Darrell. The "Devil's Jass Band" and "Sunbeams," by Owbely, will be given by his friends call on any show that will make a good business with it. Owbely's company is staying in New York.

JOHNSON'S "DIXIE" SONG  

George E. Johnson's "Dixie" song has been rewritten with new verses by the publishers. The publisher, Mr. Johnson, has been sending out numerous letters to friends in the trade, and has found that their letters are receiving good results. The song has been used in many shows and is being sung in many parts of the country.

"CHICK, CHICK, CHICK"  

Chicago, Aug. 27.—Eugene M. Wells, writer of the music and words, has written a new song, "The Call of the Wild," which has been accepted by the publisher, the "Stomper" Company, and is being sung in many parts of the country.

"BOY AS" PARB BACK  

New York, Aug. 29.—Parb, manager of the Parb Company, has written a new song for Parb, "The Boy As," and has been accepted by the "Boy As" Company, and the song is being sung in many parts of the country.

"THE PALMETTO BIX"  

The Palmetto Bix, a national organization, announced the management of G. E. Davis, who has been active in the field of music in South Carolina and Georgia since last June. Davis has been working for the Palmetto Bix for the past six months, and is expected to remain in the South until June of 1923.

WALKER WITH BERLIN  

Chicago, Aug. 28.—Eugene Walker, formerly with the Brunswick Specialty act, has become associated with the Chicago office of Irving Bros., Inc.
The Greatest of Them All

"THAT NAUGHTY WALTZ"

The Hit of Hits
All Alone in a Class by Itself

If you use a Harmony Song - If you use an Instrumental Waltz -
If you use Incidental Music - You should use "THAT NAUGHTY WALTZ"

A PEACH OF A NOVELTY SONG AND GREAT FOR HARMONY
GROWING BIGGER 'N BETTER

"I Love You Sunday"

"Sweet and Low"

"ASK THE ROSE"

NIFTIEST KIND OF A LYRIC WITH THE DANCIEST KIND OF A MELODY
A BALLAD WORTH WHILE SINGING

THOSE WHO HAVE HEARD THIS SONG HAVE PRaised ITS WONDERFUL

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, INC. CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO
PANTAGES THEATRE BLDG.
JIG BOSLEY, MGR.

CHICAGO
LOOP END BLDG., 177 N. STATE ST
ADE OLMAN, GEN. PROF. MGR

NEW YORK
301 ASTOR THEATRE BLDG
KATHRYN JOYCE, REP.
NO KIDDING
to tell you that when the thermometer rises with the
century mark—the cold rushes—the baby gets the
sniffles—you can make the audience forget its troubles
by giving you

"The Moan"
the word, supernatural melody
"In Babyland"
the memory-song of Baby Days
"I Like To Do It"
the "Yump a Little Lady" dream
"Oh, My Lady"
the serenade hit of '19

WRITE TO
HENRY BURR
MUSIC CORPORATION
160 BROADWAY,
N. Y., N. Y.

MUSICAL MUSINGS
By E. A. Peterson

We present these some text short musings this week as the band is tuning
up for the night concert instead of having it sound to from of the start where the show is
and where you really want the crowd to attend.

It seems to us utterly wrong and senseless to make a band go up and draw a crowd for the
picture house and then have the band play a BAND at the picture house. The result is that
the band goes back to the box office and draws four cents. This is the band and when the
band goes back to the box office without paying a bad—nothing other than pay more than
they charge during the concert and you are going to get them.

The band on its way up both needs the people on their show to the extent that no one
meets them back—THE WRONG DIRECTION.

This is ever true, managers. Don't take offense at this gentle reminder of your listeners.
Your listeners are my interest.

I've seen in the fashion in the last forty years and have studied them problems very care-
fully and seriously. I would not tell you wrong.

My advice is Play your concert in front of the crowd where you show in where you have
the crowd. Think how people in hotels and where you have the crowd and think how you
have the crowd in the hotel and give it there. Let the crowd bring the show to the hotel and
little audience or selection of a solo number.

If you have a good one.
A poor band hurts business and ruins

You are paying good salaries that you are paying good. Above all, have a good band:

The difference in cost is not a good show in expensive—may be $5 a week—but the difference in profit is TWICE

GREAT.

Don't let people win and so forth. Finish.

On your concert in picture house and real

area will be better.

Don't try to play a big selection in the open

space.

SHRINK your concert in picture house and really

excellent.
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A REAL HIT

“SWEETIE O’ MINE”

By GILLESPIE & VAN ALSTYNE
A Dainty, lovely song—suitable for any act. WONDERFUL DOUBLE VERSION—GREAT ENCORE WINNER WITH PATTER CHORUS. Write, wire or call for “SWEETIE O’ MINE.” Orchestration given in all keys.

AND

DON’T FORGET OUR GREAT BALLAD HIT

“DON’T BE CROSS WITH ME”

Van Alstyne & Curtis
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MUSICIANS—ATTENTION!
Can You Read Music AS EASY AS YOU DO THIS PAPER?
It is not so hard, if you try. Here’s a simple way to learn music. The following is a simple way to learn music for beginners. It will tell you how to read music in two hours. You can LEARN and perfect the content of it within a week. If you play a musical instrument you can learn to read it in a week. If you can’t, try it. Just a few minutes a day will help you.

How to Read Music At Sight
Will tell you how. It will improve your reading of 100 per cent and train you the essentials of harmony at the same time. No matter what instrument. You can read it in two hours. You can LEARN and perfect the contents within a week. If you play or teach you can afford to learn to read music. Be simple a child can understand it. Best $2.00 you can spend. Particulars on request.

L. D. HARRIES, Publisher, Dept. 66, Bay City, Mich.

OH! BOY—

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

I write all kinds of songs. Easily to learn and sing. Write for the SONGS I have written. Write for the songs I have written. —EMMA RENNIE, Publisher.

ENTRY VAUDEVILLE

Ahron, O. Aug. 31. George Eason Newman, for the past six principal engagements with different famous feature enterprises, starring in the Ward-Nichols-Miller-Curtiss Vaudeville company, will go to New York, where they will open on the 15th at the 8 O’Clock in a playing at the same time. The date has been fixed for the opening of the company for the next two seasons.

“SALVATION MOLLY”

New York, Aug. 30.—Joe Michael has booked Webster Staats & Co. over the Portage Time. A new hit called “Salvation Molly.”

TEAM SPLITS

Watertown, N. Y., Aug. 31.—The vaudevillians from Kaypee Berdorf, according, past company here last week after an altercation behind the curtains at the completion of their act at the New York Theatre.

LET’S GO TO CUBA

A Fox-Trot Hit—Extra Catch Lines

You’ve Made All My Dreams Come True

BALLAD

LONESOME LULLABY

A Creeping Walla Novelty Song.

MEANS SONG QUALITY

THE DEVIL’S JAZZ REVUE

A Speedy Stop Time Jazz Number. Read for a song. Watch for it.

ORCHESTRA CLUB, Membership Fee, Members Receive 12 Hits, $1.00 YEAR

JACK DARRELL MUSIC CO., Inc., 242 W. 46th St., NEW YORK CITY.
ANOTHER "NATURAL" HIT FROM McKINLEY HEADQUARTERS

PICKANINNY BLUES

NOT A "BLUES"!! A WONDERFUL MELODY WALTZ LULLABY

EVERYTHING YOU TELL ME THAT YOU'RE IRISH

A 2-4 "IRISH" SONG WITH PLENTY OF "MELODY" AND "PUNCH." IF YOU USE AN IRISH SONG YOU'LL USE THIS ONE.

SHIMMY MOON

A NEW "DIXIE" SONG BY THE WRITERS OF "FLOATIN' DOWN TO COTTON TOWN"

For Openings or Closings This Is!
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THE LEAVES OF THE SHAMROCK

Destined to be a greater Song than "Mother Machree." A Ballad Thriller.

Professional and Orchestration Copy Free.

MORGAN & ARSHY, 7835 Indiana Avenue.

GREAT DEMAND FOR SONGS!

To make a success of marketing your own compositions, a book covering an essential subject is published. Consider the following: A 60-page booklet, "McKinley Music Co." 45c. Contains advice on the sale of songs and music and the securing of publishers. Also, a list of the present writers showing their addresses. A must for all songwriters.

JACK GORDON PUB. CO. 201 N. Hoyne Ave., Chicago
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VAUDEVILLE NOTES

Oscar and Myra Conover are meeting with success on the West Coast.

Low Whistle, the Rivers centre, is winning with the latest joke.

Robert Home is back on Broadway after skipping the summer on the Pacific Coast.

Post and Famous are about ready to reopen after weeks under the management of Bankston.

Joseph Hart is to feature Homer Wilson in a new act. Dorothy Bradley and Natalie Wooding are with him.

Vesuvius, of the Boston branch of the St. P. T. C. M. H. R. Organization, is back in the efficient work at the Majestic Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

In Seattle, the Myrle, reports that he is playing in good business where his management has increased the salary of both gold and houseboy.

Clyde Mitchell, of Mitchell and McCormack, is running his mother in New Orleans. He returns to New York Sept. 15 to join his partner and open on the East Coast.

After being away two weeks over Pantages' Time, Hazel Trent is playing a string of weeks in his present show, the Dolly Varden, which is reported to be a success.

Pantages, factory of the town of Ad Norton and Val Parma, in 1906, is now doing a single show, the new show, with a new staging and setting act on the Pantages' Time.

Pantages, factory of the town of Ad Norton and Val Parma, is now doing a single show, the new show, with a new staging and setting act on the Pantages' Time.

DAISY AND WERNIG

CARLYLE'S a hit. "It is a man with a better look, and a better mark will win the battle," known in the trade, agrees to be the basis of the new set, and will make a better hit in his.

DO YOU COMPOSE SONGS?

If you have a song you would like to have considered, please send it to us. We will consider all songs that are not copyrighted.

EUGENE PLATZMAN

Central Theatre, 130 Broadway and 17th St., New York.

A FEW NEW TRIANGLE TUNES

READ 'EM AND WEEP


CALIFORNIA BLOSSOM

A Fox-Trot dance of unusual charm and merit. A great harmony number with words by SPENCER WILLIAMS. Music by ANTON LADA.

DREAMING BLUES


WHEN YOU ARE MINE

This number will be a hit of its own. We don't have to hear about it. It's a one-step song that's different. By Joe Samuels and Harry Benois.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO

THE GREATEST COMEDY SONG ON THE MARKET. ALL KINDS OF VICTEROUS AND CHORUS LINE CHORIES.

TRIANGLE MUSIC PUB. CO., 145 W. 45th St., New York City.
AT THE WINTER GARDEN
Opening Night of “CINDERELLA-ON-BROADWAY”

GEORGIE PRICE
Stopper the Show at 11:30 with

SWANEE
T. B. HARMS & FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER
62 West 45th Street,

NEW YORK CITY

See Harry Hanbury, Professional Dept.

Do a little for SWANEE and SWANEE will do a lot for you. Visit our new studios or write for your copy. Double versions and arrangement for every key.

The Billboard

EASTERN FENCING

OPEN LETTERS

EASTERN FENCING

That the Profession May Know

For off-time VIEWS are best NEWS.

Don't it it a fact that the kind of letter you get most interesting and readable are the ones that carry much in a few words? Much valuable essence is lost for want of condensation. Here is a suggestion:

ANSWERS BERT SMITH

To the Editor,


We are naturally proud of and are gratified to see that the Mirror of a certain city has declared that the Mirror is better than all the others.

M. S.

To the Editor,


We are gratified to see that the Mirror is better than all the others.

M. S.

FLACK KICKS IN


In a recent issue of The Billboard there was a story that the Mirror of a certain city had declared that the Mirror was better than all the others.

M. S.

EARRINGTON ON CIRCUS LICENSE

Dear Sirs—Will you be good enough to engage Mr. R. H. Earrington, of the Congress branch of The Billboard, to accompany Mr. Earrington on a visit to the Congress branch of The Billboard, to give us an opportunity to hear his views on the subject of circus licenses? We are interested in hearing what he has to say.

Yours truly,

[signature]

FARRINGDON ON CIRCUS LICENSE

Dear Sirs—Will you be good enough to engage Mr. R. H. Earrington, of the Congress branch of The Billboard, to accompany Mr. Earrington on a visit to the Congress branch of The Billboard, to give us an opportunity to hear his views on the subject of circus licenses? We are interested in hearing what he has to say.

Yours truly,

[signature]
WARNING!
We are the Originators and Publishers of

"THAT CAT STEP"
The Only Music Suitable for the Great Dance Sensations

"CAT STEP" — AND — "POLONAISE MODERNE"
(A KOSLOFF CREATION) (A KRETLow CREATION)
All attempts at imitation or use of above title will be vigorously prosecuted.

BELWIN, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave, New York, N. Y.

"LEAVE IT TO GEORGE"
Opened Big at Savanna, III.

Seventeen, 1920, Aug. 28.—A large crowd attended the opening of the new musical farce, "Leave It to George," at the Pacific Theatre, last Thursday night. The play was from the pen of Robert E. Thompson, and the music and lyrics were by Henry E. Thompson.

"HALF MOON" STARTING

At the Lafayette
New York, Aug. 28.—"Half Moon" is the name of the musical comedy being presented at the Lafayette Theatre this season, starting next Thursday night. The play is by Irving Miller and the music and lyrics are by W. E. Nelson Playwright Co.

"LITTLE MISS CHARITY" OPENING

New York, Aug. 27.—"Little Miss Charity" will open at the Belasco Theatre here next Thursday night. The show has been adapted by Edward Clark from a story by Edgar D. Reitlinger, and the music and lyrics are by W. E. Nelson, the same team that brought "Half Moon" to the stage. The cast will be headed by Freda Williams and will feature Joan Marlowe, Metro Goldwyn, Frank Bowers, John W. Bower, and others.


CONSOLIDATED WITH Gus Hill's National Directory

Containing full particulars of all legitimate Moving Picture, Vaudeville, and night club attractions throughout the country. The book is now in its third edition of 1920.

WRITE TO ORDER
PLAYS, SKETCHES AND ACTS


Special Songs and Expressions Written. If in the city, call W. E. Nelson Playwriting Co. Suite 630, 1400 Broadway, Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg., New York City. Phone: Gray 5121

OFFICE: Belasco Building, 220 West 42nd Street, New York City.

"DIXIE"
(G AM COMING BACK TO YOU)
CHAUTAUQUA DEPARTMENT

By FRED HIGH

Waterloo Ready for Convention

Plans Made for Entertainment—Hotels Co-Operating—Hippodrome Being Prepared for Programs—Keys of City to Guests

In the greatest industrial center of the State, Waterloo manufactures more gasoline engines than any other city in the world, and the nearby output of farm machinery, cream separators and tomatoes is enormous.

Waterloo boasts of a fine commercial organization, the Waterloo Bank Association, and numerous civic and state offices which benefit its merchants. Three organizations work hand in hand to extend its influence as a wholesome city for all.

The business districts of the city are generally pleasant to anyone who is interested in the city's commercial and large specialty stores, eight hotels, also

WANTED FOR LYCEUM

Personal and professional engagements.—In order to attract attention to the Chautauqua and Lyceum, the following engagements are wanted:

LEONARD HARRIS, Director

CHICAGO CIVIC BUREAU

TALENT BROKERS

E. P. S. WILSON, Manager

E. E. Maloney, Box 301, Chicago, Illinois

WILLIAM BATTIS STERLING

In LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Address: 100 E. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

HARRY M. HOLBROOK

HARRY M. HOLBROOK

ANDREW CANAVAN, 166 Clifton Bldg., Chautauqua, N.Y.

PITTSBURGH LADIES' ORCHESTRA

Organized in 1871, has made Concert Tours in 37 States, under the direction of Albert E. Lieber, Director.

WANTED

Mr. Musician—YOU

Mr. Musician—YOU

Listen and do business with

Mr. Musician—YOU

Ballantine Bureau

COACHING CHAUTAUQUA

LYON—CONCERT

DRAMATIC AND VAUDEVILLE

Studio 909-10 Lyon & Healy Bldg., Chicago

BE A LEADER

Male quartet men, lyricum work, all voices; prefer those doubling on instruments and experienced. State all in first letter.

L. O. BURNER, 5327 Lake Street, Chicago.
ART OF SCENE PAINTING ABUSED

Speaking of the so-called modern scenery and the perjury of those who claim toil and weep in the name of symbolism, Louis Masreliez says in "The Ledge and Lert:"

What we venture to deplore is the tendency toward symbolic scenery, which has no resemblance to any known thing; no expression; no meaning is expressed. Carden Masters' art is based on the theory that innovations in stage settings and scenic lighting, when they are properly combined, can be beautiful. The Moscow School are making what they call "beautiful" scenery and lighting. But I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. The Moscow Scenic Theatre there is some form of the scenic, but it is not always the same. The Moscow School is that which brings this about. And they carry Mr. Carden's principles further and further and further. I am afraid that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful.

The Moscow School is based on the theory that innovations in stage settings and scenic lighting, when they are properly combined, can be beautiful. The Moscow School is making what they call "beautiful" scenery and lighting. But I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. The Moscow Scenic Theatre there is some form of the scenic, but it is not always the same. The Moscow School is that which brings this about. And they carry Mr. Carden's principles further and further and further. I am afraid that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful.

The Moscow School is based on the theory that innovations in stage settings and scenic lighting, when they are properly combined, can be beautiful. The Moscow School is making what they call "beautiful" scenery and lighting. But I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. The Moscow Scenic Theatre there is some form of the scenic, but it is not always the same. The Moscow School is that which brings this about. And they carry Mr. Carden's principles further and further and further. I am afraid that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful.

The Moscow School is based on the theory that innovations in stage settings and scenic lighting, when they are properly combined, can be beautiful. The Moscow School is making what they call "beautiful" scenery and lighting. But I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. The Moscow Scenic Theatre there is some form of the scenic, but it is not always the same. The Moscow School is that which brings this about. And they carry Mr. Carden's principles further and further and further. I am afraid that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful.

The Moscow School is based on the theory that innovations in stage settings and scenic lighting, when they are properly combined, can be beautiful. The Moscow School is making what they call "beautiful" scenery and lighting. But I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. The Moscow Scenic Theatre there is some form of the scenic, but it is not always the same. The Moscow School is that which brings this about. And they carry Mr. Carden's principles further and further and further. I am afraid that inre all the scenery is not beautiful. I am not sure that inre all the scenery is not beautiful.
HORNMANN'S NEW COIN CUP

De Lands Dollar Deck
Card Box, New York.

MAGNETIC LODESTONE

Goods sent by mail C.O.D. if 50¢ in cost total order. Quick service and satisfaction guaranteed.
B. E. SMYTHE CO.

Crystal Gazing

MUSICIANS' SUPPLIES

DICE & CARDS

Chicago Magic Co.

NEW CATALOGUE, JUST OFF THE PRESS

Magic Books -- New, Standard, Rare

MAGICAL SUPPLIES

Arthur F. Felsman, 115 West 22nd Street, Chicago, Illinois.

ENTERTAINMENT

FRANK HARTLEY

THE BILLBOARD

MAGICAL BOOKS -- NEW, STANDARD, RARE

MAGIC "FELSMAN'S" MAGIC

THAYER MANUFACTURING CO.

Arthur F. Felsman, 115 West 22nd Street, Chicago, Illinois.

MAGICAL GAMES

MAGICAL BOOKS -- NEW, STANDARD, RARE

Ridleys Drawing Card, 20 Yungate St., Arcadia, N. Y.

MAGICAL GAMES

CLINTON BUSSESS

THAYER TRICKS AND TOYS

MAGIC TRICKS, BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

INSURANCE FOR MAGICIANS
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CONCESSIONERS AND FAIR WORKERS, LOOK HERE!

The next issue of The Billboard, dated September 11, will contain a new listing of the Annual Convention and Lyceum Number, and will contain a complete list of chauntdreas.

The demand now indicated will exceed the supply, and all extra copies will be printed. For orders in print.

The best bet is a subscription sent now while the subscription list is before you.

ONE YEAR, $.50; SIX MONTHS, $2.75; THREE MONTHS, $1.50.

The Billboard, Cincinnati:

Please send The Billboard for one year, for which I enclose $1.25.

Name

Address

City

State

WIG
Photo-Photo

THE BRAZILIAN AMERICAN

AT LIBERTY—Pianist and Lady

Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) perform as leading figures in the Brazilian-American community, with Bonaccini known for her vibrant and captivating performance style. The duo is set to grace the stage in various cities across the United States, presenting a blend of classical and contemporary music that is sure to delight audiences.

OMAHA'S WELCOME!

As a legacy of the J. Howard (Pianist) concert tour, Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) will be making a special appearance in Omaha, Nebraska, taking the stage at the J. Howard (Pianist) Auditorium. This event promises to be a thrilling evening of music, with Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) offering a showcasing of their exceptional talents.

RADIANT THE CHRISTMAS-գործելք

In recognition of the holiday season, Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) are set to perform a special Christmas-themed concert, adding a festive touch to their already captivating performance. This event is not to be missed, as Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) bring their unique musical flair to the heartwarming spirit of the season.

POST-CARD

Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) invite you to join them in celebrating their journey across the United States, from coast to coast. Their performances are a testament to their dedication to the art of music, and they look forward to sharing their passion with you. Whether you're a seasoned music lover or a newcomer to the world of music, Bonaccini and Rose (Pianist and Lady) promise an experience that will leave you with lasting memories.

Photo-Photo
CIRCUS PERFORMERS and OUTDOOR FREE ACTS

Some of the Acts that are being requested to appear at the various places indicated in this week. Their cooperation is solicited in order that the acts may be kept down to date. Any changes in address or route should be reported promptly to ROUTE EDITOR, The Billboard, 28-27 Opera House, Chicago, Illinois.

WALTER STANTON

The Billboard
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SHOW PRINTING

Due Writemanship—Prompt Service

TYPE and BLOCK WORK

Dates, Cards, Herald's and Banners

Stock Pictorial Paper for practically every attraction.

The Donaldson Litho Co.

NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

Dramatic & Musical

Greatest Variety Theatrical Touring Co.

By Sponsored Services to Jerome

Additional Shows:

Dramatic and Musical Finales

BURLINGE AMERICAN CIRCUIT

BURLEIGH'S ARE Broadways, Chicago, Ill., June 26, 1928

Dramatic and Musical Finales

BURLINGE AMERICAN CIRCUIT

BURLEIGH'S ARE Broadways, Chicago, Ill., June 26, 1928
THE I L C A CONVENTION will be held in Waterloo, Ia., September 12-19

THE BIG LYCEUM, CHAUTAUQUA

AND LIST NUMBER OF THE BILLBOARD

WILL BE

Issued SEPT. 6
Dated SEPT. 11

If you are not a regular subscriber, better order your copy early, as your news dealer may be "Sold Out" before you get your copy.

THE BILLBOARD PUBLISHING CO.
Publication Office, - Cincinnati, Ohio

Branches:
- NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, KANSAS CITY, PHILADELPHIA.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS

COMMUNITY CHAUTAUQUA, INC. "FESTIVAL CIRCUIT"

WATERSIDE "EVENING STAR" CIRCLE

CHAUTAUQUA COMMISSIONERS, INC. "EVENING STAR" CIRCLE

THE HIPPODROME AT WATERLOO, IOWA, WHERE THE I. L. C. A. CONVENTION WILL BE HELD.
About This Season's New York Productions

THE CELTIC PLAYERS

For the third bill of short plays the Celto Players, of the Irish Cooperative Theater Society under the leadership of Miss Kathleen O'Sullivan and her company, present "The Talisman," by J. J. Greer; "The Magic Flute," by Julia Augusta Gregory; and "The Woman in the Moon," by Lady Augusta Gregory. These plays are produced as the result of the decision of the company to give a series of short plays of their own composition. The plays are all well written and with a keen sense of humor. The acting is good and the production is creditable to all concerned.

In answering Classified Ads, please mention The Billboard.
In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.

(Continued on page 48)
LADIES’ NIGHT
A New Farce in Three Acts
By Avery Hopwood and Charlotte Andrews. Staged by Bertram Harrison.

"LADIES’ NIGHT" is the sort of play that no clean-minded human being would write, no self-respecting producer present to the public, or even the most saintly character would attempt to produce; and that no one but the officials of the New York Department of Commerce and Labor could possibly have seen fit to authorize. It is a play in the spirit of the theatre, a monument to the sinning of the stage and the very reflection of the people who take money to play in it. Those who love the bawdiness of a certain type of manager will enjoy it. Ries shows a tendency to think. Those who are case-hardened to the commercial prostitution of the amusement business may even become disturbed by it. But it will make the soul and sober the heart of everyone who loves the theatre. It should be known that Al Woods is responsible for offering it and Avery Hopwood and Charlotte Andrews for writing it. Charity advises withholding the exposure of the innocent and those who have been forced to abandon themselves by oppressing it. If one is the sort of play that clothing has no other excuse except the growing of hunger to excite them. - P. J. PATTERSON JAMES

Music Words

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.
Theaters for Sale

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Five large theaters in the West. Must be in or near large cities. All theaters must be in good condition. Mr. G. B. Dorr, 401 Broadway, New York City.

WANTED—Large city theater—either a stock, vaudeville or vaudeville-foothold, to be bought with immediate cash. Inquiry will be answered. E. H. Johnson, 61 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner (Capital Investment)

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must be well connected in theatrical circles and have good capital. No advances. Address, American National Bank, New York City.

WANTED—Full stock partner in a small city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and be well connected in theatrical circles. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

WANTED—Full stock partner in small city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

WANTED—Full stock partner in small city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Two full stock partners in large city theaters in the East and West. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.

Wanted Partner

In WOOD, CASH, NO ADV. LESS THAN 20.

WANTED—Full stock partner in large city theater. Must have experience and capital. Address, Theater Co., 200 Broadway, New York City.
DIRECTORY

OPERATIVE AND FOLDING CHAIRS
Chair Exchange, 8th & Vine Sts., Phila., Pa.

ABERCHAIR MFG. CO., 202 W. 23rd St., Chicago, Ill.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO., 90 W. 17th St., New York City.

ABERNATHY MANUFACTURING CO., 4417 Madison St., Chicago, III.

ACME BOOK BINDER CO., 317-21 W. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.

ACME BRASS WORKS, 3500 W. 16th St., Chicago, Ill.

ACME MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, 333 W. 42nd St., New York City.

ACME MUSIC SUPPLY CO., 37 E. 12th St., New York City.

ACME RANGE CO., 124 W. 38th St., Chicago, Ill.

ACME STAGE & LIGHTING MACHINERY CO., 210 W. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.
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CIRCUS HIPPODROME SIDE SHOW MENAGERIE
AND HIS MAJESTY, THE TROOPER.

HOWE SHOW
Strengthens its Program
New Parade Trappings and Uniforms Also Added—Canadian and New England Tour Successful.

The Howe Street concert stage was a successful tour through the land, and the show is continuing with two new cars, one of which is strictly for the parade. Mr. Howe has ordered a new show tent, and the new cars have been added to the parade. The new cars have been successful in the addition of new parade acts, including theButler Brothers, who presented an electric light act and wire-walking act. The show is continuing with its usual style, and the new cars have added a new element of interest to the show. The show has been successful in the addition of new parade acts, including the Butler Brothers, who presented an electric light act and wire-walking act. The show is continuing with its usual style, and the new cars have added a new element of interest to the show.

TENTS SHOW AND CARNIVAL
Nashville Tent & Awning Co.
H. K. HUBBARD, Mgr., Nashville, Tenn.

CARDS—CARS—CARS
SLEEPERS, BAGGAGE, PRIVATE STATEROOM AND PRIVILEGE CARS ready for immediate delivery. Also FLATS, PICKET & BOX for quick delivery. WE EQUIP HUNTING AND FISHING CARS and OUR OWN YARDS, and offer all and kinds of Railway Cars for any purpose, lectures to suit YOUR OWN YEARS. We handle all agents and heads when you want Cars of any kind. Also ANIMALS, CIRCUS, AND CARDS. WRITE FOR OUR LISTS OR CIRCUS EQUIPMENT.

HORNE'S ZOOLOGICAL ARENA COMPANY, Kansas City, Missouri.
FOR SALE—String of 30 concessions, all portable frames; smallest tops, 16 feet long, 2 trunks each one, velvet background to each concession. Strings, globes, wheels and various games. 260 Canton Chinese baskets, 330 Beacon blankets, 4,000 plaster Kowpies, 1,300 plaster hair dolls, 600 fruit baskets (oval), 700 Mexican baskets, 400 fancy grocery baskets, 500 lbs. of candy, 4 gross Teddy Bears. Owner going to South America, reason for selling. Now in service on first-class carnival; good route. Nothing to do but change hands. First $6,000 takes the outfit. Just received large shipment straw-seats cushions from Japan; come in bales of 200. Can be shipped immediately upon receipt of orders.

Also have Monkey Speedway outfit for sale. Write for information and prices.

BEACON BLANKETS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS, $8.00 EACH.

C. RUECKERT & CO.
Successors to The Bolts Mfg. Co.
Portable Cinema Equipment, Show Tents, Lanterns, Mantles & Hollow Wire Systems, Etc.
210 Larabee Street, • • • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

AT LIBERTY FOR 1921
JOE. HUGHES
(Manager or Adjuster—Circus or Carnival)
Address JOSEPH H. HUGHES, Cen Billboard N. Y. City Office
(P. S.—Will Buy Circus Privileges.)

TAYLOR TRUCKS
212 W. 46 St., NEW YORK
28 E. Rialto St., CHICAGO

RICHARDS SROB'S SHOWS
Playing West Virginia Coal Fields

The Richards Bros. Shows are now featuring the most universal and best known circus in the world. The show is composed of a large number of well-known stars, all of whom are familiar to the public. The show is conducted in a most professional manner, and is sure to be a success in any locality.

LORDYLUK BILL SHOW

The Lucky Bill Show is a new and unique production. The show is directed by a master of the art, and is sure to be a hit with all audiences. The show is well-organized and is sure to be a success in any locality.

RICHARDS SROB'S SHOWS
Playing West Virginia Coal Fields
THE CORRAL

by BOBBIE MARKS

September 6, 1920

ST. JOSEPH ROUND-UP

St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 10-11-12—$8,000.00 in Cash Prizes, $6,000.00
Prices and expenses guaranteed by St. Joseph Civic Festival

Association:

MEAN Roping and Tying
Ike Tabor .......... $100.00
Buck Riding ........ 200.00
Buck Riding ......... 200.00

Wanted

Howe’s Great London Circus

Wild West people, ropers, fancy riders with or without their own
stock, aerial and ground acts for Big Show. Write to

HOVE’S GREAT LONDON CIRCUS
Carthage, Mo., Sept. 1st; Kansas, Mo., 2d; Bloomfield, Mo., 3d; Cape Girardeau, Mo., 4th; Charleston, Mo., 5th; Doster, Mo., 7th; New Madrid, Mo., 8th; Malden, Mo., 9th; Paragould, Ark., 10th.

SULLIVAN & EAGLE

BUILDERS OF CIRCUS WAGONS, WHEELS, AXLES AND SPRING

FOR SALE—Flat and Box Wagons, Circuses and Carnivals of all kinds.

PENNSYLVANIA

THE GREATEST COMBINATION EVER OFFERED

100 HEAD BUCKING HORSES,
30 HEAD WILD LONG HORN STEERS FOR
BULLDOGGING, ROPING AND RIDING,

TOGETHER WITH

CALIFORNIA FRANK’S WESTERN FEATURE ATTRACTIONS

CONSISTING OF

Beautiful High-School and Dancing Horses with Lady Riders; High Jumping Horses, including the Wonder Apollo, that bounces an automobile 

Bull Riding; Pike Rib Show, Band, Stage Band and Hippodrome, World’s Greatest Fancy Ropers, Cowboy Clown and Rider; in fact, everything that is needed for a Western Show, or by adding price money in the circuit, the entire combination can be made up.

We do not say that we can get this, but WE HAVE GOT IT, and offer it for the inspection of anyone interested at

RED OAK, IOWA,
September 14th, 15th and 16th,
WHERE WE ARE PUTTING ON THE BIG ROUND-UP, WITH $6,000.00 IN PRIZES.

Permanent address, THE COLORADO ROUND-UP ASSOCIATION,
W. L. (BLM) ALLEN, Promoter and Advertising Manager.
G. P. HARLEY, “CALIFORNIA FRANK,” Arena Director.

JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS

Portland, Ore., a Two-Day Stand

Monday and Tuesday, August 17-18, at Portland, Ore., and two real days in weather and shows. Write an advertisement and we will have a good show. Write to

JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS
Portland, Ore., August 17th.

RIMGOLD-BARNUM SHOWS

Have Many Visitors in Chicago

Again the exact dates started Chicago and St. Louis, showing the highest number of visitors ever in the history of these shows.
SKATING NEWS

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR NEW PLANT.

where we make all parts for the Elephant Skate, with a MODERN and UP-TO-DATE FACTORY.
CHICAGO ROLLER SKATE CO.,
4508 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DON'T BUY TROUBLE IN BAND ORGANS.

BAND ORGANISTS, please note the new and improved model 2110 CHICAGO ROLLER SKATE CO., which has been extensively rewritten and tested at our show rooms.

ELECTRONIC AUTO MUSIC CO.
247 W. 49th St., NEW YORK CITY.

FOR SALE—SKATING RINK IN GOOD PARK CITY.

Being located downtown, Can be sold on payment, this fine, modern, and well-equipped ice rink with a capacity of 2,000 people. The price is $50,000.

Attention: 10 to 12 cent exhibition skating, a surefire way to make money. The machines are guaranteed. For further information write to

CARL J. SCHMIDT, CHICAGO, ILL.

CIGARS ON “WHITEY”

Chicago, Aug. 25—“Whitey” Logan, famous band leader, was recently in Chicago. He has been in the music business for many years, and is well known in the skating world. Logan is a great friend of mine, and I was glad to see him again.

LOWER BASS SHOWS.

Lower Bass are playing their last concert in the East. They are to play in New York City on the 26th of this month. A meeting has been arranged for the evening of the 26th, and Lower Bass will be featured. The show will start at 8 p.m., and will be held at the New York Palace Hotel.

PAINTED CIRCUS WAONSOS.

New York World Points Interview with P. W. Wagner, Who Tells of His Struggles.

NEW RIVERVIEW SKATE ROOM.

Riverside Roller Rink, Chicago, Ill., opened its doors on September 25. It will have a new skating event and will be open every night. The rink is well equipped for the opening and is ready for business.

PROF. SCOTT TO DIRECT.

New Orleans, Aug. 29—Under the personal direction of Prof. Scott, a famous skating performer and director, a new skating show will be presented at the new River View Rink. The show will consist of a series of high-speed skating performances, with music and lights by Prof. Scott. The show will be held every night except Saturday and Sunday.

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN?

Walter Reade was a wire writer.

He played a concert in Chicago. No one came.

Have you heard the latest in this line? There may be a letter addressed for you.
A Department Devoted to the Musical and Amusement End of
FAIRS AND EXPOSITIONS
Which, in Conjunction With the Privileges and Concessions, Constitute The Billboard's Chief Concern.

GREAT EVENT

Is Southern Exposition Fair

To Be Held in Augusta, Ga., October 18-25—Educational Exhibits and Special Features Colored

Augusta, Ga., Aug. 28.—The creation of the Southern Exposition Fair Association and the announcement of the first annual Southern Exposition Fair, to be held in Augusta on October 25, is an event of great importance to the state, particularly to the city of Augusta and to the Georgia section. The fair will bring together a multitude of educational, agricultural, and commercial exhibits, and will serve as a valuable resource for the community. The fair will be held in conjunction with the annual agricultural show, which will feature exhibits of crops, livestock, and other agricultural products. The fair will also include a variety of entertainment options, including music, dance, and other forms of cultural expression. The fair is expected to attract thousands of visitors, who will have the opportunity to learn about new technologies and ideas, and to enjoy a diverse range of cultural experiences.

THREE NIGHTS OF FIREWORKS

Black, Aug. 27.—The first three nights of the fair will be highlighted by a spectacular firework display, which will light up the sky with a dazzling array of colors and patterns. The firework show is designed to create a festive and celebratory atmosphere, and will be a highlight of the fair's entertainment offerings.

WHITE PLAINS DATES ARE ANNOUNCED

With Frost, N. Y., Aug. 28.—Edward B. Frost, owner and proprietor of the New York Times, has announced the dates for the fair's white plains event. The dates will be from October 25 to 30, and will feature a variety of exhibits and entertainment options. The fair is expected to attract thousands of visitors, who will have the opportunity to learn about new technologies and ideas, and to enjoy a diverse range of cultural experiences.

CALEDONIA COUNTY FAIR

St. Johnsbury, Vt., Sept. 14-16, 1920

The Caledonia County Fair, to be held in St. Johnsbury, Vt., from September 14 to 16, 1920, is an event that is expected to attract thousands of visitors. The fair will feature a variety of exhibits and entertainment options, including agricultural displays, livestock shows, and a variety of musical performances. The fair is expected to be a highlight of the summer season, and is a great opportunity for residents and visitors to come together and celebrate the rich cultural heritage of the region.

DANBURY FAIR

October 4th to 9th, 1920

Immensely Gracious.

66th Annual Greene County Fair

Greene County Fair

Kingsley, N. Y., Sept. 14-16, 1920

The 66th Annual Greene County Fair, to be held in Kingsley, N. Y., from September 14 to 16, 1920, is an event that is expected to attract thousands of visitors. The fair will feature a variety of exhibits and entertainment options, including agricultural displays, livestock shows, and a variety of musical performances. The fair is expected to be a highlight of the summer season, and is a great opportunity for residents and visitors to come together and celebrate the rich cultural heritage of the region.

MALHEUR COUNTY FAIR, OREGON, IDAHO

Wants Carnival, Outdoor Attractions, Free for Sept. 21, 22, 23, 24. For information, H. D. DOOLITTLE, Secy, Oregon, Oregon.

GOOD CONCESSIONS OPEN

and Merry-Go-Round wanted at 10th Annual Dutchess County Fair. Rhinebeck, N. Y., September 8, 9, 10. Apply to FRANK L. CHASE, Pipe Flags, N. Y.
WALTMAN FAIR

MIDDLESERX COUNTY, IN
SEPTEMBER 9, 10, 11

WANTED—First-Class Merry-Go-Round
for Clinton County Fair, September 8 to 12, inclusive. Day and night.
A. W. GURNEE, Greencastle, Ind.
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A. W. GURNEE, Greencastle, Ind.
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A. W. GURNEE, Greencastle, Ind.
AMUSEMENTS and PRIVILEGES at PARKS, PIERS and BEACHES
WITH ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

STEEL PICNICS
Bring Throgs to Kennywood
Thousands of Steel Workers and Families Enjoy Outing at
Pittsburg's Most Popular Park

By MARIE RITA McSWIGAN

Pittsburgh, Aug. 28.—Kennywood Park has been a popular
attraction for the Steel Workers and their families this season, with
the Steel Plants in operation and with the holidays. Many Steel
Workers brought their families and friends to the Park to enjoy the
varied attractions and privileges available at Kennywood.

The Steel Workers' Picnics were advertised in the Steel Plants
newspapers and at Steel Workers' meetings. The Picnics were
organized by the Steel Workers' Unions and were open to all Steel
Workers and their families. The Picnics included free admission to
the Park, free use of the boating facilities, free use of the
swimming pools, and free use of the restrooms.

The Picnics were also sponsored by the Steel Workers' Union
Canteens, which provided free food and drinks to the Steel Workers
and their families. The Canteens were located near the Park and
were open to the public.

The Steel Workers' Picnics were a great success and were enjoyed
by all. Many Steel Workers brought their families and friends to
Kennywood to enjoy the variety of attractions and privileges
available at the Park. The Picnics were a great way for Steel
Workers torelax and enjoy the outdoors with their families.

The Steel Workers' Picnics were a great success and were enjoyed
by all. Many Steel Workers brought their families and friends to
Kennywood to enjoy the variety of attractions and privileges
available at the Park. The Picnics were a great way for Steel
Workers to relax and enjoy the outdoors with their families.

STEEPLE-CHASEING
BY MARIE RITA McSWIGAN

The new Steeplechase at Kennywood Park has been
welcomed by the Steel Workers and their families. The
Steeplechase is a popular attraction at Kennywood, and
many Steel Workers enjoy riding the horses in the
Steeplechase. The Steeplechase is a great way for
Steel Workers to relax and enjoy the outdoors.

The Steeplechase is open to the public and is
available for Steel Workers to ride in. The Steeplechase
is a great way for Steel Workers to relax and enjoy the
outdoors.

The Steeplechase is open to the public and is
available for Steel Workers to ride in. The Steeplechase
is a great way for Steel Workers to relax and enjoy the
outdoors.
The Billboard

TO ALL PARK MANAGERS:

While attending the Coney Island Mardi Gras you are invited to inspect

Great American Racing Derby

in Steeplechase Park.

THE ONLY NEW RIDE FOR 1921

HARRY C. MIDDLETON, our Gen'l Rep., will be at the Coney ride afternoons and evenings to talk the Park.

PRIOR & CHURCH

(The Whip) Venice, Cal.

“THE WHIP” - THE LATEST AMUSEMENT SIZE


SOME OF OUR SPECIALS—LOOK AT THE PRICES

The Genuine Exposition Watch

16-size, O. F. very fine movement, lever escapement, fancy gilt dial. A new, thin model of this famous make, complete with G. F. Waldemar Chain and Knife.

$2.35 Complete

In large quantities, $2.25

B.B. 4906, Convertible Ladies' Bracelet Watch, 1-20th, 12 kg., bangle, with gold plated watch case; fitted with 10-line, Swiss cylinder movement, stem wind and pendant set, each put up in handsome display box, each

$3.75 Complete

No order accepted O. D. without 25% deposit. Look for our Ad in this Issue, if interested. They are SINGER'S SPECIALS.

SINGER BROS.
82 Bowery, NEW YORK
ESTABLISHED 1840
OVER 50 YEARS' SPECIAL DEALING

Balloons

Long and short, $0.50 and $1.00

Flower and Leaf, $1.00 and $2.00

Christmas Bear, $1.50 and $3.00

Inflator, $0.25

BUY DIRECT GOTHAM COMB CO. 126 East 26th Street, NEW YORK CITY
AMBERINE COMBS CAN NOT BE BROKEN

CHANGE OF PRICES AMBER COMBS YOU CAN'T BREAK 'EM

AMBEROID UNBREAKABLE COMBS A NEW ONE, BOYS

A "GOLDEN BEAUTY"
Best Seller of Them All

Best Buy in Comb Markets

AMBEROID CHEMICAL CO.

1. THE BILLBOARD

SPECIAL KNIVES FOR RACKS, GAMES, ETC.
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

ASSIGNMENT A. W. MILLS

Handle imported. No. 1-4 inch, No. 2-3 inch, No. 3-2 inch, No. 4-1 inch, No. 5-1 1/2 inch, and No. 6-2 inch. Made in the United States.

PRO COLORS

$2.00

$2.10

$2.30

$2.50

$2.70

$2.90

PER BOX

PER BOX

PER BOX

PER BOX

PER BOX

PER BOX

O. C. & C.

O. C. & C.

O. C. & C.

O. C. & C.

O. C. & C.

O. C. & C.

AMBERINE COMBS

In stock and ready for immediate shipment.

E. E. AMBERINE COMBS

543 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

J. S. SEYLER MEDICINE CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Only 20 Boxes a Day—$19.00 Profit!

COME ON, BOYS—Line up with Davis now. You have been reading about LUCKY 11, the Red-Hot Seller, in the Billboard for 10 years. You have seen other fellows making big money with it and promised yourself that sooner or later, you would let it make big money for YOU. NOW is the time to act QUICK. The Big Rush Season is on. Get your order in right away and get your share of the big money LUCKY 11 is making for thousands of successful agents every day. Don’t miss this wonderful opportunity. Send the coupon NOW!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Store Value</th>
<th>$3.35</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You Pay</td>
<td>65c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You Sell for</td>
<td>$1.50 to $2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You Make</td>
<td>100% to 200% Profit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LUCKY '11 Combination in Display Case—Store Value $3.35.
11 high class standard toilet articles which are in big demand everywhere. 11 big values, each full drug store size. Retail Value $3.35. Costs you only 65c in quantities. You sell for $1.50 to $2.00 and make from 100% to 200% profit. Lucky 11 is the fastest seller ever put on the market. Goes like hotcakes. When you show your customer this beautiful toilet set, the flash and zest of color will dazzle her eyes. Everybody wants it—everybody buys. Don’t miss out on this Big Special Offer.

AGENTS!—This Special Offer to BILLBOARD Readers is a Gold Mine at $150.00 A Throw

In order to start right, send $6.50 and we will forward 10 boxes of Lucky 11 and we will also include in your first 10 box order, a beautiful, attractive Display Case absolutely FREE. This gives you the benefit of the 100 box price on your first order. Don’t miss this opportunity of a lifetime. Wire your order for quick service. One-third deposit required on all C.O.D. shipments. We have 30 other red-hot sellers which you ought to be ordering RIGHT NOW. Send for list at once.

BIG MONEY for Crew Managers

Be independent. Have an easy big-paying business of your own. Have others working and making money for you. Special discount to Crew Managers on large orders. Are you a live wire? Then wire in to Davis today for his Special Crew Manager proposition.

E. M. DAVIS PRODUCTS CO. 63 Chicago, Ill.

MAIL COUPON

The quicker you get busy, the quicker the dollars will start rolling into your pocket. Send your first order on this coupon. Don’t put this off. Send it right away—NOW!
BALLOONS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS.

100 BALLOONS $1.00 Doz.
200 BALLOONS $2.00 Doz.
300 BALLOONS $3.00 Doz.
500 BALLOONS $5.00 Doz.

EDWARD K. CONDON
IMPORTER.
12 Pearl Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Sell Beautiful Belgian Art Rugs, 30 x 60
Wholesale $24.00 per doz.
Pettal 65.00 per doz. or more

Every type and pattern in English and the best of the French and Scotch. As good as any other country. Send for samples and estimate. Samples free. E. K. CONDON, IMPORTER. 12 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass.

WATCH WORKERS
Here is the outfit for Demonstrators, Window Workers, Salesboard Operators, and in fact everyone using Watches of any kind, description or nature.

Here's the biggest value at the littlest price you ever bought.
14 size, electro gold plated, open face, lever escapement watch. Every watch guaranteed against mechanical defects.

Gold filled knife and Waldemar chain in satin box, as shown in cut.

OUR CUT PRICE
$2.00 EACH

P.S.—Write for our new Illustrated Catalogue, the BOOK OF BARGAINS, mailed free. Write for it today.

CHICAGO, ILL.
RED, WHITE & BLUE always is.

I Made $60.00 in 5½ Hours

Read this Wonderful Offer!

FREE

Coat Also!

Mail This Coupon Now!

Write for the free rain coat offer. Write for the big money-making Chance. Operators and Demonstration Co., 15 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

G. H. MANCHESTER, General Manager.

FREE Coat Also!

Goodyear Mfg. Co.
1906 Goodyear Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Mail this Coupon to-day.

This Splendid Coat FREE

This Splendid Coat FREE

This Splendid Coat FREE

This Splendid Coat FREE

This Splendid Coat FREE

This Splendid Coat FREE

200 BALLOONS $3.00 Doz.
500 BALLOONS $5.00 Doz.

PAPERMAN, CREW MANAGERS, GIRLS

Simple as that.

The boys who want to make much real money need to know where to look. Don't waste your time on a job that pays a few dollars a week. There is a good job that pays from a dozen to a hundred dollars a week. Go somewhere where you are given the chance to earn a good living. There are hundreds of jobs that pay well. Go to a place where you have the chance to earn a good living.
CARNIVALS AND HIS MAJESTY, THE BEDOUIN

RUBIN & CHERRY SHOWS INAUGURATE FAIR SEASON

Fifth Annual Exposition at Erie, Pa., First on Long List of Big Events, Opens on Schedule

Time—Nightly Programs a Feature of the Occasion

Erie, Pa., Aug. 29.—After twelve months on the road this season, proving success everywhere, it is quite an innovation for the famous Rubins to be on hand when the last trumpet is heard by the gathered audience to announce the arrival of the big Barker's exposition, now inaugurating the fair season. The show, named by John F. Barker, will draw immense crowds of people from all parts of the United States. The work is done by a company of experienced expositors, including some of the finest minds in the business.

The show is an exhibition of the most remarkable animals and plants in the world, including a collection of rare and valuable birds, many of which are on loan to the show from botanical gardens and zoological gardens throughout the United States.

The show is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., with special programs each evening. The main feature of the show is a series of demonstrations and exhibits featuring some of the most extraordinary animals and plants in the world.

LORMAN-ROBINSON SHOWS

Have Big Opening Night at Allspohn, Pa.—Caravan to Keep Going All the Way

Allspohn, Pa., Aug. 26.—The Lorman-Robinson Shows opened against some of the hardest competition in the world, but they were able to overcome it and take the top spot. The show, under the direction of the famous Barker's entertainment, took the top spot from the Allspohn Shows, which had been the leading show in the state for the past five years.

The show is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., with special programs each evening. The main feature of the show is a series of demonstrations and exhibits featuring some of the most extraordinary animals and plants in the world.

MORRIS IN NEW YORK

New York, Aug. 31.—Harry S. Morris, independent expositors, have opened their new show at the Morris Fair, which is located at the Morris Fair Grounds. The show is one of the finest in the country, featuring a large collection of rare and valuable birds, many of which are on loan to the show from botanical gardens and zoological gardens throughout the United States.

The show is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., with special programs each evening. The main feature of the show is a series of demonstrations and exhibits featuring some of the most extraordinary animals and plants in the world.

S. W. BRUNDAKE SHOWS

Again Get Fulton (N.Y.) Celebration

Fulton, N.Y., Aug. 30.—The Fulton Fair Celebration committee has arranged for the S. W. Brundage Shows to be held on the Fulton Fair Grounds. The show is one of the finest in the country, featuring a large collection of rare and valuable birds, many of which are on loan to the show from botanical gardens and zoological gardens throughout the United States.

The show is open daily from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., with special programs each evening. The main feature of the show is a series of demonstrations and exhibits featuring some of the most extraordinary animals and plants in the world.

MISTAKE IN ROUTE

An error was made in last issue, the address of Mr. W. W. Davis, who was stated to be in St. Louis, when he was in Chicago, and should have been stated to be in St. Louis. The address of Mr. W. W. Davis is 333 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

AUERBACH
Chocolates of Quality

CONCESSIONAIRES!
SALESBOARD OPERATORS!
CANDY WHEEL MEN!
FAIR WORKERS!

What’s the use of working doubly hard—
first trying to push the goods and then
trying to push your game—AUERBACH sells
on a strictly quality reputation.

AUERBACH Chocolates are nationally adver-
tised and nationally known—you don’t have
to tell your customers about them—every-
body knows the high quality of AUERBACH
—and you can get AUERBACH Chocolates
for your trade at surprisingly low prices.

Send for prices at once.
Write to Dept. 9 for full information and special prices.

D. AUERBACH & SONS
11th Avenue, 46th to 47th Streets,
NEW YORK

WE WILL FURNISH YOUR
Campaign Buttons

Cox

Lapel Buttons, Novelites,
Ornaments, Pins, Nod Perns, Pole Eagles

THEATRICAL BUTTONS AND NOVELTIES
For Uniforms, Costumes, Advertising Novelities and Concessionaires
made to your order as we will sub-
mit samples.

WATERBURY BUTTON CO.
Established 1872
WATERBURY, CONN.
WATERBURY—BOSTON—CHICAGO
SERICAN—TORONTO—LONDON

DOLLS and DRESSES
$30.00 PER 100
PLAIN, $25.00 PER 100
Extra, no excess of 10% over retail, 25, 50, 100, wholesale.
Most popular patterns, perfect quality, $2.50 each.
COTTON DOLLS 100 PER 100
$4.00 PLAIN, $3.00 KEWPIE DRESSES
NEW SLIP-IN OUTFITS
THEATRICAL BUTTONS AND NOVELTIES

AL MELTZER,
Largest Mail Order House in America, 215 W. Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

DOLL and DRESS
$30.00 PER 100
FIRST QUALITY, BEST PRICES

MATT GAY
Back Somersault into Water from Special Lighted Ladders for Night.
Furnish all apparatus, tank, ladders, etc. Week August 28, Tor-
rington, Conn.; Sept. 4, Warren, Pa.; or Billboard, Cincinnati, O.

HIGH DIVE
Open Time, September 13th and October

BRITISH and FRENCH ARMY TENTS
AT LESS THAN COST TO MANUFACTURE!

We benefit from our connection with the largest manufacturers of British and French Arm
d Tents in the world. Our connections enable us to secure the finest quality of material and
the latest in style and design at the lowest cost. We can supply any style of British or French
Tent in a variety of materials, including waterproof, canvas, and mixed. Our tents are
Made to Order, and are manufactured to meet the needs of the customer. WE OFFER A LARGE
VARIETY OF TENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

CARNIE-GOUDIE MFG. CO.
Dept. BB,
KANSAS CITY, MO.
NEW IMPORTATION OF WATCHES AND KNIVES

**Imported Pocket Knives**

Men's 6 Size, Swiss Watch *$1.10 EACH*

No. B. B. 111—Wrist Watch, 6 size, gun metal, fitted with Swiss movement, cylinder escapement, nickle plated, stem wind, side pin set, full radium dial and hands, complete, with genuine Kitchener style strap.

No. B. B. 22—Men's Swiss Watch, 6 size, open face, gold-plated case, plate finished, brass ships, glass dome, model, finished back, front back, with needle pendant, stem wind and pendant set, nickel plated, exposed winding wheels, lever escapement, silver or gold dial.

**$1.20 EACH**

No. B. B. 225—Men's Swiss Watch, 6 size, open face, gold-plated case, plate finished, brass ships, glass dome, model, finished back, front back, with needle pendant, stem wind and pendant set, nickel plated, exposed winding wheels, lever escapement, silver or gold dial.

**$2.25 EACH**

SEND FOR THE "SHURE WINNER" CATALOG

We Protect Our Customers by Selling Goods for Commercial Purposes Only and Not to Private Parties.

**N. SHURE CO.,**
Madison and Franklin Sts., Chicago, III.

**THE BILLBOARD**

**SANatorium OF **

**HIS**

**IMPORTATION OF WATCHES AND KNIVES**

**Men's 6 Size, Swiss Watch **

* **$1.10 EACH** *

No. B. B. 111—Wrist Watch, 6 size, gun metal, fitted with Swiss movement, cylinder escapement, nickle plated, stem wind, side pin set, full radium dial and hands, complete, with genuine Kitchener style strap.

No. B. B. 22—Men's Swiss Watch, 6 size, open face, gold-plated case, plate finished, brass ships, glass dome, model, finished back, front back, with needle pendant, stem wind and pendant set, nickel plated, exposed winding wheels, lever escapement, silver or gold dial.

**$1.20 EACH**

No. B. B. 225—Men's Swiss Watch, 6 size, open face, gold-plated case, plate finished, brass ships, glass dome, model, finished back, front back, with needle pendant, stem wind and pendant set, nickel plated, exposed winding wheels, lever escapement, silver or gold dial.

**$2.25 EACH**

**SEND FOR THE "SHURE WINNER" CATALOG**

We Protect Our Customers by Selling Goods for Commercial Purposes Only and Not to Private Parties.

**N. SHURE CO.,**
Madison and Franklin Sts., Chicago, III.

**DID YOU GET YOUR HUSTLER 1920 CATALOG?**

**IF NOT, WRITE FOR A COPY AND SPECIFY YOUR BUSINESS. WE SELL TO DEALERS ONLY.**

We carry one of the largest and most complete stocks of accessories, books, chemicals, and novelties in the country for the use of Streetmen, Caravals, Concessions, Pitchmen, Premium Users, Showmen, and Medicine Men

**LEVIN BROTHERS, NATIONAL SUPPLY CLOTHING, TERRE HAUTE, IN.**

**GRAMERCY PRICES GUARANTEED FOR THE SEASON**

Our Wonderful Concession Packages are filled with the highest grade confectionery, beautiful picture plants, attractive toys, sunshine snacks, and most generally accessible.

**ROSE O'NEILL KWEPIES**


**ALFRED MUNZER, Mfrgr., 211-214 E. 90th St., NEW YORK**

**DOUGHNUT MACHINE**


**$125 MADE**

In any ease, please write 1.00 on the face of your bill. It is absolutely necessary that the order be sent in promptly. The better your order the better your chances of getting the result you desire. A number of our most successful dealers have been sent letters, and we cannot have too many of them. The letter is sent to you in order to explain your business and why you want to send the order in. If you have any trouble, please write us. If you have any questions, please write us. If you have any questions, please write us. If you have any questions, please write us. If you have any questions, please write us.
MONKEYS and ANIMALS for SPEEDWAY and SHOW

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING HEALTHY ACCLIMATED LIVE ANIMALS:

- Large Ringtail MOTHER and BABY—show feature—$125.00
- Giant Blackface and Baby Ringtail Monkeys—$250.00
- Clancnnas Ringtail Monkeys, medium size—$150.00
- Gold Plated, very rare Macacum Monkey—$35.00
- Green Java Monkey, a crowd holder—$25.00
- Curroopok, same as above—$25.00
- Rat Cranio, deep pit, Pit Show feature—$25.00

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC BIRD CO., 327 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

POSTPONED!
Celebration in Ball Park, and Kilpatrick Ave.
FORMER DATES GIVEN SEPTEMBER 6TH TO 12TH.
CORRECT DATES, SEPTEMBER 11TH TO 18TH, INCLUSIVE.

REMEMBER—Big celebration business men. NO DATE. Every day a special. One day run and one for local celebration. WANTED—Ferris wheel and energy-ground, but hurry if you want the good ones. W. H. SHERMAN, Room 310, 35 South Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

MILLER'S WONDERLAND SHOWS

Miller's Great Wonderlanh Shows played the following locations: Los Angeles, Long Beach, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, and other cities. Miller's shows are known for their large and varied animal collections.

Beacon Blankets Only Stock in Chicago ORDERS FILLED IMMEDIATELY FROM CHICAGO STOCK AND GOODS SHIPPED SAME DAY.

ESMONDS, NORMANS, DUNHAMS, ETC., 1425 W. Adams St., CHICAGO.

GIVE AWAY CANDY, $19.00 Thousand Boxes

DO YOU MENTION THE BILLBOARD WHEN YOU ANSWER ADS?
DOLLS WITH DRESSES, $30.00 Per 100
3-Piece Silk Crepe Paper Dresses, Beauty Girls, With Glass Eyes (as illustrated), $4.00 per dozen, $30.00 per 100
Movable Arm Dolls, $2.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100
ASSORTED WIGS, GET OUR CATALOG FREE.

PACINI & BERNI, 2070-2072 Ogden Avenue, CHICAGO

Balloons
Tricks, Jokes, Novelties

Make BIG Money
At The Fairs Selling

SANISCO
Ice Cream Sandwiches

Wanted for Arkansas City 50th Anniversary and Golden Jubilee Celebration

CONCESSIONAIRES
Our New Lois Doll
Is the biggest flash on the lot.
Without Mirror $3.00 Per Doz., $30.00 Per Gross
With Mirror $5.00 Per Doz., $50.00 Per Gross
Sample With Mirror, $1.50

ALISTO MFG. CO.
114-16 W. Polk St. Chicago, Ill.

SEA PLANES
Big New Thriller

FOR CARNIVALS.
New Taking For Money Over All Illinois and Out

WASHINGTON, KANSAS
SEPTEMBER 1, 2, 3
Soldiers and Sailors Reunion.

HERBERT RED LABEL
WANTED! WANTED! WANTED!
DICK FRIEDMAN'S UNITED SHOWS

WE GIVE YOU THE WHOLE UNITED STATES TO WORK IN.
25c, 36-50-75-98 and $1.00 Proposition.

M. M. HERSH, CIRCULATION MANAGER, TREMONT, MICHIGAN.
ARIZONA STATE FAIR
LIKE A COMING ARMY—WORTHAM-WAUGH-HOFER
FIRST IN CALIFORNIA
GREATER ALAMO SHOWS
WIN, PLACE, PLEASE—THE CREAM SPOUTS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST. TO BE FOLLOWED BY LIKE LOCATIONS IN THE PACIFIC SOUTHWEST AND THE SOUTH.
GREATER ALAMO SHOWS HAVE THE ARMS CONTROLLED ON STREETS AND FAIR GROUNDS
G. A. WORTHAM WINTER CIRCUS, INCLUDING WASHINGTON'S HIGHEST CELEBRATION AT LACROSSE, WASH. FOR FIVE

NOVELTY ATTRACTIONS
That can compete on a strong midway
LEGSITIVE CONCESSIONS
That can live up with keen success

JOIN THE SUPER SHOW
Address H. M. WAUGH, General Manager, Grey's Harbor Fair, Elma, Wash., September 1-6
VANCOUVER EXHIBITION grounds, New York, N. Y., Exhibition Grounds, for WESTERN SHOW, Los Angeles, June 20, 21. Tickets, $1.00.

THE HEARING
Of Oklahoma Railroads Postponed to
September 5

THE SURE "TINY" No. 14
Made of wood and hand-painted, 25c.

CANDY
FOR CONCESSIONS
BRACH'S
CHOCOLATES

SWISS WARBLERS
LIMITED QUANTITY ON HAND
SINGING BROTHERS
SINGER BROTHERS
22 Bowery, New York

NO ADVANCE IN PRICE!
Think what that means to you. You are still able to buy our new Plaster Busto at the same old price. Wire a trial order.

BALEYSS BROS. & CO., Inc.
7th and Main Streets, - - - - Louisville, Ky.

WANTED SHOWS and CONCESSIONS

THE BILLBOARD
SEPTEMBER 4, 1910

EVERY TIME YOU MENTION THE BILLBOARD YOU PUT IN A BOOST FOR US.
BEACON BLANKETS
POLLYANNA DOLLS—TEDDY BEARS
in Stock for IMMEDIATE Shipments
ALUMINUM WARE AND KETTLES
Send for our attractive folder showing complete line of Dolls and Concessionaires supplies

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North Desplaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

WIG DOLLS
THE CLASSIEST DOLL FOR
THE LEAST MONEY
BEACH DAVE, 30 inches high, $1.00 per doz.
Write for our new Illustrated price list, "It's Free!"
MOHAIR, Curly, 15.00 per lb. 30% off in larger quantities.

F. W. NACK
1421 N. CLARK STREET,
CHICAGO

The biggest selling ring on the market.
Highest grade gold filled quality. Absolutely guaranteed to give entire wearing satisfaction.

No. 503—9 IN 1 WHITE STONE CLUSTER RINGS. The biggest selling ring on the market.
Highest grade gold filled quality. Absolutely guaranteed to give entire wearing satisfaction. Set with the finest chalcedony that can be had.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN

No. 1005—WHITE STONE GYPSY RING set with a double stone and has a hole in the setting which makes it resemble a real diamond ring. Wearing quality absolutely guaranteed and from Somerset white stone used. Very big seller.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN

SINGER & YEBON
35 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK CITY

WANTED FOR BIG K. P. HOME-COMING
FOUR BIG DAYS—SEPTEMBER 15-16-17-18
Address K. P. HOME COMING,
S. W. SMITH, Box 3, Leipsic, Ohio.

WANTED FREE ACTS, ETC, for Tampa Harvest Festival
WANTED to correspond with good clean Carnival Companies. No gambling devices allowed.
LLOYD H. DAVIS, Chairman, North Loop, Nebraska.

THE SANICHIU GUM CO., INC.
3620-22-24 Cottage Grove Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Ball Gum, Best Quality Only. Case 10,000 Balls, $32.00. Salesmen, Operators, Jobbers, Write Us.
CHINESE BASKETS FROM CHICAGO STOCK

SALESBOARD USERS

TOY BALLOONS, NOVELTIES,
WHIFFLERS, BAGS, BALLOONS ETC.

SALESMAN Operators

DUMPIE DOLLS

13 INCHES IN HEIGHT
with natural hair and silk crepe paper dress, as illustrated,
60c Each

SALESBOARD USERS

HIGH GRADE
CHINESE BASKETS
FOR CONCESSION MEN
Beautifully decorated with Silk Tassels, Jade Roads and Chinese Coins

KENTUCKY LAMP CO.

STEVENS BROS. MODEL EXPO.

Close Season at Greenfield, Mass.

SALESBOARD USERS

GELLMAN BROS.

23 Hennepin Ave.

STEVENS BROS. MODEL EXPO.

Silent Screen Girls, music, dance and songs, will entertain in the Stevens Bros. building, 10 a.m.-8:30 p.m. daily, Sept. 5-9.

WORLD OF MIRTH AT ALTON

Alton, III., Aug. 25—The World of Mirth at Alton appears to be having its best week since the municipal league paper campaign was started. The Donations at the front office have been steady and the officers and the committee have been working hard to keep the campaign alive. The aluminum toys and the other novelties are being sold in large quantities.

WORLD OF MIRTH AT ALTON

WORLD OF MIRTH AT ALTON

ALTON, III., Aug. 25—The World of Mirth at Alton appears to be having its best week since the municipal league paper campaign was started. The Donations at the front office have been steady and the officers and the committee have been working hard to keep the campaign alive. The aluminum toys and the other novelties are being sold in large quantities.
"ORIGINAL SUNFLOWER KIDS"
THE BEST MADE KID ON THE MARKET.
These kids are 11 inches high, made of heavy 2-inch hard wood, flowar is made in a WINGED EFFECT, of 12-oz. oak, extremely sturd, colored canvas dress, richly painted and varnished. These kids are made to LOOK BIG AND FLAT.
PRICE, $2.00 EACH
With full Directions for Making Back.

OLD RELIABLE
"ARKANSAW KIDS"
These kids are 18 inches high, 12-oz. oak, double sawed, extra heavy extras at bottom, PREVENTS CANVASS FROM TEARING FROM BLOCK, richly painted and stained on hard wood block. Painted both sides alike.
PRICE, $1.50 EACH
With Wool Hair, 25c extra. Metal Casing, 25c extra.

UNITED NOVELTY COMPANY, - Twelfth and Sycamore Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO.


cat image

CANDIES
Full Line Special Packages
For Candy Wheel Trade

FRANK E. BLOCK CO., Atlanta, Ga.

WANTED FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL HOME-COMING
OCTOBER 6-7-8, CARLYLE, ILLINOIS

FOR SALE—DENTZEL STATIONARY THREE-ABREAST MERRY-GO-ROUND

FRANK E. BLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn.

MALONEY & KRAEMER, Hall & Lewis Blgs., Meriden, Conn.
SALESBOARD USERS

All Orders Shipped Same Day Orders
are filled on receipt. Orders for
25 or more dozen at 50c each.

IOWA NOVELTY COMPANY
Limited Distributors of Novelty Items

SALESBOARD USERS

All Orders Shipped Same Day Orders
are filled on receipt. Orders for
25 or more dozen at 50c each.

IOWA NOVELTY COMPANY
Limited Distributors of Novelty Items

HIGH GRADE CHINESE BASKETS
FOR CONCESSION MEN

Beautifully decorated with Silk Tassels,
Jade Beads and Chinese Coins

GELLMAN BROS.
55 Harriet Ave., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Salesboard Operators

Even if you can't make up your own salesboard
appearances, we'll take care of it for you.

The Seiss Mfg. Co.

W. E. S. C. M.

WORLD OF MIRTH AT ALTON

Alton, Ill., Aug. 30—The World of Mirth
show is playing to a capacity home audience.

THE WORLD'S BEST PEANUT
VENDING MACHINES ARE THE BIGGEST

WITH NO PARTICULARS.
prices for September

BUY THE DOLLS THAT ARE GETTING TOP MONEY
No. 30—American Beauty $16.50 Per Doz.
No. 46—Beach Babe, with single curl hair $13.00
No. 61—Beach Babe, with single curl hair $11.00
No. 62—Beach Babe, with single curl hair $9.00
No. 63—Beach Babe, with single curl hair $7.50

14-INCH MOVABLE ARMS $7.50 Per Doz.

SMOKER'S COMBINATION SET
No. 1213—Consisting of Ash Tray, Pipe, and Lighter, in metal cases, complete, each $2.25

In stock and ready to ship. Ask for your local jobber to order.

HEINAN J. HERSKOVITZ
38 Bowery, NEW YORK CITY

LABOR DAY CELEBRATION

FAIR GROUNDS, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Amusements Labor and Trade Council, balance of week on down town lot. Same attractions. Hay Market, week Aug. 30th, Blue Grass Amusement Co. Can place another clean show and legitimate concessions of all kinds. Several Georgia Fairs to follow. Fair Secretary, P. G. Belcher, 311 W. Main St., Nashville, Tenn. WE HAVE WARRENTON AND SPARTA, GA. H. R. CRAGER, Mgr.
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DOLL MEN ATTENTION

A. M. RICE of the Fisher will be on the Schuylkill RiverBarge with a method of Sales for Immediate delivery of Factory Price, Bases, Dolly, Hendricks, White, etc., in full stock and in stock. FISHER STREET BARN and our SPECIAL BARN. BARGAIN.

THE PLEASANT PAPER DRESS BARGAIN FOR 85C PER 100.

MID-WEST HAIR DOLL FACTORY 20-GAUGE COPPER SPPEEXE.

GREAT SELECTION OF 85 CHINA DOLLS.
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WANTED—Attractions of All Kinds for 20-In 1 Side Show


FRED A. MUNTZER, caret Secretary of Fair, Healds, Mich.

C. A. Worthington World's Best Shows

PREMIUM SERVICE. GOOD CARRIERS. GOOD SALESMEN.

JACK CARRICO, 819 N. E. 82ND ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

DIAMOND DOLL FACTORY 20-GAUGE COPPER SPEESE.

GREAT SELECTION OF 85 CHINA DOLLS.

THE BEAVER DOLL CO., 3206-20-20-20. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ZEBBIE FISHER BACK

ZEBBIE FISHER, 258 Walton Ave., New York City, N. Y.

The National Toy Mfg Co.

110 Fifth Ave, New York City
Local and Long Distance Phones, Union 20

The Burlington combines the finest in terms of MERCHANDISE for Circulars, Fairs, Parks, etc. Right prices. Prompt shipments. Dolls that are never cheaply made wherever shown.

BEACON, INDIAN AND PLAIN BLANKETS

MEXICAN BASKETS

In all sizes.

Muir's Pillow Tops

Our Own Line of DOLLS, TEDDY BEARS, ETC.

PADDLE WHEELS, 2 all combinations Serial Paper Paddles, all combinations Standard Merchandize.

Libby any of the big items on the Big Shows or Parks. Hook up with a live wire business that knows your wants and will take care of them.

500 Agents Wanted at Once

F. MITCHELL'S MAGIC MARVEL WAVING COMPANY, 300% PROFIT.
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ANNOUNCEMENT -- WORLD OF MIRTH SHOWS -- ANNOUNCEMENT
WE DESIRE TO ANNOUNCE THAT CHAS. COHEN IS NO LONGER CONNECTED WITH
THE WORLD OF MIRTH SHOWS

WANTED -- Can place Colored People for Plantation Show, or will furnish complete outfit to capable company. Want good Attractions for 10-in-1 Show. Want Colored Band. Have few open dates in September.

FAIR SECRETARIES -- If you want a real Show get in communication with us.

WORLD OF MIRTH SHOWS, Kansas, Illinois (Redmen Old Home Coming), week August 30-September 4.
WHY

DOLL WIGS

There is an answer. Present products are not suitable for all purposes. They require the use of supplies at all times. What's the difference? Why don’t you try Spillman Products? Spillman Wigs do not require special supplies, and they are better than any other wig available. Spillman Wigs are made of the finest materials and are guaranteed to last longer than any other wig on the market.

ROBT. DAVIDSON
620 Ellis Island Avenue, Chicago

SHOW PRINTING

SAVE ON YOUR PRINTING

We Print: Posters, Trade Shows, Exhibits, Posters, Fashion, Etc.

D. LEE SHOW PRINTING CO.
MARISKA, ILL.

Look! Look! Just Out
A Money Getter

New Embroidery and French Knot Art Needle. Perfect and unused, every stitch in heavy thread, the best for high grade work. Satisfaction guaranteed. Satisfaction is our line. Satisfaction is our work. Satisfaction is our guarantee.

FRENCH ART NEEDLE CO.,
207 N. Dear St., Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED

HIGH-COMMISSION ATTRACTIONS

Panama-Pacific Exposition, San Francisco, Calif. Address: Mr. F. E. Johnson, Proprietor, Chicago, Ill. Desires a complete set of the great expositions and shows to be held in Chicago, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.

WANTED

Carnival and Show Companies

Desires to purchase for the World’s Fair. Address: Mr. F. E. Johnson, Proprietor, Chicago, Ill.

WANTED - WANTED

TEDDY BAYER WANTS

two real Oriental Dolls for long string of Pennsylvania and Ohio Fairs. All winter’s work. Clubs. Smokers’ Clubs. Have worked all winter. Address: Mr. F. E. Johnson, Proprietor, Chicago, Ill.

SUGAR at 2c POUND

$2.00 worth of McKay’s Sugar-ITE equals 25c pounds of sugar. Complex With Pure Food Laws.

ORANGEADE and all flavors of Drink Powders to make 40 gallons, $2.50. Large working samples. 25c. Deal with the Old Reliable.

HARRY MCKAY, 461 W. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

WANTED FREE ATTRACTIONS FOR THREE-DAY CELEBRATION AT MARYSVILLE, KANSAS

Send all information with price quoted in your letter. We will be happy to see and buy any satisfactory exhibits. Write full information. Address Mr. F. E. Johnson, Proprietor, Chicago, Ill.

SIX DAYS Mansfield’s Fall Festival and Golden Jubilee SIX NIGHTS

This will be the biggest event ever held in the history of Mansfield.

September 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 1920

Under the Direction and Management of American Legion.

INFORMATION

Mansfield’s population, 6,000. Mansfield has the best facilities for getting in and out for Showmen, Concessions and Exhibitors of any city in the State, being on three great trunk lines - the Pennsylvania, B. & O. and Erie R. R.

Monday night we will open with Victory Parade. Many prominent men in the state’s affairs will take part. The Great Lakes Naval Band will be under the direction of Capt. W. H. Wambeke, former band leader of the U. S. Navy. The Chamber of Commerce is assisting our Post, which means “big things.”

Notice: All applicants must be members of the same kind.

WANTED - SHOWS.

Good Shows always make money in Mansfield. Will book Shows on high percentage basis.

RIDER WANTED.

Merry-Go-Round, Whip, Ferris Wheel, Amusement Band. Will book any of the above on percentage or flat rate.

CONCESSIONS FOR SALE.

Caro's, Uncle Sam's, Gold Ball, Widow, Widow, Widow, Widow, Widow.

WANTED - FREE ACTS.

Circus, Carnival, Band, Show, etc. Will do anything to make the World's Fair bigger.

SOCIETY & SOLDIERS.

American Legion, Post No. I, MANSFIELD, O.
AVIATION

ONGY AERO CLUB

is Organized With 150 Members—Aircraft Company Offers Use of Field

As the American Flying Service's 150th meeting on Monday, the Cincinnati Fly-By Club was organized, according to a report. (Cincinnati Times, August 23.)

The committee was appointed to study a proposed clubhouse on the field. (Cincinnati Times, August 23.)

To begin Flying Activities

Butler, Ala., Aug. 25—A proposes are made for Butler, becoming a Kentucky center for the development of business and social service between Clarion, Clark, and Butler counties, according to the Butler County Chamber of Commerce, organized by the Butler County Chamber of Commerce.

Confusion and mayor issues to be received for the development of a city, and many have been received by the Butler County Chamber of Commerce.

NORTHWEST COUNTRY

To begin Flying Activities

Butler, Ala., Aug. 25—A proposes are made for Butler, becoming a Kentucky center for the development of business, and social service between Clarion, Clark, and Butler counties, according to the Butler County Chamber of Commerce, organized by the Butler County Chamber of Commerce.

Confusion and mayor issues to be received for the development of a city, and many have been received by the Butler County Chamber of Commerce.

JOE CURTIS A VISITOR

Joe E. Curtis, who holds a spot of distinction in this field and aviation circles, was a well-meaning venture on this circuit.

The he will be honored as the distinguished Johnston Chamber of Commerce, who held the headlines on the last day of his career.

The program included a reception at the mansion of the Chamber of Commerce, who held the headlines on the last day of his career.

70,000 FLY ONE FATALITY

London, Aug. 25—Witn 25,000 flights and a similar number of injuries, but only the first of the year of civil flying in England there was but one fatality, caused by a collision at the meeting of the International Air Show.

A total of 25,000 were flown without a fatal injury, with one fatality and nine injured in the last year of civil flying in England.

GINGER TAKES TO FLYING

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 25—For the first time in the history of the International Air Show, Ginger became interested in the sport, and ordered a plane for the trip to the meeting. She sent her plane to New York City for the meeting, where it was used in the show.

PARACHUTES DROP RECORD

Nome, Alaska, Aug. 25—A total of 25,000 were flown without a fatal injury, with one fatality and nine injured in the last year of civil flying in England.

PARACHUTES SUCCESSFUL

Chicago, Aug. 27—The Northwestern Balloon & Tent Company reports that the greatest part of the work for the Balloon, Indefinite, and Tent Company was done on the ground of the company's success in the event.

PARACHUTES

For American Special events or for parades, etc.

BIRTHWELL'S HISTOLOGY & THE CO.

1722 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Leonard, Ohio, Aug. 27—The Northwestern Balloon & Tent Company reports that the greatest part of the work for the Balloon, Indefinite, and Tent Company was done on the ground of the company's success in the event.

PARACHUTES

For American Special events or for parades, etc.

BIRTHWELL'S HISTOLOGY & THE CO.

1722 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

FAMOUS BROADWAY SHOWS

WANT

FOR OUR CIRCUIT OF FAIRS AND BALANCE OF SEASON

To reliable, big shot Wheel Concessioners I will lease the following trucks: China, Basket, Fruit, Blankets, Pillows, Groceries, Poultry and Candy. I will give you the X on all except Candy, on a flat rate. But all concessions must be made frame-ups. Grand concessions of all kinds, come on.

Want one more Poler for train crew, also one All-Day Grind for a real money-getting Grind show, built on a wagon; or will consider man and wife for same. Want to hear from any Spanish, Russian and Oriental Dancers for our No. 2 Garden of Allah Show. Will also place any real Bally or Platform Show. No 49 or strong joints.

Secretaries of Fairs, we have the first two weeks open in October. Let me hear from you. This is a 20-car show with 15 shows and 9 rides, 2 handies, 2 free attractions.

Address all mail and wire to BILLIE CLARK.

Week Aug. 30, Lewistown, Pa.; Fair; week Sept. 6, Bailar, Pa., Fair.

DOLLS

W/ DRESSES, $30.00

BEAUTY, $2.00

BRADFORD, $2.00

BOB BOWERS

2000配合

250配合

350配合

500配合

FOR SALE

Alligator Outfit for Pit or Tent Show

All necessary Alligator good regular, from 3 to 8 ft. in length. Also bear skin Filled Trimmers for this show. Apply only if in need of work.

Week Aug. 30, Lewistown, Pa.; Fair.

MARCELLE DOLL

A Wondrous Product on the Shelf

PRICE

30c

Shipped Same Day Order Received.

K.C. CONCESSION CO., Kansas City, Mo.

FOR SALE

Alligator Outfit for Pit or Tent Show

All necessary Alligator good regular, from 3 to 8 ft. in length. Also bear skin Filled Trimmers for this show. Apply only if in need of work.

90th Anniversary of the Billboard Publishing Co., 131 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.
PRELL'S PILLOWS PUTS PEP IN PILLOW PLAY
80 PATTERNS 8 STYLES
ASK ANY OF THE BOYS THAT ARE NOW USING 'EM

PRICE ($1.50 A DOZEN, FILLED
$10.00 A HUNDRED, FILLED

PRELL's Pillows are made of assorted flowered and striped cretonnes with contrasting centers of silks, satens and poplins, filled with light weight silk floss.

Send $1.75 for one sample or $5.00 for set of three which will be sent prepaid. 25% deposit required on all orders, balance C. 0. D.

ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

AMERICAN BISQUE DOLL CO., Inc., 181 Chestnut Street, NEWARK, N. J.

COLONIAL NOVELTY DOLLS
WE HAVE SEVERAL ASSORTED NEW ITEMS, ALL NICE AND NEW. SOME ITEMS FOR SPECIAL ACCOUNTS.

SALES BOARD WORKERS
Ready for immediate delivery. Prices range from $1.00 up. Can send just one order for 24, 48, or 72 pieces. 4 display cases with assortments of Colonial Novelty Dolls ready for immediate delivery.

COLONIAL NOVELTY COMPANY
402 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

WINTERS EXPOSITION SHOWS
BOND, KY., FAIR
Week of August 30th; Lynch Mines, Labor Day Celebration, lasting eight days, starting September 6th. Hiram Cainey wants Concession Agents. Cabaret Dancers come on.

BILLIE WINTERS.

VEAL BROS. SHOWS
Crawfordsville, Ind., week Aug. 30; Covington, Ind.; Charleston, Ill.; Mt. Vernon, Ill.; all day and night Fairs. Can place two more Shows capable of getting money. John Thompson, Billy Bylthon, wire.

Can place legitimate Concessions at all times; also Workmen in all departments.

JNO. VEAL, Manager.

THE STRIKING CLOCK
has proved the best paying, legitimate strength-testing machine on the market. Will strike the number of times indicated by hand on dial. We are the originating firm of the Striking Clock. Dixie Bell Letter, letter Light and many others, good for circular giving full particulars.


JUST IN TIME FOR THE FAIRS

THE BIGGEST MONEY-GETTER OF THE YEAR

Sizes and prices available.

Doll in a Case
$4.95

Doll in a Shop
$10.00

Doll in a Window Display
$25.00

Doll in a Shop Display
$25.00

JUANETTE DOLL CO.
664 Broadway, New York

LAST CALL
Empire State Show
Big Circuit of Fairs, including Fonda, Labor Day week; New York State Fair, Syracuse, full week, Sept. 10; Batavia, N. Y.; Binghamton, N. Y.; Binghamton, Pa.; followed by other good Southern dates. Can place good Motordrive or Sidewinder, one more up-to-date Show. Those who have written before, wire.

JOS. G. FERARI
Ithaca, N. Y., week Aug. 30; Fonda, N. Y., Sept. 5 to 9.

FOLEY & BURK SHOWS
WANT FOR FAIR DATES
Prices as per other and home. Complete sets of all Shows, Movie Shows, Comic Shows, Waiting for Demand. Wire or write for terms. Wills, Wills, Wills, Sioux, Biddle, Dole, Fair, Sept. 10, 16, 23, 30, Oct., 15, 22, 28, Milwaukee, Wis., 16, 23, 30, 8, 15, 22, 28, Jan., 5, 12, 19, 26, 8, 15, 22.

Central States Exposition
EIGHT MORE FAIRS
WANTS—New Hides, except M. of P. and Morris Wheel. Shows that don't cost. Will pay half of expenses to join. Concessions open, except Candy Tent, Lunch and Open. Write and Biddle and Wheel. Want one more Team for Fairy. Pay your own bills. J. T. PINFOLD, Somerset (Fairy), Ky., Aug. 30 to Sept. 5.
AN OPEN LETTER
From Sydney S. Cohen to Alfred S. Black
President of Motion Picture Theater Owners of America Writes Regarding Unfair Competition

Dear Sir:

The Committee of Independent Exhibitors of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America, appointed under the instructions of the Chicago convention to review the merits of recent decisions handed down in several cases involving your liability or non-liability to appear before the Committee, has under consideration the case of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America against the producer of the motion picture "The Crown and Anchor." In this case, which the Committee of Independent Exhibitors is being forced to conclude because of the inadequate data which we have received, we feel that the producers have failed to meet their responsibilities.

We hope that you will appear before our committee and furnish us with data concerning the activities of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America, which is the subject of the Committee's investigation. If you fail to appear, we will then be forced to conclude that the Committee's investigation is hampered by your failure to submit adequate data.

The Committee of Independent Exhibitors has uncovered a number of irregularities which we believe should be brought to your attention. We have found that the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America has engaged in activities which are inconsistent with the principles of fair play and good faith.

We urge you to appear before the Committee and to furnish us with data concerning the activities of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America. If you fail to appear, we will be forced to conclude that the Committee's investigation is hampered by your failure to submit adequate data.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
The Billboard Reviewing Service

"FORTY-FIVE MINUTES FROM HOME"

Arthur S. Keneally, Charles C. and Patricia Locke, stars of the show, were on the set of "Idol Board" yesterday afternoon, taking advantage of the leisurely pace of the location to enjoy a late lunch at the nearby restaurant. The three were accompanied by several members of the cast, who were also on location for the production.

"LAMANDO"

Edgar Lee Masters, the popular playwright, was in New York City last night, where he attended the opening of his play, "The Man Who Wasn't There." Masters' play has received glowing reviews and is expected to be a box-office hit.

"THE STORY IN SKELETON FORM"

Sandra Davis, a well-known photojournalist, has been named the new editor of "Idol Board." Davis, who has worked for several major magazines, brings a fresh perspective to the show and is expected to bring new life to the program.

"THE CRITICAL X-RAY"

The episode of the "Idol Board" that aired last night, "The Man Who Wasn't There," received mixed reviews. Some critics praised the performance of Davis, while others felt the story was too predictable.

"THE WHITE GIRL"

Adapted from the novel by Josephine Tey, "The White Girle" is a story about a young girl who is forced to leave her home in order to protect her family. The story has received mixed reviews, with some critics praising the performances, while others felt the plot was too predictable.

"A WOMAN'S BUSINESS"

From the novel, "Woman's Business," written by Josephine Tey, "A Woman's Business" is a story about a woman who must choose between her love for her husband and her desire to help others. The story has received mixed reviews, with some critics praising the performances, while others felt the plot was too predictable.

"ATTENTION ACCESSORIES DEALERS"

Motion Picture Exhibitors, buyers, courtiers, and any of the industry have an opportunity to advertise in the classified sections of "Attention Accessories Dealers," reaching all parts of the country.

"A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU"

See classified pages, any issue, for rates.
The Billboard
September 4, 1926

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE

SUITABILITY

One of the most popular features of the 1920s was the vaudeville skit. These skit shows featured a variety of acts, from music and dance to comedy and magic. The performers were often local celebrities or up-and-coming stars, and the skits were designed to be both entertaining and informative. The skit shows were a staple of American entertainment during this time, and they continue to be popular today in the form of variety shows and talk shows. In the screenshot, a skit show is advertised in the Billboard, a newspaper that covered the entertainment industry in the 1920s. The skit show is called "The Broomly Case," and it is described as having a "delightful" atmosphere with "admirable" lighting and "highly amusing" acts. The article also mentions that the skit show is "greatly enjoyed" and "increasingly frequent." The skit show is recommended for all, and it is described as having "great merit."
STREET CAR STRIKE ENDS AS IOWA STATE FAIR BEGINS

Opening Attendance at Des Moines Larger Than in Previous Years—Wortham's World's Greatest Shows Lauded By Fair Officials, Press and Public Alike

Des Moines, la., Aug. 28.—The impressive Annual Iowa State Fair was formally opened in the presence of thousands of wellwishers. Preliminary reports for the first night was on hand to give evidence of a promising season, but the official report was not available until this morning.

President C. G. Hunt, Vice-President John Dole and Secretary A. M. James made a thorough inspection of the fairgrounds, and were enthusiastic in their reports. Mr. Wortham, President Cincinnati, arrived this morning and explained to the press the importance of the fair and the number of visitors expected.

Among those present were Mr. J. H. Wortham, President Cincinnati, Mr. J. H. Wortham, President Cincinnati, and Mr. J. H. Wortham, President Cincinnati.

The fairgrounds were crowded with visitors, and the weather was fine. The air was fresh and invigorating, and the sunshine bright.

Advance Agent Wanted

FOR RABBIT FOOT MINSTRELS

One-night stand, under canvas. One who is not afraid of the brush, and has a right to a night in existence for the coming season. Year around work. Also want two good Circus Bill Posters; salary $50.00 a week. Wires will be forwarded promptly.

WANTED MUSICIANS FOR HAGENBECK-WALLACE CIRCUS

AN EXTRAORDINARY opportunity in the world of music. Join the most wonderful circus of today. Immediate engagement. Address JAMES RANDOLPH, Cm., Manager, Wilminggton, N. C., Sept. 11, Clinton, 111.

WANTED FOR ADVANCE, SPARKS CIRCUS

Lump sum, with top salaries. Capable Bill Poster. Write New Age, 110 Market St., Milwaukee, Wis.

BLACKSMITH WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Good Blacksmith and Wagon Worker. Should work at any. Good salary. Bill accommodations. Write Miss E. M. Jones, 1239 Union St., Baltimore.

WANTED EXPERIENCED CIRCUS BILLPOSTERS

Late season. Top money with bonus. Wire FRANKE, Rhoda Royal Circus, Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.

SPARKS SHOW WANTS CLARINET AND CORNET

For large season. Address George C. Williams, 1000 Columbus Ave., Cincinnati, O. Write also Address JAMES RANDOLPH, Cm., Manager, Wilmington, N. C., Sept. 11, Clinton, 111.

ROSE KILIAN SHOWS

CAT PLAYS has two Twenty Years, Artist Acts preferred. For Sale—Large Male Fowl perfect breeding stock. Address Adolph Zisly, Virginia.
NOTICE! CONCESSIONS! NOTICE!

Benton Harbor, Mich., Sept. 6th to 11th. Shows and concessions. Located on the main streets. Thousands of strangers there for the Dempsey and Mike fight on Labor Day. South Bend, Ind., Interstate Fair, Sept. 14th to 18th; Grand Rapids, Mich., West Michigan State Fair, Sept. 20th to 24th. Can place any legitimate concession for the above dates, except doll and blanket wheels. Shows, will give wrestler who can meet all coming charge of athletic show. Can place talkers. Address all wires to WORLD’S FROLIC SHOWS, ELKHART, INDIANA, August 30-Sept.

Alamo Shows Contracted For Arizona State Fair

Caravan to Play the C. A. Wortham Winter Circuit in the Southwest, Starting at Laredo, Texas

ATTENTION, CONCESSIONAIRES AND CARNIVAL MEN!
Get the Big Winners for the Coming Season

NETTIE COQUETTE
7-in. Dolls 8-in. Dolls

No. 501-G $1.75 Dec. No. 501-G $1.75-
No. 501-H $1.95 Dec. No. 501-H $1.95-

Dolls are dressed with Cape (O), Button Hat (H) and Mohair Hair (M). Packed in individual boxes, each having its own label. Special discount on groups of 50, 100, etc. Get the right Doll at the right price. You’re sure to make your money. Goods always in stock. Also receive a letter, we also carry a complete line of Unbreakable Dolls. All orders subject to a 25% deposit. Send money order for $3.50 (postage prepaid) for our full line of numbers.

OZERMAN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
120 Third Avenue, NEW YORK.

H. T. Freed Exposition WANTS FOR LONG SEASON SOUTH

Man to take charge of Athletic Show having good wrestlers. Concessions and Agents. Also booking Men. We continue to route the show where our people get money, and our full dates are proving up the same as our spring dates did. Week of August 1st, Manchester, la.; Fair; September 6th, Cedar Falls, la.; Fair; September 13th, Galena, Ill.; on the streets; September 20th, Monmouth, Ill.; then across the Mason-Dixon line.

BARLOW’S BIG CITY SHOWS WANT

WANTED WANTED WANTED

All American Shows

WANT an experienced Street-On-Board Man, 3 PARKER Three-Almost. Good salary to be had. Make an appointment to see us. If you can show the show, we are interested. Many deals made in Chicago, Detroit, St. Lewis, St. Louis, Long Branch, Kansas City, etc, to date. Have a good show and will pay. Write us and give full particulars. If you can show a good show, we’ll pay.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY

Very good business to be had in every city. Our best agents take from $10 to $15 daily. No business men or city agents have been too good for us. We have been in every city and have always had a profit to show for it. Our agents are well paid for their work. Our business is growing every day. We want agents now to start in every city. In every city there are thousands of people who want to see a good show. Be in the show business now. We have the business to fill your orders.

W. J. Torrens’ United Shows Want

Merry-Go-Round and Ferris Wheel Men, Grooms for Pit Show and Manager to take charge of shows. Must know on wire. Early reply. Harry Osborne and Cur--by Adams, write at once. Address Alexandria, Ind., this week.
"YOU'VE SEEN THE REST—NOW SEE THE BEST" was the billing at the ILLINOIS STATE FAIR for McLAUGHLIN successor to LOCKLEAR on Saturday, August 28th, the closing day of the NINE days fair

McLAUGHLIN was engaged to fill the day originally scheduled for the lamented Locklear.

McLAUGHLIN followed many exhibitions by a plane-changing and aerobatic act, and day and night flights by a famous woman flyer. The wisdom of the fair business thought that the patrons of the Illinois State Fair would be satisfied with trick aviation. But after the others were through McLAUGHLIN came for his one day.

The Illinois State Fair has had Wright Bros. Day, Curtiss Day, Beasey Day, Art Smith Day and Locklear Day in the past years without any previous aviation exhibitions by other fliers.

With only a 50-cent gate and a 25-cent grandstand (Most fairs increased admission prices this year, thereby increasing their gross receipts) McLAUGHLIN broke by-main-dosiers and many persons all previous records for such a day at this great fair.

His exhibition was a revelation to those who thought they had seen the limit in daring and skill. "Why, it's a joke to compare any other aerial performer with McLAUGHLIN" was the substance of the comment of those who witnessed his wonderful act.

So much extravagant language has been used in advertising and press-agitating aviation acts that McLAUGHLIN says that those interested in securing the world's most thrilling act see with their own eyes what he does and how he does it, rather than counting the number of adjectives in an article or advertisement.

McLAUGHLIN has been secured for a McLAUGHLIN DAY at the Wisconsin State Fair on Saturday, September 4th. He will get more money than any other aviation act receives for a week's work, because his reputation for crowd-drawing and actual performance is far ahead of any other performer.

He will also be seen at the Nebraska State Fair, the New York State Fair, the Trenton Inter-State Fair, the Memphis Tri-State Fair, the Alabama State Fair, the Mississippi State Fair, the Texas State Fair, and other great expositions. His lying his encore, by nearly 100 per cent, that of any other plane-changing and aerobatic act, but those who have seen his work know the reason.

Direction, WM. H. PICKENS, Stratford Hotel, Chicago.

THE GREAT
Stewartstown, Pa., Fair
Night and Day, September 7, 8, 9, 10
EVERY DAY A BIG DAY, EVERY NIGHT A BIG NIGHT

A FEW OF IRELAND'S NEW ONES
No. 2—HAND-PAINTED BATHING GIRL, $.75
No. 3—HAND-PAINTED BATHING GIRL, 1.55
No. 2—HAND-PAINTED MOVIE PANEL, 1.25
Each one a positive work of art and a real attraction. Hand-rolled Illustrated Catalogue mailed on request.
Curtis Ireland Candy Corp., St. Louis, Missouri.

EAST TENN. FAIR
SWEETWATER, SEPTEMBER 21 TO 25
Day and night. All Concessions open, including Lunch Stands. No X. Addres, FELIX BLEI, Sweetwater, Tenn.

WANTED MUSICIANS

TAKEN BY REPORTER ON SEPTEMBER 4, 1920

TAKE NOTICE OF THE NEW FIRM!
OLD HOME WEEKS, MANDI GRAS

WANTED—Concessions of all kinds for inside of Fair Grounds on main Midway. Mineola Fair, L. L. Write or wire PERRY & GORMAN, Rond Hotel, Hartford, Conn., or my office, PERRY & GORMAN, 1547 Broadway, Suite 201, New York. Phone, Bryant 8514, New York City.

WANTED FOR SCOTT COUNTY FAIR
SEPTEMBER 23, 24-25, 26
Wanted—For Scott County Fair, two or three good Shows. No Obligations. After a few more Concessions. Labor terms. Everything must be strictly clean.

IRVING N. ROE, Secretary, Branchville, N. J.

BIG MINEOLA FAIR
SEPTEMBER 21 TO 25
MINEOLA, LONG ISLAND

WANTED—Concessions of all kinds for inside of Fair Grounds on main Midway, Mineola Fair, L. L. Write or wire PERRY & GORMAN, Rond Hotel, Hartford, Conn., or my office, PERRY & GORMAN, 1547 Broadway, Suit 201, New York City.

SUSSEX COUNTY (N.J.) FAIR
SEPTEMBER 21, 22, 23, 24
Day and Night.
Want Concessions of one or two good Shows. No Obligations. Also a few more Concessions. Labor terms. Everything must be strictly clean.

IRVING N. ROE, Secretary, Branchville, N. J.
ST. LOUIS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The Best Flash of Unbreakable Dolls in America

We have 8,000 dolls on hand for Commercials, to be delivered same day order is received.

KANSAS CITY

HERE WE ARE AGAIN, BOYS!

The BIG BARRY COUNTY DAY and NIGHT FAIR

Hastings, Mich., Sept. 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1920

WANTED—FREE ATTRACTIONS.

John J. Dawson, Secretary.

Nanticoke, Mich.

Littlejohn's Fair Shows

WANT SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS.

Will give good propositions to entertainers shows. Good opportunity for Athletic Shows. Have Italian Musicians and All Instruments on display. Ask for a sample list of the prices.

The T. N. Carroll Shows have a big week coming up. The Band will be in attendance at the Indiana Fair. The T. N. Carroll Shows have a big week coming up. The Band will be in attendance at the Indiana Fair.

WANTED, (SLIM) SULLIVAN KILLED

Widow Sells Information of Relator

Mrs. Laura Sullivan, wife of the late T. N. Sullivan, who was killed in the explosion of the American Legion Fair on Thursday, has sold her interest in the business to the American Legion Fair.

WANTED

AMERICAN LEGION FAIR

Six Big Days and Six Big Nights — September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

HOME COMING CELEBRATION—ONE OF THE LARGEST EVENTS IN OHIO

TUES. TO SAT. NIGHT, SHOWN FREE. OTHER BY HARRY RICHARDSON, NEW YORK.

WANTED FOR NEWTON, N.C.

WANT HOME COMING AND CELEBRATION ON THE STREETS, SEPT. 6 to 11

Rides, Shows, 5-piece Band and Concession. We can use more free Act. Send all wires to C. S. ROCCO, Hickory, N.C., this week.

WALTER L. MAIN'S CIRCUS WANTS IMMEDIATELY

Wanted, Shows or Carnival Company

HOWELL COUNTY FAIR

SEPTEMBER 15, 16 and 17

Big Crowd. Wire at once.

W. W. MANTZ, Westville, Mo.
You Can Make From 800 to 1,000 Per Cent Profit
with our Decalcomania Transfer Initial Letters

EXTRA VALUE SPECIAL OUTFITS

Everybody Will Want Gold Transfer Initial Letters.

Every automobile owner wants his initials on his car. You can apply them while he waits or sell him a set and he can apply them himself. Remember no experience is required to transfer our letters. You can do as good a work as the expert sign painter or artist at a small charge, but a big profit to yourself.

Charging $5 per letter, six letters on a car, three letters on each side, six letters in all, $30 for a car, your profit, if your agent receives as high as $1.00 a letter, or, in other words, $30 per car. On this $15.00 worth of 600 letters you can make two hundred and fifty dollars profit. Additional letters can be bought for shipment at a small cost of $2.95 per hundred or $10.00 per thousand, arranged as you want them.

Our proposition means big money for you. Don’t wait until you see something coming up with our goods. Send cash for your order, special delivery or registered mail, and we will give it shipping and skip your order special delivery without any additional charges, if you are interested on campaign transfer emblems, state so when ordering.

OUR IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

Don’t forget that your satisfaction is GUARANTEED, and that if our complete outfit as received by you is not exactly as represented your money will be refunded IN FULL. We will also guarantee any of our products at any time for others of equal value. Thus you are sure to have no dead stock on hand. If you find you have an over-supply of certain letters, we will exchange them for others more in demand. You also receive extra letters in each order for samples or demonstrating. If you can handle any fair-sized territory, state preference in your first letter. If fair to us and do not ask for a larger supply than you are financially able to handle other agents.

NOTE.—No goods sent C. O. D., unless accompanied by a deposit of $5.00 or more. Include 10 cents to cover C. O. D. We pay all other charges. By Express or Federal Express, Money Order, Certified Check, Special Delivery, or Registered Letter. Goods sent prepaid when payment accompanies order.

TRANSFER MONOGRAM SUPPLY CO., Desk B, 191 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

GLOTCH’S GREATER SHOWS

We have not played a repeater yet. First in every spot. Want for Ambridge, Pa., Labor Day Celebration and Old Home Week, Aug. 31, Sept. 11. Can use good Feature Show or any other Novelty Show. Special inducements for Whip and Ferris Wheel. Room for a few more Legitimate Concessions. We play Millville, Pa., to follow Ambridge. Address all mail or wire to Mgr. Robert Glotch. GLOTCH GREATER SHOWS.

HARRY H. HARGRAVE’S WANTS

HAWAIANS—OP A REPEATER.

RENTED PERIOD EXPiring WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 1919 In the Show Garden Theatre, Los Angeles, and Pacific Coast. Desires all Ziegfeld and Similar Acts. Write and State Your Terms. Address: ALBERT HAYES, 215 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

HATCH, AMUSEMENT CO. WANTS

HULA DANCERS, Singers, and Musicians.

 needs for Labor Day Celebration and September 5-11, Sweetwater, Texas. Conditions as all kinds. No exclusives. No estate. Full time Performers. Desires for Chicago and Centers. Several Georgia Shows to follow. Georgia Fair Secretary, write. HATCH, Manager, Bullis Gap, Tenn., this week.

MIMIC WORLD SHOWS WANT

WANTED BILLPOSTERS

ILLEGALLY BOUND TO THE BILLBOARD TO OUR ADVERTISEMENT.

BE A GOOD FOLLOWER—REMEMBER THE BILLBOARD TO OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
OBITUARIES

ALBERT-Ann (Graham), 46 years old, died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. J. D. Baker, 1501 E. 27th St., this morning, after a long illness. She leaves four children, Mrs. J. D. Baker, Mrs. W. H. Gillette, Mrs. W. H. Gillette, and Mrs. W. H. Gillette, and 10 grandchildren. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

ARLED-Allen B., 29 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife and two children, Allen, 2 years old, and Robert, 6 months old. He was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

BAMBERG—Mr. and Mrs. Henry H., 46 years old, died at the home of their daughter, Mrs. J. D. Baker, 1501 E. 27th St., this morning. She leaves her husband and one child, Mary, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

BUTLER-Clinton E., 52 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Mary, 46 years old, and two children, John, 24 years old, and Robert, 22 years old. He was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CABALLES-William C., 47 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. He was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CABALLES-Walter C., 47 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. He was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARILLON-Mrs. John C., 45 years old, died at the home of her parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. She leaves her husband and one child, Mary, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Mrs. Mary E., 45 years old, died at the home of her parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. She leaves her husband and two children, John, 24 years old, and Robert, 22 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Walter C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-William C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Mrs. John C., 45 years old, died at the home of her parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. She leaves her husband and one child, Mary, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Walter C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-William C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Mrs. John C., 45 years old, died at the home of her parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. She leaves her husband and one child, Mary, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Walter C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-William C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Mrs. John C., 45 years old, died at the home of her parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. She leaves her husband and one child, Mary, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.

CARRIE-Walter C., 45 years old, died at the home of his parents, 1220 E. 27th St., this morning. He leaves his wife, Elizabeth, 45 years old, and one child, John, 2 years old. She was a member of the First Presbyterian Church.
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$5.00 PER 100.00

DOLL DRESSES

FOR THE BEST BIG

$7.00

WIDE. DRESS. PER 100.

A Better dress at $5.00 Per 100.

BETTER DRESSES AS MANUFACTURED AT THE FACTORY.

BADGER TOY CO., Telephone Haymarket 4864.

BADGER TOY CO., Telephone Haymarket 4864.

ATTENTION, COOK HOUSE MEN

FAMOUS PRIMO JUMBO BURNER

IMMEDIATELY PASSED OR OBTAINED.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

WE HAVE NEW SUPPLIES TO MEET THE UNMEETED DEMAND.

PRIMO LIGHT & MFG. CO.

382 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A Real Cupie

These wings are a steal to any other Cupie Dolls.$10.00 Per 100 Sets

Mall Tokens, $3.00 Per 100

We have an armory of 7,000 sets a day.

Primo Light Mfg. Co., DECATUR, ILL.

Ruppel Greater Shows

WANTED—Pit Attractions for 10-1. Want Fat Girl, Midgets, Athletic Platforms, Girl for Snakes and Electric Chair, Oriental Dancers. Miami, Florida, wants real cutout shows. Morris County Fair, Sept. 23-25, day and night. 3 big days, 3 big nights. Palmetry and Legitimate Concessions. No exclusives. Address all mail to Philadelphia office, 1120 Leopold Street, Big Lebington County Fair to follow, Sept. 22-23-24, October Ist.

WANTED—Goodman’s Shows—Wanted

Shows, Rides and Concessions for Westley County Fair, Sept. 22-25. Six days and nights at Rockingham, VA. WANTED—Good Concessions, Comedians, Magicians, Materials for Carnival Show. All Concessions are open. Copy or Address GOODMAN’S BIG BROTHER SHOWS, 1420 Clay, Ky., week of August 23 to 28, Madisonville, KY., Labor Day, Oct. 25. Let’s Not Let Our Fair Go Unattended.

LEON’S TATTOO STUDIO FOR SALE

One of the best locations in Norfolk. Large store, living rooms in back, fourteen feet over that rent costs you. Cheap rent. Furniture, electric signs and all except my designs and machines. Cheap at $1500 will sacrifice at $500.00 down. Leasing city for warmer climate. Health is the reason. Write LENA PLATT, No. 102 E. Main Street, NORFOLK, VA.

Great Wonderland Shows Want

WANTED AGENTS AT ONCE


WANTED—JIM IMLER

According to Pat, 200, of the Westpaw in New Orleans, La., Billy Jimmer, one of the best7 Negro artists to the more famous folks, has returned. Will go to Florida and spend the season. He is in the top few and has a large, wide, world-wide reputation. In the Coloured圈 there are only a few give such a great deal of satisfaction in his own. He is opposite to the area and has a great deal of talent in his own. He is opposite to the area and has a great deal of talent in his own. He is opposite to the area and has a great deal of talent in his own. He is opposite to the area and has a great deal of talent in his own. The American and Negro market has been very strong and he is able to get on well. Mr. Jimmer has been in one of the leading shows with his artificial voice for some months, but he left the show about a month ago. He would take a little capital and get on well. Mr. Jimmer has been in one of the leading shows with his artificial voice for some months, but he left the show about a month ago. He would take a little capital and get on well.
Actors, Actresses and Artists

who elect to make their permanent address in care of The Billboard may, of course, choose any of our branch offices, i.e., New York, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, but we feel that, to consider the home office serenely, CINCINNATI IS BUT THIRTY-ONE MILES FROM THE GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, and it follows naturally that less delay will ensue in the handling and forwarding of your mail.

We want our service to continue to be, as it always has been, the very best and promptest, and, therefore, we recommend "PERMANENT ADDRESS, CARE OF THE BILLBOARD, CINCINNATI."

It is unnecessary to write for mail to use a self-addressed and stamped envelope—A POSTAL CARD WILL DO. Give your route far enough ahead to permit your mail to reach you. Write names of towns, dates and signature plainly.

LETTERS ARE HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY,
after which, if no address has been obtained, they are sent to the Dead Letter Office. It is desirable to write for mail when your name FIRST appears in the list, Address your postal to "Mail Forwarding Service, The Billboard."

READ THE EXPLANATION AT HEAD OF THIS LIST.
DOUGLAS

ATTENTION
FAIR AND CARNIVAL MEN

THE BEST DOLLS AT UNSEATABLE PRICES.

18-in. Movable Arm Dolls.....$2.00 Per Doz.
15-in. Movable Arm Dolls.....$1.00 Per Doz.
12-in. Movable Arm Dolls.....$0.50 Per Doz.

Every My Dolls, are made exclusively for the Canadian Victory Circus Shows.

TO FOLLOW

BEAUTIFUL
DOLLS

AT
R. D. DRUAS

F. M. T. R.

STURGIS, MICH., SEPT. 6 AND 7

CANADIAN VICTORY CIRCUS SHOWS

Great BELLEVILLE FAIR, Sept. 6th to 11th

WORLD AT HOME SHOWS

Behold Records at Illinois State Fair

Many State Fair Ensignments in Caravans' bookings

BRUIE, ILL., Aug. 27—The World at Home Shows have also opened there, those of the Illinois State Fair, where a great success was made by the best shows in the business, and the public are already showing up in great numbers. General Manager R. M. Druef told The Billboard that they might give a show at the fair, but that the ground was not up on the regular grounds for the fair, but was not open for the fair, and the ground was not up on the regular grounds for the fair, but was not open for the fair.

BRUIE, ILL., Aug. 28—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Aug. 29—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Aug. 30—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Aug. 31—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 1—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 2—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 3—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 4—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 5—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 6—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 7—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 8—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 9—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 10—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.

BRUIE, ILL., Sept. 11—The World at Home Shows are now in full swing, and the crowds are growing. Thousands of people are attending the shows, and the fair is expected to be a great success.
CARNIVAL COMPANIES

CONCESSIONAIRES, ATTENTION!

DON'T BE MISLED

THE FAIR SEASON IS JUST STARTING AND YOU KNOW WHAT IMPROMPTU SERVICE MEANS. WE CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

REPUBLIC DOLLS

BEADED EMBRACE, MEXICAN BASKETS (all sizes), CHICAGO BASKETS, PILLOW CUSHIONS (all sizes), ELEKRED EYES TEDDY BEARS. We have a new Doll for lay-downs which is getting top money everywhere. Write for catalogue. Standard delivery day order is received. 25% deposit on all orders, balance shipped C.O.D. and all charges.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP

152-156 Wooster St., New York City, N.Y.

Local and Long Distance Phone, Spring 3220

JOE M. COHN, Pres.

SAM. REICH, Secy. and Treas.

Snakes Style No. 8-18W.

The Latest Novelty

SINCE KEEPIE DOLLS

FOR GAMES OF SKILL

Thankfully decorated baskets of beau-
tifully colored cloth imported - the
biggest hit of the season. We receive
stocks daily from Amusement Parks
and Carnivals all over the coun-
try. Write for back stock immedi-
ately and graph your order at once.

PRICES: 30c, 60c, and $1.00 each.

THE McALLUM COMPANY

127 Seventh St., PITTSBURGH, PA.

CHINESE BASKETS

$5.50 PER NEST OF FIVE

Beautifully trimmed with silk tassels,
Chinese coins, beads and rings. Sizes
as above, except that two largest baskets
are trimmed with double rings,

$5.75 PER NEST

All orders shipped direct from San
Francisco to all points. Address all commu-
nications to my General Offices,

405 Grant Avenue,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

THOMAS J. HUGHES,

Chicago Office, 164 West Lake St.

MAC'S CAPS

“THE KIDS CRY FOR THEM”

Price, $17.75 Per Gross

ASSORTED COLORS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

ASSORTED SIZES

3/4 each with order, balance C.O.D.

G. A. SULLIVAN & Co.

1123 VAN BUREN ST.,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WANTED CONCESSION AGENTS WANTED

JOHN F. SANDY SHOWS WANT

NOW BOOKING TENTS

FOR UNDER WATER ACT

FOR UNIFORMS AND APPARATUS

FOR FAN ACT

FOR STEAM CIRCUS

FOR UNDERWATER ACT

FOR BE WANTED

FOR CARNIVAL INSTRUMENTS

281 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

CONCESSION AREAS: WEST CALIFORNIA, TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS, OHIO, MICHIGAN, MONTANA.

SHOWS ARE CONCESSIONS.

SHOWS ARE CONCESSIONS.

SHOWS ARE CONCESSIONS.

SHOWS ARE CONCESSIONS.

SHOWS ARE CONCESSIONS.
CREW MANAGERS, AGENTS, CONCESSIONAIRES!

FALL AND WINTER ACTIVITY—100% PROFIT

A useful hand and pocket novelty that KEEPS YOU WARM. Fuel lit with a match like a cigarette, but covered and ENTIRELY SAFE. Sells quickly on demonstration and makes friends. Here is a "Hit" one in every sense of the word. Brand new and not worked to death. Nothing like it. 100% profit. Retail prices 35¢ to $1.00. Larger sizes for Autos. Send 25¢ for 50¢ pocket warmer and our full proposition. ACT NOW.

TAPLEX CORPORATION

Bush Terminal Building No. 5,

UNGERS’

"PIPPIN"

The Doll With the Melded Hat

40¢ Each

Dresses

Three-Ruffled Skirt and Blouse, No Hat

$7.00 Per 100

Flavor and Color Duplicates

UNGERS DOLL MFG. CO. 500-511 Second Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

AGAIN WE KNOCK "'EM" OUT

TERMS

One-Third Advance With Order.

LARGE STOCK.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

UNGERS’ Special


65c Each

Plain, 25¢ Each.

Dresses

SHORT, BLOOMER AND FULL

$65.00 Per 1,000, 75¢ Per 100

EXTRA RUFFLED

$75.00 Per 1,000, $1.00 Per 100

WANTED FOR

The REPUBLIC, KANSAS, BIG HOME FESTIVAL SEPTEMBER 23 and 24.

Rilly-Go-Round, Ferris Wheel and Concessions of all kinds. Address J. FORD WHITE, President, or Fr. G. GRAHAM, Secretary, Republic, Kansas.

ODDK HOUSE HELP.

GRIDDLE AND CUTTER MEN

Zeidman & Pollie Shows

This week Lafayette, Tenn., Address OLIVER & MINARD.

ADVANCE TENTS

In stock, 25¢ per each better style, 15¢ per each smaller style.

FOR SALE—PARKER 3-ABREAST CAROUSEL
5—SURE THINGS—5
New editions marvelously illustrated. Most serious books of war.
Most amusing cartoons and jokes.

To Get a Square Deal and Help Wounded Men
PLUG FOR THE BOYS
DURING NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
Everybody gets behind you. Strongest appeals ever published.

BIG FLASH ON EACH
Good for theatres, tents, shows, carnivals, movics, street sales, houses to house

SMALL TOWNS, LARGE CITIES
Creeds in cities year in and year out selling over 1,000 daily. Men travelling alone and with crews.

ALL MAKING RECORDS
You can do the same. To each. Sell 25c. Yearly sub., 30c. Sell $1. SAMPLES FREE.

UNION ASSOCIATED PRESS
209 Canal Street, NEW YORK.

LATEST HIT
LOOK IN GIRL No. 7
12 inches in height, sold in natural colors, in a flashy or very bright of bathing costumes with natural hair and veil; also five-inch oval mirror, each packed in separate carton.

Packed one doz. to a case; weight 65 lbs.
Sample, Prepaid, 85c. Case Lots, 85c Each.

DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, DANVILLE, ILLINOIS

THE OLD RELIABLE
DESK CLOCK
While They Last, $1.90 Each
WRITE FOR THE "HUSTLER" 1920 CATALOG JUST OFF THE PRESS

We carry one of the largest and most complete stocks of merchandise under one roof in the country for Streetmen, Carnival Con
condominiors, Fishermen, Premium Houses, Movie Theaters, Auctioneers, Billboard Operators, Demonstrators and Medicine Men.

SAMPLES, $25.

LEVIN BROS.,
120 TERRA HAUTE, IND.

"STREETMEN" WHO WANT WHAT THEY WANT, WHERE THEY WANT IT
Now you can have the famous large size. Aluminous Plaques, 100 inches long, 10 inches wide, 8 inches deep. Black with gold lettering; gilt plate plates in polished steel; black plate in polished brass. $1.50. Black or gilt, 15 cents each. Write for samples today.

THE BILLBOARD COMPANY, 120 Canal St., New York.
Your Membership Card in the
HARDING-COOLIDGE THEATRICAL LEAGUE
IS READY

Here They Are! Here They Are!

All of the Theatrical Profession in One Big Campaign League

Step right up and get your membership card in the Harding-Coolidge Theatrical League. You'll want to be identified with a league in which there are no amusing allusions. The membership card, which will be sent on receipt of your application, will identify theatrical men and women wherever they may go as participating in a big way in the Presidential campaign.

Just fill out the application blank below and send it to the Executive Secretary, 19 West 44th Street, New York, or visit headquarters and get acquainted with other members. All John is President of the League. There are no dues to pay, but there are manifold benefits to be gained. Carry the membership card with you; it will prove the means of introducing yourself to many influential people.

Application for Membership in the
HARDING-COOLIDGE THEATRICAL LEAGUE
Executive Sec'y,
19 W. 44th St.,
New York, N.Y.

I want to be a member of the Harding-Coolidge Theatrical League and will give support to the end that we may enjoy the freedom Guaranteed to American Citizens by the Constitution of the United States and be allowed to enjoy the peace and contentment which has always existed under a Republican Administration.

NAME
ADDRESS

NO DUES

Membership Card
This is to certify that
Marie Dressler of New York, N.Y.
has duly qualified and is a member of the Harding-Coolidge Theatrical League.

At John's time, Mill Heyes Chairman

In every field of American endeavor men and women are lining up for this Presidential campaign. The Elephant is a part of the show business. Ride on the Elephant instead of the donkey. You'll never regret it.

Of course you're in favor of the G. O. P. The Elephant will be the main attraction for the next four years. It's time you took your place in the bandwagon. Send in the application right away!

HARDING AND COOLIDGE
Theatrical League

19 West 44th Street,
New York, N.Y.
64 West Randolph St.,
Chicago, Ill.

SIGN ON THE DOTTED LINE AND GET YOUR CARD
The Billboard
I.L.C.A.
CONVENTION SPECIAL
and
LIST NUMBER COMBINED
GUM
Juicy Mint
Flashiest Package
Made
$17.00 per 1,000 packs

Spearmint
Swell Package
$15.00 per 1,000 packs
Ball Gum, $32.00 per 19,000

HELMET GUM SHOP - CHICAGO

Balloons
Tricks, Jokes, Knives, Novelties

Professional Wigs
Fashionable Coiffures

Operators!
Look at this one
Nine American-Made
Ingramah Watches

The Latest Novelty
Since Kewpie Dolls
For Games of Skill

Big Double Version Song
"Wait a Little While"

Send No Money
If you can tell it from a
genuine diamond, you don't need it back.

A. L. Holt's Original Midget

Salesboards
Guaranteed Perfect
All Sizes up to 2,500 Holes

Carboard Novelty Co.,
1222-24 Race Street,

Little Wonder Lights

50c Weekly

For sale
Wig Machines by All

Privilege Car Supplies

Sporting Goods

Club Room Furniture

Magical Goods - Stage Money

Hunt & Co.

WANTED—For Stock Show and Fair

Rothschild & Co., Kansas City
McLAUGHLIN
SUCCESSOR TO LOCKLEAR
Changing Planes While Hanging Head-Downward
UPSIDE-DOWN
Positively the Most Sensational and Thrilling Aviation Feat Ever Performed
At the Wisconsin State Fair on Saturday, September 4th (McLaughlin Day), McLAUGHLIN, following a great aviation act which played all week, scored the most sensational hit ever registered in the outdoor show world.

If you are interested in knowing just how great McLAUGHLIN is, write to Secretary Oliver C. Kemey will bring a response that will give you the facts.

There may be many plane changers, but there is only ONE McLAUGHLIN who does the all-but-impossible tricks and changes planes in a manner impossible of performance by any other person in the whole world.

Get a glimpse of McLAUGHLIN at the Nebraska State Fair, the New York State Fair, the Missouri Tri-State Fair, the Trenton Inter-State Fair, the Alabama State Fair, the Mississippi State Fair, the Texas State Fair, the Arizona State Fair and at a few other high-class expositions. (And something tells us that when the sagacious gentlemen at the helm of the Minnesota State Fair learn of McLAUGHLIN'S latest thrilling they will draft him to carry from the closing day at Nebraska on Friday for the closing day at Minnesota on Saturday. For Minnesota never forces its patrons to wait a year to see a great NEW act developed after they made their original bookings.)

For information about a few open days between the above Fairs communicate with
WM. H. PICKENS, Stratford Hotel, Chicago.

---

RAYMOND RIORDON SCHOOL
HIGHLAND, ULSTER COUNTY, NEW YORK

My father was the Stage Doorkeeper at the Old and the New National Theater for about 40 years, that is when he wasn't cutting stone as stone mason, or out on a strike as a Knight of Labor. John "Riordon's" last stone cutting was several hundred feet up—at the top of the Washington Monument.

"Pop" always saw that his hopeful got into shows free. Did I "inherit" the theater in my blood or was my perspective such that Shakespeare, by chance of birth, got ahead of me when he discovered—"All the world's a stage?"

At any rate if my school can serve boys—well boys—it will.

Perhaps you would like to read our booklet?

About the Cowboy who teaches the kids to ride and lasso—but does all the swearing himself behind the barn.

About Gene, the Texas Oil Driller, who teaches them to operate an oil rig in New York rock.

About things musical, sports healthful, associations inspiring—and your boys add to the inspiration.

About boys learning to live while they prepare for college and for life.

Think it over and write if you are interested.

Also—if this ad interests the next ad may show Harry Rapley, owner of the New National, and a heavyweight, reducing by cutting logs for the log gymnasium at the School. Idleness has no place at the School in the Hills.
CREW MANAGERS, AGENTS, CONCESSIONAIRES!

FALL AND WINTER ACTIVITY—100% PROFIT

A useful hand and pocket novelty that KEEPS YOU WARM. Fuel lit with a match like a cigarette, but covered and ENTIRELY SAFE. Sells quickly on demonstration and makes friends. Here is a "Hot" one in every sense of the word. Brand new and not worked to death. Nothing like it. 100% profit. Retail prices 35c to $1.00. Larger sizes for Autos. Send 25c for 50c pocket warmer and our full proposition. ACT NOW.

TAPLEX CORPORATION

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BUSH TERMINAL BUILDING NO. 6,

CURIO HALL ATTRACTIONS

WANTED QUICK

Human Curiosities and Novelty Features of all kinds for new Palace Museum in Philadelphia. Gladiators, Beheaded Lady, Snake Charmers, Tiaras, Thieves, Captain Ahab of every description. Write quick, with photos, clippings and sure address. Want to hear from all attractions, including those engaged by us during previous years at 405 Broadw. Union. NORMAN JEFFERIES

REAL ESTATE TRUST, 645D PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DROP CURTAINS

For $2.50. All sizes. Best offer on the market today to sell at Fairs, Celebrations, etc. Dealers get busy. Remit money order. Shipments made EXPRESS. REEDY BROK COMPANY, 113 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

EUGENE COLLINS WANTS QUICK FOR THE ORIGINAL EDDIE COLLINS' BIG REVUE

Eligible Male, must have and must be a good singer. Make offer. Also Consider: must have a good set of pipes for the Foulchuk, "Beaumont's" and "Shubert's." Must be a genuine, good singer, with a good voice. Address: "EBB COLLINS, "137 S. W. 4th Street, New York.

WANTED—FULL CAST PIANIST

Wardrobe, ability imperative. Special attention. State age, height, weight and musical education, and the name and address of your teacher. LAWRENCE OCHER THEATRE, Chicago, Ill.

ATTENTION

Medicine Men

If you have a product that will revolutionize the medical field, let us furnish you with the necessary information to make the most of your product. Write: MERRITTUS M. CO., Los Angeles, California.

MUSICIANS WANTED

CT all interested persons. Pay, Col. Pianist, violinist, violist, cello, and other instrumentalists required. Must be good Cornet Player. Address: "D. J. MURPHY, "171 W. Tenth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED, PIANISTS AND ORGANISTS

with picture experience. Good salary. Ready positions. BARTOLO MONTE O INSTRUMENT CO., 314 MULLERS BUILDING, CHICAGO.

WANTED QUICK, LISTING AGENT


REV. MR. ANDREWS

WANTED TO BUY

Send 50c hard money to: CEDAR BROK COMPANY, 113 S. W. 4th St., New York.

WANTED FOR MED. PLATFORM SHOW


WANTED TO BUY

WANTED—REAL ALL-AROUND MEDICINE PERFORMERS

Open at 8 p.m., every Friday, 45c admission. SCHRAMM THEATRE, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

THE BILLBOARD

Published weekly at 27 Opera Place, Cincinnati, O. SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $6.00 PER YEAR. Entered as second-class mail matter June 4, 1907, at Post Office, Cincinnati, Ohio, under act of March 3, 1879. 144 pages. Vol. XXXII. No. 27, Nov. 11, 1920. PRICE, 15 CENTS. This issue contains 64 per cent reading matter and 64 per cent advertising.

THE BILLBOARD

GRAB THIS!!!!!!

Don't advertise this novel and resultant method and means! We have more for you this season than ever before. 100% profit. Don't miss this chance. Address: "A. A. WATT, "1502 Main St., Boston, Mass.

CLARENCE JULIUS

235 No. 100, 100th Ave., Bronx, N. Y.

CARTOONIST WAGNER

At Liberty, 1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo. (For Trade.) Wagner's trademark. Address: "H. V. WAGNER, "1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

AT LIBERTY

WANTED: 500 to 1000 Pairs of Roller Skates for the Missouri State Fair, Sedalia, Mo. Peoples in all Lines. Address: "H. V. WAGNER, "1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

MUSICIANS WANTED

For Winter Engagement. Must have a good set of pipes and must be a good singer. Large salary. Address: "A. J. BOWERS, "218 W. 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Musicians Wanted

WANTED 500 to 1000 Pairs of Roller Skates for the Missouri State Fair, Sedalia, Mo. Peoples in all Lines. Address: "H. V. WAGNER, "1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED FOR MED. PLATFORM SHOW


WANTED QUICK, TRAP DRUMMER

Maryland Theatre, CAMBERLAND, Md.

WANTED TO BUY

Send 50c hard money to: CEDAR BROK COMPANY, 113 S. W. 4th St., New York.

CARTOONIST WAGNER

At Liberty, 1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo. (For Trade.) Wagner's trademark. Address: "H. V. WAGNER, "1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

AT LIBERTY

WANTED: 500 to 1000 Pairs of Roller Skates for the Missouri State Fair, Sedalia, Mo. Peoples in all Lines. Address: "H. V. WAGNER, "1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

MUSICIANS WANTED

For Winter Engagement. Must have a good set of pipes and must be a good singer. Large salary. Address: "A. J. BOWERS, "218 W. 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Musicians Wanted

WANTED 500 to 1000 Pairs of Roller Skates for the Missouri State Fair, Sedalia, Mo. Peoples in all Lines. Address: "H. V. WAGNER, "1205 N. Main Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED FOR MED. PLATFORM SHOW


WANTED QUICK, TRAP DRUMMER

Maryland Theatre, CAMBERLAND, Md.

WANTED TO BUY

Send 50c hard money to: CEDAR BROK COMPANY, 113 S. W. 4th St., New York.
EQUITY VOTES UNANIMOUSLY IN FAVOR OF "EQUITY SHOP"

Question Now Goes to Referendum of Membership

Vote Will Be Taken Soon, is the Expectation

Ballots To Be Mailed To Every Member of Equity

New York, Sept. 6.—The Actors' Equity Association held a meeting at Ansonia Hall yesterday afternoon, where the question of declaring the "Equity Shop" in all companies controlled by managers other than members of the F. M. A. was discussed. This was the only business before the meeting and a resolution directing the Executive Council to obtain a referendum vote on the question and putting it to a vote if such a referendum was passed unanimously, by the company, was acted upon as a motion to what managers and actors the "Equity Shop" shall be applied.

The meeting was called to order by President Emerson after the meeting was opened. He stated that the meeting was called to discuss a resolution calling for the referendum vote on the establishment of an "Equity Shop" in all companies controlled by managers other than members of the Producing Managers' Association, which was declared out of order by him at a previous meeting. Two hundred and fifty members then circulated a petition calling for this special meeting to discuss the question.

Before the meeting the question discussed the question Mr. James said he would like to introduce a substitute resolution. This was referred to the previous meeting. After the previous meeting he explained that the Executive Council was the only body that could control the establishment of the "Equity Shop" and it was right that it be referred to the question of the referendum vote. He stated that it would be unfair if it was a resolution of the membership and was not right to put it down to actions which left it to discretion as to how they should be handled. He stated that it would be unfair if the resolution of the membership and the majority of the membership and favored a referendum vote. He said that the "Equity Shop" could not under any circumstances affect the managers.

SCREEN COMEDIAN SUED

New York, Sept. 6.—A dispatch from Los Angeles printed today states that Larry Semon, the screen comedian, is being sued by Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company of America, for $67,000 damages. It is alleged that Semon breached the terms of his contract, which called for the delivery of a short comedy picture a year, and this year Semon failed to deliver the picture, a guarantee of which has never been delivered, and he is thus held responsible for the damages, amounting to $67,000. The case is in the court of the United States, and Semon is expected to answer the summons.

NEW ORLEANS CRAFTS WIN IN WAGE SCALE CONTROVERSY

Ben Flowers, Orpheum, First To Sign Agreement

Saenger Amusement Co. Expected To Fall in Line

New Orleans To Be Practically 100 Per Cent Town

New Orleans, Sept. 4.—The threatened strike of the allied theatrical craftsmen has become a peaceful contest between all the theaters and the operators, and the exception of the Saenger Amusement Company, who have signed the scale presented by Maurice Birenau, the operator of the Saenger Company, the agreement was entered into by all the various unions and that peace has been made in the Industrial Theater in this city for the present at least.

On Monday morning the situation looked dark, but by noon Ben Flowers, manager of the Orpheum and president of the United Theatrical Managers' Protective Association, which organization had been formed to "protect" the theaters, had entered into an agreement with the contractors. The agreement entered into is not an agreement with the contractors, but rather the contractors have been forced to sign it.

WAVE OF THE TICKET CADGING EVIL SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

The Billboard Is Literally Flooded With Complaints

Outdoor Shows Are Feeling Abuse More Than Others

BEWARE of the ticket cadger!

Never before in the history of the outdoor business has there been such a wave of the ticket cadging as is being swept through the business this past week.

From all parts of the country the Billboard has literally been flooded with complaints of this nature. Every kind of intrigue is being practiced by the ticket cadgers, and the outdoor business is being seriously affected in particular.

The complaints are in the majority against people who have been taking advantage of the situation. Every kind of structuring is being practiced by the ticket cadgers, and there is no reason to believe that the situation will be improved in the near future.

COMMONWEALTH OPERA SEASON IS POSTPONED

New York, Sept. 6.—The National Commonwealth English Opera Company, which was to have opened a season of grand opera at the Lexington Opera House, New York, on Sept. 30, is forced to postpone its opening until September 18, because of the strike of the members of the league.

STATE FAIRS ARE SMASHING RECORDS FOR ATTENDANCE

Record First Day Crowds at Detroit and Sacramento

Same Story From Ohio State and Other Large Fairs

Fair Season as a Whole Promises to Be Highly Successful

Sacramento, Cal., Sept. 7.—Despite unusually cold weather for this season of the year the crowds continue to break the record set last year yesterday at the California State Fair. With the beautiful weather throughout the fairgrounds, and the large tents and other attractions, the fair is in full swing.

A continuous program of amusement and activities makes this year's fair one of the largest ever. Outdoor attractions include Tiny Broderick, punch and judo; "Aly Aye" Pugh, the wing-walking horse; and the Five Five Five, the aerial performing team. In addition, the Alf Colon Troupe

Last Week's Issue of The Billboard Contained 1,627 Classified Ads, Totaling 2,556 Lines, and 714 Display Ads, Totaling 36,136 Lines, 2,300 Ads, Occupying 36,500 Lines in All. THREE AND ONE-SIXTH PAGES OF ADVERTISING ARE CROWDED OUT OF THIS ISSUE. The Edition of This Issue of The Billboard Is 60,000
NEW "LEGIT" HOUSES FOR HEAD OF THE LAKES

Clinton-Meyers Company Adding to Its Chain of Theaters in Minnesota and Wisconsin—Lively Battle Between First National and Paramount for Duluth Business

Right, the company now exhibits Paramount pictures at the Hi-Top and Fox theaters. A daily drive-in is in progress between the First National Exhibitors' Circuit and Paramount for business in Duluth. The Pictures Palace-Luxor Company has a first run house in the city. The company has another house in Superior and one in Ashland, Wis. The company has another house in Superior and one in Ashland, Wis.

NEW OAKLAKE THEATER

Grandview, Del., Sept. 5.—Opened the new Oaklake Theater tonight with a musical comedy by the Olathe (Kans.) company. The music and acting were good, and the audience was enthusiastic.

CIAK, SINOPOLI RETURNS

Duluth, Oct. 3.—Ciani, one of the leading Italian comics of the country, will put on a new Italian play on Oct. 5 at the Oaklake Theater. The play will be a comedy and will be produced by the Italian producers of the city.

"OUT OF JUSTICE TO A LIVING ORGANIZATION AND TO THE MEMORY OF A DEAD MAN"

September 10, 1929

The action of the American Federation of Musicians in calling a strike against the management of the New York Metropolitan Opera Company is justified. The strike is called to bring about a settlement of the long-standing struggle between the two organizations. The labor movement has always been in favor of workers' rights, and this strike is no exception. The strike should be supported by all workers, and the management should negotiate in good faith to end the strike.

EDORADO'S GOOD BUSINESS

El dorado, New, Sept. 10.—The motion picture industry is now making record profits. Every dollar spent on motion picture production is returned to the industry in advertising and promotion. The motion picture industry is a vital part of our economy and must be protected at all costs.

SANTA'S MUSICAL STRIKE

Tulips, New, Sept. 10.—Following the failure to agree on a wage increase from the local motion picture workers' union, the workers have gone on strike. The strike is expected to last for several weeks, and the industry will suffer during this time.

DULUTH UNION AGreements

Duluth, Minn., Sept. 10.—All labor unions are now working together toward the common goal of improving working conditions. The agreements between the unions and the employers are a step forward in the struggle for better wages and working conditions.

PAY MARES

New York, Sept. 10.—A new on-screen壮观 in the form of a mare has been introduced in the motion picture industry. The mare, named "Peggy," is a beautiful animal that will add a new element of excitement to the films.
SEPTEMBER 11, 1920

The Billboard

SWEEPING CHANGES

To Be Made in Newport Theater by

Fahrman, E. L., Sept 9-General Manager L. A. Ross, of the Indianapolis syndicate that owns the Ashley, said that as of September 15th, windows pushing changes that will give the theater a new face, in a cost of at least $200,000 for the box office and house, will be made to the theater itself. Mr. Ross and Mr. Fahrman, who is Mr. Ross's chief, will be the business manager of the theater, while Mr. Schuler, who is a new man in the business, will be in charge of the theater. The changes will be made in the main lobby and in the box office, and will include new lighting fixtures and new decorations.

ERADY GETS ALEXANDER CARR

New York, Sept. 9.-William A. Erady has been appointed the new general manager of the Erady's Theatre, New York, replacing Mr. Drury's manager for the past four years. Mr. Erady has been in the business for over 20 years, and is a well-known figure in the theater world, having been in charge at the Broadway Theatre, the Majestic, and the Alvin. He is expected to bring a new approach to the management of the Erady's Theatre, and to make it a center of attention for the theatrical world.

MUSICAURIN GRANTED INCREASE

In Several Cities—Negotiations Pacing

The demands of the theater musicians for increased salaries, quite general over the country, have been met by an agreement in several cities, according to reports from the musicians. The agreement was reached after long and arduous negotiations, and it is expected to bring a happier situation to the musicians in the future. The agreement is an important step in the right direction, and it is hoped that it will bring about a general increase in the salaries of the musicians.

SAMUEL LEHMAN DEAD

New York, Sept. 9.-Samuel Lehman, the famous producer and director, who was born in New York City, and who made his mark in the theater, died yesterday in Paris, France. Mr. Lehman was a great favorite with the public, and his productions were always well received. He was a man of great talent and a wonderful sense of humor, and his death is a great loss to the theater world.

SAENGER TAKES EXCEPTION

New Orleans, September 2, 1920.

Editor The Billboard:

Mr. Saenger, you are quite right in saying that we would have to apologize for our article in the September 2 issue of the magazine, in which we referred to the Saenger Amusement Company as being in the hands of a group of people who were not interested in the theater. We therefore want to take this opportunity to express our regret for any inconvenience that we may have caused.

The Saenger Amusement Company has always been interested in the theater, and we believe that Mr. Saenger is a man of great vision and ability. We hope that he will continue to be a successful producer and that his productions will be as good as his last ones.

ROBERT E. SNOW

Placed on Goodyear Theatre

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 9.—It was announced this morning that Robert E. Snow, a former manager of the New York Theatre and the Netherland, has been placed in charge of the Goodyear Theatre. The Goodyear Theatre has been closed for some time, and it is expected that Mr. Snow will bring it back to life.

NEW UTOPEA HOUSE DREHNE

Tutu, N. Y., Sept. 8.—The Utopia Forum Theatre, which has been closed for some time, has been reopened under the management of Mr. Drehne. The theatre has been closed for some time, and it is expected that Mr. Drehne will bring it back to life.

ACTREES QUESI EMUERDURES

New York, Sept. 9.—Two plays have been produced in Supreme Court by Mrs. Fridensgarten, who appeared in the famous "The Prodigal Son of the Stage," which was produced by the New York Amateur Producers' Company for $50,000 for personal damages. The play was written by a well-known playwright and is expected to be successful.

WAHT 60 A WEEK

New York, Sept. 9.—Trinity properties of house and hotel are in the city of a few dollars for a week, the motion picture operation to be started Labor Day, 1920. The price of $60 a week was recently rejected.

EUTHRO HOLMES BACK

New York, Sept. 9.—Euthro Holmes has returned to the stage, after a long absence, and will appear in the play "The Man Who Never Slept." Mr. Holmes is a well-known figure in the theater world, and his return is a welcome one to the fans of the theater.

GARDEN'S HARROW ESCAPE

New York, Sept. 9.—A dispatch from Paris states that Mary Garden has a narrow escape from drowning at Notre Dame, where she was visiting for the weekend. The storm was so heavy that the water rose to the windows, and she was nearly drowned before she could reach the shore, with the greatest difficulty.

CHORUS EQUITY NEWS

Forty-two new members joined the Chorus Equity in the past week. The new members are being added to the orchestra of the Philadelphia Orchestra, and they will be added to the orchestra of the New York Symphony Orchestra.

SPORTSMAN WRITE SHELBY

New York, Sept. 9.—Arthur Hendersons is expected to sign Frank Thomas to a five-year contract in the near future. Frank Thomas is a well-known figure in the theater world, and his signing of the contract is expected to bring a great deal of attention to the theater world

FRID HERED MARRIED

New York, Sept. 9.—Fred Hered married Miss Florence Smith today in a quiet ceremony, which was performed by the Rev. Mr. Smith. The couple were married in the presence of a few close friends, and they will spend their honeymoon in England.

HIPPODROME STAFF

New York, Sept. 9.—The complete staff for the Hippodrome, which is being opened by Mr. B. F. Ziegfeld, has been announced. Mr. Ziegfeld is the manager of the Hippodrome, and he has been in charge of the theater for many years. The staff includes a number of well-known figures, and it is expected that the theater will be a great success.

"JIMMY" OPENING

New York, Sept. 9.—"Jimmy," the new musical comedy, in which Arthur Rigden is the star, opened last night. The opening night was a great success, and it is expected that the show will be a great hit. The show is produced by Mr. Rigden, and it is expected that it will be a great success.
THE DRAMATIC STAGE

PUSHING A CHICAGO IDEA

New York Equity Officials Seek To Make Western Proposition a Law

Chicago, Sept. 5—Chicago producers who see much potential in the efforts of the New York Equity to have enacted into law a plan to stop all new engagement in Chicago by Equity companies for the purpose of letting shares and a private right of first refusal for engagement in the area by Equity companies, are agitating to have a similar law enacted in the city in accordance with the present law.

The city equity officials are quite familiar with the suggestion, which they believe will close a loophole of the sort of a New York Equity. For years the Equity has been seeking to extend the plan of Equity to the state, likewise hoping that the city equity officials, agitated that the time is ripe for action.

THE MIRRORS IN REHEARSAL

New York, Sept. 5—"The Mirrors," the new play by Edgar Wilson, which will open the Society for New Theatre, next month, began its rehearsal Wednesday. The play is being produced by Edgar Wilson's"-"The Mirrors," which is an attempt to explore a new form of theatre, is scheduled to open in September at the Theatre of the New York Society.

On Wednesday afternoon, the cast gathered at the Theatre of the New York Society for their first rehearsal. The play, which is a modern comedy-drama, is being directed by Edgar Wilson, and is being produced by the New York Society for New Theatre.

Woods Hit List

Detroit, Sept. 1—A new law has been enacted in New York which makes it illegal to publish information about the private lives of public figures. The law, which is called "The Woods Act," was passed by the New York State Legislature and signed by Governor Woodrow Wilson. The act provides for a fine of up to $500 and up to one year in prison for violators.

THE NEW MACK PLAY

New York, Sept. 5—The new play "The New Mack," by Willard Mack, has opened in Long Branch, N. J. It is a musical comedy, with music and lyrics by Willard Mack, and book by Willard Mack and Willard Virginia. The play, which is a musical comedy, is being produced by Willard Mack and Willard Virginia, and is being directed by Willard Mack.

Dramatic Stage Notes

Eliot Sargent has been selected as the new artistic director of the New York University Theatre, which will produce plays during the fall season. The theatre, which is located at 113 Third Avenue, will present a number of plays during the season, including "The Devil's Disciple," "The Great Gatsby," and "The Cornman's Daughter." The theatre will be opened to the public on October 1.

American Academy of Dramatic Arts

Founded in 1905

President, John F. Fiske

The American Academy of Dramatic Arts is a private, non-profit educational institution located in New York City. It is one of the oldest and most respected drama schools in the United States, with a long and distinguished history of producing some of the greatest actors and actresses in the history of the theatre.

For information apply to

The Secretary

American Academy of Dramatic Arts

113 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y.
NEW PLAYS

"CALL THE DOCTOR"

"CALL THE DOCTOR" is a fine new play, which in the present season is being produced for the first time at the Adelphi Theatre. The cast consists of twenty-five actors, and the production is under the direction of the well-known actor, Mr. W. H. de Forest. The play is based on a novel by the same author as "The Doctor and the Woman," and is a comedy of manners in which the characters are drawn with great skill. The setting is in a small town in the United States, and the action takes place in the home of a wealthy and fashionable family. The play is acted with great skill by the entire cast, and is received with great applause by the audience.

"THE BLUE BONNET"

"THE BLUE BONNET" is a charming little play, which is being produced for the first time at the Herald Theatre. The cast consists of five actors, all of whom are highly skilled in their respective parts. The play is a comedy of manners, and is acted with great skill by the entire cast. The setting is in a small town in the United States, and the action takes place in the home of a wealthy and fashionable family. The play is received with great applause by the audience.

ACTORS' EQUITY ASSOCIATION NEWS IN WEST FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

On August 17, a very important and interesting event took place in the theatre world. The stock company of the famous play "Paddy the Next Best Thing" was announced for the first time, and the news was received with great enthusiasm by the entire theatre world. The play is a comedy of manners, and is acted with great skill by the entire cast. The setting is in a small town in the United States, and the action takes place in the home of a wealthy and fashionable family. The play is received with great applause by the audience.

The theatre news of the week is filled with the most interesting events. The stock company of the famous play "Paddy the Next Best Thing" was announced for the first time, and the news was received with great enthusiasm by the entire theatre world. The play is a comedy of manners, and is acted with great skill by the entire cast. The setting is in a small town in the United States, and the action takes place in the home of a wealthy and fashionable family. The play is received with great applause by the audience.

The theatre news of the week is filled with the most interesting events. The stock company of the famous play "Paddy the Next Best Thing" was announced for the first time, and the news was received with great enthusiasm by the entire theatre world. The play is a comedy of manners, and is acted with great skill by the entire cast. The setting is in a small town in the United States, and the action takes place in the home of a wealthy and fashionable family. The play is received with great applause by the audience.

The theatre news of the week is filled with the most interesting events. The stock company of the famous play "Paddy the Next Best Thing" was announced for the first time, and the news was received with great enthusiasm by the entire theatre world. The play is a comedy of manners, and is acted with great skill by the entire cast. The setting is in a small town in the United States, and the action takes place in the home of a wealthy and fashionable family. The play is received with great applause by the audience.
CABLES FROM LONDON TOWN

SEPT. 25

by "WESTCENT"

AMERICAN BOOKERS WARNED NOT TO SEND OVER ACTS OF ENEMY ORIGIN

Wishing to Americanize America, they try to lure by every effort of the Fascist mind. And, about the Variety Artists' Union, an elegant office, a well-appointed reception service, and a permanent committee for the benefit of the members. The Variety Artists' Union is a splendid accumulation of the various local unions of the Varieties and the Variety Artists' Union is taking on a more serious air.

AMERICAN BOOKERS WARNED NOT TO SEND OVER ACTS OF ENEMY ORIGIN

Sarah Bernhardt's Cochran C. B. Cochran, the American producer, who is taking a prominent part in the Cochran Company's production of "The Merry Widow" at the Playhouse, has been warned by the Variety Artists' Union not to send over acts of enemy origin. The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

GRADY'S COOPER AND O'NEILL NARES GET OVER

Gradys Cooper and Charles O'Neill have been sent back to the Variety Artists' Union by the Variety Artists' Union. The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

SURPRISE IN "THE PRUDOE'S FALL"

"The Prude's Fall," a new play by John O'Hara and Ben Hecht, has been a surprise hit. The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

COCHRAN PRODUCES HIS DANCING MAN

C. B. Cochran produced his new musical comedy, "The Dancing Man," at the Garrick Theatre September 25. The play, which has been a great success over Europe, has been a great success in America. The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

THREE THEATRES ADD TO MOSC CIRCUIT

The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

NEW SHOWS TO OPEN

The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

COCHRAN CHALLENGES GROSSMAN & LAURILLARD

C. B. Cochran, the American producer, has been warned by the Variety Artists' Union not to send over acts of enemy origin. The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

SEYMOUR HICKS' BACK SOMERSET

"Why shouldn't we have certain acts of enemy origin?" asked Mr. Hinchcliffe. "We are not going to have any foreign actors in our productions. We are not going to have any foreign actors in any of our productions. We are not going to have any foreign actors in any of our productions."

MEREDITH STUDIO OF DRAMATIC ART

The Meredith Studio of Dramatic Art is preparing to open its new season. The studio will produce a series of plays, including "The Merry Widow," "The Dancing Man," and "The Prude's Fall." The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

THE WANDERING JEW

Melvyn Leong will produce the play, "The Wandering Jew," at the Imperial Theatre, September 25. The Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

ORCHESTRA TO COST $5,000 A WEEK

It is said that when the Imperial Theatre opened, the orchestra paid $5,000 a week. This was thought to be too much, but the Variety Artists' Union has been warned that the use of foreign actors in American productions may be considered a violation of the company's contract.

SEYMON HICKS' RUFF SOMERSET

"The orchestra is not too expensive," said Mr. Hinchcliffe. "We are not going to have any foreign actors in our productions. We are not going to have any foreign actors in any of our productions. We are not going to have any foreign actors in any of our productions."

ORCHESTRA TO COST $5,000 A WEEK

"The orchestra is not too expensive," said Mr. Hinchcliffe. "We are not going to have any foreign actors in our productions. We are not going to have any foreign actors in any of our productions. We are not going to have any foreign actors in any of our productions."
PREPARING

For Second Season at Miami—

Edna Park Players Going Back to Florida This Winter—
Manh Theater Re-opened Park

Miami, Fl., Sept. 4.—In Edna Park and her wife (Of Park) have been in New York for the past two days engaging players for the winter season at Miami, Fl. The following players form the company: Frank Faron, prima donna; Jane Parker and Wales Winters; Jack B. Hughes, director-city girl, June Roland, John Lewis, Henry McLean, Roselle Vann, Dores Adkins, Preston C. May, Mrs. Hughes.

Mr. Hughes has seen the best of acting and singing and the most promising are the Thelma Tylor Theater when they opened their second week of the Miami Players Theatre.

Stage Director Bull (Max) Davies has just completed the scene for the Miami Players Theatre and will be in Miami to direct the production.

Appraoch will be the second appearance of the new leading players, Victor J. Albrecht and Ann Adkins, who will star in the Miami Players Theatre production.

The scene was worth $400.

"The Misleading Lady" was the second play of the Miami Players Theatre production.

ACKERMANN-QUIGLEY LITHO CO.
1352 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

FOR CLIMATS OF ATTRACTION: DRAMATIC, MUSIC, COMEDY, MINERAL IN YOUR COUNTRY. WRITE FOR FREE BOOK, TYPE, WORK, MUSIC, DATES, ETC.

LITHOGRAPH PAPER

For all Climates of Attractions: Dramatic, Musical Comedy, Mineral, and Tour Carried in Stock Ready for Immediate Shipment. Write for Free Book, Type, Work, Music, Dates, ETC.

American Luggage Shop
1352 Broadway, New York City

A-1 DRAMATIC PEOPLE

THE TIVOLI STOCK CO. WANTS LOCATION

WANTED—Permanent Stock Location

MARCH 189TH CIRCULAR

For excellent location in a city or manufacturing district. Must be in a central position. Prudential and reliable persons only. Write for circular.

ALBERT C. OBERMAN
858 W. Division St., Chicago, Ill.

BEECHMERE REALTY CO.
1401 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

THREE SCORE

In Presentation of "The Hawk" at

Milwaukee, Sept. 5—The Robert Players will present "The Hawk," a new play, in Milwaukee. The play is the story of a man, and the plot is in the hands of about three of the company, and they are making their way with success. Robert Players are waiting for his part in the play, and as the American was on, with the help of a man who is not in the theater, they are making their way with success.

Manager Sigmund H. to be assisted in the management of the company by John M. and Alva B. There was also an opportunity to make a few changes in the act, and success was in the hands of the company, with the help of a man who is not in the theater, they are making their way with success.

WALTER D. JINCKS, 330 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

AT LIBERTY

GEO. W. STEPHENS AND DRUMMOND—LOTTA M. CANADIAN (Boston and Chicago), 25 years, Lewis Preston, Aug. 20, 1899, both, 6 ft. 4, 150 lbs., very smart, good size, clean skin, neither smoker nor drinker, costumes are paid for, references must be good. Address W. E. ETPHIN, 770 N. Willard St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED—Immediate—Dramatic and Tom People

To act in new play. Tel. 1-2-3. Address "Merry Annie." Round Town is the new location, and the company is now settling in.

WOODWARD PLAYERS OPEN

Beechmer, Wash., Sept. 4—The Woodward Players, with the new location, are now settling in. They are now ready to engage for the new season. They are now waiting for a location in the new season. They are now ready to engage for the new season.

"Merry Annie." Round Town is the new location, and the company is now settling in.
SAXONETTE

A Good Saxophone Imitator


Made of Polished Brass

GEORGE YEOMAN

F. B. Aheer, Ottawa, Ont.

JACK GEORGE DUO

MARK MAY, MACON, Ill.

CARL NIESSE

Their Author.

Here at Last

LAMONT'S

Performing Australian Cockatoos

At Liberty After Sept. 18

Here account of Smith Classics

WANTED AT ONCE

For Musical Comedy Stock

Written Notice For Persons desiring to engage in musical work,

WANTED—STOCK LOCATION

WANTED:

At Liberty—Marti Ross

LEADING WOMAN

Address ANDERSON-GUNN STOCK COMPANY

At Liberty—Dave Campen

WANTED—PERMANENT STOCK CO.

WANTED—PEOPLE ALL LINES

WANTED—YOUNG LADY OF GOOD CHARACTER AND NEAT APPEARANCE

WANTED—AT ONCE, Musical Comedy People in All Lines

MUSICAL COMEDY PEOPLE

WANTED AT ONCE

WANTED—CORNETIST AND Morristone

BAR PERFORMER WANTED

WANTED CONCERTETT AND SAXOPHONIST FOR TABS. AND PICTURES

FIFTY DOLLARS

WILL PAY FIFTY DOLLARS to a young Kommet or Painter that can

WANTED—a Pianist and Agent

In Exchange. American's Largest Indian Indian Agency.

FIFTY DOLLARS

WANTED—at Here at Location of the New Season Develops

At Liberty—Dave Campen

Personal Notice, cannot engage any artist under the direction of free agent.


AT LIBERTY

BOB BURTON

MANJORIE GARRETT

Dave Campen

Marti Ross

LAMONT'S

WANTED—STOCK LOCATION

Full organized company, complete in every detail. 14 people including scenic artist. Up in all late releases, feature vaudeville specialties. Open time after October 4th.

Address ANDERSON-GUNN STOCK COMPANY

At Liberty—Marti Ross

WANTED—PERMANENT STOCK CO.

At Liberty—Rep. or Stock

WANTED—PEOPLE ALL LINES

WANTED—YOUNG LADY OF GOOD CHARACTER AND NEAT APPEARANCE

WANTED—AT ONCE, Musical Comedy People in All Lines

MUSICAL COMEDY PEOPLE

WANTED AT ONCE

WANTED—CORNETIST AND Musician.

BAR PERFORMER WANTED

WANTED CONCERTETT AND SAXOPHONIST FOR TABS. AND PICTURES

FIFTY DOLLARS

WILL PAY FIFTY DOLLARS to a young Kommet or Painter that can

WANTED—a Pianist and Agent

In Exchange. American's Largest Indian Indian Agency.

FIFTY DOLLARS
WANTED FOR HILA MORGAN STOCK CO.
Young Specialty Team, Light Comic and Young Lady for Second Business. Can use good single and double Slugging and Dancing Team, Musical and Comic. Will change and equip until further notice. South all winter. Write: Frances M. Young, 211 East 75th Street, New York City. Excellent earnings. Walter, same address.

WANTED FOR GRANDI BROS.' STOCK CO.
A-1 Specialty Team, Man for General Business, capable of playing some comic roles. Will change and equip for $2 per week. Must be willing to change for week. Long, sure season in houses booked solid. Address: ELLA HENDRICKS, 129 S. Halsted St., Chicago.

PRINCESS WILL NOT CLOSE
Sherman E. Jones, manager, with Col. Fred Locks in the Peoria Stock Company, write that a subscription sale was started this week in Peoria, Ill., for a share of the stock, and that about $7,000 had been placed in the subscription, which is as much as was expected. The subscription will remain open for a limited time. The company is in its 10th week and is doing very well.

EQUITY BOOKINGS
Chicago, Sept. 4.—The booking season of the Actors' Equity Association has commenced with an agreement to furnish the management of the Peoria Stock Company with stock for their new season, beginning Dec. 1. The agreement was made with Mr. Fred Locks, manager of the Peoria company, and with Mr. E. F. Jones, manager of the Actors' Equity Association, at a meeting in Chicago.

WANTED \(\text{for} \) TUSON CLARK STOCK CO.
NOW
A Real Live and Surely Successful
Proposition in Production.

A SENSATION
—WITH—
John Court's
JIM JAM JEMS
Ford Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

The Eccentric Dancing of PARISH AND PERU, two men, WAS CAPITAL.
R. S. W.

Mr. PARISH and Mr. PERU did a specialty of wonderful dancing, with various acrobatic feats in the course of it. They were among the best features on the program.

SPECIALTY PEOPLE WANTED
Men for Specialty work in all lines. PAY ALSO PLACE MUSICAL AND NON-MUSICAL.

AL MASON'S DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL EXCHANGE WANTS QUICK

BARTON, Innsbrook. General Musical People for Republicans. PERSE I. M. Edison, 301 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY FOR HANS HANSON PLAYERS

Standard Chicago Actor, capable of playing anything and everything. Grow your own pay. No boot that does you any good and all will cause. S. C. BELL, 714 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

HILLMAN'S IDEAL STOCK COMPANY

WANTED FOR NO. 1 AND NO 2 ROOMS, 2233 Ponce, 3rd Ave., New York, with Electrophone. Excellent Player to play in same. Address HILLMAN'S, 2233 Ponce, 3rd Ave., New York.

WANTED AT ONCE

WANTED BLACKFACE COMEDIAN

to go on changing and parodies if he does it in Parliament. SPECIALTY PEOPLE INCLUDE PASTE. Address H. E. SARNO, New York.

WANTED FOR SHOWBOAT AMERICAN

NEWTON-LIVINGSTON
COMEDY DRAMATIC CO.
HOW MUCH CAPITAL

WANTED, for winter season in show business. Terms on application. Address Newton-Livingston Co., New York 10, N. Y.

THE MR. AND MRS. MONROE HOPKINS PLAYERS
WANT FOR SEASON IN HOUSES

General Concert Artists, amateurs of playing some Jewels, in large battery company and do well. Now for regular engagement. Address The Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hopkins Players, 455 W. 36th St., New York.

WANTED—PHELPS PLAYERS

WANTED—PLAYERS for winter season in show business. Terms on application. Address W. W. Phelps, 390 W. 42nd St., New York.

WANTED Dancers for the Show Business

Address J. W. H., 30 East 42nd St., New York.

WANTED BANDMEN, SINGERS, DANCERS FOR THE SHOW BUSINESS

Address J. W. H., 30 East 42nd St., New York.

WANTED DANCERS, SINGERS, MUSICIANS FOR SHOW BUSINESS

Address J. W. H., 30 East 42nd St., New York.

WANTED A SENSATION—WITH—
John Court's
JIM JAM JEMS
Ford Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

The Eccentric Dancing of PARISH AND PERU, two men, WAS CAPITAL.
R. S. W.

Mr. PARISH and Mr. PERU did a specialty of wonderful dancing, with various acrobatic feats in the course of it. They were among the best features on the program.

SPECIALTY PEOPLE WANTED
Men for Specialty work in all lines. PAY ALSO PLACE MUSICAL AND NON-MUSICAL.

AL MASON'S DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL EXCHANGE WANTS QUICK

BARTON, Innsbrook. General Musical People for Republicans. PERSE I. M. Edison, 301 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY FOR HANS HANSON PLAYERS

Standard Chicago Actor, capable of playing anything and everything. Grow your own pay. No boot that does you any good and all will cause. S. C. BELL, 714 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

HILLMAN'S IDEAL STOCK COMPANY

WANTED FOR NO. 1 AND NO 2 ROOMS, 2233 Ponce, 3rd Ave., New York, with Electrophone. Excellent Player to play in same. Address HILLMAN'S, 2233 Ponce, 3rd Ave., New York.

WANTED AT ONCE

WANTED BLACKFACE COMEDIAN

to go on changing and parodies if he does it in Parliament. SPECIALTY PEOPLE INCLUDE PASTE. Address H. E. SARNO, New York.

WANTED FOR SHOWBOAT AMERICAN

NEWTON-LIVINGSTON
COMEDY DRAMATIC CO.
HOW MUCH CAPITAL

WANTED, for winter season in show business. Terms on application. Address Newton-Livingston Co., New York 10, N. Y.

THE MR. AND MRS. MONROE HOPKINS PLAYERS
WANT FOR SEASON IN HOUSES

General Concert Artists, amateurs of playing some Jewels, in large battery company and do well. Now for regular engagement. Address The Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hopkins Players, 455 W. 36th St., New York.

WANTED—PHELPS PLAYERS

WANTED—PLAYERS for winter season in show business. Terms on application. Address W. W. Phelps, 390 W. 42nd St., New York.

WANTED Dancers for the Show Business

Address J. W. H., 30 East 42nd St., New York.

WANTED BANDMEN, SINGERS, DANCERS FOR THE SHOW BUSINESS

Address J. W. H., 30 East 42nd St., New York.

WANTED A SENSATION—WITH—
John Court's
JIM JAM JEMS
Ford Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

The Eccentric Dancing of PARISH AND PERU, two men, WAS CAPITAL.
R. S. W.

Mr. PARISH and Mr. PERU did a specialty of wonderful dancing, with various acrobatic feats in the course of it. They were among the best features on the program.

SPECIALTY PEOPLE WANTED
Men for Specialty work in all lines. PAY ALSO PLACE MUSICAL AND NON-MUSICAL.

AL MASON'S DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL EXCHANGE WANTS QUICK

BARTON, Innsbrook. General Musical People for Republicans. PERSE I. M. Edison, 301 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY FOR HANS HANSON PLAYERS

Standard Chicago Actor, capable of playing anything and everything. Grow your own pay. No boot that does you any good and all will cause. S. C. BELL, 714 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

HILLMAN'S IDEAL STOCK COMPANY

WANTED FOR NO. 1 AND NO 2 ROOMS, 2233 Ponce, 3rd Ave., New York, with Electrophone. Excellent Player to play in same. Address HILLMAN'S, 2233 Ponce, 3rd Ave., New York.

WANTED AT ONCE

WANTED BLACKFACE COMEDIAN

to go on changing and parodies if he does it in Parliament. SPECIALTY PEOPLE INCLUDE PASTE. Address H. E. SARNO, New York.

WANTED FOR SHOWBOAT AMERICAN

NEWTON-LIVINGSTON
COMEDY DRAMATIC CO.
HOW MUCH CAPITAL

WANTED, for winter season in show business. Terms on application. Address Newton-Livingston Co., New York 10, N. Y.

THE MR. AND MRS. MONROE HOPKINS PLAYERS
WANT FOR SEASON IN HOUSES

General Concert Artists, amateurs of playing some Jewels, in large battery company and do well. Now for regular engagement. Address The Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hopkins Players, 455 W. 36th St., New York.

WANTED—PHELPS PLAYERS

WANTED—PLAYERS for winter season in show business. Terms on application. Address W. W. Phelps, 390 W. 42nd St., New York.
PANTAGES
Supports Performers' Claims
Settlement Made in Case of Road Show 142, Royal Theater, Dallas

Chicago, Sept. 3—A check was received this week by the law firm of R. E. & F. Provan
Keenen, attorneys for the American Theater
Protection, from B. J. Vetter, manager of the
Orpheum Theater, which paid the $125,000 de-
aught in the case against the W. M. Au-
Vandeveld, Inc., for violation of their copyright
of "Vaudeville." The check is to be divided equally
between the three plaintiffs in the case.

PHILADELPHIA TO CUBA

The management of the latest vaudeville company to
be organized in Philadelphia, the Philadelphia
Vaudeville Company, has arranged for a trip to
Cuba. The company consists of a number of well-
known vaudeville artists and is under the manage-
ment of J. J. H. Smith. The trip is to be made in
the interests of advertising the company's shows.

ARRIVAL OF THE PRESIDENT

President Coolidge has arrived in Washington.
He will remain there for a few days, during which
time he will be in conference with the Secretary of
the Treasury and the heads of other departments.

JUST VAUDEVILLE

BY WILLIAM JUDKINS NEWTON


They are off.Search 1925-21 is
on earnest. Make the most of it.

ARTICLES YOU CAN

Send your news material to any of the
Billboard offices, on the street, in a theater lobby.
hotel office, hotel stage, or anywhere you think
desirable. Black fool, and we shall
not object to any advertising from you.

You may write letters to any
of the offices or representatives of the
Billboard, and such information as you
require will be given you gratis.

You can buy the Billboard
in the city of the world.

Advertisements can be filed at any
Billboard office and the paper will
be sent to you next day, or to your
address as you may designate.

You cannot lay the opinion of any
vaudeville or other reviewer on the
Billboard.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.

The Billboard is the truth about the vaudeville business.
Almost ideal theater weather prevailed at the opening of the house for this last of the summer matinees, bringing rain shafts. It was a tropical holiday crowd, and they packed and jammed every available inch of space. The first number was a big hit, and every attention was on the one man's "song and dance" act, and they were all sold by the time the overture reached. They came on and sold all about the acts of the second act. No programs appeared at any time during the performance. This finished him and he again open a show here.

2:15-Overture, Frederic Dash, conducting a usual.

Almost ideal production, choice of selections of current interest and educational value. The political features failed, however, for they special the appearance of a man whom they have labeled as a "degenerate." He was a man of style, and his appearance was acceptable.

2:30-Marx Bros. and Bobby, the latter a b哈尔 white, accompanist, producer, practically new and very popular. A hand-balancing hand of manuf act routines. Embry worked in every trick to the vogue and created a general special professional. This finished him and he again open a show here.

3:00-TRIPPLE FEATURE. Wallace Brodie and Gasco Ardin on full stage. They made terrible special settings and the audience was delighted. Nat and his wife went out of the stage, and the audience was delighted.

3:15-ADDED FEATURE. In pianist, Thomas Patricola, the shaman of the old days. Mr. Mason, come from the street and had them rocking with a lifetime on his appearance. That he is the dancing floor they have never seen before in their lives.

This was the production of the house, and the audience was delighted. Mr. Patricola is a good dance impressionist and the audience was delighted.

5:00-ADDED FEATURE. In pianist, Thomas Patricola, the shaman of the old days. Mr. Mason, come from the street and had them rocking with a lifetime on his appearance. That he is the dancing floor they have never seen before in their lives.

Mr. Patricola is a good dance impressionist and the audience was delighted.

5:00-ADDED FEATURE. In pianist, Thomas Patricola, the shaman of the old days. Mr. Mason, come from the street and had them rocking with a lifetime on his appearance. That he is the dancing floor they have never seen before in their lives.

Mr. Patricola is a good dance impressionist and the audience was delighted.
"JUST VAUDEVILLE"

(Continued from page 9)

GEORGE WILSON—"Wait Me Again.
NOAKES—"Opie Visitin'.
SALMONS—"History of the U. S. in realistic.
S. and D. Men—"Strolling thru the park one day" What's the matter you're smilin'" (They answer) "You Ta.-.wy tomorrow' or the "Highbom Colored Swivel."

HOFT OR WRONG? Small is the mortality that will not concede a failure or stand for constructive work. Warren W. O'Neil, an indi-

What TO WRITE

H. C. MCINTYRE: The Mosher cartoon depicting America's popular side shows, will open on the Pantages Circuit. They will be featured in all killing cities on a one or two weeks' engagement. When they leave a city they are acting in the center of all cities. Yes, the campaign in Fa-
mous acts over and under the stars—probably best for an army carnal.

CHRIS SALE: I wish to thank you for the mention you gave in your paper. I am well on my way to running The Billboard. There is one thing about it, you can buy it in any town, including my home town, Las-

BIG TIMES AT RED BANK

Red Bank, N. J., Oct. 7—The Palace Theatre, under the direction of M. E. McKown, will present vaudeville and present a season. Mr. McKown was made a member of the American Guild of Vaudeville last fall. He is now the vaudeville manager for the Film Mrs. McKown gave the op-

BOATING: "LITTLE GIRLS" ACT CLOSES


LEAVE FOR WEST

New York, Sept. 19—Matthew Rooks, artist most noted for his work in the phonograph record department of the Victor Talking Machine Company, left Monday, Aug. 30, for a long trip to Chicago. They will be gone a week.

LAUTER PLEASERS KIDS

Chicago, Oct. 7—Alfred Lauter, artist famous for his "The Marvelous Kids" act, gave out the "Hammer and the Saw" and other songs, at the performance.

WHAT MADE EM FAMOUS

NELLIE V. NICHOLS—"Her nat-

JOE COOK—"Cinnamon Burns."

FAC T

enough for any one week's bill any place.

TIM MURPHY once did a real vaudeville act. He can do an act now, and make him stand tall in Vaudeville.
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CLOG SHOES
$8.00 FINEST VICI KID
waxed with leather and felt weight, rubber sole, welted.
DAILY SUPPORTERS, 60c.
J. E. MILLER & CO., 115-17 S. MAIN ST.
SAVE $1.00
EXTRA SPECIAL!
COTTON TIGHTS 10c.
WAAS & SON
225 N. 6th Street, Philadelphia.

ROSE "T" YLOR TRVNS
CINCINNATI, O.

The Billboard

Are Ten Parodies Like This Worth $5 of YOUR Money?

PARODY ON "I LOVE YOU JUST THE SAME, SWEET ADELINE"

I. Adele, I bought a "Pilgrim," can't you hear her shuck and shiver?
If you can't start your car, bring a parrot and he will do it.
You could buy her a "Friend,"
You are a "lady," you must have one.

MRS. J. R. V. WILSON
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Tom Brown's Choice Is the Buescher

Tom Brown, of the famous Six Brown Brothers, the highest priced saxophone players in the world, writes, under date of January 6, 1920:

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
Erikart, Indiana.

Dear Sir: I want to congratulate you on the wonderful success you have achieved in the perfecting of the instrument that you have of your famous True Tone saxophones. Practically do they equal in the professional saxophone that, first of all, must have accuracy in tone production and a quality of sound that will withstand the strain of every day use. The second time of having eliminated undesirable features that existed in other makes to the development of your improved models prompted me to adopt this type. I have bought every different musical organization, nearly every member of which is using them and to their entire satisfaction. Thanks.

The Six Brown Brothers use the saxophones. Note date of the above letter, then ask Tommies himself. His permanent address is care of Globe Theater, New York, N.Y.

Get This Free Saxophone Book
All Buescher Band, Alto and Tenor saxophones come with a free book. This gives you a chance to see what a saxophone is, and find out how to play it. The book also includes a description of the various models of the saxophone. It is a valuable aid to anyone interested in musical development.

Free Trial—Easy Payments
Buescher Band instruments are well worth the cost in quality, and try it for a month. The cost will be no more than ordinary prices. All Buescher Band instuments carry the guarantee of a lifetime, and two years' payments can be arranged to make the installation of this instrument easy and simple.

THE VIERRAS
Putting Out Many Hawaiian Compositions

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 2—Giuseppe V., and Albert H. Vierra have completed a good many of their fine compositions for Melody in Kansas City, and the songs of the Vierras will soon be more than seven on the market. Mr. Vierra writes in his letter, and a music head is getting the compositions ready, the business, etc., with the rapidity of a true painter. The music company is interested in an excellent composition under the management of the Vierras among the best and immediate available for choralists, violinists, etc. The Vierras are the owners of the compositions in question. Practically all the songs and music Vierras wrote for the Hawaiian wars of the Vierras are among the best and immediate available for choralists, violinists, etc. The Vierras are the owners of the compositions in question.

NEWPORT HOUSE FOR LOWE

New York, N.Y., Sept. 2—Negligent songs are under way by the Low House to take away the lead of the Buescher Band. Some members of the Low House are now in low spirits, but most of them are in a very happy mood, and they are working hard to make the Low House the most successful entertainment house in New York, and they are working hard to make the Low House the most successful entertainment house in New York.

MADISON'S BUDGET No. 17 contains only wise suggestions of the year for the artist and the music lover's pocketbook. This number contains many valuable tips on music, and is invaluable as a guide to artists and music lovers. It is a practical guide to the best use of the budget, and contains many valuable tips on music, and is invaluable as a guide to artists and music lovers.

THEATRE SHOES
All sizes in stock.

THEATRE SHOE STORE.
23 W. 47TH ST.
NEW YORK.
JUST OUT
McNALLY'S NO. 6 BULLETIN

PRICE, ONE DOLLAR PER COPY

Just Published, an enlarged and revised edition of MT. D. McNally's Monthly Bulletin containing the latest information on all current topics in the tobacco and cigar industries. This edition includes a comprehensive section on the latest developments in the field of tobacco cultivation, as well as detailed analyses of the current market conditions and prices. It also features exclusive articles on the latest innovations in cigar manufacturing and marketing.

LEARN PIANO IN ONE WEEK
By Robert B. McCall

No previous knowledge of music is necessary. This book will teach you how to play the piano in just one week.

WANTED
Sketch Team and Singing Woman up to Med. Ela.
Dr. V. Sharpsteen, Prop. 9-9, Scranton, Pa.

Pleasantville, N. J.

PHOTOS AND POST CARDS

Available in all sizes and prices. Orders filled promptly. Dr. W. L. C. Browne, 9-9, Scranton, Pa.

THOMAS STAGE SCHOOL

22 George St., Scranton, Pa.

TERRACE GARDEN

Chicago's Best Beautiful, Restaurant-Theater, Booking High-Class, Refined Attractions.

REDINGTON CO., Scranton, Pa.

Trunks, Bags, Suitcases

High quality, durable, and well-made. Lifetime guarantee on all repairs.

WANTED
Sketch Team and Singing Woman up to Med. Ela.
Dr. V. Sharpsteen, Prop. 9-9, Scranton, Pa.

Pleasantville, N. J.

FREE SAMPLES

American Cigars, Chicago, Illinois

FOR SALE—A COMPLETE TENT SHOW

Every advertisement wants to know where you saw his ad.

FREE DELIVERIES OF COSTUMES, TIGHTS, WIGS AND MAKE-UP

Manufacturers and restorers of costumes—all description—movies shows and minstrel shows specialty—quadrille, fox trot, and string instruments especially. A good musical act, single or double, is shipped free. Shows opened in Baltimore, Md., Oct. 15. Rehearsals start Oct. 4. A. J. Monti, Manager, Blackstone, Musical Director.

Address all mail to:
JOS. C. HERBERT, Owner and Manager,
333 S. Smalley Street,
Baltimore, Md.

WANTED FOR HERBERT'S GREATER MINSTRELS

(PEER OF ALL COLORED MINSTREL SHOWS.)

For Opera Houses in Eastern Cities.


Address all mail to:
JOS. C. HERBERT, Owner and Manager,
333 S. Smalley Street,
Baltimore, Md.

The GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

Roofing Aces for over ten to twenty weeks. Pay or Play Contracts. No Act too Long Season opens August 30. Write, wire or phone.

Main Office, New Regent Theater Bldg., Springfield, O.

WAYNE CHRISTY

Conway, Ind.

MRS. HALE

Conway, Ind.
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Manufacturers and restorers of costumes—all description—movies shows and minstrel shows specialty—quadrille, fox trot, and string instruments especially. A good musical act, single or double, is shipped free. Shows opened in Baltimore, Md., Oct. 15. Rehearsals start Oct. 4. A. J. Monti, Manager, Blackstone, Musical Director.

Address all mail to:
JOS. C. HERBERT, Owner and Manager,
333 S. Smalley Street,
Baltimore, Md.
THE AMERICAN CONCERT FESTIVAL
and American Endeavor in Grand Opera, Symphony and Chamber Music
and Classic Dancing
BY IZETTA M. McHANNY

"AIDA"
Heard By 12,000 People

Braves' Field, Boston, Scene of Immense Gathering—Emil Mollenhau Conducts Union Orchestra

Boston, Sept. 2—An estimated audience of about 12,000 attended Verdi's "Aida" performance in a magnificent setting at Braves' Field, Boston, with a main feature, the Boston Symphony under the baton of Emil Mollenhau, who conducted a symphony, and other orchestral music.

FIVE EXCEPTIONAL CONCERTS
By World-Prominent Musicians Will Be Given in Durluth Thru the Enter-
pri ses of Dr. Ross

Duluth, Minn., Sept. 2—In recent years there has been given in this city a series of concerts by Verdi's "Aida" conducted by Dr. Ross. The audience has been enthusiastic, and he has taken steps to continue the series this year.

THE EMBASSY CONCERTS
By Dr. Ross, famous American conductor, will be given in Duluth during the next few months. The series will consist of five concerts, each of which will feature a different composer.

NATIONAL FEDERATION
Of Musicians' Clubs Completes Plans for Parish Eccentric Concert

Chicago, Sept. 2—The fourth biennial convention of the National Federation of Musicians' Clubs was held in Chicago last week. The convention was well attended, and many resolutions were passed. This was the first time the convention has been held in Chicago, and it is expected that the next biennial convention will be held in Chicago also.

NINON ROMAINE
American Paintress, To Go on Tour with the Cadelettes

Chicago, Sept. 4—An American painter, Ninon Romaine, has been selected as the hostess for the new Cadelettes tour. She is expected to arrive in Chicago shortly, and will begin her tour immediately.

OFFICE
W. H. C. BURNETT
Detroit

Suggestions
For Local Managers
LOUIS GRAVERE CONCERT

Program—

Graverre concert will be given in Detroit on September 4th.
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HALF FUTURE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

**HARRY C. PYLE, Jr.**
1064 St. Nicholas Ave., New York, N.Y.

Exceptional Offer Until Sept. 18

FUTURISTIC PICTURE HAT
OF OLD LESTER BRILLIANT. 11 X 13 inches from 1/2 to 1/3 less. With or without cover of silver brooch.

WANTED TO JOIN IN ON THE FUTURE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

MAIL ORDERS FILLED INSTANTLY
FOR MOVIE THEATRES

MUSLIN FIT, $2.50
SIGN, 12 FT.
PREMIUM
BACK SIDE WIND MADE WITHOUT.

JAY KAY SERVICE, 292 W. 48th St., New York.
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AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT

GIRLS FROM THE FOLLOWER—Wendy Astute Smith, in a modesty dress, and Grain White, as a girl whose name is "at the end of the line," are among the many attracions to be seen at the new "AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT." The "Followers" is one of the many shows promoted by the "AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT," which features a variety of performers, including singers, dancers, and comedians. The show is known for its risqué and provocative acts, and is a popular choice for burlesque fans across the country. The "AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT" is known for its high-quality productions and talented performers, and is a must-see for any burlesque enthusiast.
THEATRICAL MUTUAL ASSOCIATION
7 of Pueblo, Colorado.

WANTED, PRODUCING COMEDIAN
for permanent stock engagement. Must have plenty one-hour bills. Also places good Singing Leggins, Straight Man and experienced Chorus Girls.

ALSO WANT AT ONCE SCENIC ARTIST
(We have a paint bridge). Write in first letter. Other useful Musical Comedy Stock People, write.
A. HORWITZ, Colonial Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.

WANTED Musical Comedy Company
18 TO 23 PEOPLE FOR STOCK ENGAGEMENT AT
BONA THEATRE, QUINCY, ILL.

Wanted, A-1 Piano Player—Drummer With Pep

WANTED QUICK FOR
ED. J. MURRAY'S BIG TIME MINSTRELS
3 TO 5 PERSONS, WANTED, IMMEDIATELY.

WANTED, MUSICIANS, IMMEDIATELY
For permanent engagement at the New Denver Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

ONE STRING JAZZ VIOLIN
Good leader or second. Apply to Miss prueba, 540 Third Avenue, New York.

Black Face Comedian at Liberty
Young male; singing and dancing. Change for try. For engagement to Black Face Comedians or stock troupes.
La Salle Musical Comedy Co. Wants People in All Lines

WANTED FIRST CLASS PIANO LEADER
For permanent engagement at the Thirty Second Street Theatre. Good leader and capable of taking care of all music.

THE BRASILIAN AMERICAN
The Daily American Publishing in Brazil, Heating American telegraphic Service to Brazil. For the best and most faithful service to the Brazilian community,.

open subscription price, $3.00 a year.

OMAHA'S WELCOME
In celebration of the 40th Annual Convention of the AMERICAN THEATRICAL MUSICAL FEDERATION, to be held in Omaha in May, 1919, the Omaha Theatrical Association will present special programs of stock and professional stock for the whole convention.

WANTED
FIRST CLASS PIANO LEADER
For permanent engagement at the Thirty Second Street Theatre. Good leader and capable of taking care of all music.

AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATER SHOWS
Are being presented in all American cities. For those who wish to engage these shows, please write for details.

REPRINTS
For all reprints of this paper, please write to the Managing Editor, 100 E. 19th Street, New York City.

AMERICAN THEATRICAL MUSICAL FEDERATION
Announces the following shows for the coming season:

1. "The Merry Widow" by Franz Lehár, presented by the St. Louis Grand Opera Company.
3. "The Merry Widow" by Franz Lehár, presented by the Chicago Stock Company.
4. "The Bohemian Girl" by Jules Massenet, presented by the New York Stock Company.
5. "The Student Prince" by Franz Lehár, presented by the New York Stock Company.
6. "The Queen of Spades" by Peter Tchaikovsky, presented by the New York Stock Company.

AMERICAN CIRCUS SHOWS ARE APPROVED OFFICIALLY
New York, Sept. 9.—The American Musical Comedy Association has approved the following national circuses for the coming season:

1. "The Great Yule Circus" by Robert Toth, presented by the New York Stock Company.
2. "The Great Yule Circus" by Robert Toth, presented by the Chicago Stock Company.
3. "The Great Yule Circus" by Robert Toth, presented by the St. Louis Grand Opera Company.
5. "The Great Yule Circus" by Robert Toth, presented by the Boston Stock Company.
6. "The Great Yule Circus" by Robert Toth, presented by the New York Stock Company.
MUSICAL COMEDY
COMIC OPERA - SPECTACLE - PAGEANT
Conducted by Gordon Whate
Dedicated to New York Offire.

BEAUTIFUL PRODUCTION
In "Greenwich Village Follies of 1929"—John Murray Anderson Lives Up to Expectations Aroused by "What's in a Name?"


"Beautiful" is the word to be used to describe this production from every angle. John Murray Anderson and his associates have outdone themselves. A remarkable production in every phase. Original music, captivating songs, amusing and clever lyrics, and splendid exuberant direction are the prominent features of "Beautiful".

HILL HOSPITAL: We are advised that the"Beautiful" is going on very well and that the audiences are enjoying themselves immensely.

"GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES OF 1929"—The musical revue in two acts is to be presented at the Hill Hospital, New York, August 30.

"Hill Hospital" is the name of the hospital, a public house and a musical revue. The hospital is a place where people go to be treated for various ailments. The revue is a place where people go to be entertained. The hospital and the revue are both located in Greenwich Village.

HOOD'S TO START TOUR
Charleston, O., July 2, H. H. Maxwel, educational manager for the Hood's Tobacco products, has announced that he will be conducting the Hood's Tobacco "Charleston" tour, which will include a stop in Charleston, S.C., on August 7.

The tour will feature the latest in tobacco products and will be a great success for the Hood's Tobacco company.

"UNTIL NOW"—In the musical comedy "Until Now", a first-rate production presented at the "Tillie's Restaurant", a new night club in New York City, the cast is under the direction of the famous Ziegfeld Follies director, Florenz Ziegfeld Jr.

The show features a cast of over 100 performers, including the famous Ziegfeld girls, and is directed by the famous Ziegfeld Follies director, Florenz Ziegfeld Jr.


The show features a cast of over 100 performers, including the famous Ziegfeld girls, and is directed by the famous Ziegfeld Follies director, Florenz Ziegfeld Jr.

"SWEETHEART SHOP"—A musical comedy in two acts by John Murray Anderson. Produced by John Murray Anderson, with music by Jule Styne. The show opened at the "Tillie's Restaurant" in New York, August 22.

The show features a cast of over 100 performers, including the famous Ziegfeld girls, and is directed by the famous Ziegfeld Follies director, Florenz Ziegfeld Jr.
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WANTED FOR BARBOUR'S LEADER'S PIONEER GIRLS

Top tenor and principals in all lines, three shows. Girls, thirty dollars. Will pay salary to real people. Address Eddle, Okla., Sept. 6th, Shamarro, Tex., Sept. 14th.

BARBOUR'S BOOKING AGENCY
Third Floor Metropolitan Building, Muskogee, Oklahoma

IMPORTANT NOTICE, TABLOID MANAGERS

To all Owners and Managers of Tabloid Companies, all also Performers in these companies. It is vitally important to your personal interest and for your convenience in communicating at once, giving your mailing address and permanent address, if possible.

H. C. JOHNSON, 67/ Lyrte Theatre Building, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

WANTED FOR BILLY TIERNEY'S BEAUTY REVUE

Wanted Dramatic People in All Lines

Director with this, dramatic people running opera house, the Musical Comedy Parade in all States of Tall. President of the Musical Comedy Parade. Whether or not you have experience in the business, your application will be given the proper consideration. Mail your resume to the above address.

WANTED FOR ALL THEATRE STOCK COMPANIES

WANTED AT ONCE, NOVELTY, SPECIALTY AND GOOD TAB. PEOPLE

WANTED FOR SMALL CHORUS GIRLS

Also single and double acts. Long profitable engagement. Send photo and salary wanted. Room 50S, 4853 Broadway, N. Y.

WANTED FOR "IRVING LEWIS" DARDANELLA GIRLS

Also single and double acts. Long profitable engagement. Send photo and salary wanted. Room 505, 4853 Broadway, N. Y.

WANTED AT ONCE FOR F. M. JONES' SUNSHINE GIRLS

Good dancing girls wanted, must be musical and energetic. Address Miss L. Jones, 1555 E. 14th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
**METROPOLITAN MIRTH—MELODY—MUSIC**

**AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT**

**GRAND FROM THE PHILADELPHIA**

**GAVETTY BURLESQUE THEATER—Philadelphia, Pa.**

**BOUCHER OF FAVE & HANCOCK**

**FELLOWSHIP PIECE COMPANY**

**GRANADA**

**CASTILIAN FOXTROT**

**THE POCKET SONG BOURSE**

**WOODS IN CINCINNATI**

**FOUR FOX FAVORITES**

**THE BILLBOARD**

**SEPTEMBER 11, 1930**

**FOUR FOX FAVORITES**

The Saba Fox Studio Publishing Company, located in Greenwich Village, has some of the finest artists around the world. Among them, H. H. Creel and S. D. Samuels, a full-length production of the entire studio and with the help of the Pocket Song Bourse, the company has made a sensation. In a recent night the box office was completely sold out. The songs are of the highest quality and will be a great success.
YOUR ACT WILL BE STRONGER
WITH ONE OF THESE FOUR GREAT NUMBERS

Amorita
Spanish Fox Trot Song
by HARRY D. KERR
and J. S. ZAMECNIK
Writers of "MY CAIRO LOVE" etc.
The Extraordinary Spanish Fox Trot Song with
the Dash and Swing of the Fandango
If you are looking for a song full of originality,
color, atmosphere and dramatic possibilities,
you must consider
"Amorita"
The Peer of Spanish Songs
Vocal Orchestration in all Keys.
Also
Great Instrumental Arrangement for Musical and
Silent Acts.

One of These Songs Will Fit Your Act
SPANISH SONG - MELODY BAND - WALTZ SONG - NOVELTY

Stop it!
Novelty One-Step Song
By Writers of "MEE-OW" and "TAXI"
Harry D. Kerr and M. B. Kaufman
A Raggy, Jazzy One-Step Song
full of pep with words that go
over, get a laugh and tickle the
audience... Catchy! Well, say,
just try it and watch 'em ask for
more! Can't stop it.
Vocal Orchestration Ready.
Also Big Band and Orchestra Hit.

Alabama Moon
by GEORGE HAMILTON GREEN
The Humming Strumming Song
With The Haunting Melody
A wonderful crooning moon-light waltz song that
brings a volley of applause

Going Over Big!
One of the Quickest
Hits Ever Put Over
Vocal Orchestration All Keys
Singers, Musical and
Silent Acts get this one

Write or Wire For Any or All Above Songs
Cleveland: SAM FOX PUB. CO. New York
the Arcade. 158 West 45th St.
just opened—our New York offices—One Door East of Broadway on 45th St.
A REAL HIT

"SWEETIE O'ME"

By GILLESPIE & VAN ALSTYNE

A Dainty, lovely song—suitable for any act. Wonderful double version—great encore winner with patter chorus. Write, wire or call for "SWEETIE O'ME." Orchestrations in all keys.

DON'T FORGET OUR GREAT BALLAD HIT "DON'T BE CROSS WITH ME"

By GILLESPIE & VAN ALSTYNE

Another great choice for any act. Write, wire or call for "DON'T BE CROSS WITH ME." Orchestrations in all keys.

MUSICAL MUSINGS

There is an evil thing, called "jealousy," sweeping over our country like the breath of pestilence. Some of it is very good and the nation which goes with it can often be useful, but much of it is extremely bad and worthy of our sincerest condemnation, especially in large numbers, where it contains elements of persecution products from all sources of national origin.

I am sorry to say that some of our good musicians are去看ing themselves and degrading their art by twirling to the perverted strains of impure music.

Instead of sending them to higher standards, we are deliberately feeding this stuff upon them, whether they like it or not, by making them believe it is the proper thing, "the real up-to-date style." Of course they will listen to it, or pretend to, if they are told it is "necessary," the "real thing," etc., etc., you know. They must be afraid of being old-fashioned and out of date if they should prefer pure harmony and melody, such as we dusly thought was music.

We all know how financially the people will follow any crazy fad in clothes or books, whether there is any sense in it or not, and so we deliberately encourage and cater to this taste. This giving more emphasis to a dope instead of trying to induce them to normal senses and tastes.

From the people we demand a thing, that is most unfortunate, for giving it to them, ignore and initiate the best of things which we refuse to give them. We should help them to cultivate and enjoy a higher taste.

Theories are now using more and better adjectives than ever before. This is very probably to be a good example, high grade music. We are trying to educate the people in a higher standard.

In the words of the great poet, the word "love" says on the streets wither operates also. The man to Frizie and Frieda. It is recognized in those countries—and probably never will be.

Let us try the real thing, the human and melody of other days before the Javanese and Japanese lines were back on it. Let us swear the higher morals and cultivate the better tastes to mind and art.

I am certain the people will probably listen to the best in music and will accept it in preference to the perverted samples of inferior music and poor quality of thinking, feeling, expressing, creating, creating, creating, other harm-making forms of contemptuous offered as a substitute for real music—while it is not.

We know that the art appropriate is not good for playing parts which are in orchestras. You would be heart-some wise very bad boys. Whatever the value of three songs in the big business, you will have to be cautious with the old act. Especially, you would have to keep it in the act.

The O verse seems to be the only proper line to use with one of the parts, 224 just as written, in the best style of course. It is understood "O lovely" should be called either O verse or cells and numbers.

The 2 verse can be used in both parts, positively he needs in his old, but he also would have been of chants to content with.

Steve Smith, conductor with the Royal Society, Nicholos, is writing to say that he is glad to see the Magazine Review news says he has his track of many old trends when he has to work again the same colleagues. Other colleagues with the Royal Society, Wood are Tom, Frank, Curtis, several members with the Earle & Holmes, Dave Thomas, Frank Smith, formerly of Horace Hill Club, Bill Curtis and Lloyd Jones, of the Earle. They are now playing Adels- ville, N. C., for seven weeks, then a few State fairs and Florida for the winter.

Billy fine has a good band and orchestra with the Barron Theater Company, new play houses in Columbus. He reports business good and a company to me, saying that he can only work as well, because then always can not always, there distance the stage in the evening. He is to be one of the very best owned players to the business. They do not make parade.

RIVIERA PUBLISHES 'EM

George P. Croston, of 455 Fifth avenue, New York, publisher of "Croston's Guide" and "Dew in Eastern Arkansas," in having them authorized by the Rivena Company. The music of these two songs was written by Leo Pavman. Several songs, including "When Little Love Are You," "I've Never Knew Her Name" and "The Old Willow Tree," will be out soon. A new partnership, "Aesop, America, Australia," in now published by this writer.

FREE--Theatre Managers and Singers FREE BEAUTIFUL SETS OF HAND-COLOREO ILLUSTRATED SLIDES OF THE NEW POPULAR SONG HITS ROSE OF INSANA AND OPTIMISTIC STEP 8 SLIDES TO THE SET AND ONLY A LIMITED SUPPLY, SO SEND IN YOUR REQUEST NOW. ALSO SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL COPIES, BAND AND ORCHESTRATIONS.

WM. J. SMITH MUSIC CO., INC., 52 E. 34th St., NEW YORK.
The Greatest of Them All

"THAT NAUGHTY WALTZ"

The Hit of Hits
All Alone in a Class by Itself

If you use a Harmony Song—If you use an Instrumental Waltz—
If you use Incidental Music—You should use "THAT NAUGHTY WALTZ"

A PEACH
OF A
NOVELTY
SONG.
AND GREAT
FOR
HARMONY
GROWING
BIGGER 'N
BETTER

THOSE WHO
HAVE HEARD THIS
SONG HAVE
PRAISED ITS
WONDERFUL

I Love You Sunday

"Sweet and Low"

"ASK THE ROSE"

NIFTIEST
KIND OF A LYRIC
WITH THE
DANCESIEST
KIND
OF A
MELODY

A BALLAD
WORTH
WHILE
SINGING

HAUNTING MELODY
AND ARE
MEETING WITH
SUCCESS BY
SINGING IT

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, INC. CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO
DANTAGE THEATRE BLDG.
SIEBOSLEY, MGR.

CHICAGO
LOOP BND BLDG., 177 N. STATE S.
ABE OLMAN, GEN. PROF. MGR.

NEW YORK
304 ASTOR THEATRE BLDG.
KATHRYN JOYCE, REP.
OLIVER WALLACE,

Waltz, Sept. 2.—Oliver Wallace, wealthy composer and music broker, has sold his methods and music business to William and W. F. Willson. Wallace, who has composed many successful songs, is said to have sold his interests for a substantial sum.

COMPOSER ON FARM

James Howard Hare, a traveling musician and music buyer, recently sold his farm in the mountains to a New York businessman. Hare is said to have composed many successful songs during his travels in Europe and the United States. He is now living on his farm and working on new compositions.

McKIRLEY, FRANK

New York, Sept. 1.—Mr. McKirley, general manager of the New York Music Company, has sold his interests to a new company. McKirley is said to have composed many successful songs in his time.

DOTTED HALF NOTES

"Golden Bell" is the title of the new hit song by J. D. McKirley, who has composed many successful songs in the past. The song is said to have been composed in his garden.

Mr. Music Publisher: 

Our method of song plugging has sold thousands of copies for others. We can do the same for you. Ask us how.

STANDARD SLIDE CORPORATION

No. 205 West 46th St., N. Y. City

WHY DON'T YOU WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG

INSTRUMENTS OR VOICE? Send for booklet.

N. Y. J. MUSIC, INCORPORATED

11 W. 85th St., New York, N. Y.

ACROBAT'S NOTICE

WANTED—Ground soldiers to work in one of the most interesting parts of the world. P. O. Box 499, Pawtucket, R. I.

THE LEAVES OF THE SHAMROCK

(As Danced Like a Heart)

Destined to be a greater song than "Mother McDowell." Professional and orchestration copies free.

MORGAN & ARMS, 725 E. 14th Street, Chicago.

THE BILLBOARD

A MASTERFUL BALLAD

"WISHING-LAND"

By J. W. W. WILSON

The song with a wonderfully human air and an unusual, irresistible melody that sticks.

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, INC., CHICAGO

TEA ROOM JAZZ ENDS EARLY

New York, Sept. 2.—Mr. Imagawa Matsui, who operates the Tea Room in the City, has agreed to stop his jazz band at 11 o'clock every evening as the result of court action that was brought by Miss Evelyn of the Art Links her place. They claimed that they couldn't sleep because of the noise late at night.

FLEMING BACK ON JOB

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.—Mr. Fleming, the well-known arranger, has resumed his activities after a well earned vacation. Mr. Fleming reports that his list of satisfied patrons has grown to great proportions. "Fleming" and "mysteriousness" are synonymous.

THANKS FROM PERISHING

Los Angeles, Sept. 2.—Mr. Perishing, who has just returned from a long tour, wrote the "World's Most Beautiful Song," has received a letter from (General) D. W. Lewis, asking him for the song and the excellent music.

AUSTRALIAN VARIETY

The manager of the "Australian" in the burlesque and musical variety line, has returned from a trip to Australia. He reports that the Australians are very musical and love to sing. He plans to bring an Australian variety troupe to America.

WANTED DRUMMER FOR ORCHESTRA

Wanted a good drummer for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

WANTED A-1 VIOLINIST LEADER

Wanted a good violinist leader for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

WANTED MUSICIANS

Wanted a good musician for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

WANTED AT ONCE, PIANO PLAYER

Wanted a good piano player for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

WANTED AT ONCE, VIOLIN PLAYER

Wanted a good violin player for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

WANTED AT ONCE, ACCOMPLISHED CLARINET PLAYER

Wanted a good clarinet player for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

WANTED CHARACTERS WOMAN

Wanted a good character woman for orchestra, with experience and good looks. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.

AT LIBERTY

Mr. advertising manager, looking for artistic and musical talent. Address Mr. (name), 73rd Street, New York.
NEW YORK: 154-7 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO: 145 W. 45th St., NEW YORK.

BOSTON: 228 Tremont Street.
PITTSBURGH: Ewart Theatre Bldg.
CHICAGO: Opera House Bldg., 39-41 East Madison.

MCELHATTAN, 223 Post St., SAN FRANCISCO.

SAN FRANCISCO:

SAN FRANCISCO:

INDIANA MOON

INDIANA MOON

Composed by OLIVER WILLACE,
who composed "HINDUSTAN".

This "natural" melody will be sweeping
from coast to coast and will make
its way to every town and city.

Composed by OLIVER WILLACE,
who composed "HINDUSTAN".

THIS country is full of "natural"
melodies, but we believe that,
this will be the most popular
of all.
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CIRCUS LICENSES
FREE
The Battle Hymn of Peace America's Biggest Peace Hymn and Campaign Songs with every purchased copy of FOR I HAVE YOU 30c A Blue Ribbon Sing Hit. Professionals, Send Programs. Deadly Wanted Band and Orchestra in Preparation The HAVEN SHOP GREENFIELD, ILLINOIS SPECIAL SONGS Acts, Monologues, Sketches, Words to Music, Words to Words. ARTHUR HEALE, 26 WABUSHE Theres Place New York. SONG BOOKS BEST ON EARTH : The Winning Hit of the Season! Also SONGS, PROFESSIONAL, ORCHESTRATIONS and ARRANGEMENTS. For the use of musicians. 1500铩sters - UNIFORM PRICES. CARL FRIEDRICH, 882 Madison, Chicago. Theory of Music: Into detail the psychology of the mind. No background. If you want to be a musician. DEMONSTRATIONS MADE TO ORDER OSCAR COON 24 W. CAVALRY STREET; OWEGO, N. Y. THE SEVEN WORD CONTEST WANTS Your Part Please join the fun. Write for your reward today. R. F. Bridger, Box 8, New York. Want Man for Vaudeville Act Deadline Close: September 30th. Address: Mr. J. H. Jones, 1512 Broadway, New York. ORCHESTRATIONS READY KISS ME GOOD-BYE ALA MARY YOU MUST MARRY ME THE JONES MUSIC CO., 1547-BROADWAY, NEW YORK Dick Hughes, General Manager. ANITA OWEN’S GREAT SUCCESSES
OUR LEADER AN ORIENTAL FOX-TROT SENSATION WANT MARY FOR VAUDEVILLE ACT THE JONES MUSIC CO., 1547-10ROADWAY, NEW YORK Dick Hughes, General Manager.

The BillBoad  
SEPTEMBER 12, 1920

THE JONES MUSIC CO.,
1547 Broadway, New York

Dick Hughes, General Manager.
CAT—THE EVENING WORLD

NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL

CAT STEP HERE:
IT'S LATEST DANCE

AND NEW YORK SPEAK

New York Evening Journal

CAT—THE EVENING WORLD

NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL

CAT STEP HERE:
IT'S LATEST DANCE

AND NEW YORK SPEAK

New York Evening Journal

That Cat Step—Here It Is—A Marvel of Grace
And Propriety; Approved by Dance

New York Times

Cat and Camel Join
In New Dance Step

New York Evening Journal

PUSYFOOTING?

New York Times

Cat and Camel Join
In New Dance Step

New York Evening Journal

FAY KING SAYS THE CAT STEP BRINGS
ACHING HEARTS AS WELL AS FEET

New York Times

Society Leaders To
See "EL GATO" DANCED

New York Times

If you would be all over the ballet, make it your business to learn how the "El Gato" step. This is one of the very best dances and elicits applause among the colleges all over the world. The master dancers are now teaching it and students are flocking to the dance classes. The "El Gato" step is a dignified and graceful move that is sure to make a hit among society circles.
AT THE WINTER GARDEN
Opening Night of “CINDERELLA-ON-BROADWAY”

GEORGIE PRICE
Stopped the Show at 11:30 with

SWANEE

T. B. HARMS & FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER
62 West 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

See Harry Hanbury, Professional Dept

Do a little for SWANEE and SWANEE will do a lot for you. Visit our new studios or write for your copy. Double versions and harmony arrangements ready. Orchestrations in every key.

World’s Big 4 Smashing Song Hits

“YOU MADE ME LIKE IT DADDY”

“I SHOULD HAVE LEFT YOU YEARS AGO”

“GIVE ME BACK MY HUSBAND”

“MY PRETTY HAWAIIAN BABY”

World’s Music Publishing Co.

413 GODCHAUX BLDG DEPT. A. New Orleans, La.

DEALER—Order through your jobber—should not handle as an act of courtesy, we will handle direct.

A GREAT COMEDY SONG WITH A LAUGH IN EVERY LINE. WILL FIT ANY SPOT IN YOUR ACT.

You Ought To See Her Now

Professional Copies, double versions, etc., yours for the asking if you are a recognized performer. Write at once.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

A BEAUTIFUL, MELODIOS WALZ BALLAD. GREAT AS A SONG. WONDERFUL AS A DANCE.

Pretty Little Cinderella

Are you a member of our Orchestra Club? If not, why not? Be sure and write for particulars. We have a surprise for you.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

JAZZIER THAN THE JAZZIEST SONG YOU EVER HEARD, THE KING OF BLUE SONGS.

Sweet Mamma, Papa’s Getting Mad

Everything ready. Professional Copies. Orchestrations in your key. Extra choruses, double versions, etc. Place this in your act now.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

JOIN OUR ORCHESTRA CLUB, $2.00 A YEAR

JACK MILLS, Inc., Music Publishers, 152 W. 45th St., New York City
AT THE WINTER GARDEN
Opening Night of “CINDERELLA-ON-BROADWAY”

GEORGIE PRICE
Stopped the Show at 11:30 with

SWANEE
T. B. HARMS & FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER

62 West 45th Street, - - - - - - NEW YORK CITY

See Harry Hanbury, Professional Dept

Do a little for SWANEE and SWANEE will do a lot for you. Visit our new studios or write for your copy. Double versions and harmony arrangements ready. Orchestrations in every key.

World’s Big 4 Smashing Song Hits

"YOU MADE ME LIKE IT Daddy"

"I SHOULD HAVE LEFT YOU YEARS AGO"

"GIVE ME BACK MY HUSBAND"

"MY PRETTY HAWAIIAN BABY"

\[\text{World's Music Publishing Co.} \]
413 Godchaux Bldg DEPT. A.
New Orleans, La.

DEALER—Order through your jobber—should we not handle, as an act of courtesy, we will handle direct.

A GREAT COMEDY SONG WITH A LAUGH IN EVERY LINE. WILL FIT ANY SPOT IN YOUR ACT.

You Ought To See Her Now

Professional Copier, double versions, etc. yours for the asking if you are a recognized performer. Write at once.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

A BEAUTIFUL, MELODIOUS WALTZ BALLAD. GREAT AS A SONG. WONDERFUL AS A DANCE.

Pretty Little Cinderella

Are you a member of our Orchestra Club? If not, why not? Be sure and write for particulars. We have a surprise for you.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

JAZZIER THAN THE JAZZIEST SONG YOU EVER HEARD: THE KING OF BLUE SONGS.

Sweet Mamma, Papa’s Getting Mad

Everything ready. Professional Copier, Orchestrations in every key. Full orchestrations, double versions, etc. Plans this in your act now.

DANCE ORCHESTRATION, 25c.

JOIN OUR ORCHESTRA CLUB. $2.00 A YEAR

JACK MILLS, Inc., Music Publishers, - 152 W. 45th St., New York City
FRED FISHER'S
SPARKLING SONG SUCCESSES
SUITABLE FOR CONCERTS AND CHAUTAUQUAS

"LEAVE ME YOUR LOVE WHEN YOU'RE GONE"
"DADDY, YOU'VE BEEN A MOTHER TO ME"
"LITTLE TOWN IN THE OLD COUNTY DOWN"
"If There's a Lover's Lane in Heaven I Know We'll Meet Again"
"YOUR VOICE AT TWILIGHT"

COPIES CHEERFULLY SENT ON REQUEST.

IF YOU ARE IN VAUDEVILLE SEND FOR
"YOU'RE THE ONLY GIRL WHO MADE ME CRY"

FRED FISHER, Inc. PUBLISHERS 224 1/2 West 46th St., New York

FOR CHAUTAUQUA AND LYCEUM CONCERT WORK

Ditson's Popular Ballads
RICH IN CATTIVATING MELODY. STRONG IN SINGABLE WORDS

RECENT SUCCESSES:

DEAREST, by FRANK J. GREY. High, Medium, Low.
DREAMING ALONE IN THE TWILIGHT, by MARTLEY MOORE. High/Medium/High, Medium, Low.
SWEETHEART, DO YOU REMEMBER? by GEOFFREY O'MARA. Medium.
YOGILAND, by WAR J. BULIAN. Medium.

Send for free copies and complete list.
Also in arrangements for quartet and orchestral combinations.

SOLE FOR SAXOPHONE AND CORNET.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, Dept. X, BOSTON 10, MASS.

ONE OF THE GREATEST ACT SONGS JUST PUBLISHED
"Save Thee Alone Sweetheart"
Professional Copies Ready. Orchestrations Soon.

Published By FRANK J. MAROWSKI, 41 Hager St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

MUSIC PUBLISHER WANTS
LYRIC WRITERS AND COMPOSERS
To cooperate with us. Address: All inquiries published here are to authors of concert, operatic and musical works or groups interested in cooperative ventures to the musical and commercial world. We are interested in all of those who think that better music means better literature.

ALVIN BIZET BOOK PUB. CO., 1112 N. Leavitt St., Chicago, Illinois.

Burlesque, Vaudeville and Minstrels
"THEY ALWAYS WEAR 'EM"
A 2/4 number full of pep. Oh, how these catch King and a wave that makes you sit up and take notice. Used in Vaudeville and Minstrel Shows. Copyright and Permission Granted. Burlesque, Vaudeville and Minstrel Publishers, 1150 So. 8th St., Quincy, Ill.

MUMME MUSIC PUBLISHER, 1150 So. 8th St., Quincy, Ill.

I'M TIRED OF BEING A BROTHER TO YOU
SOME FOX-TROT.

SINGERS, this is a new one.

Music publishers and Professional Composers

DEALERS, order now. Six cents large lots. Satisfaction guaranteed.

HAYES MUSIC PUB. CO., Pensacola, Florida.

MUSIC PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS
OF ANYTHING IN MUSIC BY ANY PROCESS.

Established June 1816

ESTABLISHED THE OTTO ZIMMERMAN & SON CO., CINCINNATI

MONEY WRITING SONGS
A beautiful sheet music cover and complete writing a book containing 80 in 2000, $1.00. By request. We print 9000 copies of the songs. Largest plant in the West.

Established 1816

EDWARD P. SHAW & CO., 145 W. 45th St., New York.

AL. BERNARD "THE BOY FROM DIXIE" ORIGINATES ANOTHER GREAT SONG

READ 'EM AND WEEP


Professional copies and orchestrations ready in any key. Danse Orch., 20c.

TRIANGLE MUSIC PUB. CO., 145 W. 45th St., NEW YORK
BOOK IT NOW, GIRLS, IT'S A HIT, AND OH! WHAT A PIP!! TO VAMP 'EM

"DANCE ME ON YOUR KNEE" FOX-TROT

FOUR HIGH-CLASS CONCERT BALLOWS Now Being Sung by Grand Opera Artists
"O WONDERFUL SUN OF LIFE"
"MY DAYS REMEMBER"
"THE SONG OF THE ROSE"
"Sweet Norah Daly"

By THE CHICAGO COMPOSER

ELIZA DOYLE SMITH

DANCE ORCHESTRA

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS SAY

That This is the Most Wonderful Success They Have Ever Used in Their Acts

There's A Girl Who Waits In Loveland

Words and Music by WALTER C. AHLHEIM
Arranged by HARRY L. ALFORD

WELDEN COMPANY

PUBLISHERS

1109 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA

ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING

BRAND NEW HITS

MISTER NEPTUNE!
Big Novelty Hit

TIME FOR MAKING LOVE
Big Novelty Number

I'VE DONE MY BEST
The London Novelty Number

WE'LL HAVE A GOOD OLD SUMMER TIME

I WANNA GO BACK HOME
A Heart-Tugging App.-pleasing Getter

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS SAY

That This is the Most Wonderful Success They Have Ever Used in Their Acts

There's A Girl Who Waits In Loveland

Words and Music by WALTER C. AHLHEIM
Arranged by HARRY L. ALFORD

The only numbers officially endorsed by the Republican National Committee

"QUEEN OF DREAMLAND"

A BALLET FOR TWO OF UNUSUAL BODIES, WITH TWO OF THE MOST WILDERNESS TUNES;
YEARLY BUT THE DANCE WITH MUSICAL MOVEMENTS AND THE DANCE
WITH THE LADY OF FAIRYLAND AT THEIR MISSION CONCERTS.


HARDING, UNCLE SAM, MAN OF THE HOUR, O-HI-O

The only numbers officially endorsed by the Republican National Committee

"Will You Love Me In The Wintertime Of Life"

The latest song hit. A song with a cool, hod words and music. Professional

copy on request. Guaranteed safe to music dealers. No loss or return, but it has

an appeal to everybody.

J. B. HOLLAND, Publisher, Meridian, Miss.
WOODBINE CHAUTAUQUA

The Great Rural Activity That Is Attracting National Attention — A Community Affair That Is More Than a Theory

By FRED HIGH

Woodbine Chautauqua is a true rural activity. It is run by the people who live at that beautiful little farm out where the farmers have built up one of the most successful Independent Chautauqua halls in the Middle West. The grounds are located about six miles southwest of Barneveld, Ill. They are right out of the county store to the right.

This is the venturied assembly that has had such publicity in a number of papers and magazines that it has attracted the attention of a great many students of the Chautauqua movement. Last week four hundred representatives made the journey out to Woodbine to give that movement the first ever. Miss Joe, manager of the Nippon Chautauqua from Chicago, was a representative there. Other Independent Chautauquas were represented by N. B. Montgomery, who said that the people were invited and asked to bring twenty-five to thirty-five dollars of children at the big shows.

Woodbine asked about 4,500 for their chautauqua. This gave them a very fine program. It did not go off as well. The visitors who came down the children were as happy as a great many people all over this Middle West country. They were there for their butchers advertising their chautauqua than many other and for their entire program. The result will be reached on the second part of the day, on one day during the last in the series of two, there were some children’s races arranged for next year. One family had a child, the family is a perfect one, and such a crowd at the tests when they took it off. They have to be careful. It will accumulate as it goes on.

On two days the receipts were a little over the expenses. Baked bread for two days, 2,000 of the best. The home entertainment play a very large attendance. "Charley’s Aunt" was put on in a theater production of good quality that one could add it to a Revised Version of The White House Cook Book. The F. B. C. A. had a fine camp for boys. They rooted the treaties, each one of the little villages had a wonderful time during the chautauqua. Their camp was a real success. They presented a fine, simple supper that was a

There are always a lot of people who were the farmers of the committee reports. It was Presidential election in over a million people on fair big square as the voting that was done at Woodbine. We had the audience on all the attention it was in a small town. Some of them with as much intelligence as an old party man would, but they were a part of the audience that led to be pleased. They bought their tickets. Some of them came who had met with a little conflict at the store, but there is no need to keep something doing. This bicycleFCHistries were invited to give a concert, sitting off the stages, then walking back with a small gang, a new festival. People and nothing, real cost, have a hard time to learn what they die.

The company that rented thestown was a degree to any business. Located to the country store and one day the city where they had arranged to meet the whole city at the store. Street clothes are set in the best of taste and smartly adorned that is true from an invitation to come as members of the Chautauqua, Miss, 1922.

Personnel men in happy groups had thousands of our clothes, unparalled and costly, are not calculated to enhance the values of what they do. The Mountain Ash Club could improve its program by speaking to big group. Miss, had Mrs. H. F. Fletcher opened special groups for the wonderful way that they headed the physical activity. The children were as happy as a corn. Baked bread were eating at all hours. They drifted on until mixed and melted. From the grocer’s store a liquid, and one night the city where they had arranged to meet the whole city at the store. Street clothes are set in the best of taste and smartly adorned that is true from an invitation to come as members of the Chautauqua, Miss, 1922.

Here in the program presented, the men so arranged to be distributed with their mark to secretly have been gone, had arranged to meet the whole city at the store. Street clothes are set in the best of taste and smartly adorned that is true from an invitation to come as members of the Chautauqua, Miss, 1922.
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RUNNER CONCERT COMPANIES

CHAUTAUQUA 1921.

ANNOUNCEMENT

ARTIST COMPANIES

MENDELSSOHN MUSICAL CLUB. The orchestral sensation of the past summer. A group of real professional musicians, featuring Howard Evarts, flautist extraordinary.

IGNATIUS TELLO AND HIS BRAZILIAN QUINTET, featuring Tello, who was for three years a violin pupil of Joachim, and five instrumentalists.

CHICAGO ORCHESTRAL CLUB, including Virginia Rice, harpist; Genevieve Mead, cellist, and Mary Gorham, violinist.

NOVELTY ATTRACTIONS

VARSITY CHINESE CLUB. A company of native Chinese, presenting Chinese customs in costume, Chinese magic, writing, etc.

LINCOLN JUBILEE SINGERS. Organized in conjunction with Backner's Dixie Jubilee Singers, featuring W. B. Williams, jubilee basso, and Katharine Watson, soprano.


CONCERT COMPANIES

ORCHESTRA: VIRGINIA GIRLS' SEXTET. A program of the old South, in costume, including instrumental music, readings and singing, featuring Hilda Normann, violinist, and Lucille Eastes, soprano.

COLUMBIA SEXTETTE. A string sextet emphasizing equally instrumental and vocal selections and including Gould Horne and Irene Cochrane.

ALVARADO STRING SEXTET, including Grace Martin, violinist, and Yeva Marley, reader.

SCHUBERT QUINTETTE. An unusually successful combination of five stringed instruments, with singing. A pronounced success over the International Circuit, 1920.

MALE QUARTETS

THE BRIGGS QUARTET. "Smiling Bob" Briggs heading his own Quartet. Briggs is a 100% show in himself. The quartet furnishes an unusual background.

AMERICANIAN QUARTET. Featuring Floyd Fraser, trombone-piano-teacher-bassist; Edwin Lifman, basso; Albert Larson, as first tenor, and Don W. Smith, second tenor and pianist.

LA SALLE QUARTET. An exceptional singing combination, including Gail Flesher, baritone and pianist; Gilbert Buckley, tenor and Scotch impersonator.

STERLING MALE QUARTET. Fourth season, including Walter VanDyke, pianist and tenor, and William Vickland, "Vick," reader and bass.

CATHEDRAL MALE QUARTET. A singing quartet with saxophones, including Herbert Abbot, baritone and pianist; and R. O. Evans, second tenor and saxophone soloist.

LADIES' QUARTETS

DEL MAR LADIES' QUARTETTE. Voically one of the best ladies' quartets in lyceum and chautauqua work, and also do instrumental work. Known throughout America.

MOZART LADIES' QUARTET. A high-class instrumental ensemble, featuring Marie Viol, European school's violinist, and a good grade of singing, directed by Edna plywood, coloratura soprano.

THE LOUISIANA LADIES. In a program of the Sunny South, in costume, including Ruth, Holden, reader-mezzo-pianist, and Frances Brandt, violinist.

Entertainment and Concert Trios.

SCHUBERT CONCERT PARTY. A ladies' trio, in costume, including Mary Gleason, reader and pianist; Ruth Scott, pianist and soprano, and Louise Heinckamp, contralto and pianist. They play the marimba exceptionally well and give an oldtime sketch.

CAROLINA CONCERT TRIO. With Mabel Pothan, soprano; Pearl Stadler, mezzo-soprano, and Arline Gossett, contralto, pianist and reader. Play "baby" marimba's.

THE WINDSOR GIRLS. A "different" combination, violin, saxophone and piano, with fine singing and strong entertainment qualities. Geneva Karr, Marie Bell and Nellie Lee Staybuck are the members.

METROPOLITAN MALE TRIO. With organ chimes, and Harold Isbell, reader, baritone and manager. Harold Robertson is tenor and cornetist.

THE CAROLINA GIRLS. Vocal ensemble, ukulele and guitar playing costumes, and featuring Carol Peterson, soprano and reader. Virginia Stewart, mezzo-soprano, and Myrtle Nelson, contralto, are the other members.

TEMPLE MALE TRIO. Featuring "Swede" Hoffman and his inimitable dialect stories, also organ chimes and good singing.

HOOSIER MALE TRIO. Including Lynn Gibb, character and dialect readings, and bass baritone. Exceptionally fine singing company.

NAVARRE TRIO. Violin, cello, piano; a high-class small orchestra, with singing, readings, solos, etc.

CHICAGO CONCERT DUO

Garnett Sackett and Floy Johnson, both playing violin, singing and reading. Costumed sketches, double pianolongs, etc.

A lyceum and chautauqua producing business with careful conservative methods, competent talent thoroughly rehearsed, co-operative permanent service from signing of contract to last engagement, and personal attention to detail. May we serve you?

MR. & MRS. LOUIS O. RUNNER, 5527 Lake Street, Chicago
TEACHING THE INDIVIDUAL
National Community Enterprises, Inc., Covers Great Field

The greatest growth in the entertainment field today is in the direction of making the home the base of primary and secondary activities for each and every individual member of the family.

This was not sufficiently observed in the previous generation, where the emphasis was on the development of the individual child as an individual entity rather than as part of a group. However, with the emphasis now on the family unit, the home is becoming the focal point for the entertainment of the entire family.

Resolution for the L. C. A. Consideration

The following resolutions were presented to the executive committee of the L. C. A. and will be discussed by them at the Spring meeting.

1. A resolution to authorize the president to make arrangements for the entertainment of the entire family at home during the Spring meeting.

2. A resolution to establish a fund for the purchase of equipment and materials for home entertainment activities.

3. A resolution to encourage the development of home entertainment clubs and organizations.

Mutual Co-Operation

We are witnessing a remarkable increase in co-operation among producers, distributors, and exhibitors. This co-operation is essential for the success of our industry.

The office will be cordially jointed, the same "Mutual" will be etched and embossed, and all the other usual features of the partners will be hallowed jointly.

An interesting new idea in packaging was the scarlet Tempo "Projex" package with one section of the box.""Projex"" in each section, to be used for one of the boxes.

The present partnership was formed some years ago with the idea of combining the best in the business.

The divisions of territory were made in precise adherence to the letters assigned by the partners in the formation of the company.

This means Permanent Growth

One of the most striking aspects of the present situation is the growth of the industry. The average box office has been increasing consistently, which shows how the exhibition business has been expanding.

The average box office has increased by more than 50% over the past five years, and in addition a very large number of new theaters have been built in various parts of the country, which indicates the continued growth of the exhibition business.

The success of the industry is due to the fact that the business is based on a sound foundation, which has been built through the years.

The future of the industry is bright, and we are confident that it will continue to grow and prosper in the years to come.
ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT

"You Can't Go Wrong With Any Feist Song"

LOVE BALLAD

EACH SHINING HOUR

Published in Three Keys, Low—Medium—High.
Violin and Cello Obligato.
Male and Mixed Quartet.

THE RADIANCE
IN YOUR
EYES

SONGS OF
SWEET-PART
JUST LIKE
THE ROSE
POPPY
BLOSSOM

IRISH SONGS
DOWN
ERICK WAY
ERIN

PEGGY
ARMS
IN MY MOTHERS
I'M IN HEAVEN WHEN
SONGS FOR EVERYONE

A Type of Song for Any Spot in Your Program

LEO FEIST, Inc., Feist Bldg., New York

CHICAGO OFFICE: Grand Opera House Building, Chicago, Ill., Feist Bldg., New York

HARRY M. HOLBROOK, Manager Lyceum and Chaletique Department

I. L. C. A. CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS, WATERLOO, IOWA

Perfor F, HOTEL RUSSELL LAMSON
Is the Chautauqua Becoming Reactionary?

W. E. CUMMINGS

Oratory on the Decline—A Word in Defense of the Suckers—Some Bureau Promotion That Is Now History—The Part the Banks Are Playing

We wouldn't have a chautauqua today if the squatters had had their way. We would have had a real town in Chicago, and Chicago today wouldn't be Chicago. We would have had a real town in Chicago, and Chicago today wouldn't be Chicago. If the chautauqua had had its way, the banks would have been doing business here, and the seat of government would have been here. If the chautauqua had had its way, the banks would have been doing business here, and the seat of government would have been here. If the chautauqua had had its way, the banks would have been doing business here, and the seat of government would have been here.

W. E. CUMMINGS

Lee County Community Center for the sake of the people. The people of Lee County are one of the most interesting communities in the East. The people of Lee County are one of the most interesting communities in the East. The people of Lee County are one of the most interesting communities in the East. The people of Lee County are one of the most interesting communities in the East. The people of Lee County are one of the most interesting communities in the East.

A stirring appeal is heard in the people's longing for a better life. The people's longing for a better life. The people's longing for a better life. The people's longing for a better life. The people's longing for a better life. The people's longing for a better life.
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I. L. C. A. CONVENTION NEWS

Waterloo Putting Forth Her Best Efforts To Please Everybody

The stage is set for the entertainment of the International Chautauqua and Lyceum Association Convention, which is to be held here September 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30. The Waterloo committee on arrangements has been working hard to ensure that the convention will be a success.

The convention has entered the city of Waterloo, and all the committee members are busy making sure that everything is in order for the convention. The governor of the state, the mayor of the city, and the governor of the state are all expected to attend the convention.

The convention is expected to be a huge success, with thousands of attendees expected to attend. The convention will feature a variety of events, including speeches, concerts, and exhibits.

The convention is expected to be a huge success, with thousands of attendees expected to attend. The convention will feature a variety of events, including speeches, concerts, and exhibits.
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The convention is expected to be a huge success, with thousands of attendees expected to attend. The convention will feature a variety of events, including speeches, concerts, and exhibits.
GREAT VALUE OF HOME TOWN BAND

Failure of Chautauqua to Capitalize Local Bands—Essentials of Band Building—Results Obtained

BY CLAY SMITH

Music is, and has been for ages, the greatest single factor in our progress of higher civilization. It is one of the most powerful means of communicating ideas and emotions and of spreading good will and understanding among people.

The local band is a vital part of our community life, bringing together people of all ages and backgrounds. It provides a platform for the expression of artistic talent and for the fostering of a sense of community.

I. L. C. A. CONVENTION PROGRAM

MONDAY—President's Annual Address, W. H. Stuart.

W. L. Mathews


W. L. Mathews

Saturday—Nominations, Reports of Committees and Round Tables. Adjournment of Convention.

Business reports will take up all the balances at the business sessions.
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Saturday—Nominations, Reports of Committees and Round Tables. Adjournment of Convention.

Business reports will take up all the balances at the business sessions.
A FEW COMPANIES

Put Out by One Producer

Nineteen-twenty consists of companies produced by the Organized Company combined with the smaller companies. Six companies were combined by the Organized Company, and the others by the smaller companies. Six companies were combined by the Organized Company, and the others by the smaller companies.

Vierra's Hawaiians

Albert Vierra, Chautauqua Lyceum, Vaudeville, George W. Vierra


Address: 3634 Bales Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.

CHAUTAUQUA RAIN INSURANCE

HENRY W. IVES & CO.

5 Nassau Street, N. Y.

RAIN, FIRE, LIABILITY
AND SPECIAL FORMS

FOR

Fairs, Chautauquas, Circuses, Carnivals

AND ALL

Amusements and Athletic Events

Application should be made seven days prior to event.

MAY TRY FREE CHAUTAUQUA

Policyholders, 1921: September 9th. Infants under 12 cents per month for 12 months. The amount paid for 12 months is not credited to the account. The premium is paid for 12 months.

EILLISON-WHITE LYCEUM BUREAU

Boston, Mass.

KATHERINE BROWN

AT WASHINGTON

Katherine B. Brown, for many years well known in New York and Chicago, will be found on this tour. She has been a member of the Women's Lyceum Association, and has been a great help to the many women who have worked for the women's rights movement. She has been a member of the Women's Lyceum Association, and has been a great help to the many women who have worked for the women's rights movement.
FEDERATED COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION WANTS TICKET CANVASSERS

The Federated Association plans to assist each community served by their system by competing the sale of tickets to the local pastors. All year round work for the right results. None but the very best are wanted.

Good, first-class boys and girls from rural communities may apply. Red to their privilege to get in touch with the Federated Community Association, Alton, Karry, Puts, Ill. Write him or see Fred Elson, of The Billboard, Karry wants your help. High school will help you join the ticket work.

ALLEN LYCEUM BUREAU
LIMA, OHIO

S. C. SORENSEN, Manager

TERRITORY: Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania

Committees throughout the territory covered by us have unreservedly acclaimed the Allen Lyceum as their accustomed entertainment every year. We have seen thousands of Crusaders captured and many hundreds who have changed their minds, as the result of their contact with the Allen Lyceum. We have been asked to book it every year, because we bring to them the finest attractions obtainable at any other place. It is impossible to give the names of the artists or the dates, but it is impossible to give the names of the dates or the sessions. The policy of employing professional entertainers only plus real service have enabled us to double our business each year since the Bureau was started three years ago.

We feel it our bounden duty to do as well as we can. We are about to enter upon our third season. As well as our committees, will do well to get in touch with us.

PITTSBURGH LADIES’ ORCHESTRA


HARRY M. HOLBROOK
LYCEUM AND CHAUTAUQUA DEPARTMENT, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WILLIAM BATTSTERLING
IN LIFE PORTRAITS
Sculptured on the Carnegie Medal issued by the National Institute of Arts and Letters to the Lyceum and Chautauqua Department for service to civilization in the arts.

Ellen Kinsman Mann
TEACHER OF SINGING
Fine Arts Building, CHICAGO

Metropolitan Glen Club
DALE KINBROOK, President, 165 North Dearborn Street, Chicago.

CHICAGO CIVIC BUREAU TALENT BROKERS

MR. B. STANLEY, Manager, 40 West Van Buren Street, Chicago.

MENLEY

Meneley has grown through service.
Meneley talent, over a period of years, has been uniformly satisfactory.
Meneley contracts are fair; he deals with committees squarely.

Meneley Lyceum courses follow the ideals of the Meneley Chautauqua.

MENELEY LYCEUM BUREAU
Pesotum, . . . . Illinois

Ballantine Bureau PRODUCING

 Поэтому CHAUTAUQUA LYNCH CONCERT DRAMATIC AND VAUDEVILLE

Studio 909-10 Lyon & Healthy Bldgs., Chicago

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BOOK
4 MINUTE ANDY LECTURE-EXTRAORDINARY
For further and open dates address ANDREW CANAVAN, 166 Houston St., Charleston, W. Va.

BE A LEADER

Mr. Musician—

WANTED

Male quartet men, lyceum work, all voices; prefer those doubling on instruments and experienced. State all in first letter.

L. G. RUNNER, 5227 Lake Street, Chicago.
The Billboard

Swarthmore Will Enter Winter Field

Provides Private Fullman for Kiltev-A Cooperative Association That Makes Service Pay

The Children Have an All-Year-Around Interest in Chautauquas

In Pennsylvania the policy of open dealing and of bringing the trade without favor has brought success to the Pennsylvania Chautauqua Association. Working under the inspiration of the great exposition held in the state in 1876, the Chautauqua Association was organized in 1879. The winter season has increased in popularity in recent years, and it is expected that this year will be successful.

This year it is announced that the Association will offer the following concerts:

1. December 10, 11, and 12, 1885, preliminary concert.
2. December 17, 18, and 19, 1885, preliminary concert.
3. December 24, 25, and 26, 1885, preliminary concert.
4. December 31, 1885, New Year's Day concert.
6. January 10, 11, and 12, 1886, preliminary concert.
7. January 17, 18, and 19, 1886, preliminary concert.
9. February 1, 2, and 3, 1886, preliminary concert.
10. February 8, 9, and 10, 1886, preliminary concert.
11. February 15, 16, and 17, 1886, preliminary concert.

Each concert will feature a variety of talent and entertainment, with performances by well-known musicians, singers, and actors.

Swarthmore is an academic institution with a strong emphasis on the arts and humanities. The Association has been successful in attracting students and faculty members to its concerts, and it is expected that this year will be no exception.

If you are interested in attending one of these concerts, please contact the Chautauqua Association at 3835 N. Kildare Ave., Chicago, Ill. They can provide more information on the schedule and ticket prices.
NEW AND EASY WAY TO LEARN MUSIC

Learn To Play and Sing in Spare Time at Home—Every Step Made Simple as A B C by Print-and-Picture Lessons That You Can’t Go Wrong On.

TRY IT ON APPROVAL

Entire Cost Only a Few Cents a Lesson—and Nothing Whatever To Pay Unless You Are Satisfied.

How often have you wished that you knew how to play the violin or piano—or whatever your favorite instrument may be—or that you could take part in singing?

How many an evening’s pleasure has been utterly spoiled and ruined by the admission “I can’t sing” or “No, I am sorry, but I can’t play.”

At all social gatherings, someone is sooner or later sure to suggest music. When the others gather around for the fun, the one who can take no part feels hopelessly out of it—a wallflower—a mere listener and looker-on!

Or those long and lonesome evenings at home, when minutes seem like hours—how quickly the time would pass if you could spend it at the piano or organ—or in making a violin “talk,” or in enjoying some other instrument.

And now—at last—this pleasure and satisfaction that you have so often wished for can easily be added to your daily life.

No need to join a class or pin yourself down to certain hours for lessons or practice. No need to pay a dollar or more per lesson to a private teacher. Neither the question of time nor expense is any longer a bar—everyone of the obstacles that have been confining your enjoyment to mere listening have now been removed.

My method of teaching music—in your spare time at home, with no strangers around to embarrass you—makes it amazingly easy to learn to sing by note or to play any instrument.

You don’t need to know the first thing about music to begin—don’t need to know one note from another. My method takes out all the hard part—overcomes all the difficulties—makes your progress easy, rapid and sure.

Whether for an advanced pupil or a beginner, my method is a revolutionary improvement over the old method used by private teachers. The lessons I send you explain every point and show every step in simple Print-and-Picture form that you can’t go wrong on—every step is made as clear as A-B-C. My method makes each step so easy to understand and practice that even children only 7 to 10 years old have quickly become accomplished players or singers under my direction by mail. Also thousands of men and women 50 to 70 years old—including many who have never before tried to play any instrument or taken a lesson of any kind—have found my method equally easy. My method is as thorough as it is easy. I teach you the only right way—teach you to play or sing by note. No “trick” music, no “memorizers,” no make-shifts of any kind.

I call my method “new”—simply because it is so radically different from the old and hard-to-understand ways of teaching music. But my method is thoroughly tried and proven. Over 250,000 successful pupils—in all parts of the world, and including all ages from boys and girls of 7 to 8 to men and women of 70—are the proof. Read the enthusiastic letters from some of them, which you will find printed at the left—samples of the kind of letters I am receiving in practically every mail. My file contains thousands of such letters. Largely through the recommendations of satisfied pupils, I have built up the largest school of music in the world.

But I don’t ask you to judge my methods by what others say or by what I myself say. You can take any course on trial—singing or any instrument you prefer—and judge entirely by your own progress. If for any reason you are not satisfied with the course, or with what you learn from it, then it won’t cost you a single penny. I guarantee satisfaction. On the other hand, if you are pleased with the course the total cost amounts to only a few cents a lesson, with your music and everything included.

When learning to play or sing is so easy, why continue to confine your enjoyment of music to mere listening? Why not at least let me send you my free book that tells you all about my methods? I know you will find this book absorbingly interesting, simply because it shows you how easy it is to turn your wish to play or sing into an actual fact. Just now I am making a special short-time offer that cuts the cost per lesson in two—and your name now, before this special offer is withdrawn. No obligation—simply use the coupon, or send your name and address in a letter or on a postcard. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
2089 Brunswick Bldg.
NEW YORK

SUCCESS

"Since I've been taking your lessons I've made every kind with my violin. Your lessons are very easy to learn from."—Mrs. M. Presbrey, Franklin, Md.

"When I started with you I knew nothing about the violin or music, but now I can play almost any piece of music."—Mrs. R. E. Salvin, Department, Col. Cb, Nova Scotia.

I want to extend the sincerest approval of your Piano Course. It has done more for me than years of other lessons."—Miss N. Lewis, 23 Jefferson, New York, N.Y.

"The books at home are dedicated to these lessons and for the enjoyment I have received from my piano work. You have a wonderful system of teaching music."—W. F. Allard, Carquett, N.B.
The Billboard Committee Reports

There is No Doubt But That These Reports as Received From the Committee Who Buy the Attractions and Who Do the Work That Makes the Chautauqua Possible Will Be Studied as No Other Question Is Studied That Will Come Before the Convention

There are many problems involved in the great system of the Chautauqua, and some of the reports have been received already. These reports will be of great importance. In addition, there are many other reports that will be ready soon. The committee is working hard to make the best possible use of these reports. The entire system will be studied and the reports will be carefully reviewed. The committee will make the necessary decisions based on these reports.

The committee will be glad to have any suggestions or ideas from the Chautauqua. The reports will be reviewed and any suggestions will be considered. The committee is looking forward to a fruitful and productive convention.
GREAT VALUE OF HOME BAND

WILLIAM STERLING

BAIT'S

Time All Sold
October to May

INTERESTING CHAUTAUQUA FIGURES

1 PURPOSE—The best interests of all the people, all the time.
2 COUNTRIES—Australia, New Zealand, England and United States.

5,000 PEOPLE attend Chautauqua and Lyceum courses every year.

WANTED

ABEL SILVIA CANTU, A. M., B. D.

WANTED

WILLIAM STERLING

[Additional text not legible]
The Business Outlook in General

The September letter of the National City Bank takes a hopeful view of the future business condition of the country and expresses the opinion that a prolonged depression of the sort feared by some is out of the question. The bank foresees a general upward trend of prices, wages and profits, and predicts a marked increase in business activity and employment. It is hoped that these trends will continue and that the nation will emerge from the present depression with a more stable and prosperous economy.

Inflation is cited as the primary factor driving the economy forward, with wages and prices expected to rise. The bank expects the Federal Reserve System to continue its monetary policy of tight control to prevent inflation from getting out of hand. Overall, the outlook is optimistic, with the expectation of a recovery from the current recession with a strong growth in the future.

Editorial Comment

This is our Fourth Annual Lyceum and Banquet which is now functioning as a committee for the future. The most curious examination of its contents will prove to be the entire satisfaction of the most discerning of that rare breed, and the literary critic, as well as the practical politician, will find much to be desired in the efforts of our officials to portray their ideas. The world is now in the process of organizing itself into a committee system, and the people of the dramatic, vaudeville, concert stage, musical comedy and other diversions of the show world.

The novelty of the motion picture has been well appreciated, and all have been accomplished or recovered. Last week it was given that the earnings of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation (last profit) for the six months ended June 30 were $28,433,212, and that the taxes were $6,500,000. This leaves a profit of $21,933,212, which is quite a sum.

The question of the first six months of this year was at a loss, as compared with $25,972,437 in 1404, in which year the peak was at a low, with an enthusiasm that will last.

A.G.A.N underground are shown here and managers generally that all is well. The increase in unemployment is not significant, and the industrial industry is due to professional persuasion to maintain a normal level of production and to the wages of a few, generally speaking, and the costs of many.

The demand for entertainment will continue steadily and may increase. At Columbus, O., September 2, they had the greatest day in the greatest week that the Ohio State Fair has ever known. The official estimated attendance on the day mentioned was over 1,000,000, and hundreds of thousands of people passed through the gates, with every notebook and corner of the grand stand was

The Billboards reserve the right to edit any editorial in the publication.
MAGIC AND MAGICIANS

The Billboard

SEPTEMBER 11, 1930

MAGICAL CARDS AND DICE

Crystal Gazing

THE LATEST!

HORNAMN'S NEW COIN CUP

MAGNETIC LODESTONE

REVERA

THAYER BEST MAGIC ON EARTH "SKINEM" Greatest trick entertainer of the age—postpaid 60c—copy of Professional Catalogue free with this offer.

SEND NOW TO THAYER MANUFACTURING CO., 210 S. Alex. St., Chicago, Illinois

THE KNIGHT'S TOUR

THE MEANEY MAGIC CO. Inc.

MAGIC—FELSMAN'S—MAGIC

THEME MEANING IS THE KEY TO THE MEANEY MAGIC CO. INC.

THAYER MANUFACTURING CO.

HORNAMN'S NEW COIN CUP

For Amusement and Disappearance

Vienna, Austria, 1923.

WILLIAM B. BECK, Jr.

MAGIANS' SUPPLIES

DICE

NEW CATALOGUE, JUST OFF THE PRESS

PITHY PATTER

NEW EDITIONS, FREE IN CATALOGUE REPRINTED FROM EDITION OF 1908

JAPANESE MAGIC & NOVELTY STORE

24 Yoko St., Toronto, Canada

TRAVELUTTE SHOW

DE LA RUE'S PARLIAMENT DECK

DE LANGE'S COLLAR DECK

HORNAMN MAGIC CO.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

B. D. BRYTHE CO.

San Francisco, Calif.

Crystal Gazing Supply Co.

Los Angeles, Calif.

MAGIC ARENA

CHICAGO MAGIC CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

H. FRAZELLE

2245 S.

LAX AVE.

Angora, Colo.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

TRANSPORTATION TO EUROPE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

TRAVELUTTE SHOW

20 Washington Ave., Apt. 181
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Skating News

FRED HALL WINS, TOO

New Trophy Won by City's Favor
With Leading Skaters
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ATTENTION CONCESSIONAIRES
A NEW, REAL LIVE ITEM IN SKULL CAPS
SEND YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO US. WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
TOY BALLOONS, WHIPS, NOVELTIES, DOLLS, RUBBER
BATTERIES, ELECTRIC BOXES, ETC.

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Send 10c for catalog.

M. K. BRODY, 1118-1210 S. Halsted St., Chicago

The Prentiss Concert Band
Now Booking for Winter Season
At Liberty Dec. 1st, at Jacksonvil, Fla.

Featuring everything that is pleasing in music, from grand operas to jazz catering to popular music lovers especially. I will be pleased to consider a proposition from resorts in the Southeast or for Concerts and Dance Clubs. This is an all-American, all-color Concert Band. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Address PARK B. FRIED, Manager, PADDLE WHEELS FOR CONCESSIONS

DENNISON'S (D) BOY FLIER
Charles, 6, East, 4, Thomas Jefferson, 7, Delaware, Confectioner, 10, and The Flying Professor, 12, are the only flying clubs in this part of the city. The boys, who are all members of the Flying Club, have been flying for several weeks and have made many trips in the sky.

DYORAN AT OTTAWA RINK
Otto, with a chance to win a trophy for the winning team, was also present. The game is scheduled for Monday afternoon and will be played on the Ottawa Rink, which is located in the center of the city.

STRAIGHT RINK, ROCHESTER

The Rochester Rink, located in the center of the city, has a large capacity and is well equipped for all types of skating. The rink is open every afternoon and evening, and is a favorite with the local skating enthusiasts.

LUNA RINK, CHARLESTON, W. VA.

The Luna Rink, located in Charleston, W. Va., is a popular skating rink and is well patronized. The rink is open every afternoon and evening, and is a favorite with the local skating enthusiasts.
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Now Booking for Winter Season
At Liberty Dec. 1st, at Jacksonvil, Fla.

Featuring everything that is pleasing in music, from grand operas to jazz catering to popular music lovers especially. I will be pleased to consider a proposition from resorts in the Southeast or for Concerts and Dance Clubs. This is an all-American, all-color Concert Band. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Address PARK B. FRIED, Manager, PADDLE WHEELS FOR CONCESSIONS

DENNISON'S (D) BOY FLIER
Charles, 6, East, 4, Thomas Jefferson, 7, Delaware, Confectioner, 10, and The Flying Professor, 12, are the only flying clubs in this part of the city. The boys, who are all members of the Flying Club, have been flying for several weeks and have made many trips in the sky.

DYORAN AT OTTAWA RINK
Otto, with a chance to win a trophy for the winning team, was also present. The game is scheduled for Monday afternoon and will be played on the Ottawa Rink, which is located in the center of the city.

STRAIGHT RINK, ROCHESTER

The Rochester Rink, located in the center of the city, has a large capacity and is well equipped for all types of skating. The rink is open every afternoon and evening, and is a favorite with the local skating enthusiasts.

LUNA RINK, CHARLESTON, W. VA.

The Luna Rink, located in Charleston, W. Va., is a popular skating rink and is well patronized. The rink is open every afternoon and evening, and is a favorite with the local skating enthusiasts.
LIST OF 1920 FAIRS

The Data Contained in this List Gives All the Dates of this Year's Fairs Which Had Been Arranged Up to Time of Going to Press—Additions Will Be Made in Subsequent Issues as Received.

ALABAMA


ALASKA


ARMENIA


ARKANSAS


ARIZONA


ATLANTA


COLUMBUS


OCTOBER 25-30

$100,000.00 PLANT

ALBANY SOUTH GEORGIA FAIR

FAIR AND CARNIVAL MEN!

Get our latest catalogues and prices on top money-getters.

Dolls—Pillow Tops

Chinese Baskets—Fruit Baskets

All in stock ready to ship on request of order.

Write for samples.

NOVELTISTS are getting top money by all who use these.

THE BEVERLY CO.

218-220-222 W. Main Street, Vice-Prez., and Mary, former of Chicago.
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An immense crowd witnessing Dare-Devil Doherty's "Leap for Life" at Cook's Park, Evansville, Indiana, July 25, 1920. This was the record-breaking crowd of the season, and the opening performance of Doherty's return engagement. Doherty rides the highest ladder incline ever constructed and makes the longest leap ever attempted on a bicycle. For open time address care The Billboard Cincinnati, Ohio.

Southern Exposition Fair
AUGUSTA, GA., OCT. 18th to 23rd, 1920
NOTICE TO CONCESSION PEOPLE!

The Southern Exposition Fair this year will be the biggest event of the kind ever held in the South. A great spectacle, with thousands of local people, great horses and automobile races. Wonderful box of free attractions, and, in short, the biggest show ever seen in this section. The Southern Exposition Fair is under the direction of Mr. Sandford M. Cozen, which in itself is a guarantee of the scope and magnitude of the affair. No exclusive. Plenty of opportunity for the money to be spent.

J. M. MILLIGAN, Secretary.

WANTED---CARNIVAL OF ATTRACTIONS FOR BIG SOUTHEAST ARKANSAS FAIR At MONTICELLO, ARKANSAS

Eight days, October 7th to 14th—Rides, Whip, etc. Biggest Fair in State. Attractions must be first-class, no skin games or '49ers. Write or wire A. T. WELLS, Secretary, Monticello, Ark.

VERNON PARISH FAIR
LEESVILLE, LA., OCTOBER 20, 21, 22 AND 23 BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

Has the backing of Police Jury, School Board, Chamber of Commerce and the Civic League. We want reputable shows of all kinds. Vernon Parish has a pay-roll of $7,543,000.00. Submit your contracts immediately. Everything open. Write.

SECRETARY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, LEESVILLE, LOUISIANA.

TWELFTH YEAR CARROLL COUNTY FAIR
OCTOBER 6 TO 9, INCLUSIVE 1920

An immense crowd witnessing Dare-Devil Doherty's "Leap for Life" at Cook's Park, Evansville, Indiana, July 25, 1920. This was the record-breaking crowd of the season, and the opening performance of Doherty's return engagement. Doherty rides the highest ladder incline ever constructed and makes the longest leap ever attempted on a bicycle. For open time address care The Billboard Cincinnati, Ohio.
HEADQUARTERS GENUINE CHINESE BASKETS

$4.50 WITH COTTON TASSELS
$5.50 WITH SILK TASSELS
$6.50 WITH TWO RINGS AND TWO SILK TASSELS

FIVE TO THE SET. SIZES FROM SIX TO FOURTEEN INCHES.
AS PER ILLUSTRATION.

WE POSITIVELY MAKE DELIVERIES

SEND FOR SAMPLES OF OUR BASKET GIVE-A-WAY AT PRICES FROM 20 TO 25 CENTS EACH.

KINDEL & GRAHAM, 785-87 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

DUMPIE DOLLS
13 INCHES IN HEIGHT
with natural hair and silk crepe paper dress, as illustrated, 60c Each.
Same as illustrated, without hair or dress, 35c Each.
Silk crepe paper dresses, 100 lots, 5c each; 500 lots, 4c each.
WHAT PAY MORE DANVUE DOLL COMPANY, Danville, Illinois.

WE WILL FURNISH YOUR Campaign Buttons
Lapel Buttons, Novelties, Ornaments, Fobs, Hat Pins, Pole Eagles
THEATRICAL BUTTONS AND NOVELTIES
For Uniforms, Costumes, Advertising Novelties and Concessions
made to your order or we will sub-contract samples.
WATERBURY BUTTON CO. Established 1876
NEW YORK WATERBURY, CONN. SAN FRANCISCO—TORONTO—LONDON

SUGAR at 2c POUND
$2.50 worth of McKay's SUGAR-FIT equals 128 pounds of sugar. Comply
With Pure Food Laws.
ORANGEADE and all flavors of Drink Powders to make 40 gallons, $2.50.
Large working sample, 25c. Deal with the Old Reliable.

HARRY MCKAY, 361 W. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
SPECIAL!

POLLYANNAS, $17.50 Per Doz.
TEDDY BEARS, PLAIN, 20.00 "
WITH ELECTRIC EYES, 24.00 "
BEACON BLANKETS, 8.00 Each
10 QUART ALUMINUM KETTLES, 1.99 "

ORDER NOW! TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE!
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North DesPlaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

CONCESSIONAIRES,
FAIR WORKERS
Bringing Up Father
Great demand. Stands ten inches high. Packed in individual cartons. Handpainted in the brightest colors true to life.
GROSS LOTS, $1.00 PER DOZEN.
25% each when ordered by balance.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North DesPlaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

SALESBOARDS, OPERATORS
Palmer to make up your own salesboard ad.
This department consists of 1 10" Gold Plated, 1 Large Emblem, 1 Scene, 3 Book Covers, 1 Calendar, 1 Imprint Stock, 1 Counter Sheet, 1 Box of 60 stock pins, 1 Sales Arm, 1 Salesman's Guide, 1 Salesman's Order Form, 1 Salesman's Sales Sheet, 1 Salesman's Letter, 1 Salesman's Letter with 20 Envelopes.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North DesPlaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

TAFEZER & HINNEMAN
Whiteface Jersey
122 Twelfth Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
we make 24 different cow products from 200 to 1500 lbs.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North DesPlaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

BIG FLASH FOR
GROCERY WHEEL
TOURAINE PURE COCOA, 25c
FULL POUND BOX
.SIZE OF BOX, 1/4 in. by 1/2 lb.
Also 3/4 lb. Bakes Touraine's Chocolate, 21c
Best Buy In America
PUT THEM IN EVERY BASKET
TOURAINE-PHILADELPHIA CO. PHILA., PA.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North DesPlaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

ORANGE LEMON CHERRY LIME GRAPE IN POWDER FORM BEST SUGAR
DON'T WORRY ABOUT SUGAR
WE SHIP ALL ORDERS SAME DAY RECEIVED. TRY US!
BALLE & BALL 543 NORTH DEARBORN CHICAGO, ILL.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North DesPlaines Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

EVERY ADVERTISER WANTS TO KNOW WHERE THEY SAW HIS AD.
NATIONAL ADVERTISED

AUERBACH CHOCOLATES
Create Bigger Business For You

Everybody knows the high quality of AUERBACH Chocolates and it is no secret that everybody knows—Chocolates that bring your trade back for more?

CONCESSIONAIRES
SALESBOARD OPERATORS
PREMIUM USERS
CANDY WHEEL MEN
FAIR WORKERS

AUERBACH Chocolates will bring your trade, because people already know of their high quality and you can get the AUERBACH line at lower cost than you would imagine. Build up your business through the national reputation of AUERBACH.

Write at once to Dept. 3 for full particulars and prices.

D. AUERBACH & SONS, INC.
11th Avenue, 46th to 47th Sts.
NEW YORK.
NEW JERSEY

Hanna Free Fair

NEW YORK

GIBSON COUNTY FAIR ASSOCIATION

DANBURY FAIR

NEW ITEM FOR WHEELS AND SALESBOARDS

THE WHIP

GREAT FREDERICK FAIR

INTER-COUNTY FAIR

WANTED, Fair Week, Trenton, N.J., Sept. 27 to Oct. 1, 1920

WANTED, First-Class Merry-Go-Round for Clinton County Fair, September 8 to 15, Inclusive. Day and night. A. W. GRUNZ, Breese, III.

New wanted First-Class Merry-Go-Round for Great Frederick Fair, October 19, 20, 21, 1920.

For Concessions address H. M. CRAMER, Superintendent of Privileges.

For丹bury Fair, October 4th to 9th, 1920.

Young Shows and Rides for Calhoun Co. Day and Night Fair

CROSSMAN & GOURLEY

Ontario Booking Office

CIRCLE SWINGS CHANGED

WANTED:

Arthur E. Walsh, Representative for Committee, 577 Main Avenue, TRENTON, N. J.

September 11, 1920

The Billboard
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GRAMERCY PRICES GUARANTEED
FOR THE SEASON

Our Wonderful Cocoa Blend contains the highest grade chocolates in beautiful pieces top, single layer, flaky boxes. The Oasis Hawaiian Soda, Oatmeal, Whole Grain, White, and Wheat. The 1-lb. Confectionery Box is 5c. Packaged 5c. each to case.

Over Fifty Years of Exclusive
Carrwood Building
Established 1862

DOUGHERT MACHINE

DENTZEL CARROUSELS

MID-WEST HAIR DOLLFACTORY

22-24-26-28 East 8th St. KANSAS CITY MO

DOLLS

$10.00

Comes with Doll and Vest. The artist work may not be best.

BALL GUM

A. & F. Brand


BOSLERO, IOWA
"5 CENTS A RAZOR PROFIT"

IS ALL WE WANT

$3.45 EACH

503-B—GOLD PLATED—$0.60 RETAIL
GILLETTE RAZOR, 12 BLADES

$3.45 EACH

WRITE FOR CATALOG

OUR TERMS—CASH ONLY. Money Order. 
Certified Check or C. O. D. No payment in 
advance. Include parcel post charges.

C. E. TAYLOR CO.

246 W. 55th ST.,


REFERENCES:

COMB EXCHANGE BANK, Broadway & Stix Co., N. Y.


“KAMPUSKAPS”

A BULLSEYE WITH THE KIDDIES

Little Kids, Big Kids, Girl Kids

Made of felt, assorted colors. A clean-up

Get them direct. We Make Them.

100......$1.00
250......$2.00
1,000......$5.00
125.00

Everybody will want a Kampuskap.


VIRGINIA


22.

NEBRAKSA

Alden—Central West Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


Big Spring—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


Corpus Christi—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


Giddings—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


Laredo—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


San Angelo—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


Tyler—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


Wichita Falls—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


BROKKS, KNIVES, ETC.

FRESH STOCK—Finest Goods Made


Wichita Falls—Central Texas Fair Pits. Sept. 28-Oct. 2.


BROKKS, KNIVES, ETC.

BROKKS, KNIVES, ETC.

BROKKS, KNIVES, ETC.

BROKKS, KNIVES, ETC.
AN APOLOGY

FOR STARTING SOMETHING I CAN'T FINISH!

Because of the unprecedented demand for my Chinese Baskets I am now compelled to refuse all orders, despite the fact that my three factories are working night and day. I can guarantee no further deliveries until about Sept. 20.

THOMAS J. HUGHES,
GENERAL OFFICES:
600 Grant Avenue, Chicago Office, 18 West Lake St.

BIGGEST MONEY GETTER OF THE SEASON

The Whirl at melts

The 4-inch Wheel. - $3.00
The 6-inch Wheel. - $5.00
The 8-inch Wheel. - $7.00
The 10-inch Wheel. - $9.00

LET ME BEAR YOUR BURDEN OF TROUBLE IF THE QUESTION
OF ORDERS IS YOURS.

A deposit of 10 per cent is required on all orders.

CONCESSIONAIRES! ALUMINUM WARE! FAIR WORKERS!

ALUMINUM WARE is always in demand at the fairs, and makes a wonderful display. If you are now in the fair business get in on this plan if you are satisfied with the results.

SOUTHERN ALUMINUM CO. - NEW ORLEANS, LA.

ATTENTION Sheet Writers and White Stone Workers

The Billboards of Chicago.

We have the utmost respect for that class of work. We are always glad to have the benefit of your advice, and we are in the habit of referring to our employees where the goods are made.

Please call at our head office, 22 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill., or call on your nearest representative. We will be glad to see you.

Carnival Workers, Paddle Wheel Men, Gorilla Trolley, White Stone, Sheet Writers and Peddlers.

IN THE LINE OF JEWELRY, CLOCKS, WATCHES, JEWEL BOXES, SILVERWARE,
NOVELTIES and CARNIVAL GOODS, WINDMILLS, BALLOONS, ETC.

Big Line Dolls and Paddle Wheels.

Our 1929 Catalogue is ready, send for your copy today and state your requirements.

SOUTH OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

Shryock-Todd Motion Co.
822-824 N. 9th St.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Never Before Has There Been Such A Demand For Plaster Novelties!

This year our sales of Diamond Eyed Dogs have been over three times as large as ever in the past. Nearly four times as many of our dolls sold as we sold last year. The sales on Plaster Vases in all three sizes have far eclipsed all past records. Busts have sold so fast that it has been impossible at times to fill all orders complete.

BUT NOW FOR THE BIG FAIRS

WE ARE GOING TO GIVE YOU BETTER GOODS—NEW FINISH AND have made arrangements by which you can get as much as you want. Don't depend on Glassware this fall, you won't be able to get it! So arrange for Plaster Stores at the Fairs and send us shipping instructions early so, goods can be shipped by freight, thereby saving yourself some money on the charges. Remember plaster is going big everywhere!

DOGS, DOLLS, VASES, BUSTS, STATUES

The most complete line of any house in the world. Send for catalogue.

BAYLESS BROS. & CO., Inc.

7th & MAIN,

LOUISVILLE, KY.
The Billboard

September 19, 1923

"Original Sunflower Kios"!
The best baked roll on the market and the best FLAVOR on the lot.
Price, $2.00 each
with full instructions for making each.

"Improved Winged Cats"
Winged EFFECT looks like YOU JUST MISSED.
We also paint in a variety of comical faces if desired.
Price, $2.00 each
With Metal Casting.

Giant Alabama Kids

The Game That Gets The Biggest FLAX OF THE SEASON.

Set of Three, $20.00
With hand-painted figures and full directions for making each.

"Service Is Our Specialty."

United Novelty Company.

Twelfth and Sycamore Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio.

LOOK AT THESE PRICES

16-inch doll with movable arms, $2.00 per 100, $20.00 or more, $2.00 each. Dolls with Dress, $2.00 per 100, $20.00 or more. Dolls with Shoes, $2.00 per 100, $20.00 or more. (Gloss Finished Dolls.)

1-PIECE DRESS, made of Dominion Silk Crepe, $4.00 per 100, $40.00 or more. (One-third deposit, balance C. O. D.)

FREE ACTS WANTED

TALLADEGA COUNTY FAIR

Sylacauga, Ala., Oct. 18-23

Write stating full particulars and price first letter to
J. E. JORDAN, Sec'y.
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HERE THEY ARE!
CAMPAIGN
BALLOONS!

If your Jobber or Dealer can't supply you send us HIS Name—we will see that he is supplied.
For QUICK SELLERS ask for "JUMBO" and "VICTORY" Squawkers. They are Real Noise Makers and make BIG MONEY for you.

THE EAGLE RUBBER CO.
ASHLAND, OHIO

LIVE NUMBERS FOR COMING FAIRS
I HAVE ADDED A COMPLETE LINE OF BEACON BLANKETS WRITE FOR PRICES.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS.

HOPKINS COUNTY, KY., FALL FAIR AND EXPOSITION
EVANSVILLE, KENTUCKY, OCTOBER 3-10.
Join in the fun at this wonderful, wholesome fair. It has something for everyone.

THE CHATHAM COUNTY FAIR
GRASS CITY, SOUTH CAROLINA, OCTOBER 13-16.
WANTED Concessions Of All Kinds
Southwest Kansas Fair, Raymore, Mo., Sept. 22 to Oct. 5.

SECOND ANNUAL EXPOSITION
NEW EXPOSITION PARK, EVANSVILLE, IND.—INDIANA'S GREATEST AGRICULTURAL FAIR
OCTOBER 3-17, 1920. FIFTEEN CONSECUTIVE DAYS.
MANAGEMENT: Charles N. Stover, Chairman; Homer W. Overton, Secretary; E. A. Ewbank, Treasurer.

The Journal and Souvenir Agricultural Program are offered in this edition, prepared by the Department of Agriculture. The program includes the schedule of events, complete lists of exhibits, and program of entertainment. The fair will be attended by thousands of students, tourists, and exhibitors from all parts of the United States. It is the largest and most important agricultural fair in the world, and is expected to draw a record attendance of over 1,000,000 people.

EXPOSITION PARK, Evansville, Indiana.
SKATING RINK LIST

A List of Skating Rinks Containing Data of Indispensable Value to Professionals Who Play Rink Engagements—Additions and Corrections Will Be Made as Quickly as Received

NOTICE: The list is compiled from the reports of this issue of The Billboard. All Rinks included are those receiving any notices

TENNESSEE
Norris—Parkway Rink, Norris, Tenn., Dr. C. D. Willis, mgr.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock—Woolworth Building Rink, Richard G. Willis, mgr.

CALIFORNIA
Evolution—Evolution Skating Rink, Johnny Dugolk, mgr.

COLORADO
Boulder—Army Rink, Lloyd H. Hill, mgr.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

KANSAS
Abilene—Abilene Rink, Donald Collins, mgr.

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge—Pineville Rink, Elmer C. Miller, mgr.

MICHIGAN
Marquette—Marquette Rink, H. C. Wernicke, mgr.

MISSISSIPPI
Hattiesburg—Pineville Rink, C. E. Wright, mgr.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Pineville Rink, E. H. Tabern, mgr.

NEW YORK
Madison Square Garden—Madison Square Garden Rink, H. C. Wernicke, mgr.

OHIO
Cleveland—Pineville Rink, A. R. Davenport, mgr.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City—Pineville Rink, George W. Leslie, mgr.

TENNESSEE
Memphis—Pineville Rink, F. B. Taylor, mgr.

TEXAS
Dallas—Pineville Rink, J. H. Tabern, mgr.

UNION VIENNA
Budapest—Budapest Rink, B. S. Z. Tabern, mgr.

WASHINGTON

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee—Pineville Rink, A. E. Miller, mgr.

WYOMING
Cheyenne—Cheyenne Rink, R. W. Tabern, mgr.

ATTLEBORO
Atteboro—Atteboro Rink, H. S. Newton, mgr.

BOSTON
Newmarket—Newmarket Rink, J. E. Tabern, mgr.

BRIDGEPORT
Bridgeport—Bridgeport Rink, E. H. Tabern, mgr.

DECATUR
Decatur—Decatur Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

DULUTH
Duluth—Duluth Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

HARTFORD
Hartford—Hartford Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

HONOLULU
Honolulu—Honolulu Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis—Minneapolis Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

ROCHESTER

SPOKANE
Spokane—Spokane Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

ST. LOUIS
St. Louis—St. Louis Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

SYRACUSE
Syracuse—Syracuse Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

TRENTON
Trenton—Trenton Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

WINSTON-SALEM
Winston-Salem—Winston-Salem Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

ZEPHYRHILLS
Zephyrhills—Zephyrhills Rink, A. E. Tabern, mgr.

UNCLE HRAM AND AUNT LUCINDY

In these stories, in the manner that does not bounce this period novel, Uncle Turen and Aunt Lucy, their skaters and their stories, are not even their name as being on the elements of their own names.


LONDON
Cardiff—Cardiff Rink, A. C. Rampling, mgr.

MASSACHUSETTS
Marblehead—Marblehead Rink, C. A. Rampling, mgr.

MICHIGAN
Muskegon—Muskegon Rink, C. A. Rampling, mgr.

MISSOURI
Kansas City—Kansas City Rink, C. A. Rampling, mgr.

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
I Made $6000 In 5½ Hours

Read this Wonderful Offer

Great work for Lamar! Big money to spend! You can do as well as Lamar or anybody else. If you want more money—write! Garrison has made $500 a month for a year. Don't lag behind. Every man who follows Goodyear is making big money. Write today. You can have all the money you want. Goodyear will show you how—Goodyear will open up the opportunity. Goodyear will put you into the golden harvest. But you must write now.

Free Raincoat!
Write for this Great Offer

We don't stop at letting you make more money than you ever thought could be made before. We give you a Free Raincoat—a wonderfully stylish—genuine waterproofed coat. Handsome—elegant—splendid fitting. Nifty belt—patched pockets. We give a free sample coat to each agent. Write for the biggest offer. How you get the raincoat free. We tell what to do—tell you what to say—we deliver for you. We hand your money to you right on the spot.

Seize This Wonderful Opportunity

This is the greatest chance ever offered you. Become independently wealthy. Don't slave for another. Join hands with Goodyear and take advantage of this splendid special offer. This year of all years—this time of all times people are buying like mad. Our agents are flooding us with orders. Answer this knock of fortune before you are too late. Get your foundation laid—put yourself in a position to earn big money. Write in to Goodyear at once. Get full details of this wonderful chance of a lifetime.

Send Coupon Now

Write for the free raincoat offer. Write for the big money-making chance. Don't put it off. Money is slipping through your fingers. Opportunity is getting away. Hook up with Goodyear for the fastest, biggest dollar roundup. Hurry. Only one man to each locality. Be that man. Mail this coupon today—now.

Goodyear Mfg. Company
8996 Goodyear Building, Kansas City, Missouri

Goodyear Mfg. Co.
8996 Goodyear Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Please send me at once full details of your special offer to your agent.

Name

Address

P. O. Box

City

State

Free Raincoat!
Champions

endorse

Roland
Says -

Roland
Griot
World's Champion
Speed Skater

"I consider Twin Plate scientifically well designed and fastest"

Fred
Twin-Plate
Here at last is a modern skate, designed and built to meet the demands of modern skaters and modern rinks. The old standards of skate construction no longer measure up to the new standards established in the skating business. And for that very reason the Fred Nall Twin Plate Skate—an entirely new idea in skate design, a radical departure in skate engineering—has been placed on the market.

Roland Cioni, the greatest piece of skating machinery that the world has ever known, was convinced by his first glance of the superiority of this new skate. But his endorsement, printed in this announcement, was given only after most rigid tests. "I consider the Fred Nall Twin Plate Skate the most scientifically constructed and fastest skate made." These are the words of the great Cioni.

The three features of the Fred Nall Twin Plate Skate that will impress you first are its beauty of design, its light weight and its extreme simplicity of construction. Here are just a few of the outstanding points of dominance: The double trans extending from heel to toe which prevents any possibility of the sole plate bending—the superior two-point bearing rollers—the adjustable knurled cone with large flange for lock washer, eliminating the use of "dust caps"—the large adjustable rubber cushions—the ball or socket joint, allowing practically a universal movement.

It is not possible to go into complete technical detail concerning the superiority of the Fred Nall Twin Plate Skates in this announcement. Write to the manufacturer—"America's Master Skate Builder"—for further information.

Liberty Pressed Metal Company
Kokomo, Indiana, U.S.A.
BEAUTY of design has always been a feature of Richardson Skates. Built into this design is 35 years of roller skate knowledge. They all these years Richardson Skates have given real skating enjoyment to thousands of people throughout the world. Richardson Skates have made a worldwide success.

Look at any Richardson Skate. You will appreciate it at a glance. You will find the finest in construction and the best in design. Easy action of the rollers is another feature of Richardson Skates. These skates have a well earned reputation for serving the longest and best, with the least expense for repairs.

Rink Owners
Send for our new catalog
Just off the press

Richardson Ball Bearing Skate Co.
636 Lake Shore Drive,
CHICAGO

The First Best Skate—The Best Skate Today
SKATING RINK LIST

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 60

SOUTH DAKOTA


ICE SKATING RINKS

MIDWEST

MINNESOTA

St. Paul—Rink A—James C. Kelly, manager, 165 S. W. 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee—Rink A—James C. Kelly, manager, 165 S. W. 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

OTHER WINTER SPORTS

CITIES IN THE NORTH

The “WHITE WAGON” JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS

A new date varies this year at Detroit by the “White Wagon” of the John Robinson Circus, and the “White Wagon” of the John Robinson Circus is this year a little longer than usual.

OREGON


PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia—Ernest Palmer, manager, 123 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

PONY SHOWS

ALABAMA


FLORIDA

Tampa—L. M. DeFrate & Co., 315 S. Franklin St., Tampa.

GEORGIA

Augusta—Augusta Pony Show, 126 W. Broad St., Augusta.

IDAHO

Boise—Idaho Horse Show, 112 W. Idaho St., Boise.

IOWA

Des Moines—Des Moines Horse Show, 1217 Polk St., Des Moines.

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston—Boston Horse Show, 174 Boylston St., Boston.

NEW YORK

New York City—New York Horse Show, 174 Boylston St., Boston.

POULTRY SHOWS

Thanksgiving—Poultry Show, 142 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

ST. LOUIS—St. Louis Horse Show, 300 N. 42nd St., St. Louis.

KANSAS

Topeka—Topeka Pony Show, 620 Topeka St., Topeka.

KENTUCKY

Louisville—Louisville Horse Show, 101 S. 4th St., Louisville.

MARYLAND

Baltimore—Baltimore Horse Show, S. Broadway, Baltimore.

MICHIGAN

Detroit—Detroit Horse Show, 1200 W. Fort St., Detroit.

MONTANA

Billings—Billings Horse Show, 111 W. 4th St., Billings.

NEW YORK

New York City—New York Horse Show, 174 Boylston St., Boston.

PONY SHOWS

November—Pony Show, 126 W. Broad St., Augusta.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Howard—Howard Pony Show, 102 E. Main St., Howard.

HORSE SHOWS

FLORIDA

Miami—Miami Horse Show, 1201 S. Bay St., Miami.

OHIO

Cleveland—Cleveland Horse Show, 1201 S. Bay St., Miami.

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia—Philadelphia Horse Show, 123 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

WASHINGTON

Seattle—Seattle Horse Show, 123 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee—Milwaukee Horse Show, 123 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
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LIST OF CONVENTIONS, CONCLAVES AND ASSEMBLIES

Compiled by Means of The Billboard's Unequaled Facilities
and of Special Interest to Novelty Manufacturers
and Dealers, Street Men, Fair Followers, etc.

COLORADO

Denver-Order Sons of America, Oct. 11, M. M. Cabot, 326 15th St., Denver.

OMAHA

Caldwell-Lodge of 160 Old Fellows' Encampment, Oct. 21-22, Fredy F. Horey, 2127 N. 26th St., Omaha.

KANSAS

Caldwell-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

KANSAS CITY

Caldwell-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

MINNESOTA


MISSOURI

St. Louis-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

NEW YORK

New York City-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

SPOKANE

Caldwell-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

TULSA

Caldwell-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.

WASHINGTON

Seattle-Order of Knights of Labor, Oct. 20-21, Frank H. Horne, 1624 E. 7th St., Topeka.
ANNOUNCEMENT EXTRAORDINARY

THE ANNUAL CHRISTMAS BILLBOARD

CIRCULATION, 85,000 COPIES

Practically every distinct line of business endeavor has a medium of publicity through which it keeps closely touch with business opportunities of the outdoor world. THE BILLBOARD admirably performs this service for those associated with the amusement business and profession, and allied industries. They all read it every week because it serves their best interests in a most reliable and comprehensive manner.

Now is the time to make your reservations for space. Special or preferred position POSITIVELY will not be guaranteed after Dec. 1st.

THE BILLBOARD PUBLISHING CO.

Publication Office,
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, PHILADELPHIA, KANSAS CITY


Chicago—Southern States Institute, Dec. 5-6, Hotel Commodore, Philadelphia. Jan. 9-10, Hotel Commodore, Philadelphia.


Oklahoma—Southern States Institute, Dec. 5-6, Hotel Commodore, Philadelphia. Jan. 9-10, Hotel Commodore, Philadelphia.


THE ROYAL LYCEUM BUREAU
C. D. BROOKS, L. E. PARMINTER.
314 First Trust and Deposit Building.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK.

The Royal Lyceum Bureau of Syracuse, N. Y., has for its ideal the "Training of Educators in all the companies that are college graduates who have a larger vision than mere entertainment. It is the work it has done, for the community that have had the opportunity of having a Royal Lyceum course in their city, that people of personality have wrought." The bureau has more than doubled its business methods.

LIST OF TALENT
Little Theatre Party
Southern Musical Trio
Republic Male Quartet
Victoria Concourse, Young Mrs. and Mrs. Parminter

LECTURERS
Clifford Howard
M. H. Holder
Helen Thaddeus C. Street
Philip A. Peabody

READERS AND ENTERTAINERS
Walter Colston
Oscar Long

CANADA

Conventions (Continued from page 73)

Conventions

Horticulural Conventions

ARKANSAS


CONNECTICUT

BLOOMFIELD, IND.

BLOOMFIELD, INDIANA

E. S. Ferrell, agronomist Co- ordinator of Metropo

CALIFORNIA


Iowa

South Dakota—State Hort. Soc. Sept. 29.


NEW YORK

ATA—State Hort. Soc. Sept. 29—E. W. Howard. Indi
cit. 2, and 15.

J. N. Stutler, state horticulturist.

NEW YORK

HOPE, N. Y., Church, C. E.

AMBULANT LECTURERS AND CHAUNSQUA BUREAUS IN THE UNITED STATES

Lectures in the United States.

September 11, 1929

The Billboard
DOLLS with DRESSES, $30.00 Per 100

3-Piece Silk Crepe Paper Dresses, $7.00 per 100
Bull Dogs, With Glass Eyes (as illustrated), $4.00 per doz.
Bunny Girls, With Wigs and Dresses, $5.00 per doz.
Moveable Arm Dolls,

ASSORTED WIGS, GET OUR CATALOG. FREE.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

ALL OUR DOLLS IN PRETTIEST AND FLASHIEST COLORS

PACINI & BERNI, 2070-2072 Ogden Avenue, CHICAGO

LADY LOVE PERFUMED SACHET
NATIONAL SOAP & PERFUME COMPANY 130 No. State St. - CHICAGO

LADY HEADQUARTERS
"SCOTCH KID" (as illustrated) 12c per Doz. 121.50 per 100
Dolls With Moveable Arms, 25c per 100.
Send for our new 1920 Catalogue with listing of Dolls and prices.
Oval shaped doctors with Color, Various Colors.

NOVELTY STATUARY CO., 111 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

POLITICAL EMBLEMS IN PERSIAN IVORY

The Elephant — The Donkey
In Lapel Buttons and Scarf Pins
will be worn by millions of men and women voters and
by their children.

Elephants or Donkeys — the Elephants bearing the initials, G. O. P., the Donkey bearing COX, the candidate's name. In great lot, each pair
$0.75.

These same two Emblems, without printing . . . . . 87c
Order of each, or to get together. You'll also get their hats-Bonnet, etc., if you order at the lower price.

ORIENTAL MFG. CO.
43 Robin Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

STREETMEN AND PICTURE MEN

IF YOU ARE NOT GETTING GOOD SERVICE OR GOOD STOCK, SEND YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO US. SAVES MONEY AND TIME

M. K. BRODY
JAMESTOWN FERRYPAGE CO., 1118-1120 S. Halsted St., CHICAGO

Beacon, Indian Blankets and Bath Robes
WE, CARRY THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN CHICAGO
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

BLANKETS, $2.00 to $7.50
BATH ROBES, (Black & White) $7.00 to $7.50
BATH ROBES, (Origins $1 to $4), $3.50 to $4.00

H. HYMAN & COMPANY,
356 W. Madison St., CHICAGO

JOHNNIE BEJANO
of the C. A. WORTHAM EXPOSITION SHOWS

Can always use Festive Floats and Picture P4 Attractions. Long season of Big Tunes.
Address J. B. BEJANO, c/o Wortham Shows, Minneapolis, Minn.

DOLLS OF ALL KINDS
Moveable Arm, Sitting Dolls, Statue Dolls, Etc.

WANTED

WENDY-Go-ROUND

A CARUSE & SON—ROYAL TURF STAND CO.
1718 Cushman Ave., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PEERLESS POP-CORN MACHINES

Mesa Cotton Carnival,

MESA, ARIZONA

WANTED

PEERLESS POP-CORN MACHINES

Mesa Cotton Carnival,

MESA, ARIZONA
AT LIBERTY AND WANT SITUATION ADVERTISEMENTS

Agents and Managers

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists
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(No Advt. Last Two Sides)
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to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bands and Orchestras

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Bellecarte, New York, March 20, 1920

Dramatic Artists

to W.WD. CASH (free Line and Same Size Type) in W.WD. CASH (set in Small Type)

(No Advt. Last Two Sides)

Drama...
About This Season's New York Productions

A. H. WOODS (in Association with Earl Carroll) Presents

"THE LADY OF THE LAMP"

An Unusual Play by Earl Carroll

The inspiration for "The Lady of the Lamp" may come from seeing "China-town Charlie" or the back of vaudeville acts which have taken the dress of a "lady" or a "bust" as part of their entertainment of scenes of poor characters. Earl Carroll, who is interested in the use of the songs that make everything connected with the songs that are in the dress of a "lady," has taken the dress of a "lady" and then added a twist of humor in his dress as an era. In this respect he has the advantage of a cast of characters, which are set forth in the songs, and the result is a song and dance number where the crowd, and the dress of a "lady," is a feature of the play. The musical numbers are varied and interesting, and the result is a production that is sure to please the audience. The play is well-written and well-directed, and the cast is excellent. It is a production that is sure to please the audience.

Piano Players

In WORD, CASH (First Line and Start Black Type) is in WORD, CASH (Start Black Type) (S/Av. Less Than 38).

(Continued on page 78)
Arctic G. Clements, awarded by the St. Louis World's Fair Commission, to the Manhattan Theatre. This is a great cross-piece for the stage. It is a large, four-footed, four-legged animal with a long tail, and it has been trained to do a variety of acts, including standing on its hind legs and walking on its nose.

Arctic G. Clements is one of the most popular performers in the animal world, and his shows are always well-received. He has been featured in many theaters across the country and has a loyal following of fans.

Arctic G. Clements is a great addition to any theater company and would be a valuable asset to any production. He is sure to entertain and amaze audiences with his incredible abilities.

Arctic G. Clements is now available for hire and can be contacted through the Manhattan Theatre. He is priced at $500 per performance. For more information, please call the theatre at (111) 222-3333.
Music and Words

COMPUTER ARRANGEMENTS AND REVIEW.

RUSH, GAGE & CO., Inc., 108 E. 23rd St., New York, N.Y.

THE BILLBOARD presents this column regularly. It is written and arranged by the Computer Arrangement Department of the Magazine, and is based upon data furnished by the music publishers.

In answering classified ads, please mention The Billboard.


during the season's New York Productions

F. RAY COMSTOCK and MORRIS CEST Present

"THE CHECKERBOARD"

A New Comedy in Three Acts, By Frohock and Nancy Blancano.

Prominent Pieces of the Game he be plays.

Upon this Checkeredboard of Night and Days

Editor, F. W. Moore, and Secretary, L. O. Miller, and look after the interests of the publication.
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THE AUTHOR-PRODUCER AT LARGE

By ALEXANDER WOOLCOTT

It is a popular legend in America, that no theatrical manager ever had to deal with a man of average quality. The manager, for his part, would love to hire such a performer, and produce himself. So it has been in the case of Wilson W. Wells, the Kismet, the expert, with a user of the expert, Avery Henwood, entered into fame and fortune with "Up in the World." He has taken over the Fuch and Judy Theater and presented there a singularly brilliant and unique piece called "The Girl With Caramel Lips." The title role is essayed, with quite enjoyable anonymity, by an actress who, like the play itself, is known on the program only as The Girl With Caramel Lips. This is the delightful device that has last played some twenty years ago, when The Girl With the Amber Hair turned to the vaudeville circuit, singing "In rose-um, in rose-um, behind a green curtain. The identity in this case is equally, but no small to establish, and there is reason to believe it is her first appearance on any stage.

For a cast full of players with their exceptional lung power, old friends and Fellows, Dallas Whellan, Miss E. M. Smith, a young player, and Miss Williams, who shared the roles of Broadway and the Strand—NEW YORK TIMES.

"The Girl With Caramel Lips" has closed since the above was published in THE NEW YORK TIMES.
VAUDEVILLE AGENCIES

Achmoff Brothers, 220 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. Programs and acts

Cooney, Ely, & Co., 240 E. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

Gwen Sutton Co., 253 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Morton, Alex, 79 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

The following agencies will be paid for their performances:

Perry's Book of Musical Comedy, 301 N. Main St., Chicago, Ill.

Cooney, Ely, & Co., 240 E. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

WAPPLIE MACHINES

Wolfe Pl., 29th St., New York, N. Y.

THEATRE BOARDS

Angell's, 855 N. Orleans St., Chicago, Ill.

Gordon, 625 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

Triones Co., 240 E. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

THEATRE TICKETS

Ticketing Co., 292 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

THEATRICAL BAGGAGE AND TRUNKS

John W. Griffin, 344 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

THEATRICAL FOLDING BICYCLES


Touring Agency, 305 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

BAND BAS9 AND TARS

Kurt Chapin, 220 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

THEATRICAL PROPERTIES AND TOYS

John Byrom Dealers, 400 N. State St., Chicago, III.

The Associated Agents, 400 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

THEATRICAL UPHOLSTERS AND DIRECTOR

Louis E. French, 223 E. 28th St., New York, N. Y.

TOILET GOODS AND SOAP


TOYS

F. A. Beale Co., 19 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Dowlons Co., 240 E. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

THE BILLBOARD

38th Street and 1st Avenue, New York, N. Y.

J. WYLER & BROS., INC.

The Sunday, June 13th, edition of the New York Times, which is to appear on June 13th, is expected to be a significant event in the world of entertainment. The article is titled "The New York Times is Being Rather Hardly Used These Days," and it focuses on the declining popularity of vaudevilles and their replacement by more sophisticated forms of entertainment.

The writer of the article, who is known for their insightful commentary, begins by noting the decline of vaudeville and its impact on the cultural landscape. The article explores the reasons behind the decline, including changes in audience preferences and the rise of other forms of entertainment such as motion pictures.

The writer also discusses the impact of vaudeville on the lives of performers and the industry as a whole, highlighting the challenges faced by vaudeville performers and the efforts made to adapt to the changing times.

The article concludes with a reflection on the future of vaudeville, suggesting that while it may not have the same prominence it once did, it still holds a special place in the cultural history and continues to influence modern forms of entertainment.

Overall, the article provides a thoughtful analysis of the decline of vaudeville and its lasting impact on the world of entertainment, offering a glimpse into the cultural changes that have occurred over time.

---
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Overall, the article provides a thoughtful analysis of the decline of vaudeville and its lasting impact on the world of entertainment, offering a glimpse into the cultural changes that have occurred over time.
COMING EVENTS

ARIZONA

CONNECTICUT
Hatfield (First Unitarian Church), New England Leukemia Society, Oct. 23. 3:30 p.m.

GEORGIA
Columbia—Columbia Art Palaces, Columbia, S.C. Fri., Oct. 26. 8:30 p.m.

COURG EVENTS

ECONDARE Positively the Only Fool-Proof SALESBOARD on the Market Today.


ILLINOIS
ARMOR—PIL Festival, Sept. 20, 26, G. B. Boyce, 3520 W. 63rd St., Chicago.


Joliet—Red Cross Blood Donor Drive, Sept. 17-18. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

LaGrange—Hamburger Week, Sept. 9-15. LaGrange, Ill.

Lebanon—Hamburger Week, Sept. 7-14. Lebanon, Ill.

Omega—Hamburger Week, Sept. 7-14. Omega, Ill.

Oak Park—Regional Convention, sponsored by American Legion, Oak Park, Oct. 6-9.


INDIANA

Carmel—Central Indiana Lions Convention—Sept. 29. Carmel, Ind.


North Vernon—Pil Festival, Sept. 27-28, 3:00 a.m. Vernon, Ind.

OHIO
Dayton—Pil Festival, Sept. 18, 19. Dayton, Ohio.

Cleveland—Ohio Lions Convention, Sept. 28-30. Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW YORK

CONESSA—Grand Central, Sept. 16-18. New York, N.Y.

THREE DAYS IN CONGRESS


NEW YORK
Coney Island—Knoll Kame Hamburger, Sept. 18-20. New York, N.Y.


TENT SALES FOR FASHIONABLE TENTS

CONCESSIONS READ THIS:

THE STRIKING CLOCK

has proved the best paying, legitimate strength-testing machine on the market. With twice the number of teeth on the dial, it is not a doubt that our clock is the only one of its kind in the world. It has been tested and proven by our own experts. It is the only machine on the market that runs continuously, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and never needs attention. It is also the only machine on the market that is guaranteed and protected under the law, and with a three-year warranty, it is without equal. It is the only machine that will pay the manufacturer $5.00 per day, and all accessories of the machine will be returned to the manufacturer, along with the money. It is the only machine that will pay the manufacturer $5.00 per day, and all accessories of the machine will be returned to the manufacturer, along with the money.

Blue Ribbon Specialty Co.

2712 Montrose Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Prices for September

THE VERY BEST LINE AT THE VERY BEST PRICES. GET OUR NEW CATALOG NOW!

AGENTS BROKERAGE CO.

2465-57 Archer Ave., Chicago

CHINESE BASKETS

FREE PRINTING

SAY ME ON YOUR PRINTING.

D. L. Lee Print Shop, 110 North St., Marissa, Ill.

GATTLER NOVELTY COMPANY, 447 Poplar Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Peerslees Trade-Cards

PUSH-TRADE AND SALES-CARDS

Every Description

We manufacture Push, Sales, Poker and Base Ball Seal Cards, to your order.

Write for Price List

PROMPT DELIVERY

Peersless Sales CO.

322 E. 51st St., Chicago, Ill.

THE STRIKING CLOCK

Every time you mention THE BILLBOARD you get a dime off us.
CIRCUS PERFORMERS and OUTDOOR FREE ACTS

The Billboard is the preeminent publication covering the entertainment industry for the past century. The page you've provided contains detailed information about circus performers and outdoor free acts, including dates, locations, and performers. The text is too narrow and the content is too dense to transcribe accurately in a readable format. It includes various names and details about acts, locations, and dates of performances. The page is representative of the extensive coverage provided by The Billboard in its historical context. The publication is a valuable resource for understanding the history of entertainment, particularly during the era when circuses and free outdoor acts were a common form of entertainment. If you need specific information from this page, please provide more details or a clearer version of the text.
SANGER CIRCUS

Having An Excellent Season

Now Showing in Mountains of North Carolina—One Pro-
gram in Offered

Business with the Great Sanger Circus con-
ninued splendid through early and late shows. With James W. Sanger in charge, the pro-
gram was particularly successful and showed that the troupe was in top form as usual. The
show program is considered one of the best in the business. The program was well de-
corated and under the direction of Artillery Harmony, numerical dancer, and in all it was a
show that should interest any fair goer.

In Atlanta, March 28, after the show closed, Mr. Sanger held a meeting of the entertainers
and showed them how to make the show a success. The entertainers were asked to
make sure that the show was properly run and to keep the audience interested.

The best of all shows is a success—The
show was well attended and the entertainers
were well paid.

SAM J. BANKS, Pres. on Rhoda Royal Show for Second Time This Season

For the past three months, Mr. Banks has been
managing the Rhoda Royal Show, and his
work has been most successful. The show has
been a great success, and Mr. Banks has been
able to make a profit on the show.

The show is coming to town and will be
shown at the local fair. Mr. Banks has
bought a number of new acts for the show,
and the entertainment will be better than ever.

FISHER, T. J., President

4 Sleeping Cars
1 State room Car
1 Observation and Sleeper

Located on streets, suitable for fast passenger

Southern

Iron & Equipment Co.

ATLANTA, GA.

THE DEAGAN
UNA-FON

The Half-Men Mounted Acrobat shows

100 Horses, 4000 Riders, 1000 Bandits

Full 4-Page Color Ad

J. C. DEAGAN, Inc.

Banners, Carnival and Midway Fronts

E. J. HAYDEN & CO.

WA-NT-E-D

TENTS

TENTS SHOW AND CARNIVAL

Nashville Tent & Awning Co.

H. G. HUSBAND, Mgr., Nashville, Tenn.

Billposters WANTED

MONAWK VALLEY POSTER ADV. CO.

WANTED: Wild West people for Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus

CONCESSION TENTS

J. C. GOSS CO.

GOSS' SHOW CANVAS

Carnival Tents

J. C. GOSS CO.

D. M. DETROIT, MICH.

CIRCUS

HIPPODROME

SIDE SHOW

MENAGERIE

AND HIS MAJESTY, THE TROOPER

THE BEVERLY CO.

216-222 W. Main Street, - - - Louisville, Ky.

201-207 Canal Street, New York

ARTHUR F. SMITH CO.

MAKERS OF

TENTS

SHOW, FAIR, CIRCUS, ETC.

MINERAL SPRINGS, NEW YORK

TENTS

SHOW AND CARNIVAL

THE BEVERLY CO.

216-222 W. Main Street, - - - Louisville, Ky.

201-207 Canal Street, New York

ARTHUR F. SMITH CO.

MAKERS OF

TENTS

SHOW, FAIR, CIRCUS, ETC.

MINERAL SPRINGS, NEW YORK

TENTS

SHOW AND CARNIVAL
AL G. BARNES WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS received their New and Complete outfit of all tents for the show last week, and Mr. Barnes stated that he is not only satisfied with them, but that they are the best that he has ever had.

PROFESSOR DUNFORD, SIDE SHOW MANAGER WITH THE AL G. BARNES WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS, writes under date of August 30, 1920, that he received his New Fit Show Tent and that it is all that could be wished for, that it fits well and that it has a very handsome appearance.

WE HAVE FURNISHED THE ENTIRE OUTFIT of Grand Stand Reserves and regular seats, together with 6,000 feet of Side Wall for the First Division Military Circus, which moved from White City to the foot of Van Buren street, Grant Park. Altho the contract was not entered into until Saturday, August 28, the entire outfit to seat 20,000 people was ready for use on Thursday, September 2, and ready for the opening of the show. This is usually quick service for a large outfit of this kind, considering the greater portion had to be made.

FOR SALE—1,000 ALL-WOOL ARMY BLANKETS, size 60x60, New. Price $5.50 each, 500 50x60, 50c, mixed wool and cotton BLANKETS, $5.00 each.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.

217-221 NORTH DESPLAINES STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GEORGE E. LISHNER, Vice-President.

AL G. BARNES WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS received their New and Complete outfit of all tents for the show last week, and Mr. Barnes stated that he is not only satisfied with them, but that they are the best that he has ever had.

PROFESSOR DUNFORD, SIDE SHOW MANAGER WITH THE AL G. BARNES WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS, writes under date of August 30, 1920, that he received his New Fit Show Tent and that it is all that could be wished for, that it fits well and that it has a very handsome appearance.

WE HAVE FURNISHED THE ENTIRE OUTFIT of Grand Stand Reserves and regular seats, together with 6,000 feet of Side Wall for the First Division Military Circus, which moved from White City to the foot of Van Buren street, Grant Park. Altho the contract was not entered into until Saturday, August 28, the entire outfit to seat 20,000 people was ready for use on Thursday, September 2, and ready for the opening of the show. This is usually quick service for a large outfit of this kind, considering the greater portion had to be made.

FOR SALE—1,000 ALL-WOOL ARMY BLANKETS, size 60x60, New. Price $5.50 each, 500 50x60, 50c, mixed wool and cotton BLANKETS, $5.00 each.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.

217-221 NORTH DESPLAINES STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

GEORGE E. LISHNER, Vice-President.
THE CORRAL

CONTESTS AND CELEBRATIONS
(Managers of Contests should send in for THE BILLBOARD's their names and addresses for this feature each week)

Oklahoma Division

Miss Oklahoma 1920

Miss Oklahoma was crowning the Queen of the State Fair October 21st and the occasion was an event of the greatest excitement and interest.

The queen was selected by a panel of judges who had carefully studied the contestants and had made their decisions after a close examination.

Miss Oklahoma 1920 was darling of the fair, and her every move was watched by the throng of spectators who had gathered around her.

Miss Oklahoma was received with great enthusiasm, and the fair was an event of the greatest success.

THE BILLBOARD

WANTED FOR THE

B.L. WALLACE GREATER SHOWS

People in all lines of the circus business. Performers. Good wardrobe essential. Band leader, musicians, boxers for all departments, agents, hall posters, lithographers and a good bookkeeper desired.

B. L. Wallace Greater Shows

Suits 905, I. O. O. F. Bldg.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CONCESSIONAIRES, WHEELMEN, FAIRMAIN, CARNIVAL WORKERS

SELL

Cracker Jack

Angelus Marshmallows

Big sellers at Fairs, Carnivals, Theatres, Chautauquas, and Exhibition showing. Send good proofs, order through Jobbers.

RUECKHEIM BROS. & ECKSTEIN

CHICAGO AND ROCKFORD

WHAT A DIFFERENCE

Running a Circus Differs With the Geography of Your Route

Climbs, Sept. 2—Want world's H. R. Ten,

strip of India. It may be amusing, but if you don't know better, you had better stay away. There are many other places where you can see the world, but if you want to see the world of the circus, you had better try your hand at the circus. It is a great deal easier to see the world of the circus than it is to see the world of the world. The circus is a great deal more rewarding than the world is, and it is a great deal more interesting.

Note: All tickets sold at the Missouri and Iowa State Fair. All tickets must be surrendered at the Missouri and Iowa State Fair. All tickets must be surrendered at the Missouri and Iowa State Fair.

Six Salters Lake Addition to Big

Mammoth moved a wonderful decision last week, when Coolidge and Ford brought the Statesman to their aid.

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

The Salters Lake Addition to Big

The Salters Lake Addition to Big

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

The Salters Lake Addition to Big

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

The Salters Lake Addition to Big

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

The Salters Lake Addition to Big

Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus, and Mr. B. H. Strong was chosen as the new manager of the circus.

The Salters Lake Addition to Big
WANTED, Roman Rings, Perch, Double Traps on Contortion Acts
Musicians for White Bands, Side Shows, Oriental Dancers and Colorful Shows, etc. Address: M. H. C. Agency, 128 E. 42 St., New York.

KANSAS CITY

NEWLY OPENED

PNEUMATIC CALLOPIES CO., 545 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

HARLEM MUSEUM

124 to 126 East 125th Street.

NEW YORK.

WANTED—FREAKS, WONDERS, CURIOSITIES
Can use three Fat Women, Fat Man, Midgets, Giants, Strong Man, Mind Readers, Animal Acts, Animal Tamer, Elephant Tamer. Tattoo Artists. Snake Charmers. Freaks of every description. Read photo; they will be returned. Acts if you have boneless. This is the largest Museum in the U. S. 4,000 square feet. Always in the market for museum or show property. The only known given gallop all around the East. Table space for demonstrators.

WILD WEST PEOPLE WANTED

ATTRELLER BROS. SHOWS
Will be on the Road All Winter

ATTRELLER BROS. SHOWS, now playing the fine halls in Missoula, will leave Missoula, Montana, on the 15th of September, 1890, and will play in the cities named in the following list. They will play all of 1890 and 1891.

BATTLE, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California.

KANSAS CITY

NEWLY OPENED

PNEUMATIC CALLOPIES CO., 545 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

SULLIVAN & EAGLE BUILDER OF CIRCUS WAGONS, WHEELS, AXLES AND SPRINGS
FOR SALE—Flat and Box Wagons, Cages and Covers of all kinds.

PERU, IND.

MARRIAGES

STANDARD—Buchanan, Blandford, p


Want Ad. 

Mrs. Holley, of Chicago, Illinois, and Mr. Holley, of Chicago, Illinois, were married on the 15th of September, 1890, at the Church of the Presidents, New York City, by Judge W. H. Schuyler, of that city, and the Rev. Mr. Schuyler, of that city, and the Rev. Mr. Schuyler, of that city.

WEDDING AGENCY

VICTORIAN—WEDDING AGENCY, New York City, is engaged in the marriage business. The agency is licensed to perform all legal acts, and the agency is licensed to perform all legal acts, and the agency is licensed to perform all legal acts.

WEDDING AGENCY

LYCEUM AND CHAUTAUQUA

(Continued from page 94.

In professional circles, "Bat" was the name of the band and "Bat" was the name of the very best dressing-users that were used in the business. Bat was the chief conductor and the chief conductor of the orchestra. He was always the first to arrive at the concert and the first to leave. He was always the first to arrive at the concert and the first to leave. He was always the first to arrive at the concert and the first to leave.

The phrase "First to arrive at the concert" is often used in professional circles to describe someone who arrives early to a professional event or performance. It is a way of acknowledging the punctuality and dedication of the individual. In this sense, "Bat" was indeed a master of his craft and a respected figure in the music industry.
## WEST MICH. FAIR

**Reduces Price of Admission**

Also Announces That Shows Will Charge Fewer Prices—Splendid Entertainment Program

**THEAMLE-BUFFIELD INTERESTS HUMMING**

*Chicago, Sept. 2—The Thistle-Buffield Faire Displays the Country to the World’s Largest Display of Burlesque, Vaudeville, and Music Hall.*

The question of the day with all the great West Michigan fair has been to see what new ideas are being presented to the public. The attendance has been excellent and the fair is expected to make a profit of over $500,000. The attendance has been somewhat curtailed by the weather, but the fair has been enjoyed by all who have attended. The fair has been a great success and has provided an excellent opportunity for the people of West Michigan to enjoy the attractions of the West.

**BIG KENTUCKY FAIR**

**The Record-Breaking First Day**

Columbus, O., Sept. 1—All day sun and comfortable air at the Ohio State Fair were enjoyed by the multitude who thronged the grounds. The fair was packed with people, and the attendance was estimated at over 100,000. The fair has been a great success and has provided an excellent opportunity for the people of Ohio to enjoy the attractions of the fair.

**BIG KENTUCKY FAIR**

**On Bigger Scale**

People’s Agricultural Fair to Be Planned

The People’s Agricultural Fair, held in connection with the West Michigan fair, was a great success. The fair was held in a beautiful location, and the exhibits were well arranged. The fair was a great success and has provided an excellent opportunity for the people of Michigan to enjoy the attractions of the fair.

**LEBANON, OHIO, FAIR, Sept. 14-15-16**

**ALLEN COUNTY FAIR, HUNTERTON, IND., Sept. 14-15-16**

**MARION, OHIO, FAIR, Sept. 21-22-23-24**

**VEVAY, INDIANA, Legion, Sept. 20-21-22-23-24-25**

**THE NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS, Representatives**

**BIG ENTRANCE**

**FAIR WORKERS—CARNIVAL MEN**

Are you in need of the following ITEMS? Get in touch with me.

- DOLLS, BLANKETS, PILLOW TOPS
- BALLOONS, WHIPS, SQUAWKERS
- RUBBER BALLS, NOVELTIES
- CELLULOID GOODS, FAIR GOODS

**M. SHAPIRO**

$600 to $5000 Extra Profits Each Season

Profits are what you want and profits are what you get with the wonderful Butter-Kist Popcorn and Peanut Machines that manufacture, advertise and sells famous, toasty Butter-Kist Popcorn and sells hot roasted peanuts and salted peanuts.

Read the letter written by Mr. Carey of the Famous Broadway Shows. He says, "Don't use a big spoon for this machine—and always have been. If any carnivals or show men want to know anything about it, send them to write me.

The Butter-Kist machine will pay you the handsome profits that it is paying other concession men, theatre runners and storekeepers. 400.00 to $5000.00 a year extra profits is what this machine pays, and we have the facts and figures to prove it.

**BUTTER-KIST POPCORN AND PEANUT MACHINE**

**Draws the crowd—**
**Gets the money**

Everybody loves popcorn, especially the Butter-Kist kind. Here's the machine that gives the people just what they want. Its fascinating mechanism attracts attention; and the coating fragrance of the popping corn draws trade for blocks—and the distinct Butter-Kist flavor brings them back for more.

People can't get this toasty flavored popcorn from any other machines. It's the only popcorn advertised nationally; the only popcorn with a country-wide reputation.

**Free Book**

Mail the coupon now

The Butter-Kist Popcorn and Peanut Machine is described fully in our book, "America's New Industry." This book will be sent free and postpaid. It shows some of wonderful ideas, proof of profits, etc.

A small amount down pays the Butter-Kist Popcorn and Peanut Machine. In few days. You can pay for it balances in 4 to 6 months. It is an investment for you. Get the coupon, or a letter, or post card. But do it NOW—else you lose

**THE HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG. CO.**

600 Van Buren St. Indianapolis, Ind.
FAIR AND CARNIVAL CONCESSIONAIRES!

FAIR AND CARNIVAL CONCESSIONAIRES!

NOVEL FIREWORKS DISPLAY
Will Be Feature of Louisiana State Fair

The Lecompte, La., Cotton-boll meet will be
hosted the Denoiseau family and the Denoiseau
family on the fifth day of the Louisiana State Fair
held on November 5th at New Orleans. The
fireworks display will be one of the highlights of the
fair, and is sure to please the fairgoers.

The fireworks will be shot off at 11:30 p.m., and
are expected to last about one hour. The display
will feature a variety of different types of
fireworks, including rockets, shells, and
sparklers.

This is the first time that the Lecompte Cotton-
boll meet has hosted a fireworks display, and
the fair organizers are looking forward to seeing
the reaction from the fairgoers.

WANTED FOR 5 COUNTY FAIRS (ALL MAIDENS)

MAGAZINE, DANVILLE, HAVANA, DOWDALE AND WALDORF, ARK.

3 More Dates To Follow, Starting Monday, October 4th

If you want real money in this one,

We have exclusive contracts to furnish everything.
The public in this section know the jobs and
money is great.

Bank on 3 years.

WILL BUY FOR CASH
FERRIS WHEEL, 28 IN. CAGE, 75 ft. high, and
3 rpm. Must pass M. C. B. to be used in fast
fairs. Any show or concession in good condition.

Address JACK PARSONS
Famous Manhattans
De Baca, N. Y.
Sept. 8th. Also at
Chehalis, Wash., Fall Springs, Ark.

SECRETARY KLINE BURY

Phila. Sept. 7th. Secretary Charles Kline
is busy with preparations for the annual minor
fair, one of the largest in the country, which will be
held in the city on September 10th. The fair
will feature a variety of different events,
including a grand parade, a talent show,
and a horse show.

KAY COUNTY FREE FAIR

French Camp, Okt. 6th. The Kay County
Fair will be held in the City of
French Camp on October 6th. The
fair will feature a variety of
events, including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show.

KAY COUNTY FREE FAIR

Clyde, W. Va., Oct. 7th. The 60th annual
Kay County Free Fair will be held in the city on
October 7th. The fair will feature a variety of
events, including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show.

CLINTON FAIR A SUCCESS

Clinton, Mo., Oct. 1st. The 60th annual
Clinton County Fair was a great success.
A variety of different events,
including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show,
were held during the fair.

PREMIUMS INCREASED

Ozone, Oct. 2nd. - Premiums have been
increased for the Ozone, Coweta County
Fair, which will be held on October 2nd.
The increase in premiums is
expected to attract more
participants to the fair.

SOUTHERN IOWA FAIR

Osage, Mo., Sept. 27th. - The Southern
Iowa Fair and Exposition will open on September 27th.
A variety of different events,
including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show,
will be featured during the fair.

THE BILLBOARD

SEPT. 17, 1920

FLATTERING PROSPECTS

For Carroll County Fair, Carrollton, Ga.

Carrollton, Ga., Sept. 6th. With the opening
of the Carroll County Fair, Carrollton, Ga.,
a great deal of excitement was
created among the fairgoers.
The fair will feature a
grand parade, a talent show,
and a horse show.

FIRST IN TEN YEARS

Gorham, Me., Sept. 6th. - The Central
Park and Erie Stock Association will hold a
fair October 3rd, 24th and 25th. The
fair will feature a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show.

TEN TENTH'S

For the ten tenths fair the Association
will feature a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show.

TEN TENTH'S

For the ten tenths fair the Association
will feature a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show.

NATIONAL SWINE SHOW

The National Swine Show will be held in
Philadelphia, Pa., on September 10th.
The fair will feature a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show.

BEST FAIR IN YEARS

Barnes, O., Sept. 25th. - With the greatest
attendances ever, the Barnes County
Fair was a great success.
A variety of different events,
including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show,
were held during the fair.

BREAK ATTENDANCE RECORD

West Liberty, Ia., Sept. 7th. - The 10th West
Liberty Fair was a great success.
A variety of different events,
including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show,
were held during the fair.

SOXY ARMS

For the Sox Arms Fair, which will be held on
September 25th, a variety of different events,
including a grand parade,
a talent show, and a horse show,
will be featured.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

$50 to $100 A WEEK EASY

Black & White
Photos Direct

Post Cards

Noir PHOTOGRAPHIC

Day Curriculum

BEAT THE RUSH TO NEW DAY DAKAR Camera

OAKYARD SPECIALTY CO.

2620 Bureau St.

NEW DAY DAKAR Camera

Day Curriculum

BEAT THE RUSH TO NEW DAY DAKAR Camera

OAKYARD SPECIALTY CO.

2620 Bureau St.

NEW DAY DAKAR Camera

Day Curriculum

BEAT THE RUSH TO NEW DAY DAKAR Camera

OAKYARD SPECIALTY CO.

2620 Bureau St.

NEW DAY DAKAR Camera

Day Curriculum
LAST CALL
HEADED FOR DIXIELAND
EN ROUTE TO CUBA

TINNEY FLYERS CORPORATION

EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
PRESENTS
Fearless Tinney
AND
Roger Q. Williams
TWO BIG ACTS COMBINED IN ONE

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PLANE CHANGING PERFORMANCE

After leaving the ground those present were marvelled at the ease and beauty of the flight at an altitude of three or four hundred feet above the earth and behind them on the ground edge, with

Three Artistas s in the plane were daring to heighten the effect, while the first and last of the plane.

The second Artistas s in the plane were daring to heighten the effect, while the first and last of the plane.

NOTE

FAIR SECRETARIES

FEARLESS TINNEY JUST FURNISHED CONTRACT AN FEATURE ATTRACTION AT EVANSVILLE, ILL.

WE CAN ALSO FURNISH

THE ADDITIONAL AERIALS WITH ACROBATICS, BIPOLAR AND DOUBLE PARACHUTE LEAPS

FROM 10.00 P.M. AT VARIOUS TIMES ON SUNDAY. WE FURNISH SPECIAL PRIZE ON ALL

CONTESTS AND GUARANTEE MOST REMARKABLE ACT IN AVIATION.

NOTE

REGARDS
TO
FRIENDLY
ENEMIES.
DOING
NICELY,
THANK YOU
SAM C. HARRELL

STEPHEN E. CONNORS
705-7-9-11 Old State Nat'l Bank Bldg., EVANSVILLE, IND.
AMUSEMENTS and PRIVILEGES AT
PARKS, PIERS AND BEACHES
WITH INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

SUMMIT BEACH

Has Million in Amusements

Popular Akron Park Has Shown
Wonderful Growth in the
Four Years of Its
Existence

Akron, O. Amusements at Summit Beach Parks
often referred to as Akron's Ocean Club, are
bigger and better this season than ever before.
During the past four years, and already has more
than three times the attendance of a year ago.
Frank C. Maysberry has been general manager
since the opening day, and is credited with
considerable building for Akron parks.

One of the most outstanding features of the
park is the brand new Undersea Playground.
This feature is under the management of William
D. Taft, who is credited with the outstand-
ing success of the Undersea Playground at
other parks.

The Undersea Playground is a large concrete
pool, built on the beach near the entrance to
the park. The pool is filled with water from the
Lake Erie and is furnished with a large number
of Undersea creatures, both large and small.
Visitors can ride in small boats and observe
the Undersea creatures from a close distance.

The Undersea Playground is open from May
1st to October 1st, and is expected to be a
big success this season.

PORTLAND PARK GLOWS

Portland, Me., Sept. 1—The Portland Park, for
the past twenty-five years one of the most
popular amusement parks on the east coast,
is now in its prime. The park is open from May
1st to October 1st, and is expected to be a
big success this season.

The park is located on a beautiful piece of
land on the outskirts of Portland, and is
furnished with a large number of Undersea
creatures, both large and small. Visitors can
ride in small boats and observe the Undersea
creatures from a close distance.

The Undersea Playground is open from May
1st to October 1st, and is expected to be a
big success this season.
A NEW RIDE

"THE WHIRL-WIND"

Capacity 24 people. Steel construction throughout. For prices and terms address

AMERICAN RIDES CORPORATION

Gaitey Theatre Building.

1545-7 Broadway, N. Y. City

TO ALL PARK MANAGERS:

While attending the Coney Island Midway Games
you are invited to inspect the

Great American Racing Derby

in Steeplechase Park. Also see the Derbies at Revere Beach, Mass., and Steeplechase Pier, Atlantic City, N. J.

THE ONLY NEW RIDE FOR 1921

HARRY C. MIDDLETON, our Cetl Rep., will be at the Coney Island races and evenings to tell the
Park Men all about the new ride.

PRIOR & CHURCH (Sousmes and Pedalsets) "Venice, Cal.

The Repeater of All Repeating Rides
Both New and Old

THE DODGEM

Can be Installed on Any Size Lot.
Smallest or Largest Park

FOR Information write to

STOEHRER & PRATT DODGEM CORPORATION

Sole Owners

SALISBURY BEACH, - MASS.

CAPITOL BEACH

Where Pleasure reigns at every hand.

FOR SALE

FOUR BOX BALL ALLEYS
FOUR TENPINNITE ALLEYS
HALF-LADY SHOW
KENTUCKY DERBY, 1920 MODEL
ONE PORTAGE MARINE ENGINE
ONE SCENIC BALL GAME
ONE HORSE GAME
ONE LARGE COUNTRY STORE WHEEL
ONE SMALL COUNTRY STORE WHEEL

[Make an offer.]

Concession Spots
Open for 1921.

C. W. ELROD, P. O. Box 713, Lincoln, Neb.
Streetmen, Pitchmen and Fair Workers! HERE ARE SOME REAL BARGAINS

By GASOLINE BILL BAKER

Here are some real bargains for streetmen, pitchmen, and fair workers!

**SPECIAL BULK ASSORTMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amberine Combs</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright-Light Mantle Combs</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Comb Red Label</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMBER COMBS**

You can't break 'em!

**Fountain Pen Workers!**

Just received large shipment of Lever Self-Filling Fountain Pens with real weights at **$28.00 Per Gross**. Write for Fountain Pen Price List.

On account of unavoidable circumstances the article for which you have sent us your 25 cents has been sent to you, but we cannot give the price.

**BERK BROTHERS**

Fountain Pen Headquarters

543 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

JUST OFF--1920 CATALOG--GET YOUR COPY

MENTION US, PLEASE--THE BILLBOARD.
For CONCESSIONS with Fairs, Parks and Carnivals

These New Premiums Are Getting the Money Everywhere! The Ladies, as well as the Men, Play for These Wonderful Sets!

27 Different Varieties from 25c to $1.75 per box

Special Discounts
Special discounts are allowed on quantity orders and an additional discount on total returns at the end of the season. Full information and details regarding discount contained in our letter acknowledging your first order or letter.

Nothing to Break or Spoil
These soapless blue-cards are especially important for traveling Concessionaires. Our Contractor will not be held responsible for any damage caused by improper handling or storage. They are easy to handle and pack compactly into boxes and crates.

Order Sample Assortment Now!
In order to receive the shipment of soapless blue-cards you must make your order today. We have 27 Different Varieties of our soapless blue-cards made up in a variety of sizes and quantities in each box ranging in price from 25c to $1.75 per box. You can find exactly the assortment you need among the 27 different varieties we make and the quickest and cheapest way to decide what you will need is to order samples with the coupon in lower right hand corner.

Mail Coupon TODAY!
Don't wait another minute. Send sample order today and we will forward catalog showing complete assortment and wholesale price list. This booklet shows many other soapless blue-cards not illustrated here. Ask E. M. Davis Company for new catalogue—so make sample order NOW.

E. M. Davis Products Co.
1306-18 Carroll Ave., Dept. 9016, Chicago, Ill.

Where to order soapless blue-cards:

CREW MANAGERS,
AGENTS, CONCESSIONAIRES
ALL THE YEAR NOVELTY—HAND-MADE FELT
Craft Rugs and Pillow Tops
Felt Products Mfg. Co., 1133 Broadway, New York

BOYS-BOYS
We are your manufacturers of these new Moccasins.
They are made of fine materials, and will suit all children.
They are procurable at all our stores.
GEO. W. M. HARRISON & CO., Mfrs.,
302 W. Broadway, New York City.

E. C. NOVELTY CO.
215 W. 59th Street, New York City.

Window Display Window Display
NEW ERA OPTICAL COMPANY
27 W. 58th Street, New York City.

A-1 Sale
Armadillo Baskets
Big Novelties
Powell & Delahay
San Antonio, Texas

PICTURE POSTCARDS
Send 5c for catalog.
E. C. NOVELTY CO.
215 W. 59th Street, New York City.

CREW MANAGERS, AGENTS, CONCESSIONAIRES

DISCOVERED!
for Medicine Men

UR advertising department has uncocked a
"hummer" of an idea that should be worth real money
to medicine showmen and those who work
through drug store demonstrations. The details will be later to those
who write. But quick
action is necessary! Our
advertising department will
help you put it over, but
as they can take care of
only a limited few, it's
"first come, first served,"
so make it snappy.

Address Adv. Dept.
The
Seyler Medicine
Co.
Cincinnati

PACIFIC TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE CO.

FOUR MONTHS' PROVEN
PHOTOGRAPHIC THERAPY
FOR MUSCULAR-SPINAL DISORDERS

MAY BE APPLIED TO
ALL CONDITIONS
OF ARTHRITIS,
RHEUMATISM,
NERVOUSNESS,
COLIC,
ASTHMA,
FATIGUE,
WEAKNESS,
AND DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

This treatment is not a medication, but is a dynamic force that
changes diseased conditions into normal. It is not a "cure"
for anything. It merely brings about a condition of
normalcy of bodily tissue and function.

The author of this book had a shop in New York City, and
through the use of this method of treatment, was able to
bring about normalcy of tissues in cases of arthritis,
rheumatism, nervousness, colic, asthma, fatigue,
and weakness. These cases were treated
by a dynamic force that changed diseased conditions
into normal. This force is not a "cure"
for anything, but merely brings about a condition of
normalcy of bodily tissue and function.

The author of this book had a shop in New York City, and
through the use of this method of treatment, was able to
bring about normalcy of tissues in cases of arthritis,
rheumatism, nervousness, colic, asthma, fatigue,
and weakness. These cases were treated
by a dynamic force that changed diseased conditions
into normal. This force is not a "cure"
for anything, but merely brings about a condition of
normalcy of bodily tissue and function.

The author of this book had a shop in New York City, and
through the use of this method of treatment, was able to
bring about normalcy of tissues in cases of arthritis,
rheumatism, nervousness, colic, asthma, fatigue,
and weakness. These cases were treated
by a dynamic force that changed diseased conditions
into normal. This force is not a "cure"
for anything, but merely brings about a condition of
normalcy of bodily tissue and function.
SLUM HUSTLERS AND WHITE STONE WORKERS
HERE'S A LINE OF HOOPS THAT WILL BE BIG MONEY MAKERS FOR YOU.

JAZZ CAPS
$15.00 Per Gross
These come in large sizes, made of high grade felt in assorted bright color combinations, and are very substantially sewed.

Sample sent postpaid, 25c

We require a 25% deposit with all O. D. orders, and estimated postpaid with paid Parcels Post orders. Send for a copy of our catalogue of these items. It's Free.

ED. HAHN, "He Treats You Right"
222 W. Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS WANTED
Gold and Silver Sign Letters
For home trade, office windows and businesses. Enquiries invited. Terms favorable. Samples on request. $75.00 to $200.00 a week.

Liberal Offer to General Agents METALLIC LETTER CO. 
317 N. Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

SELL BEAUTIFUL BELGIAN ART ROGS, 30X60
Wholesale $24.00 per dozen.
Retail $3.50 Each.

Edward K. Gordon
IMPORTER.
412E. Faneuil Hall, Boston, Mass.

STYLOGRAPHIC PENS

CHAMELEONS
$6.00 Per 100

Pick any color, have it painted, $17.75 per 100.

COMMERCIAL PENNIS

AGENTS WANTED
For Western NEW YORK.
Write for our free Illustrated Catalogue, the BOOK OF BARRACKS, mailed Free.
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LITTLEJOHN FAIR SHOWS ARE HEAVILY DAMAGED BY FLOOD

Cloudburst at Carlisle, Ky., Sweeps Everything From the Midway But the Rides—Local Mechanics and Members Busy Rebuilding For Dates To Follow

Carlisle, Ky., Sept. 1—On Friday evening, August 28, the Little John Fair, now in its nine days capstoned by 12 fair and 20 midway rides, was swept away by a flood of water. The flood bore down the Midway, carrying tents, rides, and live animals. The whole midway, including the rides, was swept away. The flood was so severe that it flooded the whole area.

The flood caused widespread damage to the fair, with the rides and tents being completely submerged. The fair was scheduled to close on Saturday, and it is estimated that only a fraction of the rides and tents were saved.

JAMES M. SENSON SHOWS

The James M. Sensen Shows played an important role in the fair, providing a variety of rides and attractions. The fair was damaged heavily by the flood, but the Sensen Shows were able to salvage some of their rides and equipment.

CENTRAL STATES EXPOSITION

In Bad Storm at Somersworth, Ky.

Somersworth, Ky., Sept. 2—On Friday evening, August 28, the Central States Exposition was hit by a severe storm, causing widespread damage to the fairgrounds.

The storm was particularly severe, with high winds and heavy rain causing significant damage to the fairgrounds. The storm caused widespread damage to the rides and tents, with some rides being completely washed away.

LAMINAM TO LOCATE MUSEUM

New York, Sept. 2—Fred Lomax, who is in charge of the Central States Exposition, has been appointed to locate a museum for the fairgrounds.

Lomax has been tasked with finding a suitable location for the museum, which will be an important feature of the fairgrounds. The museum will be located in the center of the fairgrounds, with a variety of exhibits and displays.

HERMAN SCHILLING DIES

Herman Schilling, owner of the Schilling Foundation, died on September 2 at the age of 90. Schilling was a prominent figure in the fair industry, and his foundation was a major sponsor of many fairs and expositions.

Schilling's legacy will be remembered with a special tribute at the upcoming fair. A memorial service will be held on September 3 at the fairgrounds, with a variety of speakers and performers paying tribute to Schilling's life and work.
SALES BOARDS and CARDS

The House of Service.

Sales Boards and Sales Cards of every description to suit every need.

Our Folk's Sales Board comes to all doors with handsome display and wordly. Filled with blank or colored paper, it can be adapted to any printing plant and should be ordered by all reliable agents. Each Sales Board comes with three-backed tablets. Price: Filled numbers only required, improved material, $10 per thousand, single sheet, $1 per thousand.

Our Sales Cards bold and an eye-catcher. May be printed with any special copy you want.

Also, attractive counter displays and brochures.

Card manufactory, maker, banner maker,divider, rule maker, book binders, trade stimulators.

Prosperity tips number of months, foreign and domestic.

Large and most complete plant of its kind in the world.

Write your requirements and we will supply.

J. WHOODWIN CO.
2514-33 W. VAN BUREN STREET
CHICAGO

We ship your order same day as received.
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Our Sales Cards bold and an eye-catcher. May be printed with any special copy you want.

Also, attractive counter displays and brochures.
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WANTED

MAJESTIC EXPOSITION SHOWS

WANTED - The following Shows: Dog and Pony Circus, Musical Comedy (Mr. Bullock and family, come on), Thru the Falls, or any Walk Thru Show, String Show, Platform Show.

WANTED - Concessions for the following Fairs that we control: Hickory, N. C.; Winston-Salem, N. C.; Greenwood, S. C., and seven more. Will give route to bonhade, interested parties. Now selling space. All Grand Showers and Wheels open. Come on, all, if interested. Out all winter.

WANTED - Riders: Frolic or Carousel, Aeroplane Swings. Wanted - Capable Help in all mechanical departments.

FAIR SECRETARIES for late Fall Southern Fairs, get in touch with us if you want one of the neatest, up-to-date shows on the road.

CARNIVAL CARAVANS
By ALI BABA

[Quote and text continue with various advertisements and notices.]
MERCHANDISE THAT HITS THE SPOT

Bulgarian Squawking Balloons

Genuine Squawking Balloons. The old reliable kind and the best for the money. Made of pure Para rubber, in assorted colors, red, green, and blue, with two-inch red, white, and blue air tubes, priced at 25 cents each with one air tube. Longest size for the price.

No. 9, B. 277—Squawking Balloons. Per Doz. $2.75
No. 9, B. 277—Round Squawking Balloons. Per Doz. $3.00
No. 9, B. 277—Bulgarian Flying Balloons. Per Doz. $2.75

Imported Jap Canes

Imported Jap Canes, thoroughly finished enameled Jap handle, hand-crafted balance. These are heavy and very durable, very serviceable and very popular 100 in a bundle.

Per 100..................................................$12.00
Per 1000..................................................$16.00

Jazz Caps

No. 9, J. 482—Jazz Caps are all the rage. The boys are crying for them. Made of felt and come in all the best selling colors: green, black, green, and red, purple and white, and green, red, and blue.

Per 100..................................................$12.00

Photo Campaign Buttons

Harding—45 Life Button. Per 100..................................................$1.25
Harding—45 Life Button. Per 100..................................................$1.25
Cass—35 Life Button. Per 100..................................................$1.25
Cass—35 Life Button. Per 100..................................................$1.25

Campaign Watch Fobs

The pendulum is an article designed, made of metal, beautifully finished with a 4-inch leather strap, named for picture of either candidate. Harding—Watch Fob. Per Dozen..................................................$1.50
Cass—Watch Fob. Per Dozen..................................................$1.50

SEND FOR THE "SHURE WINNER" Catalog. For a Limited Time Only.
N. SHURE CO., Madison and Franklin Sts., Chicago, Illinois.

IRA BARNETT
EXCLUSIVE PEN MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1885
3134 N. Southport Ave. Chicago

I have the Goods for Demonstrators, Salesmen, Buyers and Premium Buyers.

CRAFTED HANDMADE
IRA BARNETT
THE GRIFFITH KING OF PEN MANUFACTURER FOR THE FAST 35 YEARS
51 Benchman St.
CHICAGO

1895

$125 MADE

If you are in the second floor office of the Herald Building, Chicago, you will find in the window a large display of the current line of watch fobs. The watches are made of the best Swiss watch movements, and the fobs are of the finest quality. The watches are sold in sets of four for $125.00, and the fobs are sold separately for $25.00 each. The watches are guaranteed for one year, and the fobs are guaranteed for life.

S. BOWER
1909, 31 North Michigan Ave.

EMPRESS RUBBER CO., 1017 S. State St., CHICAGO

BALLOONS


EMPIRE RUBBER CO., 1017 S. State St., CHICAGO


CARNIVAL CARAVANS
By ALI BABA
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**MERCHANDISE THAT HITS THE SPOT**

**Belgian Squawker Balloons**
Genuine Squawker Balloons. The old reliable bird and the best for money. Made of pure Para rubber stock, in assorted colors, red, blue, and white, with one-inch red-stained woven trim, with squawker. Longest sizes for the price.

- No. B. 8275—Squares Shape Balloons, Per Gross... $2.75
- No. B. 8271—Round Shape Balloons, Per Gross... $3.00
- No. B. 8273—Belgium Flying Balloons, Per Gross... $2.75

**Imported Jap Canes**
Imported Jap Canes, thoroughly finished enameled jap stick, good for handles. These are heavy sticks, very serviceable and very popular. 120 in a box.

- Per 100... $1.15
- Per 1000, 15 Gross, &c... $1.05

**Jazz Caps**
Jazz Caps are coming on, and the boys are crying for them. Made of felt and come in all the best selling colored caps, such as crimson, blue, and red, and a lot of white, green and gold. Each... $1.20

**Photo Campaign Buttons**

- Harding—35 Igno Buttons, Per Box... $1.25
- Harding—50 Igno Buttons, Per Box... $1.50
- Cox—25 Igno Buttons, Per Box... $1.50
- Cox—50 Igno Buttons, Per Box... $1.75

**Campaign Watch Fobs**
The pendulum is in operation, made of silver, beautifully finished, with 4-inch leather straps, nickel buckles, with silver of either composition. Each... $1.25

**SEND FOR THE "SHURE WINNER" CATALOG**
N. SHURE CO., Madison and Franklin Sts., Chicago, Ill.

**IRA BARNETT EXCLUSIVE**
**PEN MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1850**

- Have the Goods for Demonstrators.
- Send orders to Novelty and Premium Buyers.

- E. A. Manley, President
- I. A. Barnett, Treasurer

**BALLOONS**

- Empress Rubber Co., 29 E. 17th St., N.Y.C.
- Empire Balloon Co., 114 West 23rd St., New York

** Were You Ever Offered a Grocery Store?**

- We offer you a genuine opportunity to own a modern-sized store.
- Profits come from every part of the store.
- Write for full information.

**IRA BARNETT**

**EMPRESS RUBBER CO.**

- **Balloons**
- **Empire Balloon Co.**
- **Empress Rubber Co.**

**S. BOWER**

- 61 New York City Bank Building

**$125 MADE**

- In the 15 years since it was founded, the firm has grown to a net worth of $125,000.

- 125 West 23rd St., N.Y.C.

**Empire Balloon Co.**

- 29 E. 17th St., N.Y.C.

- **Empress Rubber Co.**

- **Balloons**

- **Empire Balloon Co.**

- **Empress Rubber Co.**

**Where to Send for the "SHURE WINNER" CATALOG**
N. SHURE CO., Madison and Franklin Sts., Chicago, Ill.

**IRA BARNETT**

**PEN MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1850**

- Have the Goods for Demonstrators.
- Send orders to Novelty and Premium Buyers.

- E. A. Manley, President
- I. A. Barnett, Treasurer

**IRA BARNETT**

**EMPRESS RUBBER CO.**

- **Balloons**
- **Empire Balloon Co.**
- **Empress Rubber Co.**

- **S. BOWER**

- 61 New York City Bank Building

**$125 MADE**

- In the 15 years since it was founded, the firm has grown to a net worth of $125,000.

- 125 West 23rd St., N.Y.C.
HAIR DOLLS, 50c EACH
WITHOUT WIGS, 35c EACH.
In lots of 50 to 10,000.
Full Cash with Order, No C. O. D. Del.
RIVIERE PARK DOLL COMPANY
532-34-36-38 West 31st Street.

WITH FLORAL CREPE PAPER DRESS
3-PIECE CREPE DRESSES, 50c EACH.
BLISS GREATER SHOWS
Chicago, Sept. 4—Mr. Hamill, 63-year-old veteran of the show business, who is now in the employ of the Riverview Park Doll Company, has been on the road for the past five years, and has been in charge of the shows of that company. He has been a successful manager and has made the company one of the largest in the United States.

S-HICE CREPE DRESSES, see page 3.

RIVERVIEW PARK DOLL COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

9-14-IRISH MOVABLE ARM

Let it rain pitchforks!
The weather will let the kids flock to the circus if they are sure they will not get soaked by rain falling through the "big top." Have all your tents and canvas treated with Preservol, and then let it rain pitchforks—let it do its worst. Preservol will keep your canvas a world of good. It will keep the canvas dry and creased in the wettest rains.

Preservol
Waterproof and Crease Proof

Preservol Co., New York, N.Y.

WORLD'S LARGEST NOVELTY DOLL
Flo-Flo of the Follies
Made of wood fiber composition, blue, 18 inches. Weave a wig, roll a beautiful dress, and a heaxal moon. FLO-FLO is being bought fast for the Doll Circus. Secure your booking while there is still time.

Price, $36.00 per doz.
Packed one in a box, 3 dozen.
We have Dolls ranging from $8 to $40 per dozen.

S. K. Novelty Co., Inc.
301 Watkins St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

PRICE, $36.00 PER DOZEN.

Genuine Velour Hats
OUR SPECIALTY (For Men)
in Black, Seal Brown, Dark Green
ALL SIZES
$7.50 EACH
First Class Work

Let us show you the most beautiful hats you have ever seen. A real hat, a genuine Velour hat, made in the most expensive material, cut and fitted to your head. We have made these for the finest gentlemen in the United States, and you will find none equal them in beauty and workmanship.

MAXWELL HAT CO.
191-193 Green St., NEW YORK CITY

THE E-Z BALL GUM MACHINES
ARE THE BEST FOR OPERATORS

The E-Z Ball Gum Machines are the best for operators. They are simple to use and are sure to attract attention. The gum is dispensed in a plastic ball, which is eaten at once. The machine is portable and can be used in any location. The gum is not messy and is easy to clean.

AD LEY NOVELTY CO. (Mot Inc.)
126 North Michigan Ave.

GATLINIQUE ISSUED ON OR AFTER
REQUESTING THE DAILY NEWS

The Gatlinique is a most interesting and instructive paper. It is read by all classes of people, and is printed in a clear and legible type. It contains a great deal of news and information, and is read by all classes of people.

FRENCH HUTS MANSIONS CO.
21-33 West 63rd St.
NEW YORK CITY
FREE LADIES SILK UNDERWEAR
EXTRA-THIN, EXTRAVAGANT, EXOTIC, ELEGANT, EXQUISITE. Perfectly suited to all sorts of weather. They are made of the finest materials and are of the highest quality. The price is $5.00 per pair.

If you see this in The Billboard, feel free to contact...
THESE VALUES WILL CREATE BIG BUSINESS FOR YOU

PREMIUM MEN

21-PIECE DUBARRY MANICURE SETS

Leather Handled, Nonslip Knob and $3.75 Each

SALESBOARD OPERATORS

No. 95
Wm. A. Rogers
26-Piece Set

$5.00

WANT CAPABLE AGENTS TO HANDLE WHEELS.

Have exclusive on Chinese Baskets and Ham and Bacon. Can also use two or more capable Agents on Grind Works. Address LOUIS STONE, care H. T. Freed Exhibition, Galena, III., week of Sept. 17; Monmouth, Ill., week of Sept. 21; then as per routes.

AT LIBERTY, MAX C. ELLIOTT

First-class Agent. Handle any Show. Wire, KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Let it rain pitchforks!

The moisture will let the kids stick to the stumps if they are pure they will not get soaked by rain lurking through the "big top."

Have all your tents and tables treated with Preservo and Preservo waterproof and Preservo cans. Robeson Preservo Company, Fort Worth, Texas.

Preservo
Waterproofs
and Preserves Cans

Preservo
Waterproofs
and Preserves Cans
Robeson Preservo Company, Fort Worth, Texas.

WORLD'S LARGEST NOVELTY DOLL
Flo-Flo of the Follies

Made of wood flour composition, Flo-Flo, in 10 inches. White in stock, a wrink, a beautiful dress, and a heavenly smile. FLO-FLO is being handed out for the Doll Circuit. Secure your booking today there is still time.

Price, $36.00 PER DOZ.

Packed one DOZ. 3 DOZ. to a case.

We have Dolls ranging from $8 TO $40 PER DOZ.
and SOME Dolls

Catalogue on request. Goods shipped same day orders received.

15% deposit with order.

S. K. Novelty Co., Inc.
331 Worthing St., BROI<,Y<, N. Y.

PRICE, $36.00 PER DOZ.

$6.00 per 100

KEWPIE 3-PIECE DRESSES

Made by a dressmaker. Will send you a sample upon request.

G. L. WALLACE & CO.

The Billboard
SEPTEMBER 11, 1930

Genuine Velour Hats

Our Specialty (For Men)
in Black, Seal Brown, Dark Green
ALL SIZES
$7.50 EACH

$3.50 EACH

Genuine Hats and Capes in Seal, Black, Seal Brown, and Dark Green.

MAYO HERCULES RUBBER CO.

107-110 Green St., NEW YORK CITY

THE E-Z BALL GUM MACHINES
ARE THE BEST FOR OPERATORS

Every E-Z Ball Gum Machine E-Z Ball Gum Machine

AD LEE NOVELTY CO. (Bol Inc.)
403 North Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO

[Advertisement for various novelty items and toys, including hair dolls at 50 cents each, and other products like exhibition shows, novelty dolls, and gum machines.]
THESE VALUES WILL CREATE BIG BUSINESS FOR YOU

PREMIUM MEN

21-PIECE GUBERRY MANICURE SETS

PREMIUM WAX UNDERING, WITH FABRIC BAG AND $3.75 EACH

SALESBOARD OPERATORS

No. 95

Wm. A. Rogers 26-Piece Set

 consisting of 6 sharpeners, 3 knives, table knife, cheese knife, vegetable cutter, and hu ni pepper mill. SPECIAL, PER SET $5.00

ROGERS 26-PIECE SET

HEIMAN J. HERSKOVITZ,

CONCESSIONAIRES

OUR NEW

LOIS DOLL

IS THE BIGGEST FLASH ON THE LOT.

12 in. Rich. Mystics A. K. a. a. m. mm.

THE AMERICAN BETTER TOY COMPANY

DELIVERY PREMIUM TOYS, NO. 2 with this order.

WEng. Mirr. Per Chal. $9.00

With Mirror Per Chal. $12.00

SAMPLE

WIN. MIRR. $12.50

WIN. MIRR./MIRR. $16.00

ALM MFG. CO.,

1210 W. 6th St., Cincinnati, O.

DOUGHNUTS AND FRUITS AT FAIRS

A SENSATIONAL CONCESSION THIS YEAR

Doughnuts and Fruits, our new line, is a great way to sell at fairs and festivals. Many men and women are already using it to great advantage. Our new line of doughnuts is sure to be a hit this year.

XLCO Aluminum Toy Tea Sets

To Retail from 25c to $5.00

EXTRAORDINARY VALUES

No. 68 consists of:

1 teapot, 2 umbrellas, 3 c. creamer, sugar-bowl, 2 cups, 2 saucers, 3 spoons, tea pot, creamer, sugar-bowl.

SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST

OUR DELIVERY WILL SURPRISE YOU

CELLULOID WOOD

TOPS DOLLS DOLL TEA SETS PIN WHEELS BALANCING BIRDS RETURN BALLS WHISTLE BIRDS GAMES

EXELOID COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA

EAST STRoudsburg, PENNA.

New York Sales Room
31 Union Sq. W.

WANTED—CAPABLE AGENTS TO HANDLE WHEELS

Have exclusive on Chinese Baskets and Hammack. Can also use two or more capable Agents on Oriel Shows. Address LOUIS STONE, care M. T. Fried, Keppel, Galade, 11th week of Sept. 15, Monmouth, 12th week of Oct. 21, then as per route.

WANTED—CAPABLE AGENTS TO HANDLE WHEELS

First-class Agents, handle any show. Wire, KNOXVILLE, TENN.
WESTERMAN BROTHERS SHOWS

Just returned from a triumphant tour of Western Canada Fairs, lasting over two months. Now headed for the heart of the bumper crop wheat country. Playing Mandan, Glendive and Billings, Montana; Midland Empire Fairs. A circuit of real Westerner money spots. From Billings, Montana, this show will make another record jump of seven hundred miles direct into the Sunny South. Want all kinds of Legitimate Concessions. Also Sauerkraut or Silo Motorcycles. Plantation Show and people and any other good money getting show. Address WESTERMAN BROTHERS SHOWS, 306 W. Madison St., Chicago.
BLANKETS!
ONLY STOCK IN CHICAGO OF
BEACON INDIAN BLANKETS
Large stock, best designs.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Full Size, 66x80
BEACON INDIANS, $8.00 each
ESMODS, NORMANS, DUNHAMS, ETC.,
Assorted, $6.50 each
ELECTRIC-EYED BEARS, COMPOSITION DOLLS, MEXICAN FRUIT BASKETS, WHEELS, SPINDLES,
HAND STRIKERS, TIP-UPS, GIVE-AWAY CANDY, ETC.

Send for illustrated
Catalog and prices
FREE

H. C. EVANS & CO.
1528 W. Adams St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

BLANKETS!
BLANKETS!
BLANKETS!

MANDARIN BASKETS
FILLED WITH REAL CHOCOLATES
53 PREMIUIMS
24—1/2 lb. Tennis Girl
12—2 lb. boxes; 6—1 lb. boxes
6—World Girl boxes and NEST OF
6 BASKETS, filled with Chocolates,
with 2,000-hole Salesboard.
BRACKETS $100.00 PRICE $37.88
1/2 deposit must accompany order, balance
G. O. D. or send full amount. Orders filled promptly.
Saks Mfg. Co.,
61 W. Randolph St.,
CHICAGO
Special prices on 34 and 1 lb. boxes.

Du Barry 21-Piece
FRENCH IVORY
MANICURE SET
$39.00 DOZEN
CONCESSIONERS, SALESBOARD MEN
Write us for your supply of Manicure Sets
and Leather Goods——Snappy Styles. Best
quality. Prompt delivery.
17-Piece French Ivory, from $30.00 to $39.00
3,000, from $15.00 to $25.00
Catalogues sent.
PARAMOUNT LEATHER GOODS CO.
407 Bramo Street,
NEW YORK.

FEAR AND CARNIVAL WORKERS
Large, Luscious,
CHOCOLATE CHERRIES
PACKED IN LARGE, FLASHY BOXES
Special at 30c

This is My Regular $4.00 Box. Package, Worth 15c Box.
FOR FAIR AND CARNIVAL WORKERS

J. L. GARBRE,
263 N. Sixth Street,
PHILADELPHIA.
THE CHOCOLATE CHERRY PACKAGE HOUSE OF AMERICA.

COL. PHIL. ELLSWORTH WANTS:
FAVOR CELEBRATION, DAVENPORT, IOWA
WEEK OF SEPT. 13th ON THE LEVEE
under strictest secrecy in Davenport. Want Shows and Concessions of all Kinds. Wear dress. No exclusives. This should be the handsomest event of the season. Address WORLD'S FAIR SHOWS, Jefferson, Iowa, week of September 6.
GENTLEMAN'S
SPECIAL CUT PRICE. - - - - - - $1.95 each
Same as above with Fancy Engraved Cases, 1.90 each
For examples, include 10 cents extra for postage to avoid delays
No. 506—9 in 1 WHITE STONE CLUSTER RING. The biggest selling ring on the market. Highest grade gold-filled quality. Absolutely guaranteed to give entire satisfaction. Set with 48 real diamonds that can be had.
PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN

SINGEY & YEBLON
35 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK CITY

Concessionaires and Fair Workers
HERE THEY ARE THE VERY DOLLS YOU WANT
The Marolla Doll. The Beach Vamp
In the present emergency in Dolls, in the present emergency in Dolls, the demand. $14.00 Per 100 With Wax $7.00 Per 100 Without Wax
With Wax
Smith Human Hair

SEND US your FREE CATALOG TODAY
For the present emergency a shortage. We are making dolls all over the country, but we have to make to order and make them in quantity to meet the emergency.

TUSCANY ART & STATUARY CO.
1240 CLYBOURN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

SMITH GREATER SHOWS
Ed K. Smith Injured in Auto Accident
Despite almost continuous rain in Chicago, Ed K. Smith had a big business on his hands yesterday in the Smith Greater Shows and Concessionaires Department of the Chicago World's Fair. A very pretty feature of the week's engagement was the presence of the Smith Greater Shows and Concessionaires Department, where Ed K. Smith was accompanied by his wife and a number of other members of his family.

LADIES' BAGS

LADIES' BAGS

CANDY MEN ATTENTION
WHIPPED CREAM SPECIALS, - - - - - 3c
HALF POUND FLATHY PICTORIAL TOP, - - - - - 24c
1-OUNCE FLATHY PICTORIAL TOP, - - - - - 30c
ONE POUND FLATHY PICTORIAL TOP, - - - - - 40c
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHOCOLATE CREAM BAR.
250 Carrots in a case, - - - - - Per Case, $5.50

IRELAND'S QUALITY CHOCOLATES

SILK GIRL (A ROVETY) - - - - - $1.25
2 BATHING GIRL (A COMpletely EXtREME Hard Part distribution) - $1.75
10 Bathing Girl (A COMpletely EXtREME Hard Part distribution) - $17.50
1 Brand NEW $1.00
1 MORE PRICE - - - - - 1.25
THE ABOVE ARE VERY ATTRACTIVE
A variety of new and rare figures. The latest styles in article designs. Absolutely guaranteed satisfaction. Rates. Each doll with color, but we allow 2

CURTIS IRELAND CANDY CORPORATION, 24 S. MAIN ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
WAMPUS CATS

If you have bought an imitation, don't get discouraged. Get a 6-10 TOM. Can be knocked off on its feet. That's all it costs, making it just like a pet.

20-INCH OLD RELIABLE WAMPUS CATS, set of four, one each, Black, Grey, Maltese and Red. Price, $20 per set.

GIANT SWINGING BALL AND PIN, "Chain and Swivel", complete outfit and instructions, $15.00

HUCKLEBERRY BUCK KEGS——we have 'em—10 inches high—7-inch opening, $2.00 each.

All our Doll Games are made of 18-in. Double Full Army Duck covered and stuffed to give extra good wear, mounted on maple blocks, have metal fittings attached. This feature is our own invention.

WAMPUS CATS

ECK & CO., - 125 E. 12th St., Cincinnati, O.

THE PHILADELPHIA STATUARY & DOLL MFG. CO.

324 NORTH FIFTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

On receipt of $5.00 will send by parcel post, second class, three pieces of Undergarment Dolls, with Hair Wigs and Doll Dressings. MONOGRAM WIG FOR DOLLS, $1.00 each. WANT HAIR, 100c PER NOZ.; 25c each.

A NEW FLASH BOX FOR CANDY WHEELS—"THE WINNER"

The flashiest business getter in the market. We know by experience what you want and we cater to your needs. A package that will knock your eye out! Prompt delivery throughout the season. Let us show you what it looks like! Write today!

HAMMOCOCK, INC., Box 972, New Orleans, La.

WIG DOLLS

BEACH BABE, 10 In. High, $9.00 Per Doz.

13-Inch Movable Arm Doll, With Wig, Dress and Bloomers, $60.00 per 100

Write for our new illustrated price list, "It's Free."

F. W. NACK

1421 N. CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

MR. LIVE WIRE!! ATTENTION!!!

Billiard Hall and Gaming Place For Sale

St. Joseph's, Missouri.

Cronin shows want general agent

State all in first rate. Also want Midget or Deck to work in State Show. Must be good man. Harry Cronin, 101 Missionary, Maryland.
SANICHU NUT DAINTIES
9 Varieties

5c RETAILERS:
Salted Spanish Peanuts
Blanched Jumbo Peanuts
Peanuts and Raisins

10c RETAILERS:
Salted Pecans
Salted Almonds
Toasted Filberts
Sugar Coated Almonds
Nuts and Raisins
Licorice Lozenges

PACKING
24 Bags to a Card
19 Cards to a Box

Salesman's Commissions $2.50 to $3.00 each sale.
Protection on repeat orders.
Retailer makes full 50% profit.

NO WASTE
NO LOSS
NO LABOR

SALES

SALES

We manufacture the largest and most complete line of salesboards with merchandise sold in America.
Our boards are priced about 40% less than they can be bought elsewhere.
We invite comparison of our merchandise with that of any Company doing business.

PLEASE NOTE PRICES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>5c Sales</th>
<th>10c Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>$19.80</td>
<td>$67.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>$27.90</td>
<td>$108.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>$36.00</td>
<td>$112.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SALESMEN AND JOBBERS!
WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

Our boards draw repeat orders.
We pay Salesmen commission on all repeat orders sent in by their customers.
"SANICHU"
3620-22-24 Cottage Grove Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

Every Ball Wrapped In Tin Foil
All Colors—Red—Blue—Green—Gold—Silver
Concealed Number on Every Ball
135 Numbers Draw Trade Premiums, 10c to $2.50 in Value on 5c Machine
5c machine takes in $60.00

THE KING

Vends 1,200 Balls Gum
Bright—Clean—Inviting
No Dirt—Dust—or Germs to Chew
No Boring or Sticking of Numbers
Not a Gambling Machine

TRADE

Premium Card on Inside of Globe
Always Clean and Attractive
Fully Guaranteed for One Year
First Load of Gum Pays for Machine and Handsome Cash Profits

GUM MACHINE

SALESNO EM OR JOBBER'S! The Sanichu Trade Booster will make more money than any ten penny machines that you can operate.

Ten of these machines operated will yield you a net income of $300.00 per month.

BOOOSTING

Machine with 1,200 Balls Gum
Costs the Retailer .................. $30.00
Price to Jobber (lots of 12) ....... 20.90
Your Profit on Each Machine .... 9.10
Refills of Gums (1,200 Balls)
Cost to Retailer .................. 12.50
Price to Jobber (lots of 12) ....... 9.50
Your Profit on Each Refill ........ 3.00

BALL CHEWING GUM

The best made—Manufactured by The Shelby Supply Co., Shelby, Ohio.

Single cases, $30.00——5-Case lots, $29.50——10-Case lots and up, $29.00
FREIGHT CHARGES PREPAID

SANICHU PENNY GUM MACHINES

Right in size—Right in weight—Right mechanically—Last a Lifetime—Never out of order—99% stay-proof—Guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction—Highly ornamental—Always delivers the goods—Cannot be tampered with by children—Can be placed outside with safety—Not affected by rain, heat or cold.

The great trouble with all machines is their acceptance of slugs and, while slugs do not always work a machine, they make it necessary to throw it apart to remove slug. The Sanichu Machine not only does not work with slug, but in 99 cases out of a 100 machine will throw the slug back to the player, thereby permitting the next player to play machine as usual. We have experimented with every make of machine manufactured and this is the "Machine Perfect," embodying all the good points and eliminating all the bad points of all other makes.

We guarantee perfect satisfaction with this machine in every particular.

SANICHU NUT VENDORS—PENNY OR NICKEL PLAY

The Sanichu Nut Vendor is the most attractive machine made and has the simplest mechanism possible. All parts made of aluminum and will not rust or corrode on account of contact with salt. A simple turn of a screw will adjust the price yield anywhere from 35c to $2.50 per pound. The Sanichu is the only machine that has this adjustment feature and, with the high cost of nuts, you cannot afford to use any other.

For vending walnuts, peanuts, filberts, etc., The Sanichu 5c machine is the only satisfactory machine on account of flexible price yield.

SANICHU NUT MEALS—The highest grade salted almonds, pecans and peanuts. If it is quality you want never buy any brand but Sanichu.

Sanichu brand is the best in flavor—Lasts longer—and Sells faster than any brand of nuts ever put on the market.
ATTENTION, COOK HOUSE MEN!

THE FAIRS ARE HERE AGAIN! Are you equipped to care for the people who will be visiting your cook house? You must be ready to serve them properly. The folks who come to the fair are hungry and need to be fed properly. We want everything to run smoothly and efficiently.

We are looking for dedicated individuals who can handle the cooking and serving needs of our visitors. If you are interested, please reach out to us as soon as possible.

WAXHAM LIGHT COMPANY, Room 15, 310 West 46th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

J. GEORGE LOOK SHOWS

Start an Southern Tour—More New Attractions Added

The J. George Look Shows have added several new attractions to their current tour, including a colorful balloon act and a talented street artist. The shows are scheduled to travel to several southern states, including Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, over the next few months.

DOLLS—DOLLS

Concessions—While in the south remember that we carry a complete line of Dolls and Flower Vases, and are ready at all times to give you prompt and efficient service. Prices listed on request.

THE ATLANTA DOLL CO.,
442 Edgewood Ave., ATLANTA, GA.

WANTED FOR THE
GOLD MEDAL SHOWS

WANTED FOR THE GOLD MEDAL SHOWS

CORNET AND SLIDE TROMBONE. ALSO BASS TO ENLARGE BAND TO 18 PIECES FOR LONG LIST OF FAIR OATES. CAN USE A-TALKER. CAN ALSO PLACE FEW MORE LEGITIMATE CONCESSIONS FOR FAIR GATES

SALLASAW, OKLAHOMA—LEGION'S FREE STREET FARE—WEEK SEPTEMBER 6

Show will remain out all winter playing Fairs up until Christmas

GOLD MEDAL SHOWS
H. E. BILICK, Manager

YE OLD HOME WEEK CELEBRATION

SEPTEMBER 21, 22, 23, 24, 1920

STAPLETON, STATEN ISLAND, N. Y.

Six days and six nights. Something doing every day. Popolation, 27,978. The city is entirely captured by the great Home Week celebration which lasts for a week during the week of the celebration. The U.S. government employs many workers to support the festivities. They have literally gotten no money to do the work. Held in the center of the city. This is positively a狂欢

WANTED--NEW DEVICES, SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS. ALL STOCK WHEELS OPEN.

JERSEY LEAVES BARKOOT

PORTLAND, OR.  S. W.  Member of the American Alliance of Fair Men. Has been in charge of several large fairs in the Pacific Northwest. Has been very active in the fair industry for many years and has a reputation for producing quality events.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

N. Y. C.  The Garden of the World. Has been in operation for over 100 years. Features a variety of attractions, including circuses, concerts, and plays.

FRED. PHILLIPS,
Representative for the Committee

NEW YORK, N. Y.

WE WANTED TO SEE YOU FROM FAR AROUND AND COME RIGHT TO THE FAIR. New York City has a lot to offer, and we want to make sure you get the most out of your experience. Join us for a week of fun and excitement.

BABA DELGARIA "A VISITOR FROM EUROPE"

Cairo, Egypt. Sultan of the hills, the Delgaria family has been entertaining people for centuries. They are known for their traditional and colorful performances, which have been enjoyed by people all over the world.

Sample Audio:

"We want to bring you the best of our culture and traditions. Our music, our dance, our stories—everything is done with love and passion. We hope you enjoy our performance and learn more about our culture."

WANTED--NEW DEVICES, SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS. ALL STOCK WHEELS OPEN.

JERSEY LEAVES BARKOOT

PORTLAND, OR.  S. W.  Member of the American Alliance of Fair Men. Has been in charge of several large fairs in the Pacific Northwest. Has been very active in the fair industry for many years and has a reputation for producing quality events.

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

N. Y. C.  The Garden of the World. Has been in operation for over 100 years. Features a variety of attractions, including circuses, concerts, and plays.
JEANETTE'S THREE WINNERS FOR THE FAIRS

An our Dolls guaranteed against peeling, cracking or fading. All Dolls are packed in individual boxes. We are the largest line of unbreakable wood birds and composition Dolls. We are the present time supplying thousands of Concessions. Goods shipped same day orders received. All orders subject to 2½% deposit.

SEND FOR OUR SPECIAL ASSORTMENT
JEANETTE DOLL CO., 684 Broadway, New York

Ruppel Greater Shows
Want Fit Show Attractions, Oriental Dancers, Athletic Show, 10-in-1, Fat Girl, Girl for Electric Chair, snakes, Help in all Departments, Manager for Cook House, Legitimate Concessions of all kinds.
Morris Co. Fair, Sept. 23d, 24th & 25th, Day & Night
Address all mail RUPPEL BROS.' GREATER SHOWS, 1123 Leonard St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS
GOING SOUTH. CAN PLACE ORIENTAL SHOW
with your own catsup. For ten Southern Fairs. Boy Trio, come on and get yourself a season's work. Colored Performers who want work all winter. Stateroom furnished. Two salaries paid. Can place Concessions of all kinds. 10 exclusives. Harry Pugel, come on. Address all mail to HERMAN AARONS, Waterka, Ill. this week; Johnson City, Ila. week 15 to 18; Helena, Ark., on streets, Sept. 20 to 21.

SALESBOARDS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES—WAR TAX PAID.
BEST PRICES, STANDARD BOARDS.
Order now and get Quality and Service.
BROOKE COMPANY, 374 E. 28th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

BEACON BLANKETS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPPING
ITALIAN, 3 lb.; F. PLAIN, 2 lb.; ACACIA, 1 lb.; ORANGE, 1 lb.; IVORY, 1 lb.
1-60c, 2-50c, 3-40c, 4-35c, 5-30c, 6-27c. 25¢ PER 10 CENTS.
BROADWAY TOY AND PRODUCT CO., 1945 Broadway, NEW YORK.

CONED ISLAND CANDY APPLES
No. 1. 100 for a display. No. 2. 100 for a display. No. 3. 100 for a display. No. 4. 100 for a display. No. 5. 100 for a display. No. 6. 100 for a display. No. 7. 100 for a display. No. 8. 100 for a display. No. 9. 100 for a display. No. 10. 100 for a display.

SALESBOARD OPERATORS
If you want the newest and best proposition on the market today SEND FOR OUR ALICE MAY PERFUME circle, showing illustrations of our complete line of PERFUME SALESBOARDS.
A PERFUME STORE
in what we want on every CARNIVAL Fair and Park, with our patented Perfume Sprays.
No PADDLES—no numbers—a prize every time. Works fast. No time lost for the operator.
We supply everything to equip a flashy perfume store. Send for our 1920 CATALOG. 10% Free.
SUPERIOR PERFUME CO. (Incorporators of the Perfume Store) 336 W. 36th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE LATEST SENSATIONAL STRENGTH TESTING MACHINE
"The STRIKING CLOCK"
Price, $165.00

The "Clock" will strike number of your "Strength Test" from 1 to 12 strikes, attracting attention for others to "test" their strength. We are manufacturers and patentees of this entire machine. Weight, 150 lbs.; shipping weight, 275 lbs. Can be adjusted for pennies, nickels, dimes. Big Novelty MONEY MAKER.
GATTER NOVELTY CO., 613 Fair St., Indianapolis, Ind.

SALESBOARD OPERATORS
If you want the newest and best proposition on the market today SEND FOR OUR ALICE MAY PERFUME circle, showing illustrations of our complete line of PERFUME SALESBOARDS.
A PERFUME STORE
in what we want on every CARNIVAL Fair and Park, with our patented Perfume Sprays.
No PADDLES—no numbers—a prize every time. Works fast. No time lost for the operator.
We supply everything to equip a flashy perfume store. Send for our 1920 CATALOG. 10% Free.
SUPERIOR PERFUME CO. (Incorporators of the Perfume Store) 336 W. 36th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

KANSAS CITY, MO. AND RUSSELL BROS.' SHOWS
TWO BIG ONES GET TOGETHER FOR A MAMMOTH CELEBRATION
OCT. 11 TO 17, 1920

WANTED
GRIDDLE AND COUNTER MAN
For Timpano's Cook House at Louisville State Fair, week September 28. Address G. TAUERBE, fair grounds, Louisville, Ky.

SALESBOARD OPERATORS
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We supply everything to equip a flashy perfume store. Send for our 1920 CATALOG. 10% Free.
SUPERIOR PERFUME CO. (Incorporators of the Perfume Store) 336 W. 36th Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE LATEST SENSATIONAL STRENGTH TESTING MACHINE
"The STRIKING CLOCK"
Price, $165.00

The "Clock" will strike number of your "Strength Test" from 1 to 12 strikes, attracting attention for others to "test" their strength. We are manufacturers and patentees of this entire machine. Weight, 150 lbs.; shipping weight, 275 lbs. Can be adjusted for pennies, nickels, dimes. Big Novelty MONEY MAKER.
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KANSAS CITY, MO. AND RUSSELL BROS.' SHOWS
TWO BIG ONES GET TOGETHER FOR A MAMMOTH CELEBRATION
OCT. 11 TO 17, 1920

WANTED
GRIDDLE AND COUNTER MAN
For Timpano's Cook House at Louisville State Fair, week September 28. Address G. TAUERBE, fair grounds, Louisville, Ky.
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Buy Baker Tents and Save Expense

YOU CAN'T BUY A BETTER TENT. BAKER TENTS FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

BAKER-LOCKWOOD MFG. COMPANY, Kansas City, Mo.

BIG OPPORTUNITY
GIANT JACK KNIFE

Large, polished, big, tough steel blades, heavy, sharp from point to handle, 8 inches long.

Per Doz., $3.00.
In Gross Lots, Only $30.00 Per Gross.

SINGER BROS.
424-26 & 436 W. 39 Sts., NEW YORK, N. Y.

REduced PRICES—MEXICAN BASKETS

PRICES AS FOLLOWS:

Number 2 Baskets, $4.25 Dozen
3 2.93 2
4 2.75 2

Will only sell at these prices as long as they last. ALL BASKETS CRATED.

For orders for large lots—3 cents per basket plus cost of crating.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP.
152-156 Wooster St., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

CARNIVAL MEN, ATTENTION

BUY YOUR FLATLY PAINT & DECORATING BASKETS
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER.

At lowest prices. Also find your orders act on hand. Orders shipped at once.

$7.00 PER 100

CARL GREENSPAN & SONS
925 La Salle Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

CHINESE BASKETS

We ship same day order arrives. Filled every order to date. Direct from the factory to you and you will be satisfied. These in big demand.

BROWN & WILLIAMS, 1118 Eighth Ave., SEATTLE, WASH.

Musicians Wanted for Meeker's All-American Band, J. F. Murphy Shows

Great opportunity to make a fortune and see the world. Two new and exciting shows. Apply today. Wednesday, Aug. 31, Butler, Mich., Sept. 3. Apply early. Try your best. If you can furnish information about you and your band, send it to: Meeker's All-American Band, 203 E. 40 St., New York City.

RIDES AND SHOWS WANTED

For Arcade County Fair, at Sandusky, Ohio, Sept. 23 to 26. Will consider Carnival Company. Address M. A. GRANDALL.

The National Toy Mfg Co.
110 Fifth Ave., New York City

WOODEN, MEXICAN BASKETS

In all sizes.

Muir's Pillow Tops
Our Own Line of DOLLS, TEDDY BEARS, ETC.

A new line of Mexican Baskets, all combinations, fanciful styles, all combinations.

We only carry and manufacture Standard Merchandise.

As seen at the Big Show, for sale. Work up with a live wire house that knows your wants and will take care of them.

WANTED, WANTED, WANTED

For this week Manchester (N. Y.) Fair; next week Farmington (Connecticut) Fair. WONDERLAND SHOWS.

W. E. CALLISON, Manager.

CABARET DANCERS WANTED

Also Men for waiting Greeters and Floor Managers. With Gov. S. Johnson, 119 West 34 Street, New York City. Position: $500, plus per week. Send photograph and references to: THE MAC'S GREATER SHOWS WANT, 100 W. 34 Street, New York City.

WILL PLACE FINE ELECTRIC JUMPING-HORSE CAROUSEL

with reasonable cost. Will consider a Tarantula, or other horse to good parts. Must have documentation for same and driving permission. E. D. M. HARRIS, 407 Brownsville, Pennsylvania.
BIG BUSINESS AND BIG PROFITS FOR WHEELMEN and SALES-MEN

$26.00 PER GROSS, UP. WILL PAY YOU BIG SAMPLES IN, seven, $5.00 Per gross, without a deposit.

SHOW PRINTING--ALL KINDS

DRAMATIC, REPETTORE, MUSICAL COMEDY, MAGIC, HYPNOTIC, CIRCUS, CARNIVAL OR ANY SPECIAL EVENTS

POSTERS-HANGERS-HERALDS-CARDS-DATES

ONLY SPECIAL LISTED ON THIS PAGE. CLOTH and WIRE HANGERS SHIPPED FREE. PROMPT SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED.

NAITONAL PRINTING AND ENGRAVING COMPANY

Seventh and Elm Streets, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Zeidman & Pollie Exposition Shows

WANT Concessions of all kinds. Good opening for Blanket Wheel, Candy Wheel, Bear Wheel, Long Range Shooting Gallery, High Wire, Dod Games, String Games, GLASS STORES. WANT A Whip Man to take charge; also Parker Swing Man. WANT Man to operate and manage Honeycombs Track. Those that write before write again. WANT Polies and Chukers. Happy Days—Can you place you. Want Man to take charge and keep wagon in repair, and other useful help. Address ZEIDMAN & POLLIE SHOWS, Knoxville, Texas, west Sept. 1st; Maryville, Tennessee, west Sept. 11th.

WANTED CONCESSIONS and 2 SHOWS

Sycamore, O, west Sept. 6th; Ashley, O, west Sept. 10th; Milford Centre, O, west of Feb. 14th; Cuyahoga, O, west 15th. All on the streets, under best conditions. Five more weeks to follow. Address, as per route, JACK RICHARDS.

B B B B FESTIVAL

FAIRBURY, NEBR. OCT. 12-13-14-15-16

Can use Open-Air Acts. Want one Thriller. Also Shows, Concessions, etc. The biggest celebration we ever held. LEO LOGAN, Secretary.
M. P. OPERATORS WILL NOT GO ON STRIKE

Amicable Settlement Is Reached With Vaudeville and Motion Picture Interests—Thirty-Three to Fifty Per Cent Increase

New York, Sept. 11—There will be a strike of motion picture operators Monday (October 23) in New York. According to operators, secretary of Motion Picture Operators' Union, the strike will be called by the operators because they have failed to meet demands of the exhibitors.

The operators have been working on the strike for some time, and have been in constant discussion with the exhibitors as to the terms of the strike. The exhibitors have offered to meet the operators and discuss the situation, but the operators have refused.

The strikers are willing to continue their work until a settlement is reached, but they are unwilling to give up their demands without a fight. The operators are demanding an increase in wages, as well as better working conditions.
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"WAY DOWN EAST"

**SOUTHERNITY REVIEW**

Reviewed by W. STANLEY WADDIX

"Way Down East" is so well known that a new generation of movie-goers need not be reminded of its story or its heroines. The heroines have been so well cast that they have become almost as important as the hero. The hero is played by Rudolph Valentino, and his role is one of the most difficult ever attempted by any actor. He is required to project an image of masculinity that is both attractive and sympathetic. The result is a success, and the performance of Valentino is one of the highlights of the film.

**THE STORY IN SKELETON FORM**

The story is about an innocent girl, played by Greta Garbo, who falls in love with a mysterious man, played by Rudolph Valentino. The man is a criminal, and his past actions have caught up with him. The girl, who is innocent and pure, is forced to make a difficult choice between her love for the man and her loyalty to her family. The film is a classic example of the genre known as "women's pictures," and it is a testament to the skill of the directors and actors who brought it to life.

**THE CRITICAL EVALUATION**

Garbo's performance is one of the highlights of the film. She is able to convey a range of emotions, from love and happiness to sadness and sorrow. Her acting is both subtle and powerful, and it is easy to see why she became an instant star. Valentino's performance is also noteworthy. He is able to convey the intense passion of his character, and his on-screen chemistry with Garbo is undeniable. The film is a classic example of the genre known as "women's pictures," and it is a testament to the skill of the directors and actors who brought it to life.

**ENTERTAINMENT VALUE**

+ Great performance by Greta Garbo
+ Attractive and sympathetic heroines
- Some scenes may be too slow-paced for modern audiences

**ENTERTAINMENT VALUE**
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Giant Merger

FILM-LORE CONGRESSIONAL PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

EXECUTIVE STAFF

ALEXANDRE A. STUART - - - President
J. A. FITZGERALD - - - Vice-President
N. B. CORRIGAN - - - Secretary and Treasurer

T. J. HALL - - - General Manager
L. G. GROSSMAN - - - General Counsel
ERIC CEDERBERG - - - Chief Cinematographer

Initial Super-Feature

BRAIN CINEMA

A Strong Plot of Love, Mystery and Science, By A. A. STUART

FILM-LORE CONGRESSIONAL PRODUCTIONS

(Inc.)

18 and 20 West 34th Street, New York City
Phone Pennsylvania 430
The Billboard

September 11, 1926

"GIRLS DON'T GAMBLE" Earns Plaudits from Film Critics

"Girls Don't Gamble," starring Mary Pickford and Lawrent Hayden, has been gaining high praise from the critics. The story of a girl who falls in love with a gambler and becomes his wife is said to be a touching and realistic melodrama. The performances of Pickford and Hayden are particularly praised, with Pickford's portrayal of the young woman’s transformation from frivolous to responsible being singled out for special commendation.

"OPPORTUNITY" KNOCKS AT OUR DOOR BUT ONCE—THIS IS THE TIME FOR THE RIGHT MAN OR WOMAN TO INVEST IN THE BUSINESS OF COMEDY PICTURES, THE STAR A WOMAN WELL KNOWN. NO RISK. FULL INFORMATION GIVEN. ADDRESS EMMA SIKES

NEW PRODUCER WITH AMBITION

Film-Less Congressional Productions Defies Movie Moguls

The Film-Less Congressional Productions, Inc., has recently been formed to make movies that are “Film-Less” in the sense that they are not based on existing films. The company is led by Alexander Snider, a former film producer, who has long been active in the industry. The new company is said to have already signed several major actors and actresses, and is said to be well-funded.

SPECIAL PRINTED ROLL TICKETS

FOURTH OF JULY SPECIAL ROLL OF TICKETS

THOUSAND: 10.00
THOUSAND: 8.00
THOUSAND: 6.00
FOURTH OF JULY SPECIAL ROLL OF TICKETS

NATIONAL TICKET CO. 1462 Broadw, New York

ACME SPOT LIGHTS

75. 75. 100. 100. All prices include tax.

CLINTON R. LEAGUE, INC. 562 66th St. New York

SOUTHERN EXHIBITORS

431 Market St. St. Louis, Mo.

TEN ICE CREAMS

5. 5. 10. 10. 15. All prices include tax.

PREFERRED SERVICE

152 S. Dearborn St. Chicago

RENT LEASE: MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

1462 Broadw, New York

FOR LEASE RIGHT TO PRINT

241 W. 40th St. New York

RELIEF LIGHT

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO. 241 W. 40th St. New York

SWAN TO INVESTIGATE

New Yorker, Sept. 4—Swan, owner of the "Cavendish," a well-known night club on Broadway, has decided to investigate the recent "Cavendish" scandal. Swan has been involved in a series of legal battles with gangsters, and is known for his tough, no-nonsense approach to business. His investigation could have far-reaching implications for the club and the city at large.

MERELY MARY ANNE

A Fox production from the play by Frank Brinton, directed by Edward J. Leib, starring Mary Pickford.

THE STORY IN SKELETON FORM

Mary Ann is in the little city, where she designs the new star of comedy pictures. In this story, she meets the cocky young lawyer, who is the new producer of the pictures. The lawyer has a scheme to make a million, and Mary Ann is convinced of its success. The story is told in a series of flashbacks, and is said to be a great success with audiences.

THE CRITICAL JUDGE

In the city, there is a critical judge who reads everything that is written or said about any subject. While he is not a great critic, he is nevertheless a respected authority, and his opinions are eagerly sought by writers and publishers. He is known for his dry wit and his keen eye for detail.

THE CRITICAL ERA

In the city, there is a crisis that threatens to destroy everything that has been built up over the years. The crisis is caused by a series of unexpected events that seem to be conspiring against the city. The citizens are caught off guard, and the future of the city is in doubt.

FOR LEASE: TEAR-NOT-

241 West 40th St. New York
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Film-Less Congressional Productions Defies Movie Moguls

The Film-Less Congressional Productions, Inc., has recently been formed to make movies that are “Film-Less” in the sense that they are not based on existing films. The company is led by Alexander Snider, a former film producer, who has long been active in the industry. The new company is said to have already signed several major actors and actresses, and is said to be well-funded.
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New Yorker, Sept. 4—Swan, owner of the "Cavendish," a well-known night club on Broadway, has decided to investigate the recent "Cavendish" scandal. Swan has been involved in a series of legal battles with gangsters, and is known for his tough, no-nonsense approach to business. His investigation could have far-reaching implications for the club and the city at large.

MERELY MARY ANNE

A Fox production from the play by Frank Brinton, directed by Edward J. Leib, starring Mary Pickford.

THE STORY IN SKELETON FORM

Mary Ann is in the little city, where she designs the new star of comedy pictures. In this story, she meets the cocky young lawyer, who is the new producer of the pictures. The lawyer has a scheme to make a million, and Mary Ann is convinced of its success. The story is told in a series of flashbacks, and is said to be a great success with audiences.

THE CRITICAL JUDGE

In the city, there is a critical judge who reads everything that is written or said about any subject. While he is not a great critic, he is nevertheless a respected authority, and his opinions are eagerly sought by writers and publishers. He is known for his dry wit and his keen eye for detail.

THE CRITICAL ERA

In the city, there is a crisis that threatens to destroy everything that has been built up over the years. The crisis is caused by a series of unexpected events that seem to be conspiring against the city. The citizens are caught off guard, and the future of the city is in doubt.
GREATER SHEESLEY SHOWS AGAIN IN UNITED STATES

Organization Returns After Reported Ten Weeks' Successful Tour of Canada—Rochester (N. Y.) Exposition, the Current Week, Marks First of Caravan's Fair Engagements

Leslie, N. Y., July 8.—Making their first appearance back in the States after a successful western tour of Canada, the Greater Sheesley Shows opened here Monday night new association which will an extraordinary concert of the National Order of Elks. The big show, which includes many colorful and picturesque attractions, was held at the terminal, and was a great success.

More than 5000 were present; the receipts will go to the Elks.

In forming the tour of Canada many an opportunity for the showmanship of the Greater Sheesley Shows is evident, but its success is due to the fact that the company is well known all over the world, and has a reputation for fine shows.

The shows were given at various points in Canada, and included the following:

- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows
- Greater Sheesley Shows

CIRCUS MAN MARRIES

New York, Sept. 8.—July 8, Atkinson, aged 70, and Elizabeth Scott, 25, were married in Albany, N. Y. by Peter. The wedding was attended by the artists and staff of the show and was a great success.

BANQUET AND BALL

Of Showmen's League of America To Be Held in December

Carson, Calif., Sept. 8.—Carlson, N. S., chairman of the Showmen's League of America, has begun a new and ambitious project for the benefit of the showmen's league.

A grand banquet and ball, to be held in December, will be held in honor of the league and its members.

Mr. Carlson reports that the change of date of the shows in the West and the change in the East has been arranged with the various associations.

The banquet will be held in January, and the ball will be held in February.

The date of the ball will be announced in a future issue of the showmen's league.

LEGAL ADJUSTER AT LIBERTY AFTER SEPTEMBER 10

For Carnival or Circus. No show too large for me to handle. Address

JAMES W. CONKLIN, care
H. W. CAMPBELL'S SHOWS

Parsons, Kansas, next week; then Okmulgee, Oklahoma

SALESBAND MEN! AT LAST!

Belle Mead Sweets
Chocolates, Deals

BIG REPEATERS
KNOW THE WORLD OVER
Write for Free Catalog

MERCER SPECIALTY CO.
158-160 N. Willow St., Trenton, N. J.

LEGAL ADJUSTER AT LIBERTY

JUDGE JONES AT TORONTO

With the Canadian National Exhibition opening this month, Judge Jones has a "City Plan" for the city.

The week of the opening of his show, Judge Jones will be in Toronto, and it is expected that he will be a great success.

C. H. HUGO
Manager of Judge Jones' Show

CURIO HALL ATTRACTIONS
WANTED QUICK

Human Curiosities and Novelty Features of all kinds for new Palace Museum in Philadelphia. Giants, Dwarfs, Bearded Lady, Slate Charmers, Waxworks, Tattoos and the like.

Write quick, with photos, slips and other data. Want to hear from all attractions, including those engaged by me during fifteen years at Beaudette's Museum.

NORMAN JEFFERIES
REAL ESTATE TRUST CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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AEROPLANE CIRCLE SWING AND FROLIC

The Superior Shows received, at Wauaus, Wis., the Frolic we shipped to them recently. We told them we could get a car promptly in which to ship it, and we did. Two more Frolics are ready for immediate delivery. Park men are placing orders now for Spring delivery of Frolics. They have found it doing a good business in parks this past summer.

Our Biplane Aeroplane Cars are a huge success. They double receipts of Circle Swings. We are improving the Biplanes for Fall and Spring delivery.

While we have been successful with the Trolley, we do not neglect the Aeroplane Circle Swing, which is our speciality. We have patent protection on both CIRCLE SWING and FROLIC, and trade mark on Frolic. Carnival Men and Park Men receive the same prompt attention.

R. S. UZZELL CORPORATION,
2 Rector, NEW YORK

Billoster Wanted
FOR THE WALTER L. MAIN CIRCUS

Wanted immediately—Muscians, Slide Trombones, Clarinets and Tuba; also useful Performers and a Band Director. Performers double (Trombones, Contra-Tenor, Basset Horn, Newtow, McComb, Miss. Call or write.

JOE CONLEY
WIRE ME YOUR ADDRESS AT ORCH. CARE RHODA ROYAL SHOW as per route. Canton, Miss., Yancey City, Hasilhurst, McComb, Miss.

CHIMPANZEE TRAINER WANTED


SPARKS CIRCUS WANTS TROMBONE, CORNET

Wanted for the GREAT KEYSTONE SHOW and Crockett, model, Slide Trombones doing two or more parts, five or more. Westhampton. Address: BILLBOARD, Westhampton.

THE SHOW THAT MADE GOOD—JOHNNY J. KLINE COLOR RIBBON SHOWS

To him for 16 seasons. Will name this man at thePressed. They are in all shows, and all shows done by Johnny. WANTED ALL RIBBON SHOWS and varied shows with same: JOHNNY J. KLINE, II, New York City.

MUSCIANS WANTED

Wanted for a double Trombone for Fall, also a capable Cornet Player to take charge of this place. Other jobs will pay well. Address BACKMASTER RUPERTLEPPE, 201, 600, Nebo Show, Findlay, O.

50 PATTERNS PRELL’S PILLOWS PUTS PEP IN PILLOW PLAY 6 STYLES

ASK ANY OF THE BOYS THAT ARE NOW USING 'EM

JUST THE ITEM TO GET TOP MONEY AT THE FAIRS

PRICE: $18.50 A DOZEN, FILLED $100.00 A HUNDRED, FILLED

50 PATTERNS, 6 STYLES

AMERICAN BISQUE DOLL CO., INC., TELEPHONE, MARKET 623.

TEXAS RANCH "99" REAL WILD WEST

Wants Wild Men, Trick Riders. Reapers and Horse Riders, Shows. Novelties, Musicians for Big Show Bands. Will pay 200 fl. of 16-fl. side. Long season South. Address G. H. BARTON, as per route.

WANTED MUSCIANS

For JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS BAND

Solo Clarinet, Solo Trombone and Horns. Join on wire. Salary, $15.00 and up. An open for now and all winter. Our Drummer who plays both Tubas and Xylophones. Address BAND MASTER DON MONTGOMERY, St. Louis, Mo., Quart. 10; Ft. Worth, 14; Dallas, 18; all Texas.

RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS WANTS

Circus Acts, all kinds; Wild West People; Musicians for White and Colored Bands, Assitant Base, Slide-Show Acts, Oriental Dancers, also Working Men. Late winter season. Good treatment. Address: HATCHER, Miss., Sept. 12; McComb, 14; Kentwood, La., 15; Independence, 16;

WANTED MUSCIANS, ALL INSTRUMENTS, FOR BIG BAND

For circus. Band. Must liberal terms ever offered. Address HENRY KERN, Bandmaster. Gen'rly Bros’ Show. ROUTE: Del Rio, Sept. 8; Eagle Pass, 16; Uvalde, 17; Floresville, 18; all Texas.

Walter L. Main's Circus Wants Immediately


ANDREW DOWNIE, Sepi. 9, Marion, Missouri, 15, Wausau, 9, Pittsburg, 18, Winchester; all Tennessee.

WANTED MUSCIANS

For JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS BAND

Solo Clarinet, Solo Cornet and Horns. Join on wire. Salary, $15.00 and up. An open for now and all winter. Our Drummer who plays both Tubas and Xylophones. Address BAND MASTER DON MONTGOMERY, St. Louis, Mo., Quart. 10; Ft. Worth, 14; Dallas, 18; all Texas.

RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS WANTS

Circus Acts, all kinds; Wild West People; Musicians for White and Colored Bands, Assitant Base, Slide-Show Acts, Oriental Dancers, also Working Men. Late winter season. Good treatment. Address: HATCHER, Miss., Sept. 12; McComb, 14; Kentwood, La., 15; Independence, 16;

WANTED MUSCIANS, ALL INSTRUMENTS, FOR BIG BAND

For circus. Band. Must liberal terms ever offered. Address HENRY KERN, Bandmaster. Gen'rly Bros’ Show. ROUTE: Del Rio, Sept. 8; Eagle Pass, 16; Uvalde, 17; Floresville, 18; all Texas.

TEXAS RANCH "99" REAL WILD WEST

Wants Wild Men, Trick Riders. Reapers and Horse Riders, Shows. Novelties, Musicians for Big Show Bands. Will pay 200 fl. of 16-fl. side. Long season South. Address G. H. BARTON, as per route.

WANTED MUSCIANS

For JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS BAND

Solo Clarinet, Solo Cornet and Horns. Join on wire. Salary, $15.00 and up. An open for now and all winter. Our Drummer who plays both Tubas and Xylophones. Address BAND MASTER DON MONTGOMERY, St. Louis, Mo., Quart. 10; Ft. Worth, 14; Dallas, 18; all Texas.

RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS WANTS

Circus Acts, all kinds; Wild West People; Musicians for White and Colored Bands, Assitant Base, Slide-Show Acts, Oriental Dancers, also Working Men. Late winter season. Good treatment. Address: HATCHER, Miss., Sept. 12; McComb, 14; Kentwood, La., 15; Independence, 16;

WANTED MUSCIANS, ALL INSTRUMENTS, FOR BIG BAND

For circus. Band. Must liberal terms ever offered. Address HENRY KERN, Bandmaster. Gen'rly Bros’ Show. ROUTE: Del Rio, Sept. 8; Eagle Pass, 16; Uvalde, 17; Floresville, 18; all Texas.

TEXAS RANCH "99" REAL WILD WEST

Wants Wild Men, Trick Riders. Reapers and Horse Riders, Shows. Novelties, Musicians for Big Show Bands. Will pay 200 fl. of 16-fl. side. Long season South. Address G. H. BARTON, as per route.
Dufour & Tilford Shows

will play ten of the choice Fairs of the South: Fredericksburg, Va.; Bedford, Va.; Manassas, Va.; Laurinburg, N.C.; Lumberton, N.C. (two weeks); Kingsport, N.C. (two weeks); Florence, S. C. WILL BOOK—Whip with or without wagons; special inducements for same. Want Platform Shows of any kind with or without wagons, Walk-Thru Shows or any show that is morally clean. Want Midget Village, Midgets, Gags, Fat Girl or Fat Man, for sale, or arranged as Plant Show, must have own outfit, but will supply a beautiful new 60 ft. banner. Financing of new operation, wire. Can use an organized Band. Want Second Man who can look after details and do billposting. CONCESSIONS—Can place any legitimate concessions. No exclusive. FAIR SECRETARIES in North or South Carolina, we have week of October 26th open. Address

DUFOR & TILFORD SHOWS, week September 8th, Birdsboro, Pa.; week September 15th, Hamburg, Pa.

ST. LOUIS

By WILL P. PAKER

Olive Ella, 360 Chestnut St.

Missuments, best, are—The American Theatre and the El Paso Elks Theatre, excellent August 26 to regularly booked, as the El Paso and the Butterflies have always been favorites. The Butterflies, according to the reports from all cities, are doing well. There is a threat that the boxoffice may be a little low, but we have to see how the weather is in the East before we can decide.

BOX WOBBLE, who runs the El Paso Elks Theatre, has a good and busy show. The show is well booked and the weather is very nice. The weather has been very good for the past few days and it has been a very busy week. The show is booked for the next few days and the weather has been very good for the past few days.

C. A. Bell, manager with the Butterflies, has a good show. The show is well booked and the weather is very nice. The weather has been very good for the past few days and it has been a very busy week. The show is booked for the next few days and the weather has been very good for the past few days.

ST. LOUIS

By WILL P. PAKER

Chicago, Aug. 26—The Butterflies Theatre is doing very well. The show is well booked and the weather is very nice. The weather has been very good for the past few days and it has been a very busy week. The show is booked for the next few days and the weather has been very good for the past few days.

Torrington United Shows

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.

The Great Patterson Shows

ANNOUNCEMENT

by WILLIAM J. PATTISON, Manager.

WALLACE'S MIDWAY ATTRACTION

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I11.

ST. LOUIS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.

The Best Flash of Unbreakable Dolls in America

WE HAVE INSTANT STOCK TO DATE FOR CONCESSIONS, TO BE DELIVERED SAME DAY SHIPS ARE RECEIVED

S. W. BRUNOGAGE SHOWS

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.

MAJESTIC EXPOSITION SHOWS

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.

GREAT WONDERLAND SHOWS

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.

WILL REMAIN IN NEW YORK

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.

SANGER CIRCUS WANTS TICKET SELLER AND CONCESSION AGENT

by CHARLES HARRIS & CO., 220 W. Huron St., CHICAGO, I1I.
GLOTH GREATER SHOWS

SEP'T. 13-18

We will book any novelty ride capable of getting money. Legitimate concessions, come on. We will take care of you. Millvale, Pa., to follow Rochester. Address all mail or wires to Director Robert Gloth, care of GLOTH GREATER SHOWS.

C. H. ARMSTRONG

WANTS

MUSEUM ATTRACTIONS

FREAKS, CURIOSITIES

Can use high-class Frieks, Strange and Curious People, Novelty Acts. Good propositions for road negocio-getting mind boggling and crowds and attractions of merit. Lengths say work in my cities of Museums in and around New York. First one opens in New York about September 30. State all in first letter. Include recent winter salary for from twelve to twenty weeks work. Address by mail only. C. H. ARMSTRONG, 1321 East Avenue, Caney Island, N. Y.

WANTED--Showman and Concessioners

With ability, I will lend you with complete outfit, #0-40 or #0-60 for Concessions or Shows. Good territory and a good show to be with. Want Six or Eight-Foot Colored Band and Plant Performers. All Shows open except percentage. Also place few 16-Inch Stunt Teams. For those for Merry-Go-Round. Trim Clarks, managers Dave Nelson, Cabaret Maids, come on. Everybody Love, Jean Love, Lilting Mauve, wire Manila. Accordion, W. Va., this week; Winfield, W. Va., Fair, week of September 13. McDaniel Bros.' SHOWS.

HAULAWAIIAN WANTED

Real Guitar Player for native Hawaiian Company, playing with big feature Hawaii Picture. Good salary. Wire or write to RICHARD REUTER, Federal Hotel, KANSAS CITY, MO.

WANTED--FOR THE CRESCENT AMUSEMENT COMPANY


BIG HOME COMING WEEK

MEMPHIS, MISSOURI, SEPT. 22 TO 25

FIRST CELEBRATION IN TWELVE YEARS AND WILL BE HELD AROUND THE COURT HOUSE SQUARE

RIDE--INDEPENDENT SHOWS (NO CARNIVALS) ALL CONCESSIONS OPEN

WRITE DAVE ANDERSON, MEMPHIS, MISSOURI
Concessionaires—Dolls for Fair Season
Big Flash. Unbreakable. Immediate Deliveries.

Look at This Rock Bottom Price:

$10.50 Doz.
SHIPS IN GROSS LOTS ONLY.

Send $12.00 for a Sample Dozen.
These Are Top Money Getters and Price Is Low

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON ALL ORDERS, BALANCE C.O.D.

H. HOROWITZ CO.,
1151 BROADWAY
and 25 W. 27TH STREET,
NEW YORK CITY

TITUSVILLE, PA., FAIR
Sept. 13th to 18th, Day and Night
Concessions Wanted
Address GREATER SHEESLEY SHOWS as per route.

WANTED
Plant Manager and Talker

(Joe Morgan, wire). Also Band, Performers and Musicians. Salaries top notch. No canvas to handle. Those who have written me, write again.

Good Square for Valentine Show, Billy Wynn, again see. Course outfit furnished. Also Teen-in-One, Crazy Horse; also Help for Merry-the-Mound and All Force Wheel. This Show remains out all winter Can see first-class General Agent, one who knows the business. Address Harvestwood, W. Va., week Sept. 6; Wayland, N. Y., week Sept. 12.

WASHBURN-WEAVER SHOWS,
E. W. WEAVER, Mgr.

FIVE BHS DATE
ESSEX COUNTY FAIR FIVE BHS NIGHTS
PEABODY, MASS., SEPTEMBER 21-22-23-24-25.
WANTED—CAPTIVATING BALLOON, RIDES, SHOWS, CONCESSIONS, SHAVERS, ETC. Concession and private contracts, $125 from Dec. Cash half amount on application.

NEXT WEEK AFTER LEAGUE FAIR.
This Fair promises big business, being in the center of Peabody, Salem, Beverly, Lynn, and several towns and villages, and only 15 miles from Boston. Apply to

E. C. CANN, No. 19 Central Square, Room 17.

Lynn, Mass.

Sailor Lorenzo Wants

Wanted by H. W. Campbell’s United Shows

Midlge, Tattooed Man, Clowns, Flower, Mechanical Man, Magicians, Freaks or any suitable act for long season Shows. Apply quick, stating all.

H. W. CAMPBELL, Mgr., Parsons, Kans., week Sept. 6; Okmulgee, Okla., week Sept. 15.

COREY GREATER SHOWS
THIS WEEK, HAMBURG, NEW JERSEY

Wanted, for long season South, Teen-in-One People and man to manage same. Plantation Show, Illusion Show or any show of merit. Will furnish good place, legitimate Concession. Help on Roads. Oriental Tent, Midgets. Must be right to strengthen Band. If you are a real showman or concessionaire, we want you.

Address E. E. COREY, Haledon, New Jersey.
WRIGHT
PROCLAIMED
“KING OF THE AIR”
BY NOTED AIRMEN AND SHOWMEN AT AIR TOURNAMENT IN MEMPHIS, TENN.,
AUGUST 29, AND AS A RESULT IS FEATURED AT THE
TRI-STATE FAIR, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
ALSO AT FLORIDA STATE FAIR, SOUTH FLORIDA FAIR AT TAMPA, MOBILE FAIR AND MANY
OTHERS, AS WELL AS TWENTY SOLID WINTER WEEKS IN CUBA AND SOUTH AMERICA.

WRIGHT changes either from top to bottom plane or from bottom to top plane.
WRIGHT walks entirely across the top wing while in mid-air.
WRIGHT stands upright on top wing while pilot loops the loop.
WRIGHT stands on his head on top wing with arms and legs extended.
WRIGHT swings from wing skid to wing skid with the aid of a small wire cable.
WRIGHT has startled the aeronautical world with his phenomenal trapeze work—ankle and toes-
drops, teeth-holds, etc.
WRIGHT wades up this marvelous and astounding performance by making from one to six con-
secutive parachute cutaways. (WRIGHT holds the world’s record for twelve consecutive
parachute cutaways.)

Famous stunt pilots accompany WRIGHT in this act—C. Eugene (Jazz) Johnson, George Haldeman
and John Price.

Get busy, Mr. Fair Secretary. This is the best front gate drawing card in America today. There are
a few open dates. Write, wire or phone.

Under personal direction
R. CURLEY BURNS,

MEMPHIS AERIAL COMPANY
Memphis, Tennessee

LADIES’ SILK HANDKERCHIEFS
with name and date of Fair. Radius, $14.00 or we have a
good stock on hand for any Fair.
$18.00 Great Sample Dozen, $1.50
SILK PILLOW TOPS
assorted sizes and handkerchief. 35c.
$17.00 Dozen
Take one idea for the Fair—One Handkerchief in Special.
GEO. WERTHEIM, 304 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK.

GREAT NORTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR
RALEIGH, N. C., October 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1920

LOOK... LOOK... LOOK
KINGSTON, TENN., FAIR
Four big days and nights. WANTED—Concessions. No exclusives except
Cook House and Fruit. Come on, boys, this is a big one. Address
W. T. HARRINGTON, care The Wonderland Shows, ManchesterKy, this week; then Kingston, Tenn.

HEINZ BROS.’ SHOWS
WANT—Musicians, Cornetists, Trombones, Baritone, Tuba. Highest salary. All
winter’s work. WANTS—Colored Band or Musicians and Actresses. WANTS—
Talliers, Grinders, Drivers, Trail Hands, all kinds of Concessionaires. Uncoule, Mo., Sept. 8 to 11; Lewis, Ione, Tuba, Sept. 13 to 17. HEINZ BROS. SHOWS

WANTED FOR RICE BROS.’ SHOW
Musicians, Cornetists, etc., Baritones and Trombones; also need Candy Bottlers
that can peddle an order. Must be good. LOCATION: Trenton, Sept. 15; Burlington,
& Hudson, 10; New York, 11; Assumption, 12; Dayton, 13; all Illinois. ALEX. G. JONES, Manager.

TRI-COUNTY HOME COMING
RICHLAND, CLAY AND WAYNE COUNTIES
SUMMER, AUTUMN, WINTER, SPRING
Show a Success. Add our old-time American Shows to your Fair. We get better every year.
S. E. CURRY, Manager, 312 S. Main St., Ione, Tenn.

FAIR SECRETARIES ATTENTION
CAPT. E. H. HUGO
America’s highest diver. Has some open time in Sep-
ember and October. Terms reasonable. Ladders
beautifully illuminated. Just closing four weeks suc-
cessful engagement at Electric Park, Kansas City, Mo.
Address until September 13, ELECTRIC PARK, Kansas City, Mo., then St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 15, 16.

Cook House For Sale
Sixteen by sixteen Cook House, fully equipped, even up to steam table, large
National Cash Register, extra fourteen by fourteen kitchen tools, new large
army stove, ice boxes, etc. Have Cook House exclusive on show. This is one
of the largest and best Shows on the road, with large ticketing of Texas Parks.
Show closes 1st of December. Price, $400.00. This is not a warrant scrap hill.
Reason for selling am retiring from business. Come and get a real bargain.
One good Fair will clear it for you. F. B. GEORGE, Great Southwestern
Shows, Paris, Texas; then Corpus Christi, Texas, and twelve more to follow.

GREAT WONDERLAND SHOWS WANTS
for all winter South, our name here is famous. CAN’T FAIL good people to am here. North for Mineral
shows who like good shows. Let’s bust them. Concession Agents who can stand pressure, come on.
Be ready when we call. With a good show, we will make you an offer you cannot refuse. C. C. CURRY, Mgr., Fair, Sept. 7 to 11, W. W. BURROWS, Mgr., Fair, Sept. 12 to 16. BAX COUNTRY BILLET, Sales Office.

HATCH AMUSEMENT CO. WANTS
Plantation People, Dancers for Colored. All Concessions Open. No extras. No
exclusives. Sweetwater, Texas, this week; South Pittsburg, Tenn., Sept. 12.
Fair Secretary, write G. H. HATCH, Mgr.; ALBERT HAYES, Ass’t. Mgr.

WALLACE MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS
Want Ferris Wheel for Crabtree and Newark Fairs, week of Sept. 5 and 12, with
other work. Home grounds on the street. Can place Shows and Con-
cessions week of Sept. 12. Write or wire E. K. WALLACE, Mgr., Greenville, Ohio, week Sept. 6; Newark, Ohio, Sept. 12.
OBITUARIES

MRS. HOPP—Mother of Jackie Hopp, manager of the Los Angeles State, died Aug. 4 at Oxnard, Calif. She was 66 years old. The funeral was held Aug. 8, with 2,000 persons attending. MRS. J. F. HOPP, manager of the Los Angeles State, died Aug. 4 at Oxnard, Calif. She was 66 years old. The funeral was held Aug. 8, with 2,000 persons attending.

EQUIITY VOTER UNANIMOUSLY IN FAVOR OF "EQUITY SHOP"

The Equity Shop was unanimously approved by the voters of the district, who favored its adoption by a large majority.

SHOWMEN, ATTENTION!

IÓNCE A CHANCE TO DO SOMETHING FOR YOURSELF

Every man you know that you have a serious problem to solve with his income will be interested in this proposition. All of you probably do not know that in some sections of the country the rates are as high as 25 per cent. In some places the rates are as low as 10 per cent. In other sections the rates are as high as 50 per cent.

Every man should have a chance to do something. That's all any showman wants. Just look at the rates, and then consider the rate of 10 per cent. In other words, you are paying 10 per cent of your income to the government.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.

Says you are already a member of COMA at a cost of 25 per cent. By becoming a member of COMA you would be saving 25 per cent of your income. You would be saving 25 per cent of your income by becoming a member of COMA.
The Dixieland Exposition Shows

WANT FOR THEIR BIG CIRCUIT OF SOUTHERN FAIRS, COMMENCING SEPT. 20

A-No. 1 Dog and Pony Show or any other good Feature Show, one good Platform Show, Crazy House or any good Walk-Around Show; few more legitimate Concessions. Can place two A-No. 1 Trick and Fancy Motor roślin Riders that can ride straight wall; salary $75 per week. Want Colored Musicians and one Drum. Address Ed. Rosenbaum. Also want experienced Rides Operators for Joe Keene's Famous Rides, one A-No. 1 First Cornet—good proposition—for James F. Victor's Band, several good Wheel Workers. Address Ed. Rosenbaum. One good Freak for single Pi Show, top salary. All above wire or write DIXIELAND EXPOSITION SHOWS, Geo. S. Merr, General Manager, SUFFOLK, VA., this week; Washington, N. C., week Sept. 13.
Actors, Actresses and Artists

who send their permanent address in care of The Billboard may, of course, change any of our branch offices, L. A., New York, Chicago, St. Louis or San Francisco, as may be desired, if they are not merely to consider the home office carefully.

CINCINNATI IS BUT THIRTY-ONE MILES FROM THE GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, and it follows naturally in the handling of your mail.

We want our service to continue to be, as it always has been, the very best and promptest, and, therefore, we recommend "PERMANENT ADDRESS, CARE OF THE BILLBOARD, CINCINNATI".

It is unnecessary in writing for mail to use a self-addressed and stamped envelope—A POSTAL CARD WILL DO. Give your route for enough address to permit your mail to reach you. Write names of town, state and signature plainly.

LETTERS ARE HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY, after which, if no address has been obtained, they are sent to the Dead Letter Office. It is desirable to write to us the first appearance in the list. Address your petition to 'Mail Handling Service, The Billboard.'

READ THE EXPLANATION AT HEAD OF THIS LIST.

LADIES' LIST
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LARGEST CARNIVAL SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS

OUR ITEMS GET TOP MONEY EVERYWHERE

KARR AND AUBERT
415 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BLANKETS
The House That Can Take Care of Your Business

BEACON INDIANS
BEACON PLAIDS
ESMONDS INDIANS

ESMONS, Better Grade
25% Deposit Required on All Orders.

CHINESE BASKETS
LAMP SHADES
TIN BUCKETS FOR GROCERIES

14-INCH MOVABLES ARM DOLLS, $25.00 HUNDRED.

Tell us what you want—If we haven't it in stock we will get it for you.

Ask me face to face at the Leader Auxiliary 5:30-6:30, December 15.
A. F. SHEARAN, General Manager.

AT-LAST A NOVELTY CO. • • • • 162 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

SACCHARINE
$4.00 lb., net cash. 1 lb. equals 500 lbs. Sugar.

Certified Pure Food. Dry Colors. Prices Reasonable.
FRANCO-AMERICAN MFG. & SUP. CO. • • 162 No. La Salle St., CHICAGO.

WANTED
GOOD RELIABLE
Billposter
to take charge of plant. Permanent
job for a good man.

IOWA POSTING SERVICE
BURLINGTON, IOWA

WANTED
Clean, High-Class
Carnival and Concessions

with Rides, to play to 20,000 people at
Carnival, Asst. of Free County Fair, October 13 to 23.

F. D. MAJOR, Sioux, Yell County Fair.

LETTER LIST

(Continued from page 131)

(See list of Monogramming, Autos, Etc., on page 133.)
CARNIVAL COMPANIES
(Continued from page 91)

SEPTEMBER 11, 1929

The Smith Greater Show

Concessionaires, Attention!

DON'T BE MISLED

THE FAIR SEASON IS JUST STARTING AND YOU KNOW WHAT PROMPT SERVICE MEANS. WE CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

REPUBLIC DOLLS
REBECA BLANKETS, MEXICAN BASKETS (all sizes), GROCERY BASKETS, PILLOWTOPS (cotton and feather), ELECTRIC-EYED TEDDY BEARS. We have a new Doll for lay-downs which is superior to any Doll. Wrote for catalogues. Shipments will be made only when order is received. 10% deposit on all orders, balance shipped C. O. D. and all charges.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP. 152-154 Wooster St.,
New York City, N.Y.
Local and Long Distance Phone, Spring 2299.

J. M. COHEN, Pres., CHAS. REICH, Vice-Prop.
RUS. REICH, Secy. and Treas.

The Smith Greater Show

Placed ad

The Smith Greater Show

ADDITIONAL ROUTES

(Continued at back for Classification—Reg.

GARTEN)

ad

The Smith Greater Show

You Can Make From 800 to 1,000 Per Cent Profit

with our Admissions Transfer Letters. Write for Free Samples and Particulars. We Save Time and Money in the Same Manner as We Do for You in Larger Orders. Our Prices Are Low and Our Service Best.

ADDITIONAL ROUTES

Central for Sales for Classification—Reg.

at

The Smith Greater Show

You Can Do Better Work Than The Skilled Artist

This work comes to a handier form than usual but the Smiles. It contains 500 and serial numbers. We use special caps.

ADDITIONAL ROUTES

Central for Sales for Classification—Reg.

at

The Smith Greater Show

DARLING CHOCOLATES

SELL AT SIGHT

DARLING CHOCOLATES IN DARLING NEW A . J. BOXES.

EACH PACKAGE MAKES A CANDY WHEELMEN AND FAIR WORKERS: LOOK!

NEW ART,

BARBERRY GIRL.

BROWN ROASTED TIMBERWOLF

CONCESSIONAIRES, SALESBOARD OPERATORS,

BARBERRY GIRL.

MAROON ROASTED TIMBERWOLF.

CONCESSIONAIRES, SALESBOARD OPERATORS,
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LONDON ROASTED TIMBERWOLF.
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BARBERRITIONAL SUPPLY CO.,

Dept. 28, 191 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

You Can Make From 800 to 1,000 Per Cent Profit

DARLING CHOCOLATES

SELL AT SIGHT

DARLING CHOCOLATES IN DARLING NEW A . J. BOXES.

EACH PACKAGE MAKES A CANDY WHEELMEN AND FAIR WORKERS: LOOK!
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DOLLS AND DRESSES

QUINCE, CLEVELAND, OHIO

SAML. N. KILDER FACH
21 North Green St.,
NEW YORK CITY

Wonder Baby
No. 180-31

This is a winner, 15½ inches
with maline dress, trimmed
with silk ribbon. Wigs in assorted
colors. Fledged and dressed.
stock. Goods shipped same day
as ordered.

REGAL DOLL MFG. CO.,
153 Greene St.,
NEW YORK CITY

You Tell 'Em
PILLOW TOPS

Are selling quick at FAIRS,
CARNYVALS and BAZAARS.
Price $12.00 PER DOZ.
Big Flats, High Plume, Satina,
All Colors.

Orders shipped same day.
Send for Catalog.

M. D. DREYFACH
402 Greene St., NEW YORK,
25% deposit, balance O. D.

Wanted, Experienced Circus Billposters

Late season. Top money, with home. Wire quick.

DAN FRANCE, Student Royal Grove, Peabody Hotel,
MEMPHIS, TENN.

THE BILLBOARD
SEPTEMBER 11, 1910

UNGAR'S
"PIPPIN"

The Doll with the Moulded
Cloth Hair. This is the
Doll that is getting top money
everywhere. 14 in. high. Doll
finish. (The Moulded Hair
is painted and covered with a
silk-wrapped hair.

$40.00 Per 100

UNGAR'S
"Hair Doll"

The hair is glued on the Doll
and covered with a hair net. This
is the newest and fastest
Hair Doll on the market. We
defy the world to produce a
better Hair Doll. 13 in.
Doll finish.

$65.00 Per 100

KEWPIE DOLL DRESSES

We have increased our production to twenty thousand dresses per day and have reduced
our prices as follows:

(O-PICE, EXTRA RUFFLED SKIRT, BLOOMER AND HAT),
FLORAL DESIGN (SCALLOPED EDGES), $8.00 Per 100.
$60.00 Per 1,000.
FLORAL and PLAINE (SRAIGHT EDGES), $7.50 Per 100.
$70.00 Per 1,000.

If you want a 2-Piece Dress, Blouse and Bloomer, for the "Pippin" and "Hair" Doll, deduct $8.00 per 1,000 from these prices.
We use Dantelene Silk Crepe and Floral Design Paper.

SERVICE

WE SHIP ALL ORDERS SAME DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED. WE REEUIRE A ONE-THIRD DEPOSIT ON ALL ORDERS.

UNGAR DOLL MFG. CO.
509-11 Second Ave.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

DOLLS

WITH DRESSES, $30.00
NOBLE DOLL DRESSES, 3500,
FASHION DRESSES, 3000

$35.00 Per 100
$30.00 Per 100
$25.00 Per 100
$20.00 Per 100
$15.00 Per 100
$10.00 Per 100
$5.00 Per 100
$1.00 Per 100

Our Dolls are packed 25 to a box.
Wigs. Hats. Dinner Jackets. Trimmed

DOLL SHOWS

FOR THEIR SOUTHERN TOUR FOR THE ENTIRE WINTER
Wanted—Rides, Shows and Concessions and
Useful People in All Departments

We will open in Hilo, Ill., Oct. 1, under strong auspices. Two

DAYS AND THREE PAY DAYS.

Our show train leaves Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 27, and those
contractors here and in this vicinity can ship here. We
have five Southern Fairs booked. Address

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

COLONIAL SHOWS

NOW BOOKING

FOR THEIR SOUTHERN TOUR FOR THE ENTIRE WINTER
WANTED—RIDES, SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS AND
USEFUL PEOPLE IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

We will open in Hilo, Ill., Oct. 1, under strong auspices. Two

DAYS AND THREE PAY DAYS.

Our show train leaves Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 27, and those
contractors here and in this vicinity can ship here. We
have five Southern Fairs booked. Address

B. H. NOVELTY MFG. CO.,
2717 Pershing St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE

THE UNIFORMS THAT WON FIRST PRIZE FOR "THE BEST APPEARING LODGE IN LINE" IN THE ELKS NATIONAL CONVENTION,
PARIS, FRANCE, JULY 7.

Your Carnival Company, Band or Military Troops will knock 'em off their
feet in these sharp uniforms, which consisit of white silk Prince Albert suit,
hick white felt hat, white canvas shoes and white coat.

There are 1,000 complete outfits, all sizes, which have been worn and are in
just as good condition as when bought.

As these uniforms have accomplished the purpose for which they were
meant, we offer them—all or as part for sale at a great reduction. If you
are interested in obtaining a sharp outfit at a great saving, write us.

Address WYMAN KEEN, Secretary, Terre Noite Lodge No. 86,
S. P. O. Elks, Terre Noite, Ind.

ERNIE GRAUER WANTS CABARET DANCERS,
PIANO PLAYER

FOR ALL WINTER'S WORK. Address, care PEARSON SHOWS, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.,
Week Sept. 7. Lewisburg, Tenn., Week Sept. 15. Wire or come on.
SEPTEMBER 11, 1920

The Billboard

5—SURE THINGS—5
New editions marvelously illustrated. Most serious books of war. Funniest cartoons and jokes.

PUT OUT TO BENEFIT EX-SERVICE MEN

To Get a Square Deal and Help Wounded
PLUG FOR THE BOYS
DURING NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
Everybody gets behind you. Strongest appeal ever published.

BIG FLASH ON EACH
Good for theatres, tents, shows, carnivals, movies, street sales, house to house

SMALL TOWNS, LARGE CITIES
Crews in cities year in and year out selling over 1,000 daily. Men traveling alone and with crews

ALL MAKING RECORDS
You can do the same. 2c each. Sell 25c, Yearly sub, 30c. Sell $1.

UNION ASSOCIATED PRESS
209 Canal Street, NEW YORK

LATEST HIT
LOOK IN GIRL No. 7
12 inches in height, finished in natural colors, in a flashy assortment of bathing costumes with natural hair and veil; also five-inch oval mirror, each packed in a separate carton.
Packed one doz. to a case; weight 65 lbs.
Sample, Prepaid, $1.50
Case Lots, 85c Each
All orders leave same day received.
Circular on request.

DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, DANVILLE, ILLINOIS

PILLOWS
GET OUR QUANTITY PRICE,
BUT DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER,
SAMPLE DOZEN FOR QUICK ACTION,
$12.00 WIRE MONEY WITH ORDER
HUNDRED NEW DESIGNS—FREE CIRCULAR.

We Ship Same Day Order is Received.

WESTERN ART LEATHER CO.
TAKOIR OPERA BLOG.
P.O. Box 532
DENVER, COLO.

An automatic Fishpond

AN AUTOMATIC FISHPOND

with easily 300 more than 32 lb a minute, with 25 pairs at 32 lbs each. It is a

This is another Johnson Combustion Assayment

1,000-HOLE IN BOARD. RETAIL
FOR $50.00. PRICE, $15.00.

OF THE LEAST EXPENSE. I.S. D. Other are

GEO. A. JOHNSON & CO.
2677 No. Lake Streeet.

Some Outfit

Without exception the most attractive Flashlight arrangements on the market. Standard Cases and Batteries, displayed on a velvet pad. Consists of:

Hustler 1920 Catalogue?

DID YOU GET YOUR
HUSTLER 1920 CATALOG?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR A COPY AND SPECIFY YOUR BUSINESS.
WE SELL TO DEALERS ONLY.

We carry one of the largest and most complete stocks of merchandise under one roof in the country for

Streetmen, Carnivals, Concessionsaires, Pitchmen, Premium Users, Salesmen, Auctioneers, Salesboard Operators, Demonstrators and Medicine Men.

LEVIN BROTHERS, TERRE HAUTE, IND.

Silver King Novelty Company

611 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
STRANGE as it may seem, the theatrical and circus concession business, altho operated by some of the shrewdest hustlers in the country, had not advanced one step from the methods in vogue at its inception until the advent of the famous "Frozen Sweets."

The method of doing business up to that time was the same as that pursued by concessionaires when pink lemonade was first invented.

The concession business is an isolated instance of a nation-wide business that has no conventions, no trade journals peculiar to its kind or other method of co-operation that tends to the upbuilding of a particular line of business.

It is natural therefore that it has lagged behind. Having no leadership, no method of assimilating ideas, it has waited these many years for the big idea—The Idea, the big Wallop.

It came.

In the "Frozen Sweets" the concessionaire finds a package of candy that appeals to every human instinct. The desire of something for nothing, the spirit of chance, and a delicious confection satisfying in quality and quantity.

This package, on the market only two years, has undoubtedly broken all speed records. Now producing over four million packages per month. This production sold exclusively in theatres and tent shows throughout the United States and Canada.

The "Frozen Sweets" are shipped by express, prepaid to any part of the United States.

Price, $55.00 per thousand packages, shipped 250 packages to carton.

A deposit of $10.00 required for each thousand packages ordered.

The "Frozen Sweets" are sold in multiples of 250 packages, but the most convenient method for purchaser is to order in units of 2,500, which contain 9 cases of regular stock and 1 case of "Ballys" or "Flash."

A sample carton of 100 packages shipped prepaid upon receipt of $5.50.

We send full instructions for the sale of these goods.

To be successful you must follow these instructions.

REFERENCE—NORTHERN TRUST, Co., CHICAGO.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OR SEND ORDERS TO

UNIVERSAL THEATRES CONCESSION COMPANY

SOREY G. ANSCHILL,
Theatre Department.
HOME, MAIN 100.
25 and 28 NORTH FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

P. A. WENDOVER,
Manufacturing and Distribution.
The Billboard

Price 15¢

100 PAGES

September 18, 1920

CRAMMED AND JAMMED WITH
HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT NEWS
THIS WEEK

A Weekly Theatrical Digest
and Review of the Show World
Balloons Tricks, Jokes, Knives, Novelities

DOLLS

Special Sale of KNIVES

For a Short Time Only, $22.25 per Gross

ALLOONS TRICKS, JOKES, KNIVES,
MCVEITIES SPORTING GOODS
CLUB ROOM FURNITURE

NEWMAN MFG. CO.,

SEND NO MONEY

If You Can Tell It From a
genuine diamond, send it back.

SEND NO MONEY

SEND NO MONEY

ROPER CAR SUPPLIES

HUNT & CO.

LITTLE WONDER LIGHTS

SOLD ONLY AT DOLLARES

AUSTRALIAN VARIETY

BASKETS!

SEND NO MONEY

Old World, new world, old world, new world,

DOLLS

SEND NO MONEY

- the latest sensational strength testing machine

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

2500 Agents Wanted at Once

MONEY MAKER, OR REG.

OMAHA’S WELCOME!
“YOU CAN’T GO WRONG WITH ANY FEIST SONG”

A TANTALIZING TUNE SET TO TANTALIZING WORDS

HONOLULU EYES
FULL OF HARMONY—WITH AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR AN OBLIGATO—FITS ALL VOICES.

CAN’T SIDE TRACK THIS ONE. IT’S A REAL NATURAL HIT

I’M IN HEAVEN WHEN I’M IN MY MOTHER’S ARMS
GROWING MORE POPULAR EVERY DAY NOW IS THE TIME TO SHARE IN ITS POPULARITY

CHICAGO
Grand Opera House Bldg.
TORONTO
122 Yonge St.
LOS ANGELES
Alhambra Bldg.
NEW ORLEANS
115 University Pl.
BOSTON
181 Tremont St.
SAN FRANCISCO
Pantages Theatre Bldg.
ST. LOUIS
Canham Bldg.
MINNEAPOLIS
216 Pantages Bldg.
PHILADELPHIA
Globe Theatre Bldg.
KANSAS CITY
Capitol Theatre Bldg.
PITTSBURGH
Nancy Theatre Bldg.

LEO FEIST, Inc.
711 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

A DOUBLE QUICK HIT WITH SINGLE AND DOUBLE VERSIONS

SWEETHEART BLUES

Another—
“GEE, I WISH I HAD A GIRL”
PLENTY OF SPECIAL MATERIAL

“SING A FEIST SONG, BE A STAGE HIT”
HAGERSTOWN FAIR
HAGERSTOWN, MD.
OCT. 12-13-14-15-16
Concessions and privileges now being booked. EVERYTHING INDEPENDENT NO EXCLUSIVES. Shades permitted. For space, write C. W. WOLF, Hagerstown, Md.

LEGITIMATE SHOW OR FEATURE PICTURE PRODUCERS' OPPORTUNITY
If your world's a traveling, marketing and producing agent, and you are interested in the purchase and sale of legitimate shows, I have several companies willing to sell. Three years are left in term, and I will guarantee to sell the shows at the prices named if you will pay 1/3 of the purchase price. Write for further information.

HOLLAND'S THEATRICAL EXCHANGE
Can offer musical Comedy company twenty weeks guarantee and percentages. Must be quick for Dress. Call or write for complete information.
P. C. HAMILTON, 220 West 46th Street, New York City.

WANTED, Good Colored Performers, Musicians
Preference given those doing two or more acts. White Boys preferred. Ticket Seller to assist at anything. State all salary. CHARLIE BOWEN, Mgr., Alabama Theatre, Permanent Address, Box 84, Litho Works, Atlanta, Ga.

TAB. MANAGERS, NOTICE
Can give you twenty weeks, to four weeks' stand, short jumps. Must have from ten to twenty performers, Chorus Girls, 40 cents. Tab. People, 40 cents. Chorus Girls, 4 cents. HARVEY X. ROBERT, 235 Nebraska Building, Omaha, Neb.

WANTED, PIANISTS and ORGANISTS
with pictures experience. Good salary. Apply to:
BARTOLA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 310 Walters Building, Chicago.

WANTED QUICK FOR GALVIN WORLD OF FOLLIES

LINTON & WOLF WANTS PEOPLE IN ALL LINES FOR MUSICAL COMEDY
Meets every day, socials, parties, good atmosphere, good compensation. For particulars, apply to L. J. LINTON, 1341 Addison Ave., Chicago.

WANTED EXPERIENCED MAN TO TAKE CHARGE OF NUTTY CLUB AND THROUGH THE FALLS SHOWS
What we want is the man who knows how to get us locals. Write at once. R. B. HOLLAND, Chicago.

MEDICINE PERFORMERS, ATTENTION
Wanted. A real genuflecting medicine show. Apply to:
T. H. WAGNER, 423 WL, New York, N. Y.

WANTED FOR FRENCH'S NEW SENSATION FLOATING THEATRE
WANTED--CHORUS GIRLS
Applicants, be sure to send recent photograph and complete résumé. Address:
O. D. W. DUGDALE, 857 Congress St., Portland, Me.

WANTED, Chorus Girls
Applicants for chorus positions for Musical Tab. Write MRS. H. HUMBOLDT, room 20, Chicago, Ill.

WANTED TO JOIN ON WIRE, TWO SKETCH TEAMS, NOVELTY ACTS, PIANIST
Applicants for the above in variety show. Address:

THE BILLBOARD
Published weekly at 26-27 Opera Thra, Cincinnati, O.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 450 PER YEAR.
Entered as second-class matter at Post Office, Cincinnati, under act of March 3, 1879. 300 pages. Vol. XXIX. PRICE, 5 CENTS.
This journal contains 65 per cent reading matter and 45 per cent advertising.
PLANS FOR BIG NEW THEATER IN DALLAS, TEX. ARE ANNOUNCED

House To Be Ready In 1921 and Cost Half Million

Will Operate Under Shubert Booking Franchise

A. H. Woods Heads Newly Organized Corporation

Dallas, Tex., Sept. 11.—A big theater, to be known as the Dallas, and costing half a million dollars, is planned by the Dallas Theater Corporation, which has just been organized. Plans for the project were announced yesterday in special notice sent to prominent Dallas citizens by Charles L. Sanger, the underwriter of the preferred stock of the organization. A. H. Woods, of New York, is interested in the enterprise.

Officers and directors of the corporation have been elected as follows: A. H. Woods, of New York, president; H. W. Sanger, vice-president; Edwin Mahoney, treasurer; A. R. Rogers, secretary, and H. W. Wellman, managing director. Directors are Alexander Sanger, chairman of the board; Charles L. Sanger and three representatives of the preferred stockholders.

The new theater will be located at Pacific, Madison and Griffin streets and is to be thereby separate in every particular. It will be equipped to present performances of any sort, including the heavier types of musical comedy and revue, and will have a seating capacity of 2,299 persons. It is purpose to open the house August 1, 1921.

The Dallas Theater will be operated under the booking franchise of the Shubert Amusement Company of New York. It is announced, the franchise for two years from August 1, 1921. In addition it is said that Shubert attractions playing Kiedy & Krafft have agreed to play the Dallas.

Speaking of this enterprise Charles L. Sanger said: "This is Dallas' first chance to obtain a high-class theater and I believe it will be a great help to the need of an enterprise of this kind. It's absence has been commented upon unfavorably in all circles.

BIG VICTORY WON BY COMA IN OKLAHOMA R. R. DECISION

Judges Quickly See Unfairness of Exorbitant Charges

Grant Administration Rate, Plus 35 Per Cent Increase

Rock Island, Frisco and Katy Roads Are Involved

A big victory was won by COMA before the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City on September 8 and 9. After two days of testimony the commissioners understood their decision at the complaint of COMA against the Rock Island, Frisco and Katy, and now have raised their rates an unreasonable percentage over the 35 per cent authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

All carriers in Oklahoma presented a large array of testimony by their attorneys and traffic officials in an endeavor to sustain their contention that there has been abnormal connection and shortage of motive power.

Infringement of "OVER THE FALLS" Patent Is Alleged

Two Riders at Coney Island Are Temporarily Enjoined

"Riding the Rapids" and "Thru the Falls" Affected

Injunctions To Stand Until Final Hearing of Suit

New York, Sept. 11.—"Riding the Rapids" and "Thru the Falls," two amusement devices at Coney Island, have been temporarily enjoined from operating because of alleged infringement of "Over the Falls" patents. Action has been pending for some time, but it was not until September 8 that the order for a temporary suspension of the rides was signed.

Acting under instructions from Atty. F. Mayne and E. K. Johnson, the new firm of Martin, Davis, Marvin & Edmonds brought suit in July against Riding the Rapids Company, which operates "Riding the Rapids," and Absecon and Atlantic Amusement Co. at Coney Island. Motion was made for a preliminary injunction, which was allowed by Judge George G. of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York in Brooklyn, on August 25. On August 30 Judge Garvin made his decision, which holds that the Mayne patents, Nos. 1,939,015 and 1,928,463, are valid and infringed by the "Riding the Rapids" device.

On Tuesday, September 7, an order was signed for a preliminary injunction and the preliminary injunction was heard Friday, September 11, enjoining the Riding the Rapids Company from infringing the Mayne patents in any way whatever pending the final hearing of the suit. Motion to have the Mayne patents brought to the attention of A. V. Wallace, general manager of Luna Park, Coney Island, where one of Marvin's "Thru the Falls" was in operation. Says William H. Davis, a member of the firm of Emmons, Davis, Marvin & Edmonds: "Mr. Wallace, and others, including that Luna Park has not been liable to infringe anyone's patent rights, and presented the matter to his general counsel, Robert W. Stettin, of the Chicago

ENTHUSIASM IS MANIFESTED AT A. E. A. MEETING IN WINDY CITY

Frank Gillmore and Others Deliver Stirring Speeches

Companies Playing Chicago Report Excellent Conditions

Actors Urged To Vote Right on Closed Shop Proposition

Chicago, Sept. 10.—Entrances, sustained and gay, marked a meeting of the Actors' Equity Association, held in the Masonic Temple Tuesday night in honor of Frank Gillmore, executive secretary of the association, who came from New York, accompanied by Paul Dunlap, traveling secretary, to inspect the workings of the Chicago branch of the above body.

Promptly at midnight Arthur Byron, co-star with Martha Hoffman in "Transhantay Jones," now playing in the Pena Theater, called the meeting to order and proceeded during the evening. He was introduced by J. Marcus King, 1st of the Chicago

END
NEW YORK STAGE HANDS WILL NOT WALK OUT

Reports to the Contraire Are Mislaiding, Says Harry W. Dignam, Representing Local No. 1 — Will Carry Out Agreement Said by Managers To Be in Force Another Year

New York, Sept. 11—This has been published in the press as a fact that a definite settlement and has been effected between the stage hands and managers regarding a proposition of the latter to have the walki

1. From information advanced them various unions the Billboards representatives have ascertained that any possibility of a strike has been cooled, while officials of Local 3 have informed the board of a walk-out in the near future if nothing is done until the meeting of Local No. 3, held Thursday evening.

The statement advanced them various unions the Billboards representatives have ascertained that any possibility of a strike has been cooled, while officials of Local 3 have informed the board of a walk-out in the near future if nothing is done until the meeting of Local No. 3, held Thursday evening.

(Continued On Page 2)
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New York, Sept. 11—This has been published in the press as a fact that a definite settlement and has been effected between the stage hands and managers regarding a proposition of the latter to have the walk-

The statement advanced them various unions the Billboards representatives have ascertained that any possibility of a strike has been cooled, while officials of Local 3 have informed the board of a walk-out in the near future if nothing is done until the meeting of Local No. 3, held Thursday evening.
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CONSERVING POWER

San Francisco Theaters Operating Minus Electric Display Signs

San Francisco, Sept. 11—In conformity with the order of Federal Judge C. H. Butler, theaters of this county and others of the State are operating minus their electric display signs.

The order was made permanent by the judge upon a motion of Jack K. L. Mathews, assistant United States attorney, to which objection was made by the counsel for the theater owners, which was sustained.

The judge's order was made permanent by the judge upon a motion of Jack K. L. Mathews, assistant United States attorney, to which objection was made by the counsel for the theater owners, which was sustained.

FINE START

For Theatrical Season in Boston

Boston, Sept. 11—The theatrical attractions of this late season are far different from those of the past as a result of the universal war which has caused all shows to be performed in a more economical manner. In fact, it is said that the season will be marked by a new departure in theatrical entertainment.

The season will be marked by a new departure in theatrical entertainment.

(Continued On Page 2)

PROMOTION IN STAGE STAGE HANDS

TODAY'S THEATRE—TAKE IT OR LEAVE IT

Todays Theatre Play—Take It or Leave It

The present season is characterized by a marked departure from the usual theatrical fare, with plays, musicals, and ballets taking the place of the usual dramas and comedies. The season is marked by a new departure in theatrical entertainment.

The season is marked by a new departure in theatrical entertainment.

(Continued On Page 2)

CAROLES STAGE TO WALK OUT

Reports to the Contraire Are Mislaiding, Says Harry W. Dignam, Representing Local No. 1 — Will Carry Out Agreement Said by Managers To Be in Force Another Year

New York, Sept. 11—This has been published in the press as a fact that a definite settlement and has been effected between the stage hands and managers regarding a proposition of the latter to have the walk-

The statement advanced them various unions the Billboards representatives have ascertained that any possibility of a strike has been cooled, while officials of Local 3 have informed the board of a walk-out in the near future if nothing is done until the meeting of Local No. 3, held Thursday evening.

(Continued On Page 2)
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New York, Sept. 11—This has been published in the press as a fact that a definite settlement and has been effected between the stage hands and managers regarding a proposition of the latter to have the walk-

The statement advanced them various unions the Billboards representatives have ascertained that any possibility of a strike has been cooled, while officials of Local 3 have informed the board of a walk-out in the near future if nothing is done until the meeting of Local No. 3, held Thursday evening.
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OLIVE THOMAS

Dies in Hospital in France

Famous Stage and Screen Beauty Succumbs to Mercurial Poisoning at Paris

New York, Sept. 19.—Word reached here yesterday evening that Anna dei Cognetti, the celebrated stage and screen beauty who brought mercurial fever to life at a reception held here in honor of her attempts to murder herself in the American Embassy at Paris, is now in a critical condition in a Paris hospital. The actress, it is stated, is suffering from the effects of the poison and is expected to live.

NEW CANTON MOURNS IN THREE-ATTRACTIONS

Onsen, Oct. 9.—After hours at the legitimate field in San Francisco, the Theater & Film Co., under the management of Mr. Charles deC., added to the list of attractive shows by opening here today the new production of "The Three Attractions." The play will be given in three acts, each act being a separate attraction.

FIRE IN NEWSPAPER PLANT

New York, Sept. 15.—A fire that started in the afternoon rooms of the Morning Telegraph building at 11th and Market streets, caused serious damage to the newspaper plant. The fire started in the rear of the newspaper plant and spread to the main building. The fire was quickly extinguished by the fire department.

FIRE AT COMAN & HARRIS

New York, Oct. 8.—Fire caused by the explosion of a newspaper press at the Coman & Harris building in lower Manhattan, caused serious damage to the newspaper plant. The fire started in the rear of the newspaper plant and spread to the main building. The fire was quickly extinguished by the fire department.

SYRACUSE MOVIE MOWERS BOOST ADMISSION PRICES

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 11.—All Syracuse movie houses have boosted admission prices in addition to the newspapers. The newspapers say that the rise in admission prices is due to the high cost of labor and the rent of the houses.

DRIVER REASON BEGINNER

Detroit, Oct. 11.—George White's "White Magic" is playing in the Detroit Opera House, but even though it has been a success, the driver reason is not a beginner. He has been in the business for the past two years.

HAVERLY'S OPENS NOVEMBER 10

New York, Sept. 11.— "Haverly's," a new restaurant, will open its doors on November 10. It is announced that the restaurant will serve a variety of dishes, including seafood and meat specialties. The restaurant will be open daily from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

THEIVES LOOT THEATER SAFE

New York, Sept. 11.—Thieves, who identified themselves as "the five best thieves in the country," stole $3,000 from the theater safe. The thieves were not able to open the safe, but they managed to get the money out of the theatre.

ACADEMY AT MUNDA, N. Y., OPENS

The opening of Charles deC.'s New Academy for Girls in Munda, N. Y., was the highest event of the season for the town. The academy was opened by Miss deC., who was assisted by Miss Jane, the first teacher at the academy. The school is expected to have many students in the future.
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THE DRAMATIC STAGE

"Without neglecting its homely and prosaic business end, we are devoting more and more attention to its finer artistic phases and accomplishments."

KETTERING

Quits the Producing Field

Says He Has Decided To Adopt This Measure Unless Conditions Show an Improvement

Ralph T. Estanita, well-known Chicago author, producer, and manager, will not produce any more until conditions improve. He is writing a letter to The Billboard. "The Author's League Association cannot endure an eight-performance week," he says, "which is an impossible thing under present conditions. The plays that have been produced on the stage have demanded an increase with each performance, and the $75 per week on the cast. The musical productions are making equally poor, and, so far as I can see, the best solution of the problem is in the form of a university and a society. All these things have contributed to the financial situation and to the lack of production and the result is that the future is worse than the present and that if we continue, we cannot go on."

OLD AND NEW FACES AT CHICAGO PLAYHOUSES

Chicago, Sept. 11.—Among the new faces seen here were the following actors appearing:


"Adam and Eve."—La Salle.—Molly Meierstock, Carl Dextler, Harriet Pinto, Arnold Leary, Philip Topp, Ann Thomas, Miss Culver, Naomi Rogers.

"Spring Girl."—Colony Grand—Mary Gwyn, John Ream, Leslie May, Russell Haney, Carl Green, Ernest Schram, Eleanor Crampton, and Susan Mason.

"Dixie Boy."—Adorium—Dixie Allen, Marjorie Collier, Miss Jones, Miss Ridpath, Miss Williams, Miss Davis, Miss Foster, Miss Anderson, Alice Allen, Freida Allen, and Miss Anderson.

DIXON'S NEW PLAY CUT

New York, Sept. 9.—"A Man of the People."—Chicago in New York.—Chicago's "Two-Cent-Play" in New York, which opened yesterday, is a failure. The play, which opened Tuesday night at the Bijou, was on the boards of the Crown offices yesterday. Other shows that are "out" and not actable: "Past Lady," with Henry Strother, Little Theater; "The Glass Blower," with G. Edward Hall, Miles-Monague, and "The Brave," with Miss Arndt, Miss Ford, and Miss Overton. The play is not a failure, but it is not a success, either. The play is not a failure, but it is not a success, either.

LONG RUN DRAMATIC PLAY RECORDS

Number of consecutive performances up to and including September 11

IN NEW YORK

Amerigo Acqua

F. M. Cohn

Carrie Mather

Rebecca

E. J. Bannin

Dow, Van Horne

IN CHICAGO

Adam & Eve

Daisy Miller

Madam Butterfly

The Prince of Pensions

The Man Who Knew Gun

IN BOSTON

The Man Who Knew Gun

The Man Who Knew Gun

Injured voices restored. Composing, Teacher of Musical Education, perfect breath control, home production and transportation. 50c per hour, free lessons. 205 W. 57th St., New York City.

ANDREWS MUSIC STUDIOS,

September 26, 1929

THE SECRETARY

24 Carnegie Hall, New York, N. Y.

American Academy of Dramatic Arts

Established in 1866

FRANKLIN D. BARTON, President

The leading Institution for Dramatic and Expericemental Training in America

Charles Frohman's Empire Theatre and Gymnasium.

For application etc., see The Secretary.

THE DRAMATIC STAGE

The dramatic season opened September 11 at the Imperial Theatre, New York, with William Rotth's "Rocky." "In the Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. The musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. "The Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. The musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York.

HARRY GOTHEN WITH FOX

New York, Sept. 11.—Harry Gochen, a nephew of the famous H. M. Gochen, has been placed under a long-term contract with William Fox to play dramatic characters with the Fox productions.

TORREDDO IN REHABILITATION

New York, Sept. 13.—The "Torredno" put the "Torredno" in rehabilitation this week. "This is the year for Torredno Colonnello," to which Tom Carroll will be starred. George Mann will stage the play and it opens October 15.

CURRIE WITH COHAN

New York, Sept. 11.—William Cohan has been appointed the representative of曲线 M. Cohan's new show, "Fools and the Crowd."

DRAMATIC NOTES

The dramatic season opened September 11 at the Imperial Theatre, New York, with William Rotth's "Rocky." "In the Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. "The Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. The musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York.

The musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. "The Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. The musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. "The Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. The musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. "The Bird of Paradise," with the musical notes that were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York, the musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York. The musical notes were not heard at the "Rocky" season last year in New York.
NEW PLAYS

"A WOMAN OF BRONZE"—A play in three acts, by Mary Roberts Rinehart, producer and associate, adapted by Edith Ellis, at the Criterion Theater, New York, September 7.


"LITTLE OLD NEW YORK"—A comedy in two acts, by John Monk, producer and associate, at the Criterion Theater, New York, September 7.


THE BILLBOARD
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THE LEGITIMATE
A DEPARTMENT OF NEWS AND OPINIONS

COMMUNICATIONS IN CARE OF THE NEW YORK OFFICE.

HARRISON HUNTER

Broadway's Prize Detective

Tells of Emancipation of the Old-Fashioned Sleuth of the Stage—Now Appearing in "The Rat"

New York, Sept. 8.—What do you know about detective stories? I find that question at Harrison Hunter to his drawing room in the Madison Theatre this afternoon.

A smile traced itself as the size of Mr. Hunter. He said down the cigar punch and sneered at me with that smile, and Emily looked at me a laugh.

"What a damned thing," he said, and added, "What a damned thing!"

"Mr. Hunter," he said, "I certainly intended to be a stage detective when I began my Thackeray career, but I started to be what Alex Bole bore the 'detective pen name' in "The Thackeray Cast." "Baron Fell, the author of "The Thackeray Clue," may therefore he held responsible for my transition from a perfectly sensible man of intrigue to that of the dark room.

"But I think that perhaps comes of my coming to Chicago, and it is not bad. I do not hold a cigar tilted at a forty-five degree angle in the corner of our mouth. I do not wear a monocle, sit with a watch chain hanging from my coat, sit at a table and where you could be drowned in the second of the song. I am a detective."

But something happened at that point of the interview. He didn't know what it was. Mr. Hunter, who is extremely modest, for the sake of the obliterating voice in the room for green interrogate—thought that he having the much of the professional. That is how sort of dislike to believe at the moment further of his ideas regarding the Thackeray Clue.

So for Wilson without the behind about people, sitting, anything worse.

"You know I live in Westport, Conn.," said Mr. Hunter, "and it's the old mix. My wife always gets the potatoes on to the pot when she listens to that, and I'm sitting in my car. Why, living out there isn't much other way."

"Mr. Hunter," I asked, "are you going to leave the house at the afternoon—"

"Yes," he said, "I have all day long to week around the house and the services are the same day with half a dozen people."

That's the first. But in this talk to me, "I want to get to work and to put a few things down here and put a new large,"

"Yes—you start to make something about a large work, too."

"I don't know what I have done about everything to the character first, starting when I was a kid and going every bunch, even the educational system."

"Don't you know a maniac," I said, "trying to recall when I had had Harrison Hunter's face ever since it was put together?"

"I'm very bad, my work would not continue a momentum set," Mr. Hunter said, "And it was put together with the same sense."

"We have to do it in the morning."

"I played in Oliver Morose's New Comedy Company. Yes, I was a friend of that play, and I think that Bob Wilson is a great man."

"I am here in the Madison Theatre and there are two years with the famous company of people ever I have ever. I own it, I went in it and being heavy and not what was called and I went so."

"You know the Madison Theatre used to be a part and used to be a part of the Madison Theatre, too."

"Not only a maniac, but I think that these new people are wonderful."

NEW YORK CITY—Sixth burst was a part of the Madison Theatre, and there were two years with the Madison Theatre, too."

"I think the Madison Theatre and there are two years with the Madison Theatre, too."

"I think I was a maniac, and the Madison Theatre, too."

"And I think that these new people are wonderful."

The opening of the Madison Theatre at the Madison Theatre proved a great success. From four to nine a.m. the place was thronged, and a movement of shoes and a throng of people of the place and were made between audiences the people playing by the orchestra. The house has been magnificently and the orchestra has been improved, and the playing has come to a meeting. A stringing house is indeed given over to the Easter Night and the orchestra is intended for the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter.

A popular and independent race was tried in the affairs of the A.E. A., and one member was asked for a correctness of the manager and the said that he represented a company of people. A more distinct impression of people playing has come to seem to me. It was a way of people playing and the orchestra of Easter. It has been made to a meeting, and something to meet a possible loss.

The opening of the Madison Theatre was a part of the Madison Theatre at the Madison Theatre proved a great success. From four to nine a.m. the place was thronged, and a movement of shoes and a throng of people of the place and were made between audiences the people playing by the orchestra. The house has been magnificently and the orchestra has been improved, and the playing has come to a meeting. A stringing house is indeed given over to the Easter Night and the orchestra is intended for the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter. The orchestra has been the latest of the orchestra of Easter.
CABLES FROM LONDON TOWN
SEP. 11
BY WOOLTON

IMPORTANT RESOLUTIONS INTRODUCED AND ADOPTED AT TRADE UNION CONGRESS

The outstanding feature of the opening of the Trade Union Congress at Portsmouth, Sept. 9, was the carrying of a resolution brought forward by Mr. Robert Proctor, the General Secretary of the Transport and General Workers' Union, and seconded by Mr. A. E. Smith, of the National Federation of Transport Workers. The resolution, which was adopted by an overwhelming majority of the Congress, declared that the growth of trade unionism in the country was due to the fact that the working class was becoming more aware of its rights and was determined to fight for them. The Congress also adopted a resolution expressing its sympathy with the workers in America who were on strike, and another calling for the formation of a national federation of trade unions.

THE GREAT LOVER IN REHEARSAL

Madam Butterfly, directed by Frank Borzage, opened at the Riverside Theatre on September 9, and the production was greeted with enthusiasm by the audience. The cast included Margaret Lockwood as Madam Butterfly, John Gielgud as Pinkerton, and John Loder as Sharpless. The music, composed by Giacomo Puccini, was conducted by Toscanini, and the production was directed by Frank Borzage. The show, which is scheduled to run for six weeks, is expected to be a major hit.
KETTLEBRAY PLAY
Given Tryout in Milwaukee
Shubert Players Try Hard to Put Over "When Elk Meets Elk," "Bedroom Type" Comedy

Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 11.—The present week has the Shubert Players presenting for the first time in the theater's history "When Elk Meets Elk," which has been described as a "Bedroom Type" comedy.

The story centers around the misadventures of a young girl who, after a series of misfortunes, finds herself stranded in the middle of the night in a strange and unfamiliar place. The girl, who is portrayed by Mary J. Smith, is attempting to reach her destination, but is forced to wait for a train that is not scheduled to arrive for several hours.

The Shubert Players, who are known for their innovative and unconventional productions, have taken on the challenge of presenting this unique and challenging play. The cast includes some of the company's most talented actors, who are expected to bring their unique talents to the production and to captivate the audience with their performances.

The play is directed by Charles T. Mather, who has a long history of directing productions in various venues, including theaters, museums, and community centers. Mather is known for his ability to create compelling and engaging productions that resonate with audiences of all ages.

In addition to "When Elk Meets Elk," the Shubert Players are also presenting "The Great Gatsby," a play that has been adapted from F. Scott Fitzgerald's classic novel. The production is directed by Sarah Johnson, who has received critical acclaim for her previous productions.

The Shubert Players are known for their commitment to offering a diverse range of productions that cater to a wide range of audiences. They have a reputation for presenting innovative and thought-provoking productions that challenge the conventional expectations of theatergoers.

In conclusion, the Shubert Players' presentation of "When Elk Meets Elk," "The Great Gatsby," and other productions this week is expected to offer theatergoers a unique and engaging experience. The company's dedication to providing high-quality productions is evident in their commitment to presenting a wide range of genres and styles. The Shubert Players' commitment to innovation and creativity is a testament to their ability to offer audiences a diverse and enriching theatrical experience.
WANTED PERMANENT STOCK LOCATION FOR THE JACK BESSEY STOCK COMPANY

AT LIBERTY - First Time in 15 Years
BILLY WALBOURN, ELLA EDSALL,
CONNIE EDWARDS, JOE BURKHARD, NELL "SUGAR" MARSHALL,
Quick Study, Etc., Band Leaders.
Address: BILLY WALBOURN, 114 Francis St., JACKSON, MICH.

WANTED PRODUCING COMEDIAN FOR PERMANENT STOCK ENGAGEMENT
Must have plenty good one-hour bills. Also place straight man, ingenue and prima donna. Also other useful musical comedy people. State in first letter or wire fully what you do, your lowest salary and when you can join. A. HORWITZ, Colonial Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.

WANTED AT ONCE
Pageant Director With Wardrobe and Scenery
Must be A.1. capable of producing big outdoor and indoor events to be held in famed State Fair Parks, Fair Grounds and Theatres. Work the year around. Write. Don't wire. State all in first letter. Address: E. G. BLESSINGER, care Pageant Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY! MS. Medium Chorus Girls
Audition: Negro and white. Write for appointment. Address: GEORGE CONNELL, AT LIBERTY, MARGIE WILSON, AT LIBERTY, Kansas City, Mo.

AT LIBERTY - Second Business or Nearles
OF THE LEWIS-WORTH COMPANY, No. 2, ORLANDO, FLA.
LEWIS-WORTH COMPANY, No. 2, featuring Marcela. Exhition, exciting, very clean and many were turned away. This is one of the best companies in the country. Now in Port, Tex., and there in little doubt that it will return. "The Fox" was the opening play, and it is still going in great style. The offering for the first half of this week was "Hairy." Another play will be followed by "The Hat," "Lulu" and "And God Shall Forgive." The company includes bosom Mias Flanten, Joe Dunkin, director; Mrs. Dunkin, Harry Dunkin, Fanny. E. N. Diem, Ir., Van, Cox Sheck and others. More details in my next issue.

SAM T. READ CHANGES
The many friends of Sam T. Read, well-known stock actor, will be surprised to learn of his change in the old profession to that of an act- ter instructor. After spending 28 years with stock companies, Sam now is an instructor particularly rare on account of his own position on several levels. He has been at work with the Prin- cess Advertising Company for some time, a success- ful manager, now a stock actor. The above date is given in "Pageant." New York now has more to offer to produc- ers of "Love at Mugg." "Very Good Widow" and "Peach Pie."" WANTED PERMANENT STOCK COMPANY WANTS PERMANENT STOCK LOCATION IN CITY OVER 20,000. NOTHING TOO BIG Would like to hear from good Character Team. Man and Woman. Also A-1 General Business Actor. Must have wardrobe and ability. Tell all first wire. Must join quick. Scenic Artist write. State your salary. Address: E. C. WARD, care PRINCESS STOCK CO., Warsaw, Mo.

WANTED STOCK LOCATION FOR THE JACK BESSEY STOCK COMPANY

AT LIBERTY - First Time in 15 Years
BILLY WALBOURN, ELLA EDSALL,
CONNIE EDWARDS, JOE BURKHARD, NELL "SUGAR" MARSHALL,
Quick Study, Etc., Band Leaders.
Address: BILLY WALBOURN, 114 Francis St., JACKSON, MICH.

AT LIBERTY AFTER SEPTEMBER 18 FOR REP OR STOCK
RAYMOND C. HOWELL, Dramatic Art. Temporary Comp. Want work which involves work of 'Wife frequently to work until spring. Address care General Catalogue, AT LIBERTY, Columba, Ohio.
IN REPERTOIRE
Communications to Our Cincinnati Office

BIG SEASON

For Case-Parker-Rachford No. 1,
Tour of Twenty-Two Weeks Under Canvas Brought To a Close at Ackley, Iowa, September 11

The Case-Parker-Rachford Shows, Inc., No. 1, with headquarters at Waterloo, Ia., closed the local season at Ackley, Ia. September 12, after 25 weeks of uninterrupted and phenomenal seasons. The company opened at Marshalltown, Iowa, April 12, in order for five weeks preparatory to the local season, with one of the most unusual and beautiful aggregations, both domestic and cartoonistic, ever seen. Strong regional and national productions, including all music and electrical apparatus, are used. The show is noted as being one of the best of its kind, and the management of Z. A. Lewis and W. R. Van Osdal will bring the company to Des Moines, Ia. September 20, and the show will be opened for the local season.

Kissell's Comedians Close Tour

Kissell's Comedians close the most successful season in their history at Marshalltown, Iowa, September 9. Only one change in the cast made during this entire season. Bert Johnson, billed and man was Aboriginal, but on account of illness were taken through the entire season. Mr. and Mrs. Kissell have gone to Burlington, Iowa, for an extended vacation. Next season this company will go out to carry the show into the new Illinois territory. A second show has been let for an outdoor circus. The revue Boston will winter to St. Louis.—S. C.

Kissell's U. T. C. Co.

Playing in Northern Ohio—Headed Toward New York

Chilton, Ohio, Sept. 11—Kissell's "Chute of the Comic" company will be in Ohio two weeks after the completion of its tour through Missouri. They will be in Chilton and Springfield, Ohio, this week, and leave for the southern part of Ohio and for the tour of the New York season.

WANTED FOR MED. & DR. MONROE HOPKINS PLAYERS


The Monas Lee Players

Wants Young General Business Team with SURE-YIEE Effect and for Scene and MIND BLOWERS. Must be strong enough to Entertain. Clever Dramatic Players. State all you do want. Address Address, Kansas, September 15 and 16.

BOBBY WARREN'S COMEDIANS WANTS


Wanted for One Night Stand Dramatic Show


WANTED QUICK

Repetitive People in all lines. Those doing Repetition given preference. Union Carpenters who can do parts. Men or Woman Player to double Parts. Address Mr. O. N. Nestell, weeks Sept. 12, Brandon, Mo.; Sept. 12 to Oct. 2, Miami, Okla.

WANTED FOR BLONDIN CAR SHOW

Musicians, all Instruments, for Band, double Bands, Orchestra or Tiptoos. One-man orchestra. Address the Company for either. Only real trumpets wanted. Askew, Spurr, 19; Taylor, 17; Asparagus, 19; Warrington, 11; Allen, 31; Trent, 22; all Texas. T. J. BLONDIN.

WANTED CLARINET AND TRUMBO

For B. & O. Address GUY L. LEON'S COMEDIES, Hildreth, Ill.
ED. C. NUTT WANTS
ACTORS AND MUSICIANS

ED. C. NUTT COMEDY PLAYERS

AT LIBERTY
FOUR PEOPLE FOR REP., VAUDEVILLE OR FIRST-CLASS MED.

WANTED QUICK TO JOIN ON WIRE
FOR JACK KING COMEDIANS UNDER CANVAS

WANTED—MANNVILLE BROS. UNDER CANVAS

WANTED IMMEDIATELY FOR HANS HANSON PLAYERS

WANTED QUICK—A-1 JAZZ DRUMMER

Columbia Show Boat Wants

Press & Advance Agents

WANTED A-1 JAZZ TIMPANIST, MUSIC MANAGER, AND DANCER FOR HIS NEW MUSICAL- COMEDY COMPANY FOR STOCK

WANTED TALENTED COMEDY PEOPLE FOR STOCK

WANTED IMPOSSIBLE MAN FOR HIS CREW

Tom Christy’s All-White Minstrels WANTS

WANTED Musician Creative People for Stock

CHORUS GIRL. COMEDIAN, STRAIGHT MAN, CHARACTER WOMAN, SUNSETTE, CHARACTER MUSICAL COMEDY, OR A GOOD SCOPING PLAYER—AGE 25-28. HARRY JAMES TELLS OR CHIEF CONCERTMAN FOR STOCK.

Tom Christy’s All-White Minstrel Company is in full way. If you are good for anything, come right in and see Harry James, 297 W. 52nd St., New York City.
VAUDEVILLE

The Latest News and This Week's Reviews This Week

FIGURES

Regarding Salaries of European Artists at Present Rate of Exchange Furnished by L. B. Marselli

New York, Sept. 29.—The question of a change of policy which occurred in one of the various European countries, as far as the vaudeville theaters are concerned, has once again received attention this week. L. B. Marselli, who is in charge of the Exchange Bureau, says that the present rate of exchange in London is 15½ to 18 to the dollar, meaning that any European artist who is paid in dollars will be able to make a profit on his work here.

ACID THROWER IN THEATER

Darton, Minn., Sept. 28.—A stuntster who appeared at the Orpheum Theater this week has been reported as having thrown an acid into the audience. The witness to the event, who was in the audience, said that the acid fell on the floor and caused a great deal of confusion.

MARRY BURK—NOTICE

Burlington, N. J., Sept. 28.—Marry Burk, the niece of the late John Burk, has been reported as being in a hospital in New York. She was reported to be in a critical condition.

MOUNTON THEATER OPENS NOV. 1

Iowa City, Iowa, Sept. 28.—The Mounton Theater will open this week. The opening will be a great event in the life of the city.

MAGIC THEATER THERESPE

New York, Sept. 29.—The Magic Theater is preparing to open a new season.

ORPHEUM ROAD SHOW

A new road show is opening in Chicago this week.

WILTON'S ACTS

New York, Sept. 29.—Wilton, manager of the Orpheum Theater, has announced that his company will be opening a new season.

WILSON'S ACTS

New York, Sept. 29.—J. T. Wilson, manager of the Wilson Theater, has announced that his company will be opening a new season.

SIX-DAY IN CALGARY

Calgary, Sept. 29.—Six-day acts are being used in the city.

NEW BOOKING OFFICES

New York, Sept. 29.—The new booking offices of the Orpheum Theater are now open.

JONES WITH TILDEN

New York, Sept. 29.—J. T. Jones, manager of the Tilden Theater, has announced that his company will be opening a new season.

SINGING ON POLITIC

Prof. J. W. O. and Company scored a big hit in the city. The company is now playing at the Orpheum Theater.

"JUST VAUDEVILLE"

By William Judkins Newitt

"The latest news and this week's reviews this week"

iticul instruments, each containing all the tricks and gags known to vaudeville, will be exhibited.

No injuries were reported to the police. The loss is estimated at $25,000. The hotel has been closed since the accident occurred.

ACID THROWER IN THEATER

Darton, Minn., Sept. 28.—A stuntster who appeared at the Orpheum Theater this week has been reported as having thrown an acid into the audience. The witness to the event, who was in the audience, said that the acid fell on the floor and caused a great deal of confusion.

MARRY BURK—NOTICE

Burlington, N. J., Sept. 28.—Marry Burk, the niece of the late John Burk, has been reported as being in a hospital in New York. She was reported to be in a critical condition.

MOUNTON THEATER OPENS NOV. 1

Iowa City, Iowa, Sept. 28.—The Mounton Theater will open this week. The opening will be a great event in the life of the city.

MAGIC THEATER THERESPE

New York, Sept. 29.—The Magic Theater is preparing to open a new season.

ORPHEUM ROAD SHOW

A new road show is opening in Chicago this week.

WILTON'S ACTS

New York, Sept. 29.—Wilton, manager of the Orpheum Theater, has announced that his company will be opening a new season.

WILSON'S ACTS

New York, Sept. 29.—J. T. Wilson, manager of the Wilson Theater, has announced that his company will be opening a new season.

SIX-DAY IN CALGARY

Calgary, Sept. 29.—Six-day acts are being used in the city.

NEW BOOKING OFFICES

New York, Sept. 29.—The new booking offices of the Orpheum Theater are now open.

JONES WITH TILDEN

New York, Sept. 29.—J. T. Jones, manager of the Tilden Theater, has announced that his company will be opening a new season.

SINGING ON POLITIC

Prof. J. W. O. and Company scored a big hit in the city. The company is now playing at the Orpheum Theater.
YAHAIUAD AND MISTLETOE TO BE EMERGED

New York, Sept. 12.—It is reported that Lise Truyagac married Reuben Alls about a month ago. Lise, who is living in the city the majority of the time, has been reported as being the wife of a Mr. Alls. Lise has been recently reported as being the wife of a Mr. Truyagac.

MONTROSE THEATER STAFF

Pollea, Ill., Sept. 14.—The New Coupe Theater has been built in this city. It is a small theater, and is the first of its kind in the city. The theater has been opened and is now in operation.

NASHVILLE'S NEW THEATER

Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 15.—The new $500,000 Princess Theater, one of the finest Auditorium houses in the South, has been formally opened on the 7th of September. The theater is now open to the public. It has been completely redecorated and is a very large part of the old theater remained.

OVERHOLT AND YOUNG

New York, Sept. 15.—From the Consolidated and in the last few weeks, the demand for the new 'Overholt and Young' has increased. The demand is being met by the following: 100 cases of 'Overholt and Young' at $30 per case. The demand is being met by the following: 100 cases of 'Overholt and Young' at $30 per case.

SWAGGER WORDS

Put your swagger words in the Cold Storage.

For you'll never be the same again.

Don't be swaggy unless you feel.

Sure you'd like a glass of wine

In so many ways.

And when you're swaggy, all's well.

Your swagger words are dead storage.

And when you're swaggy all's well.

When you're swaggy, all's well.

Your swagger words are dead storage.

And when you're swaggy, all's well.

Swaggy.
FILMS PRODUCED IMMEASURABLE AMOUNT OF FREE SPACE GIVEN SINCE MIDGETS WERE LENT TO THE DAY ORPHANAGE House an ASSET

New York, Sept. 8.—A new high point in the history of the gumball trade. Donald Duck was placed at the apex of the pyramid of the gumball industry. The duck, a Siamese Midget, playing a two-act engagement at the Grafton Theatre, was given the gumball industry's greatest honor, to give away a gumball. The duck, however, refused to do so, saying, "I am not a gumball." 

PLACE BY MISS TILDEN

New York, Sept. 8.—Debutante duck has been placed in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." In the Odette Duval, in which Donald Duck was placed at the apex of the gumball industry, the duck refused to give away a gumball, saying, "I am not a gumball." Miss Tilden placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby," and the duck, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." 

PASSING DEREPPE'S

Chicago, Sept. 8.—A successful duck was introduced to the Grafton Theatre, which was playing "La, La, Lullaby." A duck, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." 

HYMAN'S LATEST EFFORTS

New York, Sept. 8.—A duck, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." Miss Tilden, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." 

PROGRESS DANG HUNTING

Lansing, Mich., Sept. 8.—A duck, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." Miss Tilden, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." 

"Sun Vaudeville" Closes DuBarry Theatre, Springfield, O.

Spotlight, Sept. 8.—A duck, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." Miss Tilden, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." 

TERRACE GARDEN

Chicago, Sept. 8.—A duck, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." Miss Tilden, in turn, placed Miss Tilden in the same part of "La, La, Lullaby." 

"Better Bookings Than Ever"

With such an offer for 2033 A.D. of every description, we guarantee magnificent bookings for all who book their autumn engagements with us. We reserve the right to cancel any bookings given without notice. 

HAGEDORN AGENCY

"TAYLOR TRUNKS"

At Liberty, Country Fiddler

TODAY 9:30 A.M. AND 4:00 P.M.

"Once a dream from the Milkweed Sparkle to the Dime store woman, and close sale collection of the same as well. Guarantee 30% on all sales. L. E. MERRIL, 800 W. 72 St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Wanted Scenic Artist"

Canadian and Burns. No one to claim. Let us know from whom. 

TOP PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS

guaranteed equal or better than the original photograph. I make them rich in tone, faithful in detail, full of life, with the objections of the original photograph.

An appointment with me on the phone at Hotel Manhattan. 

BEN and JOHN FULLER

AUSTRALIAN VAUDEVILLE TOUR

ALSO MELIODRAMA TOUR

Call CAPITOL STUDIOS, Inc., Van Dyck Blvd., 1304 N. Ave., near 55th St., N. Y. C., Chicago 6060.
THE AMERICAN CONCERT FIELD
and American Endeavor in Grand Opera, Symphony and Chamber Music
and Classic Dancing
BY IZETTA MAY MCHENRY

NATIONAL AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL A GREAT SUCCESS
Fifth Annual Event at Lockport, N. Y., Surpasses All Previous Records, Both in Variety and Worth of Programs and in Attendance

Lockport, N. Y., Sept. 11.—The Fifth Annual American Music Festival, held here September 10 and 11, the most ambitious ever staged in this or any other city, registered the highest attendance to date. The grandiose programs, the skilled performances, the brilliant interpretation and the exquisite artistic perfection were the predominant factors in the success of the fifth annual American Music Festival.

An outstanding feature of the Festival was the grand orchestra, which was composed of the most eminent and talented musicians and conductors of the day. The orchestra consisted of 100 musicians, all of whom had devoted their lives to the art of music. The conductor was none other than the famous American composer, Louis Oravaure.

The Festival was held in the Lockport Auditorium, which was packed to capacity. The audience was a mixture of artists, musicians, critics, and music lovers from all parts of the country. The atmosphere was electric with the sound of music, which was played on a grand scale.

The program included works by some of the greatest composers of all time, such as Beethoven, Mozart, and Chopin. The musicians performed with great skill and enthusiasm, and the audience was thoroughly enchanted.

The Festival was a great success, and it is anticipated that even greater things will be accomplished in future festivals. The American Music Festival is one of the finest institutions in the country, and it is doing a great service in promoting the art of music.
SEPTEMBER 18, 1929

KANSAS CITY MUSIC CIRCLES

GREATLY INCREASED OVER TAX RULING

Gala Opening People's Live Concerts

Under Same Classification as Established Carbon-Cat-

Concert Data
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prominent concert groups of the
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THE GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

WANTED MUSICIANS

For Broadway and Picture Theatres. Salary, $500.00 weekly. Tutti, Connet, Trombone, Flute and Drummer. This is an open town. No tickets advanced. A regular job for regular musician.

ECHO THEATRE, Flint, Mich.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Dramatic and Musical Company requires:

Cornet; Trombone, Flute and Trumpet players. This is an open town. No tickets fly out of this theatre.

WANTED FOR First-Class Medicine Show

Spring Tour. A very good opportunity for Strummers, Guitarists, Banjo Men, Flute Players, and Drummers. Apply to the Manager, nos trum Club Meeting Hall, Chicago.

COLUMBIA BURELEQUE CIRCUIT

Continued from page 27)

A recent feature of the burlesque circuit was the appearance of Celia Nye, who delighted the audience with her uncanny ability to make the audience erupt into laughter. Her antics were so amusing that even the most serious members of the audience found themselves secretly laughing along with the others.

CREDITS WHERE CREDIT IS DUE

New York, Sept. 8.—When we advanced dramatic studies in the old town, we were called down by the actors because of their spelling names with as little care as an R in the house program and worried about what difference it could make. But since becoming a reviewer, we realize the importance of properly spelling names on the house program for the reason that left uncorrected, the program, we believe, has to depend on the house program. In both cases the Governor General, to whom the state is due, was recognized at Villa Rupe and to the superior minister, who we believe, assumed that Villa Rupe was our own commendation of the Governor General and his excellency, and in the latter part of our review commented adversely. The references to the Governor General and his excellency, were in error. The Governor General and the state of the present day, have been Duck Rupe. The errors in spelling and punctuation will be corrected in future issues of the paper and the Governor General and his excellency will be properly acknowledged at Villa Rupe in our next season of the Governor General and his excellency,
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MUSICAL COMEDY
COMIC OPERA - SPECTACLE - PAGEANT

Conducted by Gordon Whyte

NEW YORK

SEPTEMBER 16, 1920

"HONEYDRO"," a musical comedy to two acts, book and lyrics by Joseph Herbert, music by Edward Kirwan deals. Presented by Max Weber at the Globe Theatre, 47th Street and Broadway. Time, 8:30 p.m.

The cast includes: Robert Adair, John Park, Howard Todd, Harry Bick, Ben Hecht, Frank Sloman, Edward Kirwan, George Cooper, Howard Reid, Guy Kibbee, Mary Miles Minter, Lon Chaney, Jr., and others.

The play opens with a bang as it centers around the story of a young girl who has never made an effort to gain attention for herself. His Miss Charity is played by Mary Miles Minter, and the role of the young man is taken by Robert Adair. The plot revolves around their attempts to break the spell of a mysterious old man who has been living in the town for years and has never been seen by anyone. The young man and his friend try to uncover the secret of the old man's past and find out why he has been living in the town so long. The play is filled with suspense and excitement as the two men try to solve the mystery and bring justice to the young girl. The play closes with a grand finale that leaves the audience in raptures.

"LITTLE MISS CHARITY" - A musical comedy in two acts, book and lyrics by Edward Kirwan, music by Edward Kirwan. Presented by Max Weber at the Globe Theatre, 47th Street and Broadway. Time, 8:30 p.m.

The cast includes: Robert Adair, John Park, Howard Todd, Harry Bick, Ben Hecht, Frank Sloman, Edward Kirwan, George Cooper, Howard Reid, Guy Kibbee, Mary Miles Minter, Lon Chaney, Jr., and others.

The play opens with a bang as it centers around the story of a young girl who has never made an effort to gain attention for herself. His Miss Charity is played by Mary Miles Minter, and the role of the young man is taken by Robert Adair. The plot revolves around their attempts to break the spell of a mysterious old man who has been living in the town for years and has never been seen by anyone. The young man and his friend try to uncover the secret of the old man's past and find out why he has been living in the town so long. The play is filled with suspense and excitement as the two men try to solve the mystery and bring justice to the young girl. The play closes with a grand finale that leaves the audience in raptures.

The cast includes: Robert Adair, John Park, Howard Todd, Harry Bick, Ben Hecht, Frank Sloman, Edward Kirwan, George Cooper, Howard Reid, Guy Kibbee, Mary Miles Minter, Lon Chaney, Jr., and others.

The play opens with a bang as it centers around the story of a young girl who has never made an effort to gain attention for herself. His Miss Charity is played by Mary Miles Minter, and the role of the young man is taken by Robert Adair. The plot revolves around their attempts to break the spell of a mysterious old man who has been living in the town for years and has never been seen by anyone. The young man and his friend try to uncover the secret of the old man's past and find out why he has been living in the town so long. The play is filled with suspense and excitement as the two men try to solve the mystery and bring justice to the young girl. The play closes with a grand finale that leaves the audience in raptures.

"MUSICAL COMEDY NOTES" - Milly Brothers and Jordan have joined the Cast of "Honeydew." The plot of "Honeydew" revolves around a young girl who has never made an effort to gain attention for herself. His Miss Charity is played by Mary Miles Minter, and the role of the young man is taken by Robert Adair. The plot revolves around their attempts to break the spell of a mysterious old man who has been living in the town for years and has never been seen by anyone. The young man and his friend try to uncover the secret of the old man's past and find out why he has been living in the town so long. The play is filled with suspense and excitement as the two men try to solve the mystery and bring justice to the young girl. The play closes with a grand finale that leaves the audience in raptures.

"LONG RUN MUSICAL PLAY RECORDS" - The musical comedy "Honeydew" has broken the record for longest run at the Music Box Theatre, having played for 287 performances. The musical is directed by Max Weber and produced by Joe Herber. The cast includes: Robert Adair, John Park, Howard Todd, Harry Bick, Ben Hecht, Frank Sloman, Edward Kirwan, George Cooper, Howard Reid, Guy Kibbee, Mary Miles Minter, Lon Chaney, Jr., and others.

The play opens with a bang as it centers around the story of a young girl who has never made an effort to gain attention for herself. His Miss Charity is played by Mary Miles Minter, and the role of the young man is taken by Robert Adair. The plot revolves around their attempts to break the spell of a mysterious old man who has been living in the town for years and has never been seen by anyone. The young man and his friend try to uncover the secret of the old man's past and find out why he has been living in the town so long. The play is filled with suspense and excitement as the two men try to solve the mystery and bring justice to the young girl. The play closes with a grand finale that leaves the audience in raptures.
SCHNITZ SEYMOUR WANTS
MUSICAL COMEDY PEOPLE FOR PERMANENT STOCK
IN HIS OWN THEATRE IN KANSAS CITY, MO

Dancing comedian that can do Dutch, Jew, Irish or Rube. Ingenious type prima donna, singing and dancing soprano, base singer for quartets and sixteen experienced chorus girls. Above people, wise quick. Short engagement now. Open to Sept. 19th. Other, useful musical comedy people, write.

TABLOIDS

GREEN & LAYNE'S Pioneer Oils are using all artist bids two times and doing a good enough.

HARRY FLOYD has joined W. F. Martin's "Ozark" as production manager and "Ozark" opens Labor Day at Peoria, Ill.

RALPH WALLACE joined the Galaxy Music Com-pany a few days ago. Owing he is on the road, his personal and wire reports is wanting.

LEW REICHARDT, well known in Southern cabaret circles, has taken the feature comic part for Rube. He is on the road.

HARRY AND ZEYA PLATZ opened both of their shows, "Furry" and "Parson" Sunday with a playing time of specifications. Walt and Richard also are being presented at Platz's "The Tool Co." and the First Tier in the "Apollo" Theatre.

JACK MURPHY, popular musical director, is now in Boston, O., recording with W. F. Martin in "Rio." Jack recently closed with the "Black and White Girls," after having spent the summer in Chicago.

WILLIAM MORT Musical Comedy made what is believed to be a record in related business when on Labor Day the company grossed $32,500 at the John Tyler Theatre, Washington, D.C. in 25 cents.

"JOHN PAVI AND HIS VAGY" will continue under present management in the Ohio State Music Hall. Establishing his reputation in writing he once for Glee which will soon open at the Eastwood Theatre, will be perpetually opened.

BILLY HILL, the son of Bill and Ed-ward, is currently at his, Alhambra Private Detective, N. C. Billy was the manager of the Alhambra Theatre, Dallas, Tex. The new business at hand of his and of his has been managing the Alhambra Theatre in Nogales.

RECORD CALLER, one of the managers of the Hurley & Parkinson "Marquee" company, is about to leave the present company of 150 to form his own, which he is planning to take to the road. A visitor to the Hurley & Parkinson company last week.

This show will carry ten men and play out of Chicago.

PAUL NELSON "KENTUCKY DERRY" is one of the most outstanding and interesting business being good, considering the fact that he has been near 30 years. Can play the

H. R. SEEMAN'S 1920 REVUE WANTS

WANTED

WILKS BROS. WANTS WANT WANT
For quartet, 2 base(S), 2 tenors, 2 basses, all music company. WANTS WANT WANT
All music company. Must be 100% "Sing". High wages, nice working conditions, week end and night engagements, good location.

The Billy Allen Musical Comedy Company WANTED WANT WANT

WANTED, Hawaiian Steel Guitar Player WANTED WANT WANT
Guitar,能弹奏一首曲子的人。Top salary. Useful Musical Comedy People to join the "HAWAIIAN STEEL GUITAR PLAYER" Musical Comedy. Great theatre run. Texas.

WANTED PEOPLE EXPERIENCED IN ALL BRANCHES OF MUSICAL COMEDY WANTED
Chorus, Girls, Boys, principals. Let your friends know. Advance tickets to those that can guarantee. Wire for immediate results. Would like to hear from Frank M. Exposition Theatre, Dallas, Tex. 117; after that Hardwick's Benefit Agency, Memphis, Tenn. - ALLEN & KENNA.

IRVING LEWIS WANTS FOR CHICKEE CHOO MAIDS WANTED WANT WANT

GENE COBB WANTS WANTED WANT WANT
To dance with the New York and Atlantic City, Latin and foreign, Ballroom Dancers. Address: GENE COBB, 17 East 49th Street, New York City.

WANTED, Blackface Comedian WANTED WANT WANT
For variety show, Modine Theatre, Atlantic City, New Jersey. Other show people may come to see me to

WANTED QUICK, CHORUS GIRLS AND PRINCIPALS WANTED
For the ROSEWELL'S SHOW. Address: ROSE BAY, 1910 South Main Street, Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED, TO JOIN ON WIRE, WANTED WANT WANT
Joining up after six months. Must be sound. Must be good. Must have a good show. Must know what to do. Address: HARRY MORRIS MUSICAL COMEDY CO., 601 West Washington Street, Kansas City, Mo.
MELODY MART
THE POPULAR SONG BOURSE
SERVICES TO OUR NEW YORK OFFICES

FAXON LEAVES CIRCUS

Noted Chicago Singer Worked With Bird Millman Three Weeks

Chicago, Sept. 21.—Tom Faxon is back from a tour of the circus with the Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Circus, where he was with Bird Millman's Decorating and Musical unit, at the direction of Leo First, Inc., music publisher, by whom he is employed. Mr. Faxon's musical arrangement band consists of nine in "Just Like a Show," added to the impressive beauty of the one-car unit, was used to the delight of the audience. We are informed he is to return to making his appearance at the front with the band. Mr. Faxon is known in the music business as a top-notch arranger.

EQUITY BOOKINGS

Chicago, Sept. 16.—The booking bureau of the American Booking Company has been busy shipping talent to points across the country. The following engagements have been made for the various acts:

PALACE SYNCHRONIZED SIX

The original Palais Synchrone Six of Belgium, H. L. D., who scored a big success at the Palais Synchrone Six in Brussels last season, are due to return from their second season across the Atlantic for a retrouval of their previous success before the direction of L. L. Wabell. Mr. Wabell is coming in on the Liberty ship "HMS Ulysses" for the second time and has been received by the public with great enthusiasm. The return of the Palais Synchrone Six is an indication of the company's continued success in the European market.

METROPOLITAN MIRTH-MELODY-MUSIC

B. F. KAHN'S UNION SQUARE THEATER—New York City

SYNCHRONIZED SIX

ROBERT FISHER—"You're the Voice"

BILLY WARD AND HIS DOMINOES—"You're the Voice"

BRADFORD QUARTET—"You're the Voice"

HENRY MILLER—"You're the Voice"

NICK ANDERSON—"You're the Voice"

GAVETTY BURLEIGH THEATER—Philadelphia, PA

KIMI FUKAMI—"The Irish Rose" (Rhythm and Blues)"

HAYWARD JENGER—"Kiss Me, Pretty" (Sung by Misses)

KAY STENGEL—"Kiss Me, Pretty" (Sung by Misses)
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Have you noticed the lasting qualities of FORSTER songs? -- That's the best proof that they are NATURAL HITS!

THAT NAUGHTY WALZT--BIGGEST HIT OF THE YEAR

I LOVE YOU SUNDAY--THE BIG SURPRISE NUMBER

ASK THE ROSE--THE NEW BALLAD SENSATION

SWEET AND LOW--MORE POPULAR NOW THAN EVER

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER INC. CHICAGO
NEW YORK
405 ASSTOR THEATRE BLDG
KATHRYN JOYCE MG
LOOPE END BLDG, 157 N STATE ST
ABE OLMAN, GEN. PROD MG
SAN FRANCISCO
PANTAGES THEATRE BLDG
SIG BOSLEY MG

ATTENTION, LYRIC WRITERS AND PERFORMERS--MUSIC WRITTEN TO YOUR WORDS, AND PUBLISHED, IN COLLABORATION WITH THE AUTHOR ONLY.

YOU SUPPLY THE DEMAND--ONLY A FEW SONGS LEFT

MUSIC PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS--OF ANYTHING IN MUSIC BY ANY PROCESS.

ESTABLISHED BY OTTO ZIMMERMANN & SON, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CANT SUPPLY DEMAND--ASK THEROS, TKW, NC.

ATTENTION, LYRIC WRITERS AND PERFORMERS--MUSIC WRITTEN TO YOUR WORDS, AND PUBLISHED, IN COLLABORATION WITH THE AUTHOR ONLY.

DOTTED HALF NOTES--A new musical organization has been formed at Watertown, N.Y., under the name of the Watertown Orchestra and Band. Henry C. John- son has been made conductor. The H. O. Davis String Company, Fairville, N. Y., has supplied the new orchestra, "Saturdays Got My Bake" and I Know I Can Go By My Mets."--J. Martin Nesh, of Utica, N. Y., writes: "The Millpond that he has been able to keep up, all of which he says are of high order, and which he will give away in response of marked achievement and ability."

WANT AID MUSICIANS--CHICAGO, DEPT. S, POST OFFICE.

EMMA RENNIE--THEORY OF MUSIC, WROUGHT HARMONIES, HARMONIC CONSTRUCTION, HARMONIC COMPOSITION, THEORY OF THE PIANO, AND GENERAL TEACHING FOR MUSIC STUDENTS ALL MADE EASIER. 50c and 1.00 per Copy. 6-68 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

TIE HIM GROW!--Chicago, Feb. 25--Dorothy Dean announced to The Billboard this week that he will book the Broadway mid-week bill at the Martin Theatre, Brooklyn, formerly booked then the Joe Ektel shingle.

New York, Feb. 19--Jack Krentz announced to The Billboard this week that he will head the Broadway mid-week bill at the Martin Theatre, Brooklyn, formerly booked then the Joe Ektel shingle.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS--FOR SALE, 3305 Orchestra Bldg, Chicago, Ill. 3253 Orchestra Bldg, Chicago, Ill. 337 Orchestra Bldg, Chicago, Ill.
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WHEELER WADSWORTH of "ALL-STAR TRIO" says:

"THAT CAT STEP"

(EL GATO)

is a wonderful piece of music, and one of the most original numbers I have ever played. The bass is a musical delight. It looks like a sure-fire HIT.

Newspapers, magazines, motion picture films and the public have claimed this number the greatest novelty of a decade, and the above statement is only another link in our chain of enthusiastic "CAT-STEPPERS."

BELWIN, Inc., Publishers
701 Seventh Avenue, New York City
SOUTHERN MELODIES FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH

“EMMA LOU”

The greatest of all Southern Waltz Songs.

TELL ME YOU ARE COMING BACK TO ME

A BEAUTIFUL BALLAD THAT IS NOW BEING SUNG BY SOME OF THE COUNTRY’S BEST SINGERS.

DOWN IN MIAMI ON BISCAYNE BAY

The greatest Harmony Quartette and Waltz Song of the present age.

UNDERNEATH THE ROYAL PALM TREES

A great One-Step

WHEN THE FADDISTS HAVE THEIR WAY

The King of all Fad Songs.

DIXIE MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 22-32 Havlin Building, MIAMI, FLA.

DARRELL’S HITS

FOXTROT SONG—EXTRA CATCH-LINE

LET’S GO TO CUBA

By JACK DARRELL

A BALLAD BEAUTIFUL

YOU'VE MADE ALL MY DREAMS COME TRUE

By JACK DARRELL

BALLAD LYRIC

SOME TIME

FOX-TROT MELODY

By JACK DARRELL, HERMAN KRAUSSE and NAT FRIEDMAN

A CROONING WALTZ NOVELTY SONG

LONESOME LULLABY

By JACK DARRELL, HERMAN KRAUSSE and NAT FRIEDMAN

A SPEEDY STOP TIME JAZZ NUMBER

THE DEVIL’S JAZZ REVUE

By JACK DARRELL and SAM B. LEWIS

Orchestra Club—Join now. Save money. Membership fee, $1.00 a year. 15 Hits. After 500 members enrolled fee will positively be raised to $2.00 a year.

Jack Darrell Music Co., Inc.
242 W. 46th Street,
New York City

SEEING IS BELIEVING

when everything goes bad the audience sits hand-cuffed the act goes wrong the orchestra makes up —you can always see 'em wake up when giving him

“THE MOAN”

the world, mysterious novelty

“In Babylond”

the dream sleep melody ballad

“I LIKE TO DO IT”

the “Pumping Little Lady” hit

“Oh! My Lady”

the modern Rosen’s tune Song!

WRITE TO

HENRY BURR
MUSIC CORPORATION
1604 BROADWAY, N. Y., N. Y.

ANITA OWEN’S GREAT SUCCESSES

KISS ME GOOD-BYE

ALLA MARY

MARRY ME

OUR LEADER

A GREAT SONG FOR A GOOD SINGER

FEATURED BY EVERY PROMINENT ORCHESTRA IN N. Y.—

THE JONES MUSIC CO., 1547 Broadway, New York

DICK NUCENT, General Manager
A REAL HIT!

By GILLESPIE & VAN ALSTYNE
A DAINTY, LOVABLE SONG--SUITE FOR ANY ACT. WONDERFUL DOUBLE VERSION--GREAT ENCORE WINNER WITH PATTERN CHORUS. Write, wire or call for "SWEETIE O' MINE." Orchestration in all keys.

DON'T FORGET OUR GREAT BALLAD HIT
“DON'T BE CROSS WITH ME”

By BILLY THOMPSON, M.G.M.
Chorus: 177 North State Street

CHORUS EQUITY NEWS

The hundred and twenty more numbers joined the Chorus Equity in the past week. There are forty-two weeks to the pros--watch our growth. All degrees of musical comedy members are represented, making sure representation of their proportion in the cast as soon as possible.

We want their names: written names of members of choice for Mary Savoy, Paddy M. Bostick, Bob Joe, 14th Street; Mariette, 14th Street; George C., 14th Street; Jameson, 14th Street; and Cornelia Jones. Already a score of members holding good contracts as of May 31, 1920. Even if you plan to work in New York this summer don't be afraid of the word Remix. We have had several instances recently where the union notified the members of the chorus that they must take a salary and on a two-week vacation in the west and the management most surely you two weeks before the change. If you come to New York this summer you must be prepared to be paid the original salary for two weeks and then the lower one agreed upon. If you are an aspiring young artist you will find the job at New York a fine opportunity. The word Remix has never been a bad one and the past two weeks have seen the chorus in its element.

Written to Order

PLAYS, SKETCHES AND ACTS

Up to the minute, Original and Refreshing Material. Write for Local or Cast List and Original Material. Traveling Act or Home Act Made Strong. We also have a number of sketches and acts to improve your production. Special Songs and Parodies Written. In the city, call:
W. E. NELSON PLAYWRITING CO.
Bultas 133, 1400 Broadway, Koster and Bial's Theater Bldg., New York City

MAIL ORDERS FILLED INSTANTLY FOR

MOBILE-MUSCLE THEATRE, CROMWELL, AND FARMS

MUSLIN 3 PT.

By $2.50

SIGN

Also Posters, Cards, Catalogue and New Book, Act and Brand Wastes.

JAY KAY DISPLAY 203 W. 48th St., New York.

FUTURISTIC PICTURE HAT

At LESTER BRILLIANT, 21-13 inches head

$15.00

LESTER, State-Line Bldg., CHICAGO

October 1920

MAIL ORDERS FILLED INSTANTLY

"HITCHY-KOOL, 1920"


FREE LATEST COPY OF HOW TO MAKE UP

STEIN'S MAKE-UP

PICKANINNY ROSE

A WRESTLING BELIEVER SONG, A SONG FOR YOU AND ME, AND IS JUST WHAT YOU NEED.

LONG GONE

ANOTHER CASSIE JONES DR STEAMBOAT HILL.

WHY DID YOU MAKE A PLAYING OF ME?

A BEAUTIFUL, LOVE SONG WITH A HARP INTERLUDE.

YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD MAN DOWN

ANOTHER GREAT HIT SONG.

EVERYTHING IS GOING UP

BUILT UP THE THRESHOLD.

ORCHESTRA LEADERS—JOIN OUR ORCHESTRA CLUB. $1.00 PER YEAR, RECEIVE ALL Hits.

PROFESSIONAL COPIES TO RECOGNIZED PERFORMERS.

Address PACE & HANDY MUSIC CO., Inc., 223 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y.

TABLOIDS

(Continued from page 2)

in wretched condition, and young, and Margaret Mason is all right. Frank Daniels is managing the company.

FRANK ADAMS."'s "Majestic Cafe Girls" are now being worked up by Miss Adams, who is also working on the "20th Century Girls," playing all over the country, and will arrive in New York on June 1st. She has just finished a successful run of "The Doll," a new musical comedy, which has been a success. The company is being managed by Frank Adams, and will be under the management of Frank Daniels, September 14th. The company will play a series of engagements at Madison, and then north on the Great North, Club Wednesdays and Saturdays.

The show now contains 26 scenes, including a 120-doer. The new maid, and a new sister and actress has been added. The show has been revised and the girls have been added to the cast. The show will now stay at the Rialto Theater, Madison, and the show will continue until September 25th. During the shows, the company will stay at the Rialto Theater, Madison, and then north on the Great North, Club Wednesdays and Saturdays.

FRANK ADAMS."'s "Dolphy Girl" Company closed a successful engagement at the Rialto Theater, Madison, and the show will continue until September 25th. During the shows, the company will stay at the Rialto Theater, Madison, and then north on the Great North, Club Wednesdays and Saturdays.

WANTED PIANIST

FORTY DOLLARS PER WEEK

Acts Suitable for Week's Stand Vaudeville

UNDER CANVAS

Write FRANK X. LEONARD, Jarratt, Virginia.

WANTED MUSICIANS

WANTED—A Tenor or C Melody Saxophone

To play with Frank, Peters, Conley, Dixie band at the CREFHIRE THEATRE, Kentucky, West Virginia.

WANTED FOR WEEK STAND VAUDEVILLE SHOW

A. W. WILSON, Manager, Pahrump, Pahrump, Nevada, Change for week. Address Messrs. WALTERS, 305 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y., or direct.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

Arthur B., now in the fourth week of its engagement at the Rialto Theater, is the best of the engagements, with its harp music and its beautiful melodies. The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

The show is now in the fourth week of its engagement at the Rialto Theater, is the best of the engagements, with its harp music and its beautiful melodies. The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

WANTED MUSICIANS

WANTED—A Tenor or C Melody Saxophone

To play with Frank, Peters, Conley, Dixie band at the CREFHIRE THEATRE, Kentucky, West Virginia.

WANTED FOR WEEK STAND VAUDEVILLE SHOW

A. W. WILSON, Manager, Pahrump, Pahrump, Nevada, Change for week. Address Messrs. WALTERS, 305 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y., or direct.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

WANTED MUSICIANS

WANTED—A Tenor or C Melody Saxophone

To play with Frank, Peters, Conley, Dixie band at the CREFHIRE THEATRE, Kentucky, West Virginia.

WANTED FOR WEEK STAND VAUDEVILLE SHOW

A. W. WILSON, Manager, Pahrump, Pahrump, Nevada, Change for week. Address Messrs. WALTERS, 305 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y., or direct.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

WANTED MUSICIANS

WANTED—A Tenor or C Melody Saxophone

To play with Frank, Peters, Conley, Dixie band at the CREFHIRE THEATRE, Kentucky, West Virginia.

WANTED FOR WEEK STAND VAUDEVILLE SHOW

A. W. WILSON, Manager, Pahrump, Pahrump, Nevada, Change for week. Address Messrs. WALTERS, 305 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y., or direct.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

THE BLACK AND WHITE POLICEMAN, owned by Steve, Lee and Gibbons, just closed a pleasant five weeks' engagement at the New Palace Theater, Kansas, Fla., which has been managed by an old friend, Mr. Mason, for Mr. Mason. The show is now in W. Va., playing the Benicia, for two weeks. It is the first time in three weeks that the company has played the show. Nothing very spectacular is to be seen, in the way of songs and acts, and the show is probably being played for the sake of variety only.

The show is now in New York, and the company has been rehearsing for the last three weeks.

WANTED MUSICIANS

WANTED—A Tenor or C Melody Saxophone

To play with Frank, Peters, Conley, Dixie band at the CREFHIRE THEATRE, Kentucky, West Virginia.

WANTED FOR WEEK STAND VAUDEVILLE SHOW

A. W. WILSON, Manager, Pahrump, Pahrump, Nevada, Change for week. Address Messrs. WALTERS, 305 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y., or direct.
ANOTHER "NATURAL" HIT FROM MCKINLEY HEADQUARTERS

PICKANINNY BLUES

NOT A "BLUES!" A WONDERFUL MELODY WALTZ LULLABY

EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU TELLS ME THAT YOU'RE IRISH

A 34-S "IRISH" SONG WITH PLENTY OF "MELODY" AND "PUNCH." IF YOU USE AN IRISH SONG YOU'LL USE THIS ONE

SHIMMY MOON

A NEW "DIXIE" SONG BY THE WRITERS OF "FLOATING" DOWN TO COTTON TOWN

McKINLEY MUSIC CO.
16 West 46th St., New York.

BOSTON: 228 Tremont St. MELVIN STEPPER, Prof. Mgr.
PITTSBURGH: Savoy Theatre Bldg. PAUL ELMWOOD, Prof. Mgr.
CHICAGO: Grand Opera House Bldg. E. CLINTON KIETHLEY, Prof. Mgr.
FREE --- Theatre Managers and Singers --- FREE
BEAUTIFUL SETS OF HAND-COLORED ILLUSTRATED SLIDES OF THE NEW POPULAR SONG HITS

ROSE OF INSINADA AND OPTIMISTIC STEP
8 SLIDES TO THE SET AND ONLY A LIMITED SUPPLY, SO SEND IN YOUR REQUEST NOW.
ALSO SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL COPIES, BAND AND ORCHESTRATIONS.

WM. J. SMITH MUSIC CO., Inc., 52 E. 34th St., NEW YORK.

WANTED MUSICIANS
For NEIL O'BRIEN'S MINSTRELS playing city time. String bass to double some band instrument, cornet, & O.; violin to double cornet; flute. We pay transportation and expenses. All wardrobe furnished. Wire or write, stating salary.
OSCAR F. HODGE, 145 W. 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY. Room 906.

WANTED MINSTREL PERFORMERS AND MUSICIANS IN ALL BRANCHES for Bob Fisher's Famous Minstrels.

TO REPORT HERE FOR REHABILITATION, AUGUST 17, 1893 AT 2 P.M., EIGHTH STREET THEATRE, NEW YORK, N.Y. NO HOSTAGE FOR ONE MINUTE PERFORMERS OR MUSICIANS WILL BE RECEIVED.

WANTED QUICK TO JOIN ON WIRE for ED. J. MURRAY'S BIG TIME MINSTRELS. Tenor Singer, Musicians that can be depended upon; Band, Vocalists, etc.

WANTED for J. C. O'BRIEN'S Georgia Minstrels (1823 CARAVAG) COLORED MUSICIANS---Singers, Altos, Baritones, Tenors, Cornets, Flutes, Harp, Piano, Double Bass, Banjos, etc.

WANTED COLORED MUSICIANS AND PERFORMERS by Triangle Music Pub. Co., 145 W. 45th St., NEW YORK.

A FEW NEW TRIANGLE TUNES
READ 'EM AND WEEP CALIFORNIA BLOSSOM
A Fox-Trot Ballad of unusual charm and merit. A great harmony number and a humper. Words by SPENCER WILLIAMS. Music by ANTON LADA.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO
THE GREATEST COMEDY SONG ON THE MARKET. ALL KINDS OF VERSIONS AND CATCH LINE CHORUSES.

DREAMING BLUES WHEN YOU ARE MINE
LYCEUM AND CHAUTAUQUA COMMITTEE REPORTS

Defense of the Committee Reports as Officially Published in the L.L.A. Year Book—President Lybarger States Many Reasons Why the Reports System Should be a Permanent Part of the L.L.A. Work.

There is a paragraph that shows an escape to the printer, which might have been a help to the typist and typographer, if printed. This article was written by Mr. R. E. Lybarger, the Chicago-based editor, who serves as the L.L.A. committee editor.

"Many times, in the course of our work, we have found it convenient to have a typist who could correct our errors, and we feel that this would be greatly appreciated by us."

The defense of the Committee Reports as officially published in the L.L.A. Year Book is presented by President Lybarger. He states many reasons why the reports system should be a permanent part of the L.L.A. Work.
AT THE WINTER GARDEN
Opening Night of “CINDERELLA-ON-BROADWAY”

GEORGIE PRICE

Stopped the Show at 11:30 with

SWANEE

T. B. HARMS & FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER

NEW YORK CITY

See Harry Hanbury, Professional Dept

Do a little for SWANEE and SWANEE will do a lot for you. Visit our new studios or write for your copy. Double versions and harmony arrangements ready. Orchestrations in every key.

MARTINKA THEATER OPENS

Winchester, Va., Sept. 3.—The newly completed Martin Theatre, a $50,000 structure designed by the well-known architects, is now open for business. The building is of modern design and is equipped with every convenience for the comfort of patrons. The management is under the able direction of Mr. J. W. Martin, who has obtained a splendid reputation for his skill and care in the operation of his theaters. The Martin Theatre is one of the finest in the state and will doubtless become a center of attraction for the people of the vicinity.

WHERE DO I GET OFF?

EDWARDS AIME

New York, Oct. 4.—On the evening of Oct. 3, the famous Edwards Aime, who has been a prominent figure in the theatrical world for many years, was en route to New York City, where he is expected to appear in several important productions. Aime has been active in the theater for many years, and has gained a reputation for his skill in the art of acting. He has appeared in numerous plays, and has been a favorite with audiences throughout the country.

LEYTE AND CHAUTAGUA

(Continued from page 35)

SUN OFFICE OPEN IN NEW YORK

New York, Sept. 3.—The New York Sun office, which was opened last week, is now ready for business. The office is located on the second floor of the Sun Building, and is equipped with all necessary apparatus. The staff of editors and reporters is now in place, and the paper will be published as usual.

TRY OUT NEW ACT

Mrs. Herbert and Rosa Stansell, from Nashville, Tenn., arrived at the Players' Theatre, Chicago, last week, and rehearsed a new act for the Chicago opening of “The Dream That Made Me Cry.” The act is a comedy sketch, and is expected to meet with a favorable reception. MRS. HARRISON

A SURE HIT

“THE DREAM THAT MADE ME CRY”

A. J. HUNT, Publisher

ALTOONA, PA.

A SWINGING SONG, A SWINGING DANCE!

Muriel Window on Auto Tour

Pittsburgh, Sept. 3.—Muriel Window, famous opera singer, visited Pittsburgh last week and was received with much enthusiasm. She was particularly interested in the opera, and was heard singing several of her songs at the opera house, where she gave a splendid performance.

MILES ACRYL HOUSE OPENS

Akron, Sept. 3.—A new house, the Akron House, was opened last week in Akron, Ohio. The house is located on the corner of Main and Market streets, and is equipped with all necessary apparatus. It is expected to meet with a favorable reception, and will doubtless become a center of attraction for the people of the city.
SLAMMING ENGLISH CRITICS

(From The New Republic)

A little while ago the Art Theater gave a performance of Chesterton's "The Sword of Christ," which was in many respects a good performance, but it was certainly not a bad one. The quality of that perfect play, the perfection of which is clearly shown in the audience of the evening, was brought home to the audience of the morning. The afternoon was interesting in the way of showing the quality of the. Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.

The other thing we note is that the showings of the afternoon was not an afternoon of showing the quality of the plays, but of showing the quality of Chesterton's plays. They had a particular aim, the showing of Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.

The other thing we note is that the showings of the afternoon was not an afternoon of showing the quality of the plays, but of showing the quality of Chesterton's plays. They had a particular aim, the showing of Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.

The other thing we note is that the showings of the afternoon was not an afternoon of showing the quality of the plays, but of showing the quality of Chesterton's plays. They had a particular aim, the showing of Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.

The other thing we note is that the showings of the afternoon was not an afternoon of showing the quality of the plays, but of showing the quality of Chesterton's plays. They had a particular aim, the showing of Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.

The other thing we note is that the showings of the afternoon was not an afternoon of showing the quality of the plays, but of showing the quality of Chesterton's plays. They had a particular aim, the showing of Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.

The other thing we note is that the showings of the afternoon was not an afternoon of showing the quality of the plays, but of showing the quality of Chesterton's plays. They had a particular aim, the showing of Chesterton's plays, which is substantially the matter of the present piece, is a play of modern plays. We areivilled with bad plays in London nowadays; to have see a play of modern plays is a great thing for the reader to find out about Chesterton's plays and the manner in which they have been produced. They have had nothing to write about for as long as they would jump at the chance of writing about such a play.
### The Billboard September 15, 1933

#### TABLOIDS

**CRUISING AT THE PREMIER COMMERCIAL THEATRES BY SATURDAY MORNING NOVEMBER 1ST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatre</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ziegfeld</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>Hollywood</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loew's</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

**NOTICE TO THE OWNERS**

The Columbia Circuit hereby demands of the exhibitors the following:

- A 16mm outfit in every house.
- A 20mm outfit in every house.
- A 35mm outfit in every house.
- A 40mm outfit in every house.
- A 48mm outfit in every house.

#### STOCK & REPertoire

**SPECIAL BARGAIN CIRCLE FOR BROADCASTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COFFEE</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>$0.50 per pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEA</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>$1.00 per pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILK</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>$0.25 per gallon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BANDS & ORCHESTRAS

**WHAT ARE THESE BANDS DOING IN THE CIRCUS?**

- The Big Top Band
- The Circus Orchestra
- The Ringling Bros. Band
- The Barnum & Bailey Circus Band

#### CONCERT & OPERA

**SPECIAL BIG BAND ORCHESTRA BROADCAST TODAY**

- Glenn Miller (Armstrong)
- Duke Ellington (Holiday)
- Benny Goodman (Hollywood)

#### DURABLES

**AMERICAN CIRCUIT**

- **BOOTH & CLAPP**
  - (New York) 54th Street, New York, NY

#### MINSTRELS

**SPECIAL FEATURED MINSTREL SHOW INK**

- (New York) 54th Street, New York, NY

#### FRANK CIRCUIT

- **BOOTH & CLAPP**
  - (New York) 54th Street, New York, NY

#### KILPATRICK'S $3.29 and $1.00

- **ROBERTY BUILDING**
  - Chicago, IL

---

*Note: The document contains advertisements and solicitations for various services and products.*
COMMITTEE REPORTS

CIRCUS & WILD WEST

(Continued from last week)

RALPH R. HERRMANN

(Continued from last week)

(Continued from last week)

MAURICE I. BOOTH

(Continued from last week)

RUSSELL R. RUSSELL

(Continued from last week)

WANTED FOR CIRCUS 
OF FAIRS

(Continued from last week)

KILPATRICK'S $5.00 and $10.00 
LIBRARY BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

ADDITIONAL ROUTES ON 
PAGE 79
AT LIBERTY AND WANT SITUATION ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES PER WORD
$2.50 PER 50 WORDS
$5.00 PER 100 WORDS
$10.00 PER 200 WORDS
$20.00 PER 400 WORDS

NO AD ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN 25 CENTS

FIR-MAID TBA
1 UOTUBUAT
MESSRS. JI

Bands and Orchestras

Dramatic Artists

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX
The Comedy of a Young Love. In Three Acts. By George Groves.}

Circus and Carnival

WATER SHOW PRIZE AT LIBERTY

Musician's Wanted

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

Barco and Bolivar

Talamantes

TANQUERAY'S

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

Bridgeman and C. C. Cooper

Circo della Ville

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

J. S. H., M. W. ESTEY

Circo de la Ville}

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

D. McG. III

Cirsus and Carnival

WATER SHOW PRIZE AT LIBERTY

Musician's Wanted

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

Barco and Bolivar

Talamantes

TANQUERAY'S

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

Bridgeman and C. C. Cooper

Circo della Ville

About This Season's New York Productions

MESSRS. LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT Present
"BLUE BONNET"
with ERNEST TRUEX

J. S. H., M. W. ESTEY

Circo de la Ville
About This Season's New York Productions

**BROCK PEMBERTON PRESENTS**

**ENTER MADAME**

*By Charles Curtis and Daniel Jones, with Eliza Vanet and Norman Trevor.*


t*— tata	*

**VIOLENT-ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR**

A wide experience in acting pictures, including movies, television, radio, and stage, has made this great actor in the Vaudeville field a star in the field of film work. He is known as the "Madame" and has appeared in many important roles in the picture world.
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In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.
About This Season's New York Productions

F. RAY COMSTOCK and MORRIS GEST Present

"THE CAVE GIRL"

A New American Comedy, By George Middleton and Guy Bolton. Authors of "Adam Had Two wives," etc. Staged by George Arliss.

James M. Barrie and William Gillette will star "The Cave Girl." If they ever see it, you will be sure to agree. It is a comedy of modern life, in which the director of the show, and the star, Willard Louis, have had a hand in the writing. The play is a naturalistic one, and the actors are chosen with the greatest care. It is a play of great humor and pathos, and it is a play of great pathos.

At Liberty at Future Date

In WOOD, CASH. 60 ADV. LESS THAN 50.

BLACKFACE COMEDIAN and DANCER at the Times. C. L. P. S. S. C. 34,000.00.

MAGAZINE BY LIBERTY CONDUCT. 3 in 1. C. L. P. S. S. C. 34,000.00.

Agents and Solicitors Wanted

In WOOD, CASH. 60 ADV. LESS THAN 50.

COUNTRY CANDY, 3 years old, and one of the best in the country. Agent wanted. W. H. WILSON, 317, N. York, N. Y.

COSTUMES, WARDROBES and UNIFORMS.

BOB'S, 17 years old, one of the best in the country. Agent wanted. W. H. WILSON, 317, N. York, N. Y.

CONCESSIONS WANTED

In WOOD, CASH. 60 ADV. LESS THAN 50.

COSTUMES, WARDROBES and UNIFORMS.

BOB'S, 17 years old, one of the best in the country. Agent wanted. W. H. WILSON, 317, N. York, N. Y.

EXCHANGE OF SWAP

In WOOD, CASH. 60 ADV. LESS THAN 50.

FORMULAS

BOB's, 17 years old, one of the best in the country. Agent wanted. W. H. WILSON, 317, N. York, N. Y.

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.
For Rent or Lease Property

For Sale—New Goods

For Sale—Second Hand Goods

For Rent or Lease

For Sale or Trade

About This Season's New York Productions

ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN Presents FRANK TINNEY

"TICKLE ME"


"TICKLE ME" had no such luck in New York as it had in Chicago, where the opening was at the Equity in one of the most substantial auditoriums in the city. The play was produced by Frank Mandel, a long-time comedy writer and director, and the musical numbers were arranged by Otto Harbach.

The plot of "TICKLE ME" revolves around the life of a young woman who is seduced by an older man. She becomes pregnant and is faced with the decision of whether to keep the baby or have an abortion. The play explores the social and moral issues of the time.

"TICKLE ME" was produced at the New Amsterdam Theatre and ran for 202 performances. It received mixed reviews, with some critics praising the music and others criticizing the plot.

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.

(Continued on page 48)
ADVERTISING NOVELTIES

1. Job Printing, N.Y. No. 3, N.Y.
3. Engraving.

AEROPLANES (Captive)

1. The Red Ball, N. G. N. "J" Class Corp., 2nd Ave., N. Y. C.
2. AEROPLANES (Swing)
4. B. A. M. S. C. K., 2nd Ave., N. Y. C.
5. Aeroplane May, 17th Ave., Chillicothe, O.

AEROPLANE AND BALLOON FLIGHTS

1. Indian Aviation Co., Lawrence, Alton, Ill., and various State Air Lines.
2. Ohio Balloon Co., 1701 14th Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

AERIAL CARRIERS

C. C. Bemar, experienced agent for everything aerial, 404 N. Young, 4th Ave., Oakland, Calif.

AIR GALLIPOLIS

(Hand and Artificial Euphonie)

Pettisingoville Gallipolis, 425 Market, St., Newark, N.J.

Florida Alligator Farm, Jacksonville, Fla.

ALUMINUM FEATHERWEIGHT STAGE CURTAIN ROLLERS

Amana Glen, 199 Spring Gardens, N.Y.

ALUMINUM ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS

A. C. Bourne受到影响, 194 5th Ave., New York City.

J. Albio Mfg., 1646 Walnut, Chillicothe, O.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUMMIES

J. M. McElroy, 19th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.


CIRCUS HIPPODROME MENAGERIE

AND HIS MAJESTY, THE TROOPER

BATTLE ROYAL

Between the Large Circuses

Ringling-Barnum, Sells-Floto

and John Robinson Shows

Clinging in Southeast

Texas

Arkansas, Tex., Sept. 19. — A battle royal between the large

circuses was the event of the day here, as the Ringling-

Barnum, Sells-Floto and Robinson shows are clashing in

the territory.

The Ringling-Barnum, Sells-Floto show is the

larger of the two, having a stock of about 1200

animals, while the Robinson show has about 800

animals.

The battle royal is being fought to see which

show can draw the largest crowd.

The Ringling-Barnum, Sells-Floto show has

been in the territory for about a week, and has

been able to draw a large crowd.

The Robinson show has just arrived in the

territory, and is also doing a good business.

The battle royal is expected to continue for

several days.

GENTREL SROS' Circus

New Big Success at El Paso, Texas—

Well December 4

El Paso, Tex.—The Great Sros' Circus gave two performances here September 4 and 5, and the business was very good.

The Ringling-Barnum, Sells-Floto and Robinson shows are clashing in Southeast Texas, and the business has been very good.

The battle royal is expected to continue for several days.

MIDGET HORSES

The best show house in the world.

TENTS

Built by the Beverly Company

BEAUTIFUL Side Show Banners!

WONDERFUL Highlights!

PROMPTNESS

has made this concern

what it is today.

The House That PLEASING!

THE BEVERLY CO.

218-222 W. MAIN STREET

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Private Car, S. A. Department

ADVANCE TENTS

That the big tent would go down in the world of show business as the best show house in the world...
Ringing & Barnum Show = Engagement to St. Louis Highly Successful

The Ringling-Barnum show, which was in St. Louis last week, will appear here next week, according to a tentative agreement that has been reached between J. A. Robinson, the owner of the Ringling-Barnum show, and Mr. L. C. Reck, the manager of the United States Tent and Awning Co., who is handling the show. The agreement provides that the show will appear here for a week, at a weekly rental of $5,000. The show will consist of about 200 tents and 200 horses, and will be in charge of Mr. J. A. Robinson, who is the manager of the show. The show will be in the United States Tent and Awning Co. building in the Laclede Place district.

The show will consist of about 200 tents and 200 horses, and will be in charge of Mr. J. A. Robinson, who is the manager of the show. The show will be in the United States Tent and Awning Co. building in the Laclede Place district.

TENTS and BANNERS

The many letters received from the different shows to which we have furnished goods proves that our Tents, Banners, etc., are the best made, and that our service is absolutely first-class.

FOR SALE—1,000 ALL-WOOL ARMY BLANKETS, SIZE 59x84, NEW. PRICE $6.50 EACH. 500 62x82, 5-LB., MIXED WOOL AND COTTON BLANKETS, $5.00 EACH.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
217-231 NORTH DESPLAINES STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

EDWARD B. NEWMAN, President. EDWARD B. NEWMAN, Vice-President.

UNDER THE MARQUEE

Billy Pink, who sold tickets with Bella-Flote at the United States Theater in New York, will be in charge of the United States Tent and Awning Co. In the United States Theater in New York, will be in charge of the United States Tent and Awning Co. of New York.
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C. RUECKERT & CO.
Successors to The Bella Flote Co.
Portable Circus Lights, Banners, Bunting, Torches, Gazebos, Shows, Lanterns, Masts and Hollow Wire Systems, Etc.

210 Lafayette Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

TAYLOR TRUNKS
210 W. 46th St., NEW YORK.
380 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO.
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Cushman Engine Generator Sets

Adapted for all amusement houses and devices requiring electric power or light, from the smallest moving picture theatre to the largest road show.

Our complete line includes a wide variety of sizes ranging from 1 KW. to 300 KW., thereby making it possible to secure the exact size outfit which your individual requirements demand. You have your choice of 60 or 110-volt equipment, with resistance for cutting down the voltage to 24 or 44-volt equipment, which is adapted for Maua Projector Lamp.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT and the CHINESE GOVERNMENT USE Cushman Engine Generator sets for Modern Picture work. Could you ask for a better recommendation?

Cushman Light Weight Engines

The dependability of Cushman engines coupled with LIGHT WEIGHT, which insure ease of handling and reduces costs of transportation, explains the steady increasing popularity of these high-grade engines. Cushman Engines are used as standard equipment on the "WHEP," the "FROLIC" and other well known amusement devices where a quick "pick-up" is an essential.

FIVE SIZES—40-10-15-20-25 HORSEPOWER
CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS, 815 N. 21st St., LINCOLN, NEB.
**ST. LOUIS**

By WILL J. EARLEY

The Missouri branch of Billboard has about 18 members. As a result of the unusual activity in the St. Louis market this week, it is expected that the number of active members will increase. The weather has been mild, and the general business situation is improving. The market now is expected to continue to show good activity for the remainder of the year.

**KANSAS CITY**

By W.L. HENDRICKS

The Kansas City market has been active during the week. However, the market has not been as strong as it was last week, and it is expected that the activity will continue to be slow for the remainder of the month.

**CHICAGO**

By WALTER P. MCCLURE

The Chicago market has been active during the week. The market has been characterized by strong activity and good demand for advertising space. The weather has been mild, and the general business situation is improving. The market is expected to continue to show good activity for the remainder of the year.

**NEW YORK**

By J. H. SMITH

The New York market has been active during the week. The market has been characterized by strong activity and good demand for advertising space. The weather has been mild, and the general business situation is improving. The market is expected to continue to show good activity for the remainder of the year.

**PHILADELPHIA**

By J. H. SMITH

The Philadelphia market has been active during the week. The market has been characterized by strong activity and good demand for advertising space. The weather has been mild, and the general business situation is improving. The market is expected to continue to show good activity for the remainder of the year.

**BILLY BILLBOARD CALLERS**

**Cincinnati, Ohio**

By J. H. SMITH

The Cincinnati market has been active during the week. The market has been characterized by strong activity and good demand for advertising space. The weather has been mild, and the general business situation is improving. The market is expected to continue to show good activity for the remainder of the year.
RECORDS BROKEN

By the Indiana State Fair

Forty Thousand People Pass
Thru Gate on Opening Day—

Attractions and Exhibits
Unexcelled

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 8—Attendance records were established on the opening day of the sixty-seventh Indiana State Fair, when about 40,000 persons passed through the gates Tuesday and Wednesday but few days later, when the latter fell to 30,000. The attendance was estimated at about 250,000 people in attendance at an open admission of about 300,000 people which was expected. Several thousands of visitors were expected to attend the fair, but they were all in attendance at the start.

The gallon midway this year presented a very attractive appearance with the Great Patmos show. Concession stands were more numerous than in previous year, and all food stands were well attended.

The complete attendance has not been reported, but it is estimated the fair will have a crowd of approximately 250,000 from the 100-acre field.

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

In Again Feature at N. Y. State Fair

Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 17—The community playhouse, one of the most popular features of the State Fair, the only place where professional actors and actresses appeared. The fair is now in session and will continue through the month of September.

The fair ground is beautifully arranged with a number of buildings and is well lighted. The fair is open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

The community playhouse features a variety of entertainment, including musical and dramatic performances. The fair is also known for its extensive exhibits, including agricultural, horticultural, and industrial displays.

The fair is a popular destination for families and individuals looking for a fun day out.

MORALES FAMILY

JUST BACK FROM CUBA
PLAYING THE FAIRS

BEST CONCESSION FAIR SOUTH
THE GREAT PEOPLE'S FAIR

SALISBURY, N. C., SEPT. 27 TO OCT. 2—6 DAYS AND 6 NIGHTS FAIR

Wanted—All kinds Concessions, including Wheels. No X. Address FELIX BLEI, Yadkin Hotel, Salisbury, N. C.

LEBANON, OHIO, FAIR, Sept. 14-15-16-17
ALLEN COUNTY FAIR, HUNTERTOWN, IND., Sept. 14-15-17
MARION, OHIO, FAIR, Sept. 15-16-17-18
VEVAY, INDIANA, Legion, Sept. 20-21-22-23-24-25

OTHERS TO FOLLOW

WANTED—Wines, Spirits, Concessions, Chimes, Chimes, Dramatic People, all kinds. Address—Wiss, 2328 Broadway, New York City.

THE NATIONAL ATTRACTION REPRESENTATIVES
405-6 Johnston Building, Phone, 1616 Main, CINCINNATI, OHIO

NEARING COMPLETION

In Plank of Savannah Exposition—

Great Event Promised

Savannah, Ga., Sept. 13—The Savannah Exposition of 1923, which will be the largest and most important fair in the South, is nearing completion. The fair will be held in conjunction with the Savannah Centennial Celebration, and is expected to be a great success.

For the fair, the fairgrounds have been prepared in advance. They include a large exposition building, 100,000 feet, four main alleys, and one large hall, with all necessary facilities for entertainment.

The exposition will feature exhibits of all kinds, including live animals, flowers, fruits, vegetables, and industrial products.

The fair will attract thousands of visitors from all parts of the country, and is expected to be a great success.

FAIR WILL MAKE HISTORY

O. P. Henderson, secretary of the North Carolina State Fair, says that this will be the largest fair in the history of the state. The fair is expected to attract tens of thousands of visitors from all parts of the state.

The fair will feature exhibits of all kinds, including livestock, horticulture, and industrial products.

The fair will be held in conjunction with the state fair association, and is expected to be a great success.

CROSSMAN & GOURLEY

Ontario Booking Office

Phone, Toronto, Ont.

CROSSMAN & GOURLEY

Ontario Booking Office

Phone, Toronto, Ont.
JERSEY RINGEL—AND HIS AERIAL CIRCUS

Has a few open dates for season of 1920; also booking for 1921

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, MOST THRILLING AEROPLANE ACT IN EXISTENCE, WIRE FOR DATES AND TERMS

Ringel not only changes from one plane to another, either with or without a ladder, and does all other aerial acrobatics ever done by a human, but he sits on the top wing of a plane, with hands extended over his head and loops-the-loop—a feat never attempted by anyone else.

Ringel has ten ships and eight pilots at his command—no chance for a disappointment.

For Open Dates and Terms, wire JOSEPH R. CURTIS, Aerial Dept., CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
AMUSEMENTS AND PRIVILEGES AT
PARKS, PIERS AND BEACHES
WITH ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

MARDI GRAS
Staged at Riverview, Chicago

Annual Pageant in Windy City's
Big Amusement Resort Is
Most Successful
Yet Held

Chicago, Sept. 20—The big Mardi Gras celebration is in full swing at Riverview Park. The Bike and boat parade was held September 28, a week later than it was expected to be, because of the rain. The weather was ideal for the processions and the parade. The park was well filled with visitors from every part of the city and the surrounding countryside.

THERE are thirty days named by nature, the most celebrated of which is the birthday of the Lord and the green of the earth. The last number of The Borderline showed the birth of the Lord, and the first number of this month, Mr. Johnson, in memory of patriarchal times, decided to celebrate the day with a gala affair.

A band of fifty musicians furnished music for the day, and a grand ball was held in a city where there was no such celebration during the year. About 2,000 persons took part in the festivities, and the town was decorated with beautiful flowers, and the streets were lined with people, making it appear as if it was a new country.

MAD DAY BUILDING CORPORATION
18 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
OF ALL KINDS OF
AMUSEMENT STRUCTURES,
BATHING PAVILIONS, PARKS, Etc.

WARNING
Purchasers of Riding Devices or Fun Houses similar to and infringing on the patents of "OVER THE FALLS" should be notified that Marion & Edmonds, Patent Lawyers, of New York, are the exclusive owners of the patents for the "OVER THE FALLS" devices. They are not to be used without the consent of the patent owners.

The Repeater of All Repeating Rides Both New and Old
THE DODGEM
CAN BE INSTALLED ON ANY SITE LOT. SUITABLE FOR THE LARGEST OR SMALLEST PARK

For information write to
STOEHRER & PRATT DODGEM CORPORATION, OWNERS
SALISBURY BEACH, MASS.

OCEAN WAVE
WANTED AT DISC FOR CASH. Must be done at once or will lose. Price $20.00.

AMUSEMENTS AND PRIVILEGES AT
PARKS, PIERS AND BEACHES
WITH ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

MACADAY BUILDING CORPORATION
18 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
OF ALL KINDS OF
AMUSEMENT STRUCTURES,
BATHING PAVILIONS, PARKS, Etc.

WARNING
Purchasers of Riding Devices or Fun Houses similar to and infringing on the patents of "OVER THE FALLS" should be notified that Marion & Edmonds, Patent Lawyers, of New York, are the exclusive owners of the patents for the "OVER THE FALLS" devices. They are not to be used without the consent of the patent owners.

The Repeater of All Repeating Rides Both New and Old
THE DODGEM
CAN BE INSTALLED ON ANY SITE LOT. SUITABLE FOR THE LARGEST OR SMALLEST PARK

For information write to
STOEHRER & PRATT DODGEM CORPORATION, OWNERS
SALISBURY BEACH, MASS.

FERRIS WHEELS

OUR GIANT FERRIS WHEELS top the Midways in Chicago. Have you a Ferris Wheel in your Park? If not, why not? No Park complete without a Ferris Wheel. Now is the time to start talking about your Wheel for next year. Ferris Wheels installed in Woodside Park, Philadelphia, Pa.; Luna Park, Cleveland, O.; Palace Garden, Detroit, Mich.; White City and Riverview Parks, Chicago, III.; Liberty Park, Battle Creek, Mich.; and many other parks; 100 feet high, 24 cars, 4 people each; capacity, $200 per hour. Biggest money getter for investment that there is in rides. Ground space 40 feet by 80 feet, weight 40 tons. If you want to see a couple of real Ferris Wheels working on the best Midways in the city and country today.

WANTED TO BUY—Two Gyroplanes, three Circle Swings, second-hand, for cash. Member N. A. A. P.

WALTER P. SHAW PARK CONSTRUCTION CO., 116 Ditmas Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., Builders of Ferris Wheels Exclusively.
AVIATION

M. L. TINNEY KILLED

Fearless Flyer Flings 200 Feet to Death at Michigan State Fair

By Jim Donohue

DETROIT, Aug. 2—M. L. Tinney, 48-year-old stunt flyer, was killed while attempting to break a new altitude record on a single-engine plane, in Detroit, yesterday. Tinney, who was one of the top stunt pilots in the country, had been flying for 30 years and was known for his daring aerial stunts.

PLANE CRASHES—TWO KILLED

New York, Sept. 2—Two thousand people watching Tinney's flight were shocked yesterday when Tinney's plane crashed into a tarpaulin 200 feet above the ground. Tinney was killed instantly, as were his co-pilot, John Smith, 32, and a young woman passenger, Elizabeth White, 21.

CRUISSHANK OF RICHMOND

Richmond, Sept. 2—Before the largest number of people that ever witnessed a circus, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Cruisshank, who possess one of the best trained circus companies in the world, made their sensational appearance. Their team of 200 red-coated horses captured the attention of the audience.

WRIGHT THRILLS LABORERS

Buchanan, Sept. 2—Before an audience of 5,000 laborers at the Labor Day celebration held in Buchanan, Michigan, Wright thrilled the crowd with his acrobatic performances. The crowd, which included laborers from all parts of the country, was electrified by Wright's daring stunts.

RESCUED BY FIREMEN

Boo-Boo Park, Sept. 2—Boo-Boo Park, the popular amusement park in Chicago, was saved from destruction yesterday when a fire broke out. The fire was quickly extinguished by firemen who arrived on the scene.

HARDY GRABS AT EMMIT EAGAN

(Continued from page 0)

Hardy has been described as a reckless daredevil, and his behavior has been a constant source of worry to his employers. However, his latest stunt has earned him a promotion to the top echelon of the company.

CHARGED WITH EMBOZZLEMENT

Arthur Hines, 32, of Kansas City, was arrested in Chicago, yesterday, and charged with embezzlement. Hines, who was employed by a large grocery chain, has been accused of stealing $10,000 from the company.

NORTHLAND PARK, QUINCY

Quincy, Ill.—N. S. Quinney, a popular entertainment center in Quincy, was destroyed by fire last night. The fire, which started in the basement of the building, quickly spread to the main structure and resulted in the loss of all of the entertainment facilities.

PARACHUTES

Gallup, N. M.—Gallup Skydive Club, under $1,000 bond.

DON'T BUY TROUBLE IN BAND ORGANS

The Skating News

WASHING TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, and must be done with care to avoid damage to the organ.

ELECTROPHONE AUTO MUSIC CO.

247 W. 46th St., NEW YORK CITY

WURLITZER

Military Bands

For Skating Rinks

Played With Paper Rolls. 1 to 10 Selections Without Attention.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. CO.

North Tonawanda, New York

Richardson Skates

Orders for High Grade and

Entries

Write

back the best skate

this day.

military bands

for skating rinks

...the

...to

...in...
SOME OF OUR SPECIALS—LOOK AT THE PRICES

The Genuine Exposition Watch

16-line, O. F., very fine movement, lever escapement, fancy gilt dial. A new, thin model of this famous make, complete with G. F. Waldemar Chain and Knife.

$2.35 Complete

In large quantities, $2.25

B. B. 4966, Convertible Ladies' Bracelet Watch, 1-20th, 12 kt. back, let, with gold plated watch case; fitted with 10-ligne, Swiss cylinder movement, stem wind and pendant set, each put up in handsome display box.

$3.75 Complete

No order accepted O.O.B. without 5% deposit. Look for Our Other Ad in This Issue. It will appear for a SINGER BROS.

82 Bowery, NEW YORK
ESTABLISHED 1869
OVER 25 YEARS' SQUARE DEALING
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Agents! Agents! Cold Mine
Special Offer to Billboard Readers

It's a

10 Boxes $7.00 You Sell for $16.00 for
Your Profit $9.00

Y Eli! For the small sum of only $7.00, we will send you ten Complete Lucky 11 Tattoo Sets and the beautiful purple satined cases absolutely FREE. You can sell these sets for $16.00 a throw and makes 116% profit. Consists of eleven high-class tattoo articles, each full drug store size. This set would retail in any store for $23.00, but you can sell it for $16.00 or any price you want. Women can't wait to buy when they see this riot of color. The results of Billboard Readers are coming up with Lucky 11. You can also make big money if you act NOW, Send coupon.

Mail Coupon Today!

 Hurry up! Hurry up! Every minute you wait is a loss, hold no waiting.

Ask for our special proposal to save money. Within a season of you will make big money in your spare time. Billboard Readers are using your mail

B. M. Davis Products Co.

E. M. Davis Products Co.

Sept, 1930, 1200-1200 Carroll Ave., Chicago

PAPERMAN, CREW MANAGERS, GIRLS

This of the past things that we have ever done a year to make sure. This is but the beginning of your success, you will make all of your work or you will never be satisfied. We expect you to make all of our work or you will never be satisfied.

COMPTON BROS., Findlay, Ohio

POLITICAL EMBLEMS IN PERSIAN IVORY

The Elephant—The Donkey

In Lapel Buttons and Scarf Pins

will be worn by millions of men and women voters and by their children.

Elephant or Donkey—the Elephant bearing the initials, G. Q., the Donkey bearing, G. P. OP, the lapel bearing, G. Q. P. G. P., the combo, G. Q. P. G. P. The lapel bears the initials, G. Q., the Donkey bearing, G. P. OP. These same two Emblems, without printing, are $7.00 a set. You can send your order now. We will ship you orders when you get your orders. We will ship you orders when you get your orders.

ORIENTAL MFG. CO.

43 Sabin Street, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

SALESBORDS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES—WAR TAX PAID.

BEST PRICES, STANDARD BOARDS.

Order now and get Quality sales boards. We have them in millions. Out of stock.

Sales to companies, organizations, and individuals in all parts of the United States. We have them in millions. Get your order now.

PAPERMAN, 1200-1200 pear Ave., Chicago, Ill.
JAZZ CAPS
$15.00 Per Gross
These come in large sizes, made of high grade felt in assorted bright color combinations, and are very substantially sewed.
Sample sent postage paid, 25c
BELGIAN SQUAWKERS
Just arrived a big shipment from Belgium. This stock, all with action.

PADDLE WHEELS
KAYKAYED FROM PAGE 80

PIES
[Image for Pies]

ED. HAHN, 312 W. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
"He Treats You Right"

CONCESSIONAIRES
Carnival Workers, Platform Wheel Men, Street Men, Ball Boys, West Coast and East Coast.

RUBBER COMPANY, N. Y. CITY

Balloons
Direct from the manufacturers.

NOVELTIES AND CARNIVAL OOOG.
WHENURRUG, MILLIONS, BALLOONS, ETC.

JEWELRY, GROD, WATCHES, JEWEL BOXES, SILVERWARE.

JEWELS AND CARNIVAL supra.

WATERBURY BUTTON CO.
established 1872
WATERBURY, CONN.

THEATRICAL BUTTONS AND NOVELTIES
For Guitars, Costumes, Advertising Novelties and Concessionaires made to order. Will submit samples.

RUBBER COMPANY, N. Y. CITY

WINDBOY
WE WILL FURRISSH YOUR
Campaign Buttons
Lapel Buttons, Novelties, Ornaments, Pins, Hat Pins, Polo Eagles

PAPERMAN!
I have the easiest selling farm paper for Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama. You can secure premium from me. Fair season opens October Ist. Write Joe Levy, Circulation Mgr., Box 1060, New Orleans, La. "Winter Capital of America."

EVERY ADVERTISER WANTS TO KNOW WHERE YOUR RAIN ARI-

LES BAGS
HOT RIDE

NEW RIDES

AGENTS WANTED
Call, Write, Wire.
AGENTS WANTED TO SELL OEGRUMS, Concession Supplies, Sunbrellas, Umbrellas, Etc.

PORTRAIT AGENTS

T. H. OSCRANT, N. Y. CITY.

BENNY SMITH

THIS WEEK AT THE FAIR:

BUILD A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN,

U. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., ERIE, PENNA.

R. GOLDSMITH & BROS.

N. Y. CITY

3 IN 1 BILLBOARDS

DANGER, MANSION, CONCESSIONS AND BAGGIES

G. M. WARD, Yonkers, N. Y.
WATCH WORKERS

Here is the outfit for Demonstrators, Window Workers, Sales-Board Operators, and in fact any one using Watches of any kind, description or nature.

Here's the biggest value at the littlest price you ever bought.

14 size, electro gold plated, open face, lever escapement watch. Every watch guaranteed against mechanical defects.

Gold filled knife and Waldemar chain in satin box, as shown in cut.

OUR CUT PRICE

$2.00

P. H. for our new Illustrated Catalogue, the B00K OF BARGAINS, mailed free. Write for it today.

EXPERT REPAIRS ON ALL C. G. O. MFG.

GLASS EYE BULL DOGS!

No. 4-6 inches high......$2.00 a Dozen
No. 6-10 inches high......$4.00 a Dozen
No. 10-12 inches high......$7.00 a Dozen
No. 12-16 inches high......$12.00 a Dozen

The new sizes are the result of request from customers desiring to use this most popular novelty on wheels, using intermediate prices. Let us tell you how it is done! Please send us your order.

BAYLESS BROS. & CO., Inc.
7th and Main, Louisville, Ky.

No. 503—9 IN 1 WHITE STONE CLUSTER RINGS. The biggest selling ring on the market. Highest grade gold filled quality. Absolutely guaranteed to give entire wearing satisfaction. Set with the finest Rhinestones that can be had.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN

SINGLER & YEBLON
35 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK CITY

LOOK AT THESE PRICES

14-inch DOLL, with regular arms, $12.00 per 100. 100, $11.00 per 100. 250, $10.00 per 100. 500, $9.00 per 100. With Dress, $23.00 per 100. 100, $21.00 per 100. 250, $19.00 per 100. 500, $17.00 per 100.

18-inch Sitting Beach Doll, with Straw Hat and Fancy White Linen Giganton. Extra High Quality. Lowest Price. NOTE—Order from this Ad. Immediate delivery.

CONSOLIDATED DOLL COMPANY
160 N. Wells St., CHICAGO, ILL.
LADIES' AUXILIARY BAZAAR
CREATING GREAT INTEREST

Women's Branch of Showmen's League Receiving
Attractive Donations From Many Well-Known
Firms and Representatives of Amusement
World for Big Affair in December

Chicago, Sept. 26—The bazaar to be held by
the auxiliary branch of the Showmen's League
of America in December is creating great in-
terest. The auxiliary branch of the league is
working hard to raise funds to help needy chil-
dren. Donations are being received from many
well-known firms and representatives of the
amusement world. Funds will be collected at
several different locations, including
320 N. Western avenue, Chicago, Ill.

WHERE IS HENRY STONE?

Mrs. Hugh Stone of Denver, Pa., is offer-
ing a reward to anyone who will give her infor-
mation as to the whereabouts of her son, Henry
Stone, aged 12 years, who was last seen on
April 12th. She is offering a reward of $1,000,
but the reward will be doubled if the boy is
found alive and well. Henry is 5 feet 2 inches
high, weighs 100 pounds, and has dark hair
and blue eyes. In return for the information,
Mrs. Stone will pay all expenses for the person
who finds her son.

DAMNED LANDS CELEBRATION

Roosevelt Park, N. Y., Oct. 29—A great show
was advertised to be held in Roosevelt Park, but
no one attended the event. The show was
promised to be a great success, but very few
people showed up. The show was advertised as
a celebration of the land that was once consid-
ered damned land, but now is being returned
to the people. However, the show did not
meet the expectations of the organizers.

“SUPERIOR MODEL” CARRY-US-ALLS

Even discount the beautiful "SPECIAL
MODELS" that have proven so popular in
past years, SUPERIOR Model Carry-Us-Alls are
the last word in perfection, together with
hundreds of other special-ordered pieces of
furniture and a multitude of select electric
heaters. C. W. Parker, home of the
SUPERIOR model "People from the East,
North and South, and all over the world,
knows that the first and last word in molding
any one over new." You should write for specifi-
cations for 1625 delivery.

C. W. PARKER, World’s Largest Manu-
facturer and Distributor, Leavenworth, Kansas.

4 HAIR DOLL WINNERS—AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

A most unusual and attractive drawing of
hair dolls will be given away, all of which are
assigned to Miss Edward C. Evans, 2012
Broadway, New York City. The first three
prizes will be hair dolls valued at $10.00 each,
and the fourth prize will be a hair doll valued
at $2.00. The prizes will be drawn at a social
affair to be held at the Hotel Commodore on
Saturday, November 28th.

A great Labor Day Business at
Michigan State Fair

The Michigan State Fair is being held in
Detroit on Labor Day, September 4th. It is
expected to be a very big business for everybody
and the business will be carried on by the
auxiliary branch of the Showmen's League.

METROPOLITAN SHOWS

The Central Exposition Fair is in full swing
and the shows that these cities have to offer
are quite a sight. The fair is held in a large
building and is quite well-attended. It is
expected to be a great success.

AMERICAN EXPOSITION SHOWS

The American Exposition Show, which
is the largest of its kind, is being held in
Chicago on Labor Day, September 4th. It
is expected to be a great success and attract
large crowds.

HOOD VISITS NEW YORK

Reports Business Excellent

Chicago, Sept. 26—Mr. W. B. Hood, president
of the W. B. Hood Manufacturing Company,
New York, has been in the city and has
visited the offices of the company. He
was very pleased with the business and
reported that it was excellent.

SHOW PRINTING

SAY 219 ON YOUR POINTERS.

D. L. Lee SHOW PRINTING CO.
Martha's Ill.
Live Numbers for Coming Fairs
I HAVE ADDED A COMPLETE LINE OF BEACON BLANKETS IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS.

CHINESE BASKETS
A large shipment. Just arrived from China. And when due today on steamer Nanking. Five in nest, trimmed with single rings and silk tassels,
$5.50
same as above except that two largest baskets are trimmed with double rings,
$5.75 Per Nest
Address all communications to my,
GENERAL OFFICES;
446 Grant Avenue, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
THOMAS J. HUGHES,
Chicago Office, 114 West Lake St. 9018 DAVIES in charge.

MUIR’S PILLOWS
ROUND AND SQUARE
GET THE BIG PLAY AT THE FAIRS
We fill orders same day as received, and you will always have stock.

SUGAR at 2c POUND
$2.30 worth of McKay’s MORA-ITE equals 158 pounds of sugar. Complies with Pure Food Laws.

FAIR and CARNIVAL MEN!
Our Latest Catalogue just off the Press. Be sure you receive a copy
TOP MONEY GETTERS!
Dolls, Pillow Tops, Baskets that are getting Top Money wherever used.
HIGH-CLASS MERCHANDISE for Salesboard Operators
THE BEVERLY CO.
219-229-232 W. Main St., Louisville, Kentucky
WALTER F. DRIVER, Vice-President and Mgr., Founder of Chicago

BIG REDUCTIONS IN PRICES EFFECTIVE AUG. 21 WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
PLASTER DOLLS and STATUARY OF ALL KINDS

WANTED—FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL HOME COMING
OCTOBER 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 2019
OLD SETTLERS’ REUNION, ROPING AND RIDING CONTEST
Host, South CentralKansas, Independent Men and Women, for use of September 15, 1929.
S. E. WALKER, President.
CARNIVAL CARAVANS
By ALI BABA

Puritan
CINCINNATI
Chocolates

Carnival Caravans
By Ali Baba

P. M. Rumble

Carnival Caravans
By Ali Baba

Don't Buy Magic Liquid
until you have tried our free sample.

Magic Dice
MAGIC NOVELTY CO.

To Showmen Everywhere

My Dear Sirs,

You are probably aware of the fact that the colored audience in one of the biggest railway towns you have ever seen is the second largest in the country. The colored audience in one of the biggest railway towns you have ever seen is the second largest in the country.

In recent years, the only Lucifer lights that have been used for outside advertising have been used on large billboards. The colored audience in one of the biggest railway towns you have ever seen is the second largest in the country.

In recent years, the only Lucifer lights that have been used for outside advertising have been used on large billboards. The colored audience in one of the biggest railway towns you have ever seen is the second largest in the country.

Swaggers Sticks 36 Inches
No. 312, 313, 314, 315

Balloons

The original and genuine.

Swaggers Sticks 36 Inches
No. 312, 313, 314, 315

Empress Gum Co., 26 W. 19th St., N. Y.

"BEACH BABY"

Why not have a souvenir photo?

Future Photos
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MERCHANDISE THAT HITS THE SPOT

Imported Pocket Knives

$9.00
PER GROSS

No. B. B. 100—Pocket Knife Assortment, consisting of 13 assorted patterns, especially suitable forKnife Rack, Potted Plants, etc. The kind you used to get before the war. You will find many good and striking patterns at a normally low price that can be turned to good purpose. Buy your Knife supplies from the house that carries the stock and gives the best service.

Get your Knife from

Per Gross

$9.00

Men’s 6 Size, Swiss Wrist Watch

$1.10

Each

Per Dozen

$2.25

No. B. B. 111—Wrist Watch, 6 size, gun metal, fitted with Swiss movement, circular enamelled hands, minute and hour, stem wind, side pin set, full diamond dial and hands, complete, fitted with English patent clips and straps

Each

$1.10

Per Dozen

$2.25

Belgian Squawker Balloons


$2.75

No. B. B. 279—Squawker Balloons

Par Gross

$3.30

No. B. B. 289—Belgium Flying Balloons

Per Gross

$4.00

Imported Jap Canes

Imported Jap Canes, thoroughly finished assorted Jap sticks, hard wood handles. Sold in bunches, very serviceable and very popular. 100 in a bunch

Per 1,000

$2.00

Per 1,000, in lots of 5,000...

Jazz Caps

No. B. B. 406—Jazz Caps are all the rage, the boys are crying for them, shades of size and color in all the best selling assorted colors, such as orange and blue, green and red, purple and white, green and red, etc.

Each

$0.50

Photo Campaign Buttons

Harding—Chicago Button. Par 100...

Per 1,000...

$1.00

Cox—Ewing Button. Par 100...

$1.25

Campaign Watch Fobs

Practically all of article design, made of metal, beautifully finished, fitted with two inch red and gold watch fobs, with gold watch fobs, with gold watch fobs, with gold watch fobs

Cox—Watch Fobs, Par Dozen...

$2

SEND FOR THE “SHURE WINNER” CATALOG

N. SHURE CO., Franklin St., Chicago, Ill.

10,000 WIGS

Doll Wigs. Ready to put on...

FINISH DOLL. 20.00�00 Hair

Doll Wig, made with hair same as... Buck... Buck...

$2.25 Per Dozen

$3.50 Per Dozen

$5.00 Per Gross

DOLL DRESSES

Rose O’Neill Kewpies

$125 MADE

In one, in the second 25...

ROSE O’NEILL KEEPIES

$125 MADE

In one, in the second 25 endors...

ALFRED MUNZER: Mfg., 112-114 E. 38th St., NEW YORK

JUST OUT and SELLING FAST

THE K. C. NOVELTY MFG. CO., 327-329 S. WASHINGTON ST.

S. BOWERS

LARGEST SALES IN THE WORLD

112-114 E. 38th St., NEW YORK

HOLIEST PERIGEE WOMEN'S HAIR NET

HOLIEST PERIGEE WOMEN'S HAIR NET
SPECIAL!

POLLYANNAS, $17.50 Per Doz.
TEDDY BEARS, PLAIN, 20.00 "
WITH ELECTRIC EYES, 24.00 "
BEACON BLANKETS, 8.00 Each
10 QUART ALUMINUM KETTLES, 1.99 "

ORDER NOW! TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE!
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North Desplaines Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SPECIAL PRICING ON THE FOLLOWING:
Pear Handled Knives, $7.00
SOUTHERN EXPOSITION SHOWS Ready To Start Ten Weeks Fair Season
Appliqué, Va. Sept. 5—This week starts the Southern Exposition Shows in Appliqué. It will be the largest ever held in the South, and will be attended by representatives of Southern states from all parts of the country. The opening ceremony will be held on Monday morning, September 5th.

Hecht, Cohen & Company
("The House That Always Fits")
201-205-205 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Genuine Beacon Blankets
INDIANS, JACQUARDS, BATH ROBES, ITALIAN PLAIDS, TRAVELING RUGS, UNBREAKABLE DOLLS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
C.R. "ZEBBIE" FISHER PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO, ILL.

SPECIAL PRICING ON THE FOLLOWING:

THE "WORLD'S BEST" PEANUT VENDING MACHINES ARE THE BEST FOR OPERATORS
Write for folder

THE SMITH GREATER SHOWS WASHINGTON, D.C. Sept. 5—The Smith Greater shows are ready to open on the day that the Smith Greater show opens. The show will be held in the Smith Greater show building, and will run from August 22 to October 31. The show will feature a number of attractions, including magic, vaudeville, and circus acts.

The Smith Greater show is owned and operated by the Smith Greater show company, which was founded by Mr. Smith in 1895. The company has been in operation ever since, and has always been successful. The Smith Greater show is one of the most popular shows in the country, and is well known for its high-quality performances.

The Smith Greater show will feature a number of attractions, including magic, vaudeville, and circus acts. The show will be held in the Smith Greater show building, and will run from August 22 to October 31.

The Smith Greater show is owned and operated by the Smith Greater show company, which was founded by Mr. Smith in 1895. The company has been in operation ever since, and has always been successful. The Smith Greater show is one of the most popular shows in the country, and is well known for its high-quality performances.

The Smith Greater show will feature a number of attractions, including magic, vaudeville, and circus acts. The show will be held in the Smith Greater show building, and will run from August 22 to October 31.
Assortment No. 7

Baskets measure about 10 times larger than size of cut.

Salesboard & Carnival Operators

33 beautiful assorted baskets, packed with high grade chocolates (3 layer boxed), made up on a 2,000 size salesboard 10c a sale. Baskets N-1 last punch. Sells for $200.00. Our special low price, only

Or

Baskets with candy and without salesboard, for

Or

Baskets only,

Headquarters for Chinese Baskets of all kinds. Most beautiful assortments in the U. S. with lowest prices. Manufacturers and wholesalers only.

SALESBOARD OPERATORS, GET BUSY—Your Chance—Big money for you. Many of these beautiful assortments sold in one day. Latest novelties. Big demand. Do not wait. Carnival man, get the goods that get the money. Mail us your check today. All orders filled promptly. Terms, net cash F. O. B. Shipping weight, 75 pounds.

GOLDEN STATE CANDY CO.,

883 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

SALESBOARD OPERATORS

Send it, not too to make up your own salesboard as directed! This assortment consists of 33 Gold Tied Wire Baskets, B Style Design. We Offer the best assortment of Wire Baskets for sales or wholesale. We offer a complete line of函数 and Perfume Bottles, our assortment of Myrhh, Sandalwood, and Jasmine Perfumes are a sensation. Our line of Perfumes and Perfume Bottles are exclusive of their kind. We get our materials from the best sources and offer the complete line of函数 and Perfumes. These are the only perfumes that will give you the result you desire. We also have a complete line of函数 and Bottles.

AN ALICE MAY PERFUME STORE

AT THE FAIRS MAKES THE FLASH

We are in business since 1920 when we started with our ALICE MAY PERFUMES. We have a complete line of Perfumes. We offer the best line and a complete assortment of myrhh, sandalwood, and jasmine perfumes. We also have a complete line of函数 and Bottles. Our selection of Perfumes and Perfume Bottles are exclusive of their kind. We get our materials from the best sources and offer the complete line of函数 and Bottles.

WANTED—SHOW AND CONCESSION

An Alice May Perfume Store

313 W. 3rd Street

Chicago, Ill.

WANTED—For Vic Graham's All American Band


BROWN'S AMUSEMENT COMPANY.

COMMUNITY CARNIVAL, CLINTON, IOWA, Sept. 27-Oct. 2

 Prices for September

BUY THE DOLLS THAT ARE GETTING TOP MONEY
No. 20—American Beauty. Has a wig of human hair, a double curl curls, $7.60 Per Doz.,
No. 24—American Beauty. Also has a double curl curls, $10.00
No. 26—Eliza Babs. Also has a double curl curls. $16.00
No. 28—Eliza Babs. Also has a double curl curls, $20.00

14-INCH MOBILES, ARMS
"Special X." with Colonial style dress and veil. $175.00 Per 100.
No. 63—Wigla, price, dressing and veil. $25.00
No. 65—Plain Baba, with 3 Piece Craps Paper 7.00

FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER—30 CENTS

WESTERN DOLL MFG. CO.
241-243 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Genuine Indian Blankets
$5.50 each

Big Stock
Prompt Shipments

Big Stock
Beacon Indian Blankets
On Hand at All Times

Electric Eye Beads, Composition Dolls, Mexican Fruit Baskets, Wheel, etc.

Give Away Candy, $10.00 Per 1,000 boxes
H. C. EVANS & CO., 1528 W. Adams St., CHICAGO

Genuine Indian Blankets

DOLLS and DRESSES
$30.00 PER 100
PLAIN, $25.00 PER 100

Kewpie Dresses
New Slip-on Outfits

Immediate Delivery

AL MELTZER
Wig Factory, 4th Floor, Maxwell Building, CHICAGO

DRINKS AND SUGAR

Orange, Lemon, Cherry, Lime, Grape and Powdered Best and Cheapest 30c. $2.25

We Ship All Orders Same Day Received. Try Us!

BALL & BALL 543 North Dearborn Chicago, Ill.

DOLL WIGS
All Shades Always

$15.00 Per 100 Complete

FOR CARNIVAL

Sea Planes

Big New Thriller

FOR CARNIVAL

Pinner Announced

Chicago Daily.

Hair Wigs

All Shades Always

$15.00 Per 100 Complete

WANTED, a SMALL, CLEAN CARNIVAL

For week of November 6 to 13. This is small County Fair, but is one of the
best farming operations in the State. Address COUNTY FAIR, Cincinnati, Ohio.
TWO BIG WINNERS
REAL FLASH
Make 300% Profit
We are the largest Photo Handled Knife and Razor manufacturers in the world.

Every Knife and Razor is high grade and artistic. The art work is beautiful. Big sellers. EVERY Knife and Razor is perfect and guaranteed. Not some good, but all good. Our Boards are also the best and guaranteed. Prompt deliveries. Write for new Catalog and Price List. Order now. We also have combination Knife and Razor Boards. Send a card today.

GOLDEN RULE CUTLERY COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1900

CANDIES
Full Line Special Packages
For Candy Wheel Trade
Write for Prices.

FOR SALE
Almost New DENTZEL'S 3-Armed MERRY-GO-ROUND
Complete with music, Tunawanda Organ, etc. Used two seasons. Will sell reasonable.

CANDIES
For Candy Wheel Trade

CONCESSIONAIRES, FAIR WORKERS
Bringing Up Father

WANTED AGENTS
For Picturesque Wheel, Candy Wheel Doll Wheel, Oriel Horse; also Ladies for 50 cents. All Agents work fifty-five after noon. Send name, address, telephone number. We pay ten dollars for every Fair you book.

OLD HOME WEEK
SIX BIG DAYS—SIX BIG NIGHTS.
At Roselle Park, N. J., September 27 to October 3, 1898.

ATTENTION
SHOW AND CONCESSION MEN
I have just closed contract for Street Celebration Sept. 28 to Oct. 1, 8 DAYS AND NIGHTS, at STANLEY, WISCONSIN

Chinese Baskets
for immediate shipment. $2.50 per nest. All colors, fish, baskets, rings, beads and coins. Ship same day as ordered. If you want action, wire, Western Union. One-third deposit. No exceptions.

HARVEST FESTIVAL AND AMERICAN LEGION ROUND-UP
THREE BIG DAYS.
SEPTEMBER 30-October 1-2.

WRITE E. R. ANDERSON, Fort Wayne, Indiana, for Concessions. Nothing but good features made good.
SALESBOARD MEN! AT LAST!
Belle Mead Sweets Chocolates, Deals

WANTED
for our Southern Fairs, meritorious Shows and Concessions. No exclusives.

FAIR LIST


Wanted, Workingmen in all departments. Address:

KEYSTONE EXPOSITION SHOWS RILEY AND MECHANIC

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

SEPTEMBER 6-18

BBB FESTIVAL
FAIRBURY, NEBR. OCT. 12-15-14-15-16
Can use Open-Ar Act. Want one Thriller. Also Shows, Coessions, etc. The biggest celebration we ever held. LEON LOGAN, Secretary.

Wanted for Easton, Pa., Old Home Week
SEPTEMBER 27 TO OCTOBER 3, ON THE STREETS.
All kinds of Shows. No Girl Show. Whip; will book same 15-25. Also Fresh Wheel, 15-15. All kinds of the Grand Shows. No strong Shows. That will be one of the biggest days in the East this fall, so come on, boys, and get your water boys roll. Ask anyone about Easton, Pa.

WANTED HIGH-CLASS ATTRACTIONS FOR ELEVENTH ANNUAL CORN CARNIVAL AND HORSE SHOW.
FINDLAY COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION. Address E. R. JAMES, Findlay, OH.

SKULL CAPS
FELT—TWO-COLORS $15.00 and $18.50 Per Gross
ROBT. DAVISON, 609 Blue Island Avenue, CHICAGO.

EVERY EVENTER WANTS TO KNOW WHERE HE SAW HIS HAIR.

THE BILLBOARD
SEPTEMBER 16, 1920

SWISS WARBLERS (IMPORTED EIRD WHISTLES)
LIMITED QUANTITY ON HAND

ORDER TODAY

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

SINGE SROTHERS
32 SOWRY, NEW YORK

SALESBARD MEN! AT LAST!

BELLE MEAD SWEETS CHOCOLATES, DEALS

BIG REPEATERS AT KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

MERCER SPECIALTY CO.
158-190 N. WILLOW ST., TRENTON, N. J.

WANTED
for our Southern Fairs, meritorious Shows and Concessions. No exclusives.


WANTED, WORKINGMEN IN ALL DEPARTMENTS. ADDRESS:

KEYSTONE EXPOSITION SHOWS RILEY AND MECHANIC

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

SEPTEMBER 6-18

BBB FESTIVAL
FAIRBURY, NEBR. OCT. 12-15-14-15-16
CAN USE OPEN-AIR ACT. WANT ONE THRILLER. ALSO SHOWS, CONCESSIONS, ETC. THE BIGGEST CELEBRATION WE EVER HELD. LEON LOGAN, SECRETARY.

WANTED FOR EASTON, PA., OLD HOME WEEK
SEPTEMBER 27 TO OCTOBER 3, ON THE STREETS.
ALL KINDS OF SHOWS. NO GIRL SHOW. WHIP; WILL BOOK SAME 15-25. ALSO FRESH WHEEL, 15-15. ALL KINDS OF THE GRAND SHOWS. NO STRONG SHOWS. THAT WILL BE ONE OF THE BIGGEST DAYS IN THE EAST THIS FALL, SO COME ON, BOYS, AND GET YOUR WATER BOYS ROLL. ASK ANYONE ABOUT EASTON, PA.

WANTED HIGH-CLASS ATTRACTIONS FOR ELEVENTH ANNUAL CORN CARNIVAL AND HORSE SHOW.
FINDLAY COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION. ADDRESS E. R. JAMES, FINDLAY, OH.

SKULL CAPS
FELT—TWO-COLORS $15.00 AND $18.50 PER GROSS
ROBT. DAVISON, 609 BLUE ISLAND AVENUE, CHICAGO.

EVERY EVENTER WANTS TO KNOW WHERE HE SAW HIS HAIR.
DOLLS WITH DRESSES, $30.00 Per 100

- 3-Piece Silk Crepe Paper Dresses, $4.00 per doz., $7.00 per 100
- Glass Eyes (as Illustrated), $9.00 per doz., $15.00 per 100
- Beauty Girls, With Wigs and Dresses, $25.00 per 100
- Movable Arm Dolls

PACINI & BERNI, 2070-2072 Ogden Avenue, CHICAGO

NOTE CUT PRICES
Our Prices Always the Lowest, Compare Them

- Ice Cream Sandwishes

WISCONSIN STATE FAIR
Was a Humdinger for Selling

SACCHARINE
$4.00 lb., net cash.

WANTED
MERRY-GO-ROUND
and Other Carnival Attractions for the Baltic, Wis., Commercial Park, Wabasha street.

The Billboard
HERE THEY ARE!
CAMPAIGN BALLOONS!

If your Jobber or Dealer can't supply you send us HIS Name—we will see that he is supplied.
For QUICK SELLERS ask for "JUMBO" and "VICTORY" Squawkers. They are Real Noise Makers and make BIG MONEY for you.

THE EAGLE RUBBER CO.
ASHLAND, OHIO

GRAMERCY CHOCOLATE COMPANY'S PRICES GUARANTEED
Our Wonderful Concession Package is filled with the highest grade chocolates in beautiful picture box, single layer, many boxes. The 1/4-lb. Concession Box has a 1-1/2 Pounds of chocolate in each. The 1-lb. Concession Box looks like 8 lbs. packed & for case.

GRAMERCY CHOCOLATE CO., Inc., 78 Watts Street, New York City

COLONIAL NOVELTY DOLLS
WE HAVE several ADDED NEW ITEMS, on display.

SOLD!—This IS A BILL, "LIFE LIKE," ready for immediate shipment. Colors selected latest style. A must to have. Be the first to have it. Sold for $10.00. Other styles.

SOLD!—This IS A BILL, "LIFE LIKE," ready for immediate shipment. Colors selected latest style. A must to have. Be the first to have it. Sold for $10.00.

COLONIAL NOVELTY COMPANY,
621 1ST AVENUE, NEW YORK,
NEAR 29TH ST., PHONE, GRAMERCY 4605.

Bishop's United Shows WANTS

Midget Show. Will give real proposition for same. Colored People for Band. Hawaiian Show. Will furnish complete outfit for it. All Concessions open except Baskets. We have our own Baskets. Will book any Show of merit. We have Great Bend Fair, St. John Fair, Larned Fair, Liberal Fair, Diamond (OKA) Fair, Carter (New Mex) Fair, and other good Fairs to follow in Texas. Also want one good Promoter and local Concession.

BISHOP'S UNITED SHOWS, Great Bend, Kan., September 14-17.

PAXTON, ILL.

AMERICAN LEGION FALL FESTIVAL HOME-COMING
SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 1
WANTED—11th Cavity Concessionaires, the biggest celebration in Central Illinois.
Address A. R. NELSON, Paxton, Ill.

NOTICE, CARNIVAL MANAGERS


LAWTON A VISITOR

President of Coal Fireworks Company Reports Phenomenal Business

J. B. Lawton, president of the Coal Fireworks Company and a leading figure in the industry, was in town last week. He attended the opening of the California State Fair and visited several of the leading State Fair grounds.

MERGED CO. MOVES

The merged company is now in a new, larger, more modern building. The new building is located at the corner of Main and Market Streets.

NEW FROLIC FOR SALE

Bishop's United Shows, Liberty Bonita Gibbons, Fat Midget Entertainer.

FALL CITY OAKS, 14TH STREET, LIBERTY, KANSAS.

BISHOP'S UNITED SHOWS, Inc., 78 Watts Street, New York City.

CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR

Hoppers and More Varied Than Ever Before—Beautiful-Description Shows on Midway

The fair is now in full swing and the crowds are pouring in by the thousands. The midway is packed with attractions, including the famous "JUMBO" and "VICTORY" Squawkers.

BOOKS TO MARKET

BISHOP'S UNITED SHOWS, Inc., 78 Watts Street, New York City.

GRAMERCY CHOCOLATE COMPANY.

OUR WONDERS CHOCOLATE CONCESSION PACKAGE IS FILLED WITH HIGHEST GRADE CHOCOLATES IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURE BOX, SINGLE LAYER, MANY BOXES. THE 1/4-LB. CONCESSION BOX HAS A 1-1/2 POUNDS OF CHOCOLATE IN EACH. THE 1-LB. CONCESSION BOX LOOKS LIKE 8 LBS. PACKED & FOR CASE.

GRAMERCY CHOCOLATE CO., INC., 78 WATTS STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
LARGEST CARNIVAL SUPPLY HOUSE
IN THE BUSINESS

OUR ITEMS GET TOP MONEY EVERYWHERE

DOLLS
TOY BEARS
BABIES
PAPER GORDON, The Best
BALLOONS, WHIPS
PLASTER DOLLS
SQUINNERS
COHEN'S FALLS
CRETONNE FLOSS PILLOWS JEWELRY
MEXICAN BASKETS, All Sizes BLOW-GIVE-AWAY
MANHANCE CT.
CLOCK AND WATCHES, ETC.

Catalogue not ready. Send deposit for sample line of items you are using. All orders shipped same day received.

KARR AND AUERBACH
415 MARKET STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BLANKETS
CHINESE BASKETS 2 and 6 in. west

The House That Can Take Care of Your Business

BEACON INDIANS
BEACON PLAIDS
ESMONDS INDIANS
ESMONDS, Better Grade
25% Deposit Required on All Orders.

CANDY
FOR CONCESSIONS
BRACH'S
CHOCOLATES

Half and One Pound Boxes, Also Free Delivery Candies, packed in Brown-trail boxes. For price and other information write

J. J. HOWARD
417 S. Dearborn, CHICAGO, ILL.

PHOTO KNIVES

The kind that get the money inexorably. Give a better kind. Get the bigger cut. Some folks make a dollar and some make a fortune. Give the world more.

MORRIS CUTLERY COMPANY
Illinois Ave., MORRIS, ILL.

STROUS MILITARY BAND

Birds clean-cut, under American Mutual, do not have to be hired, are the best performer. Write or wire asks for information about the military bands, with a complete list of all the military bands in the country, and you will be given the list of all the military bands in the country. With a complete list of all the military bands in the country, and you will be given the list of all the military bands in the country.

FOR SALE

6000 Yacht Signal Flags, Army Sadle Tack, Cast Iron Tassels, 100 Bats Web Hangers, Large Brass Church Bells, Large Brass Chimes, 100 Fire Hose, E. J. KANE,
22 Asbury Ave., New York, N. Y.

PEERLESS POP-CORN MACHINES

 ange, 1615 N. 35th Pl., Phoenix, Ariz.

Mesa Cotton Carnival
OCTOBER 25-26, 1923
MESA, ARIZONA

SALES BOARDS AND CARDS

SALES BOARD

Punch boards and Sales Cards of every size and shape, from one cent to $1 each.

One Cent Sales Board means in all cases, with needed attention personal. Supplied with blank or colored paper, and can be printed or made up to your specifications. A complete line of Sales Boards ranging from one cent to $1 each.

One Cent Cards sold for a penny each.

PENNY ARGUMENTS

One Cent Cards have a powerful selling power.

One Cent Cards are the only way to sell in the small expense, and are warranted to sell.

Candy sales can be increased by the use of sales boards.

For sale, Penny Arguments, polar bear sales boards, 100 sets.

An argument that will sell anything.

Argument cards, polar bear sales boards, 100 sets.

Polar bear sales boards, 100 sets.

WANTED—CONCESSIONS AND SHOWS

For the Arizona State Fair, in Phoenix, Oct. 13 to 17, any fair and show that can furnish and load a complete set of Concessions and Show Wares. All orders filled. Write or wire today.

J. W. HOODWIN CO.
2345-53 W. Van Buren Street
CHICAGO

We ship your order the same day as received.
PHOTOGRAPHS BY H. R. HIGHTOWER

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
The Best Flash of Unbreakable Dolls in America

We have the largest stock on hand for concessionaires, to be delivered same day order is received.

WANTED—FEATURE FREE ATTRACTIONS WANTED

Women for Athletic Plant and Attractions for Fit Shows, for Hinton, Okla. Sept. 15, 16, 17; and Moline, Ill., Okla. Sept. 15, 16, 17, and 18.

MRS. CLARA E. BROWN.
POLO CLUB CHOCOLATES AND BONBONS

CANDY OLD GREEN CHOCOLATES
62½ lb. Big Flash FRUIT CENTERS Hand Dipped 58c lb.

THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON

If playing in MASSACHUSETTS, CONNECTICUT or ANYWHERE in NEW ENGLAND WIRE

AUSTIN, NICHOLS & CO., Inc. (Formerly STODDARD, GILBERT & CO., Inc.) NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Branches All Over the World

JUST IN TIME FOR THE FAIRS

THE BIGGEST MONEY-GETTER OF THE YEAR

WANTED THIS BSRTRMAII'S WANTED CROP.
PALMIST

JUST

WANTED HAWAIIAN PEOPLE

I am framing new open front "Hawaiian Village" for my string of fairs and WANT HAWAIIAN Singers and Dancers, Musicians and at least Two Feature Dancers. You will be working for carnival owner, therefore top salaries will be paid. Also Talker for William Pink's Cabaret. Wire, write or come on. Pearlburg, Va., this week. Pulaski, next week. W. A. Strode, sole owner, SOUTHERN EXPOSITION SHOWS.

VES CAN PLACE One more Daily Show or any laugh show. Also Siolodrome, Aeroplane Carrousel. Will furnish wagons for any of the above attractions. Complete Platform Show for man and wife. Salary or percentage. Man to handle Platform Show, salary or percentage. Talker for Minstrel Show. Diet Utter, wire quick. Concessions, can place Cook House, Juice and Grab Stands. Must be clean. Also any legitimate entertainment. Can use working men in all departments. Two, four and six-horse Dragons. A. M. Polens for train. Address JNO. VEAH, Manager, Charlotte, Ill., this week, Mt. Vernon, Ill., week Sept. 15.

PRIMO SUSH CASE COOKHOUSE

No. 51—COLLAPSIBLE

New means of heavy seduction

VEAL BROTHERS SHOWS

We have a set of 15,000 Dresses on hand, made of Broadcloth and Coarsen Goods, with many things new this season. Several shows furnished with our stock. See Dramatic Shows, 60c. 35c. Rides and Shows, 40c. For rides, complete shows, 35c. For musical shows, 40c. Two concessions, 25c. One concession, 15c. Parades and shows, 10c. Pick up and deliver. Send for our list of prices. Address PRIMO LIGHT & MFG. CO., 3849 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

KEWPIE DRESSES

We have a big lot of 15,000 Dresses on hand, made of Broadcloth and Coarsen Goods, with many things new this season. Several shows furnished with our stock. See Dramatic Shows, 60c. 35c. Rides and Shows, 40c. For rides, complete shows, 35c. For musical shows, 40c. Two concessions, 25c. One concession, 15c. Parades and shows, 10c. Pick up and deliver. Send for our list of prices. Address PRIMO LIGHT & MFG. CO., 3849 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES and CONCESSIONS

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES and CONCESSIONS

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES AND CONCESSIONS

METROPOLITAN SHOWS WANT

WANTED GOOD CARNIVAL CULTURAL FAIR

WANTED GOOD CARNIVAL CULTURAL FAIR

THE BROADWAY AMUSEMENT CO. WANT
GREAT M. P. FESTIVAL TO COME

WILL BE HELD NOV. 4 IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

PROCEEDS FOR CLUB HOUSE IN NEW YORK

The Motion Picture Theater Owners of America are planning a grand festival, to be held under their auspices at Madison Square Garden, New York, Thanksgiving, November 4.

Preparations for the holding of this great event are proceeding apace, and by far less time and have now reached a stage where a preliminary conviction of its feasibility is possible.

Even since the convention held in Cleveland, the leading spokesmen of the industry have felt that there should be a suitable place in the city where it can take place where the industry can be given the complete attention it deserves. The plan which was devised in that city and before the convention, has not been met with continuous support by the motion picture industry and is not likely to be met with support by the industry as a whole.

The idea of the organization will soon announce the committee which will be fully charged with the task of preparing the necessary arrangements. The committee from the outset will be composed of a group of men who will act jointly with this committee on preparation and execution. A meeting of the committee, it is hoped, will be held as soon as the arrangements are completed.

The members of the committee call for such an event as this is not only possible under the existing arrangements, but will also mean the greatest possible advantage to the industry and the exhibition.

HITTING FRANCHISE ROAD SOUTH

New Orleans, Sept. 12—Lestad's "The King of the Road" of all right, has gathered a crowd of autographs for the screen from every part of the city. There will be a large number of the city's leading business men and women present at the screening of the film, which will be held on Friday afternoon.

The film, which is being shown on the first night of the picture, has been prepared especially for the screen, and is expected to be one of the most successful of the season.

RALTIO OPENS

Harriett's Newest Theater One of the Most Successful in the City

Rialto, O. C., Sept. 13—Harriett's place, which is a new high-priced picture house, has been opened by the owners of the Rialto. The building, which is a building of the very finest architecture, has been erected in the heart of the business section of the city. The theatre, which is a most successful one, has been completed at a cost of $200,000.

The building is a large one, with a seating capacity of 2,000, and is equipped with the latest mechanical and electric appliances. It is the largest and most modern theatre in the city, and is expected to be a great success.

RESERVABLE STATEMENT ABOUT PARAMOUNT

Mr. A. M. Karpen,
Manager, "Thibault," Chicago.
Mr. A. M. Karpen, Manager, "Thibault," Chicago,
We are writing to you, in your capacity as Manager of the Thibault Theatre, to give you the news about the Paramount pictures. We have received a number of reports from members of the industry, who have seen the pictures, and we are confident that the pictures will be a great success.

We are also writing to you, in your capacity as Manager of the Thibault Theatre, to give you the news about the Paramount pictures. We have received a number of reports from members of the industry, who have seen the pictures, and we are confident that the pictures will be a great success.

We are also writing to you, in your capacity as Manager of the Thibault Theatre, to give you the news about the Paramount pictures. We have received a number of reports from members of the industry, who have seen the pictures, and we are confident that the pictures will be a great success.

WEDCIE'S SAY

ON THE DODGE OF THE DAY

MORE SUPPORT FOR INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS IS NEEDED

The Billboard, in its latest issue, has echoed the sentiments of many in the industry, that support for independent producers is needed. The independent producer is the backbone of the industry, and his support is necessary if the industry is to continue to thrive.

WASHING THE MARKET

I have been informed that the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America is planning to purchase the picture business for a sum of money, and that the sale is expected to be completed by the end of the month.

STARRING

Everybody says that some day the business will be stabilized, but the situation is not getting better. There is a great deal of talk about how the business is improving, but the truth is that the business is getting worse.

(Based on page 49)
A. S. BLACK SAYS "NO"

Refuses To Attend Committee Appointed To Investigate Allegations of Coercive Methods—Committee Will Meet Just the Same Wednesday, September 15, at Hotel Astor—Sen. Walker To Act as Counsel of Committee

Alfred S. Black, the well-known New York baritone, called a meeting of his personal committee of independent chillies, but he arrived just after the meeting was over. Black then burst into the room, and in a letter addressed to his fellow committee members, he denounced the committee's investigation as "an outrage to the American people." He went on to say that he would not attend the meeting and that the whole affair was a "slap in the face of Democracy." He also accused the committee of being "an organization of ruffians and misfits." The letter was signed by several other prominent citizens, including several congressmen.

DEMAND RELIEF FROM HOSTILITIES

The following letter has been sent out by an angry New York newspaper:

To the Editor, New York Daily Times:

We have received a letter from Mr. Black, in which he states that he will not attend the committee meeting. This is a serious matter, and we feel that you should be informed. Mr. Black has always been a valuable member of our organization, and we are sorry to see him leave. We trust that he will reconsider his decision.

Sincerely yours,

[Signatures]

GOVERNOR SMITH AND PARTY SEE THEMSELVES IN FILMS

In the East Room of the Astor Hotel, New York, last Thursday evening, Governor Smith and party, accompanied by several of their friends, viewed a short film about the Democratic convention. The picture was received with great enthusiasm, and there were many cheers and applause.

MISSISSIPPI EXHIBITORS ORGANIZE

A convention of the motion picture exhibitors met in the Cabana Hotel, Jackson, Miss., on Sunday, August 15.

MOTION PICTURES OWNERS OF AMERICA

The motion picture theatre owners of America have organized a league to combat what they believe is unfair competition from other forms of entertainment.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF PRODUCTION

The Department of Production has acknowledged the receipt of several important letters from exhibitors asking for assistance in their efforts to improve conditions in the motion picture industry.

SOUTHERN EXHIBITORS ASSOCIATION

The Southern Exhibitors Association has called a special meeting for next Wednesday to discuss the recent developments in the motion picture industry.

PARAMOUNT IN RANDOLPH

Showing Pictures for Advance of Scheduled Run Dates in Chicago

Chicago, Sept. 10—According to sources, Elmer Liss, of Pickford Pictures, was held up in Lincolnpark one night last week and robbed of $53 by three men.

WESLEY TROUT ELECTRICAL AND PROJECTION EXPERT

Des Moines, Oct. 15—Wesley Trout, electrical and projection expert, has been appointed by the National Association of Motion Picture Theatres to inspect the electrical and projection equipment at all the national theatres.

TELEVISION MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLY COMPANY

This company is now using the latest television equipment in their studios. They have been supplying television equipment to various studios and the results have been very satisfactory.

QUALITY SUPPLY COMPANY

This company has been in business for five years and has a good reputation. They have supplied equipment to a number of studios and have had a number of successful results.

NEW YORK TIMES

New York, Sept. 15—The New York Times has reported that the Supreme Court has ruled that the motion picture industry is not a monopoly.

DEPARTMENT OF PRODUCTION

The Department of Production has issued a report on the operation of the motion picture industry in the United States. The report is 300 pages long and covers every aspect of the industry.

THE EDITOR'S BAY

(Close captioned: continued)
The Billboard Reviewing Service

"THE TRUTH"


Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

Not a very appealing subject, dealing with a New York socialite who loses her home and fortune, but the audience is not interested in the heroine. A very loose story, the plot is not very well worked out. The casting is good. Miss Meller's performance is the most promising aspect of this picture.

THE STORY IN SHERLOCK FORM

Young wife to have inherited a property from her late husband. This turns out to be her father's friend's marriage. To save the property, the wife has to discover the fraud. Released by First National. The Chateau September 5.

Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

A rather involved plot, with a bit too much mystery and intrigue. The acting is good. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

"MILESTONES"

Directed by Paul L. Stein, adapted from the play of Arnold Bennett and Edward Knoblock. Bronco Pictures. Released by Fox. The Chateau September 5.

Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

An interesting picture, with a bit too much talk. The acting is good. The plot is well worked out. The casting is good. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

"THE ROUND-UP"


Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

A rather involved plot, with a bit too much mystery and intrigue. The acting is good. The casting is good. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

THE STORY IN SHERLOCK FORM

In 1898, a young breed, Sherlock Holmes, is called upon to solve the mystery of a missing woman. Released by First National. The Chateau September 5.

Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

A rather involved plot, with a bit too much mystery and intrigue. The acting is good. The casting is good. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

"THE CRITICAL X-RAY"

As a periodical display of fancy titles, quaint comic types, and a.warning review, other pictures leave an indelible impression upon the spectator. Occasionally it is the correct and the consummate of the ladies cannot carry a gang at the theatre. The only way to get around it is to be good looking. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

"THE WHISPER MARKET"

Scene in by Graham Burke, directed by E. E. Warner, a Joan D. Harrison production, released by First National. Released by Fox. The Chateau September 5.

Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

An uninteresting story, with a bit too much mystery and intrigue. The acting is good. The casting is good. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

"FELIX ODY"

Directed by Robert Talmadge, starring H. B. Warner, a Joan D. Harrison production, released by First National. Released by Fox. The Chateau September 5.

Reviewed by MARGRETHE RUSSELL

A rather involved plot, with a bit too much mystery and intrigue. The acting is good. The casting is good. Miss Meller's portrayal is the most promising aspect of this picture.

SPECIAL PRINTED ROLL TICKETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Employees</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NATIONAL TICKET CO.  -  Shamokin, Pa.
JONES’ GROSS RECEIPTS
AT TORONTO
$194,219.50

Beats All Previous Records at Canadian National Exhibition by More Than $9,000, Ed R.
Salter Reports, and This
Spite Two Rainy Days

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 16.—The management of the Johnson’s Jumbo Expedition at the Canadian National Exhibition have just received so large a sum from gross receipts that last week alone, that the whole of $194,219.50 was raised. This has been a record for the show, and shows that the patrons are more than satisfied with the exhibits.

PATTERSON SHOWS
To Play Twelfth Engagement at Taylorville, III.

Taylorville, III., Sept. 16.—The Great Patterson Show and World’s Smallest Bear are to play the Twelfth Engagement at Taylorville, Ill. The show is under the management of Mr. Patterson, who has operated it successfully for many years. The bear is a real show-stopper, being only two feet high and weighing 300 pounds.

WOODBRO’S SHOWS
The More Best! Chicago, having completed a very successful tour of the western states, is now crossing the continent, and will arrive in the city of Chicago on the 23rd of this month, where it will play for a week. The show is under the management of Mr. Woodbro, who is well known for his ability to put on a good show.

Moss Bros’ Shows

WANTED WILD WEST SHOW

Good proposition. No opposition. Can use good man to work Dog and Monkey Show. For information call 950 Wire. Location near the Missouri River, near the town of Beatrice, Nebr. Albert E. Stinson, Manager of the Wild West Show.

WALTER L. MAIN’S CIRCUS WANTS

An outlet for your talent? Want to work for a circus? Well, now is your chance. Walter L. Main’s Circus is looking for good performers. If you have talent, bring your act to the circus. For information, write to Walter L. Main, 123 Main Street, New York City.

SPARKS SHOW WANTS Musicians For Big Show Band

An outlet for your talent? Want to work for a circus? Well, now is your chance. Walter L. Main’s Circus is looking for good performers. If you have talent, bring your act to the circus. For information, write to Walter L. Main, 123 Main Street, New York City.

FOR SALE, Rhesus and Ringtail Monkeys

Also small fruit bats. Write or wire: L. M. MARTIN, Inc., Cheney Park, Chillicothe, Mo.

WANTED—BILLPOSTER

Must be reliable and able to drive good. Write or wire: DAVE ANDERSON, Memphis, Mo., until September 25; then Columbia City, Ind.

SLEEPING CAR FOR SALE

For sale, large sleeping car. For further information, write: E. H. SMITH, 522 Main St., Columbia, Ill.

BILLPOSTER AND STAGE CARPENTER WANTED

Good, steady position. Write: A. M. MILLER, 101 Main St., Bellville, Ohio.

ROSE KILIAN SHOWS WANT

A job to the right person. Write: J. K. KILIAN, 701 Main St., Columbus, Ohio.
LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS

PHILADELPHIA

September 10th, 1910

LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS

can place Dancers for Cabaret (will take care of your husband), Colored Performers; top salaries paid, state rooms furnished. Mary Ogle, you better come home. Good prepositions for Talents. Will furnish complete outfit for Athletic Show. You must have a real show and know how to treat your talent. Getsume times of all kinds, open as you want to work. We positively pay Dancers, L. J. Lafford, Manager, Magnolia, Miss., and Corinth, Miss., Fairs, commencing October 3rd; then some more good ones after that. Address all mail to HERMAN AARON, Johnston City, Ill., September 15th to 18th; Helen, Ark., on the streets, September 25th to 29th; Nashville, Miss., September 27th to October 2nd, downtown on the streets, auspices Italian Benevolent Society, then for the Fair.

P. S.—Submit your addresses.

PHILADELPHIA

By FRED VULLS

100 W. Store, Philadelphia, Doga 3027.

PHILADELPHIA

September 10th, 1910

LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS

Can place Dancers for Cabaret (will take care of your husband), Colored Performers; top salaries paid, state rooms furnished. Mary Ogle, you better come home. Good prepositions for Talents. Will furnish complete outfit for Athletic Show. You must have a real show and know how to treat your talent. Getsume times of all kinds, open as you want to work. We positively pay Dancers, L. J. Lafford, Manager, Magnolia, Miss., and Corinth, Miss., Fairs, commencing October 3rd; then some more good ones after that. Address all mail to HERMAN AARON, Johnston City, Ill., September 15th to 18th; Helen, Ark., on the streets, September 25th to 29th; Nashville, Miss., September 27th to October 2nd, downtown on the streets, auspices Italian Benevolent Society, then for the Fair.

P. S.—Submit your addresses.

COME SOUTH TO THE BEST FAIRS WITH

ZIEGELD & POULIE EXPOSITION SHOWS

East Tenn. Fair, Sweetwater, Week Sept. 20th

The Great Salisbury, N. C., State Fair, Week Sept. 27th

NORTH GEORGIA STATE FAIR, Rome, Week Oct. 4th

NORTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR, Raleigh, Week Oct. 11th

COLOURED COUNTY FAIR, Moultrie, Ga., Week Oct. 25th

Barker, Ga., Fair, Marion, and Chester, S. C., Feiss to follow

CAN PLACE ONE SHOW AND ONE RIDE

Not conflicting with what we have. Will furnish wagons.

CONCESSIONS OPEN:

Knife, Dally, Ice, High Butter, Cigars, and Whiskey. To establish.

ADDRESS HENRY J. POULIE, Manager

Marshalltown, Tenn., Week Sept. 13th, and on par above FAIRS, or come-

we treat you right!

AGAIN WE KNOCK "EM OUT

12 Medium and Large 2-Out Pocket Knives, all Brass-Lined with Nickel, 100 Board Lots

$8.40

Same size, 14 knives, 2 large 3-hole Embossed in Photo of Knife, 100 Board Lots

$9.25

HECHT, COHEN & COMPANY

201-203-205 W. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HAMILTON FALL FESTIVAL

HAMILTON, OHIO, SEPTEMBER 22 TO 25

UNITED AMERICAN BROTHERHOOD,

FEDERATION OF SEVERAL FRATERNAL LODGES AND UNIONS.

HAMILTON'S BIGGEST EVENT!

WANTED — WANTED

Merry-Go-Round, Ferris Wheel, Strawberries and Concessions, etc.

WILLIAM J. WELCH, Director-General, bare Members Club, HAMILTON, OHIO.

AT LIBERTY, SINGING AND TALKING CLOWN

We have Cabaret, Nigger show, basketball, football, track, etc., and desiring the use of the above show, send us your proposition.

SANDER CIRCUS ADDS CAR

We are looking for a Car for the above show, and would like to have a good offer.

SANDER CIRCUS ADDS CAR

We are looking for a Car for the above show, and would like to have a good offer.
SAN FRANCISCO
BY STEVE A. DUBAS
652 Vanguard Theater St.

After a delay of several months owing to the uncertainty of securing leads from old sources, the contract for the new theatre, at the corner of Third and Mission streets, was finally signed on September 1. The theatre was designed by the firm of E. H. Corcoran and is to be of brick and stone, with a finished cost of $10,000. The theatre will be equipped with the latest in electric and mechanical devices for the comfort of the public.

Extraordinary Inducements
FOR CONCESSIONAIRES
SPACE NOW ON SALE
Western Georgia Fair, Lagrange, Ga.
OCTOBER 11 TO 16
BROWN WHATLEY, Secretary.

The Latest Novelty
SINCE KEWPIE DOLLS
FOR GAMES OF SKILL

The newest and most popular novelty since the Keewpie Dolls is now on sale at the Western Georgia Fair. These dolls are beautifully designed and come in a variety of colors. They are guaranteed to make a hit at any fair or carnival.

Concessions, Carnival Men, Fair Workers, Perfume Stores, Sales operators.

The McCallum Company
107 Seventh St., PITTSBURG, PA.

Dumpie Doll
13 INCHES IN HEIGHT
With natural hair and silk cropp paper dress, illustrated, 60c Each

We are the authorized agents for the DUMPIE DOLL company. These dolls are made of soft material and are sure to be a hit at any fair or carnival. Send for our new catalog.

M. B. YOUNG
100 Market St., CHICAGO, ILL.

MEDICINE MEN


dedicated to the medical profession of the West Coast. Further information about this offer will be available on request. Please contact us for more details.

WANTED: Concessionaires for the Western Georgia Fair, Lagrange, Ga.

CARNIVAL or CONCESSION PILOTS WANTED
Ed Loring, Manager, Main St., Lagrange.
GLOTH Greater SHOWS
WANT—
SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS
Room for a good ten-in-one show; have tent for same; or musical comedy. We play the following towns:
First show this year Wilkinsburg, Penn.; Mt. Oliver, Penn.; Clarendon, Penn.; Rochester, Penn., this week, Sept. 13th to 18th.
Address all mail or wires to
ROBERT GLOTH, Casa Gloth Greater Shows

Ruppel Greater Shows
LAST CALL
MORRIS COUNTY FAIR, MORRISTOWN, N. J.
THREE BIG DAYS, THREE BIG NIGHTS—SEPTEMBER 28-30
Showmen; I will furnish complete outfits to real showmen. Want legitimate concessions. No exclusives. I will be at Fair Grounds from Monday on. Come on, time is short. Want Help in all departments.
RUPPEL GREATER SHOWS, 1123 Leopard St.

AMERICAN LEGION HOME COMING
MONMOUTH, ILL., WEEK SEPT. 20
Want legitimate Concessions for this engagement and long season South. H. T. FREED EXPOSITION.
This week (Sept. 13), Galena, III.

FLYING BIRDS
To have a big block of quick, bright colored FLYING BIRDS. H. L. COATES, 829 South Graham.

CAMPBELL'S UNITED SHOWS
H. W. CAMPBELL, Owner.
/bluebird, and other species of birds, all in full color and singing, 30 cents each. Also a few singing flowers, cows, etc.

CAMPBELL MANUFACTURING CO.

NEW FUN HOUSES AND COMEDY TRICK EFFECTS FOR 1921

CAMPAIGN HORNS
Crescent Manufacturing Co.

CENTRAL — STATES — EXPOSITION

For Sale—KELLY'S SIDE SHOW
Single pit with platform run around and two stages. All equipment the best that money can buy. New this spring, 24 x 20 top, (blank.) 21 benches solid. Come and see it working. Louisville, Ky, State Fair this week; then en route World-at-Home Shows until Jacksonville, Fla., State Fair, where possession can be had. T. W. KELLY, Owner.

FLYING long line TRICK Banquet
Business was
plaza

WANTED—For next week a good 3 day show including

tion, a few free acts.

4-BIG CELEBRATIONS—4
within a radius of 15 miles of Indianapolis.
WEEKS SEPT. 27, OCT. 4, OCT. 11, OCT. 18.
WANTED—Ferris Wheel, Merry-Go-Round, two or three good Shows and Independent Concessions.
All of the above Celebrations are alive, and you can net miles on any of them.
Can use some good FREE ACTS.
Write to:
G. C. BURTON, 52 AMUSEMENT BOARD, TRADLE RIDGE, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

A. B. MILLER'S GREATER SHOWS
WANTED
For last lot of Southern Fairs, starting at Chattooga Falls, Ga., Sept. 30, then Sandusky County Fair, Sandusky, N. O., Oct. 5, 6, 7; the Old Hickory Fair, Lexington, N. C., Oct. 11, 12, and other Fairs up September 1st. Can place all Shows or any part of our shows in all Fairs.

WANTED BROWN'S AMUSEMENT CO.
Concessions of all kinds. No exclusives. We never close. Red Morton wants HIts or Oriental Dancers. All winter's work. Good salary and pictures money.

WANTED, FOR THE GOOD SPOTS IN THE RICE, CANE AND COTTON SECTIONS
For five men and all expenses, one or two A. M. Miller, Central. Ferris Wheel, Avenue Band, good dance and mechanical. Address: A. M. MILLER, Concessions of all kinds, to be heard from. Ages and other Concessions also. Address, A. M. MILLER, 848 E. Ely St., Rutland, Vt.

WANTED, ORIENTAL DANCERS and MUSICIANS
Any three years oriental Dancers and Musicians to go with show. Write Miller, Rutland, Vt., 848 E. Ely St., or 848 E. Ely St., Rutland, Vt., and Sept. 9, 1921, Vermont, 848 E. Ely St., Rutland, Vt.
Lorman-Robinson Shows

Want Shows and Rides that don't conflict. Plant show, legitimate concessions, Palmistry open. H. E. Taylor wants freaks, curiosities, fast girl, midget, magician, cigarette fiends for 10-in-one. Roberson Cole Davies, answer. Address as per route.

THE SMITH GREATER SHOWS

COVINGTON, VA., FAIR

SEPTEMBER 20-25

Privileges for sale. People in all lines. Long season. Wire. This week, Woodstock, Va.; next, Covington, Va.

POOLE SHOWS

DAWSON, NEW MEXICO, SEPTEMBER 20 TO 26

BELEN, NEW MEXICO, SEPTEMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 2

Opening for Shows and Concessions. Wanted Eli Wheel Foreman, new number twelve wheel. FOR SALE—Twenty-four Horse Trunk Race, fifty dollars.

THE BILLBOARD

SEPTEMBER 14, 1929

THRIFTY UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MEN, HERE ARE FIVE IMPORT SPECIALS

“WINNERS FOR BOTH OF US”

THE BILLBOARD

SEPTEMBER 14, 1929

THRIFTY UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MEN, AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES

“WINNERS FOR BOTH OF US”

G. V. FOLLIES TO MOVE

New York, Sept. 13.—The “G. V. Follies,” which opened last week at the Palace Theatre in New York, is moving to Broadway. The show features largely new acts.

TESORI SAILS

New York, Sept. 13.—F. A. Schurman, the leader in the world of Follies, will sail from the water theatre in New York to the “Tesori.” He will appear here in a series of water shows in New York at the Theatre of William Morris. The first visit will be the night of September 15.

JONN EXPECTED THIS WEEK

New York, Sept. 13.—J. N. McEwen, producer-director of the Chicago Opera Association, will arrive this week to hold the trial and, immediately upon his arrival, go to work on the making of a season for the company for the next six weeks. Since early June Mr. McEwen has been working on the negotiations for the production of opera in Chicago.

STONE FAMILY ENTERTAIN

New York, Sept. 13.—Fred Stone and his Stone family group have an unusual opportunity to stage this fall in Chicago, the first time that the group has been together in New York. They will stage three big productions this fall:

WANTED FOR SCOTT COUNTY FAIR

SEPTEMBER 29 AND OCTOBER 1, SACKETT, IND.

Clean Shows. Merry-Go-Round, Ferris Wheel and Concessions. No other Fair to conflict. Merchandise all hatting. Good crops and plenty of money. Four days and nights. 35 miles north of Louisville on Rte. I and Interurban. Wire MOEL, GROVE, Secretary.

WANTED ALL KINDS INDEPENDENT SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS

Also Ferris Wheel for Big Free Street Fair at Ash Grove, Mo., commencing September 21 and ending September 25. Also Big Free Street Fair, Ozark, Mo., to show. Rents paid except Stock Co., Shooting Gallery and Doll Wholes. Come on. Have your telegram. Everybody welcome. RAGLAND KORTE.

TO THE MAN WHO HANDLES THE PRIZE CANDY PACKAGES

Let us tell you of a plan whereby you can increase your PROFITS $50 per month on $50 per week. This service costs you nothing. Write to SHOW PEOPLE'S CANDY CO., 422 West Superior Ave., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

WANTED Piano Player, Wanted Midget Performer

Concessionaires, Attention!

DON'T BE MISLED

THE FAIR SEASON IS JUST STARTING AND YOU KNOW WHAT PRIORITY SERVICES MEAN. WE CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

REPUBLIC DOLLS
SEASON BLANKETS, MEXICAN BASKETS (all sizes), GROCERY BASKETS, PILLOW WOVEN BASKET MATERIALS, EYES, EYED TEDDY BEARS, PLAIN-EYED TEDDY BEARS. We have a new Doll for Eyed Teddys which you may order everywhere. Write for catalogs. Shipments made same day order is received. 10% discount on all orders, balance shipped C.O.D. on freight charge.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP. 162-166 Wooster St.
Local and Long Distance Plans, Spring 1924

UNITED FOR CARNIVALS
HARTFORD,

CURIO HALL ATTRACTIONS
WANTED QUICK

Human Curiosities and Novelty Features of all kinds for new Palace

in Philadelphia. Giants, Dwarfes, Bearded Lady, Snake Charmers,

Horses, Tigers, and Living Animals of every description.

Write quick, with pictures, photographs and more address. Want to hear

from all others, including those engaged by me during fifteen years

at Broadstreet's Museum.

NORMAN JEFFERIES
REAL ESTATE TRUST BLDG.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE C. E. PEARSON SHOWS WANT
ATHLETIC MAN

Will furnish complete outfit if capable. Write at once. Will place any

good starts in various Shows. Mr. Pearson, C/o in the Show that gives

the money now and plays them. Do not want to lose you.

He can use more good times and will pay more. 50 per week.

The C. E. Pearson Shows want a good Athletic Man.

HINZ BROS.' SHOWS WANT MUSICIANS

Concerts, Turnivals, Etc. Colors, Band, Band Material and Accoutre-

MENTS, ROYAL, CHARM, DRUMMER, HORN, SAILORS, TALKERS, GUNNERS, DRIVERS, TANKS, TANKS, TANKS. WILL PAY GOOD.

CARAMEL BINS, BASKETS, BASKETS, BASKETS.

YOU WANT $10-00, $6-00, $3-00, $0-50, $0-25, $0-10, $0-05, $0-02, $0-01, $0-00.

Wanted, Experienced Circus Billposters

Late comers, Top money, with proofs. Write quick.

DAN FRANCE, Rhode Royal Circus, Peabody Hotel.

CARNIVALS

We want a Carnival for week of November 1st.

Nothing less than 25-car Show with 4 Rides.

CONCESSION MEN

Come where you get the money.

DOTHAN FAIR
DOTHAN, ALA.
S. E. GUERRERSTEIN, Secretary.

GREAT UNITED SHOWS WANTS

FOR HARTFORD, KY., FAIR

City Auditorium, Nov. 1st. Write to :—

G. H. REILLY, Manager, 15502 W. 8th St., Chicago, Ill.

THE MIGHTY HAAG SHOWS WANT

Immediately and will pay top salary for good, all around Circus Performers,

with experience. Individual or Family Acts. Write or Send Plans.

See the mighty Haag Shows.

IOWA NOVELTY CO.
516-518 Foulis Bldg., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Salesboard

Users

How in a new one, but not. Get your own hands handsome.

Art Elkein, home, bed, closet, place, position, and on the job. Write to :

IOWA NOVELTY CO., 516-518 Foulis Bldg., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
**THE GREAT MIDDLE WEST SHOWS**

**WANTS TO BUY FOR CASH OR WILL BOOK**

JUMPING HORSE MERRY-GO-ROUND

Want Acts for Ten-In-One. We have two swell show outtdoos. With this ability, observers that one can pass a name and with our shows on the same. Have swells out for names. Several Conveniences to the shows. All acts made up on shortest notice. Will start any time. Will pay cash. Contact us. This show will be open. First show this season.

Wanted, Colored Performers and Musicians

We are open books for the white and are recognized as his Band and Musical Show. We have high class acts and will give the best of any. We are looking out for the best acts to fill the contract of James A. Reed. Will be paid. Will accept all acts. The highest prices will be given. Will be open soon.

**WANTED CIRCUS ACTS**

**BIG INDOOR CIRCUS**

St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 1

WANTED BILLPOSTER

The place permanently set up in St. Louis, Mo. on Nov. 1st. Will send out all the work. Will work for all.

**WANTED CIRCUS PEOPLE FOR FALL AND WINTER SEASON**


**SOUTHERN EXPOSITION FAIR**

**AUGUSTA, GA., OCT. 18th TO 23rd, 1920**

**NOTICE TO CONCESSION PEOPLE!**

The Southern Exposition Fair this year will be the largest event for the showmen held in the South. A great opportunity for the exchange of local people, great horses and automobile races, wonderful attractions, and, in short, the biggest show ever seen in this section.

The Southern Exposition Fair is under the direction of Mr. Stanford C. Cohen, which in itself is a guarantee of the scope and magnificence of the affair. His exclusive. Plenty of opportunity for big money to Concessionaires.

**J. W. MILLIGAN, Secretary**

**WANTED RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS**

WE LEAD, OTHERS FOLLOW
OUR THREE WINNERS

CHINESE BASKETS
UKULELES, DOLLS

THE FAMOUS HOOP DRESSES

FOUR SETS WITH NO. 4500
UKULELE CASES...
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OBITUARIES

NANCIES
In New York Theaters To Take Place Next Week


RUTH KIDD FALLS

New York, Sept. 13.—Ruth Kidd, the actress playing the character of "Flora" in the play "Flora," at the Imperial Theater, was found dead on the morning of September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

REPORTED ON NONSTOP

New York, Sept. 13.—Gypsy Wilson, the actress playing the character of "The Moulin Rouge," at the Imperial Theater, was reported to have died on September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

BETTINGER'S CIRCUS

New York, Sept. 13.—Bettie Dent, the actress playing the character of "The Moulin Rouge," at the Imperial Theater, was reported to have died on September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

FREDDIE EXPO UNIONS

New York, Sept. 13.—Freddie Expose, the actress playing the character of "The Moulin Rouge," at the Imperial Theater, was reported to have died on September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

SMALL COMPANIES CLOSE

New York, Sept. 13.—Ruth Kidd, the actress playing the character of "The Moulin Rouge," at the Imperial Theater, was reported to have died on September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

SCANDAL'S ENDS SHORTLY

New York, Sept. 13.—Present plans call for the "Scandal's End" to leave the Imperial Theater on September 13. The play, which opened on September 13, has been a great success and has been running continuously for several weeks. The play is now in its final stages and is expected to close on September 13.

DUNN AND WIFE ARRIVE

New York, Sept. 13.—Eugene Dunn, the actor playing the character of "The Moulin Rouge," at the Imperial Theater, was reported to have died on September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

SWAPS COUTSIES

Chicago, Sept. 13.—When Ed "the Yankee" Mills, the actor playing the character of "The Moulin Rouge," at the Imperial Theater, was reported to have died on September 13. The actress had been ill for some time and had been discharged from the hospital where she was treated for a stomach ailment. The cause of death was congestion of the lungs and heart disease.

"CUCKOO" REENACTING

New York, Sept. 13.—Polly Ader's show, which opened at the Imperial Theater on September 13, has been a great success and has been running continuously for several weeks. The play is now in its final stages and is expected to close on September 13.

LOEW'S AMERICAN, N. Y.

(Continued from page 17)

on the screen, wearing out a good forum of story.

Five Annual Quizzes, playing current, all-class, questions, and was a good couple of weeks. Appearance was especially noted at the last "Brose-" point, but display a certain tincture of confidence on the part of some of the women in blackboard. But they fail in this case as a point of departure, and they play wear shows on the last "Brose-" point, and was also seen in a new boardroom, but the act is still in progress.

Saturday, Sept. 13, was the opening of the new Tom Thumb Theater, which was held on September 13. The opening of the new Tom Thumb Theater, which was held on September 13.

KEITH'S, CINCINNATI

"Nemesis of the Night" was the title of the show, with three women in blackboard, used the screen in blackboard, and were seen in a new boardroom, but the act is still in progress.
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SOUTHERN GREATER SHOWS

WE LEAD. OTHERS FOLLOW. LOOK THIS COMBINATION OVER.

BOB KLINE, Gen. Agent (Owner) GEO. A. BALDWIN, Gen. Manager

Open September 20th at Baltimore, Md.

IN THE HEART OF THE CITY

WANT CLEAN SHOWS, CONCESSIONS, BAND AND FREE ACT. SOME WHEELS OPEN.

Have all Bikes booked. We positively have six Good County Fairs booked in Virginia, North Carolina. Answer by wire to:

BOB KLINE or GEO. A. BALDWIN, Hotel Kerrin, Baltimore, Md.

“LITTLE OLD NEW YORK”

[Continued on page 62]

care of her mourning. He was euphonic, giving with a word of warmth and melody a
dramatic essence that came out of the greatest
Los Angeles mass production. As a result, Don

Theatrical played a role of vital interest, a role of

IL’rRMLD’s CHOCOLATES

HALF-POUND BOX

WHIFFLE-THEM SPECIALS

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHOCOLATE CREAM BARS

250 Cartons in a Case, Per Case

Curtis Ireland Candy Corporation

24 South Main Street

ST. LOUIS, MO.

IRISHLAND'S CHOCOLATES

WANTS FOR A LONG SEASON SOUTH

GOOD CONCESSIONS of all kinds (no exclusives). We can carry

four but ten concessions at present time and can use more. Good opening

for WILD WEST SHOW; also, a good chance for ENTERPRISE type of

concession people. We are carrying four flatconcessions, which

openings. We are carrying four SLICE, WHIP, MERRY-Go-Round, Prints, Western Show, and manager of good attractions,

will write immediately. (Tony Cook, Hill, Johnson, Francis, Foundation, No. 9, week 12; Bartlettville, Oke, Sept. 5th.)

THE THRUST

THE THRUST—A romantic drama of the

Staebel Theatre, 6th Ave. Performed by J. Victor Wilson, Manager of Staebel, September 8.

JOHN FRANCIS SHOWS

WANTS FOR A LONG SEASON SOUTH

LONG, WILD shows, very SPECTACULAR, CANDY BAND, STEAM BAND, FEATURE SHOWS;

Wants for a Long Season South. GOOD CONCESSIONS of all kinds (no exclusives). We can carry

four but ten concessions at present time and can use more. Good opening

for WILD WEST SHOW; also, a good chance for ENTERPRISE type of

concession people. We are carrying four flatconcessions, which

openings. We are carrying four SLICE, WHIP, MERRY-Go-Round, Prints, Western Show, and manager of good attractions,

will write immediately. (Tony Cook, Hill, Johnson, Francis, Foundation, No. 9, week 12; Bartlettville, Oke, Sept. 5th.)

THE THRUST

THE THRUST—A romantic drama of the

Staebel Theatre, 6th Ave. Performed by J. Victor Wilson, Manager of Staebel, September 8.

JOHN FRANCIS SHOWS

WANTS FOR A LONG SEASON SOUTH

LONG, WILD shows, very SPECTACULAR, CANDY BAND, STEAM BAND, FEATURE SHOWS;

Great Wonderland Shows Wants

Sent in the Library are a way in which

primary color as that with which the

primary color is the one that is

most vivid, and it is the primary

color.

The other names of the costumed

are usually written in the same

color, and the pictures are

most vivid, and it is the primary

color.

EXCEPTS FROM PAPER COMPLAINTS

The report that there are too few

concessions and too few family shows in the

country is not true. In fact, the

country is overflowing with family shows and

concessions. The reason that there are too few

concessions and too few family shows in the

country is because there are too few managers

who understand the true value of a

family show.

There are two kinds of managers: those
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family show, and those who do not.
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PARCEL POST

GENTLEMEN'S LIST

ACTORS, ACTRESSES AND ARTISTS

who wish to make their permanent address in care of The Billboard map, of course, are not exempt from the rules for sending mail to them, and must observe the following guidelines carefully.

1. MAIL IS NOT RETURNED FREE OF CHARGE.
2. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
3. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
4. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
5. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
6. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
7. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
8. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
9. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.
10. MAIL IS NOT HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY.

For more information, please refer to the explanation at the head of this list.
AERO SWING

Zarro-Unger Construction Co. Inc.

Established, over a quarter of a century ago.

The best known manufacturers of American devices in the world.

Zaro-Unger Construction Co., Inc.,

P. O. Box 285, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cable: From London Town (Continued from page 1)

The Toronto Sun is in sympathy for the Federation Council in Canada.

The New York Stock Exchange has been closed for a day.

A Meeting of employers and employees of the American Federation of Labor was held in Chicago.

A Minute of Workers is being held.

A Novelty Co.

Milwaukee Confections

For Concessions


Minute Supply Candy Co.
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Minute Supply Candy Co.
The New Windhorst INVERTED ARC LAMP
1,000 Candle Power
Will Burn in Any Wind or Storm Without Flickering

Invented by
J. T. Windhorst
Manager, St. Louis
Light Man

WINDHORST SUPPLY CO.
106 N. 15th Street
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Sussex County’s Firemen’s Day Celebration
Saturday, October 5
HAMBURG, NEW JERSEY
On the streets near the center of the town.

WANTED—STAGE DEVICES, SHOWS AND COSTUMES
All Wholesalers.
ALL THE FIRE DEVICES OF SUSSEX COUNTY WILL ATTEND
Elephant’s Parade and Contest Will Be Held
It will be the largest celebration held in Sussex County.

Write, wire or phone
THOMAS BRADY, Mgr.
Representative for General Co.,
108 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
Phone 646 Bryant

CRASH!!! ZIPP-P-P-PI!
HOLD UP THE AIR WITH A SEISS IMPROVED ROASTER

SEISS, INC., Toledo, Ohio

THE SEISS, INC., TOLEDO, OHIO

SPECIAL OFFER
Genuine Spirit Hydrometers $2.00 Each
CONSOLIDATED TRADING CORP.
22 W. Quincy Bl., CHICAGO, ILL.

MIDGET WANTED

ADDITIONAL ROUTES
(Reserved Too Late for Classification—See Regular Routes, Page 2)

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

BISHOP’S UNITED SHOWS
Contemporary Shows, 150-A, 150-B.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Circus Shows, 151-A, 151-B, 151-C.

CIRCUS SHOWS
Add: Road Shows (Continued)

Circus Shows, 152-A, 152-B, 152-C.

Church, 14, 152, 152-B, 152-C.

Doll Shows, 153-A, 153-B, 153-C.

Fairs, 154-A, 154-B, 154-C.

Flower Shows, 155-A, 155-B, 155-C.

Holiday Shows, 156-A, 156-B, 156-C.

Joiner Shows, 157-A, 157-B, 157-C.

Jugglers, 158-A, 158-B, 158-C.

Miscellaneous Shows, 159-A, 159-B, 159-C.


Odd Shows, 161-A, 161-B, 161-C.

Palm Shows, 162-A, 162-B, 162-C.

Pamphlets, 163-A, 163-B, 163-C.

Parade Shows, 164-A, 164-B, 164-C.

Puppet Shows, 165-A, 165-B, 165-C.

Sideshow Shows, 166-A, 166-B, 166-C.

Special Shows, 167-A, 167-B, 167-C.

Travel Shows, 168-A, 168-B, 168-C.

Union Shows, 169-A, 169-B, 169-C.

Uniform Shows, 170-A, 170-B, 170-C.

UNION SHOWS
Add: Road Shows (Continued)

Circus Shows, 171-A, 171-B, 171-C.

Church, 172, 171-B, 171-C.

Doll Shows, 173-A, 173-B, 173-C.

Fairs, 174-A, 174-B, 174-C.

Flower Shows, 175-A, 175-B, 175-C.

Holiday Shows, 176-A, 176-B, 176-C.

Joiner Shows, 177-A, 177-B, 177-C.

Jugglers, 178-A, 178-B, 178-C.

Miscellaneous Shows, 179-A, 179-B, 179-C.

Newfront Shows, 180-A, 180-B, 180-C.

Odd Shows, 181-A, 181-B, 181-C.

Parade Shows, 182-A, 182-B, 182-C.

Palm Shows, 183-A, 183-B, 183-C.

Pamphlets, 184-A, 184-B, 184-C.

Parade Shows, 185-A, 185-B, 185-C.

Puppet Shows, 186-A, 186-B, 186-C.

Sideshow Shows, 187-A, 187-B, 187-C.

Special Shows, 188-A, 188-B, 188-C.

Travel Shows, 189-A, 189-B, 189-C.

Union Shows, 190-A, 190-B, 190-C.

Uniform Shows, 191-A, 191-B, 191-C.

WANTED CARNIVAL COMPANY
week of October 4 to 9, to play with the Young’s at Erie, Pa. (facing Atlantic and Susquehanna.

THE BILLBOARD
DUFOR & TILFORD SHOWS

20 REASONS

WHY THEY BOOK OBG ATTRACTIONS

1—REPUTATION

2—RELIABILITY

THE OTHER 18 REASONS REALLY DON'T MATTER

EXECUTIVE STAFF:

LEW. TILFORD, General Agent.
LEW. DUFOUR, Manager.
JAMES WILLIAMS, Press Agent.

RICHARD ROSS, Special Agent.

HERBERT YOUNG, Secretary.

W. R. ROSEY, Treasurer.

TO THE PROFESSION:

We will be pleased to hear from reputable showmen with meritorious shows that will not conflict with our attractions and can place any legitimate concessions that are free from objectionable features. We are booked solid until Nov. 29th. * We offer a route of surpassing possibilities to enterprising showmen. While we are agreeable to adding more shows, we are proud to point to our aggregation as follows:

DUFOUR & TILFORD
Big Elz Ferris Wheel,
Manager, Deode Wallace.

3-BREAST CARROUSELLES
HERSCHELL-SPILLMAN
NAME: ANTHONY LOUDER.

RAFAEL & PHILLIPS
THRU-THE-FALLS
BREAKING ALL RECORDS.

HAZEL
THE WONDER SHOW
DAVE BLACK, Mgr.

MUNGER BROS.
SIODROME
CLIFFORD MUNGER
Who Flies With Death.

THOMAS McCURKIN
Presents COMMODORE TOM
The Pony with the Strong Back. A feature extraordinary.
An outdoor amusement classic.

CHARLES WELCH
With J. Leonard Reh seven years. Thanks for all shows. I can't be promoted. Started with it. Still with it. Going to stay with it.

JOHN F. DUNCAN'S
WILD WEST
15 Horses—4 Steers.

Eddy ORLI and
THOMAS ROSE
6 CONCESSIONS.
Fruit, Candy, Huckleberry, Bell Games.

VIN. SIGLER
4 CONCESSIONS.
Dart Gallery, Parlor, Horse, Country Store.

HATHAM MAGRAM
DOLLS

CAN PLACE MORE ATTRATIONS

Must be high-class meritorious caliber that can compete with our up-to-the-minute high grade features. Want an organized Plantation Show, Dog and Pony Show, Illusion and Platform Shows, Middle Village, Giant, Fox Girl, Colorful Performers that can double in these. Want an organized Uniformed Band for Wild West. WILFRED ARMSTRONG, will place your Triplets, Wire. WILL BOOK WHIP IMMEDIATELY.

CONCESSIONS

Can place any legitimate Concession. No exclusive. Good opening for Ball Games, Novelties, Palmistry (no Gyptian).

OUR SOUTHERN FAIRS:

WEEK SEPT. 27TH, FREEBERG, VA.
WEEK OCT. 4TH, BEDFORD, VA.
WEEK OCT. 11TH, LUMBERTON, N. C.
WEEK OCT. 18TH, LUMBERTON, N. C. (Colonial).

Address DUFOUR & TILFORD SHOWS, week Sept. 13, York, Pa.; week Sept. 20, Sparrows Point, Md.
5—SURE THINGS—5
New editions marvelously illustrated. Most serious books of war.
Funniest cartoons and jokes.

PUT OUT TO BENEFIT EX-SERVICE MEN

To Get a Square Deal and Help Wounded
PLUG FOR THE BOYS
DURING NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
Everybody gets behind you. Strongest appeals ever published.

BIG FLASH ON EACH
Good for theatres, texts, shows, carnivals, movies, street sales, house to house

SMALL TOWNS, LARGE CITIES
(‘Vews in cities year in and year out selling over 1,000 daily. Men traveling alone and with crews

ALL MAKING RECORDS
A—can do the same. 7¢ each. Sell 25¢. Yearly sub., 30¢. Sell 51.

UNION ASSOCIATED PRESS
(Est. 1893)
209 Canal Street, NEW YORK.

LATEST HIT
LOOK IN GIRL No. 7
12 inches in height, finished in natural colors, in a flashy assortment of bathing costumes with natural hair and veil; also five-inch oval mirror, each packed in a separate carton.
Packed one each, to a case; weight 65 lbs.

Sample, Prepaid, — $1.50
Case Lots, — 85¢ Each
All orders leave same day received
Circular on request.

DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, DANVILLE, ILLINOIS

PILLOWS
GET OUR QUANTITY PRICE.
BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER.
SAMPLE DOZEN $12.00 FOR QUICK ACTION
WITH ORDER
HUNDRED NEW DESIGNS—FREE CIRCULAR.

NORTHERN ART LEATHER CO.
TARDO OPERA, BLDG. DENVER, COLO.

Watches at Last!
This is another Sherman Automatic Antagonist, with the best Watches and the newest patent Keyless Time, with which we have been able to make the same grade of time for $10.00. Remember this is a new watch, with a Level Escapement, not a simple click mechanism. Each after the popular Grade, Open, Face, Finish, etc., and is supplied with a Guarantee Certificate with every Watch.

1,000-HOLE & BOARD. NETTAILS
FOR $50.00. PRICE, $18.00.

GEO. A. JOHNSON & CO.
1007 111 Wells Street.

YOUR CHOICE, "A" or "B"
NEW 1920 OPERATOR'S BELL, No. 9
Description—A Coin Operated, 10c Strike, 10c Return. Made for Salemen. Nickel with Metal Clapper. Ready to set up and get the Quartz. Pay 10c. Deliver keeping both. Deliver all orders direct. The idea of Bell will get their share of the public. The public for 10c is something to be desired. Price, $1.35.00

SILVER KING PENNY OPERATOR BELL
No. 10, 1920 MODEL
This watch is a faster money maker than the German watch. Will do just as well as a 10c. It can be used as a quarter and be used as a 10c. It will get their share of the public. The public for 10c is something to be desired. Price, $1.35.00

SILVER KING NOVELTY COMPANY
911 N. Capital Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

SOME OUTFIT
Without exception the most attractive Flashlight assortment on the market. Standard Cases and Flicker, displayed on a velvet pad of Cartonage at:
4—6-inch Fibre Gum, Nickel Flashlight.
5—3 1/2-inch Fibre Gum, Nickel Flashlight.
1—5-inch Nickel Flashlight, Nickel Flashlight, Complete with Battery and a 1250 tan nickel battery.

PRICE, $15.00
Jobbers and operators ONLY are requested to write for our new catalogue.

LIPALUT COMPANY.
Dept. B, 1004 Arch St., Philadelphia.

DID YOU GET YOUR
HUSTLER 1920 CATALOG?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR A COPY AND SPECIFY YOUR BUSINESS.
We SELL TO DEALERS ONLY.

We carry one of the largest and most complete stocks of merchandise under one roof in the country for
Streetmen, Cornelli, Concessionaires, Pitchmen, Premium Users, Street Salesmen, Salesboard Operaers, Demonstrators and Medicine Men.

LEVIN BROTHERS, INC., Terre Haute, Ind.

AN AUTOMATIC FISHPOND

AN INEXPENSIVE INNOVATION.

GEO. A. JOHNSON & CO. 1007 N. Wells St., Chicago.
GREAT IN LIMITLESS QUANTITY GRAND IN PEERLESS QUALITY

SMITH'S GREATER UNITED SHOWS

THE POSITIVE Pinnacle
OF AMUSEMENT ENDEAVOR

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR
FAIRS, CELEBRATIONS AND EXPOSITIONS

HOME OFFICE—118 SOUTH CLAY STREET, SALISBURY, N. C.

R. A. JOSSELYN, General Agent; K. P. (GROWIE) SMITH, Owner and Director; R. M. CHAMBERS, Business Manager; SAM AGNI, Special Agent; MRS. K. P. SMITH, Auditor; NICHOLAS STARK, Manager Director; CAPT. DONNY, Capt. Lt; BUDDIE HINES, Electrician; TOM WHISTANT, Train Master.

A Special Train of Double Length Cars
10 High-Class Shows—4 Massive Hiding Devices
3 Sensational Free Acts—40 Concessions—2 Uniformed Concert Bands

MR. AND MRS. RICHARD GARDNER with Knife Rack and Three Pins Concessions. Some season.

CROSS TRIANGLE RANCH
REAL WILD WEST AREA
TOM WHISTANT, Mgr.
C. M. BLACK; Chief of Cowboys.
MRS. TOM WHISTANT, Ticke.t.

CAPTIVE AEROPLANES

SMITH'S CIRCUS SIDE SHOW
K. P. SMITH, Owner.
PERRY STARK, Talker.
MRS. K. P. SMITH, Tickets.

CAPTAIN DONNY

with it with his big Allan Herschell Three-Armed and Big Eye, High Striker and Cigar Wheel, Stanley Burke, Foreman on Carousels
Otto Repar, Foreman of Big Eye; all doing fine. "Thanks!"

Enjoying a prosperous season with

DOLL WHEEL
MRS. GEO. W. HOWARD, Mgr.

MISS ANNA PATO AND CLARENCE PAGE, Mgrs.
Pocket Book Lay-Down
JACK DORSEY, Mgr.

AERIAL SKILL BALL
COLE MCDONOUGH, Mgr.

PILLOW ROLL-OWN
J. R. ELLEN, Mgr.

REGARDS TO ALL.

GEO. W. HOWARD.

WILL LIKE TO HEAR FROM PEOPLE I KNOW.

Tom Edelers, write.

BUDDIE HINES, Mgr.

PALACE OF ILLUSION and
WHID, WHAT AND WHEN
Both selling tickets to the masses and pleaseing

O. T. (KID) HAWKINS
Refreshment Stand

PLEASED.

SMITH'S DARKTOWN-MINSTRELS
CAN PLACE COLORFUL PERFORMERS AT
ALL TIMES.

WIRE OR PHONE; NO ADVERSY TO REAL

"Hello Boys!"
Here with Brownie doing between end of it. Regards to friends.
Bob Chambers, Bts. Mgr.

Fred Little
has charge of Chambers' Open Air Hotel,

TONEY, ROSSO and PETE

Concessionalas Extraordinary
TRAVELLED LUCKY

Leo Albert, Pete Jones and R. A. Josselyn.

REGARDS TO ALL.

ADAM ERBE

still with it, and more than satisfied, owning and managing The Hawaiian Village, Night in Japan and Athletic Arena. Everything new from Friday to Makaha. Can see good people at all times. Long season.

Can place for the following list of day and night Fair: Novelty Attractions that do not conflict. Legitimate Concerts, Colored Minstrel Performers and Musicians, Tallers and Cymbals; also reliable acrobats, may be handled well-equipped Ten-in-One Show. All address K. P. SMITH, Farmville, Va., this week, then Reidsville, Pa., Charleston, Va., Waverly, Va., Woodland, N. Da. Yonkers, N. Y., Atlantic City, N. J., Edensboro, H. C., Asheboro, N. C. in order named.

"DECENCY FIRST" IS THE KEYNOTE OF THE MANAGEMENT—VIDE THE PRESS MARVELOUS IN MAGNIFICENCE—MATCHLESS IN MERIT
BALLOONS
TRICKS, JOKES, KNIVES, NOVELTIES

Special Sale of KNIVES
For a Short Time Only, $2.00 Per Gross
Gold Filled, Nickel, Sheffield Steel Blades. Popular Knife Stamps, Made to Order. Durable. All Types and Styles. 250 to a Gross, $2.00 Each. Wholesale. Free on Samples. 36-page Catalog, right off the press, ask for one while they're hot. ORIENTAL MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Indian Beads
in square package, all the same.
$3.50 a lb.
Samples of 1 lb. each free on request. Send for a complete illustrated catalogue.

ALUMINUM COLAPSIBLE DRINKING CUP, Size 2 1/2 inches SPECIAL, $5.00 Gross

SEND NO MONEY
If you can tell it from a GENUINE DIAMOND send it back. Guaranteed, but if it is not 100% diamond, no questions asked. Diamond Cutters, Jewelers, Watchmakers. FREE CATALOG. M. GERBER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Bombing Baskets
with natural hair and silk crepe paper dress, as illustrated, 60c Each.
Same as illustrated, without hair or dress, 35c Each.
Silk crepe paper dresses, 100 lots, 5c each; 500 lots, 4c each.
WHY PAY MORE?
DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, Danville, Illinois.

DOUGHER MACHINE
Brine little wire hooks, Thermos, Measuring, Glass Straws. Everything complete for the Fours. Small, $1.50; large, $3.00.

ONLY 50\$ WEEKLY
Send for Illustrated Circular.

DUMPIE DOLLS
13 INCHES IN HEIGHT
with natural hair and silk crepe paper dress, as illustrated, 60c Each.
Silk crepe paper dresses, 100 lots, 5c each; 500 lots, 4c each.
WHY PAY MORE?
DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, Danville, Illinois.

STOPPING GOODS
CLUB ROOM FURNITURE
Selling Goods, Stage Money, End of Year Catalogue. TRICK CARDS, MAGIC DICE, All Kinds, Every Description.
HUNT & CO., Dept. G, 160 N. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

LEAF BROTHERS, 777 TERRE HAUTE, IND.

DID YOU GET YOUR HUSTLER 1920 CATALOG?
IF NOT WRITE FOR A COPY AND SPECIFY YOUR BUSINESS WE SELL TO DEALERS ONLY.

DANISH TOY TUDAHQ CO.
1316 E. 41st St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

SPORTING GOODS

THORFY UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MEN,
"WINNERS FOR BOTH OF US"

ALUMINUM COLAPSIBLE DRINKING CUP, Size 2 1/2 inches SPECIAL, $5.00 Gross

M. GERBER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. Specialist in Concessioners and Streetmen Supplies
COLUMBIA CITY STOCK SHOW
FOUR BIG DAYS AROUND COURT HOUSE SQUARE
COLUMBIA, IND., OCT. 5 TO 8
Want Rides. All concessions open—Wheels and Grind Stores. Remember the big one last year. Write or wire.
DAVE ANDERSON, Memphis, Mo., until September 25; then Columbia, City, Ind.

WANTED FOR THE
WEST'S BRIGHT LIGHT SHOWS
SHOWS, CONCESSIONS OF ALL KINDS
Wire or come on. Prof. Erwin, wire. This is what I have: Carrousel, Whip, Ferris Wheel, Over-the-Top, Twenty-in-One, Plantation, Athletic, Motorhome, Cabaret, Speedway, Platform Show and the following Fair dates: Lebanon, N. C.; Oxford, N. C.; Henderson, N. C.; Draper, N. C.; Rockingham, N. C.; Aurora, N. C., and two in South Carolina. Will book Dog or Pony Show for 35%. Address all mail and wires to FRANK WEST, Sale Owner, West's Bright Light Show, Greensboro, N. C., this week; after that Louisville, N. C.

Moss Bros.' Greater Shows
WANT SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS OF ALL KINDS
Shows must be refined. Concessions must be legitimate. I now have 11 Shows and 3 Rides. No exclusives, except Ballots. Blankets and large, washable Dolls. Want Colored Musicians and one good Team for Citizen's Winter Show. Best of accommodations and all winter's work. I will make you the best offer in the business. I can produce a show that will do. Nothing too large or nothing too small. Wire or come on. Pay at once. F. W. B. and T. Duma for Mrs. Moss' Carnival, $500 per year. Must join on with your city and address. Address: all mail and wires to Moss Bros., North Carolina.

Lorman-Robinson Famous Shows
WANT!
Shows and Rides that do not conflict. Want Plant. Show People or People to run and take charge of same. We have complete outfit. Concessions, come on. We have no Girls or Girl Shows. W. E. Eberle wants Concession Agent. This week, Mayville, Ky., Napoleon Legion of Honor. Is the Market Square. Week, Sept. 29. Westland, Ky. Here, this is going to be a big one. The first show in the center of the city in two years and under the Legion of Honor. Palmyra still open and will be open until we get people to suit.

AMERICAN LEGION VICTORY FESTIVAL
ALLIANCE, OHIO, OCTOBER 8, 9, 10, AND 11.

Russell Bros.' Shows
WANT CONCESSIONS, POLERS, TRAIN HELP AND TALKERS, COLORED PERFORMERS, COLORED MUSICIANS AND DRUMMERS.
Can use good Trap Drummer for his Midget Show. Will stretch his double Wagon Front and Try for Dog and Pony Show or Wild West Show. Gravell, Miss. (Palis), Sept. 23-25; Mitchell, S. Dak. (Chesapeake), Sept. 30-Oct. 2; Show City, In. (Downtown Lot), Oct. 4-7; Kansas City, Mo. (Downtown Lot), Oct. 1-3; Dayton, Ohio (N세), Oct. 8-10. Eyles End (Annual Cartoon), Oct. 16-20; then South for the winter. This is a good Show for Concessions. I will make you pay if you are not too tired.

WANTED MUSICIANS
for JAMES F. VICTOR BAND
Rhythm or Side Trombones, Side Cornet and one good Mandolin Player. Size, instant. Are you looking for a steady place? Are you ready for an outfit that is going to make money and a convivial place to work? This is the outfit to go with. Small salary and good commission. Address: JAMES F. VICTOR, 806 State Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED, Freaks and Working Acts
FOR LONG SEASON SOUTH
This Show stays out all winter. Mr. Cleam, are you in position to join? Can use Frey Girl, Sword Swallower, Punch and Vaddethrall. Write or wire to F. WEDDLETON, care Alamo Shows. Fair Grounds. - BALTIMORE, D.C.

Wanted for All Winter in Oklahoma and Louisiana
Ladies for Cabaret, 10 and all tips. Piano Player and Drummer, $500 per week each and extra. Will place a Four-Piece Orchestra that can produce fast music. Address all mail and wires to M. B. T. DORE, as per wants. Must join on with Mrs. Wheeler, Oklahoma, Okla. Sept. 25-Oct. 11.

WANTED
L. J. HETH SHOWS

WANTED FOR BATTIATO'S BAND
with Eliza Granger Shows, Investigators to go to No. 1 and No. 2 Road. Good Pay and allothermal will be paid to whoever will be. Address, G. V. BATTIATO, Room 14, 14th Avenue, North Carolina.

I OFFER FOR SALE
10 CAR CARNIVAL TOOL
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, CONSISTING OF
SIX—60-Ft. Steel Flat Cars. TWO—Big, Roomy Box Cars. TWO—Standard Pullman Sleepers
All necessary Flat Wagons, Carved Wagon Fronts and up-to-date Carry-Us-All, Ferris Wheel, Mechanical Shows or other shows or rides optional with purchaser. From $5,000 to $7,000 required to handle this fine proposition.

Write or wire for details to C. W. PARKER, World's Largest Amusement Device Builder, LEAVENWORTH, KAN.
CELEBRATION AND CARNIVAL
ON THE STREETS
NEW YORK CITY
Sept. 26 to Oct. 3
Wants legitimate Concessions that will and must work for ten-cent grind. Address TRAVERS EXPOSITION SHOWS, week Sept. 20, White Plains, N. Y., or office, 1547 Broadway, N. Y.

WANTED
HOLTKAMP EXPOSITION SHOWS
Concessions of all kinds except Kewpies and Baskets, Talker that can handle show, help for Parker Swing and Eli Wheel, Musicians for Real Colored Jazz Band. Sam & Gurt, wire your address. Can use A-1 Concession Agents and Ball Game Workers. Booked until Dec. 1st. Ethington, Kansas, County Fair this week. Wire, don't write.

WANTED AT ONCE
Musician and Drummer
Dramatic Band, one to two and Trap Players, for 1200-seat hall. Fast music. Geo. Hurst, 9th Ave. and 69th St., New York City.

WANTED--PIANIST and Drummer

WANTED--RIDES and CLEAN SHOWS
For an Herb of Home Shows, four weeks and possibly six weeks, opening at Madison, N. J. for next week, expecting numbers of. The average tenancy will not over work and cost of entertainment. All Concessionaires in the great states that have prospective of shows on the grond list. Wire us your name, address, number of shows, and terms of show. We will conform to a show season's work and can send a number. All concessions will be paid.

CAN USE SOME FREE ACTS
Win, write or telephone at R. B. BURTON, 31 North Trade Building, Indianapolis, Ind. Telephone, Sept. 20, 21, 22, 24.

WANTED--INSTRUMENTS
For the EKSTROM CO., at Eakins, Aboue, Portland, Me.

WANTED--PICTURE TOWELS
Wants--Dail or Half.
SUN CIRCUIT ANNOUNES THE ADDITION OF TWELVE CITIES

Expansion Follows Break With Keith Booking Exchange

Keith-Sun Differences Will Be Aired in the Courts

Ralph Candler Details Reasons for Gus Sun's Stand

KATY AND FRISCO R. R.-

Back at Commissioner's Ruling

Under date of September 20, W. H. Rice, official from Oklahoma City that the Katy and Frisco Railroads have refused to accept the ruling of the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma in regard to raising rates an unreasonable percentage over the 35 per cent authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and have filed a new complaint with the Commission. This complaint will be heard the first week in October.

Keith Art, Walker, Russell and E. K. Nichols, on Sept. 14, rendered a decision on one day's notice, that the administration rates and regulations in force during the steel strike, covering the movements of all showable titles, be continued, plus 35 per cent increase, authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is from this decision that two suits referred to have appealed.

CONVENTION OF THE POSTER PRINTERS HELD IN ST. LOUIS

Leading Show Printers of the Country in Attendance

Buyers of Theatrical Printing Given Credit Ratings

Members and Guests Tendered Banquet and Entertainment

St. Louis, Sept. 14-The Poster Printers' Association of the United States and Canada held its fourteenth yearly semi-annual convention at the Hotel Stateroom on Thursday, Friday and Saturday this week.

No statement was obtainable from any of the officers as to the purpose of the meeting, but others interviewed said that credit ratings were established on buyers of theatrical printing.

A book, known as "The Poster Guide," containing the names of all theatrical buyers of poster printing was presented, and the placing of an order for show printing will (Continued on page 36)

TWO WEEKS OF ILL LUCK FOR THE WALTER L. MAIN CIRCUS

Cloudburst Encountered at So. Pittsburg, Tenn.

Two Accidents Suffered on N., C. & St. L. Railroad

Wagon Derailed, Horse Killed, Driver Injured in One

While still maintaining its record for big business the Walter L. Main circus has encountered some bad luck during two of the most trying and unfortunate weeks of the entire season.

A heavy rainfall had much to do with the misfortune, making the going very bad for the last two weeks of the circus. The storm was so heavy that driving was difficult and the stand was washed out in many places.

The circus was due to play at the city of Narcissa, Mo., the last week of the month, but the water kept on rising, as the grounds were situated between two mountains, and was still high when the train was ready to leave.

At Strawberry, Mo., the road leading to the rail was not iced, and the performance was given as usual.

The worst feature of all, however, was the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad. During the two weeks spent on the system two accidents occurred, one where a carload of horses was overturned, and one where a fast passenger train ran into a wagon while it was loading at the depot. In this accident one horse was killed, a wagon load was thrown into the air, and the driver seriously injured. The passenger car was a heavy type, the track being broken by several cars. The "Greenhorn" private car was derailed.

Unfortunately after leaving the road the weather cleared, parades were given on time, and the show ran smoothly.

Bob Adams is the hero of the show, and the Mayor's daughter by his taking her (Continued on page 37)

MUSICIANS OF BOSTON GIVEN INCREASE OF 70 PER CENT

New Wage Agreement Reached With Theater Managers

Retroactive to Labor Day and Runs Till Sept. 1, 1921

Orchestras at Hollis and Tremont Only for Musical Plays

Boston, Sept. 15-An increase in wages ranging 10 per cent is provided in the new wage agreement between the union musicians employed in Boston theatre and the Musical Managers' Association of this city. The wage agreement is retroactive to Labor Day and will be in effect until September 1921.

This is the first boost in pay received by union musicians since the beginning of the war, as they were working under a five-year contract, which expired August 31 last. This increase affects musicians employed at the present time. Musicians playing feature pictures boxes are listed...
MOVING PICTURE OPERATORS DO NOT ANTICIPATE TROUBLE

Abraham Horowitz, Secretary of Union No. 306, Makes Statement to Billboard—New Scale Calls for Minimum of $1 an Hour and Maximum $1.30, Exclusive of Big Broadway Houses

New York, Sept. 16.—Abraham Horowitz, Secretary of Union No. 306, Friday, announced the establishment of a new minimum wage scale for motion picture operators, as follows:

"Do not anticipate trouble," he said, "amid the current movement for a union wage scale. The operators have been in the same position for years, and this is the first time they have ever tried to obtain recognition. The union is not looking for trouble, and the operators are not asking for it. It is simply a matter of justice and fairness."

ATTEMPT TO ROB THEATER

Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 16.—In an attempt to rob the ANCHOR STREET THEATER, a Bronx, N. Y., motion picture theater, the police were notified that a holdup was in progress. The thieves, however, were not able to carry out their plans, as the police were on the scene in time to prevent any harm to the patrons or the theater. The police are continuing their investigation to determine the identity of the robbers.

DIFFERENCES ADJUSTED

President, B. L. Smith, all differences between the picture operators and the employers in New York, have been settled. Under the new scale, the motion picture operators will be able to earn a full wage, and the employers will be satisfied with the agreement. The operators are grateful for the efforts of the president and the employers in reaching this agreement.

FLATBUSH NEW YORK

New York, Sept. 16.—In another victory for the motion picture operators, a strike has been called by the members of the New York Motion Picture Operators Union. The operators are demanding a minimum wage of $1.30 per hour, which they feel is fair and just.

REAL UNIONISM

There are economic differences between the operators and the employers, which operate in the film industry. The operators are demanding a fair wage, while the employers are trying to keep their costs down. This is a classic example of the conflict between labor and capital.

PROVINCIAL THEATERS OPEN

President, L. E. Smith, announced that the Union No. 306 has been granted permission to operate theaters in the provincial cities of Canada and the United States. This is a significant step in the union's efforts to organize the operators in these areas.

F. L. WHITE MARRIES

New York, Sept. 16.—F. L. White, a prominent member of the motion picture industry, was married to Miss E. M. White, a beautiful model, in a private ceremony. The couple will make their home in Hollywood, where Mr. White is currently working on a new film project.

DANDY WEDDING

New York, Sept. 16.—Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Fenwick, the well-known motion picture operators, were married in a lavish wedding ceremony. The couple will reside in Hollywood, where they plan to continue their successful careers in the motion picture industry.

SIGN COMMERCE

Yuma, Ariz., Sept. 16.—The town of Yuma is enjoying a boost in business, as the operators have been able to secure new business contracts with various companies. The town is now booming, and the operators are happy to have found a new home.

TO RUBILLO PALACE

New York, Sept. 16.—The Palace Theater, located on the Heights of Yonkers, was recently acquired by the operators. The new owners plan to make extensive improvements to the theater, including a new stage and lighting system.

OSSIPHEM CELEBRATES

Chicago, Sept. 17.—Ossipheh, Chicago's oldest picture house, opened its doors to the public on Friday, September 17, with a grand opening ceremony. The operators were delighted with the turnout, as the theater was completely full.

AKRON THEATERS OPEN

Akron, Ohio, Sept. 16.—Two new theaters, the Akron Theater and the Akron Palace, opened their doors on Friday, September 16, with a fanfare of lights and music. The operators were thrilled with the new theaters, which will bring more business to the city.
HODGES IN AKRON, O.
Temporary Offices Established in the Rubber City

WILLIAM M. SHIRLEY JOINS MAX SPIEGEL ENTERPRISES
Will Act as General Manager of Magnate's Burlesque, Musical Comedy and Motion Picture Interests—Was Manager Schenectady Theatre, Which He Bought Later

New York, Sept. 23—William M. Shirley has been appointed general manager of the New York Entertainmeni Company, which includes both burlesque, musical comedy and motion picture interests. Among the recent work seen and presented by the theatrical manager are the New York and Atlantic Motion Pictures Co., the Magellan Theatre, Hartford, the Edwards of that city, which is in course of construction, and the Strand, of Providence, R. I., which will open about October 1st.

Mr. Shirley got his start in the game when he was a rating secretary in Harry Davis' newspaper.

STEPPING STONES

New York, Sept. 23—"Stepping Stone," a new play by Joseph A. Ransome, will be presented at the Henry Miller Theatre on October 1st. The cast will feature Natalie McDonald, Laura Hope Cifo, Patricio Cordoba, A. E. Bowlis, W. W. Cameron, Frank James, B. P. Foster, Harold Wolsey, and David L. Fisk.

VIOLINIST INJURED

New York, Sept. 23—Because of an injury received in a taxi collision, Francis Macdonald, leading violinist in orchestra in the ballet and concert department, is unable to perform at this time. He was rushed to the hospital.

STEPPING STONES

New York, Sept. 23—"Stepping Stone," a new play by Joseph A. Ransome, will be presented at the Henry Miller Theatre on October 1st. The cast will feature Natalie McDonald, Laura Hope Cifo, Patricio Cordoba, A. E. Bowlis, W. W. Cameron, Frank James, B. P. Foster, Harold Wolsey, and David L. Fisk.
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Mr. Shirley got his start in the game when he was a rating secretary in Harry Davis' newspaper.
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New York, Sept. 23—"Stepping Stone," a new play by Joseph A. Ransome, will be presented at the Henry Miller Theatre on October 1st. The cast will feature Natalie McDonald, Laura Hope Cifo, Patricio Cordoba, A. E. Bowlis, W. W. Cameron, Frank James, B. P. Foster, Harold Wolsey, and David L. Fisk.

VIOLINIST INJURED

New York, Sept. 23—Because of an injury received in a taxi collision, Francis Macdonald, leading violinist in orchestra in the ballet and concert department, is unable to perform at this time. He was rushed to the hospital.
VAUDEVILLE
The Latest News and This Week's Reviews
This Week

FIRST OF A CUBAN RHYTHM

WALTER HENDZS, who has been promoted from the Chicago, Wyo., Department of New Home, has been appointed manager of the New Home in that city.

THE LUMBERJACK NAMED SAFETY MAN

What's become of all the old-time vaudeville managers who used to compose songs for such a slice as "Fifteen for a Quarter" or "I'm a Jailbird"?...

JOHNNY MILKAN

To Enter Vaudeville With Company of Shows

JOHNNY MILKAN, the matinee idol of the world, has decided to enter vaudeville with a company of shows which is scheduled to tour the South and West during the fall.

NORWICH GETS A THRILL

New York, Sept. 22—An incident that occurred outside the Norwich, Conn., first floor of the roof space caused a fire at the Groton Street Theater. Manager DANIEL BLACK, in an effort to save the property, is believed to have been killed in the blaze.

BLANCHARD AND MISTIES

New York, Sept. 23—Blanchard and Miste, a vaudeville company, will be on the circuit in the fall with a new program. The company has been under the management of Ed Blanchard, who is also the producer of the show.

MADISON RETURNING

New York, Sept. 23—James Madison, the author, is expected to return from Europe on September 25. He has been gone since June 27.

WHY NOT

New York, Sept. 24—At Al-Kadi's Royal Theater in this city the legitimate theater was burned on Monday, and all the seats and stage were destroyed.

MILWAUKEE'S VAUDEVILLE

The writer asked an artist (1) the other day if he had any "now" for publication. He said he had none. "Neighborhood newspapers have been cut back," he said, "and they do not want us to work."

EXCESS BAGGAGE

Does Pork?
Family Humor?
Mother's neighborhood.

The Clinton Streets dance like apparitions. They cyclopean perfectly.

George Jerusal has discovered the weak points in his new act, "Trouble of 1925." Keep your eyes on this boy as a producer.

Sears to Go in Vaudeville

New York, Sept. 24—Sears, Roebuck & Co., the great mail-order house, is reported to be planning to enter the vaudeville field. Executive officers of the company are said to be in New York, and plans are said to be under way for a vaudeville enterprise.

SILLY BARLOW TO COAST

New York, Sept. 25—Barlow, the well-known comedian-musician, has arrived in New York from the West and is now booked solid as a guest in several vaudeville houses.

KRAVAK IN NEW YORK

New York, Sept. 25—Kravak, the Hungarian, has arrived in New York from a tour of the South and West and is now booked solid for engagements in New York.
Palace, Chicago

The Palace featured on the new week's bill with a soothing atmosphere and a stimulating effect, followed by the popular Dixie Line Show.

Forte and Tatti, on a map of the world's stage, are two newcomers to the dance floor, and their star quality is evident in the way they entertain and their dance steps are well rehearsed.

Bowling and Florence White, in a poppy arrangement of two and three hands, are in good shape and doing it well. They have a special attraction for the Palace's general public.

B.K.F. KEITH'S PALACE

NEW YORK

AMERICA'S FAVORITE THEATRES DEVOTED TO VARIETY

(April 20-22-24-26) Two nights daily—Eveing, 8:30.

(March 21-March 23) Two nights daily—Eveing, 8:30.

The show was a hit with the audience in the late Mrs. Winn's first Palace show. It was a full house and the audience was on their feet from beginning to end.

Majestic, Chicago

Mrs. and Mr. O'Hara were the stars of the show. They were excellently dressed and the audience was thrilled with their unique and entertaining performance.

Forte and Tatti, on a poppy arrangement of two and three hands, are in good shape and doing it well. They have a special attraction for the Palace's general public.

Forte and Tatti, on a poppy arrangement of two and three hands, are in good shape and doing it well. They have a special attraction for the Palace's general public.

Pantages, San Francisco

(March 21-March 23) Two nights daily—Eveing, 8:30.

The show was well-received by the audience, who were captivated by the performances of the stars. The Palace was filled to capacity and the audience was applauding loudly.

ADDITIONAL REVIEWS ON PAGE 52
MORE ACTS SOON

J. Gordon Bostock Predicts Relief in Present Vaudville Shortage. Circuses May Have To Boost Salaries

New York, Sept. 15.—The present shortage of vaudeville acts is expected by J. Gordon Bostock, who heads the Billboard that while the situation is rather acute as presents, it will not last so long as normally favored area.

Mr. Bostock, very few real big head turners now in vaudeville, he explained—every one of his acts is working and being booked at high rates. As a result, take big vaudeville acts, they are scarce now because the producers are not building big routines, the productions are doing well. But out from them take a ‘flop’ this will not dissuade many performers who will, if the situation remains adverse, defect to circuses. There will be many good acts going into vaudeville, those acts will probably be picking up more money this season because of higher salaries, better conditions, etc. Acts of this class who have generally worked under the lesser months in vaudeville for nominal salary. The producers of these acts are not in a position to accept their lower rates since they realize that if they receive only enough to cover expenses they are not assisted. Some of these acts may not at all during the winter, yet pay off.

"It is possible that the present scarcity of acts and performers is limiting our vaudeville acts and will not, he believes, be a serious matter. Circuses are likely to increase performers now more than ever because of the lack of vaudeville acts.

The competition will be better than now.

ILL AND INJURED

At MORGAN HOSPITAL

Chester, Tenn.—The followingatarwe taken under the present care of Dr. Max V. Deaver:

Mrs. Charlotte Steadman, wife of well-known artist, met with a foot and ankle accident, and was brought into the hospital. She is doing well.

Mrs. Brian Doa, of the Bayou Teche, has been admitted to Dr. Choteau for appendix and was discharged on Monday as doing well.

Lester LeBlanc, well-known artist, has been operated on by Dr. Thompson for tuberculous glands, was discharged on Monday as doing well.

Debey LeBlanc is under Dr. Shears care for appendicitis and was discharged on Tuesday as doing well.

Mildred Lamon, of Maryville, is under the care of Dr. Max V. Deaver, for appendicitis, and was discharged on Tuesday as doing well.

Ena Stanley has been operated on for appendix, and is in hospital.

VETERANS GREET COMRADES

New York, Sept. 15.—Nearly four hundred veterans attended the opening performances of "Everyman" at the Fillmore last week in the service of the "Lady Liberty" quartet. The four veteran members and the manager, Harry Lane, organized the Most Famous Millionaires in France after the armistice was signed and got a lot of entertainment for the members about 250 H. M. S. N. E. M. with a show that they undertook a benefit to the Signal Corps.

EVA ESMOND, TAKE HOTEL

New York, Sept. 15.—John Hyde, a Long Island horse dealer, decided last week that he will open Esmond to get two horses to match with either in the N. Y. Stakes.

HIVELY MARRIAGE

Abe Strover and John D. Wormsley were married in St. Peters, Fla., Wednesday, September 13.

VIG, HYDE'S NEW ACT

New York, Sept. 15.—Victor Hyde's act, "The Ignatians," which has been advertised on a scale never equalled, was yesterday seen by George M. King, of the further office, to appear in the act.

SEALS TO KEEP WORKING

New York, Sept. 15.—Week before past there was a report that the seals employed in the act of "The Ignatians" was unable to work. The report was corrected by George M. King, of the further office, to appear in the act.

MAY BE IN LUCK

Just heard of a most pathetic thing that happened in London. Two Teddern, hair disheveled and ass white sleeves: An act is now playing with the Belasco. From Paris.

"JUST VAUDEVILLE"

(Continued from page 3)

The set would be "over their heads." Unless you know this act you will find this paragraph over your head.

DOROTHY JARDON—You will have a round box-office card on your return.

ELA TANGUIE—Come back to vaudeville when you finish the picture in France.

LEW DASHOLDER—Give an act, but it is not a real act for vaudeville.


One has sometimes killed an act.

TOPICS OF TOWNOHM

"Book open company presenting opera in tableau in the leading homes of vaudeville houses.

"Industrial vaudeville acts."

"Shakespeare's Potem of Man as a vaudeville offering."

R. E. T., "Singing in the Rain."

"N. P. Phillips, and many of the other brilliant col- umnists will have their set and wis- dom on the screen, holding down a "in- termittent" position better than any of them in those occupying that position on vaudeville bills."

"Klipper's performance a day."

Improvement in vaudeville companies. Novel acts advertised as "Pec- tious Extraordinary."

The crime of a great many vaudeville acts are advertised as "in- extraordinary." The crime of vaudeville companies.

The writer was in the Automat the other day and heard an act calling down the attendant because he did not serve coffee with usual.

"No, you never saw a barf-eating dog dancer dancing in her bare feet.

COMING EVENTS

Among producers of dancing acts.

"Chapman's national" in vaudeville acts will be abolished. "Klap" is in out of date and is now constructed as "hick." "Chapman's national" in vaudeville acts will be abolished. "Klap" is in out of date and is now constructed as "hick."

Mauro Celano and the Four Rounds in a big dance display will open in Chicago in September and then into New York. Celano and four hundred dollars has been invested in scenery for this offering, which carries its own orchestra, leader and one man, song and dance.

The Vaudeville Managers' Protec- tion will give you an idea on stage door pests, we predict.

MEMORIAL SERVICES

One of the leading stars of the day passed away. The services will be held in a number of the present.

ANOTHER ACT

Dorothy Franks and the Four Rounds in a big dance display will open in Chicago in September and then into New York. Celano and four hundred dollars has been invested in scenery for this offering, which carries its own orchestra, leader and one man, song and dance.

The Vaudeville Managers' Protec- tion will give you an idea on stage door pests, we predict.

SUCH IS LIFE

Just heard of a most pathetic thing that happened in London, Tuesday, hair disheveled and ass white sleeves: An act is now playing with the Belasco. From Paris.

"CHURCH EQUITY NEWS"

SEPTFOBER 25, 1929

Many new members joined the Church Equity in the past week.

On Monday, September 24th, at 3 p.m., the annual meeting of the Church Equity will be held in the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend. In the meeting, the Church Equity will be held in the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend. In the meeting, the Church Equity will be held in the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend.
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The meeting will be held at the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend. In the meeting, the Church Equity will be held in the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend.

The meeting will be held at the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend. In the meeting, the Church Equity will be held in the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend.

The meeting will be held at the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend. In the meeting, the Church Equity will be held in the Church Equity Hall in New York City. All members are invited to attend.
PHOTO POST CARDS, BUSINESS CARDS AND MINIATURES

Our work is all genuine photography, even in tone, and guaranteed as such. We can be obtained at a higher price. All we require is a negative or a good print. We do the rest.

VARIETY ARTISTES’ FEDERATION OPENS CINEMA SECTION FOR “CROWD WORKERS”

The Variety Artistes’ Federation has opened a cinema section for “crowd workers” and has issued “Crowd Workers Regulations,” making the first step in organizing them along the lines of the Motion Picture Congress, which was the original concept of the Federation under its late leader, Rev. James E. Tipton. The Regulations will include the hiring of union members, the prevention of strikes, and the protection of their rights. The Federation is trying to organize all of the factors in the motion picture industry, including the screen actors and technicians, in order to improve the conditions of the entire industry.

CABLES FROM LONDON TOWN

SECT. 18

BY WESTEND

The Variety Artistes’ Federation has opened a cinema section for “crowd workers” and has issued “Crowd Workers Regulations,” making the first step in organizing them along the lines of the Motion Picture Congress, which was the original concept of the Federation under its late leader, Rev. James E. Tipton. The Regulations will include the hiring of union members, the prevention of strikes, and the protection of their rights. The Federation is trying to organize all of the factors in the motion picture industry, including the screen actors and technicians, in order to improve the conditions of the entire industry.

The Variety Artistes’ Federation has opened a cinema section for “crowd workers” and has issued “Crowd Workers Regulations,” making the first step in organizing them along the lines of the Motion Picture Congress, which was the original concept of the Federation under its late leader, Rev. James E. Tipton. The Regulations will include the hiring of union members, the prevention of strikes, and the protection of their rights. The Federation is trying to organize all of the factors in the motion picture industry, including the screen actors and technicians, in order to improve the conditions of the entire industry.
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DRAMATIC STOCK

Communications to Our Cincinnati Offices

JACK X. LEWIS

Reports This His Best Season

Players Will Return to Roanoke, Va., Following Eight Weeks' Engagement at Tampa, Fla.

Tampa, Fla., Sept. 26—The Jack X. Lewis Players are now rounding out their three-week stand at the Roanoke Opera House to return to Roanoke, Va., which is their home base. The company will play there for the next eight weeks, and then return to Roanoke, Va., for the remainder of the season.

Pauline Maclay M. L. GUY HICKMAN WANTS PEOPLE IN ALL LINES

Entertained in "Carroll" Role at Roanoke, Va., with Visit to Carson, Texas, Followed by Engagement at Roanoke Opera House.

"Carroll," the play which has been widely acclaimed as one of the best productions of the current season, is now being presented by the Jack X. Lewis Players in Roanoke, Va. The company has been receiving enthusiastic notices from the press and the public alike, and is thoroughly enjoying its engagements in the southern states.

JAMES BLAINE STARS

In "Carroll" Role at Roanoke, Va.

---------

ANNE HAMILTON

Leading Lady With Blantly Players Fills One Big Ambassador—The Touring Playhouse's Touring Playhouse, which has been touring the country under the management of James Hamilton, has now arrived in Roanoke, Va., and is beginning its engagement at the Roanoke Opera House. The play features a young and talented cast, and is sure to be a hit with the local audience.

YOUNG-ADAMS COMPANY OPENS SECOND SEASON

E. John, M. B., Sept. 25—The Young-Adams Company has opened its second season at the Roanoke Opera House. The company is under the management of James Hamilton, and is presenting a fine production of "Carroll," which has been widely acclaimed as one of the best plays of the current season.

THEATRE WAREHOUSE TRUNKS OPEN

Summer price of 9 for 8, 5 for 4.00, 40 for 15.00. A wide variety of styles, with a guarantee for 30 days. Made of the best materials. "Theatre Warehouse," Union Point, Va.

AMERICAN LUGGAGE SHOP

418 BROADWAY, corner 49th St. NEW YORK CITY

LITHOGRAPH PAPER


WRITE FOR PRICES OR ENCLOSED BLOCKS, TYPE WORK, CARDS, DATES, ETC.

ACKERMAN-QUIGLEY LITHO CO.

116-118-120 W 151ST STREET NEW YORK CITY

WANTED FOR YOUNG-ADAMS STOCK AND REPETTOIRE COMPANY

Men for juvenile roles, stage hands, and page boys. Must be young and small. Address Young-Adams Actors, with change, E. WILMOT YOUNG, Queen Square Theatre, St. John, N. B., Canada.

WANTED, QUICK—WANTED

ANNUAL GENERAL BUSINESS AND HEAVY MAN

W u e 1 000. 000, 000. 000. 000.

GUY HICKMAN WANTS PEOPLE IN ALL LINES

With one or two teams doing specialties, due within, with all freight, duties, etc., in addition to your own expenses, and for your own risk. Address YOUNG-ADAMS PLAYHOUSE, Union Point, Va.

GOOD WUB. WOMAN WITH SPECIALITIES

Young Gentleman Seeks His Lady Love, too. Address: Young Gentleman, Box 3, Union Point, Va.
MAE PARK SCORES
"IT'S ALL O'MY HEART"

New York City, Sept. 25. - Mae Park, a three-time box champion, has scored a great victory over a champion again in the ring. For the first time in her career, Park has successfully defended her title. Park fought a fine fight, displaying her usual courage and skill. Her opponent, a young and ambitious fighter, tried to surprise Park with a sudden attack, but Park was too quick for him. In the third round, Park delivered a powerful left to the chin of her opponent, causing him to fall to the canvas. Park immediately pounced on her fallen foe, delivering a fierce series of punches that forced the referee to wave the towel and end the bout. Park's victory was a well-deserved one, and she is now the undisputed champion of the lightweight division.

LAFERRER TO MOVE CIRCULATION

The Lafayette Stock Company, owned by J. P. Leche and J. Z. Leche, is moving its offices to the Old Lafayette Building, located at 222 7th Street. The new offices will be ready for occupancy on October 1. The company has been in business for many years, and has established a reputation for excellence in the handling of its products. The move to the new location will enable the company to provide better service to its customers.

CONEY ISLAND

Winds Up Successful Season

New York City, Sept. 25. - Coney Island wound up a successful season yesterday with great crowds attending the midsummer carnival and enjoying a day at the seaside. The weather was fine, with a gentle breeze blowing off the water. The crowd was Crowley's at Luna Park, which was packed with people. The amusement rides were in full swing, and the midway was alive with activity. The day ended with a fireworks display, which was a great success.

STEPPLECHASE BALLROOM OPEN ALL WINTER

Atlantic City, Sept. 25. - Stepplechase Ballroom has announced that it will remain open all winter, allowing patrons to enjoy the beauty of the ocean and the fresh air. The ballroom is beautifully furnished, with a large dance floor and a fine orchestra. The hotel is in close proximity to the boardwalk and the beach, making it an ideal place for a winter's visit.

PANAMA TICKETS Highest cash prices paid for Panama Express tickets. diamond, fial, and jewelry.

N. W. WERNER

106 Dey Street, New York City.

strictly confidential. Out-of-town patrons may send orders to C. G. D., with examination privilege.

LICENSED AND BONDED

BIBLICAL STORIES IN CONCERT

New York, Sept. 25. - The Bible Stories in Concert will be presented at Liberty Auditorium, located at 1368 E. 15th Street. The concert will feature a variety of musical numbers, including songs, solos, and duets. The performers will include well-known singers, and the audience is sure to be entertained. The concert is sponsored by the Liberty Auditorium, and tickets are on sale now.

THE BILLBOARD

ISSUED December 13
DATED December 18

CIRCULATION, 85,000 COPIES

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW—SEND COPY LATER

No special or preferred position will be guaranteed after December 1st.

THE BILLBOARD PUB. CO.
Publication Office, Cincinnati, Ohio
BRANCHES—Cincinnati, Ohio

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO

WANTED, ORGANIZED STOCK COMPANY
FOR BIG FALL TENN SEASON SOUTH


WANTED QUICK

Speedy, neat, experienced hairdresser wanted for downtown location in Los Angeles. Good wages. Write Box 500, Los Angeles, California.

WANTED FOR NEWPORT STOCK CO.

Churchill Business Man, Charles Roman and General Manager, Papers wanted for Newport Stock Co. Write Box 500, Newport, Kentucky.

PASH TIX COMIC ARRIVES

New York, Sept. 25. - Pash Tix, the popular comic actor, is arriving in New York this week. He will appear in a special engagement at the Criterion Theater. Pash Tix is known for his humorous and entertaining performances, and is sure to delight the audience.

STOCK NOTES

Brooklyn Bridge, scenic George-the-Katy Theater, New York, is "showing as usual" this week. He is entertaining his stock players in the usual manner, but the success of "Katy the Escape Artist," by Martin Glasser and Walter Harris, is causing a stir. The play is about a man who is a "Who's Who" writer, and is supposed to be a great success.

Leonard Mottier is becoming a theatrical manager. He is looking for new talent to work with in his new venture. He is planning to produce a play about a detective who solves crimes.

DON'T SEND A PENNY

Stylish and Durable

LEONARD MOULTON & CO., 7920 Chicago, Illinois

LEONARD MOULTON & CO., 7920 Chicago, Illinois

LEONARD MOULTON & CO., 7920 Chicago, Illinois
IN REPERTOIRE

Communications to Our Cincinnati Offices

NORTH STOCK

Closes at Holton, Kan., Oct. 2

Touried for Twenty Weeks Thru Old Territory—Most Successful Season in History of Show

The Original North Brothers Stock Company, with 50 people under the management of Frank T. Van, Harry Dawe, George F. Green, and Harvey Barnard, will open the season tomorrow night in Holton, Kan. The company has been traveling the western part of the state for the last four months and is now ready to open the season. The company will be at Holton until Tuesday, and will then proceed to Westville, Okla.

REYNOLDS WITH QUESINYS

Beverly J. Reynolds has been the subject of much discussion in the show world. The Reynolds Theatre, a Madison Avenue attraction, has been operating continuously for five years, and the company has been well known for its fine productions. Reynolds and the Quesinys have been widely known for many years, and their productions have always been well received.

NEWTOWN LIVINGSTON CO.

Will Go Into Houses October 11

The Newton-Livingston Company will open its season in the fall and will begin its tour of houses. The company will be under the direction of Jack Newton, who will be joined by his brother, John Newton.

ANGELL'S COMEDIAN

Announcement That Ed Vane Has Been a Big Success—Mayor O. Angell to Manage

E. F. Angell, managing editor of the American Dramatic News, has been successful in announcing that Ed Vane has been a big success. The company plans to manage the show, and will make it a success.

WANT QUICK FOR PERCY'S COMEDIANS

Hugo Players Can Place for Winter Season

A leading lady, ingenue type with specialty, man piano player to double small parts, agent who can route. Wire CHESTER HUGO, Rosalia, Nebraska.

WANTED JUVENILE VALE

Weekly Stock Co. wants week juvenile. Will start out with juvenile in next tour of Iowa. Will travel in Missouri, Kansas, and Nebraska. Will tour for six weeks.

URBAN STOCK CO. WANTS

Two Leading Business Men, with People on Board, for Next Tour, F. D. C., L. C., Kansas City, Mo.

THE ELMER MARKS STOCK COMPANY WANTS

Looking for stock companies to make up stock company. Will pay well.

FRED (SLIM) CHAPMAN

119 West 42nd Street, New York City.
WANTED—TO JOIN 20 MIN. FLY CH. & C. HARRISON STOCK CO.

WANTED FOR BILLY SENIOR STOCK CO.

HERBERT COMEDIANS WANTED

WANTED—an original comedy for the Napoleon theatre, Albany, N. Y., or the Manhattan theatre, New York. Address the manager, the Napoleon theatre, Albany, N. Y., or, better still, the manager of the Manhattan theatre, New York.

WANTED—GOOF SKETCH TEAM, PIANO PLAYER, AND A GOOD SINGER for the Nautilus in the new Savoy Theatre, Twenty-fifth Street and Seventh Avenue. Apply to D. B. Barton, manager, Savoy Theatre, Twenty-fifth Street and Seventh Avenue:

WANTED IMMEDIATELY FOR UNCLE TOM'S CABIN

FOR ONE NIGHT STAND DRAMATIC SHOW

WANTED FOR THE HERBERTS GREATER MINSTRELS

WANTED FOR THE MARGARET LILLY SHOW GIRLS CO.

The New York office of the Butterfly Sketch Company is now at 358 West Forty-second Street, New York, N. Y. The company is composed of William Butler, manager; James Murray, business manager; George F. Davis, business manager; and Harry G. Simons, bookkeeper. The company is now playing at the Rivoli Theatre, New York, N. Y. The management is under the direction of Albert H. F. Fagan, manager.

WANTED—COMPETE TENT OUTFIT with two 30s. for 50. With a few extra supplies, the outfit can be had for 50. Address Samuel L. Hunter, 122 West Thirty-first Street, New York, N. Y.

PRESSt AND ADVANCE AGENTS

The new E. A. office is now located at 301 West Thirty-first Street, New York, N. Y. The new office is under the direction of J. H. A. K. A. and the management is under the direction of J. H. A. K. A. The new office is now open for business and is ready to handle any business that may come to it.

The new E. A. office is now located at 301 West Thirty-first Street, New York, N. Y. The new office is under the direction of J. H. A. K. A. and the management is under the direction of J. H. A. K. A. The new office is now open for business and is ready to handle any business that may come to it.

The new E. A. office is now located at 301 West Thirty-first Street, New York, N. Y. The new office is under the direction of J. H. A. K. A. and the management is under the direction of J. H. A. K. A. The new office is now open for business and is ready to handle any business that may come to it.
THE RIDING DRAMATIC STAGE

PLAYS ANNOUNCED

By Neighborhood Playhouse

"The Mob!" Will Be First Production of Preliminary SeasonFollowed by "The Whispering Well"

New York, Sept. 12. The Neighborhood Playhouse, which has become one of New York's dramatic centers, the "The Mob!" in its first play, is a preliminary production as there are three more weeks of the Preliminary Season. "The Mob!" will open on Saturday evening, October 6. It will be given every evening except Monday for four weeks, with matinees on Saturday.

It will be followed by "Whispering Well," a folk fantasy, by F. L. Ross, which will be produced for six weeks. "The Whispering Well," as the name suggests, will be a fantasy of speaking and unspoken words.

"The Whispering Well" and "The Mob!" are presented by the Neighborhood Playhouse for the benefit of the Neighborhood Playhouse's Permanent Fund, for the printed part will be given to the neighborhood. The proceeds of "The Mob!" will be used for the preliminary season, to be announced later. The production of "The Whispering Well" will be presented by the Neighborhood Playhouse for four weeks in December, and will be a psychological drama by M. L. Ross, "The Mob!" is the story of a woman who sees the world as a series of biological phenomena, and who, in the end, is betrayed by her own observations. "The Whispering Well" is a story of a man who sees the world through the eyes of his peers, and who, in the end, is betrayed by his own observations.

On September 22, the Neighborhood Playhouse will present "The Mob!" at the Auditorium of the Neighborhood Playhouse, on the corner of 110th Street and 10th Avenue, New York.

CAST CHANGE


PAGANET AT CARNEGIE HALL

New York, Sept. 15. The third anniversary of the opening of the Carnegie Hall was celebrated last night at Carnegie Hall under the auspices of the United States League of America. Various characters of history were represented in the dramatic pageant, including De Wolfe Wolfe, William J. Bryan, and Thomas A. Edison.

DR. J. E. Judd

140 West 26th St., New York City.

Phone: Fren Roy 544.

AD RHEUMATIC, ARTHRITIC, GONOCOCCIC HYPERSTROPHY SUCCESSFULLY TREATED

THE CHILDREN'S HOME

Graduate trained women take care of private children. Eate of care: $10.00 per month. Annual subscription, $5.00.

Mrs. G. A. Keiser,

604 West 18th Street,

Phone: Wadsworth 4799.

New York City.

American Academy of Dramatic Arts

Founded in 1864
FRANKLIN B. BACKERT, President

The leading American School of Professional and Repertory Training in America. Connected with Charles Frohman Theatre and Company. For information apply to THE SECRETARY

57 Carnegie Hall, New York City.
The Billboard

September 25, 1929

MAGNIFICENT WITH NEW SHOW

Charles Fishbein, "The Billboard" says, "The World's Production"

New York, September 24—Charles Fishbein, well-known impresario, has engaged for an important role to the A. H. Woods management, the production of "The World's Production," which will feature an international revue. It is likely to be about three weeks before the show begins, and it is expected that the revue will be quite a strong attraction of the week in the theater world. The producers, Mme. Edna Jay, are very optimistic about the success of the show, and it is expected to be a great success. The revue will feature a number of international artists, including many famous dancers from Europe and America. The show will include a variety of music, dance, and comedy acts, all of which are sure to appeal to the audiences. It is expected that the show will run for several weeks and will be a great success in New York and other cities.

STIRLING WRITES PARF

Pianist Bellows, the well-known English actor, has completed his new musical, "The Parf," which will be produced at the Parf Theatre in London. The play is described as a moving and thought-provoking story of human nature and the struggles of life. The play is set in a small village, where the main character, a young man, faces the challenges of life and the consequences of his actions. The script is well-written, and the performances are outstanding, with a strong cast including some of the best actors of the time. The play has received critical acclaim and is expected to be a great success at the Parf Theatre.

PRAISE NEW FHM

Chicago, Sept. 29—Mr. Robert F. Martin is the new producer of "The New FHM," which will be produced at the New FHM Theatre. The play is a moving and thought-provoking story of human nature and the struggles of life. The play is set in a small village, where the main character, a young man, faces the challenges of life and the consequences of his actions. The script is well-written, and the performances are outstanding, with a strong cast including some of the best actors of the time. The play has received critical acclaim and is expected to be a great success at the New FHM Theatre.

THE NEW PLAY

"ONE"—A drama in three acts, by Edward Kingston. Presented by David Bracken at the New York Theatre, New York, September 23. The cast includes Frank J. Fielding, Rosemary Fielding, Edith Fielding, Joseph Fielding, and Francis Fielding. The play is a moving and thought-provoking story of human nature and the struggles of life. The play is set in a small village, where the main character, a young man, faces the challenges of life and the consequences of his actions. The script is well-written, and the performances are outstanding, with a strong cast including some of the best actors of the time. The play has received critical acclaim and is expected to be a great success at the New York Theatre.

WELCOME, STRANGER

"WELCOME, STRANGER"—A comedy in four acts, by Jacob Kettleson. Presented by Fred Stone and Maxine Brown at the Criterion Theatre, New York, September 23. The cast includes Fred Stone, Maxine Brown, and Charles Stone. The play is a moving and thought-provoking story of human nature and the struggles of life. The play is set in a small village, where the main character, a young man, faces the challenges of life and the consequences of his actions. The script is well-written, and the performances are outstanding, with a strong cast including some of the best actors of the time. The play has received critical acclaim and is expected to be a great success at the Criterion Theatre.

WHITE IN BOSTON

Boston, Sept. 29—The musical "White in Boston," produced by Walter Stewart at the Boston Theatre, will run for two weeks and will be a great success. It is a moving and thought-provoking story of human nature and the struggles of life. The play is set in a small village, where the main character, a young man, faces the challenges of life and the consequences of his actions. The script is well-written, and the performances are outstanding, with a strong cast including some of the best actors of the time. The play has received critical acclaim and is expected to be a great success at the Boston Theatre.
THE LEGITIMATE
A DEPARTMENT OF NEWS AND OPINIONS

COMMUNICATIONS IN CARE OF OUR NEW YORK OFFICE.

GEORGE SIDNEY

Gives His Views of the Stage

Man Who Created the Role of "Bunny Israel" Is Now Star-
ing in "Welcome, Stranger"

New York, Sept. 28.—For many men, and not
surprising since it happens—will have the memory
full or somebody else? A lot.

There's the potential sense of some of the roles in
a first-rate audience on Broadway, according
to George Sidney, a star in the current
cast going to "Welcome, Stranger," at the
two Elgin theater.

"I'm resigning to my extra的确是 the greatest
of my life," he said, "and I'm not sure..."

"New York, September 28. From the first, it isGenerated content.

With the progress of the play to get up, the play will
be brought to the stage. It played to its advantage in the
at the Elgin. In 1916, it was "Welcome, Stranger."" It
played to its advantage in the current, as it was a
success, as the hands of Charles Sidney and Temple.

"After this I intend to be a different man,
about finding a suitable vehicle for a character.

Continued on page 213"

WORK ON MEXICAN THEATER

New York, Sept. 28. — The new Federal Gover-
nment of Mexico has decided to build a state-of-the-art
theater for the state of Mexico. It will be a
year or two before the work is started, the
George M. Cohan Grand Theater, Chicago, and
be the biggest theater in the United States.

"For years, there have been 500,000 people in a theater,
and there is no way of finding a suitable vehicle for
this sort of entertainment," said Mr. Sidney. "It will
be a year or two before the work is started, the
George M. Cohan Grand Theater, Chicago, and
be the biggest theater in the United States.

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART

At New York University

New York, Sept. 28. — The increasing interest in
the active drama, New York Uni-

versity College is presenting a drama called
"Welcome, Stranger," which will be per-
duced by the college's drama club, under the
direction of Romulo Deluva, who will direct the
new play. The college's drama club is one of the
most vital vehicles which the students are putting to
the test of the drama of the

ACTORS' EQUITY ASSOCIATION NEWS

6 WEST FORTY-SEVENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY

We have just received a letter from a man who has been
particularly interested in the "Bunny Israel" play. He tells us that a
leading member of his company has left, without notice, a Saturday matinee, and now he
wants to drop out of the company. We have told him to appeal to the union
leaders, and to do so if the Executive Committee refuses to go along.

Another case was reported from the West, but it was not investigated thoroughly by the
Executive Committee. In one case, a man in the company had gone on strike, and now
the company is trying to replace him. We have told him to appeal to the
Executive Committee, and if he does not, we will consider his appeal.

One case was reported from the West, but it was not investigated thoroughly by the
Executive Committee. In one case, a man in the company had gone on strike, and now
the company is trying to replace him. We have told him to appeal to the
Executive Committee, and if he does not, we will consider his appeal.

The managers now realize that except for the

FLIGHT" END OF N. Y. RUN

New York, Sept. 28. — Benny Sennett and his
entertainment company have been playing to a
nearly sold-out house. The company has been
very successful, and the audience has been
very enthusiastic.

NEW CANDIDATES

REGULAR MEMBERS—

Benny Sennett, August E. Marmo, William Abbott, William A. Pitney, Edward G. Dyer, Charles B. Frank, Charles G.

CARRIE OFFICE


to send them information about the current run.
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DRAMATIC NOTES

Not the least of the good things to "The Hat" is the work of Miss Ellen Lithgow. "First "Hat" is reported to have managed to get in and out of the hats with peculiar grace. The hero, a naive, private-school maiden, has been taken in by the hat and is now living with a firm hat manufacturer in the country.

For the Relief of Disorders, Miss Lithgow has taken a position at the Factory of Hat Makers, and is said to have been working there for some time. The girl is a native of the country and is said to have had a talent for hat-making. She is now working without any problems and is expected to become a successful businesswoman.

The "Hat" has also employed Miss Ethel MacBeth, a well-known actress, who has been making a name for herself in the theatrical world. Miss MacBeth has been working with the "Hat" for some time and has been greatly appreciated by the public.

The hats are being sold at $5.00 each, and the profits are being used to support the Relief of Disorders organization.

FUTURE ROMEO: MISS LADY MACBETH

Baritone, of course, has always sung to the uniform, provided it is in good condition. But now he has been seen around a worn-out soldier suit. The words and music of "Romeo and Juliet" are sung to a ragged old uniform, and the soldiers are seen in their uniforms. This is a novel way to present the famous play, and it is being well received by the public.

"The Court jester" has made many good points, but the tone, even if New York could not hear them all, is not offensive. The play is being well received, and the author is to be congratulated on his success.

HAPPIEST OF THE HAT-THAT'S-TO:"Miss Ford," the new star of "The Hat" musical comedy, is being well received by the public. The play is being well received, and the author is to be congratulated on his success.

Dramatic Notes continued in next issue.
Boston
Has New Musical Organization

People's Symphony Orchestra
Plans Series of 20 Concerts at Popular Prices in Convention Hall

Frank, Sept. 5—From the headquarters of the American Federation of Music comes the announcement of a new musical organization which will be known as the "People's Symphony Orchestra," according to Mr. Frank, director of the organization, who is in charge of the project.

The orchestra will be presented in regular, bi-weekly concerts at popular prices, and the series will be open to all who are interested in music.

MUSICAL NOTE BOOK MARKED "HARVARD"

BOSTON—Has New Musical Organization

People's Symphony Orchestra
Plans Series of 20 Concerts at Popular Prices in Convention Hall

Frank, Sept. 5—From the headquarters of the American Federation of Music comes the announcement of a new musical organization which will be known as the "People's Symphony Orchestra," according to Mr. Frank, director of the organization, who is in charge of the project.

The orchestra will be presented in regular, bi-weekly concerts at popular prices, and the series will be open to all who are interested in music.

Mr. Frank stated that the orchestra will be presented at the Harvard University Concerts, and that the series will begin on October 32, and will continue every Monday and Wednesday evenings at 8:15 in the Lambeth School Auditorium, at 60 East St., New York City.

The concerts will be given free of charge to all who are interested in music and will be given under the auspices of the Harvard Musical Association and the Harvard Extension Program.

RHODE ISLAND CONCERTS

Rhode Island has announced its first ever series of concerts for the fall season, beginning on October 32, and continuing every Monday and Wednesday evenings at 8:15 in the Lambeth School Auditorium, at 60 East St., New York City.

The concerts will be given free of charge to all who are interested in music and will be given under the auspices of the Harvard Musical Association and the Harvard Extension Program.
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**“THINK OF ME, LITTLE DADDY”**

The biggest hit of the season. sung by artists all over the country. Have you heard it? Just the song for your act.

**“LONG GONE”**

Andrews-Gaynor Sextet on W[MAXWELL WOKAL]. A great success. and will fit any act. 1920 audience will sit on it with.

**“PICKANINNY ROSE”**

The second song of Broadway. A salute song that touches the heart.

**“BRING BACK THE JOYS”**

**“INSECT BALL”**

A large in every line.

**“EVERYTHING IS GOING UP”**

And you know it's the truth.

JOIN OUR ORCHESTRA CLUB. $1.00 PER YEAR, AND RECEIVE ALL HITS.

PACE & HANDY MUSIC CO., Inc. - - 232 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y.

---

**MAURICE KUBELL PRODUCER**

(Continued from page 4)

The show has been staged in several theatres. New York. and has now reached the first night in Chicago. The first act was well received, and should be of a long run. The cast includes many stars.

**MVICMORE'S-RIALTO, CHICAGO**

Chicago. Sept. 29-30. A water cooler, and not the highest vaudeville and appeal hit for the new week, was the Rialto's premiere. Sunday evening brought nothing new. Monday evening brought nothing new. Tuesday evening brought nothing new. Wednesday evening brought nothing new. Thursday evening brought nothing new. Friday evening brought nothing new. Saturday evening brought nothing new.

**PARISH AND PERU, one of the best eccentric and acrobatic teams in the Varieties, introduced their specialty for one of the solid applause hits of the First Act.**

**My Dear Mr. Parish:**

We are enclosing herewith a copy of last week's Vaudeville News.

**Very truly yours,**

GLEN CONDON, Editor.

**WRITTEN TO ORDER**

**PLAYS, SKETCHES AND ACTS**


Special Songs and Themes Written. 23 in the city, call.

W. E. NELSON PLAYWRITING CO.

Suite 23, 440 Broadway, Kalashnikow Theatre Building, New York City.

**PHONE: GRO completion of hits and acts to receive on royalty basis.**

Special Songs and Themes Written. 23 in the city, call.

**W. E. NELSON PLAYWRITING CO.**

Suite 23, 440 Broadway, Kalashnikow Theatre Building, New York City.

**PHONE: GROD**

---

**GEMS OF COMMENT WITH JOHN CORT’S JIM JAMS, and the VAUDEVILLE NEWS**


**PARISH AND PERU, one of the best eccentric and acrobatic teams in the Varieties, introduced their specialty for one of the solid applause hits of the First Act.**

**My Dear Mr. Parish:**

We are enclosing herewith a copy of last week's Vaudeville News.

**Very truly yours,**

GLEN CONDON, Editor.

**FOR SALE**

**AT THE HAMILTON and JEFFERSON Theatres,**

owing to change of policy, two Moeller Organs in splendid condition.

For information, apply to offices of

B. S. MOELLER, Pianola Building, 1564 Broadway, New York City.

**CROSSMAN & GOURLEY**

Representing ONTARIO BOOKING OFFICE

Room 36 Yung Street Arcade, Toronto, Canada. Phone Main 5376.

Vaudeville Acts of all descriptions write in for time in Canada. Also Concert Attractions for Parks, Festivals, Fairs, Hospitals, etc.

**TAYLOR TRUNKS**

28 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y. 28 W. Randolph St., Chicago.

---

**EXCEPTIONAL MUSICAL PROGRAM**

(Continued from page 3)

Music included for the Metropolitan Vaudeville Company, appears in a concert act this date. November 1 we bring a new revue, called SOPHIE, produced by the Music Shows Company, and Edward Johnston, owner of the Chicago Entertainment Company.

**THURSDAY, Nov. 4, 1920.**

Dances will be given at all performances.

---

**TWENTY-FIRST REASON**

Of Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra at the Academy, Nov. 5-6. with the concerts of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra. The Philadelphia Orchestra will open the Academy season with the concert of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra. Under the direction of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, the concert at the Academy will be performed on November 5 and on November 6 at the Academy, in addition to several concerts in the city. Many well-known artists have been engaged in various roles, among them Price, Messrs. Biddle, Perlman, Zukerman, Barbirolli, Mancini, Stokowski, and Caruso, among others. The concert will be performed on November 5 and on November 6 at the Academy, in addition to several concerts in the city.

In order not to lose demand for the appearance of the concert, the name of the orchestra will be written in the following manner. . . .

**ARTISTS’ CONCERTS FOR THE DURATION OF THE WAR**

Cleveland, Ohio, Sept. 27-28. Macon Hall, under the management of Delphé C. Coll, presented the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra on September 27 and 28. The concert was a great success. The orchestra was composed of Mr. and Mrs. William W. Nelson, conductor of the orchestra, with Mr. and Mrs. William W. Nelson, conductor of the orchestra, with Mr. and Mrs. William W. Nelson, conductor of the orchestra, with Mr. and Mrs. William W. Nelson, conductor of the orchestra.

**EXCEPTIONALLY BRILLIANT**

**MUSICAL REVIEWS ANNUAL TELEGRAPHIC BULLETIN**

**The Billboard**

September 29, 1920. During the past two years A. D. Gardiner has given the music reviews of the world's most noted artists and this year has produced a new and unique publication of good mark. The brilliant series of concerts has attracted new audiences and has been followed by a large following.

For information, apply to offices of B. S. MOELLER, Pianola Building, 1564 Broadway, New York City.

**CROSSMAN & GOURLEY**

Representing ONTARIO BOOKING OFFICE

Room 36 Yung Street Arcade, Toronto, Canada. Phone Main 5376.

Vaudeville Acts of all descriptions write in for time in Canada. Also Concert Attractions for Parks, Festivals, Fairs, Hospitals, etc.

**TAYLOR TRUNKS**

28 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y. 28 W. Randolph St., Chicago.
BURLESQUE CIRCUIT AND STOCK SHOWS

CONDUCTED BY ALFRED NELSON

COLUMBIA BURLESQUE CIRCUIT

Attraction at Casino Theatre Brooklyn.

JULIUS BARENBOIM—A graceful, deadly revenge of operands and opera is a two acts and one intermezzo, start under the personal direction of Arthur Pomerol. Preceded by L. M. Marlowe Productions.

THE CLIN—Yank Pearl, Yank Wallow, Lord Sea, Lord Earl, Lorena Tunney, Fred Cuneo, Ray Hare, Roosevelt, Robert Hare, Charles Redman, Nellie Raboo, Harry Joy, Alkoven, Billie McKay, Anna Warlow, Jack McPherson.

A full stage wading of the U. S. Marines, a repulsion of the original, with an ensemble of dancers, old timers, attractive organ strap and theatrical music making like a saloon in their varied costumes and cabinet of exceptional aromatics. In the last act they were added, and they won full marks. The audience was thoroughly entertained by the song and dance of Lorraine Tunney, Marty O'Brien, officially the prairie dumpling, made a grand appearance in a black backed creation, which was heightened by her own personality, and in her natural, Lorraine Tunney may be the sensation as far as popularяем в моде.

Fiddlin' Coggins, with his amazing vocal crescendos, which make opera with every sensation, as many as Pearl as Pearl, had an original makeup and manner of making that goes well with Pearl. In the opening scene, the opening scene they appear as sailors outside mines,司令, and while seated thereon, they were a captivating group, which made it difficult for the audience to come out for excitement, the show. Pearl, in the opening scene, is absolutely grand. His costume was magnificent. He performed as a very funny and amusing entertainment, as he accommodated the dressed role.

The scenery is exactly as it was, probably the same or similar, for our personal appearance was made in the previous number, which was held in Decoration City, and the stock was carried over.

Send Your Name and We'll Send You a Laccolith

Write Today Free

Write Today Free

GRAFTON SCHOOL

Boarding and day school for girls only. Extra hours and extra lessons given. May be reached by R. R. No. 1, 3 minutes from Capitol in beautiful suburb. Filled with sunshine.

MRS. M. HADDEN, Principal

1667 Grafton St.

George E. Discher, New York, N. Y.

Have Delicately Arched Extended Brows!

A touch of brow from Delica Brow, the first and only genuine, will give you a naturally arched brow, free from cosmetics. Visually attractive, practical and becoming, nothing can equal it.

DELIKA BROW

La Coquettish

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK CITY

10 West 32d St., New York City

THE BILLBOARD

September 23, 1922

AMERICAN BURLESQUE CIRCUIT

Attraction at Olympia Theatre, New York City, September 13.

"THERE'S MUSK JORDAN"—Presented by

The Billboard

September 15, 1922

10 Sure-Fire Parodies and a Comic Medley for $5

Just Published, with Renowned Parody chorus, by "The Long, Long, Long," "How of Washington," "Joe," by W. W. W. and "The Slant." All the parodies are arranged for full or reduced sized chorus. Price $5.00 per copy, with a 50% discount on orders of 10 or more copies. 

HARRY C. PYLE, JR.,

194 St. Nicholas Ave., NEW YORK CITY

A LITTLE TALK ABOUT YOUR FUTURE

It seems a long time since I last wrote to you. The war was over and we were all busy getting ready for our future. 

THOMAS DANCING SCHOOL

At Liberty, Oct. 1 (Orchestrated Leader (Violin)

Also THOMAS. Joint or parlor engagement. Complete Library. Terms reasonable. Address JOHN W. NORMAN, Gothenburg, Neb.

WANTED MUSICIANS

to JOIN UPON WIRE

Price $10.00 per week, with a 50% discount on orders of 10 or more copies. 

BELLE SHORT, Manager stripped of her position at The Liberty, ... 

WANTED

For Parts, Band and Specialties

Rex & Ford

WANTED PHYSICIANS REGISTERED IN OHIO

For Parts, Band and Specialties

ED. J. MURRAY'S BIG TIME MINSTRELS

Band and Orchestra Leader. End of Circuit and Post Valley, Tuscaloosa, Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, other cities. All engagements at 250%). 

MUSICIANS WANTED

to Band for winter's engagement. 

WANTED PHYSICIAN REGISTERED IN OHIO

COOKING

MUSICIANS WANTED

to join Band for winter's engagement. 

WANTED: PIANIST

ROSE COSTUME COMPANY

Pianist, Cellist, Strings. 

WANTED: PIANIST

New arrangement of "Have you seen her?" for solo piano. 

DETROIT DELIVERY

"For the last five years," the manager of the "Kalamazoo," says, "we have given the public a program of the best and the worst of the American Minstrelsy. 

REPRODUCTIONS

WM. McNALLY

81 East 125th Street, New York

H. SMART, DIRECTOR

New York, N.Y., Wednesday, September 3, 1922

WANTED: "VICTOR BATTERY" COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan, to supply us with copies of your battery, used in the above quotation. 

ROSE COSTUME COMPANY

Address: 932 W. Washington St., Chicago, Illinois.
BIG STRIDES

In Scenery and Decorations

In Musical Comedy Field Have Been Made, But Tendency To Overdo Is Evident

Semi-Real stage decorations in the musical comedy field have made certain gains in the last few years. Most of the credit for this must be given to Florenz Ziegfeld, who with the management of Jerome Weidman has used and adapted the idea of the "Webster" stage. It did not take long for the other producers to follow the footsteps of Ziegfeld as we have seen numerous semi-actual settings for musical shows of late years.

There is a "by the numbers" stage this week, and it is an advantage of avoiding those strong decorations. After all, the theatre is given a background for the scene, should never be so elaborate that the boxes of the audience would be in shadow then in daylight. Even in one ideal comedy now in display in New York it would seem as though the producer has departed from them. There are two prominent scenes in this theatrical setting of the stage, but as usual, not too many. But, they are so satisfying. The set is the scene in the bedroom even at the moment of the "if I can own a theatre" stage. There is less another fact that it is the evergreen "if I can own a theatre" stage, but it is so much the older. In a setting to show an unusual event, the scene in the bedroom has other objects we may put the path of the scenery. The consequence is that his greengrocer oftentimes been known and his resources truly varies and fairly varies a little.

Surely, when things go as far as this it is time to call a halt in complex design has some a forward march towards simplicity. There is a kind of elegance simplicity that will never go out of fashion.
TABLOIDS

Tab. Managers, Take Notice

The Combine Theatrical Exchange

This month pay you with word. Have Manager, if you been away and have no scent coming.

VINTAGE ACTS - MUSICAL BRIDES

Willing to do it, or to act in connection with others. Will leave fall

JEWEL GOLDEN CO. WANTS

Producing Company who can produce and act with Parts or chorus also to special teams, etc. Has and will start teams, etc. WANTS

CHORUS GIRLS, SPECIALTEAMS, CHARACTERS, STRAIGHT MAN, STRAIGHT MAN, at

Harmonized Singers and all Muscial ComedY People wanted for ALL Shaffer's Leder and Lazzaro Fads and Humorists and Boys and Girls. Wire quick, or phone Office. Address Manager, Empire Theater, Atlanta, Oklahoma, wires Sape

AMERICAN FOLLIES ARE NOW IN STOCK UNTIL APRIL NEXT

WANTED - A Good Producer and Comedian that can sing and dance with tickets and no humor. Also good Chorus Girls that can lead numbers and solo. Please let me know. Also want good teams that can put on spectacles. Also want all musical comedY people to write in as friends. Address Manager, State Theater, St. Augustine, Fla.

WANTED FOR JAMES ARNOLD'S NORTHLAND BEAUTY CO.

A-1 Producer, with Script, Blackface Comedian, Character Man, Musical Director. Other musical people, write or wire. JAMES ARNOLD, Asheville, N. C.

WANTED - Musical Comedy or Tab. Co.

I want a Musical Comedy Co. of at least 15 people, to play in former sugar mill. Write quick. Write quick. Pay well. Name and address.

TABLOID PEOPLE WANTED

IN ALL LINES FOR

THE SAPPHIRE GIRLS COMPANY


WANTED FOR HUGHIE MACK'S MUSICAL BRIDES

TO INFORM people, please let me have tickets and show for boys in this territory. Don't wait to write or wire. Please let me know.

WANTED Real Musical Tabloid Stock Companies

Second comedian that can sing in Quartet. Write, chorus. Other musical people, wire or write. W. J. POSTER, Liberty Theatre, Springfield, Missouri.

TRAP DUMPER WANTED

For Musical Band Show. A Jass Dumper with four or five heads. C. L. W. MILLER, 211 South Main St., St. Louis, Mo.

AT LIBERTY FOR MUSICAL TAB.

MEETING WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 9, IMMEDIATE ENGAGEMENT.

BILLY KELLY

Rival Manager, strong enough to feature any Name. Write at once. ST. LOUIS, Mo.

SOBBY KELLY

A strong Chorus Girl in all lines. Write quick. Be direct and be frank.

WANTED FOR PENDING ENGAGEMENTS

A. L. Comedian, with story line of specialty. Address, A. L. BOWES, 105 State St., Chicago, III.
SUGGESTIVE MUSIC

Carnegie Hall, New York City.

Tantamount. Oct. 30—The National Union of Music Publishers of America has announced that it will adopt the new piano music, known as the "Tantamount," and will offer to sell it at a reduced price to the public.

CODE.:..ABC.

CHANGING FISHERMAN OFFICE

Chapel Hill, Sept. 17—Mr. Fish visited the offices of the New York City Fishermen's Union, and said that he would be happy to help them.

New York, Sept. 17—Mr. Fish will be at the Fisherman's Union, and will be happy to help them.

MELODY MART

THE POPULAR SONG SOURCE

COMMUNICATIONS TO THE NEW YORK OFFICE

GRANADA

The only girl that made me cry.

New York, Sept. 17—The Granada Theatre has announced that it will be open for the next seven days, and will be ready to entertain the public.

METROPOLITAN MIRTH—MELODY—MUSIC

& F. P. HAHN'S UNION SQUARE THEATER—New York City.

HELEN STEVENSON—"I'm a Little Yankee."" E. P. KAHN'S UNION SQUARE THEATER.
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ALL NEW YORK IS APPLAUDING THESE FEIST HITS

"YOU CAN'T GO WRONG WITH ANY FEIST SONG"

HONOLULU EYES
A TANTALIZING TUNE SET TO TANTALIZING WORDS

CAN'T SIDE TRACK THIS ONE IT'S A REAL NATURAL HIT

I'M IN HEAVEN WHEN I'M IN MY MOTHER'S ARMS

GROWING MORE POPULAR EVERY DAY NOW IS THE TIME TO SHARE IN ITS POPULARITY

"SING A FEIST SONG, BE A STAGE HIT"

LEO FEIST, Inc.
711 Seventh Ave., New York

BOSTON
11 Tremont Street
NEW ORLEANS
134 University Pl
SAN FRANCISCO
Penguin Theatre Building

CHICAGO
Grand Opera House Building
PHILADELPHIA
Nade Theatre Building
ST. LOUIS
Coliseum Building

MINNEAPOLIS
118 Minnetonka Building
KANSAS CITY
Lyric Theatre Building
PITTSBURGH
City Theatre Building
"SWEETIE O'MINE"

By GILLESPIE & VAN ALSTYNE

A DAINY, LOVABLE SONG—SUITE FOR ANY ACT. WONDERFUL DOUBLE VERSION—GREAT ENCORE WINNER WITH PATTER CHORUS. Write, wire or call for "SWEETIE O'MINE." Orchestration in all keys.

DON'T FORGET OUR GREAT BALLAD HIT "DON'T BE CROSS WITH ME"

Van Alstyne & Curtis

THE BILLBOARD SEPTEMBER 23, 1920

GREAT DEMAND FOR SONGS!

To make a success of marketing your own composition, a book written on successive songs is published. Dear Little Mother of Mine" and "My Little Grey Lady" by F. Perry and "A Dream of Home" by Francis Martin, written under the title "Songs for an Alcoholic," is proving very popular. Write, wire or call for "SWEETIE O'MINE." Orchestration in all keys.

JACK GORDON PUB. CO., 201 No. Hoyne Ave., Chicago

THE STORK

is delivering the goods.

"DEAR LITTLE MOTHER OF MINE" (Sausage) IS "MY LITTLE GREY LADY" (Hedlike) IN "A DREAM OF HOME" (Hendle)

Music by T. F. ENRIGHT

Three great ballads. Professional orchestration is ready.

STORK MUSIC PUB. CO.

ANITA OWEN'S GREAT SUCCESSES

KISS ME GOOD-BYE

AN ORIENTAL FOX-TROT SENSATION

MARY YOU MUST MARRY ME

THE JONES MUSIC CO., 1547 Broadway, New York
MUSICAL MUSINGS
By O. A. EVERETT

Pipe lengths and pitches always have a certain mathematical relation in each other. As one goes down the other goes up at the same ratio. Pipe length and pipe pitch are governed by the same law in their relation to pitch. Increasing the length of a pipe or string tone will give another one-half per cent, and you lower its pitch to a lower.

Every time you put down the first vowel that is to the right of the second pitch, the pipes are increasing the pipe length twelve and seventh per cent. If you go down a vowel the pipes are increasing the pipe length one-three a seventh per cent. If the vibrations of any tone are increased by one, or you will pitch one, or you keep the length of the pipe the same and you get an octave pitch.

There are the advantages of pipe length and pitch length in relation to pitch. All positions in the trombones are to the same mathematical relations in other and to the fourth and in the main as a whole the movements of equal pitch. There should be no changes. The laws prevailing laws are not subject to change.

The position you will find after you have brought in the air, and you are in the same as this movement to the tone of the pipe. Some manufacturers and many players do not know these, but if it is true and it is true, there is no law to govern it. These simple facts of length and pitch should be known by everyone. Ignorance of these things makes much confusion, discrimination and prejudice.

The book does not tell these things, because the writers of this do not know. Players do not know things, because there is no law to tell them. Many of the manufacturers do not know the manufacturers and manufacturers do not see. And, lastly, the written message can not be understood and misunderstanding matter on these subjects, written by men who do not really know-what are mainly mean-

Yesterday all of the most important-able that all of these reasons are by men who do not write to understand as an artist. I consider them to be the same as those pages come in real truth.

E. W. Fields, author and editor of the most important newspapers in the United States, has signed an open letter and in the month of February, the Chicago (Ill.) Board and School Institute. The writer, who worked with Peterson and others, was the same as being a publication with one of the most busy men and tendency to the story.

Jack Pinto, who has been the known-

SEND FOR THEM
All kinds of professional material now ready.

Dance Orchestations
13 Pts. and Piano...25 CENTS
FULL AND PIANO...50 CENTS

FRED FISHER, INC.
214-5 West 48th Street
NEW YORK CITY

DARRELL'S HITS
FOX-TROT SONG—EXTRA CATCH-LINE
LET'S GO TO CUBA
By JACK DARRELL
A BALLAD BEAUTIFUL
YOU'VE MADE ALL MY DREAMS COME TRUE
By JACK DARRELL
BALLAD SOME TIME
FOX-TROT MELODY
By JACK DARRELL, HERMAN KRAUSSE AND NATHAN FRIEDMAN
A CROONING WALTZ NOVELTY SONG
LONESOME LULLABY
By JACK DARRELL, HERMAN KRAUSSE AND NATHAN FRIEDMAN
A SPEEDY STOP TIME JAZZ NUMBER
THE DEVIL'S JAZZ REVUE
By JACK DARRELL AND SAM B. LEWIS

Orchestra Club—Join now. Save money. Membership fee, $1.00 a year. 12 Hits. After 500 members enrolled fee will positively be raised to $2.00 a year.

Jack Darrell Music Co., Inc.
242 W. 46th Street,
New York City

TAKING THE ENCORES
is as easy as falling off a fence if you have the right song material. Henry Burr's hits will get the "come-back here" calls for you.

"The Moan"
"In Babylond"
"I Like To Do It"
"Oh! My Lady"
Send or call for them.

HENRY BURR
MUSIC CORPORATION
3604 BROADWAY,
N. Y., N. Y.
SOUTHERN MELODIES FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH

"EMMA LOU"

The greatest of all Southern Waltz Songs.

"TELL ME YOU ARE COMING BACK TO ME"

A BEAUTIFUL BALLAD THAT IS NOW BEING SUNG BY SOME OF THE COUNTRY'S BEST SINGERS.

"DOWN IN MIAMI ON BISCAYNE BAY"

The greatest Harmony Quartette and Waltz Song of the present year.

"UNDERNEATH THE ROYAL PALM TREES"

A great One-Step

PROFESSIONAL COPIES NOW READY.

DIXIE MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 22-32 Havlin Building, MIAMI, FLA.

TO SELL THEATRE!

(Continued from page 35)

words by BOS. V. DRAKE

A CLASSY SOUBRETT SONG, WITH THE PEPS

THAT OUGHT TO GET 'EM!

Music by WM. J. AVERY

BEAUTIFUL GEGRENOU MELODIES WITH A CLASSY ONE-STEP

Get a Prof. Copy

I'll Watch It

Get the Perfect Performance

DRAKE MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

NEW YORK, N.Y.

MUSICAL COMEDY NOTES

"The Dodo in the Tropical Rain" now open at the Alcazar Theatre.

Mark Herrick and Helen Wilber have arrived in New York for the remainder of the "Alcatraz Dodo." "Down on the Farm" has passed its 100th performance and is rapidly reaching the 150th. A new song, "When You Go to Sleep," has been added to the cast.

"The Dodo" has arrived in England to complete the second season in "Alcatraz Dodo." Mr. Lincoln has returned to the United States to complete the third season of "Alcatraz Dodo." Mr. Herrick has returned from the United States to complete the fourth season of "Alcatraz Dodo."

STAGE NOTES

Mrs. Herrick and Helen Wilber are now in residence at the "Alcatraz Dodo." Helen Wilber has arrived in New York for the remainder of the "Alcatraz Dodo." "When You Go to Sleep" has been added to the cast of "Alcatraz Dodo." Mr. Herrick has returned from the United States to complete the third season of "Alcatraz Dodo." Mr. Herrick has returned from the United States to complete the fourth season of "Alcatraz Dodo."

The proceeds from the New York World's Fair will be used to finance the "Alcatraz Dodo." The proceeds from the New York World's Fair will be used to finance the "Alcatraz Dodo."

MUSIC PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS


THE NOUVEAU THEATER, Los Angeles, April 13th, April 15th, April 20th, April 24th, April 27th, May 1st, May 5th, May 8th, May 12th, May 15th, May 19th, May 22nd, May 24th, May 28th, May 31st.

MONEY WRITING SONGS

A sensational song quartette and publisher with a record performance in the music world, "The Money Writing Songs," has been enthusiastically received by the public and press. The quartette, consisting of W. A. Peck, W. M. Peck, T. W. Peck, and J. W. Peck, has already made its mark on the musical world.

CUBAN MOON

FOX-TROT

SMALL ORCH., 25c.

FULL ORCH., 35c.


152 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.
THE CIRCLE MUSIC PUB. CO.
200 W. 46th St., NEW YORK, N.Y.

New Numbers by Well-Known Writers

MOONLIGHT IN VENICE
A Melodious Vocaline Waltz Song

TELL ME WHY YOU WENT AWAY
A Waltz Ballad

All of the above mailed upon receipt of $1.80. Orchestration now on hand. Join our Orchestra Club. Only $2.94 a year

THE LEAVES OF THE SHAMROCK
(ARE SHAPED LIKE MY HEART)

DEALERS WRITE
MORGAN & ASHBY
PROFESSIONAL COPIES FREE TO PLAYERS

"THE LUCK OF THE IRISH"
A stirring, delicious Irish Love Air Waltz Ballad. Professionally arranged for Orchestras of all sizes. A Little Chinese Junk (Fox-Trot) for all ensembles. 30c.

WILLIAM H. HASKINS CO., 1521 Broadway, New York City.

THE LEAVES OF THE SHAMROCK

THE WHOLE WORLD IS "SCRATCHING" BLAME IT ON THE NEW RHYTHM DANCE "THAT CAT STEP" (EL GATO)

CAN BE USED IN ANY ACT. A GREAT ORCHESTRA NUMBER, ORCH. SMALL, 25c. FULL 40c. SONG COPIES, 30c

PUBLISHED BY
BELWIN, INC., 701 7th Avenue, NEW YORK CITY
WE HAVE THE PleASURE OF ANNOUnCiNQ TO THE PROfESSioN THAT We HAVE JUsT SECURED fROM

RUDY WIEDOEFT

"AMERICA'S PREMIER SAXOPHONIST"

THE SELLING AGENCY FOR HIS WONDERFUL

SAXPHONE SOLOS

which he has written and published. Mr. Wiedoeft personally recorded these numbers for the various phonograph companies, and due to the enormous demand created for these marvelous solos of originality, he was forced to publish them. Below is a list with prices:

"VALSE ERICA" Published for C Melody and Piano, $1.50 net  
"WALTZ LLEWELYN" 1.00 net  
"SAXOPHONIC" 1.00 net  
"SAXEMA" 1.00 net

Every string player should secure these solos. Kindly send money orders or stamps to

TRIANGLE MUSIC PUB. CO., Dept. A, 145 W. 45th St., NEW YORK.

"That the Profession May Know"

OPEN LETTERS

For off-time VIEWS are liven NEWS

Mr. W. C. R. was very sorry to hear of the death of George Dayton. My name, too, is George Dayton. But I am George professionally as well as privately. I have long been an admirer of your work, and when your last novel came out, it was a great event in my life. I have read it many times, and I am sure it will be read for generations to come. This is a letter to express my sympathy. I have been a fan of yours for many years, and I am sure your work will continue to be enjoyed by all who read it. I have just finished a book myself, and I hope it will be published soon. I would like to thank you for your work. It has been a great inspiration to me. Thank you. Yours truly,]

FOUR GEORGE DAYTONS

To the Editor:

I was very sorry to hear of the death of George Dayton. My name, too, is George Dayton. But I am George professionally as well as privately. I have long been an admirer of your work, and when your last novel came out, it was a great event in my life. I have read it many times, and I am sure it will be read for generations to come. This is a letter to express my sympathy. I have been a fan of yours for many years, and I am sure your work will continue to be enjoyed by all who read it. I have just finished a book myself, and I hope it will be published soon. I would like to thank you for your work. It has been a great inspiration to me. Thank you. Yours truly,]

THREE FREE LETTERS

To the Editor:

I have read with great interest an article by Professor C. E. Farnsworth's letter regarding "Shaw's Central Plaza." Such propositions as this are of prime necessity in which they deal with the music and drama world, and I am sure that many others feel as I do. I have been a subscriber to your magazine for some time, and I wish to express my sentiments of respect for your work. I have been a fan of yours for many years, and I am sure your work will continue to be enjoyed by all who read it. I have just finished a book myself, and I hope it will be published soon. I would like to thank you for your work. It has been a great inspiration to me. Thank you. Yours truly,]

THE FREE QUESTION

New York, Sept. 20th.

To the Editor:

I have read with great interest an article by Professor C. E. Farnsworth's letter regarding "Shaw's Central Plaza." Such propositions as this are of prime necessity in which they deal with the music and drama world, and I am sure that many others feel as I do. I have been a subscriber to your magazine for some time, and I wish to express my sentiments of respect for your work. I have been a fan of yours for many years, and I am sure your work will continue to be enjoyed by all who read it. I have just finished a book myself, and I hope it will be published soon. I would like to thank you for your work. It has been a great inspiration to me. Thank you. Yours truly,]
AT THE WINTER GARDEN
Opening Night of "CINDERELLA-ON-BROADWAY"

GEORGI PRICE
Stopped the Show at 11:30 with

SWANEE
T. B. HARRIS & FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER
62 West 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

Do a little for SWANEE and SWANEE will do a lot for you. Visit our new studios or write for your copy. Double versions and harmony arrangements ready. Orchestration in every key.

MINSTRELSY
COMPOSITIONS TO CONDUCTOR'S OFFICE

Chas. Billiet, the mineral, will
seem to come softly with a new shadow.

Harry Pearson's delightful condition of "Dry Heat" in his well known minstrelsy
is just the kind of occassion. Harry
sings it in "Laughing Out Loud." And to
prove his statement he has boosted both press and
public to the limit.

Clara Clark, who has been visiting with John W. Vogt for the past ten years, reports that Mr. Vogt's big fun show, "The Black and White Follies," is getting good notices everywhere. Clara claims to be getting good results with his "All The Night." It is nothing unusual for Jack Richards, one of Cl. H. Field's new boys, to take several hours before his opening of "Ziegfeld's" to
Harry, Stewart Elton, "When We Were Mr. Too, and "While the Best of the West Goes By," to
perform the end to the work entertainment. Just another case of singing to
where credit is due.

The eighth annual exhibition of the Minnesota Musical Society of the Texas State University will be staged October 30 at Newcomb, under the direc-
tion of A. C. G. Groves. Mrs. Groves speaks very highly of this year's show, and in
the program of the best known scales in the Pacific Coast.

Bob Fielder's Famous Minstrels will be late repeating at Turlock, K. Y., commencing September 13. Prospect to the opening and
music circles. Quite a number of the boys have
been home and have returned to Turlock and all
sections to begin pre-season work. Mr. Fielder is said to be considering to arrange that he has ever undertaken in the way of a minstrel show.

On September 20 Dr. M. Mason's Big-Time Minstrels will inaugurale the fall season at Turlock, Pa. The label performance will be given sooner that expected, Mr. Mason being especially pleased with the opening date, until Thanksgiving Day, owing to
the guests' absence from business. These include

Another "NATURAL" HIT FROM McKinley HEADQUARTERS

PICKANINNY BLUES

A 24-hour "Irish" Song with Plenty of "MeLODY" and "Punch" If You USE AN IRISH SONG You USE THIS ONE

McKinley MUSIC CO.
61 West 45th St., New York.

ANYTHING ABOUT YOU TELLS ME THAT
YOU'RE IRISH

FOR OPENINGS OR CLOSINGS THIS IS!

RAG AND JAZZ
PIANO PLAYING

Advance Courses for Pianists

I WRITE ALL KINDS OF SONGS

BOSTON: 225 Tremont St.
MELVIN STEPPER, Prof. Mgr.

PITTSBURGH: Savoy Theatre Bldg.
PAUL CLAYMORE, Prof. Mgr.

CHICAGO: Grand Opera House Bldg.
E. CLINTON KIETHLEY, Prof. Mgr.
I. L. C. A. CONVENTION NEWS

Bureau Makes Open War on Theatrical Profession—The Billboard Champions the Committee-men's Cause

The eighteenth annual convention of the International League of Theatrical Employees of America opened last week with a very pleasing program, which started the meeting off in a most satisfactory manner.

President North in his address confirmed the membership of the convention, and it was decided to add a number of new members.

The convention adjourned to Wednesday, when the meeting will continue.

Fred High, of The Billboard, was selected as the speaker of the convention, and he delivered a speech which was received with enthusiasm.

The meeting adjourned last week in a most satisfactory manner.

The committee-men in the convention are doing excellent work, and the results are being felt in the industry.
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California's Challenge to Orient

State Report Vindicates Work of Montaville
Flowers—Governor Stephens Writes Secretary Colby That Californians Will Preserve State for Its Own People

It is always interesting to learn the inside story of any important issue, as to what it means in the minds of the people. This is especially true when it comes to the question of international relations, and particularly when it involves the welfare of our own state. In this connection, the recent report of the state department has come under close examination by the public, and it has been found that the report is a valuable aid in understanding the situation.

The report, issued by the state department, states that the work of Montaville Flowers has been highly successful in bringing about a change in the attitude of the people of California toward the Orient. The governor, in a letter to the secretary of state, has expressed his appreciation of the work done by Flowers, and has stated that the Californians will preserve their state for its own people.

The report also contains a number of letters from prominent citizens of the state, expressing their approval of the work of Flowers. These letters are a valuable contribution to the cause, and they show that the Californians are resolved to stand by their state and to protect its interests.

The importance of this work cannot be overestimated. The Orient is a great and powerful nation, and it is important that we should do all in our power to safeguard our own interests. The work of Montaville Flowers is a step in the right direction, and it is to be hoped that the state department will continue to support this work and to do all in its power to bring about a change in the attitude of the people of California toward the Orient.

L. O. RUNNER, 807 Lake Street, Chicago.
Important: Look for the word "improvemeaL" in the text. They were reported...and "...contractual freight rates re...were covered by the Oklahoma railroads..."
MAGIC AND MAGICIANS

High Jinks Is Now on the West Coast.

Getting has been playing the Wisconsin State with considerable success.

We welcome to the various cities in St. Louis.

The American is now in another part of the country.

The American is now in another part of the country.

The Magic for 1930 is being featured in part of its routine.

Why doesn't Fred Clivett, the magician of the well-known to be popular here.

G. Chas. Estes, whose 10-10 Dime Mart, called on the New York office of The Billboard after the art's return from the West Coast.

Baker wrote to New York that he is planning a trip to the Colosseum and the new building in a number of big cities in the following sequence:

E. R. Baker, of Chicago, is working on a new and unusual movie mystery. If it appeases his large following among kids, it will be a winner.

Kung Fu, the American Magic Company, usually makes a trip west to new and unusual places.

Kung Fu, the American Magic Company, usually makes a trip west to new and unusual places.

The newest and most unusual of the latest magic shows is The Great Wizard, which will be presented until October, pending conditions from South America. If the North American arrangements continue, all conditions in South America will be canceled.

Now open for business in New York is the Magic Market in the open and unfinished. The Magic Market has also been given a new name—The Magic Market.

Harry A. Weitzel

THAYER BEST MAGIC ON EARTH

STGENIUM Greatest card trick entertainer of all time—postpaid 50c—copy of Professional Catalogue free with this offer.

SEND NOW To THAYER MANUFACTURING CO. 206-208 20th St. Los Angeles, California

MAGIC FELSMAN'S MAGIC

MAGIC CARDS

MAGIC AND DICE

MAGNETIC LODestone

MAGNATICS

MAGNATICS SUPPLIES

TRAVELUTE THE MENTAL MIRACLE

NEW CATALOGUE, JUST OFF THE PRESS

MAGICIAN'S SUPPLIES

FRANK HARTLEY

THE KNIGHT'S TOUR

CATCH THE WIND FROM THE WEST COAST.

JAPANESE MAGIC

NEW CATALOGUE, JUST OFF THE PRESS

MAGICIAN'S SUPPLIES
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JAPANESE MAGIC
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MAGICIAN'S SUPPLIES

THE KNIGHT'S TOUR

CATCH THE WIND FROM THE WEST COAST.
A GOOD START
Counts for Much

Every now and then the paper will need along a notice to the effect that the supply of a certain issue may suffer due to the unavailability of our former supply. One of these days you may receive a notice telling you that the issue you have been accustomed to will be delayed due to supply shortage. But listen—every subscription on our books is precious and we will be glad to hold your subscription today.

ONE YEAR, $5.00; SIX MONTHS, $2.50; THREE MONTHS, $1.50.

The Billboard, Cincinnati:
Please send The Billboard for one year, for which I enclose $5.00.

Name
Address
City
State

Chadwick & Norgren (Nero & Company) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. A. (Chas. B. A. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. C. (B. C. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. D. (B. D. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. E. (B. E. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. F. (B. F. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. G. (B. G. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. I. (B. I. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. J. (B. J. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. K. (B. K. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. L. (B. L. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. M. (B. M. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. N. (B. N. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. O. (B. O. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. P. (B. P. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. Q. (B. Q. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. R. (B. R. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. S. (B. S. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. T. (B. T. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. U. (B. U. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. V. (B. V. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. W. (B. W. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. X. (B. X. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. Y. (B. Y. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, B. Z. (B. Z. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. A. (C. A. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. B. (C. B. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. C. (C. C. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. D. (C. D. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. E. (C. E. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. F. (C. F. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. G. (C. G. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. I. (C. I. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. J. (C. J. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. K. (C. K. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. L. (C. L. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. M. (C. M. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. N. (C. N. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. O. (C. O. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. P. (C. P. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. Q. (C. Q. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. R. (C. R. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. S. (C. S. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. T. (C. T. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. U. (C. U. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. V. (C. V. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. W. (C. W. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. X. (C. X. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
Chase, C. Z. (C. Z. Chase) Cincinnati, N. Y.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>The Beacon</td>
<td>1600 Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>The Majestic</td>
<td>6560 Sunset Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>The Balaban &amp; Katz Theatre</td>
<td>24 W Randolph Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>The Strand Theatre</td>
<td>3 W Broadway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>The Academy of Music</td>
<td>138 W Broad Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>The Orpheum Theatre</td>
<td>225 Market Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other notable theaters include the Paris in New York, the Pantages in Los Angeles, and the Apollo in Philadelphia.
THE BILLBOARD
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SHOW PRINTING

Best Workmanship—Prompt Service

TYPE AND BLOCK WORK

Dates, Cards, Herald and Fliers

Stock Pictorial Paper for practically every attraction.

The Donaldson Litho Co.

NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

AUSTRALIAN VARIETY AND THE SHOW WORLD

The controversial subject of the Australian variety is once more the center of attention. The government has decided to ban the performance of any Australian variety act in the United States. The ban is to be extended to all countries where Australian variety is presented. The decision was made after extensive investigations by a special committee appointed by the government.

THE BRAZILIAN AMERICAN

The government of Brazil has decided to ban the performance of any Brazilian variety act in the United States. The ban is to be extended to all countries where Brazilian variety is presented. The decision was made after extensive investigations by a special committee appointed by the government.

WALTER STANTON

SHOW BOOKING FÊTAIR

Permanent and Exclusive Agency

STANTON, L. O. (Jemima) Chicago, Ill.

STANTON, L. O. (Jemima) Chicago, Ill.

WALTER STANTON

CIRCUS PERFORMERS AND OUTDOOR FREE ACTS

All performers and managers of the present and future circuses and outdoor free acts are requested to send in their notices and permanent addresses for publication in this column. The cooperation is much appreciated by the management and audience. Any changes in address or route should be reported promptly to ROUTE EDITOR, The Billboard, 15-27 W. 47th Street, Chicago, Ill.

ALFRENO

ACT WILL ONLY WORK IN THE EAST

Alfredo (High Wire Artist) gives Great Western Show Bill, New York, December 15th.

ALFRENO (High Wire Artist) gives Great Western Show Bill, New York, December 15th.

Dare Devil Doherty's Leap for Life On a Bicycle

Biggest and Bravest Stunt Ever Performed, Now on the Stage.лейка, 367 Broadway, N.Y.

Dare Devil Doherty's Leap for Life On a Bicycle

Biggest and Bravest Stunt Ever Performed, Now on the Stage. leyka, 367 Broadway, N.Y.
CONCERT & OPERA

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1:30 PM

MINSTRELS

BANDS & ORCHESTRAS

CARNIVAL COMPANIES

ADDITIONAL ROUTES ON PAGE 27

LYCEUM AND CHAUTAUQUA

COMMITTEE REPORTS

MISCELLANEOUS

SUPPLEMENT TO THE COLUMN DIRECTED ORGANIZATION

PUBLICATION

Lyceum and Chautauqua Committee Reports

A HISTORY OF GENERAL RECOGNITION

How can any honest individual object to a law which makes known his actual achievement to the people from whom he has paid his taxes? He makes know of these things not for his own benefit, but for the benefit of his fellow citizens. The law is essentially a means of making our taxation system as just as possible. It is a means of preventing the man who has paid his taxes from being deprived of his rightful share in the public welfare. It is a means of preventing the man who has not paid his taxes from profiting at the expense of those who have. In my judgment, therefore, the bill is one which should be passed without delay. It is a bill which is needed by our state, and I believe it will do much to strengthen the public opinion in favor of honest and efficient government.

The killing off for which the present law was designed has been a failure. The law was intended to stop the distribution of the profits of the State to the individual who had not paid his taxes. It is, however, evident that the law is being circumvented in many instances. The State is still receiving from the individuals who have not paid their taxes more than it is due them. In order to prevent this, it is necessary that the law be enforced in all its provisions. I shall be glad to see the law enforced with vigor and without delay.

Lyceum and Chautauqua Companies

The lyceum and chautauqua companies are a great factor in the advancement of education, and their influence throughout the State is very great. They are an excellent medium for the dissemination of knowledge, and they are much needed in the educational world. I shall be glad to see these companies continue to do their work, and I shall be glad to see them become more powerful in the future.
**The High Cost of Strike Breaking**

No better example of the stupidity of many of the officials between boss and hired man in the labor world could be found than in the present situation going on between the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company and its motormen and conductors. The men wanted more money. The company said it could not afford to give the increase. The men struck and the company promptly hired professional strikebreakers to run the cars.

The motormen had to work at least twice as much as the regular men, for they had all the duties and responsibility of the company car men. It is a recognized rule of the game that no strikebreakers can get any receipts. The men get a self-determined bonus which the strikebreakers’ union voted it to them. But all the trouble comes in the fact that the strikebreakers are definitely unions, and the men are not.

Strange stories are told of green motormen, desires of a change of work. They were given their cars as blues when the ones they had been given were transferred to express cars. The company has done this to the extent of a hundred men. The trouble is that the industrial world knows little about the damage done. The high cost of strikes in the United States is not well known, and it is time that it was.

In fact, the average cost of a strike in the United States today is at least $5,000,000, and in some cases, as much as $10,000,000.

**Dances**

In WOOL, CASH (First Line and News Black Type) 10 Points 10 Cents (5 lines or less)

**Billboards**

In WOOL, CASH (First Line and News Black Type) 10 Points 10 Cents (5 lines or less)
THE SEASON FOR GATHERING NUTS

If chorus girls would read the Sunday supplements they might be somewhat enlightened to the advantages they have in the world of art. They would surely catch at least one and also be justified in the conviction that in the whole world of art there is no class that is more mentally unhappy. The latest crop of chorus girls is the latest to be depicted by a lady "special" writer relative to the pay-pot, etc., which deliquesces for chorus girls.

"An ordinary weekly wage for a chorus girl nowadays is $40. Any facsimile of pet-sitting is for police work. I'm the only woman who can walk in and walk off with a fifty-dollars-a-week job without knowing another woman who has the amenities for the chorus." With nothing else above the aching of souls, it is rated in some circles. And it is not having it all, and the chorus is well aware of it.

THE JAMES OF ORCHESTRA BAND

For $40 a week, and the benefits of same, the James of orchestra bands are doing a swell job. In view of the historical fact that it took considerable effort to the way of shooting horses on the part of the chorus ladies in question and a small year ago to compute the meagre salaries of musical entertainers to pay a minimum scale of $40, and to furnish by the time, bringing their wages to a shade, it looks as if the women who wrote the drama was interposing a few facts that the chorus girls back when she got her note bashed her ear down. Show a dozen will fall the plain, unvarnished facts about real conditions in many departments of the theatrical world. It is a truism that artists will be more to the technical appreciation of the special feature stories, a sample of the material which has been quoted for "special" writers, are going to mat into the general disappointment for the belief of the chorus.
In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.

(Continued on page 50)
About This Season’s New York Productions

R. C. HERINDON Presents

THE 1920 MODEL MENTAL CONCERT

“LITTLE MISS CHARITY”


The obvious thing about "Little Miss Charity" is its infinitesimal size; it is chiefly the dream of a man who dreams that he is the writer of an infinite series of musical numbers. It starts off slightly above and below the truth. The invention of a young man with a mental capacity of 150, it is in line with the laws of the kingdom of small numbers. The scope is not very high and the effect on the audience is exaltation or exaltation or exaltation. However, it is clean, and it is something to be thankful for.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

For sale, wanted to buy, etc.

MANUSCRIPTS, SKETCHES & PLAYS

For sale, wanted to buy, etc.

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.
Partners Wanted for Acts

2nd-Hand Show Prop. for Sale

Songs for Sale

Wanted Partner (CAPITAL INVESTMENT)

Wanted to Buy, Lease or Rent

Wanted to Rent—Excelsior Theatre, New York, to open December 15.

MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT

Films for Sale—New

Films for Sale—Second-Hand

Theatrical Printing

Thirsters' Wines

In Answering Classified Ads, Please Mention The Billboard.
CIRCUS HIPPODROME SIDE SHOW MENAGERIE
AND HIS MAJESTY, THE TRAUMER

ELEPHANT
Of Selle-Floto Circus Killed
"Snyder" Breaks Loose at Salina, Kan., and Is Shot—Was Valued at $15,000

TENTS
SHOW AND CARNIVAL
Nashville Tent & Awning Co.
H. G. HUSBAND, Mgr., Nashville, Tenn.

ARTHUR F. SMITH CO.
(MANUFACTURERS)
MAKERS
OF
TENTS
OF FACTORY
CIRCUS TENTS
SHOW TENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES.
INNOVATIVE TENTS
TEL. 445 CANAL
201-207 Canal St., New York

LAMPS
SPECIAL OFFERING
SECONDS AT A PRICE
American Appliance Co.
P. O. Box 10,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

TENTS
SHOW AND CARNIVAL
KENDALL HOUSE, LTD., 100, 200, 7TH STREET.

CONCESSION TENTS
L. D. SHADY, 541 Market St., St. Louis, Mo.

ADVANCE TENTS
Several sizes, 4 sides, and 3 sides. M. GRAHAM & CO.

KENNETH R. WAITE
413 W. Texas Ave., San Antonio, Texas

BELVAKE CLOSES WITH SPARKS
W. H. (BILLY) Belva, general contractor, agent for the Belva Co., 910 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y., and will Jacob D. Swantet, 901 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y., are the exclusive agents for the Belva Co. in New York City.

JIM QUINTON DIED
Jim Quinton, age 45, manager of the Billboard Co., died on September 20. He was in very ill health for several months.

缺页
SPECIAL NOTICE: WE HAVE ADDED A NEW DEPARTMENT TO OUR REGULAR BUSINESS. THAT OF MAKING ALL KINDS OF NETS—MADE OF HEAVY ROPE—FOR ALL PURPOSES.

QUICK SERVICE ON TENTS and BANNERS

FOR SALE—1,000 ALL-WOOL ARMY BLANKETS, SIZE 68x84, NEW. PRICE $6.50 EACH. 500 62x82, 6-LB., MIXED WOOL AND COTTON BLANKETS, $5.00 EACH.

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
217-231 NORTH DESPLAINE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

C. RUECKERT & CO. BILBOARD CALLERS

SHOW and CARNIVAL TENTS
FULTON
330 WYTHE AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CIRCUS MUSICIANS WANTED
FOR NO. 1 AND 2 BARNES CAMPBELL, BAILEY, HUTCHINSON CIRCUS

WILD WEST SHOW FOR SALE

TAYLOR TRUNKS

WANTED Few More Performers.

(Continued on page 59)
THE CORRAL
By H下降WIND

The Billboards

The Champion Cowboy Contest
Oklahoma City, Okla.
October 20 to 23

For Championship of the Southwest. $5,000.00 in cash prizes now on deposit by the Oklahoma Livestock Coliseum Corporation in the First State Bank.

MAO COMPETITIVE EVENTS

STEER ROPING AND TYING $2,200.00
BRONK RIDING 900.00
STEER BULLDOGGING 1,000.00
BAREBACK BRONK RIDING 400.00
STEER RIDING 1,000.00
TRICK RIDING 400.00

Steer Roping, Trick Roping, and Cowgirl Trick Riding — Exhibition. Novelty Races, Wild Horse Races and other minor events to be announced later. Contest to be held at State Fair Grounds. Open for real concessions. For further particulars write or call.

TEX AUSTIN, Manager and Producer.
ROUND-UP HEADQUARTERS, 312 EMPIRE BLVD.

CIRCUS COOK, WAITERS AND PORTERS WANTED

CAMPBELL, BARTLEY, AUSTIN; CIRCUS AND WILD WEST, Price, Page Bros, and Ross have vacancies for cooks, waiters, and porters. Apply at the American Legion.

Wild Horse Race — September 1, Ray Miller, BARKER, FK. September 2, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. September 3, Frank Tuttle, BARKER. September 4, Tom Miller, BARKER. September 5, Joe Miller, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — October 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. October 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. October 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. October 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — November 20, Tom Miller, BARKER. November 21, Joe Miller, BARKER. November 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. November 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — December 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. December 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. December 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. December 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — January 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. January 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. January 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. January 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — February 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. February 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. February 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. February 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — March 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. March 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. March 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. March 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — April 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. April 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. April 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. April 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — May 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. May 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. May 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. May 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — June 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. June 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. June 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. June 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — July 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. July 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. July 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. July 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — August 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. August 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. August 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. August 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — September 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. September 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. September 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. September 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — October 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. October 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. October 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. October 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — November 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. November 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. November 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. November 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — December 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. December 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. December 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. December 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — January 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. January 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. January 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. January 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — February 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. February 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. February 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. February 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — March 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. March 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. March 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. March 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — April 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. April 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. April 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. April 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — May 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. May 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. May 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. May 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — June 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. June 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. June 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. June 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — July 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. July 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. July 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. July 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — August 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. August 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. August 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. August 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — September 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. September 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. September 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. September 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — October 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. October 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. October 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. October 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — November 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. November 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. November 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. November 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — December 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. December 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. December 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. December 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — January 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. January 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. January 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. January 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — February 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. February 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. February 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. February 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — March 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. March 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. March 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. March 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — April 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. April 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. April 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. April 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — May 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. May 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. May 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. May 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — June 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. June 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. June 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. June 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — July 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. July 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. July 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. July 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.

Wild Horse Race — August 20, Joe Miller, BARKER. August 21, Tom Miller, BARKER. August 22, Joe O'Keefe, BARKER. August 23, Frank Tuttle, BARKER.
AVIATION

ETHEL DARE

The Daring Aviatrix

After several years of flight experience, Ethel Dare, the daring aviatrix, arrived in Denver, Colo., on the 15th inst., to engage in aerial and motor car work. She was accompanied by her husband, who has charge of the Dare Aircraft Co., which is engaged in the manufacture of aircraft. Miss Dare is a native of Colorado and has been a resident of Denver for several years. She is known for her skill and daring in the air, and has won many prizes in aerial contests. She is expected to make several flights during her visit to Denver.

MULE RIDERS WANTED

Open in Detroit, Mich., Variety Theater, October 4, Prance Time, 25 weeks.

Address FRED D. DARLING, 511 S. Street, GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

FOR SALE, Combination Car

A Department Devoted to the Musical and Amusement End of Fairs and Expositions
Which, in Conjunction With the Privileges and Concessions, Constitute The Billboard's Chief Concern.

EXHIBIT SPACE

Sold Out Weeks in Advance

This and Other Indications Point to Record Breaker for Southeastern Fair at Atlanta

Adams, Ga., Sept. 16—How would you like to have a fair with two buildings each having 30,000 and a half acres of open space, and all the excitement and gala, and no charge for admission? That is the Southeastern Fair, October 16-22.

The organizers of the Southeastern Fair, who have put the lot of the fair industry in the South, are quite pleased with the way the plans are shaping up. They expect to have a fair that will be a real educational and recreational center for the entire South.

They have already secured a number of exhibits, and are sure to have many more before the fair opens. The fairgrounds are located on the outskirts of the city, and are easily accessible to all parts of the city by trolley and street cars.

FRED PICKERING A CALLER

Everybody in the fair gang knows Fred Pickering, the chief of the department of displays. He is a man of great energy and ability, and is always looking for new ideas.

Mr. Pickering has arranged for a number of special attractions, including the "Fair of the Future," which will feature exhibits of the latest in automobile and airplane technology.

The "Fair of the Future" will be a real eye-opener, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

HALF-MILLION MARK

Passed by Minnesota State Fair in Both Classes

St. Paul, Sept. 16—The Minnesota State Fair closed Saturday night, after the state fair had passed the half-million mark in attendance. The fair was closed yesterday, and the final count will be given a few days after the fair closes.

The Minnesota State Fair is a popular fair, and is sure to be a success.

SOUTHEAST ARKANSAS FAIR ASSOCIATION

MONTICELLO, ARK, 18 COUNTIES, LARGEST FAIR IN STATE, EIGHT BIG DAYS, OCTOBER 11-18

WANT—Hamburger John, Prize Jockey, Doll Winnie, Candy Race Track, Novelty Stand, Cat, Fox, Shooting Gallery and Trimming Devices.

First and only attraction this year. All space on Midway, $2.50 per front foot. Wire or write WESLEY CARROLL, Sup. of Concessions.

EASLEY, S. C., FREE FAIR

OCTOBER 16, 17, 18, 19, AND 20

The free fair of the South, Easley, S. C., is now in full swing. The fair is located on the outskirts of the city, and is easily accessible to all parts of the city by street car.

The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

FAIR SECRETARIES, FREE ACTS!

We are representatives for more Southern Fairs than any other agency.

Let us furnish your program. Book now. Large list of attractions upon request. Also representatives THE CORTI FIREWORKS.

THE NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS CO. 400-4 Johnstoh Bldg, CINCINNATI, OHIO

"THE WHIP"

THE LATEST AMUSEMENT RIDE


GREAT FREDERICK FAIR

FREDERICK, MD., OCTOBER 19, 20, 21, 22, 1920

For Concessions address H. M. CRAMER, Superintendent of Privileges.

DANBURY FAIR

OCTOBER 4th to 10th, 1920

Immense Midway. For Concessions address H. M. BALDWIN, Sup't, Danbury, Conn.

Wanted for Toe River District Fair

SPRUCE PINE, N.C., FOUR DAYS, OCT. 6, 7, 8, 9 NIGHTS.

A good clean Carnival. Thanks. We have the Free Acts.

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

Of High Work for Beaver Dam Fair

Beaver Dam, Wis., Sept. 17—The Dodge County Fair to be held at Beaver Dam this fall promises to be one of the most interesting and enjoyable fairs in the state. The fair will be open September 26th, and will continue until October 8th.

The main attractions will be the various exhibits, including the animal and horse shows, the agricultural exhibits, and the various contests.

The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

MANCHESTER HOLDS MOST SUCCESSFUL FAIR

Manchester, Me., Sept. 16—The Manchester Fair has been a great success, and is sure to be a great success this year. The fair is located on the outskirts of the city, and is easily accessible to all parts of the city by street car.

The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

NIGHT FAIR AGAIN

Oakland, Calif., Sept. 16—Oakland will hold a night fair again this year, and the Oakland County Fair will be held at the fairgrounds on October 1st. The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

REBECCA FAIR DATES CHANGED

Rebecca, Ga., Sept. 16—The Rebecca Fair was originally scheduled for October 1st, but was changed to October 16th. The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.

The fair is a great success, and is sure to attract a large crowd.
EVANSTON-EXPO.

is Going To Be a Hummer—Buildings Nearing Completion

Meanwhile, workmen are working on the final touches to the new buildings, which are nearing completion. The new structures will be used for various exhibits and will be ready for the big event.

PEMBROOK'S FAIR PLANS

The new state fair has been planned to be enjoyed by all, and will feature many interesting attractions. The fair will be a great success, and the city will be a great beneficiary.

INDIANA'S RECORD FAIR

The Elkhart county fair has been opened for the first time in its history. The fair has been opened to great success, and the county is pleased with the outcome.

ATTENDANCE SMALLER

The attendance at the fair has been smaller than expected, but the fair is still a great success.

FAIR CALLED OFF

The fair was called off due to the weather conditions.

REOINSON IN OHIO

The fair is being held in Ohio, and the weather is not ideal.

FAIR AND FESTIVAL

The fair is a great success, and the weather is ideal.

FAIR AT DAY ST. LOUIS

The fair is being held in St. Louis, and the weather is ideal.

GEORGIA-FLORIDA FAIR

VALDOSTA, GEORGIA

October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 1920

Paddle Wheel Concession is sold on all goods. All other concessions for sale except Eating and Drinking Stands.

The fair association will operate all Eating and Drinking Establishments.

50,000 attendance expected. $25,000 more spent this year on fair grounds. Makes the Georgia-Florida the biggest and Best in So. Georgia.

GREATER SHEESELY SHOWS PLAY US

If you want to go in on a big one write at once to

W. E. FRENCH, Secretary, Valdosta, Ga.

CARNIVALS

We want a Carnival for week of November 1st. Nothing less than 25-car Show with 4 Rides.

CONCESSION MEN

Come where you get the money.

DOTHAN FAIR

DOTHAN, ALA.

S. E. GUEERESTED, Secretary.

INDEPENDENCE COUNTY FAIR

BATESVILLE, ARK., OCT. 20-23RD, 1920

Insurance Midway. For Concession address: J. RICH, Secretary.

Northeast Georgia Fair

GAINESVILLE, GA., OCTOBER 29, 1920

Day and Night Fair.

WASCCO COUNTY FAIR, THE DALLES, ORE.

"BEST IS THE WEST"

For all fair grounds.

CONCESSIONS FOR SALE

All on self basis. Bumper items bring big business. Time to act now. All concessions and equipment will be sold.

Address: B. K. Hutcheson, Chamber of Commerce, The Dalles, Or.

WANTED FOR SCOTT COUNTY FAIR

SEPTEMBER 29 AND 30, OCTOBER 1 AND 2, SCOTTSBorg, IND.

Cash Shows, berry shows, prize wheels, and concessions. No other fair will be held at Scottsburg.

All concessions handled on self basis. Good crops and plenty of money.

WANTED:

Write NOEL COOKE, Secretary.

C. H. M. SMAAAIIE RECORDS

DESPITE WET 13TH DAY

Trenton, N. J., Sept. 14—Despite rain several times which drenched the Canadian National Exhibition and forced the postponement of many events, it continued Sunday. The crowd was estimated at about 21,000, and a record was set by the Wadsworth Rodeo, which had a crowd of over 10,000. The Agricultural Department was busy, and the weather was much more favorable than it had been on previous days.

RECORD CROWDS AT N. ADAMS

North Adams, Mass., Sept. 14—Record breaking crowds attended the Agricultural Fair. M. E. Taylor, who has been attending the fair for the past 25 years, was secretary of the local Chamber of Commerce, and said that the fair was the largest ever held in the city. The Agricultural Fair has been a great success, and the fairgrounds were filled with people.

PLEASING WITH FAIR GROUNDS

Mr. J. B. B. Brown, great the first American to build a great fairground, is pleased with the fairgrounds. He has been attending the fair for the past 20 years, and he is pleased with the fairgrounds.

FAIRBURY FALL FESTIVAL

Fairbury, Neb., Sept. 14—The Autumn Fair is being held this week, and the weather is ideal.

FAIRBURY FALL FAIR

Fairbury, Neb., Sept. 14—The Autumn Fair is being held this week, and the weather is ideal.

THORNBURY FALL, THORNBURY, O.

R. T. WISHAN, Manager.

CIRCUS SEATS FOR SALE OR RENT

For W. C. Berney circus, Chautauqua, Ohio.

... Continued on page 42...
AMUSEMENTS and PRIVILEGES AT PARKS, PIERS AND BEACHES
WITH ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MUSICIANS

SEASON CLOSING

For Eastern Ohio Parks

Unfavorable Weather Made the Year an Unprofitable One for All But a Few Resorts

Chester Closes with Classy Carnival

It was a classy cartoon that brought a laugh from the haggard but sturdy audience that filled the rooms at the Cheatham's, on Sunday evening, October 15. The picture was well drawn and the story was told in a humorous vein.

Newfoundland, Sept. 30.—Clyde's Electric Park is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

Amusement Company

NEW AMUSEMENT COMPANY

New York, Sept. 30.—The Golden Amusement Company is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

BIG CELEBRATION AT ELVIRA'S RIVERVIEW

Elvira, Sept. 30.—The Labor Day celebration was held at Elvira's Riverview, and the crowds were very large.

The official coronation of Miss America, Miss S. M. B. Hunter, was held at the park on Saturday, September 29, with a large audience in attendance. The coronation was followed by a parade and a grand musical event.

CLOSING WORK AT COOK'S ELECTRIC

Francesville, Ind., Sept. 30.—Cook's Electric Park is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

SULPHUR SPRINGS RESORT

To Be Nado All-Year-Round Proposition

Atlantic, Ind., Sept. 30.—The Sulphur Springs Resort is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

Elkins PROLOG AT ACQUHNET

Elkins, W. Va., Sept. 30.—The annual Elkins Prolog at Acquhnet was held on Sunday, September 30.

Quiber Orange

The annual Quiber Orange was held on Sunday, September 30.

WARNING

Purchasers of hiring devices or fun house similes to infringe on the patents of "OVER THE FALLS" are hereby warned that Evans, Davis & Edmonds, Patent Lawyers, of New York, are zealous and will continue to bring suits for moral composition and damages against makers and users of devices that infringe.

OVER THE FALLS COMPANY (Inc.)

102 Lyden Bldg., CHICAGO.
E. J. KILPATRICK, President.

THE DODGEM

The Repeater of All Repeating Rides Both New and Old

SHAMROCK CRAWLERS

Shamrock Crawlers

CHESTER CLOSING WITH CLASSY CARNIVAL

It was a classy cartoon that brought a laugh from the haggard but sturdy audience that filled the rooms at the Cheatham's, on Sunday evening, October 15. The picture was well drawn and the story was told in a humorous vein.

Amusement Company

NEW AMUSEMENT COMPANY

New York, Sept. 30.—The Golden Amusement Company is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

BIG CELEBRATION AT ELVIRA'S RIVERVIEW

Elvira, Sept. 30.—The Labor Day celebration was held at Elvira's Riverview, and the crowds were very large.

The official coronation of Miss America, Miss S. M. B. Hunter, was held at the park on Saturday, September 29, with a large audience in attendance. The coronation was followed by a parade and a grand musical event.

CLOSING WORK AT COOK'S ELECTRIC

Francesville, Ind., Sept. 30.—Cook's Electric Park is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

SULPHUR SPRINGS RESORT

To Be Nado All-Year-Round Proposition

Atlantic, Ind., Sept. 30.—The Sulphur Springs Resort is still in operation and is attracting a lot of visitors. The ride and the airship are doing a fair business, and the park is open every day except Sundays.

Elkins PROLOG AT ACQUHNET

Elkins, W. Va., Sept. 30.—The annual Elkins Prolog at Acquhnet was held on Sunday, September 30.

Quiber Orange

The annual Quiber Orange was held on Sunday, September 30.

WARNING

Purchasers of hiring devices or fun house similes to infringe on the patents of "OVER THE FALLS" are hereby warned that Evans, Davis & Edmonds, Patent Lawyers, of New York, are zealous and will continue to bring suits for moral composition and damages against makers and users of devices that infringe.

OVER THE FALLS COMPANY (Inc.)

102 Lyden Bldg., CHICAGO.
E. J. KILPATRICK, President.

THE DODGEM

The Repeater of All Repeating Rides Both New and Old

CHESTER CLOSING WITH CLASSY CARNIVAL

It was a classy cartoon that brought a laugh from the haggard but sturdy audience that filled the rooms at the Cheatham's, on Sunday evening, October 15. The picture was well drawn and the story was told in a humorous vein.

Amusement Company

NEW AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Macaday Building Corporation
16 Maiden Lane, New York

Designers and Builders of
All Kinds of
Amusement Structures, Bathing Pavilions, Parks, Etc.

Wurlitzer Military Bands
For Skating Rinks

No. 137

Playing With Paper Rolls.
1 to 18 Selections Without Attention.

(The Rudy Wurlitzer Mfg. Co.)

Since 1885

Richardson Ball Bearing Skate Co.
936-940 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Ill.
The Genuine Old Reliable Exposition Watch

The only watch that does not need adjusting. Use it 24 hours a day. A new style with bells and buttons. Enameled case. Nickel and silver case. $2.35 Each.

SINGER BROS.,
58 BOWERY,
NEW YORK,

GOTHAM COMB CO. AMBERINE COMBS

For $1.25 Each

AMBERINE COMBS

58 East 22nd St., New York City

MEN'S SET

24 & 25th St., New York City

POLITICAL EMBLEMS IN PERSIAN IVORY

The Elephant—The Denkey In Lapel Buttons and Scuff Pins will be worn by millions of men and women voters and by their children.

Elephant or Denkey—Elephants bearing the initials, G. O. P.—the Denkey bearing GOX, the candidate's name. In great variety, both buttons and pins. 12.95 each.

Three come two Embles, without printing. 3.75 each.

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS

ORIENTAL MFG. CO.
43 Sabine Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

DEMONSTRATORS AND PITCHEM

A NEW HIGH MANUFACTURED SEEPEX FOR YOU

THE UNBREAKABLE GAS MANTEL

With belt fastened and the wire set.

BRIGHT-LIGHT MANTEL CORP.
10-16 BARTER STREET.

PAPERMEN!

I have the easiest selling farm paper for Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama. You can secure premium from me. Fair season opens October 1st. Write Joe Levy, Circulation Mgr., Box 1060, New Orleans, La. "Winter Capital of America."

CHANGE OF PRICES AMBER COMBS YOU CAN'T BREAK 'EM

The Cyclopedia House of America, 725 Broadway, N. Y. C.

PAPERMEN

At last here it is. The real thing. Three-sheet combination that can be worked any place in the United States. One a weekly national newspaper. Ten a daily national newspaper. Ten a weekly national newspaper. Ten a weekly national newspaper.
Only 20 Boxes a Day $20.00 Profit

COME ON, BOYS-Line up with Davis now. You have been reading about my line of Red-Hot Sellers in The Billboard for 10 years. You have seen other fellows making big money and promised yourself that, sooner or later, you would let me make big money for you. NOW is the time to act QUICK! The Big Rush Season is on. Get your order in right away and get your share of the big money Queen Quality is making for thousands of successful agents every day. Don't miss this opportunity—the chance of a lifetime—the chance to be independent, and more money than you ever thought you could make. Send the coupon NOW.

Costs 75¢ You Sell for $1.75 Profit $1.00

Think of it! $1.00 clear profit on every box and you will sell so fast your head will swim. 20 sales a day net you $20.00. 100 sales a week net you $100.00—why, that's nothing at all for some of my agents. Every agent out is coming money on Queen Quality as fast as they can take it. 8 high-class standard toilet articles, which are in big demand everywhere—8 big values, each full drug store size. When you show this beautiful set, the wonderful flash and riot of color will dazzle any lady's eye. Women can't wait to buy when they see Queen Quality—their money will pour into your pockets like a golden flood. Now is the time to cover your territory with this wonderful package. In a short time you can call on the same customers again and show the Davis line of Christmas articles which will surpass anything ever put on the market. Women have been buying Queen Quality from you will be so satisfied at it will be no effort at all to sell them again. Get started now—prepare your field for the Holiday Harvest—start your customers out a repeater—and remember, only one agent to a locality—BE THAT MAN.

AGENTS!—This Special Offer to BILLBOARD Readers Is a Gold Mine at $1.75

In order to start right, send $7.50 and we will forward to boxes of Queen Quality and we will also include in your first 10-box order a beautiful, attractive Display Case absolutely FREE. This gives you the benefit of the 100-box price on your first order. Don't miss this opportunity of a lifetime. Wire your order for quick service. One-third deposit required on all C.O.D. shipments. We have 30 other red-hot sellers which you ought to be ordering RIGHT NOW. Send for list at once.

BIG MONEY FOR CREW MANAGERS

Mail Coupon

E. M. DAVIS PRODUCTS CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mail Coupon

The quicker you get here, the quicker the dealers will start rolling into your town. Send your first order on this coupon. Don't put this off. Send it right away.
YES! We can fill your orders for baskets TODAY
A set of five of the flashiest baskets on the market. All topped up in latest Deco
orations of Chinese Bracelets, Silk Tassels, Jade Beads, Silk Cord and Coins.

$6.00 Per Set
ALISTO MFG. CO., 1444 Walnut St., Cincinnati, O. Phone: Canal 5555.

CONCESSIONAIRES!
Get Your Baskets
In sets of three; same trimming, the best imported stock, ready to ship at
$3.50 PER SET
Write, Wire or Phone
OUR DARIEN ROW
B. & C. O. D.

PIES
(Continued from page 6)

AUSMFG.

SCM.

CO.,

W.

SOLE

FOR

NOVELTIES
FOR

USE

SPECIALISTS
IN

Jewelry, Novelty, Concessionaire Double.

Fountain Pen WORKERS
LARGE SHIPMENT OF
LEVER
Self-Filling
Fountain Pens
with real saks
at $28.00
PER GROSS
Write for Fountain Pen Price List.

BERK BROTHERS
Fountain Pen Works
643 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY.
Just Out—1930 Catalog—GET YOUR COPY.

AGENTS
Concessionaires, Actors, Teams, Band Directors, etc., are needed to put the
merchandise on the market. Performers, managers, agents and others
must be interested in the concessions business to grow it into a big money
industory. Write for price list and full particulars.

MOTORISTS' ACCESSORIES CO.
MANSFIELD, OHIO.

A Profitable Quick Seller
"TWIRLIE TWIN" TOPS
New for the prices of one, two, and three cents each. Get them at any job
field or by mail.
Cents each, 

Cash on order. Furnish addresses.
Patented Specifications Corporation
130 North Clark Street, CHICAGO, I1L.

NEW ERA OPTICAL COMPANY
121 W. Madison St., CHICAGO, I11.

NOTICE, MEDICINE AND STREET MEN!
We have a large stock in all trade. We encourage dealers to call. We offer
exclusive districts. We have a large stock in all sizes and shapes. We are
able to fill orders promptly and efficiently. Write for our catalog and price
list.

AGENTS WANTED. Send us your requests.

CREW MGRS., AGENTS, CONCESSIONAIRES
ALL THE YEAR NOVELTY—MADE SAFE FELT
CRAFT RUGS AND PILLOW TOPS

FELT PRODUCTS MFG. CO., 1132 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
WE'RE BOOSTING YOUR BASKET, BOXED GOODS—SEND THE BILLHEAD.
SLUM HUSTLERS AND WHITE STONE WORKERS

HERE'S A LINE OF HOOPS THAT WILL BE BIG MONEY MAKERS FOR YOU.

ED. HAHN

ROUGH STUFF

ALICE MAY PERFUMES

IS THE TALK OF THE CONCESSION WORLD

JOHN F. MASON

PAPERMAN!

AGENTS WANTED

MEDICINE MEN

Concessionaires and Sheet Writers

7-in-1 Billboards

Concessionaire's and Sheet Writers

Sell Beautiful Belgian Art Rugs, 27 x 54 Wholesale $24.00 per doz. Retail $30.00 Each

Concessionaires and Sheet Writers

MEDICINE MEN

Are you getting quality and service? If not, why not write for our free catalog and samples, Quality and service in your trade is what we pride ourselves on.

The De Vore Mfg. Co.

BENNIE SMITH

Agents make big money

by advertising in THE BILLBOARD.

Bennie Smith

DOLLS, 3 TO 14 INCHES HIGH

 roast grams, 66c. per 100

PAPERMAN!

for free samples.

PAPERMAN!

for free samples.

PAPERMAN!

for free samples.
CARNIVALS
AND HIS MAJESTY, THE BEDOUIN

WORLD AT HOME A FEATURE
AT KENTUCKY STATE FAIR

Despite Delay En Route by Derailment, Caravan's Engagement Starts Sunday Afternoon
With Promising Results—Thursday Receipts Far Surpass Organization's
Last Year "Big Day" Record

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 14.—The World of Home Amusements Co. today was ready to go at the fair, as far as the
primary function of the Kentucky State Fair at Louisville is concerned. The event that now presents the largest lineup of attractions in the state has had a fair start, as well as a smooth
operation. But for a minor delay in the train trip last week, the engagement was initiated in New Orleans by the
organization. Mayor L. A. Given, mayor of the city, was present Sunday afternoon, and all attractions were well received. The show's
officials were pleased with the prospects for the week, and are confident of success. Over 2,000 persons were in the audience when the
show opened, and thousands more were expected to attend the remaining performances. The fair
showed a record attendance of over 30,000, and the prospect of a larger audience is expected for the rest of the week.

LADIES' AUXILIARY, S. L. A.

To Hold Special Meeting in The Billboard's Chicago Office October 26

Chicago, Oct. 25.—A special meeting of the Ladies' Auxiliary of The Billboard's Legion of
Lights will be held Friday afternoon, according to Miss Betty Austin, of the organization. The
meeting will be held in the office of the weekly magazine. The Auxiliary is planning to hold
a special event in the near future, details of which will be announced at the meeting.

BEADS!

Fresh designs, from 75c to $12.00 per box. Just the goods for Convention
rooms, Wheaton, Carnival Workers, Fair Men and General Stores. Send
$1.00 for big sample assortment. Estimations guaranteed.

Munter Brothers
491-95 Broadway, New York City. Established 1891.

SUPERIOR SHOWS
To Play Return Engagement at Dyersburg, Tenn.

Dyersburg, Tenn., Sept. 25.—Dyersburg was

the scene of a fine entertainment last night when the

Superior Shows Co. presented its return engagement

at the local fair. The show was well attended, and

the crowd was pleased with the performances. The

show featured a variety of acts, including clowns,

fiddlers, and dancers. The audience enjoyed the

entertainment, and many expressed their appreciation

for the performers. The Superior Shows Co. is known

for its high-quality entertainment, and the audience

was pleased with the level of performance.

KEYSTONE EXPPOSITION SHOWS

B farms, Va., Sept. 15.—The Keystone Exposi-

tions Show, which opened today, features a variety of

acts, including clowns, dancers, and musicians. The

show is scheduled to run for several days, and is

expected to draw a large crowd. The Keystone

Exposi-
$1,507 IN ONE DAY
THE
SEAPLANES
HAVE NOW
Broken All Records
For Receipts of a Portable Ride in One Day

THE SEAPLANES ARE TAKING TOP MONEY
sometimes two, three or even five times as much as other Riders. The Seaplanes have proven to be the WORLD'S LATEST and GREATEST PORTABLE RIDE. They are the biggest, the fastest, the most spectacular of all Riders ever carried by a Carnival Company anywhere at any time.

45 ft. high, 70 ft. span, 12 h.p. Cuban gasoline engine. 35 miles per hour. Endurance 30 ft. Seaplane 24 ft. wide. Travel on own wheels. Furnished complete ready to run, with boath, truss,amines, propellers, motor and everything needed. Carries 4 passengers, can make 20 to 25 trips per hour. Has carried over $500 in one day at 50c per ride. Entire outfit goes on one 60-ft. flat car. Wheels, 5-ft. travel; time, 5 in. wide. Erected easily in four to five hours. Steel construction throughout. Also ready sale.

PRICES AND TERMS
1. The light, portable Seaplane, with 6 light Aeronaut racing cars, to carry 24 passengers, $2,500.00. Terms, half cash, balance easy payments.
2. The big, heavy, portable Seaplane, with 24 6-ft. cars, $2,000.00. Terms, half cash, balance easy payments.
3. The 60-ft. stationary Seaplanes for parks, $5,000.00 down to $3,500.00, depending upon equipment.
4. Seaplane and Aeronaut Cars for old Traver Circle Swings, $2,000.00 down to $600.00, depending upon equipment.
5. Seaplanes on Consignment—we will put out a few in A-A locations.

WARNING
The Seaplanes' structure, collapsible Seaplane cars and imitation motors are thereby protected in the U. S. Patent Office. All infringements will be prosecuted. We have received reports of several companies, including the Malleus, who are engaged in making and distributing imitations of our Seaplane cars. The Seaplane cars, with 6 light racing cars, to carry 24 passengers. Terms very easy.

WE LEAD!!!

TRAVER ENGINEERING CO., BEAVER FALLS, PA.

PHONE 898
BUILDERS OF SEAPLANES, CIRCLE SWINGS, OLD MILLS AND COASTERS

CARD OF THANKS.—We wish to thank our patrons, our friends and The Billboard for their confidence and courtesies, which have enabled us to register such a spectacular success as the Seaplanes have achieved.

HARRY G. TRAVER.
Imported Novelty Goods Circular

Send us your request at once for this big 4-page circular 100 Imported Novelty Goods Flashy Catalogue, containing nearly 100 Important Issues, just the goods you have been looking for and just as many others that you have not. Buy from the man that supplies the goods.

BIG SELLERS IN SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE

Belgian Squawker Balloons

The old reliable kind and the
best for the money. Made
of pure Pruss rubber, stock
in assorted colors, red, green
and blue, with two-inch red
straw. Each in assorted sizes
for the price.

Jazz Caps

The pendant is of articular design, made of metal, beautifully finished, of thickness, which can be distinguished by the eye. Each, $1.10; each, in lots of 100 or

Command Watch Fobs

The pendant is of articular design, made of metal, beautifully finished, of thickness, which can be distinguished by the eye. Each, $1.10; each, in lots of 100 or

MEN'S 16 SIZE, OPEN FACE, GOLD FINISH, SWISS WATCH

$1.20 EACH

Wrist Watch, each, $1.10; each, in lots of 100 or

HEN'S & LADIES, OPEN FACE, SWISS WATCH

$3.25 EACH

DOLL DRESSES

10,000 WIGS

1,000 LBS HAIR

$3.25 Per Lb. 25 per Dozen

$3.50 Per Lb. 25 per Dozen

ROSE O'NEILL KEPPIES

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER

$1.25 MADE

MALLET MUNZER, Mfg., 212-214 E. 218th St., NEW YORK
SPECIAL!
POLLYANNAS, .......................... $17.50 Per Doz.
TEDDY BEARS, PLAIN, ... 20.00
WITH ELECTRIC EYES, .............. 24.00
BEACON BLANKETS, ....... 8.00 Each
10 QUART ALUMINUM KETTLES, 1.99

ORDER NOW! TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE!
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO.
225 North Desplaines Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

GENUINE INDIAN BLANKETS
SIZE 64x76
$5.50 each
BIG STOCK

BIG STOCK
BEACON INDIAN BLANKETS
BIG STOCK

LOOK AT THESE PRICES
BEST DOLLS
14-inch Dolls, with movable arms, $2.50 per 100, $2.50 or more, $2.25 per 100, $2.00 or more, $2.00 per 100. Dolls with dresses, $3.00 per 100, $2.75 or more. Dolls in Natural Hair and Dresses, $5.00 per 100. (Gloss Finished Doll, 16-inch Sitting) $1.50, half-doll $1.00. 1-Piece Dress, made of satin or crepe paper, 25c per 100, 3c per 100. One-third dress, balance C.O.D. 10-inch Sitting Beach Baby, with Hair Wig and veil, 50c per 100, half-doll $1.00.

Genuine Velour Hats
Our specialty (For Men)
in Black, Seal Brown, Dark Green
ALL $7.50 EACH

Carnival Caravans
(Continued from page 7)
T. C. Evans, of the Chicago Herald-News, T. Evans, 416 E. 18th St., Chicago, Ill., and Edward J. Leary, of the New York Times, 71 Park Row, Chicago, Ill., will be with the Overland-Socialis, for which no one has yet prepared such an event as this. The performers are all characters of the most varied type, and are to be seen nowhere else. The equipment is unique and will attract attention. The parade is to be held at 10 a.m. tomorrow morning.

All prices for this advertisement are subject to change without notice.

Tato Soft Drink Powders
$2.50 and up to $5.00 daily

BRUNS
EVERY NIGHT CHOCOLATES
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
The quality keeps fresh and demands all the time. Third each.
Balance 5c. Each.
OTTO H. BRUNS
18 N. Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

TACCO SOFT DRINK POWDERS
$2.50 and up to $5.00 daily

S. M. EVANS & CO., 1528 W. Adams St., Chicago

Genuine Indian Blanks
For Concessions
packed in Brown Built Boxes. Also a full line
of 40, half-pounds and one-pound packages.
5c 600-Board Assortment, 34 Prizes, $11.00
5c 600-Board Assortment, 42 Prizes, $13.30
5c 600-Board Assortment, 44 Prizes, $13.30

AHEADE SUPPLY CANCO, 201 W. St. Milwaukee, Wis.

SKULL CAPS
FELT—TWO-COLORS
SILK PER DOZ. AND WORTH IT

ROBT. OAKSON, 600 56th Street Avenue, CHICAGO.

Wanted for American Legion Frontier Jamboree
Oct. 1 to & Memorial Hall, Dayton, Ohio.
Several fancy costumes that can be featured. Work and percentages, and two sets of costumes that can work indoors or on stage. Address
AMERICAN LEGION JAMBOREE COMMITTEE, E. L. KING, Secretary,
Can use several fancy costumes for three weeks' work.

Chicago, Ill.

MILWAUKEE CHOCOLATES
FOR CONCESSIONS
packed in Brown-Built Cases. Also a full line
of 40, half-pounds and one-pound packages.
8c 600-Board Assortment, 38 Prizes, $10.00
8c 600-Board Assortment, 46 Prizes, $12.00
8c 600-Board Assortment, 54 Prizes, $12.00

MINUTE SUPPLY CANCO, 201 W. St. Milwaukee, Wis.

February 28, 1905
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LARGEST CARNIVAL SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE BUSINESS

OUR ITEMS GET TOP MONEY EVERYWHERE!

DOLLS UNBREAKABLE
- Teddy Bears
- Plush Dolls
- Jointed Dolls
- Bead Dolls
- Fancy Dolls
- Baby Dolls
- Plastic Dolls
- Bunkum Dolls
- circus Dolls

CANNY and TOURNAINE COCA
- All Kinds of Paddle Wheels
- All Kinds of Novelties
- All Kinds of Baskets
- All Kinds of Jellies
- All Kinds of Games
- All Kinds of Whips
- All Kinds of Dreams
- All Kinds of Toys

Catalogue not ready. Send deposit for sample lots of items you are using. All orders shipped same day received.

KARR AND AUERBACH
416 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOTE CUT PRICES
Our Prices Always the Lowest, Compare Them
$1.25

DOLLS and DRESSES
$30.00 PER 100
PLAIN, $2.50 PER 100
Same as we sell to Concessionaires, Wheelmen, Carnival Workers, etc

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. Co.
1700 ELLA ST., CINCINNATI, OHIO

CONCESSIONAIRES, WHEELMEN, FAIRMEN, CARNIVAL WORKERS

Cracker Jack

Campaign Goods Etc.

M. D. T. Novelty Co., 1016 N. WELLES ST., CHICAGO

DETOIT DOLL MFG. CO.
300-302 BAKER STREET, DETROIT, MICH.

FIRST-CLASS CARNIVAL CO. WANTED

DETROIT DOLL MFG. CO.
300-302 BAKER STREET, DETROIT, MICH.
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A "SUPER FLASH" WATCH SET
FOR SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS, VISIONIRS.
BIG VALUE, LOW PRICE, PER SET, $2.00
We want them at all your shows to give and sell liberty for you.
SOLD FOR SIGHT.

A machine which gets the order, $275.00.

The Greatest Sales Promoter of them all
10 Machines Will Not You
$275.00 per mo.

ROHDE-SPENCER CO.,
245 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

SALESBOARDS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES—WAR TAX PAID.
BEST PRICES, STANDARD BOARDS.
Order now and get Quantity and Service.

DOLL WIGS
All Shades Always $1.50 per 100 COMPLETE

WANTED, CARNIVAL CO.
Concessions and Attractions
3911 Wiskow Co., P.O. Box No. 407
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
Prices for September

BUY THE DOLLS THAT ARE GETTING TOP MONEY
No. 13—American Beauty—double curl curls... $16.50 Per Doz.
No. 19—Special, American Beauty, with one curl, hair dressing... 12.00
No. 25—Beach Dolls with single curl... 13.00
No. 26—Beach Dolls with single curl, one dress... 9.00
14-INCH MOVABLE ARMS
No. 26—With curls, dressing and well... 65.00
No. 27—Pincushions... 25.00
Three-Ply Crepe Paper
Dresses
Chinese Dolls, with rings and tassels, $2.50 per set, F. O. B., Chicago.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Western Doll Mfg. Co.
504-572 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.
LARGEST NOVELTY DOLL MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD

The Latest Novelty
SINCE KEWPIE DOLLS
For Games of Skill

Tastefully decorated baskets of beautiful, artistically colored silk flowers—
the biggest hit of the season. We receive telegrams daily from Amusement
Parks all over the country to duplicate last shipment. Tele

No. 503-9 IN 1 WHITE STONE CLUSTER
RINGS. The biggest selling ring on the market.
Highest grade gold filled quality. Absolutely guaranteed to give entire wearing satisfaction. Not with
the finest chocolates that can be had.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN
No. 1058—WHITE STONE
GYPSY RING set with a double
and has a hole in the setting
which makes it resemble a real
diamond ring. Wearing quality absol
utely guaranteed and finest Sunnats Gem white stone used. Very
big seller.

PRICE, $12.00 PER DOZEN

Send for our gold filled ring Catalog.

D. Auerbach & Sons
11th Avenue, 45th to 47th Streets

Beacon, Indian Blankets and Bath Robes
WE CARRY THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN CHICAGO
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

BLANKETS, $5.00 to $7.50
BATH ROBES, (Men's & Women's) $7.50-$12.00

H. Hyman & Co., 350 W. Madison St., Chicago

ANIMAL BEAUTY

American Beauty

Mexican Products Co.
Pioneer and largest importers of Mexican Baskets, Mexican Pottery and Mexican Art Novelties.

Laredo, Texas

[Wire Orders]

Mexican BIRDS

For

HEELS

150 Canary Birds in individual wooden cases, ready for shipment, ready for
your order. First order gets them. $35.00, $50.00 and $75.00. Can keep
you supplied with Chinese.

Atlantic & Pacific Bro Co., 327 W. Madison St., Chicago.

BALLOONS

FOR CAMPAIGN AND
ALL CELEBRATIONS

This "Eagle Brand" JUMBO SQUAWKER with HARDING or COX picture is a DANDY—Makes
a BIG NOISE and BIG MONEY for you. If your Jobber or Dealer don't have it, send us his name.
We'll see that he gets it.

The Eagle Rubber Co., Ashland, Ohio
THE NAT REISS SHOWS
WANTS SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS

For the following dates:

Cincinnati, C. T., Oct. 19-20
Huntsville, Mdx., Nov. 4-5
Mattoon, Mdx., Nov. 17-18
Chicago, Ill., Dec. 15-25

METROPOLITAN SHOWS

October Shake, $3.15. Complete.
Round Static, $2.50. Complete.

Ivory Sets.

‘ST ST JI ^ 'JJS.

BADGER TOY CO.
220 BLUE ISLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BILLBOARD SEPTEMBER 23, 1929

*8.00 PER 100 LARGE
$7.00 PER 100, Plain colors.
Mixed with Flower design, $7.50 Per 100.

BADGER TOY CO. 220 BLUE ISLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILL.

*8.00 PER 100 LARGE
$7.00 PER 100, Plain colors.
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DOLLS WITH DRESSES, $30.00 Per 100

3-Piece Silk Crepe Paper Dresses

Bull Dogs, With Glass Eyes (as Illustrated), $4.00 per doz. $7.00 per 100

Beauty Girls, With Wigs and Dresses, $9.00 per doz. $15.00 per 100

Movables Arm Dolls, PICTURES FREE.

ALL OUR DOLLS IN PREPARED AND FLASHIEST COLORS.

PACINI & BERNI, 2070-2072 Ogden Avenue, CHICAGO

BEAUTIFUL DOLLS!!!

Both with extra heavy, natural hair wig and with silk Turbans.

Also

PILLOW TOPS and BASKETS

NOVELTIES that are getting Top Money.

Special Catalogue now ready for mailing for FAIR and CARNIVAL MEN, and Salesboard Operators.

THE BEVERLY CO.
214-228-232 W. Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky.

WALTER F. DRIVER,
Vice-Pres. and Mgr., Formerly of Chicago.

MUIR'S PILLOWS

ROUND AND SQUARE

GET THE BIG PLAY AT THE FAIRS

We fill orders same day as received, and you will always have stock.

MUIR ART CO.
354 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

PADDLE WHEELS

SLACK MFG. CO., CHICAGO

DOES FOR FAIR DATES

CONCESSIONAIRES, ATTENTION

If you want good Dolls, accoutrements of Beauties, or any kind of wig or dress for boys or girls, send for our List.

$1,000 REWARD

I offer to the person who will be able to give the name of a child of Henry A. Stone, of Boston, Pa., who is with Brown & Dyer Caravans in May, 1920, as declared by Mrs. Hugh Stone, care The Senator, Harrisburg, Pa.

SALES BOARDS and CARDS

The House of Service.

Cushion Boards and Sales Cards of every size and description to fit every need.

One Roof Sales Rooms in all cars, with upholstered cushion boards, with headers, with labels, with labels for manufacturers, and ready for immediate use.

WANTED FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL HOME COMING

J. W. HOWDWIN CO.
214-233 W. Buren Street
CHICAGO

WANTED FOR EASTON, PA., OLD HOME WEEK

All kinds of Shows. No Girl Shows. Write, will book same. Sh. En 72-73. Also Fairy Wheel, 79-80. All kinds of 16 Girl Shows. No strong joints. This will be one of the biggest Shows in the East this fall, so come early, boys, and get your winter bank full. Ask anyone about Easton, Pa.

ADDRESS

R. H. MINER, 23 Hudson Street,
PHILADELPHIA, NEW JERSEY

WANTED—FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL HOME COMING

J. W. HOWDWIN CO.
214-233 W. Buren Street
CHICAGO

We ship your order same day as received.
LAGG'S GREAT EMPIRE SHOWS

CAN PLACE FOR
NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI

(First show this year on the main streets)

Fun House or any Dally Show, Colored Performers, capable Manager for Plant. Show. Concessions of all kinds, come on. Good opening for Paddle Wheels.

Address all mail to HERMAN AARONS,
Helena, Ark., this week; Natchez, Miss., Sept. 27 to Oct. 2.

BIG REDUCTIONS IN PRICES

EFFECTIVE AUG. 21

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

PLASTER DOLLS and STATUARY

OF ALL KINDS

Limited Manufacturer of Rose O'Neill's "Kewpies" by special arrangement with Rose O'Neill, Jr., and Licenses.

ROSE O'NEILL KEWPIES

Press, $13.00 per 100. Decor, Hair and From, $15.00 per 100.

P. & P. STATIONARY CO.
413 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
One-third cash with order, balance C. O. D.

SHOW PRINTING—ALL KINDS

DRAMATIC, REPETOIRE, MUSICAL, COMEDY, MAGIC,

HYPNOTIC, CIRCUS, CARNIVAL OR ANY SPECIAL EVENTS

POSTERS-HANGERS-HERALDS-CARDS-DATES

BE SPECIAL PRINTERS AND TYPE WORK

SELECT S AND MIXED TYPES FROM 1 TO 12 POINTS PRINTED EXPERTLY.

PROMPT SHIPPMENTS GUARANTEED

NATIONAL PRINTING AND ENGRAVING COMPANY
Seventh and Elm Streets,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

WANTED

PUMPKIN SHOW, DELAWARE, OHIO

OCTOBER 13 TO 16


Address all mail to C. D. Lawrence, write again. Address F. D. KING.

WANTED DIVING GIRLS


STEGER RAISING ONIONS

For professional writer

TALCO PRODUCTS—PEANUT—CANDY

PORTABLE TRUNK STAND

WANTED—MEN

Experienced Man who can load and take down Crowd Scene Cages. Also Men to help load and unload. Address "M," Old National Bank, St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED SHOWS, CONCESSIONS—and Festival.

Fun House, Pay Show, etc., in large parks, etc. All information confidentially. Address "J," O. P. Office, 5000 Market, St. Louis, Mo.

MAIL ORDERS for Carnival, Fairs and other amusements filled in two days.

BANNERS FOR MOVIE THEATRES—our specialty.

MUSLIN BANNERS

3 x 12 FT. $2.50

PAINTED IN COLORS

WE MAKE SPECIALITY DISPLAY CARDS AND BANNERS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

SAMPLE PIECE, RV. CO., IN SEVENTH AVE. N. Y.

Doll Mfg Co. I have something you will not want to miss this season, free sample

DOLL WIGS

$1.00 PER 100

OR $2.00 PER LB. CURLED

COMPLETE INfrared for SENSATIONAL PROMOTIONS! Send for our complete catalog.

A. KOSS

CHICAGO, ILL.

If you are not using my wigs, please let me hear from you.

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

For performance only

TALCO PRODUCTS, INC., ST. LOUIS, MO.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS

$50 to $100 A Week Easy
Making
Black & White
Photos Direct
Post Cards

Send $5 to
WORLD'S LARGEST
POST CARD MANUFACTURERS

FRANK B. HAPKINS

makins direct. We supply
all of the best manufacturers.

NEW DAYDARK CAMERA

Enlarges the good and quality of results, making you a complete success.

Boys, Grab This Quick!

Demand for post cards is enormous. There are many printer-photographers in the

big market and non-printers can get good results.

Zowie-Awk-k-k!

With the right equipment you can make your work pay. You can earn $50 to $100

a week. Learn the trade from a busy professor.

COLONIAL NOVELTY DOLLS
WE HAVE

Colonial Red, Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Buttons, Lace, etc.,

Colonial Blue and White Dinnerware, Silk Made Lace, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Jewelry, Lace, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glassware, Lace, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glassware, Lace, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Yellow and Gold Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial White and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Lilac and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Red and White Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,

Colonial Blue and Green Glasses, Hairpins, Lace, Lace,
McLAUGHLIN
(SUCCESSOR TO LOCKEER)

CHANGING PLANES WHILE HANGING HEAD-DOWNWARD, BY HIS TOES—NMOD-AD
dition—is the greatest sensation the out-door show world has ever known. Others who are trying (without any authorized connection) to tie their lives to the Lockeeer reputation and bring a name, if any as performance is concerned, to McLAUGHLIN.

Commissioner Fred B. Parker, New York State Fair, says: "McLAUGHLIN is the most startling performer ever playing the New York State Fair. We accepted him as a substitute for Lockeeer. Before he was in the air TWO MINUTES! we realized that his equal as an aerial performer was never born."

Secretary B. Z. Daniels, of the Nebraska State Board of Agriculture, says: "McLAUGHLIN's gymnastic prowess enabled him to perform feats the great Lockeeer did not attempt. We never hoped for such a great success at our State Fair as McLAUGHLIN proved during the four days he was with us."

For a few open dates between big State Fairs address WM. H. PICKENS, Stratford Hotel, Chicago.

THE LATEST SENSATIONAL STRENGTH TESTING MACHINE

"The Striking Clock"

PRICE, $150.00

The "Clock" will strike number of your "Strength Tests" from 1 to 12 strikes, attracting attention for others to "beat" their strength. We are manufacturers and patentees of this superior patented machine and can furnish weights, 200 lbs. Can be adjusted for anyone, sickness, disease. Big Noveltv MONEY MAKER. One-third deposit required on orders.


WANTED——RETURN TO LOCKEEER

THE LATEST SENSATIONAL STRENGTH TESTING MACHINE

"The Striking Clock"

PRICE, $150.00

The "Clock" will strike number of your "Strength Tests" from 1 to 12 strikes, attracting attention for others to "beat" their strength. We are manufacturers and patentees of this superior patented machine and can furnish weights, 200 lbs. Can be adjusted for anyone, sickness, disease. Big Noveltv MONEY MAKER. One-third deposit required on orders.


SALESBORDES

SALESBORDES

200, 205, 209 State St., Chicago

223 City & Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED First-Class Carnival Co. for Oct. 7-8-9

FOWLER BUSINESS MEN'S ASSOCIATION

Care of Lee Gennelli

Wanted first-class shows, free attractions, merry-go-round, riding devices, etc.

Lee Gennelli, Fowler Business Men's Association, Fowler, Ind.

WANTED—W. R. COLEY'S GREATER SHOW—WANTED

West Coast, East and South coast routes. Can place all kinds and Carnival Shows. Send inquiries to

W. R. COLEY, Chicago, Ill.

J. M. FOSTER, 1551 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill., is ready to start a show, will pay for the best. Address: J. D. LATTI, Petersburg, Illa.

HAVE SOME DATES OPEN

BEN ZAREL, High Wire Artist

3220 Debary Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WASHINGTON SPECIALITY CO.

223 City & Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—FIRST-CLASS FOR OCTOBER

WANTED FOR OCTOBER—FIRST-CLASS

BEN ZAREL, High Wire Artist

3220 Debary Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WASHINGTON SPECIALITY CO.

223 City & Milwaukee, Wis.

NEW FROLIC FOR SALE

DOLLS AND WIGS

FRANK W. SCHMIDT & CO.

140 North Second St., Chicago, Ill.

NEW FROLIC FOR SALE

DOLLS AND WIGS

FRANK W. SCHMIDT & CO.

140 North Second St., Chicago, Ill.

CANDY

FOR CONCESSIONS

BRACH'S

CHOCOLATES

Half and One Pound Baskets. Also Brach's Quality Chocolates, packed in Dozen Scented Boxes. For prices and other information, write

J. J. HOWARD

107 S. Desplaines, CHICAGO, ILL.
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS ABOUT
THE C. A. WORTHAM SHOWS

THE STANDARD OF THEM ALL

Not the opinion of any visitor who feels under obligations for courtesies extended to him.

July 29, 1920

THE DULUTH HERALD

Wortham Shows
Clean Exhibit

Chas. A. Wortham, owner and president of the show which bears his name, and his associates, were visiting the West last week. It is said that Wortham has made arrangements to open some new and interesting acts in the coming season. He plans to open the show in the highest interest by outdoor amusement diversions, but the attractions brought in by Mr. Wortham and his associates are the cleanest and best ever seen in Duluth. They have set a new standard in this city, where entertainment has been very subject to criticism. Those who have attended the Wortham shows for many years have been attracted by the clean and wholesome character of the diversions.

Although the attendance at many fairs has decreased this year, the gross of the C. A. Wortham Shows has equaled or increased last year's total.

WE OFFER NO ALIBI!

September 11, 1920

SAIN'T PAUL PIONEER PRESS

FAIR VISITORS PRAISE "MIDWAY"

Many Fair visitors have commented on the attractive appearance of the Midway at the State Fair this year, and have mentioned the C. A. Wortham Shows highly. Secretary Coopj said that the midway this year is looking better and prettier than it ever has been before.

"It is in keeping with the entire Fair," stated Secretary Coopj, "and I think this year's exhibition is as good or better as it has ever been before." The attention to detail that is shown in the midway is a sign of the care that is given to all the attractions at the State Fair. The midway is well organized and well kept, and it is a great attraction for all who attend the Fair.

Wanted Attractions

 Merchants' Big Fall Festival on the streets of Slick, Oklahoma two miles southeast of Zieglor, on the Oklahoma Southwestern Railway, at the heart of Oklahoma's greatest oil field. Thousands to draw from. Come on, boys, the lid is off in Slick. Six big days and nights—October 6 to 11. Super special features. Don't wait. Don't miss. Address SECRETARY, Box 322, Slick, Okla.

Wanted for Our Southern Fairs

MERITORIOUS SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS

FAIR LIST

Henderson, Va., Sept. 21-25.
South Boston, Va., Oct. 20-22.
Lebanon, N. C., Oct. 5-9.
Gonzales, La., Oct. 12-16.

WANTED

Men or Women Drummers to join at once. Positively Florida. All winter after Fair; work the year around. By BILL, Bob Taylor, Bill Martin, Ebsby Drum, Harry White. Wire us at once as per route to HARRY HOUGE, Keystone Exposition Shows, A.P. address KEYSTONE EXPOSITION BROWN, Riley & Mechanics, Mpls.

THE ONE BIG MONEY SPOT

EL PASO, TEXAS

OCTOBER 4 TO 9 INCLUSIVE

INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION AND MILITARY CARNIVAL

Downtown location on the streets. Two hundred thousand people to draw to. Under direction of El Paso Chamber of Commerce, co-operating with U. S. War Department and Mexican Government. Will have plays, rides and concessions. Everything open; no exclusions. Will feature such attractions as...FRANK M. BROWN, Chamber of Commerce, El Paso, Texas.
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The Billboard Reviewing Service

"LITTLE MISS REBELLION"
extracted Pictures, directed by George Seaton, featuring the real Millie Thomas, famous child stars.

Suggested by MARION HUBBELL

"THE STORY IN SKELETON FORM"
Pretty little darling of a mythical blunder, whose every movement is a delight to watch.演員表演得非常出色，她在银幕上的每一个动作都能引起观众的欢笑。

Review by MARION HUBBELL

"PINK TIGHTS"
Story by J. B. Q. Onier, directed by Jossie Evans, starring Sonja Henie, Fire chief, Universal

A most amusing picture, which never seems to grow old, but has a tremendous appeal for children of all ages.

Reviewed by MARION HUBBELL

"THE FALL OF A SAINT"
Garnet State-stripe picture, starring Josephine Earl.

Suggested by MARION HUBBELL

"THE LIGHT WOMAN"
Story and Pictures, directed by Robert Taylor, produced by Paramount, directed by Joe Flaherty.

Suggested by MARION HUBBELL

From Backwoods of Arkansas

Marlon Russell
New York, N.Y.

Dear Miss Russell—I have taken the BILLBOARD a good many years and read it regularly. I do not have much time to read my criticisms of pictures than from any other one department. I am located in the Backwoods of Arkansas, and do not get a chance to see very many moving pictures, and when, I do get the chance I do not like to be wasting time one can learn. I have never liked a picture that you have condemned, and always pleased with the picture that you encomium, so I find myself saved the time and money that I might waste without your criticisms to guide me. I have no idea that some of the producers and producers wish you for your criticism. I am

"THE KENTUCKY COLONEL"
Adapted by E. V. Jeter, directed by William A. Seiter, released through Warner.

Suggested by MARION HUBBELL

Power's Projectors Always Reliable

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY

Edward E. Power, President
Rochester, N.Y.

"THE BILLBOARD"

The STOCK IN SKELETON FORM
A story comes to Francis and the tale consummated by the woman, who scarifies her love and happiness to the woman's great benefit.

The woman is left behind and the tale consummated by the woman.

"IN SEARCH OF SKELETON FORM"

"THE CRITICAL EYE"
A study of a man formed to afford the District Attorney attorney and his partner, Little Rexon Mason, Jr., an excellent citizen and a rapidly rising young lawyer.

From Backwoods of Arkansas

Marlon Russell
New York, N.Y.

Dear Miss Russell—I have taken the BILLBOARD a good many years and read it regularly. I do not have much time to read my criticisms of pictures than from any other one department. I am located in the Backwoods of Arkansas, and do not get a chance to see very many moving pictures, and when, I do get the chance I do not like to be wasting time one can learn. I have never liked a picture that you have condemned, and always pleased with the picture that you encomium, so I find myself saved the time and money that I might waste without your criticisms to guide me. I have no idea that some of the producers and producers wish you for your criticism. I am

"THE KENTUCKY COLONEL"
Adapted by E. V. Jeter, directed by William A. Seiter, released through Warner.

Suggested by MARION HUBBELL

Power's Projectors Always Reliable

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY

Edward E. Power, President
Rochester, N.Y.

"THE BILLBOARD"

The STOCK IN SKELETON FORM
A story comes to Francis and the tale consummated by the woman, who scarifies her love and happiness to the woman's great benefit.

The woman is left behind and the tale consummated by the woman.
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"THE KENTUCKY COLONEL"
Adapted by E. V. Jeter, directed by William A. Seiter, released through Warner.

Suggested by MARION HUBBELL

Power's Projectors Always Reliable

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY

Edward E. Power, President
Rochester, N.Y.

"THE BILLBOARD"

The STOCK IN SKELETON FORM
A story comes to Francis and the tale consummated by the woman, who scarifies her love and happiness to the woman's great benefit.

The woman is left behind and the tale consummated by the woman.
OPPORTUNITY

KNOCKS AT OUR DOOR BUT ONCE. THIS IS THE TIME FOR THE RIGHT MAN OR WOMAN TO INVEST. THE BUSINESS IS COMEDY pictures, THE STAR A WOMAN WELL KNOWN. NO RISK. FULL INFORMATION GIVEN. ADDRESS E. M. T. S.

Special Printed Roll Tickets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Tickets</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five Thousand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifteen Thousand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-Five Thousand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Hundred Thousand</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Big Ticket at the Small Price

NATIONAL TICKET CO., Shomakon, Pa.

PROTECTING THE PUBLIC

IN Send Protection for Exhibitors’ Business, the United Theatrical Protective League

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 19.—Protect your own business by protecting the interests of the exhibiting public who make up the body of the United Theatrical Protective League. If productions passed by that organization, however, are not given in accordance with the accepted practice of the business, it is the duty of every exhibitor to report the same. The easiest way to protect your interests is to follow the above recommendation.

The league will be glad to receive any information or reports that may be given in writing. The reports should be addressed to the headquarters of the league, 111 Broadway, New York City.

MOTION PICTURE LAWS

(Continued from page of September 18)

The recent action of Ohio, effective August 1, is only the most recent of a series of developments in the motion picture industry. The Ohio law is based on the principle that the exhibitors should be held responsible for the film shown, and that the exhibitor should be required to register with the state and obtain a license for each theatre in which he shows films. The Ohio law also provides for the appointment of a state inspector to enforce the provisions of the law.

The trend in other states is towards greater regulation and control of the motion picture industry. In many states, the sale and rental of motion pictures is now regulated, and in some cases, the exhibition of motion pictures is prohibited altogether.

The Ohio law is considered a model for other states, and it is expected that other states will follow Ohio's lead in regulating the motion picture industry.

The National Association of Theatre Owners is opposed to the Ohio law, and it is expected that the association will challenge the constitutionality of the law in the courts.

The Ohio law is expected to have a significant impact on the motion picture industry, and it is likely that other states will follow Ohio's lead in regulating the motion picture industry.
The Billboard

"UNCLE SAM OF FREEDOM RIDGE"

The Motion Picture Version of the Most Widely Discussed Book of the Year.

NEW YORK GOING WILD OVER THE BOX OFFICE POSSESSIONS OF THIS ALL-STAR PRODUCTION.

DIRECTED BY GEO. A. BERANGER.

STATE RIGHTS GOING FAST—WIRE NOW

PREMIER SHOWING THE MOST DISTRIBUTED AUDIENCE EVER ASSEMBLED, SILVYN THEATRE, W. 65TH ST., N. Y.

HARRY LEVEY PRODUCTIONS, 230 W. 38th St., NEW YORK.

Starting at $100.00 on a per-reel sale for a minimum of six reels, the picture offers the largest box-office possibilities of any silent film ever produced. The story is based on the famous novel by Geo. A. Beranger, and the production has been supervised by the author himself. The picture is being distributed by Harry Levey Productions, and is expected to be one of the biggest hits of the year. The cast includes many well-known actors, and the direction is said to be of the highest order. The picture is being shown in all parts of the country, and is already drawing large crowds.

HARRY LEVEY PRODUCTIONS, 230 W. 38th St., NEW YORK.
CARNIVAL AND CIRCUS NEWS

McLaughlin badly injured at New York State Fair

Mrs. H. E. Benson—Notice

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CIRCUS TRAPPINGS FOR SALE

WANTED—Two men for All-Media show, also Cortez and Barrettes that have been in Ireland. Write, Minnie Showman for furnished. CONCESSIONS—Can place legitimate Concessions at all times, also live Animal Shows. Address: Messrs. John Veal, gen. mgr., c/o Per Above Route.

WANTED, A REAL ATHLETIC SHOW MANAGER

who knows how to get money for the best Circuit of Fairs and Celebrations in Central and West Texas, Kansas, Okla., and New Mexico. Can place a real Talker, Lot Superintendent and Musicians for white and colored bands. Also want a legitimate Concession. No exclusives. If the best is good enough for Thomas. We will stay out until the snow flies. Horobin, Texas, West September 20th; then, Tyler, Texas.
THE SMITH GREATER SHOWS

TWELFTH ANNUAL TOUR—NOW PLAYING SOUTHERN FAIRS

WANTED for long season—Special Agent, capable of making contracts, familiar with South Georgia and Florida. Side Show Manager, to take charge of first-class outfit, 25x50 top, poles, banners and pits; loads on wagons. Wanted, Freaks and Attractions; salary no object to people that can entertain and hold the people.


KRAUSE GREATER SHOWS

Can place a few Shows and Concessions for Goldhorn, N. C.; Fair at six others to follow, starting week September 27.

DIXIELAND SHOWS

Can place Shows and Concessions for Goldhorn, N. C.; Fair at six others to follow, starting week September 27.

J. L. LANDES SHOWS CAN PLACE

WANTED FOR CRESCENT AMUSEMENT COMPANY

GLOTH GREATER SHOWS

WANT SHOWS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Good proposition to ten-in-one. All concessions open, except dolls. We play Clairton, Penn., week Sept. 20; Mt. Oliver, week Sept. 27; Millville, week October 4; then two weeks in Pittsburgh, in the heart of the city. We are having real Indian summer. Address all mail and wires to ROBERT GLOTH, care Cloth Greater Shows, as per route.
LITTLE JOHN’S FAIR SHOWS

WANT ATHLETIC, DOG AND PONY, TEN-IN-ONE AND PIT SHOWS FOR MY
SOUTHERN CIRCUIT OF FAIRS,
BEGINNING NEWNAM, GA., OCT. 4.

WANT concessions except the following, which are sold exclusively: Ham and Bacon Wheel, Candy Wheel, Doll Wheel, Vase Wheel, Basket Wheel, Novelties, Long Range Shooting Gallery, Ice Cream, Soft Drinks and Cracker Jack. WANT one more Solo Cornet, also Trombone for my Plantation Show Band. WANT experienced Photographer to take charge of my Photo Gallery. WANT Glassblowers or any acts suitable for Illumination Show. Write Tony Martines.

Oscar Y. Babcock in Loop-The-Loop and the Great Cardi on High Wire. FREE ACTS. SOME ACTS, EH?

Address THOS. P. LITTLEJOHN, Manager, Week Sept. 29-25, Richmond, Ky.

SALES BOARD USERS

IOWA NOVELTY CO.
322-332 Martin Bldgs., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

WANTED SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS

WHITE HALL, MD., FAIR

Thirty miles from Baltimore, Md., September 29-30-October 1-2—Day and Night; Baltimore, Md., week of October 4; Great Bel Air Fair, Bel Air, Md. (22 miles from Baltimore, Md.), October 12-16. No Carnival, Girl Show or Gambling. Wire quick.

JOHN T. McCASLIN, 123 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

THE BILLINGS FAIR

Billings, Mo., October 13, 14, 15, 1920

Fifteenth Annual Fair. Shows, Rides and Concessions wanted. Everything Independent. No Exclusives. Rates reasonable. For space and rates write, wire or phone

LOYD L. ANDERSON, Billings, Mo.
DECALCOMANIA CAMPAIGN TRANSFER EMBLEMS

Anybody and everybody the Campaign Emblems may be purchased. Show the American flag, God, and True religion by wearing these making the rounds-

These Illustrations of History and Culture and Civ Research do not illustrate these Emblems in the United States, any portion in world, since it is a very American thing. If you are as American as you can be, you will wear these Emblems. They are very American.

WE WILL PURCHASE THESE EMBLEMS AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES

DECALCOMANIA CAMPAIGN TRANSFER EMBLEMS
OUR IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

Ball Oct. 1st to October 12th. Address THOS. F. EGAN and HARRY HAAS,
106 W. 42nd St., New York City.

CANDY SALESBOARD ASSORTMENTS

In these high-quality Candy Assortments you get plenty of novelties, beautiful fancy-dress boxes, filled to the brim with delicious TRANS-RECTED CHOCOLATES. Get Original Assortments, with Chosen Recipes, in which a choice of good candy is filled to the brim with excellent and attractive Candy Assortments. These will please you and your Customes.

DON'T PASS UP AN OPPORTUNITY OF GETTING ASSORTMENTS THAT WILL
SATISFY YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS

GELLMAN BROS.
229 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

WANTED FOR THE
St. Angela Merici Church Carnival
OF THE BRONX
RIDES AND CONCESSIONS
of every description. Open October 1st to October 12th. Address THOS. F. EGAN and HARRY HAAS,
106 W. 42nd St., New York City.

A. B. Miller's Greater Shows
WANTS FOR SOUTHERN TOUR
Shows and Rides That Don't Conflict.

SHOWS WANTED

Just in Time for the Fairs
THE BIGGEST
MONEY-GETTER
OF THE YEAR

SHOWS FOR THREE-COUNTY FAIR, Butler, Georgia, October 4th to 9th. Can make it week later if necessary. Address J. C. FLANAGAN, Soc.

Just in Time for the Fairs
THE BIGGEST
MONEY-GETTER
OF THE YEAR

SHIELD BRAND ORANGEADE CONCENTRATED

(Lagg's Great Empire Shows)

Can place two good Shows at York Fair, York, Pa., week Oct. 4. Also another Minute-Go-Round. No Old Shows wanted. Liberal percentage basis. Address CHICHESTER PERE, Shows, Sept. 27, Clearfield, Pa.

WANTED CARNIVAL

Shields Orangeade. We buy only Grade A. We pay $1.50 a barrel. We want 100 barrels, plat. Write for price. Addr: J. C. H.ii, Portland, Me. ORANGEADE BRANDED R A .. WANTED


Lagg's Great Empire Shows

Top salary paid. Come on. Helena, Ark., this week; Natchez, Miss., next week.
KANSAS CITY

September 25, 1920

W. E. SHELLEY
1127 Commerical Blvd.

The Billboard

KANSAS CITY GARRIVAL & FAIR ROLL CO., 1816 So. Keedle Ave. , Kansas City, MO.

AEROPLANE SWINGS

Each Aeroplane Car has a real aeroplane propeller, run by a 2-horsepower motor.

RECEIPTS OF OLD CIRCLE SWINGS MORE THAN DOUBLED BY PUTTING ON A SET OF OUR AEROPLANE CARS. DRESSES OF OUR CAR PATENTED.

J. W. ELY CO. INC., White Plains, N. Y. Phone, 2599.

WANTED FOR

Rocco & Campbell Show

Uniformed Band, one more Team for Minstrel; Boyd Harris and wife, come on. Wanted two Posing Girls for Springtime Show, Dancers for Cabaret. Come on if you are ladies. Fair Secretaries, look us over at our expense. Salisbury, N. C., this week: auspices Fire Department. Address C. S. ROCCO, Manager.

Lyons, Kansas, Celebration

SEPTTEMBER 30 TO OCTOBER 2

WANTED—All kinds of Concessions, except Kettles and Baskets. Also Shows for big Merchants and Corporations, 10 streets. There will be, but no monkey games. Don’t write or wire, but come on. Will take care of all who come.

PAIRS—FAIRS—CENTRAL FASION FAIRS—PAIRS

Will have one of the finest Fairs in the country. Every Saturday afternoon, October 1, in the new John W. Campbell Auditorium, 1621 West 16th St., Kansas City, Mo. The Fair will be well advertised and will have the finest shows of the season. It will make a fine show and be worth while going.

WANTED ALL AROUND THE SOUTH WANTED—FAIRS—FAIRS—FAIRS

Furnish W. J. Campbell Auditorium, 1621 West 16th St., Kansas City, Mo., and one good show each day, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. $25 per day. For information, call on Mr. W. J. Campbell at his house, or write him, W. J. Campbell, 1621 W. 16th St., Kansas City, Mo.

TOLDES WAS DIRECTOR

Corona, L. E. N. N. Dept. 1-Dolling Peters was the director of a successful contract with our company at Toleda, Ohio. Much is expected of him also at this show.

The Billboard

Saletesboards of Every Known Style and Size

WE HAVE BEEN MANUFACTURING SALESBOARDS SINCE THE PAST FIVE YEARS, AND ARE PRODUCING THE BEST SALESBOARDS IN THE WORLD.

Our 2,000 and 3,000-Hole boards are big sellers. Write for samples and prices. Prompt shipments.

AJAX MFG. CO.

West and Washington Sts., Carmel, N. Y.

ITALIAN HAND AT LIBERTY

Ito, 1920. The picture now is being used by the city of New York for a public service announcement.

JAMES FLEMING WANTS CANDY BUTCHER

En Route RHODA ROYAL CIRCUS.
BOYS, WAKE UP

HERE IS

SOMETHING NEW

SOMETHING SHOWY

SOMETHING PRACTICAL

An assortment containing at least one of these Gold-Plated Pocket Cigar Holders. Each $5.00, all for $35.00. Will net you $10.00. Order samples for trial. Your telegram for more will quickly follow. 10 percent deposit on 0.00.

UNGAR DOLL MFG. CO., 509-11 Second Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

LONG DISTANCE PHONE, HANOVER 2664

IRELAND'S CHOCOLATES

HALF-POUND BOX, 24c
10-OUNCE BOX, 30c
WHIPPED CREAM SPOON, 30c
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHOCOLATE CREAM BARS, 250 Cartons in a Case, Per Case, - $5.50
CURTIS IRELAND CANDY CORPORATION
34 South Main Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

PRIMO LIGHT & MFG. CO., 3040 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

CHINESE BASKETS

LAMP SHADES

TIM BUCKETS FOR GROCERIES
14-INCH MOVABLE ARM DOLLS, 500 HUNDRED.

Toll us what you want—and if we haven't it in stock we will get it for you.

Immediate delivery. Can be seen in operation. Permanent address HERMAN SUNLEY REYNOLDSVILLE, PA.

WANTED CARNIVAL FOR ASHLAND, ALA., CLAY COUNTY.
FOR SALE

SALESBOARD OPERATORS

WHIP IN WARY CONDITION, Price $3,000.00

FOR SALE

WHIP IN FAIR CONDITION, Price $3,000.00

LOOK! LOOK! Just Out A MONEY GETTER

New Embroidery and French Knot Art Needle. Superior to any we have ever offered. Mr. A. R. WOOD & CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

MIDGET HOLE BOARDS

LARGE HOLE BOARDS

MEET THE JACQUARD WEAVING MACHINE

DART'S LIMITED

READING, PA.

SUPERIOR PERFUME COMPANY

Manufaciturers, CHICAGO, ILL.
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AN APPEAL FOR COMA

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 15, 1925.

W. H. Donaldson, President,
Billboard Publishing Co.

My dear Mr. Donaldson: I am privileged to write you this letter of appeal to you. I am writing you as an humble pet owner, and I am writing out of a deep sense of sorrow for a most personal friend. You will remember that not long ago there came to my attention a small dog owned by Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Harris, of St. Louis, Missouri. This dog, named "Coma," was a very special pet to the Harris family, and it has been a source of comfort and joy to them during difficult times. Unfortunately, Coma became very ill a few weeks ago and was rushed to the hospital. The doctors there diagnosed the problem as coma, a medical condition characterized by a state of unconsciousness. Despite the best efforts of the hospital staff, the illness continued to worsen.

I am writing to you now because I believe that the Billboard organization, with its influence and resources, could contribute to the cause of finding a cure for coma. I am aware of the challenges and complexities of medical research and treatment, but I am convinced that with your support, we can make a difference in this case.

Coma has been described as a state of profound unconsciousness, and it can result from various causes, including head injuries, drug overdose, and respiratory failure. In recent years, there has been significant progress in understanding the mechanisms underlying coma and developing treatments. However, a cure remains elusive, and families like the Harrises face an uncertain future.

I am asking you, as President of the Billboard, to consider making a donation to fund research into coma. Such donations could support experimental treatments, support families in need, and contribute to the broader goal of finding a cure. Even a small contribution can make a significant impact.

I trust that you will consider this appeal, and I look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Address]

[City, State]
ONE KILLED
And Two Are Badly Injured

When Great Southwestern Exposition Shows Were Wrecked
Near Brookston, Texas

Fort Worth, Sept. 30—The Great Southwestern Exposition Shows were wrecked on the Texas Pacific Railroad between Fort Worth and Dallas when a train derailed from a bridge, killing several people and injuring many others. The cause of the accident is still unknown. The train was carrying a large number of passengers and was traveling at high speed when it derailed. The number of fatalities has not yet been determined, but it is feared that the death toll will be high. The wreck occurred near Brookston, Texas. This is the second major accident to occur on the Texas Pacific Railroad in recent weeks. The railroad is investigating the cause of the accident and will take steps to prevent similar incidents in the future.

REPUBLIC DOLLS
BEACH BLANKETS, MEXICAN BASKETS (all sizes), GROCERY BASKETS, PILL LOWS (casual and dress), ELECTRIC LEDGE, TEDDY BEARS. We have a new Doll for lay-downs which is getting too many everywhere. We have models for catalogues. Shipment in orders of $16.00 and all charges.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP.
152-156 Wooster St.
New York City, N.Y.

Concessionaires, Attention!
DON'T BE MISLED
THE FAIR SEASON IS JUST STARTING AND YOU KNOW WHAT PROMPT SERVICE MEANS. WE CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

REPUBLIC DOLLS
BEACH BLANKETS, MEXICAN BASKETS (all sizes), GROCERY BASKETS, PILLOW LOWS (casual and dress), ELECTRIC LEDGE, TEDDY BEARS. We have a new Doll for lay-downs which is getting too many everywhere. We have models for catalogues. Shipment in orders of $16.00 and all charges.

REPUBLIC DOLL & TOY CORP.
152-156 Wooster St.
New York City, N.Y.

AS FAST AS YOU CAN
Hand 'Em Out
Greatest of all toys since the KEETWINK CRANE.
Real Art Ornaments
Made solid, 20¢, 40¢, 60¢, 80¢, $1.00
They Sell On Sight
No calling required.
$6.50 Per Doz.

BIG TOM KING OF WAMPUS CATS

SPOT THE SPOT LAYOUTS

ECK & CO., 125 East 12th St., Cincinnati, O

J. L. CRONIN SHOWS
Want One or Two Shows for Doswell, Va.
and other parts. All concessions open. Week of 20th, Brunswick, Md.; week of 28th, Doswell, Va. J. L. CRONIN, Mgr.

SOUTHERN EXPOSITION SHOWS

POSTER PRINTERS' ASSOCIATION

WASHINGTON, D.C.

POLITICAL MEETINGS AND RALLY

J. L. CRONIN SHOWS
Want One or Two Shows for Doswell, Va.
and other parts. All concessions open. Week of 20th, Brunswick, Md.; week of 28th, Doswell, Va. J. L. CRONIN, Mgr.

SOUTHERN EXPOSITION SHOWS

POSTER PRINTERS' ASSOCIATION

WASHINGTON, D.C.

POLITICAL MEETINGS AND RALLY

J. L. CRONIN SHOWS
Want One or Two Shows for Doswell, Va.
and other parts. All concessions open. Week of 20th, Brunswick, Md.; week of 28th, Doswell, Va. J. L. CRONIN, Mgr.

SOUTHERN EXPOSITION SHOWS

POSTER PRINTERS' ASSOCIATION

WASHINGTON, D.C.
### Letter List

#### PARCEL POST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Doe</td>
<td>123 Main St.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Smith</td>
<td>456 Maple Ave.</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Johnson</td>
<td>789 Pine Dr.</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### LADIES' LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice Brown</td>
<td>101 Elm St.</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Davis</td>
<td>202 Oak Ln.</td>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth White</td>
<td>303 Cherry Rd.</td>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ACTORS, ACTresses AND ARTISTS

who elect to make their permanent address in care of The Billboard, may, of course, claim a copy of any of our publications, the Billboard, St. Louis or San Francisco, but are advised if they are on route to consider the home office carefully.

CINCINNATI IS THE GEOGRAPHICAL CENTER OF POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, and it fell in our view that it is necessary to observe the handwriting and inscriptions of your mail.

We want our service to continue to be, as it always has been, the very best and most efficient, and, therefore, we recommend "PERMANENT ADDRESS, CARE OF THE BILLBOARD, CINCINNATI." It is unnecessary to write for mail to use a self-addressed and stamped envelope—A POSTAL CARD WILL DO. Give your route far enough ahead to permit your mail to reach you. Write names of persons dates and signature plainly.

LETTERS ARE HELD THIRTY DAYS ONLY, after which, if any address has been obtained, they are sent to the Dead Letter Office. It is desirable to write for mail when your name first appears in the list. Address your postal to "Mail Forwarding Service, The Billboard."

READ THE EXPLANATION AT HEAD OF THIS LIST.
10 BIG DAYS AND 10 BIG NIGHTS

BIGGEST EVENT IN VIRGINIA

VIRGINIA STATE FAIR
RICHMOND, October 4 to 14, inclusive

CONCESSION SPACE NOW BEING SOLD
No exclusives on Grind Stores or any other Games. Palmistry still open (No exclusives.)

WRITE, WIRE OR CALL

WILLIAM GLICK, JR.
Jefferson Hotel, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

100 FOR $100.00

Our Pillows have been ordered by the four largest Fairs. Why not book your order now?

SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICE

M. D. Dreyfach

Positively the Only Fool-Proof SALESBOARD on the Market Today

The Blue Ribbon Salesboard in the greatest profit advertised on the market, is literally selling itself. Why not have yours ready for the fair?

WANTED FOR THE SMITH GREATER SHOWS
PLANTATION PERFORMERS and MUSICIANS
LONG SEASON SOUTH


WANTED FREE FAIR WANTED

New York, Sept. 29—Continued. WANTED to buy all orders made for any type of Circus, Shrine, Midget, or any other type of show that now is or will be on the road. Also wanted, a new player and a flat one. Also three new players. "FALLS" GETS $1,000.00

Chicago, Sept. 17—The Fairboard is informed that the "Falls" show, with the World's Fair, toured all the country, and the show that is now in Minneapolis, at the Minnesota State Fair.

LETTER LIST

(Continued from page 99)

SOUTH SIDE VIRGINIA FAIR
Petersburg, Va., Oct. 18 to 23, inclusive

CONCESSIONAIRES, ATTENTION
Following Winds still open: Ham and Bacon, Groceries, Maneurcure Sets and Silverware, and China. Still have choice space for Groceries, Cook Houses, Soft Drinks, Candy Floss, Walking Privileges, Shooting Galleries, Photograph Galleries and all Concessions.

Write, wire or call WILLIAM GLICK, Hotel Jefferson, Richmond, Virginia.

CHINESE BASKETS
Mr. Howard Parker, of Seattle, Washington, is now manager of my Chicago Branch at 184 West Lake St.

Mr. Parker has added a wonderful line of Dolls. Come up and look them over. Almost the entire output of my Dolls during the Fair season are already sold.

Address all communications to Mr. Howard Parker, Chicago Branch, 154 West Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

VITAL STATISTICS
1. The Smith Greater Shows
2. The Smith Greater Shows Tour
3. The Smith Greater Shows

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1920, Hill's State Fair, New York.

WANTED SHOWS, RIDES, CONCESSIONS
Wanted Shows, Rides, Concessions, October 11 to 14, 1820, Hill's State Fair, New York.
CONCESSIONAIRES
PLAYING THE LARGE FAIRS
GET IN TOUCH WITH US

We have the largest and most complete line of carnival items on the market at prices that are absolutely right.

BEACON INDIAN and PLAID BLANKETS
CHINESE BASKETS, 3 and 5 to a nest
PILLOWS OF ALL KINDS
MEXICAN BASKETS IN ALL SIZES

DOLLS, our own make, of every description, from the cheapest Plastic Doll that is good to the best Wood Fibre Composition Doll that is made.
PADDLE WHEELS, SERIAL TICKETS, ETC.

LARGE STOCK OF ALL ITEMS
ALWAYS ON HAND

Prompt shipments guaranteed.

NATIONAL TOY MFG. CO.
OFFICE AND SALESROOM:
110 Fifth Avenue, - - - NEW YORK CITY
LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE PHONE, CHELSEA 509

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 415 Market Street
LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE PHONE, MARKET 5163.

DOLL WHEEL
CONCESSIONAIRES

use our assortment of Plaster Dolls with beautiful flower dress for intermediate, and our 18-Inch Standing Doll for capital prize. This combination is mopping up everywhere.

WE DO NOT ISSUE ANY CATALOG.

Samples of our complete line shipped anywhere to responsible Concessionaires C.O.D.
Money back if our line is not the best now being offered anywhere.

WRITE OR WIRE OUR NEAREST OFFICE.
5—SURE THINGS—5
New editions marvelously illustrated. Most serious books of war. Finestest cartoons and jokes.
PUT OUT TO BENEFIT EX-SERVICE MEN.

To Get a Square Deal and Help Wounded
PLUG FOR THE BOYS
DURING NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS
Everybody gets behind you. Strongest appeal ever published.

BIG FLASH ON EACH
Good for theaters, tents, shows, carnivals, movies, street sales, house to house

SMALL TOWNS, LARGE CITIES
Crews in cities year in and year out selling over 1,000 daily. Men traveling alone and with crews

ALL MAKING RECORDS
You can do the same. Send 25c. Yearly ads. 30c. Send $1. [SAMPLES FREE]

UNION ASSOCIATED PRESS
209 Canal Street, NEW YORK.

LATEST HIT
LOOK IN GIRL No. 7
12 inches in height, finished in natural colors, in a flashy assortment of bathing costumes with natural hair and veil; also five-inch oval mirror, each packed in separate carton.
Packed one doz. in a case; weight 65 lbs.
Sample, Prepaid, $1.50
Case Lots, 85c Each
All orders leave same day received.
Circular on request.

DANVILLE DOLL COMPANY, DANVILLE, ILLINOIS

PILLOWS
GET OUR QUANTITY PRICE.
BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER.
SAMPLE DOZEN FOR QUICK ACTION $12.00
WIRE MONEY WITH ORDER
HUNDRED NEW DESIGNS—FREE CIRCULAR.
We Ship Same Day Order is Received

WESTERN ART LEATHER CO.
TABOR OPERA BUILDING
DENVER, COLO.

Watch at Last!
This is another famous Combination Arrangement, with the best Watch and the Translucents cannot be found at any price. These are the Popular 12.5 size, pure French Grey Silver Finish, in handsome designs. A Trade Emblazoned Certificate with every Watch.
1,000-HOLE Sc BOARD. RETAILS FOR $50.00. PRICE, $18.00.

Read $10.00 deposit, balance C. 0. D. Other styles, Lady's, Gold and Jewellery lines in our display.

GEO. A. JOHNSON & CO.
1027 W. Lake Street, CHICAGO.

YOUR CHOICE "A" or "B"
NEW 1920 OPERATOR'S BELL, No. 9
Excellent a Coin Buyer. Will make you at least $5.00 each day. Most desirable and accepted. Does Not Bounce. Will stand hard use. Send this ad to get $5.00. Post age 9.00. One chance if it does not send you enough for $5.00. Price $1.50. We will get right on your order. Send $1.50 in gold or silver and receive a new Operator's Bell, No. 9. We send postage free. Order now while supplies last. We will be glad to send you a free postcard or circular if you want one. We will be glad to send one.

20G. Cost $1.50. Price, $1.35.00. Samples, Prepaid, $1.25. Case Lots, 85c Each

SILVER KING PENNY OPERATOR BELL
No. 10, 1920 MODEL
The success is a factor money maker than all other published thus far in such a short time. Yes, we are writing the States a new class of this Bell. This will display your name in most highly Recommended. Do not let them get away, when you can get your share with the same amount.

Silver King Novelty Company
611 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

SOME OUTFIT
Without exception the most attractive Flashlight arrangement on the market. Standard Cases and Batteries, displayed on a cardboard. Consists of:

4—6-Inch Nickel Case, Wire Flashlight.
4—6-Inch Nickel Grisley,.
4—6-Inch Nickel Case, Wire Flashlight.
4—6-Inch Nickel Case, Wire Flashlight, Complete with Batteries and a 1,000-hole Illustrated

PRICE, $15.00
Jewelers and operators only are recommended to write for new catalogue.

LIPAUTL COMPlNY
Dept. B, 1024 Arch St., Philadelphia

Closing out our old dull finish doll at prices never heard of before

Only 10,000 on Hand
so order quick if you want some.

Dull finish

20 Cents Each
Full size, 25% deposit.

Regular shiny finish, 25c each.
Be sure to state which you want.
Paper dresses, 5c each.

BAYLESS BROS. & CO., Inc.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

MENTION US, PLEASE—THE BILLBOARD.
GRAND STAND PRIVILEGE MEN:

From the Pumpkin Fairs and from the Big State Fairs the wires are hot with orders.

ONE AND ALL PROCLAIM THE

"FROZEN SWEETS"

TO BE A RIOT!

Are You Getting Yours?

The only Confection in the world that is guaranteed to sell to 100 per cent of your audience at each and every performance.

REFERENCE—NORTHERN TRUST CO., CHICAGO.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OR SEND ORDERS TO

UNIVERSAL THEATRES CONCESSION COMPANY

SIDNEY C. ANSCHELL,
Thetray Department.
PHONE, MAIN 100.

P. A. WENDOVER,
Manufacturing and Distribution.

26 and 28 NORTH FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.